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NOtICe: The policies, requirements, course offerings, schedules, activities, tuition, fees, and calendar of the school and its departments and 

programs set forth in this bulletin are subject to change without notice at any time at the sole discretion of the administration. Such changes 

may be of any nature, including, but not limited to, the elimination of the school or college, programs, classes, or activities; the relocation of or 

modification of the content of any of the foregoing; and the cancellation of scheduled classes or other academic activities.  

      Payment of tuition or attendance at any classes shall constitute a student’s acceptance of the administration’s rights as set forth in the 

above paragraph.
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t
he founding of New york university in 1831 by a 

group of eminent private citizens was a historic 

event in american education. in the early 19th 

century, a major emphasis in higher education 

was on the mastery of Greek and latin, with little attention 

given to modern or contemporary subjects. The founders of 

New York University intended to enlarge the scope of higher 

education to meet the needs of persons aspiring to careers 

in business, industry, science, and the arts, as well as in law, 

medicine, and the ministry. The opening of the University of 

london in 1828 convinced New Yorkers that New York, too, 

should have a university.

The first president of New York University’s governing 

council was albert Gallatin, former adviser to Thomas 

Jefferson and secretary of the treasury in Jefferson’s cabinet. 

Gallatin and his cofounders said that the new university was 

to be a “national university” that would provide a “rational and 

practical education for all.”

The result of the founders’ foresight is today a university 

that is recognized both nationally and internationally as  

a leader in scholarship. of the more than 3,000 colleges  

and universities in america, only 60 institutions are  

members of the distinguished association of american 

Universities. New York University is one of the 60. Students 

come to the University from all 50 states and from over  

130 foreign countries.

The University includes 18 schools, colleges, and institutes 

at major centers in manhattan, brooklyn, abu dhabi (Uae), 

and Shanghai. in addition, the University operates a branch 

campus program in rockland County at St. Thomas aquinas 

College. Certain of the University’s research facilities, notably 

the Nelson institute of environmental medicine, are located 

in Sterling forest, near Tuxedo, New York. although the 

University as a whole is large, its divisions are small- to 

moderate-sized units—each of which has its own traditions, 

programs, and faculty.

an introduction 
to New York 
University

1832 college of arts and science  

	 cas.nyu.edu

1835 school of law    

	 www.law.nyu.edu

1841 school of medicine  

	 school.med.nyu.edu

1865 college of dentistry   

 www.nyu.edu/dental

	 (including	the	College	of	Nursing		

	 [1947],	www.nyu.edu/nursing)

 

1886 graduate school of arts and science  

 www.gsas.nyu.edu

1890 steinhardt school of culture,  

 education, and human  

 development 

 steinhardt.nyu.edu

1900 leonard n . stern school of  business  

 www.stern.nyu.edu

1922 institute of fine arts

 www.nyu.edu/gsas/dept/fineart

1934 school of continuing and  

 professional studies

 www.scps.nyu.edu

1934 courant institute of  

 mathematical sciences

 cims.nyu.edu

1938 robert f . wagner graduate  

 school of public service 

 wagner.nyu.edu

1960 silver school of social work  

 www.nyu.edu/socialwork

1965 tisch school of the arts  

 www.tisch.nyu.edu

1972  gallatin school of individualized study

 www.nyu.edu/gallatin

1972 liberal studies program  

 www.liberalstudies.nyu.edu

2006  institute for the study of the  

ancient world     

www.nyu.edu/isaw

2010 new york university abu dhabi     

 nyuad.nyu.edu

1854 polytechnic institute of  

 new york university 

 www.poly.edu	(affiliated	2008)

The Schools, Colleges, institutes, and Programs of the University 
(in order of their founding)

http://www.law.nyu.edu
http://www.nyu.edu/dental
http://www.nyu.edu/nursing
http://www.gsas.nyu.edu
http://www.stern.nyu.edu
http://www.nyu.edu/gsas/dept/fineart
http://www.scps.nyu.edu
http://www.nyu.edu/socialwork
http://www.tisch.nyu.edu
http://www.nyu.edu/gallatin
http://www.liberalstudies.nyu.edu
http://www.nyu.edu/isaw
http://www.poly.edu
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New yOrk uNIverSIty 
LIBrarIeS
The elmer holmes bobst library, 

designed by Philip Johnson and 

richard foster, is the flagship of a 

six-library system that provides access 

to the world’s scholarship and serves 

as a center for the NYU community’s 

intellectual life. With four million print 

volumes, 68,000 serial subscriptions, 

50,000 electronic journals, half a million 

e-books, 105,000 audio and video 

recordings, and 25,000 linear feet of 

archival materials, the collections are 

uniquely strong in the performing arts, 

radical and labor history, and the history 

of New York and its avant-garde culture. 

The library’s website,	library.nyu.edu,	

received 2.8 million visits in 2008–2009.

bobst library offers 28 miles of open 

stacks and approximately 2,500 seats 

for student study. The avery fisher 

Center for music and media, one of the 

world’s largest academic media centers, 

has 134 carrels for audio listening and 

video viewing and three multimedia 

classrooms. last year the center filled 

more than 70,000 research requests for 

audio and video material. The digital 

Studio offers a constantly evolving, 

leading-edge resource for faculty and 

student projects and promotes and 

supports access to digital resources 

for teaching, learning, research, and 

arts events. The data Service Studio 

provides expert staff and access 

to software, statistical computing, 

geographical information systems 

analysis, data collection resources, and 

data management services in support of 

quantitative research at NYU. 

The fales library, a special collection 

within bobst library, is home to the 

unparalleled fales Collection of english 

and american literature; the food 

Studies Collection, a rich and growing 

trove of cookbooks, food writing, 

pamphlets, paper, and archives dating 

from the 1790s; and the downtown 

Collection, an extraordinary multimedia 

archive documenting the avant-garde 

New York art world since 1975. bobst 

library also houses the Tamiment 

library, the country’s leading repository 

of research materials in the history of 

left politics and labor. Two fellowship 

programs bring scholars from around 

the world to Tamiment to explore the 

history of the Cold War and its wide-

ranging impact on american institutions 

and to research academic freedom and 

promote public discussion of its history 

and role in our society. Tamiment’s 

robert f. Wagner labor archives 

contain, among other resources, the 

archives of the Jewish labor Committee 

and of more than 200 New York City 

labor organizations. 

The barbara Goldsmith Preservation 

and Conservation department in bobst 

library comprises laboratories for book, 

film, and audio/video conservation. its 

preservation projects often provide 

training for students in many aspects of 

book, paper, and media preservation. in 

a groundbreaking initiative funded by 

the andrew W. mellon foundation, the 

division of libraries in 2008 completed 

development of rationales and strategies 

for all aspects of moving image and 

audio preservation, consulting with 

a variety of other institutions to 

identify and test best practices and 

disseminating them throughout the 

archival community. 

beyond bobst, the library of 

the renowned Courant institute of 

mathematical Sciences focuses on 

research-level material in mathematics, 

computer science, and related fields. 

The Stephen Chan library of fine 

arts at the institute of fine arts (ifa) 

houses the rich collections that support 

the research and curricular needs 

of the institute’s graduate programs 

in art history and archaeology. The 

Jack brause real estate library at 

the real estate institute, the most 

comprehensive facility of its kind, serves 

the information needs of every sector of 

the real estate community. The library 

of the institute for the Study of the 

ancient World (iSaW) is a resource 

for advanced research and graduate 

education in ancient civilizations from 

the western mediterranean to China. 

Complementing the collections of the 

division of libraries are those of the 

libraries of NYU’s School of medicine, 

dental Center, and School of law. 

The NYU division of libraries 

continually enhances its student 

and faculty services and expands its 

research collections, responding to the 

extraordinary growth of the University’s 

academic programs in recent years and 

to the rapid expansion of electronic 

information resources. bobst library’s 

professional staff includes more than 

30 subject specialists, who select 

materials and work with faculty and 

graduate students in every field of 

study at NYU. The staff also includes 

specialists in undergraduate outreach, 

instructional services, preservation, 

electronic information, and digital library 

technology.

The libraries of New York University 

collections include more than 5.1 million 

volumes, over 6 million microforms, 

480,000 government documents, 

142,000 sound and video recordings, 

and a wide range of electronic 

resources. bobst library is visited by 

more than 6,800 users per day and 

circulates about one million books 

annually.

The Grey art Gallery, the University’s 

fine arts museum, presents three to 

four innovative exhibitions each year 

that encompass all aspects of the visual 

arts: painting and sculpture, prints and 

drawings, photography, architecture 

and decorative arts, video, film, and 

performance. The gallery also sponsors 

lectures, seminars, symposia, and film 

series in conjunction with its exhibitions. 

admission to the gallery is free for NYU 

staff, faculty, and students.  

The New York University art 

Collection, founded in 1958, consists 

of more than 5,000 works in a wide 

range of media. The collection primarily 

comprises late 19th-century and 20th-

century works; its particular strengths 

are american painting from the 1940s to 

the present and 20th-century european 

prints. a unique segment of the NYU 

art Collection is the abby Weed Grey 

Collection of Contemporary asian 

and middle eastern art, which totals 

some 1,000 works in various media 

representing countries from Turkey to 

Japan.

tHe LarGer CaMPuS 
New York University is an integral part 

of the metropolitan community of New 

York City—the business, cultural, artistic, 

and financial center of the nation and 

the home of the United Nations. The 

city’s extraordinary resources enrich 

both the academic programs and the 

experience of living at New York Uni-

versity.

Professors whose extracurricular 

activities include service as editors for 

publishing houses and magazines; as 

advisers to city government, banks, 

school systems, and social agencies; 

New York University and New York
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and as consultants for museums and 

industrial corporations bring to teaching 

an experience of the world and a 

professional sophistication that are 

difficult to match.

Students also, either through course 

work or in outside activities, tend to be 

involved in the vigorous and varied life 

of the city. research for term papers in 

the humanities and social sciences may 

take them to such diverse places as the 

american museum of Natural history, 

the museum of modern art, a garment 

factory, a deteriorating neighborhood, 

or a foreign consulate. 

Students in science work with their 

professors on such problems of im-

mediate importance for urban society 

as the pollution of waterways and the 

congestion of city streets. business 

majors attend seminars in corporation 

boardrooms and intern as executive as-

sistants in business and financial houses. 

The schools, courts, hospitals, settle-

ment houses, theatres, playgrounds, 

and prisons of the greatest city in the 

world form a regular part of the educa-

tional scene for students of medicine, 

dentistry, education, social work, law, 

business and public administration, and 

the creative and performing arts. 

The chief center for undergraduate 

and graduate study is at Washington 

Square in Greenwich village, long 

famous for its contributions to the 

fine arts, literature, and drama and 

its small-scale, european style of 

living. New York University makes a 

significant contribution to the creative 

activity of the village through the high 

concentration of faculty and students 

who reside within a few blocks of the 

University. 

University apartment buildings 

provide housing for over 2,100 members 

of the faculty and administration, and 

University student residence halls 

accommodate over 11,500 men and 

women. many more faculty and students 

reside in private housing in the area.

a PrIvate uNIverSIty 
Since its founding, New York University 

has been a private university. it operates 

under a board of trustees and derives 

its income from tuition, endowment, 

grants from private foundations and 

government, and gifts from friends, 

alumni, corporations, and other private 

philanthropic sources.

The University is committed to 

a policy of equal treatment and 

opportunity in every aspect of its 

relations with its faculty, students, and 

staff members, without regard to race, 

color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, 

gender and/or gender identity or 

expression, marital or parental status, 

national origin, ethnicity, citizenship 

status, veteran or military status, 

age, disability, and any other legally 

protected basis.

inquiries regarding the application 

of the federal laws and regulations 

concerning affirmative action and 

antidiscrimination policies and 

procedures at New York University may 

be referred to mary Signor, executive 

director, office of equal opportunity, 

New York University, elmer holmes 

bobst library, 70 Washington Square 

South, 12th floor, New York, NY 10012; 

212-998-2352. inquiries may also be 

referred to the director of the office 

of federal Contract Compliance, U.S. 

department of labor.

New York University is a member of 

the association of american Universities 

and is accredited by the middle States 

association of Colleges and Schools 

(Commission on higher education of the 

middle States association of Colleges 

and Schools, 3624 market Street, 

Philadelphia, Pa 19104; 215-662-5606). 

individual undergraduate, graduate, 

and professional programs and schools 

are accredited by the appropriate 

specialized accrediting agencies.

Senior University administration
John sexton, b.a., m.a., Ph.d., J.d., 

President

david w . mclaughlin, b.S., m.S., Ph.d., 

Provost

michael c . alfano, d.m.d., Ph.d.,  

Senior	Presidential	Fellow
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martin s . dorph, b.S., m.b.a., J.d., 

Executive	Vice	President,	Finance	and	

Information	Technology

katherine fleming, b.a., m.a., Ph.d., 

Deputy	Provost	and	Vice	Chancellor,	

Europe

richard foley, b.a., m.a., Ph.d., Vice	

Chancellor	for	Strategic	Planning

alison leary, b.S., Executive	Vice	
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r . may lee, b.a., J.d., Vice	Chancellor,	

Asia	Strategic	Initiatives

linda g . mills, b.a., J.d., m.S.W., Ph.d., 

Vice	Chancellor	for	Global	Programs	

and	University	Life,	NYU;	Associate	Vice	

Chancellor	for	Admissions	and	Financial	

Support,	NYU	Abu	Dhabi

diane c . yu, b.a., J.d.,	Deputy	President

bonnie s . brier, b.a., J.d., Senior	

Vice	President,	General	Counsel,	and	

Secretary	of	the	University
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Provost	for	Research	
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President	for	Development	and	Alumni	

Relations

r . may lee, b.a., J.d., Associate	Vice	

Chancellor,	Asia
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Vice	Provost	for	Planning;	Senior	Vice	
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hon.: m.a., Senior	Vice	Provost	for	

Undergraduate	Academic	Affairs	

k . r . sreenivasan, b.e., m.e., m.a., 

Ph.d.; hon.: d.Sc., Senior	Vice	Provost	

for	Science/Technology	for	the	Global	

Network	University;	Provost,	Polytechnic	

Institute	of	NYU;	Acting	President,	

Polytechnic	Institute	of	NYU		
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and	Michael	Steinhardt	Director,	Institute	

of	Fine	Arts	

ellen schall, b.a., J.d., Dean,	Robert	

F.	Wagner	Graduate	School	of	Public	

Service		

fred schwarzbach, b.a., m.a., Ph.d., 

Dean	of	Liberal	Studies,	Faculty	of	Arts	

and	Science

k . r . sreenivasan, b.e., m.e., m.a., Ph.d.; 

hon.: d.Sc., Provost,	Polytechnic	Institute	

of	NYU;	Acting	President,	Polytechnic	

Institute	of	NYU);	Senior	Vice	Provost	

for	Science/Technology	for	the	Global	

Network	University

g . gabrielle starr, b.a., m.a., Ph.d., 

Seryl	Kushner	Dean,	College	of	Arts	and	

Science	

eileen sullivan-marx, b.S.N., m.S., Ph.d., 

CRNP,	RN,	FAAN,	Dean,	College	of	

Nursing	

lynn videka, b.S.N., m.a., Ph.d., Dean,	

Silver	School	of	Social	Work	

susanne l . wofford, b.a.; b.Phil. 

[oxon.], Ph.d.,	Dean,	Gallatin	School	of	

Individualized	Study	

yu lizhong, b.Sc., Ph.d., Chancellor,	NYU	

Shanghai

martin lipton, b.S. in econ., ll.b., Chair 

ronald d . abramson, b.a., J.d.; hon.: 

d.f.a.

khaldoon khalifa al mubarak

phyllis putter barasch, b.S., m.a., m.b.a.

maria bartiromo, b.a.

marc h . bell, b.S., m.S.

william r . berkley, b.S., m.b.a.

daniel J . brodsky, b.a., m.U.P.

heather l . cannady, b.a., J.d.

arthur l . carter, b.a., m.b.a.

evan r . chesler, b.a., J.d. 

william t . comfort, iii, b.S.b.a., J.d., 

ll.m. (in Taxation) 

michael r . cunningham, b.b.a., m.a., 

Ph.d.

florence a . davis, b.a., J.d.

barry diller 

gail drukier, b.S.

Joel s . ehrenkranz, b.S., m.b.a.,  

ll.b., ll.m.

laurence d . fink, b.a., m.b.a.

Jay m . furman, b.S., J.d.

h . dale hemmerdinger, b.a.

Jonathan m . herman, b.a., J.d.

charles J . hinkaty, b.S., m.S.

mitchell Jacobson, b.a., J.d.

richard d . katcher, b.a., ll.b.

richard Jay kogan, b.a., m.b.a.

Jerry h . labowitz, b.a.

kenneth g . langone, b.a., m.b.a.

Jeffrey h . lynford, b.a., m.P.a., J.d.

kelly kennedy mack, b.a., m.b.a.

donald b . marron

howard meyers, b.S.

constance J . milstein, b.a., J.d.

david c . oxman, b.a., ll.b.

John paulson, b.S., m.b.a.

lester pollack, b.S., ll.b. 

catherine b . reynolds, b.a.

courtney sale ross, b.a.

william c . rudin, b.S.

suresh sani, b.a., J.d.

John sexton, b.a., m.a., Ph.d., J.d.

constance silver, b.S., m.S.W., Ph.d.

lisa silverstein, b.a.

Jay stein

Joseph s . steinberg, b.a., m.b.a.

board of Trustees
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Judy steinhardt, b.a., ed.m.

michael h . steinhardt, b.S.

chandrika tandon, b.a., m.b.a.

daniel r . tisch

John l . vogelstein

casey wasserman, b.S.

anthony welters, b.a., J.d.

shelby white, b.a., m.a.

leonard a . wilf, b.a., J.d., ll.m. (in 

Taxation) 

william d . Zabel, b.a., ll.b.

charles m . Zegar, b.S., m.S, m.S.

Life trustees

diane belfer 

mamdouha bobst, b.a., m.a., m.P.h.; 

hon.: l.h.d.

John brademas (President emeritus), 

b.a.; d.Phil. [oxon.]; hon.: d.C.l., l.h.d., 

litt.d., ll.d.

geraldine h . coles

John J . creedon, b.S., ll.b., ll.m.

maurice r . greenberg, ll.b.; hon.: J.d., 

ll.d.

henry kaufman, b.a., m.S., Ph.d.; hon.: 

l.h.d., ll.d. 

helen l . kimmel, b.a.

thomas s . murphy, b.S.m.e., m.b.a.

l . Jay oliva (President emeritus), b.a., 

m.a., Ph.d.; hon.: d.h.l., litt.d., ll.d., 

Ph.d.

herbert m . paul, b.b.a., m.b.a., J.d., 

ll.m.

e . John rosenwald, Jr., b.a., m.b.a.

william r . salomon

marie schwartz 

larry a . silverstein, b.a., ll.b.

Joel e . smilow, b.a., m.b.a.

sheldon h . solow

henry taub, b.S.

lillian vernon

robert f . wright, b.a., m.b.a. 

baroness mariuccia Zerilli marimò

truStee aSSOCIateS

bruce berger, b.S.

leonard boxer, b.S., ll.b.

Jane eisner bram, b.a., m.S.W., Ph.d.

betty weinberg ellerin, b.a., J.d.

norman goodman, b.a., J.d. 

marvin leffler, b.S., m.b.a.
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Steinhardt School of 
Culture, education, and 
human development

INtrOduCtION tO tHe

the Steinhardt School of Culture, education, and Human 

development is a professional school with a wide range 

of undergraduate and graduate programs, all designed 

to advance knowledge, creativity, and innovation at the 

crossroads of human learning, culture, development, and well-

being. our integration of education, media studies, health, and 

the arts into a single college makes us unique in the nation 

and offers unrivaled opportunities for inquiry and exploration. 

many of our programs are especially committed to activities 

aimed at improving the urban environment for communities, 

families, and children. 

at the graduate level, the school prepares aspiring and 

current professionals from a diverse range of backgrounds 

and experiences to enter or advance their careers in health, 

the arts, culture, and media in addition to teacher education, 

leadership, and applied psychology. We offer specialized 

professional and scholarly education within the context of 

one of the country’s premier centers for scholarly and creative 

inquiry, applied research, and field-based practice. our stu-

dents find a warm and supportive environment in which they 

can explore new ideas and practices with faculty and student 

colleagues. They work with researchers, scholars, and teachers 

who are intellectually adventurous and socially conscious. 

They learn in the expansive environment of a great research 

university and use the urban neighborhoods of New York 

City and countries around the world as their laboratory. They 

embrace the challenges of our complex and interconnected 

world.  

The school traces its origins to 1890, when New York  

University established a School of Pedagogy. With its found-

ing, the University achieved another milestone in american 

education. it was the first time that a graduate school for  

preparing teachers was established in a major university,  

placing the School of Pedagogy at equal rank with other  

professional schools, such as law and medicine. from its 

earliest years, NYU Steinhardt recognized the importance of 

diversity, and included women among its first doctoral  

graduates and african americans in its student body and 

faculty in the early 20th century. 

Today, NYU Steinhardt offers a broad array of programs 

and classes, including on-campus and study abroad courses 

during winter and summer sessions; outstanding fieldwork 

sites for applied practice; award-winning faculty; and excep-

tional academic and research opportunities. Through rigorous 

research and education, both within and across disciplines, 

Steinhardt’s faculty and students continually evaluate and 

redefine processes, practices, and policies in their respective 

fields. They bring global and community perspectives to their 

studies and research and to their careers.

Welcome to NYU Steinhardt. We are proud to have you be 

part of our tradition of excellence and our vision for the future.

administration

mary m . brabeck, b.a., m.S., 

Ph.d., Dean

beth c . weitzman, b.a., 

m.P.a., Ph.d., Vice	Dean

patricia m . carey, b.a., m.a., 

Ph.d., associate dean for 

Student affairs

perry halkitis, b.a., m.S., 

Ph.d., Associate	Dean	for	

Research	and	Doctoral	Studies

robert a . knight, b.a., 

m.b.a., Associate	Dean	for	

Administration	and	Finance

lindsay wright, b.S., Ph.d., 

Associate	Dean	for	Planning	

and	Communication

erich dietrich, b.a., m.a., 

Ph.d., Assistant	Dean	for	

Global	and	Academic	Affairs

barbara kotlikoff, b.a., 

Assistant	Dean	for	

Development	and	Alumni	

Relations

leslie brown, b.a., Executive	

Director,	Financial	Planning	

and	Operations

Jeanne bannon, b.a., m.a., 

Director,	Student	Services

claude blenman, b.a., m.a., 

Director,	Faculty	Affairs

Judith costello, b.S., Director,	

Institutional	Research

mary beth fenlaw, b.mus., 

m.b.a., Director,	Marketing

lee frissell, b.a., m.a., 

Director,	Field	Projects

bart grachan, b.a., m.S.T., 

m.a., ed.d. Director,	

Community	College	Transfer	

Opportunity	Program

kathy heins, b.a., m.a, 

Director,	Development

roger ho, b.a., m.a., Director,	

Human	Resources

Jeffrey lane, b.a., m.a., 

m.a., Director,	Administrative	

Services	and	Information	

Technology

John s . myers, b.a., m.a., 

Director,	Enrollment	

Management

debra weinstein, b.a., m.a., 

Director,	Publications	and	

Creative	Projects

david a . Zapotocky, 

b.S., m.a., Ph.d., Director,	

Registration	Services
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Program and Concentration Codes 

academic 
Programs

(See page 16-17 for 

teacher certification 

programs)

*  leads to New York State 

certification.

†   Professional license 

qualifying.

‡   Students are no  

longer admitted into this 

program.

  COdeS deGreeS

adMINIStratION, 
LeaderSHIP & teCHNOLOGy
Business education

business and Workplace education GebWemma m.a.

Workplace learning GebeWladCr advanced Certificate

business and Workplace learning GebWeCadCr advanced Certificate

educational administration

educational administration Geedadedd ed.d.

educational administration GeedadPhd Ph.d.

educational Leadership

educational leadership: School building leader GeelSbma m.a

educational leadership: School district leader GeelSdadCr advanced Certificate

educational leadership, Politics & advocacy GeelPama m.a

educational Communication and technology

educational Communication and Technology GeedCTedd ed.d.

educational Communication and Technology GeedCTPhd Ph.d.

digital media design for learning GedmdladCr advanced Certificate

digital media design for learning Gedmdlma m.a.

Games for learning GeGleTmS m.S

Higher education

higher education & Student affairs GeheSama m.a.

higher education administration Gehiaeedd ed.d.

higher and Postsecondary education GehiPSPhd Ph.d.

aPPLIed PSyCHOLOGy
Counseling & Guidance

bilingual School Counseling K-12 GeCNGUma: GeCbG001 m.a.

Counseling & Guidance GeCNGUadCr: GeCGU001 advanced Certificate

Counseling for mental health Wellness GeCmhWma m.a

School Counseling K-12 GeCNGUma: GeCGS001 m.a

Counseling Psychology

Counseling Psychology GeCNPSPhd Ph.d.

Psychology & Social Intervention

Psychology & Social intervention GePSSiPhd Ph.d.

Human development & Social Intervention

human development & Social intervention GehdSima m.a.

Psychological development

Psychological development GePSdvPhd Ph.d.

School Psychology

Professional Child/School Psychology  GePSChPSYd Psy.d. 

art & art PrOFeSSIONS
Studio art 

Studio art/Teaching art, all Grades UearaG/Geared b.f.a./m.a

Studio art GearTCadCr advanced Certificate 
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Studio art GearSamfa m.f.a.

Studio art GearSTma m.a. (3 Summer Program)

art education

art education GearTdedd ed.d.

Teaching art: all Grades GearePma m.a.

Teaching art—all Grades Geareima m.a.

art education and Community Practice GeaeCPma m.a.

art therapy

art Therapy GearTTma m.a.

visual arts administration 

visual arts administration Gearvama m.a.

visual Culture-Costume Studies GearCSma m.a.

visual Culture-Costume Studies/

 library and information Science GeCSlSma m.a. (dual degree liU)

visual Culture and education: art education GeavCePhd: Geaed007 Ph.d.

COMMuNICatIve SCIeNCeS & dISOrderS
Communicative Sciences & disorders GeCSdCadCr advanced Certificate

Communicative Sciences & disorders GeCSdmmS m.S.

Communicative Sciences & disorders GeCSdPPhd Ph.d.

humanities & Social Sciences in the Professions

education & Jewish Studies

education & Jewish Studies GeedJSma m.a.

education & Jewish Studies/

 hebrew & Judaic Studies GeeJhJma m.a. (dual degree with GSaS)

education & Jewish Studies GeeJSTPhd Ph.d.

education & Social Policy

education & Social Policy GeedSPma m.a.

applied Statistics in Social research GeaSSrmS m.S.

History of education

history of education GehSedma m.a.

history of education GehSedPhd Ph.d.

International education

international education: 

 Cross-Cultural exchange and Training GeiNTePhd: GeCii001 Ph.d.

international education: Global education GeiNTePhd: GeGed001 Ph.d.

international education: 

 international development education GeiNTePhd: GeCoP001 Ph.d.

international education GeiNTSma m.a.

international education GeiNTSadCr advanced Certificate

Philosophy of education

Philosophy of education GePhedma m.a.

Philosophy of education GePhedPhd Ph.d.

Sociology of education

Sociology of education GeSoedma m.a.

Sociology of education GeSoedPhd Ph.d.

Sociology of education: education Policy GeSoedma: GeedP001 m.a

Sociology of education:

 Social & Cultural Studies of education GeSoedmS: SCS001 m.S.

MedIa, CuLture & COMMuNICatION
media, Culture & Communication GemdCCma m.a.

media, Culture & Communication GemCCdPhd Ph.d.

media, Culture & Communication/

 library & info Services(dual degree liU) GemClSma m.a. 

MuSIC & PerFOrMING artS PrOFeSSIONS
educational theatre 

educational Theatre: all Grades GeedTama m.a.

educational Theatre: all Grades and english 7-12 GeeTedma m.a

educational Theatre: 

 all Grades and Social Studies 7-12 GeeTSSma m.a
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Music - Instrumental 

instrumental Performance/ UemSNdbmUS:

 Teaching music all Grades. UeedU007 b.mus/m.a

instrumental Performance GemUiPmm m.m.

instrumental Performance:  GemUiPmm: 

 Jazz instrumental Performance GeJiP001 m.m.

Music - Piano 

Piano Performance/Teaching music all Grades UemSPdbmUS: UeedU005 m.m

Piano Performance GemUPPmm m.m

Piano Performance: Collaborative Piano GemUPPmm: GeCPi001 m.m 

Piano Performance: Solo Piano GemUPPmmGeSPi001 m.m.

Music - voice/vocal Performance 

vocal Performance/Teaching music all Grades UemUSvbbmUS: UeedU003 b.mus/m.a.

vocal Performance GemUvPmm m.m.

vocal Performance: Classical voice GemUvPmm: GeClv001 m.m.

vocal Performance. music Theatre Performance GemUvPmm: GemTP001 m.m.

Music Business

music business GemUbGma m.a.

music business: music Technology GemUbGma: GeTTT001 m.a.

Music education  

music education, 

 for College and University faculty GemUSema:mCU m.a.

music education, 

 for College and University faculty GemUSeedd: GemCU001 ed.d. 

music education, 

 for College and University faculty GemUSePhd: GemCU003 Ph.d. 

Teachers of music in elementary and 

 Secondary Schools, music Teacher K-12 GemUSeadCr: GemeS004 advanced Certificate

music education, music Teacher K-12  GemUSeedd: GemeS001 ed.d. 

music education: music Teacher K-12  GemUSePhd: GemeS003 Ph.d.

Teaching music all Grades GemUSama m.a.

Music technology 

music Technology(dual degree) UemTbdbmUS/GemTmdmm b.mus./m.m

music Technology GemUmTmm m.m.  

music Technology GemUTdPhd Ph.d.

theory and Composition 

Theory and Composition/

 Teaching music all Grades UemTCdbmUS b.mus/m.a. 

music Theory & Composition GemaTCmm m.m.

music Theory & Composition GemaTCmm: GeSfm001 m.m.

music Theory & Composition GemTaCmm: GefmS001 m.m. 

music Theory & Composition GemTaCmm: GeSdW001 m.m. 

dance and dance education 

Teachers of dance - all Grades GedaTPma m.a.

Teaching dance: all Grades GedaTCma m.a. 

Teaching dance-all Grades GedaTdadCr advanced Certificate 

Teaching dance in higher education & 

 the Professions GedaPrma m.a.

Teaching dance in higher education & 

 the Professions  m.a. 

The american ballet Theater Pedagogy GedaPrma: GeabT002

drama therapy

drama Therapy GedrmTma m.a.

Music therapy 

music Therapists GemUSTma m.a.

Music Performance and Composition

music Performance & Composition GemUCPPhd Ph.d.

music Performance & Composition:

 for Composers GemUCPPhd: GeCmP001  Ph.d.

music Performance & Composition: Performance GemUCPPhd: GePer001  Ph.d.

vocal Pedagogy 

vocal Pedagogy, advanced Certificate GemvPCadCr advanced Certificate 

vocal Performance, m.m.: Classical voice GemUvPmm:GevCl m.m.

vocal Performance, m.m.: 

 musical Theatre Performance GemUvPmm:GemTh m.m.
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vocal Performance/vocal Pedagogy 

Classical voice  (dual degree) GemvPrmm: GeClv003 m.m./advanced Certificate 

vocal Performance/vocal Pedagogy

musical Theatre (dual degree) GemvPrmm: GemTh001 m.m./advanced Certificate

Performing arts administration

Performing arts administration GeaadPma m.a.

Nutrition, Food Studies & Public Health
Nutrition & dietetics

Nutrition and dietetics, Clinical Nutrition GehoNdmS: GeCNU002 m.S.

Nutrition and dietetics, foods and Nutrition GehoNdmS: GefNU001 m.S. 

Nutrition and dietetics GehoNdPhd  Ph.d.

Public Health

Public health GehePhPhd  Ph.d.

Food Studies 

food Studies Gefoodma: GeCUl001 m.a. 

food Studies Gefoodma: GeSYS001 m.a. 

food Studies & food management GehofPhd  Ph.d.

Occupational therapy  
occupational Therapy GeoThrmS m.S. 

occupational Therapy GeoThSdPS d.P.S. 

research in occupational Therapy GeoThXPhd   Ph.d.

Post Professional Occupational therapy 

advanced occupational Therapy GeoTThma m.a.

Physical therapy   
Physical Therapy 

 (for entry level Physical Therapists) GePTPSdPT d.P.T.

Physical Therapy 

 (for practicing Physical Therapists) GePTPPdPT d.P.T. 

orthopedic Physical Therapy GePThdadCr advanced Certificate 

Physical Therapy: Pathokinesiology GePThPma: GeKiN001 m.a. 

research in Physical Therapy GePThrPhd  Ph.d.

teaching & Learning
early Childhood and elementary education 

Childhood education GeChedma m.a.

Childhood education GeChePma  m.a. 

Childhood education/

 Childhood Special education, Childhood GeCSeCma m.a.

early Childhood education GeeCedma advanced Certificate

early Childhood/early Childhood 

 Special education, early Childhood GeeSeema m.a. 

Positions of leadership: 

 early Childhood & elementary education GeelldadCr advanced Certificate 

Positions of leadership: 

 early Childhood & elementary education GeelldPhd  Ph.d.

english education 

english education Secondary & College GeeNGePhd  Ph.d.

english education Secondary & College: 

 applied linguistics GeeNGePhd: GeaPl001 Ph.d.

english education Secondary & College: 

 literature, reading, media education,

 Composition education & 

 Curriculum development GeeNGCPhd: Gelrm001  Ph.d.

english education: Teachers of english language 

 & literature in Colleges GeeNGCadCr advanced Certificate

english education: Teachers of english 7-12 GeeNGPma m.a.

english education: Teaching english 7-12 GeeNGlma m.a.  

english education: 

 Clinically-based english education GeCbeeadCr advanced Certificate

english education: 

 Clinically-based english education GeCbeema m.a.
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environmental Conservation education  

environmental Conservation education GeeNYCma m.a. 

Literacy education

literacy b-6 GeliTbma m.a.

literacy 5-12 GeliTCma m.a. 

Mathematics education

Professors of mathematics & 

 mathematics education in Colleges GemaeCPhd  Ph.d.

Teaching mathematics 7-12 GemThPma m.a.

Teaching mathematics 7-12 GemThema m.a. 

bilingual education 

bilingual education Gebilmma m.a. 

bilingual education GebilNPhd Ph.d. 

bilingual education for Teachers GebilCadCr advanced Certificate

Post-masters Study in bilingual education GebePmadCr advanced Certificate

foreign language education Gefledma

foreign language education Gefledma m.a.

Teaching a foreign language 7-12 GeflCema m.a.

Teaching a foreign language 7-12 GeflCema: maN m.a.

Teachers of Chinese 7-12   GeflCPma m.a. 

Teaching a foreign language 7-12 Geflfhma m.a.

Teachers of french 7-12 GeflfPma m.a. 

Teaching a foreign language 7-12 GeflGNma m.a.

Teachers of German 7-12 GeflGPma m.a. 

Teachers of hebrew 7-12 GeflhPma m.a.

Teaching a foreign language 7-12 GeflhWma m.a.

Teaching a foreign language 7-12, italian GefliNma m.a.

Teachers of italian 7-12 GefliPma m.a.

Teaching a foreign language 7-12 Japanese GeflJema m.a.

Teachers of Japanese 7-12, m.a. GeflJPma m.a.

Teaching a foreign language 7-12 latin GefllNma m.a.

Teachers of latin, m.a. GefllPma m.a.

Teaching a foreign language 7-12, russian GeflrNma  m.a. 

Teachers of russian, m.a. GeflrPma m.a.

Teaching a foreign language 7-12, Spanish) GeflShma m.a. 

Teachers of Spanish 7-12. GefSSPma m.a. 

Teaching french as a foreign language

 (Joint degree - GSaS) SGflTfma: SGflT001 m.a. 

Teaching french as a foreign language/

 and TeSol(Joint degree - GSaS) SGflTfma-SGeSl001 m.a. 

Teaching Spanish as a foreign language

 (Joint degree - GSaS) SGflTSma: SG m.a. 

Post-masters Study for Teachers of 

 foreign languages in Colleges GeflPmadCr advanced Certificate

Science education

Science education: 

 Clinically rich integrated Science Program GeCrSPma m.a.

Teachers of biology 7-12  GeSblPma m.a.

Teaching biology 7-12 GeSblYma m.a.

Teachers of Chemistry 7-12  GeSChPma m.a. 

Teaching Chemistry 7-12 GeSChYma m.a.

Teachers of Physics 7-12  GeSPhPma m.a.

Teaching Physics 7-12 GeSPhYma m.a. 

Social Studies education 

Teaching Social Studies 7-12 GeSSSTma m.a.

Teachers of Social Studies 7-12 GeSSSPma m.a.

teaching english to Speakers of Other Languages 

Post-baccalaureate Study in Teaching english to 

 Speakers of other languages GeTePbadCr advanced Certificate 

Post-masters Study in TeSol in 

 Colleges, advanced Certificates GeTePmadCr advanced Certificate

Teaching english to Speakers of 

 other languages - all Grades GeTSoGma m.a. 
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Teachers of english to Speakers of 

 other languages GeTSolma m.a.

Teaching a foreign language 7-12 and 

Teaching english to Speakers of other languages GeflTSma m.a. 

Teaching english to Speakers of 

 other languages in College GeeNTCPhd Ph.d.

doctoral Programs 

Teaching & learning GeTledGedd Ph.d. 

Teaching & learning GeTlPhGPhd ed.d. 

Special education

Special education Childhood, m.a.   GeSeChma m.a.

Special education: early Childhood, m.a.  GeSeeCma m.a.
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Teacher Certification Programs* 

*  many of these 

programs are 

approved by the 

department of 

veterans affairs. 

Please consult 

with the office of 

Graduate admissions 

for further 

information.

  COdeS  deGreeS

art and art Professions

Studio art/Teaching art, all Grades, dual degree 

 (initial/professional certification) UearaG/Geared  b.f.a./m.a

Teaching art: all Grades (professional certification) GearePma  m.a.

Teaching art: all Grades (initial/professional certification) Geareima  m.a.

Communicative Sciences & disorders

Communicative Sciences & disorders 

 (initial/professional certification) GeCSdmmS  m.S.

Music and Performing arts Professions

educational Theatre: all Grades (initial/professional certification) GeedTama  m.a.

educational Theatre: all Grades and english 7-12 

 (dual certification, initial/professional certification) GeeTedma  m.a.

educational Theatre: all Grades and Social Studies 7-12 

 (dual certification, initial/professional certification) GeeTSSma  m.a 

instrumental Performance/Teaching music all Grades, 

 dual degree (initial/professional certification) UemSNdbmUS: UeedU007 b.mus/m.a

Piano Performance/Teaching music all Grades

 (initial/professional certification) UemSPdbmUS: UeedU005 m.m

vocal Performance/Teaching music all Grades

 (initial/professional certification)  UemUSvbbmUS: UeedU003 b.mus/m.a.

Theory and Composition/Teaching music all Grades 

 (initial/professional certification) UemTCdbmUS  b.mus/m.a. 

Teachers of dance: all Grades (initial/professional certification) GedaTPma  m.a.

Teaching dance: all Grades (initial/professional certification) GedaTCma  m.a.

Teaching dance: all Grades for m.a.’s/m.f.a.’s

 (initial/professional certification) GedaTdadCr  advanced Certificate 

teaching and Learning

Childhood education (initial certification) GeChedma  m.a.

Childhood education (professional certification) GeChePma   m.a. 

Childhood education/Childhood Special education, 

 Childhood (dual certification, initial/professional certification) GeCSeCma  m.a.

early Childhood education (professional certification) GeeCedma  advanced Certificate

early Childhood/early Childhood Special education, 

 early Childhood  GeeSeema  m.a

english education: Teachers of english 7-12 

(professional certification) GeeNGPma  m.a.

english education: Teaching english 7-12 

 (initial/professional certification) GeeNGlma  m.a.  

english education: Clinically-based 

 english education (initial certification) GeCbeeadCr  advanced Certificate

english education: Clinically-based english education 

 (initial/professional certification) GeCbeema  m.a.

literacy b-6, (initial/professional certification) GeliTbma  m.a.

literacy 5-12 (initial/professional certification) GeliTCma  m.a.

bilingual education for Teachers (initial/professional certification) GebilCadCr  advanced Certificat

teaching a Foreign Language 7-12: 

all (initial/professional certification)

Chinese GeflCema  m.a.

mandarin GeflCema: maN  m.a.

Chinese GeflCPma  m.a. 

french Geflfhma  m.a.

french GeflfPma  m.a.

German GeflGNma  m.a.

Greman GeflGPma  m.a. 

hebrew GeflhPma  m.a.

hebrew GeflhWma  m.a.

italian GefliNma  m.a.
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application deadlines
It is always advisable to apply early, 

since many programs have very firm 

deadlines. it is the responsibility of the 

applicant to ensure that all materials are 

in the office of Graduate admissions by 

the appropriate deadline. all deadlines 

are “in-office” and not postmarked 

deadlines. The office of Graduate 

admissions reserves the right to return 

any application that arrives after the 

deadline. Should any deadline fall on a 

weekend or official holiday, the in-office 

deadline will be the next business day.

dOCtOraL PrOGraMS
Ph.d. and ed.d. programs (fall only)—

december 15

d.P.T. entry-level program PTPS 

(summer only)—december 1

d.P.S. program oThS (fall or spring)—

march 15 for fall or November 1 for 

spring

MaSter’S aNd advaNCed 
CertIFICate PrOGraMS
deadlines vary by program. Specific 

dates are posted in the online 

application Guide located at www.

steinhardt.nyu.edu/guide. Candidates 

may also contact Graduate admissions 

at 212-998-5030 or steinhardt.

gradadmissions@nyu.edu.

SPrING SeMeSter PrOGraMS
Several master’s and advanced 

certificate programs and the d.P.S.-

oThS review applications midyear in 

the spring semester. To determine if 

a program reviews applications in the 

spring, please visit the online Graduate 

application Guide at www.steinhardt.

nyu.edu/guide.

italian GefliPma  m.a.

Japanese GeflJema  m.a.

Japanese GeflJPma  m.a.

latin GefllNma  m.a.

latin GefllPma  m.a.

russian GeflrNma   m.a. 

russian GeflrPma  m.a.

Spanish GeflShma  m.a. 

Spanish GefSSPma  m.a. 

Teaching french as a foreign language (Joint degree-GSaS) 

 (dual certification, initial/professional certification) SGflTfma: SGflT001  m.a. 

Teaching french as a foreign language/and TeSol 

 (Joint degree-GSaS) (dual certification, 

 initial/professional certification) SGflTfma-SGeSl001  m.a. 

Teaching Spanish as a foreign language (Joint degree-GSaS) 

 (dual certification, initial/professional certification) SGflTSma: SG  m.a.

Science education: Clinically rich integrated Science Program 

 (initial/professional certification) GeCrSPma  m.a.

Teachers of biology 7-12 (professional certification) GeSblPma  m.a.

Teaching biology 7-12 (initial/professional certification) GeSblYma  m.a.

Teachers of Chemistry 7-12 (professional certification) GeSChPma  m.a. 

Teaching Chemistry 7-12 (initial/professional certification) GeSChYma  m.a. 

Teachers of Physics 7-12 (professional certification) GeSPhPma  m.a

Teaching Physics 7-12 (initial/professional certification) GeSPhYma  m.a.  

Teaching Social Studies 7-12 (initial/professional certification) GeSSSTma  m.a.

Teachers of Social Studies 7-12 (professional certification) GeSSSPma  m.a.

Teaching a foreign language 7-12 and Teaching english

 to Speakers of other languages (dual certification, 

 initial/professional certification)  GeflTSma  m.a. 

Teaching english to Speakers of other languages:

 all Grades (initial/professional certification) GeTSoGma  m.a. 

Special education Childhood, m.a. 

 (initial/professional certification) GeSeChma  m.a.

Special education: early Childhood, m.a. 

 (initial/professional certification) GeSeeCma  m.a.

http://www.steinhardt.nyu.edu/guide
http://www.steinhardt.nyu.edu/guide
mailto:gradadmissions@nyu.edu
http://www.steinhardt
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for example: 

eNGed-Ge.2601
enged-ge .2601 indicates a course in english education 

in the Steinhardt School of Culture, education, and human 

development for master’s and doctoral students, 

enged  indicates the course is in the Program in english 

education

ge  indicates the course is given at the graduate level 

in the Steinhardt School of Culture, education, and 

human development

The four digits after the decimal indicates both eligibility 

to take the course and the course number within the given 

department or program:

  eligibility

1–999   freshman, sophomore

1000–1999 junior, senior

2000–2999 master’s, doctoral

3000–3999 doctoral

4000–4999  cross-school courses restricted to specific 

majors within approved schools

■  a hyphen between the numbers (e.g. eNGed-Ge.2601-2602) 

indicates a two-semester course in which the first course 

(eNGed-Ge.2601) is a prerequisite for the second course 

(eNGed-Ge.2602)

■  a comma between the numbers (e.g. eNGed-Ge.2601, 2602) 

indicates a two-semester course in which the first course 

(eNGed-Ge.2601) is not a prerequisite for the second course 

(eNGed-Ge.2602,) which may be taken as a stand-alone 

course.

■  Undergraduate courses in the Steinhardt School of Culture, 

education, and human development are required to meet 

for 15 hours per unit which includes four or nine and one-half 

hours of outside study per class meeting

■  Graduate courses in the Steinhardt School of Culture, 

education, and human development ate required to meet 

for 10 hours per unit, which includes seven hours of outside 

study per class meeting

■  Undergraduates within 12 units of the baccalaureate may 

upon approval of their advisor and the instructor of the 

course register for a 2000 level course.

■  Undergraduates within 32 units of the baccalaureate may, 

upon approval of their advisor, the instructor, and the 

chairperson of the department offering the course, register 

for a 2000 level course.

Classification of Courses 

Course Number Prefixes

The following pages contain descriptions of the courses offered at the Steinhardt School of Culture, education, and  

human development. 

all courses at New York University are assigned a two- to five-letter program code as a prefix, followed by a two-letter  

level (undergraduate/graduate) school identifier and a one- to four-digit course number. Within a given department/program, 

courses are listed in numerical order.

dePartMeNt/PrOGraM COde

administration, Leadership and technology aMLt-Ge 

business education hPSe-Ge

educational leadership  edled-Ge

educational Communication and Technology edCT-Ge

higher education hPSe-Ge

applied Psychology aPSy-Ge 

american Sign language aSl-Ge

art

art education arTed-Ge

art Therapy arTT-Ge

art Theory and Critical Studies arTCr-Ge

Costume Studies arCS-Ge

Studio art arT-Ge

visual arts administration arva-Ge

Communication Sciences and disorders CSCd-Ge

dePartMeNt/PrOGraM COde

Humanities and Social Sciences in  

the Professions HMSS-Ge

applied Statistics aPSTa-Ge

arts and humanities education, Studies in ahUm-Ge

education and Jewish Studies eJST-Ge

history of education hSed-Ge

international education iNTe-Ge

Philosophy of education Phed-Ge

Sociology of education Soed-Ge

Interdepartmental research Studies reSCH-Ge

Media, Culture, and Communication  

(graduate) MCC-Ge

Media, Culture, and Communication  

(undergraduate) MCC-ue

Music

dance education mPade-Ge

drama Therapy mPadT-Ge

music Therapy mPamT-Ge

Performing arts administration mPaPa-Ge

educational Theatre mPaeT-Ge
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dePartMeNt/PrOGraM COde

music education mPame-Ge

Music and Music Professions   

instrumental

 Strings mPaSS-Ge

 Jazz mPaJZ-Ge

 Percussion mPaPS-Ge

 brass mPabr-Ge

 Woodwinds mPaWW-Ge

 Piano mPaPe-Ge

 voice mPavP-Ge

Music and Performing arts MPaIa-Ge

music business mPamb-Ge

music Technology mPaTe-Ge

Theory and Composition mPaTC-Ge

Nutrition, Food Studies, and Public Health food-Ge

  NUTr-Ge

  PUhe-Ge

Occupational therapy  Ot-Ge

dePartMeNt/PrOGraM COde

Physical therapy Pt-Ge

teaching and Learning tCHL-Ge

bilingual education biled-Ge 

Childhood education Chded-Ge

early Childhood and elementary education eCed-Ge

english education eNGed-Ge

environmental Conservation education eNYC-Ge

foreign language education flGed-Ge

language education laNed-Ge

literacy education liTC-Ge

mathematics education mThed-Ge

reading recovery rdreC-Ge

research methods in Teaching and learning TlrSC-Ge

Science and mathematics education SCmTh-Ge

Science education SCied-Ge

Social Studies education SoCed-Ge

Special education SPCed-Ge

Teachers of english to Speakers of  

 other languages biled-Ge

Teaching english as a Second language TeSol-Ge
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administration, 
leadership, and 
technology

t
he department of administration, 

leadership, and technology prepares 

leaders, researchers, teaching  

faculty, multimedia specialists,  

technology designers, and trainers 

for schools, colleges, nonprofit agencies, and 

business settings. the department’s programs 

lead to master’s and doctoral degrees and 

advanced study. courses of study address the 

needs of the increasingly diverse clientele served 

by urban institutions. students acquire knowl-

edge and expertise to be effective leaders in  

a variety of educational settings. they think  

critically about how organizations function and 

learn to identify the needs of the individuals  

they will serve. they develop technological  

competence and appropriate research and  

evaluation skills to promote equitable, humane, 

and effective educational practice in their  

chosen fields.

Department of 

Department chair: colleen l. larson  

Joseph and violet pless hall 

82 WashinGton sQuare east, suite 600 | neW YorK, nY 10003

telephone: 212-998-5520 | faX: 212-995-4041 | Website: steinhardt.nyu.edu/alt

DEGREES 

M.A., Ed.D., Ph.D., Advanced Certificate

CONTENTS

faculty  ................................................................ 21

educational leadership ................................ 22

educational communication  

     and technology ......................................... 24

higher and postsecondary education .... 26

courses ............................................................... 28

for information about the mission  

and student learning outcomes for  

each of our programs, please see the 

department website.

Notice: the programs, requirements, 

and schedules listed herein are subject 

to change without notice. a directory 

of classes is published each term with a 

current schedule. for the most up-to-date 

schedule changes, please consult albert, 

nYu’s student information website.

http://steinhardt.nyu.edu/alt/
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gary l. anderson, professor. b.a. 1971, 

iowa; m.a. 1981, columbia; ph.d. 1988, 

ohio state.

terry a. astuto, professor. b.a. 1967, 

cardinal stritch college; m.s. 1974,  

Wisconsin (milwaukee); ed.d. 1984, 

indiana.

laurie B. Behringer, visiting assistant 

professor. b.a. 1998, loyola college; 

m.a. 2004, ph.d. 2009, new York.

michael J. dumas, assistant professor. 

b.a. 1992 Western Washington; m.ed., 

1994 university of maryland; ph.d. 2007, 

university of new York.

robert cohen, professor (joint

appointment with the department of

teaching and learning). b.a. 1976, ed.m.

1978, sunY buffalo. m.a. 1980, ph.d. 

1987, berkeley.

michael J. Dumas, assistant professor. 

b.a. 1992 Western Washington; m.ed., 

1994 university of maryland; ph.d. 2007, 

university of new York.

ricki goldman, professor. b.a. 1969, 

british columbia; m.a. 1984, hebrew ; 

ph.d. 1990, massachusetts institute of 

technology.

christopher hoadley, associate  

professor. b.s. 1991, massachusetts  

institute of technology; m.s. 1998,  

ph.d. 1999, california (berkeley).

colleen l. larson, department chair, 

associate professor. b.a. 1976, m.s. 1979, 

ph.d. 1984, Wisconsin.

Joan malczewski, visiting assistant

professor (joint appointment with the 

department of teaching and learning). 

b.a. 1985, michigan; m.a. 1995, ph.d. 

2002, columbia.

ann marcus, professor. b.a. 1965, 

brandeis; m.sc. 1966, london school of 

economics; ed.d. 1989, columbia.

matthew J. mayhew, assistant professor. 

b.a. 1996, Wheaton college; m.a. 1999, 

brandeis; ph.d. 2004, michigan.

teboho moja, clinical professor. b.a. 

1977, b.ed. 1979, north (south africa); 

m.ed. 1982, Witwatersrand (south  

africa); ph.d. 1985, Wisconsin (madison).

Bridget n. o’connor, professor. b.a. 

1973, evansville; m.s. 1978, ph.d. 1983,  

indiana.

Jan l. plass, professor. m.a. 1990, ph.d. 

1994, erfurt (Germany).

frances King stage, professor. b.s. 1972, 

miami; m.s. 1973, drexel; ph.d. 1986, 

arizona state.

catharine r. stimpson,  university  

professor; professor of english

b.a. 1958, bryn mawr. b.a. 1960,  m.a. 

1966, cambridge; ph.d.1967, columbia.

robert t. teranishi, associate  

professor. b.a. 1996, california (santa 

cruz); m.a. 1998, ph.d. 2001, california 

(los angeles).

number of adjunct faculty: 15

Affiliated Faculty

floyd m. hammack, b.a., m.a., ph.d.

leslie santee siskin, m.a. 1987, ph.d. 

1992, stanford.

harold Wechsler, b.a. 1967, m.a., 1969, 

ph.d. 1973, columbia.

faculty
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the program in educational leadership 

prepares students for leadership posi-

tions in education and policy at the 

community, school, district, state, and 

national levels. the demands of effective 

and responsive professional practice 

in education are increasingly complex. 

the educational leadership curriculum 

addresses multiple perspectives on 

professional practice in a multicultural 

environment.

students critically examine the con-

ceptual, organizational, political, social, 

managerial, interpersonal, and technical 

dimensions of leading schools as well 

as the social and educational support 

organizations that are vital to increasing 

educational opportunities for children 

and youth living in urban communities. 

the research agendas of the faculty and 

students center on the nexus between 

theory and practice and explore criti-

cal issues facing educational leaders 

and policymakers today. the program 

emphasizes collaboration between be-

tween and among faculty and students 

and linkages with practicing educational 

leaders.

oVerVieW
the educational leadership program 

is grounded in the belief that 

advanced graduate study relevant 

to urban educational issues and 

leadership requires an inquiry-based 

orientation to professional learning. 

the program’s curriculum is rooted 

in the contemporary context of 

educational practice. students actively 

develop habits of scholarship vital to 

understanding schools and communities, 

stimulating intellectual growth, and 

enhancing the practical wisdom of 

good leaders and policymakers. the 

department’s programs of study 

cultivate a deep understanding of life in 

schools and communities and the ability 

to read and interpret research to inform 

leadership practice.

the program commits to supporting 

the work of leaders and policymakers 

who care about enhancing opportuni-

ties for children and youth through 

programs that are relevant, engaging, 

and authentically linked to both the daily 

and enduring challenges of professional 

practice. Graduate students participate 

in critical examinations of the multifac-

eted and complex dimensions of schools 

and the communities they exist to serve.

career opportUnities
Graduates of the educational leadership 

program assume key leadership roles in 

education, nationally and internationally. 

among them are superintendents, 

principals, directors, and supervisors 

of various programs, school business 

administrators, assistant principals, 

university professors, policy researchers, 

policy analysts, community organizers, 

and advocates.

Degree reQUirements
the educational leadership program 

offers two options leading to master’s 

degrees. although the programs 

are distinct, students in both share 

some common requirements and 

have opportunities to create learning 

experiences that join the perspectives 

of those who work in and with schools. 

core faculty for both programs 

collaborate with talented senior 

practitioners in relevant fields to create 

academic and professional experiences 

that enable students to learn about key 

issues and emerging practices in their 

chosen fields.

in both programs, students study 

issues of politics and policy in education 

that can prepare those who will want to 

pursue future study in educational lead-

ership, policy studies, or other related 

fields of advanced study.

The Master of Arts Degree in 

Educational Leadership, Politics,  

and Advocacy 

this program prepares students 

who want to work toward social and 

education equity through leadership, 

politics and policy, and advocacy 

positions. Graduates work in child and 

community advocacy organizations; 

policy and research centers; public, 

private, charter, and independent 

schools; and international and 

nongovernmental organizations (nGos).

the curriculum offers students 

considerable flexibility in creating a 

program of study that will best serve 

each student’s purposes and goals. 

students can pursue multiple paths 

toward analyzing and critically assess-

ing issues of leadership and policy at 

the federal, state, and local levels and 

learn to employ multiple approaches to 

inquiry and research. students choose 

electives from a wide array of options 

in education public policy, not-for-profit 

organizations, child and family services, 

and research.

the program of study consists of 36 

units of coursework and continuous 

field-based experience. it is designed 

to accommodate full-time or part-time 

study; coursework starts each sep-

tember (summer coursework is also 

available and encouraged), and full-time 

students can complete the program in 

three 12-unit semesters. each course 

examines multiple theoretical perspec-

tives, themes of equity and social justice, 

a focus on the needs and experiences 

of impoverished children and youth, 

and implications for leadership within 

and outside of educational settings. 

eighteen of the 36 units represent 

required courses focusing on content 

requirements: advocacy and educa-

tion EDLED-GE.2205, internship in 

educational leadership, politics, and 

advocacy EDLED-GE.2160, organiza-

tional theory i AMLT-GE.2053, politics of 

education EDLED-GE.2341, participatory 

action research RESCH-GE.2130, demo-

graphic analysis and school/community 

planning EDLED-GE.2367.

all students participate in an intern-

ship in community-based advocacy 

organizations, schools, or research 

centers. placements take into consider-

ation each student’s interests. additional 

field-based opportunities are also 

embedded in coursework throughout 

the program

the remaining 18 units represent elec-

tives. based on the recommendations of 

faculty advisers, students pursue addi-

tional study relevant to one of the three 

major foci of the program: leadership, 

politics, or advocacy.

this program is well-suited for indi-

viduals who have a sound background 

in education as well as for those who 

have little formal experience but want to 

study and work at the nexus of leader-

ship, politics and policy, and advocacy 

within the current sociocultural, political, 

and economic context of education. 

strong candidates for this program 

are interested in building capacity in 

and around schools and universities by 

creating collaborative networks, engag-

ing in research and policy analysis, and 

enhancing communication between 

educational systems, human service 

providers, and the broader public they 

serve.

DiRECTOR

terry a. astuto

pless hall,

6th floor

212-998-5520

fax: 212-995-4041

DEGREES 

m.a., ed.d., ph.d., 

advanced certificate

FaCulTy

anderson, astuto,  

dumas, larson

aFFiliaTED FaCulTy

siskin

aDjuNCT FaCulTy

ebenstein, feijoo,  

Gibson, Guerriero, 

James, smith

educational leadership  
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this program does not lead to new 

York state certification as a school 

building leader (sbl) (assistant princi-

pal or principal). students interested in 

obtaining state certification through a 

master’s degree participate in the m.a. 

program in educational leadership: 

school building leader.

Master of Arts Degree in Educational 

Leadership: School Building Leader

this program prepares students who 

want to work toward equitable and 

good schools for all children and youth. 

Graduates of the program work as 

teacher leaders, as principals, and in a 

variety of other educational leadership 

positions in public and private schools.

the master’s degree program 

consists of 36 units of coursework that 

provide opportunities for continuous 

leadership experiences. each course 

incorporates multiple perspectives, 

themes of equity and social justice, a 

focus on the needs and experiences 

of diverse children and youth, and 

implications for leadership. twenty-one 

of the 36 units are required courses that 

focus on the content requirements, and 

three units are linked to the culminat-

ing internship. required courses include 

professional seminar in educational 

leadership EDLED-GE.2005, excel-

lent school seminar i—school design 

EDLED-GE.2080, excellent school 

seminar ii—teachers and students 

EDLED-GE.2085, leadership for school 

improvement EDLED-GE.2305, politics 

of multicultural school communities 

EDLED-GE.2342, data-driven decision 

making and leadership EDLED-GE.2343, 

and organizational theory i AMLT-

GE.2053.

the additional 12 units represent 

electives in which candidates, on the 

recommendation of their advisers, pur-

sue additional study relevant to school 

improvement, teaching and learning, 

and community engagement and col-

laboration based on their individual 

expertise and experience. electives 

may be selected from courses in the 

educational leadership program; from 

departmental courses in educational 

technology and in higher and postsec-

ondary education; and from courses 

throughout the university in related 

areas such as teaching and learning, ap-

plied psychology, history and sociology 

of education, public policy, and com-

munications.

strong candidates for this program 

must have experience in pK–12 educa-

tion and a minimum of two years of 

teaching or student services experience. 

throughout the program, successful  

candidates develop a leadership 

portfolio that provides evidence of the 

competencies they have developed,  

reflections on their field experiences, 

and their plans for continuous learning. 

candidates who successfully 

complete the m.a. program will be 

eligible for the master of arts degree in 

educational leadership: school building 

leader. completion of the m.a. means 

that students will have successfully 

completed the academic preparation 

leading to new York state certification 

as a school building leader. students 

are eligible for the state certification 

as a school building leader when they 

have also met all other state require-

ments, including successful completion 

of the assessment for all school building 

leader candidates administrated by the 

new York state education department.

Certificate of Advanced Study in 

Educational Leadership: School 

District Leader

this program is appropriate for individu-

als interested in leadership opportunities 

as a superintendent, associate su-

perintendent, or other district-level 

administrator. prior to admission to 

the program, candidates must have 

completed both a master’s degree in 

education and the requirements for 

certification in school building leader-

ship (or its equivalent). the certificate 

of advanced study consists of 24 units, 

including 21 units of coursework, con-

tinuous leadership experiences, and a 

three-unit culminating internship.

required courses include school 

finance, budget, and facilities EDLED-

GE.2012, school district leadership 

EDLED-GE.2035, education law 

EDLED-GE.2207, leadership for school 

improvement EDLED-GE.2305, politics 

of education EDLED-GE.2341, data-

driven decision making and leadership 

development EDLED-GE.2343, and 

demographic analysis and school/com-

munity planning EDLED-GE.2367

candidates are required to develop a 

portfolio that provides evidence of the 

competencies they have developed, re-

flections on their field experiences, and 

their plans for continuous learning

candidates who complete the pro-

gram are eligible for the certificate of 

advanced study in educational leader-

ship: school district leader. candidates 

recommended for the certificate of 

school district leader will have suc-

cessfully completed new York state 

assessment requirements.

Doctoral Programs

the doctor of education (ed.d.) degree 

program in educational leadership is 

designed for individuals who intend 

to pursue leadership positions in the 

practicing profession. the doctor of 

philosophy (ph.d.) program is designed 

for those who wish to pursue careers 

as professors or researchers. course-

work emphasizes critical analysis of 

contemporary problems of practice in 

collaborative study environments with 

professors, school administrators, and 

colleague doctoral students. the ed.d. 

and ph.d. programs require 42–60 units 

of coursework beyond the master’s 

degree. the minimum of 42 units applies 

to students who have earned two mas-

ter’s degrees or a master’s degree and a 

certificate of advanced study; however, 

these are not required for admission.

Administrative Core (15 units): 

educational reform and leadership 

AMLT-GE.3301, organizational theory ii 

AMLT-GE.2054, professional seminar in 

administration i EDLED-GE.3097, infor-

mation strategies for educational policy 

and practice EDLED-GE.3015, educa-

tional policy analysis EDLED-GE.3005.

Research in the Ed.D. Program (15 

units): dissertation proposal seminar 

AMLT-GE.3400, research in educational 

leadership EDLED-GE.3001, and nine 

units of research electives.

Research in the Ph.D. Program (21 

units): dissertation proposal seminar 

AMLT-GE.3400, research in educational 

leadership EDLED-GE.3001, and 15 units 

of research electives in qualitative and 

quantitative studies.

Educational  
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aDmission application
applicants must follow the school-

wide application requirements for nYu 

steinhardt degree programs. in doing so, 

applicants should specify professional 

experiences in schools and other orga-

nizations that work with children and 

youth, including volunteer work with 

nonprofit organizations, service learning 

projects, community organizing activi-

ties, or any other leadership activities in 

the community and/or other relevant or 

related experiences; address an interest 

in and potential for educational leader-

ship in their statement of purpose; and 

provide two letters of recommenda-

tion written by people who have been 

responsible for evaluating academic or 

professional work, such as professors 

and workplace supervisors.

steinharDt felloWs 
program anD research 
assistantships
see page 180. 

the program in Digital media Design 

for learning (dmdl) awards the master 

of arts degree and the certificate of 

advanced study. the curriculum focuses 

on the design, use, and evaluation of 

digital media learning environments. 

the program in Games for learning 

(G4l) awards the master of science 

degree. the program focuses on design, 

evaluation, and application of digital 

games for learning outcomes and other 

non-entertainment purposes.

the program in educational commu-

nication and technology (ect) awards 

a doctor of philosophy. this ph.d. 

program focuses on conducting qualita-

tive and quantitative empirical research 

and evaluation of the effectiveness and 

learning outcomes of such resources 

and environments. 

courses across the programs are 

organized in several categories: founda-

tions of communication and technology 

learning theory; educational media 

design foundations; games for learning 

foundations; media design electives; 

field internships; and learning sciences 

research, including a master’s thesis, 

doctoral courses, and dissertation 

seminars.

all four programs prepare individuals 

for leadership and other professional 

roles in the diverse field of educational 

media and technology. many masters 

and advanced certificate graduates 

design and produce digital technolo-

gy-based learning environments, for 

example simulations and games. some 

of our students work as interaction 

designers for exhibitions in museums 

and other cultural institutions. oth-

ers design and produce educational 

media for network and cable television, 

radio, handheld and portable devices; 

their work includes educational videos, 

multimedia, and software applications. 

others are administrators and directors 

of academic technology, either K-12 

or in higher education, or in corporate 

training for which media and technology 

have long been used. Graduates from 

the ect doctoral program are typically 

faculty in higher education, where they 

teach and do research in educational 

communication and technology, media 

studies, cognition and human-computer 

interaction, and design; others with 

advanced degrees conduct research, 

evaluation, design, and development in 

centers with university, government, or 

corporate affiliations.

all of our graduate students ground 

their design decisions and principles 

in a strong, research-based theoretical 

framework. the program is particularly 

interested in those features of digital 

media and technologies with potential 

to have cognitive, motivational, and 

sociocultural significance for learners. 

design is viewed as pivotal to the nature, 

quality, and effectiveness of learn-

ing with technologies. students and 

faculty approach this matter of design 

by understanding diverse perspectives 

on learning. of special interest is the de-

velopment of design principles informed 

by theoretical foundations and empirical 

findings, including cognitive science, the 

learning sciences, sociocultural theory, 

constructivism and constructionism, 

visual and auditory communication, 

human-computer interaction, and hu-

man symbolization.

of special interest is the intersec-

tion of design, cognition, and culture 

and how their interchange can inform 

the design of media-based learning 

environments. cultural research involves 

the study of cultural contexts and social 

dimensions of learning environments, 

including using digital video-based 

ethnographic data analysis and interac-

tive software as tools for data analysis. 

cognition-based research involves the 

study of human cognitive architecture 

and socio-cultural learning theories. 

design-based research includes the 

development, use, and evaluation of 

emerging media for learning. 

the educational technology pro-

grams house two research laboratories 

and one institute. the two labs are 

create, the consortium for research 

and evaluation of advanced technolo-

gies in education, and dolcelab, the 

laboratory for design of collaboration, 

learning, & experience. create’s goal 

is to advance the cognitive science and 

sociocultural foundations by conducting 

empirical research on the educational 

design and use of advanced digital 

media for learning, with projects in areas 

such as secondary chemistry education, 

medical education, and learning through 

videogames. the dolcelab houses pri-

marily design-based research for human 

empowerment through learning, with a 

special focus on learning for sustainabil-

ity and global development, equity, and 

non-cognitive learning goals. a variety 

of research projects are ongoing in both 

labs, providing a range of research op-

portunities for doctoral, master’s, and 

advanced undergraduate students at 

nYu. faculty from our programs also 

play a leadership role in the Games for 

learning institute (G4li), a multi-insti-

tutional, cross-disciplinary initiative to 

study the design of effective games for 

learning.

educational technology programs:  
educational communication and technology; 
digital media design for learning;  
Games for learning  
CO-DiRECTOR 

francine shaw and 

christopher hoadley

82 Washington 

square east,  

6th floor

212-998-5520

fax: 212-995-4041

DEGREES 

m.s. in Games for 

learning; m.a. 

in digital media 

design for learning, 

advanced certificate 

in digital media 

design for learning; 

ph.d. in educational 

communication and 

technology

FaCulTy

Goldman,  

hoadley, plass

aDjuNCT FaCulTy

fadjo, Kanter, 

majzlin, migliorelli, 

reardon, richard, 

schwartz, singh
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Degree reQUirements
the master’s and advanced certificate 

educational technology programs are 

primarily course based, with a final 

capstone (thesis) requirement for 

master’s degrees. internships provide an 

important optional component of these 

degrees as well. the doctoral degree is 

based on both coursework and research 

milestones, with a continuous research 

apprenticeship model.

Master of Science

the G4l master of science is a 36-unit 

program: two courses in the founda-

tions of educational communication and 

technology category; four courses in the 

games foundations category; five elec-

tives chosen from either design electives 

and professional applications or from 

games-related courses in other nYu 

graduate programs; and the master of 

science capstone or thesis project. 

Master of Arts

the dmdl master of arts is a 36-unit 

program: three courses in the founda-

tions of educational communication 

and technology category; two courses 

in the design foundations category; 

four courses selected from the design 

elective category, games foundation 

category and/or the professional ap-

plications category; one or two electives 

chosen from other nYu graduate pro-

grams; and the master of arts capstone 

or thesis project. students who take 

three of the four foundations of games 

for learning courses may declare a for-

mal concentration in games for learning 

to be notated on the transcript.

Certificate of Advanced Study

the dmdl advanced certificate is 

a 30-unit program: three courses 

in the foundations of educational 

communication and technology 

category; two courses in the design 

foundations category; three courses 

selected from the design elective 

category and professional applications 

category; and two electives chosen 

from other nYu graduate programs. 

in addition, students in the certificate 

program must complete and write a 

report about three years of professional 

work experience in the field of 

educational media and technology; 

this three-year requirement may be 

completed before, during, or after 

completion of coursework. there is no 

thesis requirement. 

Doctor of Philosophy

the ect doctorate is a 57-unit program. 

doctoral students are required to take 

seven specialization courses (21 units, 

including two courses in the founda-

tions of educational communication 

and technology category, two courses 

in the research and doctoral seminars 

category, and three courses selected 

from any other ect course category). 

an additional requirement of 36 units, 

in categories established by nYu stein-

hardt, include six courses on research 

design and methods; two courses in ed-

ucational foundations; the ect content 

seminar; the dissertation proposal semi-

nar; and two cognate (elective) courses. 

ect doctoral students must meet and 

successfully pass the candidacy require-

ment, a scholarly literature review and 

research proposal related to dissertation 

research planned; prepare and present 

an approved dissertation proposal; and 

conduct and document dissertation 

research and present it successfully in 

an oral defense. to provide a venue for 

continuous research mentorship, all 

doctoral students in the program must 

maintain continuous registration in the 

doctoral colloquium, and are expected 

to participate in research activities in 

collaboration with faculty. depending on 

how long it takes to complete the pro-

gram, this may entail more than 57 units.

sUpplementary 
application reQUirements

Master of Arts/Master of Science

While neither Gre scores nor a portfolio 

of prior professional work in learning 

media or technology is required, either 

may be provided. in some cases ap-

plicants may be required to attend an 

admissions interview either face to face 

or online.

Certificate Program

in addition to the standard steinhardt 

application form, the certificate program 

requires a supplemental application 

requirement—a set of half-page essay 

responses to the following units: (1) 

What are your professional goals in 

the field of educational communica-

tion and technology? (2) What areas 

of knowledge and skills do you expect 

to develop while in the certificate 

program? (3) What professional work 

experiences in education and technol-

ogy have you had, and how will this 

certificate program contribute to your 

professional development? (4) in your 

view, what are several of the strengths of 

media and technology when designed 

and used for educational purposes?  

(5) What technology skills do you have, 

e.g., skills in computer-based multi-

media, Web, or productivity tools; in 

videography or editing?

applicants may also provide samples 

of previous academic or professional 

work in the field and in some cases ap-

plicants may be required to attend an 

admissions interview either face to face 

or online.

. 

Doctoral Program

in addition to the standard steinhardt 

application form, the ect doctoral 

program requires a supplemental 

application requirement—a set of half-

page essay responses to the following 

units:  (1) What are your professional 

goals? (2) What areas of knowledge and 

skills do you expect to develop while 

in the doctoral program, and how will 

these be useful to your professional 

plans and goals? (3) What academic, 

personal, or professional experiences 

have led to your interest in pursuing a 

doctorate in educational communication 

and technology? What considerations 

led to your decision? (4) summarize 

the area of knowledge, set of issues or 

problems, and body of literature in the 

field of educational communication and 

technology or related fields with which 

you are most conversant. in what areas 

do you have an interest in research and 

theory? (5) in what content areas or for 

which audiences do you have an interest 

in designing digital media programs for 

learning? What experiences led to these 

interests? (6) describe your position on 

what is effective instruction, the relation 

of media and technology to instruc-

tion, and the theoretical or conceptual 

frameworks you find most powerful and 

useful to support your position. (7) de-

scribe one or more significant academic 

or professional situation(s) in which 

you have encountered the problem of 

improving learning or instruction. how 

did you identify and analyze the problem, 

and how did you or would you have 

solved it? (8) What technology skills 

do you have, e.g., skills in digital media 

design, social network services, video 

game design, or productivity tools; 

in videography or editing? (9) What 

research skills and experiences do you 

have? describe any previous research 

activities in which you participated, with 

a focus on the overall goal and your 

particular contributions toward achieving 

this goal. 

Educational 
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applicants may also submit samples 

of previous academic or professional 

work in the field and shortlisted ap-

plicants must attend an admissions 

interview.

steinharDt felloWs 
program anD research 
assistantships
see page 180. 

special opportUnities
our programs offer an excellent array 

of educational media field internships 

in over 100 institutions in the greater 

metropolitan area. students assist fac-

ulty in research, design, and production 

projects in all media with which 

the program is concerned; these may 

be externally funded media projects, 

projects produced for departments 

within the university, or media pro-

grams developed for schools and other 

community organizations. in addition, 

students may participate in ongoing 

research projects. the program hosts 

guest speakers of faculty and other stu-

dents. prospective doctoral students are 

strongly encouraged to contact faculty 

members they are interested in working 

with in advance. prospective masters 

and advanced certificate students are 

strongly encouraged to attend program 

information sessions or webinars; one-

on-one preadmissions meetings are not 

routinely scheduled for master’s level 

applicants.

all admitted full-time ph.d. students 

are awarded a full funding package 

and are assigned to a faculty mentor. 

there is no special application for this 

funding program. part-time doctoral 

and all masters or advanced certificate 

students should not expect to receive 

teaching or research assistantships; see 

the steinhardt financial aid webpage for 

more information.

DiRECTOR

ann marcus

east building, 

suite 300

212-998-5276

fax: 212-995-4041

DEGREES 

m.a., ph.d., ed.d., 

advanced certificate

FaCulTy

behringer, marcus, 

mayhew, moja, 

o’connor, stage, 

teranishi

aFFiliaTED FaCulTy

cohen, hammack,

malczewski, stimpson, 

Wechsler

aDjuNCT FaCulTy

ellett, nolan, Wood

higher and postsecondary education 
the program in higher and postsec-

ondary education prepares individuals 

for leadership and service in a variety 

of postsecondary settings. the master 

of arts program focuses on entry- and 

mid-level positions in student activi-

ties, enrollment management, financial 

aid, housing and residence life, student 

life, career services, and similar op-

portunities in student affairs. doctoral 

programs help individuals develop com-

petencies in such areas as urban college 

leadership, policy analysis, student 

affairs, institutional research, fiscal 

management, and international higher 

education. students benefit from strong 

links with two- and four-year institutions 

in the metropolitan new York area as 

well as the frequent and close interac-

tion among students, faculty, and nYu 

administrators.

the master of arts program in teach-

ers of business in higher education and 

the advanced certificate in Workplace 

learning program focus on careers as 

teachers of business subjects in com-

munity colleges and private (for-profit) 

business schools and as learning and 

development specialists who can de-

velop curriculum, administer instruction, 

and teach within business, industry, and 

government.

new York university’s program in 

higher and postsecondary education 

offers two doctoral programs: the ph.d. 

program in higher and postsecond-

ary education and the ed.d. program 

in higher and postsecondary educa-

tion. both programs emphasize broad 

knowledge of the field, including an 

international dimension; issues of access 

and equity; state and federal policy; 

student learning and development; 

workplace learning; and institutional 

development and assessment. While the 

programs share some commonalities, 

the goals and objectives are quite dif-

ferent. the ph.d. program is a research 

degree designed for students who 

aspire to conduct research throughout 

their careers in roles such as faculty, 

researchers, government employees, 

policy scholars, or institutional research-

ers. the ed.d. program, on the other 

hand, is designed for current practitio-

ners who aspire to senior leadership 

positions in colleges, universities, and 

other public and private organizations 

and who may occasionally participate in 

designing research studies 

but will more frequently use their 

knowledge gained in the program to 

interpret the research of others for their 

own institution.

career opportUnities
Graduates of the m.a. program in higher 

education and student affairs are 

employed in entry-level and middle-

management positions in colleges and 

universities throughout the country. 

they hold positions as assistant deans, 

directors, and assistant directors of 

offices and programs in a broad spec-

trum of positions in student affairs and 

services.

Graduates of the master’s degree 

program in teachers of business in 

higher education, the advanced 

certificate in Workplace learning, and 

the post-master’s advanced certificate 

in business education are employed 

in both postsecondary education and 

organizational learning and develop-

ment environments. those emphasizing 

instruction teach business subjects, 

including accounting, management, 

marketing, international business, and 

information systems, at community 

colleges and private business schools. 

Graduates with a learning and devel-

opment focus are employed in human 

resource development and learning and 

development departments in both the 

public and private sectors.

Degree reQUirements

Master of Arts

Master of Arts in Higher Education and 

Student Affairsthe m.a. program in 

higher education and student affairs 

blends academic study with practice 

through intensive internships at nYu 

and throughout the new York city 

metropolitan area. part-time students 

combine academic study with their 

practice in current higher education 

positions.

the m.a. program allows students to 

select a program of study from a wide 

range of interdisciplinary courses. the 

36-unit program includes 18 required 

units in higher education and 18 units 

in electives, 15 of which may be taken 

outside the program. students also have 

the option of selecting an unofficial area 

Educational 
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of study in order to design a course plan 

around one of the following: student 

affairs, administration and academic 

affairs, international education, and 

Workplace learning leadership.

academic coursework is applied to 

practice through a two-year internship 

taken in the first years of study unless 

the individual is currently working in 

the field. during the final semester 

of study, students must complete 

a capstone project that integrates 

student experiences in the program 

into a portfolio that communicates 

their developing areas of interest. full-

time students generally complete the 

master’s degree in two years or fewer.

Required Courses in Higher Education 

(18 units): college student learn-

ing and development HPSE-GE.2069, 

foundations of higher education HPSE-

GE.2090, internship in higher education 

HPSE-GE.2141, diversity in higher 

education HPSE-GE.2161, leadership 

in higher education HPSE-GE.2097 or 

international perspectives on educa-

tional reforms AMLT-GE.2072, research 

approaches and techniques in postsec-

ondary education HPSE-GE.2088, and 

electives (18 units) by advisement.

Business and Workplace Education

the m.a. program in teachers of busi-

ness education in higher education 

prepares students for careers as teach-

ers of business subjects in community 

colleges, private business schools, 

and four-year colleges and as learning 

and development specialists who can 

develop curriculum, administer instruc-

tion, and teach within business, industry, 

and government. for completion of the 

master’s degree, 36 units are required in 

the following areas:

Foundations (9 units): foundations 

courses can come from higher and 

postsecondary education as well as 

educational psychology, educational 

sociology, and instructional technology.

Content (9 units): courses in the busi-

ness discipline specialization, such as 

accounting, marketing, management, fi-

nance, and information systems. courses 

may be taken in the graduate division 

of the leonard n. stern school of busi-

ness or the robert f. Wagner Graduate 

school of public service.

Core Specialization (18 units): learn-

ing in higher and Workplace education 

HPSE-GE.2122, research approaches 

and techniques in postsecondary 

education HPSE-GE.2088, Workplace 

learning HPSE-GE2010, measurement 

and evaluation in business and business 

education HPSE-GE2090, evaluation 

of current literature in business and 

business education HPSE-GE2004, 

designing and managing organizational 

learning programs HPSE-GE2081.

Advanced Certificate

the program offers two advanced 

certificates. the postbaccalaureate 

certificate program in Workplace learn-

ing consists of 15 units and provides 

opportunities for organizational learn-

ing and performance professionals to 

study in an integrated curriculum that 

has immediate applicability to their 

professional responsibilities. courses are 

chosen from among Workplace learning 

HPSE-GE2010, designing and manag-

ing organizational learning programs 

HPSE-GE2081, research approaches 

and techniques in postsecondary 

education, HPSE-GE.2088, learning in 

higher and Workplace education HPSE-

GE.2122, evaluation of current literature 

in business and business education 

HPSE-GE2004, and colloquium in Work-

place education HPSE-GE2070

the program also offers an advanced 

certificate of study in teachers of busi-

ness education in higher education that 

consists of 30 units beyond the master’s 

degree. this highly flexible program per-

mits students to pursue their individual 

career goals through focused course-

work, independent study, and research.

Doctoral Programs 

Ph.D. Program in Higher and  

Postsecondary Education

the ph.d. curriculum embraces issues 

of access and equity, state and federal 

policy, student development, workplace 

learning, and institutional development 

and assessment. the strength of the 

ph.d. program stems from the range 

of interests and expertise of faculty 

in research, policy development, and 

institutional leadership. the curriculum 

includes an extensive and rigorous 

sequence of research courses that 

prepare students for the dissertation, 

which requires combined research in 

literature and empirical investigation. 

the curriculum offers significant 

flexibility to ensure that students can 

construct an individualized program to 

support their research interests. to be 

admitted to ph.d. candidacy, students 

prepare and defend a candidacy paper, 

an analytical synthesis of the research 

and related scholarly literature on a 

researchable problem of significant 

interest to higher and postsecondary 

education. ph.d. students submit a 

dissertation, an empirical study that 

contributes new knowledge to their 

fields of study. 

to be considered for the ph.d. pro-

gram, applicants plan to study either 

full-time or part-time. applicants are 

evaluated based on a number of factors, 

including their prior academic history, 

Gre scores, statements of interest, 

academic and professional recom-

mendations, writing sample, and an 

interview with program faculty.

the ph.d. requires approximately 

60 units beyond the master’s degree, 

including 18–24 units of higher 

education specialization, and a 

dissertation. full-time students generally 

complete a doctoral degree in three to 

five years. the time required for part-

time students depends on the time they 

are able to devote to their studies.

course plans are designed according 

to ph.d. program Guidelines: doctoral 

seminar HPSE-GE.3009; higher 

education specialization (18–24 

units), including required courses (6 

units): doctoral colloquium in 

higher education HPSE-GE.3001 and 

theoretical perspectives for research 

on college students HPSE-GE.3120. 

foundations of education (6 units by 

advisement). research (18 units of 

quantitative and qualitative research 

courses by advisement and the 

3-unit higher education dissertation 

proposal seminar HPSE-GE.3015). 

cross-disciplinary preparation/cognate 

electives (6 units by advisement).

Ed.D. Program in Higher and  

Postsecondary Education

the ed.d. program is a part-time cohort 

program that focuses on issues of 

how research can be utilized to inform 

professional practice and centers on 

an extensive program of coursework in 

higher and postsecondary education. it 

requires 60 units beyond the m.a. de-

gree. required courses for ed.d. study: 

doctoral seminar HPSE-GE.3009, doc-

toral colloquium in higher education 

HPSE-GE.3001, theoretical perspec-

tives for research on college students 

HPSE-GE.3120, and two summer 

workshops (one each taken in consecu-

tive summers). electives can include the 

history of higher education, organi-

zational theory, globalization, finance 

and governance, adult and workplace 

learning, and organizational studies. the 

culminating experience is a portfolio 

that includes both a research report and 

another product that may take the form 

Higher and 
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of a policy brief, article, book chapter, 

workshop design, professional presenta-

tion, or curriculum project.

to be considered for the ed.d. pro-

gram, applicants should have substantial 

work experience in a college or univer-

sity or serving an educational leadership 

role in a private or public organiza-

tion, a current administrative position 

of significant scope, several years of 

sequentially more responsible admin-

istrative experience, and the ability to 

commit to a three-year course of study. 

prior academic history, Gre scores, 

academic and professional references, 

and an interview with program faculty 

are important elements of the applica-

tion process.

sUpplemental application 
reQUirements
individuals may apply to study on a  

full- or part-time basis for the master’s 

and doctoral programs. admission to  

all degree programs is very competitive. 

three letters of recommendation  

are required for both master’s and  

doctoral applicants.

While candidates for part-time 

study in the master’s degree program 

in higher education and student affairs 

may apply for fall or spring admission, 

candidates for full-time study may 

apply only for the fall semester. the 

deadline for applying to the master’s 

degree program in higher education and 

student affairs for the fall semester is 

January 6. this deadline is mandatory 

due to the extensive time requirements 

needed in the internship interview 

process. after preliminary admission, 

selected students who seek internships 

visit campus in order to meet with 

prospective internship supervisors. 

applicants for full-time study must  

have an internship in order to qualify  

for admission.

doctoral applicants should arrange 

for an interview with a program faculty 

member to determine the congruence 

of their professional aspirations and 

the program’s purposes and directions. 

additionally, after admission, visits  

to campus are helpful to admitted 

doctoral students who are seeking 

financial support.

steinharDt felloWs 
program anD research 
assistantships
see page 180.  

special opportUnities
the department of administration, 

leadership, and technology also 

conduct programs in turkey, abu dhabi, 

india, and israel, in conjunction with the 

university of pretoria in south africa, 

offers an intensive 6-unit summer 

study abroad program that focuses 

on education reforms that have been 

implemented following major social 

reforms in south africa. the course is 

relevant for people with broad interests 

in education reform issues, including 

educational administrators, teachers, 

researchers, policy analysts, and anyone 

interested in learning about other 

cultures and other educational systems.

Higher and 

Postsecondary 

Education, continued

the courses listed 

herein are to be 

offered in 2013–2015.

NOTES TO COuRSES

* registration closed  

to special students.

courses
Departmental coUrses/
amlt-ge

courses established by the department 

to be used by one or more programs as 

elective or required offerings.

organizational theory i

amlt-Ge.2053  Astuto. 30 hours:  

3 units. Fall, spring.

organizational theory ii

amlt-Ge.2054  Astuto. 30 hours:  

3 units. Spring.

Prerequisite: AMLT-GE.2053 or  

permission of instructor.

international perspectives on  

education reform

amlt-Ge.2072  Moja. 30 hours: 3 units. 

Fall.

educational reform and leadershp

amlt-Ge.3301  Anderson. 30 hours:  

3 units. Spring.

Dissertation proposal seminar

amlt-Ge.3400  Staff. 45 hours: 3 units. 

Fall, spring.

BUsiness eDUcation/ 
hpse-ge

readings in Business and  

Workplace learning

hpse-Ge.2004  O’Connor. 30 hours:  

3 units. Spring.

informal learning in organizations

hpse-Ge.2010  O’Connor. 30 hours:  

3 units. Spring.

curriculum Development in 

organizations and post secondary 

education

hpse-Ge.2046  Staff. 30 hours: 3 units. 

Fall.

colloquium in Workplace education

hpse-Ge.2070  O’Connor. 30 hours: 

3 units. Spring.

Designing and managing 

organizational learning programs

hpse-Ge.2081  O’Connor. 30 hours: 

3 units. Fall.

institutional assessment in higher 

education

hpse-Ge.2090 (See HPSE-GE.2087)

internship in Business education

hpse-Ge.2105,2106*  O’Connor. 90 

hours: 3–6 units each term. Fall, spring; 

hours to be arranged.Registration by 

permission of instructor.Independent 

Study

hpse-Ge.2300  Staff. 45 hours per unit: 

1–6 units. Fall, spring, summer; hours to 

be arranged.

eDUcational leaDership/
eDleD-ge

professional seminar in educational 

leadership

edled-Ge.2005  Staff. 30 hours: 

3 units. Fall.

school finance, Budget, and facilities

edled-Ge.2012  Staff. 30 hours: 3 units.

school District leadership

edled-Ge.2035  Staff. 30 hours: 3 units.

excellent school seminar i: 

school Design 

edled-Ge.2080  Staff. 30 hours: 

3 units. Fall.
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excellent school seminar ii: 

teachers and students

edled-Ge.2085  Astuto. 30 hours: 

3 units. Spring.

internship in educational leadership

edled-Ge.2159. Astuto, 3 units. Fall, 

spring, summer.

internship in educational leadership, 

politics, and advocacy

edled-Ge.2160  Astuto. 3 units. Fall, 

spring, summer.

internship seminar in school 

leadership

edled-Ge.2161  Astuto. 30 hours: 

3 units. Fall, spring, summer.

advocacy in education

edled-Ge.2205  Anderson. 30 hours: 

3 units. Fall, spring.

education law

edled-Ge.2207  Staff. 30 hours: 3 units. 

Summer.

transforming the Urban high school

edled-Ge.2240  Siskin. 30 hours: 

3 units. Spring.

independent study

edled-Ge.2300*  Staff. 45 hours per 

unit: 1–6 units. Fall, spring, summer; 

hours to be arranged.

leadership for school improvement

edled-Ge.2305  Staff. 30 hours: 3 units. 

Fall, summer.

politics of education

edled-Ge.2341  Staff. 30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

the politics of multicultural school 

communities

edled-Ge.2342  Larson. 30 hours: 

3 units. Spring, summer.

Data-Driven Decision making and 

leadership

edled-Ge.2343  Anderson. 30 hours: 

3 units. Spring.

educational policy analysis

edled-Ge.2355  Dumas, 30 hours: Fall, 

spring.

Demographic analysis and school-

community planning

edled-Ge.2367  Staff. 30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

individual learning systems for  

administrators

edled-Ge.2901*  Astuto. 30–120 hours: 

3–12 units. Fall, spring, summer.

research in educational leadership

edled-Ge.3001  Staff. 30 hours: 3 units. 

Fall.

educational policy analysis

edled-Ge.3005  Dumas. 30 hours: 

3 units. Spring.

information strategies for educational 

policy and practices

edled-Ge.3015  Staff. 30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

professional seminar in educational 

leadership studies i and ii

edled-Ge.3097*,3098*  Staff. 30 hours: 

3 units. Fall, spring.

eDUcational 
commUnication anD 
technology/eDct-ge

FOuNDATIONS OF EDuCATIONAL

COMMuNICATION AND TECHNOLOGy

educational Design for media  

environments

edct-Ge.2158  Hoadley. 30 hours: 3 

units. Fall.

cognitive science and educational 

technology i

edct-Ge.2174  Plass, Hoadley, Schwartz. 

45 hours: 3 units. Spring.

cognitive science and educational 

technology ii

edct-Ge.2175  Goldman. 30 hours: 3 

units. Fall.

EDuCATIONAL MEDIA DESIGN 

FOuNDATIONS

architecture of learning environments

edct-Ge.2017  Goldman, Reardon. 30 

hours: 3 units. Spring.

interaction Design for learning  

environments

edct-Ge.2015  Migliorelli, Plass. 30 

hours: 3 units. Fall.

FOuNDATIONS OF GAMES FOR  

LEARNING

Video games and play in education

edct-Ge.2500  Hoadley, Richard. 30 

hours: 3 units. Spring.

Designing simulations and games for 

learning

edct-Ge.2505  Plass. 30 hours: 3 units. 

Fall.

narrative, Digital media, and learning

edct-Ge.2510  Goldman. 30 hours: 3 

units. Fall.

research on simulations and games for 

learning

edct-Ge.2505  Plass. 30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

MEDIA DESIGN ELECTIvES

educational Video: Design and  

production i

edct-Ge.2153  30 hours: 3 units. Spring.

media for museums and public spaces

edct-Ge.2200  Majzlin. 30 hours: 3 

units. Spring.

current topics in Developing learning 

technologies

edct-Ge.2220  Fadjo. 30 hours: 3 units. 

Summer.

educational Design for the World Wide 

Web i

edct-Ge.2251  Staff. 30 hours: 3 units. 

Fall,.

educational technology in global 

context

edct-Ge.2031  Hoadley. 30 hours: 3 

units. Fall, Spring.

educational Video: Design and  

production ii

edct-Ge.2154  Staff. 30 hours: 3 units. 

Fall. Prerequisite: EDCT-GE.2153 or 

permission of the instructor.

advanced Video Design Workshop

edct-Ge.2156  Staff. 30 hours: 3 units. 

Fall. Prerequisite: EDCT-GE.2154 or  

permission of instructor. 

Courses, continued
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simulations and games for education

edct-Ge.2176  Plass. 30 hours: 3 units. 

Fall.

Prerequisites: EDCT-GE.2174,  

EDCT-GE.2175, or permission of  

the instructor.

advanced World Wide Web Design lab

edct-Ge.2177  Staff. 30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

Prerequisite: EDCT-GE.2251 or  

equivalent.

educational technology studio  

practicum: special topics

edct-Ge.2550  Staff, 10-40 hours; 1-4 

units, Summer, Spring, Fall.

PROFESSIONAL APPLICATIONS

professional applications of  

educational media in new york city

edct-Ge.2211  Majzlin. 30 hours: 3 units. 

Fall.

integrating media and technology in 

the K–12 curriculum

edct-Ge.2018  Staff. 10 hours per unit: 

1–3 units. Fall, spring, summer.

media practicum: internships

edct-Ge.2197  Majzlin. 180 hours: 3 

units. Fall, spring, summer. Includes 

fieldwork and seminar on campus. May 

be taken a maximum of two times.

K–12 student teaching in educational 

communication and technology

edct-Ge.2198  Majzlin. 180 hours: 3 

units. Fall, spring. Includes fieldwork 

and seminar on campus. May be taken a 

maximum of two times.

Permission of the instructor is required.  

Repeatable to a maximum of 6 units.

MASTER OF ARTS/MASTER OF  

SCIENCE CAPSTONE (THESIS) PROjECT

educational communication and  

technology research

edct-Ge.2095  Staff. 15 hours per unit: 

1–3 units. Fall, spring.

Restricted to ECT majors. Permission of 

the program coordinator required. 

RESEARCH AND DOCTORAL SEMINARS

Digital Video ethnography: cultural 

interpretations with new media

edct-Ge.2075  Goldman. 30 hours: 3 

units. Spring.

content seminar in research in 

instructional technology

edct-Ge.3311  Goldman, Plass, Hoadley. 

45 hours: 3 units. Spring.

Permission of the instructor required. 

Restricted to ECT majors. 

advanced seminar in research and  

practice in educational technology

edct-Ge.3076  Goldman, Plass,  

Hoadley. 30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

Prerequisite: EDCT-GE.3311.

Doctoral colloquium in educational  

communication and technology

edct-Ge.3315  Staff. 15 hours per  

unit: 1–3 units. Fall, Spring, Summer.

Permission of the instructor required.

INDEPENDENT STuDy

independent study

edct-Ge.2300  Staff. 45 hours per unit: 

1–6 units. Fall, spring, summer; hours to 

be arranged.

For description, see page 173.

higher anD postseconDary 
eDUcation/hpse-ge

the college environment

hpse-Ge.2015  30 hours: 3 units.

the college presidency

hpse-Ge.2025  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

comparative higher education studies

hpse-Ge.2041  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

the community college

hpse-Ge.2057  30 hours: 3 units. Spring.

the impact of college on student 

success

hpse-Ge.2068  30 hours: 3 units.

college student learning and  

Development

hpse-Ge.2069  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

enrollment management and retention 

programs in higher education

hpse-Ge.2070  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

managing administrative services in 

colleges

hpse-Ge.2085  30 hours: 3 units.  

Summer.

institutional assessment in higher  

education

hpse-Ge.2087  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

research approaches and techniques 

in postsecondary education

hpse-Ge.2088  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

foundations of higher education

hpse-Ge.2090  30 hours: 3 units.

professional seminar in  

higher education

hpse-Ge.2093  Marcus. 30 hours: 3 

units. Spring.

leadership in higher education

hpse-Ge.2097  Marcus. 30 hours: 3 

units. Fall.

higher education and the law

hpse-Ge.2115  Nolan. 30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

financing higher education

hpse-Ge.2117  Staff. 30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

higher education studies,  

administrative Work, and  

field experiences

hpse-Ge.2121  135 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring.Permission of the instructor  

required.

learning in higher and Workplace 

education

hpse-Ge.2122  O’Connor. 30 hours: 3 

units. Spring.

higher education and contemporary 

society

hpse-Ge.2131  Staff. 30 hours: 3 units. 

Summer.

the politics of higher education

hpse-Ge.2135  Brown. 30 hours: 3 units. 

Fall.

internship in higher education

hpse-Ge.2141  Hubbard. 135 hours: 3 

units. Fall.

global perspectives in higher 

education

hpse-Ge.2151  30 hours: 3 units. May be 

repeated once.

Diversity in higher education

hpse-Ge.2161  Teranishi. 30 hours: 3 

units. Spring.

Courses, continued
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independent study

hpse-Ge.2300  Staff. 45 hours per unit: 

1-6 units. Fall, spring, summer; hours to 

be arranged.

Doctoral colloquium in higher 

education

hpse-Ge.3001  Marcus. 30 hours: 1–3 

units.

Doctoral seminar in higher education

hpse-Ge.3009  Staff. 30 hours: 3 units. 

Fall; hours to be arranged.

globalization and higher education 

reforms

hpse-Ge.3109  Moja. 30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

economics and finance of higher 

education

hpse-Ge.3110  Richardson. 30 hours: 3 

units. Spring.

governance of colleges and 

Universities

hpse-Ge.3119  Richardson. 30 hours: 3 

units. Spring.

theoretical perspectives for research 

on college students

hpse-Ge.3120  Stage. 30 hours: 3 units. 

Fall.

Courses, continued
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for information about the mission  

and student learning outcomes for  

each of our programs, please see the 

department website.

Notice: the programs, requirements, 

and schedules listed herein are subject 

to change without notice. a directory 

of classes is published each term with a 

current schedule. for the most up-to-date 

schedule changes, please consult albert, 

nYu’s student information website.

l
ocated in new York’s legendary east 

village, nYu steinhardt’s department 

of art and art professions is closely 

tied to the international art world in 

all its dimensions. the department’s 

interdisciplinary approach to art, with its 

commitment to autonomy and experimentation, 

as well as research, collaboration, and community 

practice, underscores the central role of visual art 

within contemporary culture.

downtown new York has long been a magnet 

for the world’s most innovative artists. Within 

this cosmopolitan environment, nYu creates a 

home for visual artists and art professionals who 

work side by side with acclaimed performers, 

scientists, theorists, and philosophers to explore 

the frontiers of creative practice

Degree programs in studio art the m.f.a. 

program in studio art is an intimate and highly 

competitive full-time program that combines art 

and critical theory with ambitious studio practice. 

faculty members meet regularly with students 

both individually and in small, intensive group 

critiques, seminars, and projects classes. Weekly 

visiting artist and curator lectures enhance the 

program’s connection to the art world and con-

temporary critical theory. facilities and faculty 

expertise include painting, drawing, installa-

tion, sculpture, photography, digital art, video, 

printmaking, performance, ceramics, metalsmith-

ing, curatorial projects, and environmental art 

activism.

the m.a. in studio art summer program 

provides a unique opportunity for professional 

artists and educators to expand their creative 

potential and focus their studio art practice in 

an intensive three-summer course of study that 

leads to a thesis exhibition and a master’s de-

gree. the program’s six-week summer schedule 

enables students to engage in full-time intensive 

study. this program combines individual and 

group critiques with weekly visiting artist/ 

curator lectures. 

the m.a. in studio art summer program in 

berlin provides artists and current and prospec-

tive art teachers an opportunity to work in a 

rich artistic milieu where they will meet interna-

tionally acclaimed artists, critics, and curators. 

contemporary art practice and theory is fused 

throughout the program with ongoing lectures, 

seminars, and visits to museums, galleries, artist 

studios, and cultural sites.

the advanced certificate in studio art is 

a 12-credit program of study that combines 

intensive contemporary art practice with critical  

theory. private and semi-private studio space is 

available to certificate students during the sum-

mer session only. students may apply as either 

post- baccalaureate or post-master’s candidates.

post-baccalaureate certificate students are 

recent b.f.a., b.s., or b.a. graduates in art or re-

lated fields who wish to strengthen their artistic 

and conceptual skills and who may be preparing 

a portfolio to apply to m.f.a. programs.

the post-master’s certificate is ideal for those 

who have completed a master’s degree and wish 

to continue developing a studio art practice, 

while also addressing the larger philosophi-

cal and cultural implications of contemporary 

artistic activity. the program of study is centered 

on a core Graduate projects praxis course and 

includes individual studio critiques with visiting 

artists. 

Degree programs in the arts professions 

the m.a. program in art education seeks to 

transform the landscape of the field through a 

radical approach to visual arts education. With 

a special focus on contemporary art and its 

social context, the program conceptualizes the 

artist-teacher as cultural producer, intellectual, 

and activist. coursework is designed for students 

who wish to pursue graduate-level professional 

training leading to teacher certification as artist-

teachers in public and private schools, museums, 

community-based programs, and other alterna-

tive educational sites.

http://steinhardt.nyu.edu/art
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the m.a. program in art therapy 

offers an in-depth psychological and yet 

strongly art-based curriculum, including 

rigorous academic coursework and an 

extensive internship practicum (1,000 

hours) at a wide range of placements 

and populations in the metropolitan 

area. the program also offers a unique 

cross-cultural internship experience in 

non-Western countries such as tanzania, 

peru, south africa, and morocco. the 

program was established by edith Kram-

er, a pioneer and prominent figure in 

the field, and is one of the first training 

programs accredited by the american 

art therapy association

the m.a. program in costume stud-

ies focuses on the history of costume 

and textiles in its broadest aesthetic 

and cultural context and was the first 

program in the united states to offer 

a specialized curriculum on the history 

and role of dress in culture. students 

work with faculty who are specialists in 

the field as well as professionals from 

important new York institutions such 

as the metropolitan museum of art, the 

museum of the city of new York, and 

the brooklyn museum.

the m.a. program in visual arts 

administration promotes a thorough 

understanding of the cultural forces 

affecting the visual arts for professionals 

managing arts organizations. students 

develop keen management, marketing, 

and financial skills and work with both 

for-profit and not-for-profit organiza-

tions. in addition to taking coursework 

in the department, students take classes 

at the stern school of business and the 

robert f. Wagner Graduate school of 

public service. through consideration 

of conceptual and practical issues, stu-

dents are prepared for the increasingly 

specialized opportunities in this impor-

tant and exciting field. the m.a. program 

in visual arts administration also offers 

study abroad in the netherlands, berlin, 

and london. in these international semi-

nars, students explore current cultural 

and social issues affecting international 

arts practices. Working professionals 

gain fresh insights into managing arts 

organizations while acquiring an over-

view of european cultural policies.

global study nYu steinhardt is expand-

ing its artsites in berlin, shanghai, and 

Ghana to accommodate graduate study 

in studio art. Global artsites enable stu-

dents to participate directly in the most 

innovative and challenging art scenes 

in the world and have opportunities to 

study, produce, curate, and exhibit work 

in these cosmopolitan environments. 

nYu offers a range of summer and win-

ter session courses abroad. classes and 

workshops taught by nYu faculty and 

local artists, scholars, and professionals 

introduce students to the local art scene 

and explore the differences in global 

cultures that are influencing contempo-

rary art. the university is also expanding 

its new  campus in abu dhabi in the 

coming years.

faculty the close relationship between 

the department’s faculty and students is 

at the heart of each of the department’s 

programs. studio faculty members 

include some of the highest profile fig-

ures in the contemporary art world and 

represent broadly diverse approaches 

to content, critical theory, and media. 

recent additions to the studio faculty 

include trisha donnelly, ross bleckner 

and marlene mccarty  the art profes-

sions programs, led by dipti desai in art 

education, sandra lang in art admin-

istration, ikuko acosta in art therapy, 

and nancy deihl in costume studies, are 

intensely involved in arts policy, educa-

tion, and community engagement in the 

visual arts. issues such as globalization 

and the display of culture in a large 

spectrum of cultural institutions and 

alternative sites are core features across 

the curriculum.

internships in art  new York city 

provides a wide range of internship set-

tings that help students make essential 

connections and acquire professional 

experience in fields related to their 

studies that will serve them well into 

the future. an internship coordinator 

works closely with students to ensure 

successful experiences. recent intern-

ships include the metropolitan museum 

of art; moma/ps 1; nYc department of 

cultural affairs; artists space; creative 

time; christies; prominent commer-

cial galleries such as lehmann maupin 

and Gagosian; artists such as matthew 

barney and diana al-hadid; and creative 

companies, including viacom, condé 

nast publications, anthropologie and 

armani.

facilities all of the art department’s stu-

dios, shops, labs, classrooms, exhibition 

spaces, and faculty offices are housed 

in a six-story beaux arts building. 

facilities include studio classrooms and 

workshops for sculpture, printmaking, 

painting, drawing, ceramics, metalsmith-

ing, sewing, photography, computer 

and digital printing, and video. the 

m.f.a. studios are spacious and private, 

with windows on new York city’s east 

village. students have many exhibition 

opportunities throughout the depart-

ment and can participate as curators 

and exhibitors in the rosenberg Gallery 

and the commons, which also serve 

as venues for interdisciplinary col-

laborations, performances, receptions, 

workshops, meetings, and public events. 

the department’s 2,800-square foot 

80 Washington square east Galleries 

(80Wse) provide exceptional exhibition 

space in the heart of the campus. the 

galleries are a vital interface with the 

larger community and host exhibitions 

of graduating m.f.a. and m.a. students, 

as well as reviewed exhibitions curated 

by faculty, alumni, students, and guests. 

broadway Windows and Washington 

square Windows serve as street-side 

galleries for exhibitions of student work 

and curated projects.

special Departmental features the 

visiting artist and curator lecture 

series is just one of the vibrant public 

programs that includes lectures, 

performances, panels, symposia, and 

video screenings. recent visiting faculty 

include david salle, richard flood, 

Kurt Kauper, peter eleey, Kalup linzy, 

leigh ledare, Keith edmier and claude 

Wampler. recent visiting artists include 

Keltie ferris, nick mauss, matt Keegan, 

martin Kersels, sue Williams, simone 

leigh, amie siegel, alex da corte, dike 

blair, Wayne Koestenbaum, and Xavier 

cha.

the department of art and art 

professions provides exceptional 

opportunities for cross-disciplinary 

discourse and experimentation. new 

York city’s galleries, museums, schools, 

studios, and performance spaces from 

chelsea to brooklyn and the lower 

east side are an integral part of nYu’s 

extended campus, as are the university’s 

vast intellectual and academic 

resources.

new York university is one of the 

nation’s leading research universities, 

with 48,000 students enrolled 

in 14 schools and colleges. With 

students from all over the world, the 

multinational, multiethnic makeup of 

the student body presents myriad 

perspectives, energetic exchanges, and 

fresh insights
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faculty
ikuko acosta, clinical assistant  

professor. b.a. 1966, rutgers; m.a. 1981, 

ph.d. 2002, new York. atr-bc, lcat.

nancy Barton, clinical associate  

professor. b.f.a. 1982, m.f.a. 1984,  

california institute of the arts.

ross Bleckner, clinical associate  

professor. b.s. 1971, new York; m.f.a. 

1973, california institute of the arts.

Jesse Bransford, clinical associate  

professor. b.a. 1996, new school for 

social research; b.f.a. 1996, parsons 

school of design; m.f.a. 2000,  

columbia.

melissa rachleff Burtt, clinical  

associate professor. b.s. 1985, drexel; 

m.a. 1993, new York.

David Darts, department chair,  

assistant professor. b.a. 1992, b.ed. 

1995, m.ed. 2002, ph.d. 2004, british 

columbia.

sue deBeer, clinical assistant professor. 

b.f.a. 1995, parsons school of design; 

m.f.a. 1998, columbia.

nancy Deihl, master teacher. b.a. 1981, 

douglass college; rutgers; m.a. 2002, 

new York.

Dipti Desai, associate professor. 

diploma (textile design) 1981, national 

institute of design (india); m.a. 1984, 

Wisconsin (madison); ed.m. 1986,  

columbia; ph.d. 1995, Wisconsin  

(madison).

trisha Donnelly, clinical associate 

professor. b.f.a. 1995, california (los 

angeles); m.f.a. 2000, Yale.

maureen gallace, clinical associate 

professor b.f.a. 1981, hartford; m.f.a. 

1983, rutgers. 

lyle ashton harris, clinical assistant 

professor. b.a. 1988, Wesleyan; m.f.a. 

1990, california institute of the arts.

natalie Jeremijenko, assistant  

professor. b.s. 1993, Griffith; b.f.a. (hon.) 

1992, royal melbourne institute of  

technology; ph.d.  2007, Queensland.

carlo m. lamagna, clinical associate 

professor. b.a. 1969, college of the 

holy cross; m.a. 1971, massachusetts 

(amherst).

sandra lang, clinical associate  

professor. b.a. 1972, middlebury college; 

m.b.p. 1983, columbia.

marlene mccarty, clinical associate 

professor, honorary doctorate, mass. 

college of art.

Kevin mccoy, associate professor. b.a. 

1989, Whitman college; m.f.a. 1994, 

rensselaer polytechnic institute.

gerald pryor, associate professor; 

artist-in-residence. b.a. 1968,  

trinity college; m.a. 1976, hunter 

college (cunY).

Judith s. schwartz,  professor. b.a. 

1964, Queens college (cunY); m.a. 

1969, ph.d. 1983, new York.

John torreano, clinical associate  

professor. b.f.a. 1963, cranbrook  

academy of art; m.f.a. 1967, ohio state.

number of adjunct faculty

studio art: 43

art education: 6

visual arts administration: 14

costume studies: 7

art therapy: 13
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Degree programs

M.F.A. in Studio Art

60 units

the nYu steinhardt m.f.a. program in 

studio offers students the opportunity 

to study with accomplished artists and 

scholars within an interdisciplinary set-

ting.  the two-year program provides 

students with private studios and access 

to facilities in painting, printmaking, 

ceramics, photography, digital media, 

and sculpture.

the m.f.a. program is small in size, 

with only 20 students in residence. 

there are no restrictions on media, and 

students are encouraged to work with 

whatever formal means are best suited 

to their ideas.  during the course of 

study, students engage in a team-taught 

interdisciplinary critique class each 

semester, as well as one full afternoon 

each week of individual studio meetings 

with visiting artists, critics and full-time 

and visiting faculty. the acclaimed 

artists who make up the full-time and 

adjunct m.f.a. faculty include artists, 

critics, and writers with diverse interests 

and disciplines who see teaching as an 

integral part of an ongoing and influ-

ential creative practice. they are drawn 

from the surrounding new York art 

world and are deeply engaged with their 

students. the relationship between the 

faculty and students represents the core 

of the m.f.a. community.

Degree reQUirements
students are required to take m.f.a. 

Graduate studio critique, m.f.a. indi-

vidual critique and review, and m.f.a. 

thesis, m.f.a. exhibition as well as 

courses in art theory and critical studies 

and studio electives.

M.A. Degree in Studio 

Summer/New York

36 units, three summers

the m.a. in studio art summer program 

in new York is a three-summer, 36-credit 

program in interdisciplinary studio art 

practice. the program provides a unique 

opportunity for working artists and 

art educators to expand their creative 

vision, experiment with new genres, 

and explore issues in contemporary art 

and critical theory. an intensive and 

demanding course of study, the m.a. 

studio art combines the excitement 

of the new York art world with the 

resources of a research university. 

during three intensive summer sessions, 

students are provided with studio space 

and immersed in the development of 

a body of work under the guidance of 

nYu’s renowned faculty in studio art 

and critical studies. students participate 

in an m.a. thesis exhibition at the 

department’s 80 Washington square 

east Galleries during their third summer.

a sequence of required core courses 

engages students in a dynamic dialogue 

with faculty about contemporary art 

and serves as the foundation on which 

students build their studio practice.  

facilities and courses are available in 

painting, drawing, sculpture, photog-

raphy, digital art, video, printmaking, 

and ceramics as well as art theory, art 

history, and critical studies. individual 

critiques with faculty and visiting artists 

and critics enhance students’ studio 

practice.

Degree reQUirements
6 units in m.a. Graduate studio critique, 

6 units in art theory or critical studies, 

6 units in graduate projects, 9 units in 

studio art, 3 units in final project/exhibi-

tion, and 6 units in electives.

M.A. Degree in Studio Art  

Summer/Berlin

36 units, three summers

the nYu program in berlin utilizes a 

contemporary atelier model of studio 

instruction. coursework does not strictly 

follow a segmented course structure, 

and classes are designed to organically 

intersect and flow into one another.  

the instructional approach takes many 

forms including workshops, lectures, 

seminars, and critiques. students are 

expected to develop and refine an 

individual artistic voice while they are 

provided with personal instruction from 

faculty and visiting artists, curators, and 

theorists. contemporary art theory is 

underscored throughout the program 

with ongoing lectures, seminars, and vis-

its to museums, galleries, artist studios, 

and other cultural sites. students exhibit 

a final body of work during the summer 

session.

Degree reQUirements
6 units in m.a. Graduate studio critique, 

6 units in art theory or critical studies, 

6 units in graduate projects, 9 units in 

studio art, 3 units in final project/exhibi-

tion, and 6 units in electives.

Advanced Certificate in Studio Art

12 units

the advanced certificate in studio art 

is a 12-credit program of study that 

combines intensive contemporary art 

practice with critical theory. private and 

semi-private studio space is available to 

certificate students during the summer 

session only. students may apply as 

either post-baccalaureate or post-

master’s candidates.

post-baccalaureate certificate 

students are recent b.f.a., b.s., or 

b.a. graduates in art or related fields 

who wish to strengthen their artistic 

and conceptual skills and who may be 

preparing a portfolio to apply to m.f.a. 

programs.

the post-master’s certificate is 

ideal for those who have completed a 

master’s degree and wish to continue 

developing a studio art practice 

while also addressing the larger 

philosophical and cultural implications 

of contemporary artistic activity. the 

program of study is centered on a core 

Graduate projects praxis course and 

includes individual studio critiques with 

visiting artists.

Degree reQUirements
all certificate students are required to 

take 3 credits in Graduate projects and 9 

credits in studio electives.

Visiting artist anD 
cUrator lectUre series 
anD stUDio Visits
the weekly visiting artist and curator 

lecture series is an important facet 

of both the m.f.a. and summer m.a. 

studio art programs. once each week, 

students meet individually with art 

department faculty and selected visiting 

artists, followed by a presentation by 

the visiting artist/curator. because of 

the university’s location in the center 

of the new York art world, these 

lectures regularly bring some of the 

city’s most innovative artists and critics 

into the department. the lectures 

serve as a forum for the discussion 

of contemporary issues in the visual 

arts and are meant to interface with 

students’ work and expose them to the 

ideas and experiences of professional 

artists and critics.

M.F.a. iN STuDiO aRT

PROGRaM DiRECTORS

maureen Gallace

mag6@nyu.edu

M.a. iN STuDiO aRT

SuMMER/bERliN 

PROGRaM DiRECTOR

david darts

darts@nyu.edu

studio art

mailto:mag6@nyu.edu
mailto:darts@nyu.edu
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recent visiting artists and curators 

include dike blair, Xavier cha, alex da 

corte, Keltie ferris, nick mauss, matt 

Keegan, martin Kersels, Wayne Koesten-

baum, simone leigh, amie siegel, and 

sue Williams.

 

career opportUnities
alumni of the program in studio art 

are represented by major new York 

galleries, featured in contemporary 

museums, recipients of prestigious 

fellowships, and featured artists-in-

residence. many hold positions as 

teachers, designers, and curators.

painting and  
drawing
maureen gallace

mag6@nyu.edu

Graduate study in painting and drawing 

explores the ability of these media to 

communicate through visual, tactile, 

and conceptual means. the program 

sustains a rigorous critical dialogue 

through one-on-one meetings with 

faculty and visiting artists, in addition 

to group discussions and critiques. 

focus is on issues specific to painting 

as it relates to history, aesthetics, 

materials, and contemporary life. 

emphasis is also placed on how the 

practice of painting can interact 

with—sometimes contrasting and 

sometimes complementing—other 

forms of art making. peer-to-peer 

camaraderie is a strong component of 

the program. students are encouraged 

to experiment and expand their current 

studio strategies as they develop a 

vital and personalized art practice. the 

painting and drawing faculty is led by 

maureen Gallace and includes marlene 

acmccarty, Jesse bransford, John 

torreano, and ross bleckner, as well as 

many acclaimed adjunct and visiting 

faculty, including david salle, Kurt 

Kauper, and rick moody.

sculpture
sue deBeer

sue.debeer@nyu.edu

sculpture courses allow artists and 

students to explore their ideas in 

media as varied as video, ceramics, 

architecture, fabric, drawing, text, or 

performance, as well as classic skills 

such as woodworking, welding, and 

moldmaking.

the sculpture facility covers a full 

floor of the barney building and is 

divided into a wood and metal shop, a 

critique room, and a plaster and mold-

making studio. shop technicians are 

available for information and oversight 

of the studio. the sculpture faculty 

includes area director sue debeer, who 

recently completed solo exhibitions in 

berlin, los angeles, and new York, and  

internationally renowned artists such 

as trisha donnelly, carol bove, Keith 

edmier, beverly semmes, luis Gispert, 

corey mccorkle, rico Gatson, curtis 

mitchell, dave hardy, and ian cooper, 

along with other innovative practitio-

ners. courses range from theory-driven 

classes such as corey mccorkle’s class 

on Walter benjamin to technical classes 

in moldmaking.

sculpture: craft media
Judith schwartz

judith.schwartz@nyu.edu

a vibrant cross-disciplinary movement 

in contemporary art has created 

renewed connections between fine 

arts, design and craft media. courses 

in ceramics, mold making, mixed media 

sculpture, metalsmithing, jewelry, and 

sewn fabrics allow artists to expand 

their ideas and practices through a 

wide range of materials and skills in 

the art department’s studio facilities. 

in ceramics, the fully equipped, natural 

lit studios housing electric, down, and 

updraft gas kilns, wheels and hand 

building areas provide an ideal facility 

for a dynamic working environment in 

the heart of manhattan. students can 

expand their creative vocabulary in 

glass as well, through a unique liaison 

with urban Glass, the largest facility in 

the united states dedicated to glass 

as an art form. the mixed media studio 

supports a variety of experimentation 

in soft sculpture, metal craft, and 

critical theory classes that focus on the 

intersection of new and old media.  as a 

space that crosses artistic and aesthetic 

borders, these studios are an important 

reflection of the interdisciplinary use of 

materials that is vital to craft scholarship 

and contemporary art engaging artists, 

designers, artisans, and historians. 

area director, Judith schwartz, ph. 

d. is one of the world’s leading authors 

and curators in ceramics and craft 

media. faculty, including matt nolen, 

beverly semmes, Kathy butterly, Klaus 

burgel, shida Kuo, sayumi Yokouchi, 

and Kanik chung, discuss work within an 

historical, contemporary, and theoretical 

framework designed to foster technical, 

literary, and critical skills. both the artist 

and the artist/teacher are prepared to 

meet professional standards for a global 

career.

printmaking
mark Johnson

mark.johnson@nyu.edu

the print area offers a full range of 

courses exposing students to the 

breadth of established and emerging 

methods and approaches. all work is 

examined in a contemporary, critical 

framework designed to challenge 

and extend the student’s creative 

experience; experimentation and 

exploration are strongly encouraged.

the print studios enable students 

to realize projects in a wide variety of 

methods, including etching, silkscreen, 

relief, book arts, letterpress, as well as 

digital laser cutting and 3-d printing. 

print collections housed in the city’s 

museums and galleries contribute to a 

highly developed environment for the 

study of printmaking. the printmaking 

area is supervised by mark Johnson; 

faculty includes Kiki smith, valerie  

hammond, ruby atiler, and noah 

breuer.

digital art
Kevin mccoy

km89@nyu.edu

as we look toward the future of technol-

ogy, the role of artists in realizing the 

potential, as well as the potential diffi-

culties, inherent in rapid cultural change 

is more central now than at any time 

since the bauhaus. the vision of artists 

in humanizing technology, allowing 

individuals to respond to mass media, is 

a unique form of resistance as well as a 

Studio Art, continued

mailto:mag6@nyu.edu
mailto:sue.debeer@nyu.edu
mailto:judith.schwartz@nyu.edu
mailto:mark.johnson@nyu.edu
mailto:km89@nyu.edu
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source of creative energy. the computer 

studio includes a laptop lounge; an imac 

classroom with a full range of software 

for photoshop, drawing, design, video, 

3-d, sound, Web, and open-source 

projects; and equipment for video 

projection, scanning, small-scale prints, 

and drawing tables has enabled the art 

department to explore new media on 

a vastly expanded scale. new courses 

have been developed in design, free-

ware, Web-based art, laser cutting, and 

3-d printing, as well as seminar courses 

in post-postmodern theory. the digital 

printing studio, with its large-scale 

epson printers, has brought all of the 

department’s programs together for 

workshops and exhibitions. artist Kevin 

mccoy recently completed major instal-

lations for the british film institute and 

moma in new York.

photography
gerald pryor

gp1@nyu.edu

photography is an art activity that 

asks for still meanings.  present time is 

considered through past memory and 

future desire. photograpjy can extend 

into other art forms such as video, 

digital art, and performance. thus it is 

central to the development of art in the 

21st century and can embrace aesthetics, 

political issues, and an ongoing dialogue 

with the “self.”

the nYu/steinhardt art department 

maintains state-of-the-art analogue and 

digital facilities complete with a 30” 

color processor, group black-and-white 

and color labs, and eight individual color 

darkrooms. the classrooms, which can 

also be used as shooting studios, are 

equipped with imacs, video and slide 

projectors, scanners, and digital photo 

printers. there is a large selection of 

equipment for loan from 35 mm, digital, 

4 x 5 cameras, and tungsten lights to 

professional strobe lights. introductory, 

intermediate, and advanced classes are 

offered in black-and-white, color, digital, 

documentary and photography and 

performance, as well as studio courses 

including lighting and medium- and 

large-format cameras. there are also 

large digital epson printers, including 

the epson 9900, available for print-

ing. artists, critics, and historians share 

faculty duties in this innovative area, led 

by artist Gerald pryor. outstanding pho-

tography faculty members include lyle 

ashton harris, hiroshi sunairi, adam 

putnam, o Zhang, david lawrence, 

Katie murray, nancy deholl, bettina 

Johae, rita barros, nancy barton, and 

dan torop.

several courses in photography 

offered in cooperation with the 

international center of photography 

are open to graduate students in the 

m.a. and m.f.a. programs in studio art. 

icp courses focus on the history of 

photography.

video
video has been a major force in the 

art world since the 1970s; with new 

advances in technology, video will soon 

become a dominant force in commercial 

film industries, as well. artists working 

in video have been at the forefront of 

these new developments, exploring 

both the public impact of mediated 

imagery and the personal resonance of 

increasingly convenient technologies. 

in fall 2008, the department completed 

a new computer studio for video and 

new media, housing 16 innovative imac 

workstations, a laptop lounge, and 

viewing areas, projection, and video 

equipment checkout. an advanced 

video suite contains two additional 

editing stations and a 24p camera. the 

video faculty include Jennifer Krasinski 

and alex mcQuilkin.

environmental art  
activism
natalie Jeremijenko

nj6@nyu.edu

natalie Jeremijenko, one of the most 

visible and dynamic artists working at 

the intersection of art, technology, engi-

neering, and environmental studies, has 

established the environmental health 

clinic, a laboratory to diagnose envi-

ronmental ills and create solutions for a 

greener future. Working with designers, 

gardeners, and computer scientists, 

Jeremijenko, who is herself an engineer 

as well as an artist, has established a 

cross-disciplinary team of artists and 

researchers who contribute to a slate of 

poetic and political projects.

Studio Art, continued
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DiRECTOR

dipti desai

dd25@nyu.edu

DEGREE

m.a.

art education 
the m.a. programs in art and  

education aspires to transform the 

landscape of the field through a radical 

approach to visual arts education and 

artistic practice. With a special focus on 

contemporary art and its social context, 

the programs position the artist-teacher 

as cultural producer, intellectual, and 

activist able to work in schools, mu-

seums, community-based programs, 

alternative educational sites, and in the 

public realm. our programs also prepare 

students to be innovative researchers 

and persuasive advocates for the arts 

in schools and society. there are three 

different masters degrees offered: 

n   ma-teaching art, all Grades leading to 

initial certification

n   ma-teaching art, all Grades leading to 

professional certification

n   ma in art, education, and community 

practices. 

ma-teaching art, all grades  

(initial-36 credits) 

coursework in the initial certification 

program is designed for students who 

wish to pursue graduate-level profes-

sional training leading to an initial (and 

provisional) certification as artist-

teachers in primarily public and private 

schools both nationally and internation-

ally. the program combines a strong 

foundation in critical pedagogy with a 

solid grounding in practice, including 

experience teaching in nYu visionary 

studio classes for high school students 

and two student teaching placements 

in elementary and secondary schools. 

through a sequence of core courses 

grounded in a progressive social justice 

approach, students examine the mak-

ing and teaching of art as a social act, 

and consider its philosophical, histori-

cal, political, and sociological contexts. 

students develop a pedagogical founda-

tion through courses in education, art 

education, and research methodologies 

while continuing their work as artists in 

graduate-level studio courses. 

for students who have an under-

graduate b.a. or b.f.a. degree in studio 

art and wish to acquire teacher certifica-

tion, the m.a. program in teaching art, 

all Grades, offers a curriculum that satis-

fies the academic requirements for new 

York state teacher certification. to fulfill 

new York state teacher certification 

requirements for initial certification, the 

candidate must enroll in the 36-credit 

m.a. program.

ma-teaching art, all grades 

(professional-30 credits)

the coursework in the professional 

certification program is designed for 

students who already have an initial 

teaching art certificate and wish to 

pursue graduate training that positions 

the artist-teacher as cultural producer, 

intellectual, and activist. Grounded in 

contemporary art and critical pedagogy 

that fosters social transformation, stu-

dents explore the making and teaching 

of art as a social act, and consider its 

philosophical, historical, political, eco-

nomic, and sociological contexts. the 

30-credit program is tailored to student 

interests allowing them to take courses 

in the various schools and programs at 

new York university. special partner-

ships with museums, non-profit art 

organizations, and educational initiatives 

provide students with a wide range of 

opportunities to gain practical and pro-

fessional experience in the field. 

the 30-credit m.a. program meets 

the academic requirements for new 

York state professional certification. 

to fulfill the total requirements for 

professional certification, a candidate 

must additionally complete two years 

of school experience as a full-time paid 

teacher. this requirement can be fulfilled 

while taking courses toward the mas-

ter’s degree. 

ma-art, education, and community 

practices

this interdisciplinary program combines 

coursework in contemporary artistic 

practice, educational theory, and social 

activism to prepare artists, educators, 

designers, community organizers, and 

other publicly situated activists to 

work within community-based settings, 

museums, nGos, or broader public and 

civic contexts to initiate social change 

through the arts. 

Grounded in the work of critical edu-

cational theorists including paolo freire 

and bell hooks, this program supports 

artists and other publicly situated activ-

ists to connect visual strategies with the 

needs of a community. students learn 

from artists who do socially engaged 

work, examining how art and design can 

open dialogue about a community’s his-

tory, culture, and social needs. drawing 

on community organizing strategies and 

artistic activism, students are directly 

involved in putting ideas generated with 

the community into practice. this hand-

on approach leads to their capstone 

project, which provides an opportunity 

to design and implement a community-

based art project that allows for social 

transformation. in this program students 

assume major roles in changing the 

social, cultural, political, and economic 

landscape through their artistic practice. 

this program does not lead to certifi-

cation for teaching.

students take foundational courses 

in the three core program modules: con-

temporary artistic practice, educational 

theory, and social activism, as well as 

complete a final project. in addition, 

students can choose elective courses 

from across the university to customize 

their degree focus and experiences.

career opportUnities
the two programs in art education that 

lead to initial and professional certifica-

tion prepare teachers and curriculum 

specialists in visual art for positions in 

elementary, middle, and high schools 

nationally and internationally. our 

graduates also work as educators in 

museums, community-based programs, 

and arts organizations, and some pursue 

doctoral study in art education, curricu-

lum, and instruction. 

the art, education, and community 

practice program serves individuals in-

terested in socially engaged art and who 

want to work outside or in collaboration 

with traditional avenues (museum, gal-

lery arena, and classrooms). Graduates 

may also serve as artists and organiz-

ers working as educators, curators, and 

artists in museums, community-based 

organizations, and nGos. 

Degree reQUirements
m.a. candidates in initial certification 

(36 credits) take the following courses: 

pedagogical foundations (16 credits); 

studies in critical theory in art educa-

tion (6 credits); advanced studio in 

art (6 credits); student teaching in 

art education (6 credits); the social 

responsibilities of teachers: drug and 

alcohol education/child abuse identifi-

cation/violence prevention (0 credits); 

and research in art education and final 

project (3 credits).

m.a. candidates in professional certi-

fication (30 credits) take the following 

courses: studies in critical theory in art 

and art education (15 credits); Guided 

elective (3 credits); advanced studio in 

mailto:dd25@nyu.edu
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(nonprofit and 

for-profit 

concentration)

DiRECTOR

sandra lang

sl65@nyu.edu

DEGREE

m.a.

visual arts administration
established in 1971, the m.a. program 

in visual arts administration was the 

first in the nation to focus specifically 

on management careers in the visual 

arts, in both traditional and alternative 

contexts. taking into account the 

cultural and economic impact of the 

visual arts, nationally and internationally, 

as well as the challenges facing the arts 

today, the program prepares students to 

become leaders in a broad range of arts 

organizations.

the visual arts administration m.a. 

program addresses the whole art ecol-

ogy, including the cultural environment 

in which art and arts organizations 

operate, the role of the artist in society, 

how artwork is documented, presented 

and interpreted, the structure and 

management of organizations that 

display artwork—both non-profit and 

for-profit—and the role of art theorists, 

critics, curators, and collectors. the 

program curriculum also considers how 

education in arts organizations expands 

knowledge and builds audiences, the 

increasing role of art in urban devel-

opment and public spaces, and new 

approaches and tools for encourag-

ing access and participation. students 

acquire the theoretical and practical 

tools for fundraising, financial manage-

ment, marketing, and knowledge of new 

media and technology in the visual arts. 

While the program is primarily oriented 

toward the non-profit segment of the 

field, it also offers a strong for-profit 

concentration.

since its beginnings, the program has 

an extensive international outlook. the 

curriculum fosters a global perspec-

tive within course syllabi, readings and 

discussions, and through several study 

abroad options. in london, students 

analyze the exhibition and display of art 

in material culture through a dynamic 

curriculum that blends classroom ses-

sions and site visits. in the netherlands 

and berlin, performing arts adminis-

tration and visual arts administration 

students compare and contrast the 

management of cultural institutions in 

the u.s. and europe, with an emphasis 

on cultural policy, cultural diplomacy, 

art (9 credits); and research in art edu-

cation and final project (3 credits).

ma candidates in art, education and 

community practices (34 credits) take 

courses in the following areas: con-

temporary artistic practice (6 credits); 

educational theory (3 credits); social 

activism (3 credits); Guided electives 

(10-12 credits); terminal capstone  

project (9 credits).

Please be advised that licensing  

agencies and fieldwork placement  

facilities in your field of study may 

require that you undergo a criminal 

background check, the results of  

which the agency or facility must  

find acceptable prior to placement  

or licensure.

aDmission reQUirements
in order to be considered for admission 

to the initial or professional certification 

programs (36 or 30 credits), applicants 

must have a minimum Gpa of 3.0 and 

a bachelor’s degree with a minimum of 

27 credits in studio art and a minimum 

of 9 credits in art history, as well as a 

liberal arts/general education degree 

from an accredited four-year college or 

university. for international applicants, 

a minimum toefl score of 100 ibt is 

required. 

in addition to the general require-

ments, applicants must submit 20 

examples (in digital form) that reflect 

the strongest selections of their artistic 

practice and a 500-word (typed) 

statement describing their interests, 

experience and the direction they wish 

to pursue in the field. We encourage 

applicants to address the following in 

their statement: describe your previ-

ous experiences teaching art or in other 

related fields. Why is it important to 

teach art in schools? What is the role of 

art and the artist in society today? Why 

are you applying to the nYu program in 

art education and how will the program 

support your personal and professional 

goals?

formal interviews, as part of the  

admissions process, are by invitation 

only. for those who live outside the 

metropolitan area, a skype or phone 

interview will be arranged.

in order to be considered for admis-

sion to the m.a. in art, education, and 

community practice (34 credits), ap-

plicants must have a minimum Gpa of 

3.0 and a bachelor’s degree in studio 

art, art history, design, architecture 

or other related visual field of study or 

can demonstrate significant experience 

and background as a practicing artist/

designer. for international applicants, 

a minimum toefl score of 100 ibt is 

required.

in addition to the general require-

ments, applicants must submit 20 

examples (in digital form) that reflect 

the strongest selections of their 

practice, specific to work in community-

based contexts as an artist, activist, and/

or educator. in addition, applicants must 

submit a 500-word (typed) statement 

describing their interests, experience 

and the direction they wish to pursue in 

the field. We encourage applicants to 

address the following in their statement: 

describe your experiences as an artist, 

organizer and/or activist in community-

based settings. What is the role of 

art and the artist in communities and 

society at large? Why are you applying 

to the nYu program in art, education 

and community practices and how will 

the program support your personal and 

professional goals?

formal interviews, as part of the ad-

missions process, are by invitation only. 

for those who live outside the metro-

politan area, a skype or phone interview 

will be arranged.

accreDitation
the steinhardt school of culture, educa-

tion, and human development teacher 

education program has been accredited 

by the teacher education accredita-

tion council (teac) for a period of 

five years. the accreditation certifies 

that the steinhardt teacher education 

program has provided evidence that it 

adheres to teac’s quality principles. 

the accreditation affirms the claim 

that nYu steinhardt uses evidence to 

develop and improve its programs that 

prepare teachers. for more information, 

contact teac, one dupont circle, suite 

320, Washington, dc 20036; 202-466-

7236; www.teac.org.

Please be advised that licensing  

agencies and fieldwork placement  

facilities in your field of study may 

require that you undergo a criminal 

background check, the results of  

which the agency or facility must  

find acceptable prior to placement  

or licensure.

 

mailto:sl65@nyu.edu
http://www.teac.org
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Visual Arts 

Administration,  

continued

funding mechanisms, globalism and 

mobility, cultural identity, and diversity, 

among other issues.

faculty expertise, internships in the 

field, alumni experience and success, 

and a strong international applicant pool 

ensure that students are provided with 

the optimal resources of an advanced 

professional program set in the context 

of a major urban cultural center.

career opportUnities
both the internship program and 

the master’s thesis provide critical 

opportunities for graduate students 

to develop relationships with art 

organizations in new York, nationally, 

and internationally. the program 

includes a series of supervised 

internships. students have gained 

placement in museums, alternative 

spaces, public art agencies, galleries, 

auction houses, and consultancies and 

work with program advisers and the 

department’s internship coordinator 

in planning this important component 

of their educational experience. 

organizations providing internship and 

research opportunities locally have 

included the museum of modern art, 

metropolitan museum of art, solomon 

r. Guggenheim museum, new York 

city department of cultural affairs, 

Jpmorgan chase manhattan bank 

collection, Jewish museum, asia society, 

sotheby’s, christie’s, Whitney museum 

of american art, cooper-hewitt 

national design museum, and pace-

Wildenstein Gallery. a more complete 

listing of the organizations where 

graduate students have secured national 

and international internships may be 

found on the program’s webpage, 

steinhardt.nyu.edu/art/admin

in addition, the program serves as an 

active information center for advocacy 

issues and for career opportunities. the 

program works closely with its visual 

arts administration alumni to provide 

special events and to facilitate mentor-

ing and career opportunities. Graduates 

hold positions in a broad cross-section 

of museums, cultural institutions, 

foundations, galleries, auction houses, 

and advisory services throughout north 

america, europe, and asia.

Degree reQUirements
I.  Core Courses (12 units)  

 law and the visual arts ARvA-

GE.2028 (3 units), the environment 

of the visual arts ARvA-GE.2030 (3 

units), information systems for the 

visual arts ARvA-GE.2109 (3 units).

PRIMARy AREAS oF STuDy

(select either area; 9 units required)

II.  Arts Management 

exhibition and display of art ARvA-

GE.2027 (3 units), development for 

the visual arts ARvA-GE.2032 (3 

units), strategy planning and Gover-

nance ARvA-GE.2133 (3 units).

II.  Arts Market 

art collecting ARvA-GE.2016 (3 

units), visual arts market ARvA-

GE.2076 (3 units), appraisal and 

valuation of Art ARvA-GE.2171 (3 

units).

III.  Business Courses (9 units. required) 

leonard n. stern school of business 

or robert f. Wagner Graduate school 

of public service 

leadership in organizations 

COR1-GB.1302 (3 units), financial 

accounting COR1-GB1306 (3 units), 

marketing concepts and strategies 

COR1-GB.2310 (3 units).

IV.  Internships (3 units. required) 

internship in art ARvA-GE.2302  

(variable 1–3 units/semester).

 

V.  Thesis (3 units. required) 

research in visual arts administration 

ARvA-GE.2299 (2 units), final project 

ARvA-GE.2301 (1 unit)

SEConDARy AREAS oF STuDy

(students may choose one from the 

following suggested areas of study, or 

create their own area of study–9 units 

required.)

VI.  Curatorial Studies 

exhibition design ARvA-GE.2019  

(3 units), collections exhibition  

management ARvA-GE.2198 (3 

units), Graduate projects: curatorial 

praxis ARvA-GE.2911 (3 units).

VI.  Arts Advocacy/Art Education 

art education in museums ARvA-

GE.2021 (3 units), arts advocacy: 

concept and practice ARvA-GE.2035 

(3 units), 

urban development and visual arts 

ARvA-GE.2112 (3 units).

VII.  Electives by advisement are se-

lected from, but not limited to, the 

following as well as courses offered 

throughout the university (6 units): 

function and structure of mu-

seums ARvA-GE.2015 (3 units); 

exhibition and display of art and 

material culture ARvA-GE.2027.095 

(london), ARvA-GE.2060 (3 units); 

corporate art programs ARvA-

GE.2118 (3 units); cultural branding 

in arts organizations ARvA-GE.2134 

(3 units); cultural marketing in 

the arts: corporate sponsorship 

ARvA-GE.2212 (1.5 units); intro-

duction to Galleries and museums 

ARvA-GE.2002 (3 units); issues and 

practice in arts administration: the 

european context ARvA-GE2215 

(3 units) (netherlands and ber-

lin); history of taste 1850-present 

ARTCR-GE.2141 (3 units); history of 

contemporary art and new media 

ARTCR-GE.2235 (3 units); art and 

ideas ARTCR-2450; art theory and 

criticism i ARTCR-GE.2801 (3 units); 

art theory and criticism ii ARTCR-

GE.2802 (3 units); current issues in 

art education ARTED-GE.2070 (3 

units); art education in alternative 

settings ARTED-GE.2276 (3 units); 

cultural tourism MPAPA-GE 2225 

(1.5 units).

Program Total: 51 units

for program information, please consult 

the website: steinhardt.nyu.edu/art/

admin.

aDmission reQUirements
steinhardt.nyu.edu/graduate_admissions

in order to be considered for admission 

to the program, applicants must have a 

solid Gpa and a strong art history back-

ground, as well as appropriate internship 

and/or work experience. application, 

transcripts, a personal statement, and 

other necessary material should be 

sent directly to the office of Graduate 

admissions, along with three letters of 

recommendation, preferably from both 

academic and professional sources, and 

a current résumé. once applications 

have been reviewed, qualified applicants 

under consideration will be contacted 

to arrange for a personal interview, or, 

if this is not possible, a telephone inter-

view will be arranged.

international students must have a 

minimum toefl score of 100 ibt to 

apply to the program. on arrival at new 

York university, accepted applicants will 

be tested by the american language 

institute and must qualify for level 84 of 

instruction.

stUDy aBroaD
an international study abroad seminar 

provides graduate students, alumni 

of arts administration programs, and 

arts management professionals with a 
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unique opportunity to observe exciting 

changes in the visual and performing 

arts in a broad range of european ven-

ues. students explore current cultural 

and social issues affecting interna-

tional arts practices in both nonprofit 

and for-profit institutions. for further 

information, please contact the office 

of academic initiatives and Global pro-

grams at 212-992-9380.

coUncil on arts 
management programs
the council on arts management 

programs is a faculty group in nYu 

steinhardt that represents the 

fields of music business, performing 

arts administration, and visual arts 

administration. the council’s mission 

is to ensure a vital future for the 

arts by educating highly qualified 

professionals to shape, influence, and 

lead arts organizations, institutions, and 

businesses and to serve the present 

and future needs of artists. the goals 

of the council are to lead public events 

highlighting important developments 

in the fields of art and business and 

incorporate results into learning 

outcomes; to generate innovations in 

curricula through active interchange 

among programs and dissemination 

of new knowledge and research; and 

to examine and integrate national and 

international developments affecting the 

arts in their cultural, social, economic, 

and political contexts. for further 

information, visit steinhardt.nyu.edu/

commissions/arts_management. 

Visual Arts 

Administration,  

continued

the field of costume studies is one of 

the most exciting areas of current visual 

arts research. since 1979 the m.a. pro-

gram in costume studies has focused 

on the history of costume and textiles 

in its broadest aesthetic and cultural 

contexts. it was the first curriculum in 

the united states to educate specialists 

in this field.  an additional dual degree 

option between the department of 

art and art professions and liu post’s 

palmer school of library and informa-

tion science bridges the gap between 

theory and practice, so that students 

benefit from the programs’ complemen-

tary strengths in teaching information 

science and costume studies. 

the programs offer courses that 

emphasize the relation of costume 

studies to material culture and the fine 

and decorative arts. the 42-unit m.a. 

curriculum includes core courses as well 

as electives in exhibition and museum 

topics, art theory and criticism, and 

the decorative arts.  the 60 unit dual 

m.a. and m.s offers many of the same 

core course with the additional unique 

combination of courses that address 

costume studies and library and infor-

mation science. 

faculty in the programs, some of 

whom are associated with museums and 

galleries in new York, teach courses in 

costume and textile history, decorative 

arts, and conservation. students are 

exposed to collections of costumes, ac-

cessories, and related objects at leading 

institutions, including the costume insti-

tute at the metropolitan museum of art, 

cooper-hewitt national design museum, 

the museum of the city of new York, 

and the new-York historical society. the 

internship component of the program 

enables students to gain firsthand work 

experience and make valuable profes-

sional contacts.  students in the dual 

degree program are mentored and 

advised by subject specialists from 

local new York city libraries  a 160-

hour mentoring arrangement provides 

students the opportunity for hands-on 

experiences.

career opportUnities
the costume studies program is suitable 

for those seeking careers as curators, 

museum administrators, collection 

managers, and exhibition consultants; 

as specialists at auction houses and 

galleries; as archivists and historical 

researchers; and as educators, writers, 

journalists, and critics.  the dual degree 

combines subject expertise and training 

in library and information science. in 

addition to positions in costume studies-

related fields, students are prepared 

for positions as subject specialist or 

scholar-librarian in academic and re-

search institutions.

Degree reQUirements
ma in costume studies
core courses (15 units): literature and 

methodology of costume studies ARCS-

GE.2012, history of costume: 1500-1804 

ARCS-GE.2061, history of costume: 

the 19th century ARCS-GE.2062, his-

tory of costume: the 20th century 

ARCS-GE.2063, history of costume: 

contemporary dress ARCS-GE.2064.

specialization courses (12–18 units): 

costume conservation and display 

ARCS-GE.2069, history of textiles:  

the ancient World through 1700 ARCS-

GE.2077, history of textiles: the modern 

era ARCS-GE.2078, design and culture: 

the 20th century ARCS-GE.2102, 

Graduate projects in costume studies 

ARCS-GE.2910, history of fashion pho-

tography ARCS-GE.2911, contemporary 

design and culture ARCS-GE.2912, dress 

in World culture ARCS-GE.2913. 

electives (9–12 units): students choose 

from among many offerings such as  

exhibition design ARvA-GE.2019,  

history of taste ARTCR-GE.2141, 

appraisal and valuation of art 

ARvA-GE.2171, independent study 

ARCS-GE.2300. 

internship (3-6 units): internship in  

costume studies ARCS-GE.2302. 

final project (3 units): research  

in costume studies ARCS-GE.2022  

(2 units), final project ARCS-GE.2301  

(1 unit).

Degree reQUirements
Dual Degree ma in costume 
studies/ms in library and 
information science
core courses (15 units): literature and 

methodology of costume studies ARCS-

GE.2012, history of costume: 1500-1804 

ARCS-GE.2061, history of costume:  

the 19th century ARCS-GE.2062, 

 history of costume: the 20th century 

ARCS-GE.2063, history of costume: 

contemporary dress ARCS-GE.2064.

electives  (12 units): costume con-

costume studies
DiRECTOR 

nancy deihl

nbd2012@nyu.edu

DEGREE

m.a. in costume 

studies

dual m.a. in costume 

studies and  

m.s. in library and  

information sciences

mailto:nbd2012@nyu.edu
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art therapy

Costume Studies 

continued

servation and display ARCS-GE.2069, 

history of textiles: the ancient World 

through 1700 ARCS-GE.2077, history of 

textiles: the modern era ARCS-GE.2078, 

design and culture: the 20th century 

ARCS-GE.2102, Graduate projects in 

costume studies ARCS-GE.2910, history 

of fashion photography ARCS-GE.2911, 

contemporary design and culture 

ARCS-GE.2912, dress in World cul-

ture ARCS-GE.2913, exhibition design 

ARvA-GE.2019, history of taste ARTCR-

GE.2141, appraisal and valuation of 

Art ARvA-GE.2171, independent study 

ARCS-GE.2300. 

internship (3 units): internship in  

costume studies ARCS-GE.2302. 

final project (3 units): research in  

costume studies ARCS-GE.2022  

(2 units), final project arcs-Ge.2301  

(1 unit).

core courses (12 units): introduction  

to library and information science  

LIS-510, information sources and ser-

vices LIS-511, introduction to Knowledge 

organization LIS-512, introduction to 

research in library and information  

science LIS-514.

mentoring (3 units) LIS 690

electives (12 units) from library and 

information science (lis) offerings

aDmission reQUirements
applicants to the program must hold 

an undergraduate degree in a major 

field such as history, art history, theatre, 

anthropology, or sociology. applicants 

with other majors and strong liberal arts 

backgrounds, appropriate internships, 

and/or work experience will be con-

sidered. reading ability in one foreign 

language is recommended.

DiRECTOR

ikuko acosta

ia4@nyu.edu

DEGREE

m.a.

new york University has been identified 

with the training of art therapists since 

the 1950s, when margaret naumburg, an 

eminent pioneer in the field, began to 

teach here. this tradition was continued 

when edith Kramer came to the univer-

sity in 1973. by 1976, the master of arts 

in art therapy program had obtained 

approval from the new York state 

education department, and in 1979 new 

York university’s Graduate art therapy 

program was one of five programs to 

receive approval and accreditation from 

the american art therapy association 

(aata). over the years, the program 

has gained a reputation for excellence 

and soundness in clinical training that is 

borne out by the number of internation-

al applicants as well as the success of its 

graduates. every summer, the program 

offers students a unique opportunity to 

experience internships abroad and prac-

tice clinical applications of art therapy 

unique to specific cultural contexts, such 

as in tanzania, peru, south africa, brazil, 

india, and bolivia.

the program strives to create a 

balance between the therapeutic 

potential of the creative process itself 

and the informed use of psychological 

understanding in the treatment of 

patients. students learn to modify and 

adapt the two disciplines of visual arts 

and psychotherapy in order to affect the 

synthesis of art therapy. students learn 

to use art materials and the creative 

process according to the physical and 

psychological needs of clients.

in the diagnosis, planning, and 

treatment of individuals and groups, 

the art therapist functions typically as 

a member of a multidisciplinary team. 

professional skills include a working 

knowledge of the concepts and 

methods of art therapy, as well as the 

ability to communicate its approach and 

methods to the team. While the major 

frame of reference for psychological 

understanding in the program is based 

on psychoanalytic theory, students 

are required and encouraged to study 

a wide range of personality theories. 

in the course of a variety of classes, 

students become familiar with a range 

of theoretical approaches.

the 49-unit master’s program offers 

unique opportunities to graduate 

students in art therapy. the program is 

staffed by 12 highly qualified and diverse 

adjunct faculty who provide an excellent 

education and training for students. 

students receive an m.a. degree in 

art therapy upon the completion of 

coursework that includes an internship 

practicum and final project thesis.

career opportUnities
art therapy is a rapidly growing field 

that had its beginnings in the treatment 

of severely emotionally disturbed 

children and adults through the use of 

art. in recent years, it has expanded to 

reach a broad range of populations, 

such as substance abusers, aids-

patients, the homeless, survivors of 

trauma, and elderly with alzheimer’s 

disease and dementia. art therapists 

frequently work in such settings as 

hospitals, community mental health 

centers, child life programs, shelters, 

prisons, nursing homes, and schools.

faculty and graduates of the 

program have held executive positions 

in regional and national art therapy 

associations (aata, nYata) and 

regularly present papers at conferences.

professional registration 
anD DeVelopment
new York university’s m.a. degree 

in art therapy meets the educational 

requirements for registration (a.t.r.) by 

the american art therapy association 

and for new York state creative art 

therapy license (l.c.a.t.). new York 

university is also concerned with the 

continued growth and development of 

art therapists. the art therapy program 

has instituted post-master’s courses 

of interest to working professionals, 

such as supervision techniques in art 

therapy (ARTT-GE.2221). in addition, 

it offers a lecture series and symposia 

featuring speakers from the fields of art, 

art history, psychoanalysis, psychiatry, 

and psychology. these special programs 

allow art therapists and related 

professionals to expand their knowledge 

and experience.

aDmission reQUirements
applications are for fall admission only. 

matriculation requires a bachelor’s 

degree from an accredited college or 

university. prerequisite courses required 

include a minimum of 18 units in studio 

art, 12 units in psychology (in addi-

tion to introduction to psychology), 

and 30 units in the behavioral or social 

sciences and/or liberal arts disciplines. 

some of the art credits may be waived 

upon advisement if evidence of artistic 

excellence is apparent in the portfolio. 

applicants are expected to show profi-

ciency in the basic areas of visual arts: 

drawing, painting, and clay modeling. 

prerequisite psychology courses include 

abnormal psychology, theories of per-

sonality, and developmental psychology. 

deficiencies in course credits may be 

fulfilled prior to admission or during the 

first year that courses are available.

mailto:ia4@nyu.edu
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Art Therapy,  

continued

doctoral studies 

follow the instructions outlined 

by the steinhardt school of culture, 

education, and human development 

office of Graduate admissions for filing 

an application. completed applications, 

transcripts, and portfolio should be 

sent directly to the office of Graduate 

admissions, along with three letters 

of recommendation (academic and 

professional), a current résumé, and a 

500-word statement of purpose.

applicants must have a minimum 

Gpa of 3.0 and are required to submit 

a digital portfolio of 15 examples of art-

work (drawing, painting, and sculpture, 

including figurative work). in addition, 

personal interviews and attendance at 

the art workshop are required (by invita-

tion only with special arrangements 

made for international applicants)

international applicants must have 

a minimum toefl score of 600 on the 

paper test, 250 on the computerized 

test, or 120 on the online test in order 

to apply to the program. upon arrival 

at new York university, accepted ap-

plicants will be tested by the american 

language institute and must qualify for 

level 84 of instruction.

Degree reQUirements
art therapy (28 units): art therapy 

with children ARTT-GE.2033, art for art 

therapists ARTT-GE.2034, art therapy 

with adults ARTT-GE.2037, pictorial and 

sculptural analysis ARTT-GE.2040, art 

therapy with Groups ARTT-GE.2042, 

art therapy with adolescents ARTT-

GE.2044, theory and practice of 

art therapy ARTT-GE.2145, diverse 

populations in art therapy: trauma 

ARTT-GE.2222, cultural diversity in art 

therapy ARTT-GE.2223, research in art 

therapy ARTT-GE.2228, final project in 

art therapy ARTT-GE.2301, family art 

therapy ARTT-GE.2765.

internship (12 units): internship in art 

therapy ARTT-GE.2302 (1,000 hours).

psychology (9 units): elective psychol-

ogy courses to be selected through 

advisement from the wide selection of 

psychology courses offered by both the 

steinhardt school of culture, educa-

tion, and human development and the 

Graduate school of arts and science. 

since both schools have a number of re-

nowned programs at both the master’s 

and doctoral levels, course offerings 

each semester are rich and challenging.

other (0 credits): identification and 

reporting of suspected child abuse/ 

maltreatment APSy-GE.2273.

Please be advised that licensing  

agencies and fieldwork placement  

facilities in your field of study may 

require that you undergo a criminal 

background check, the results of  

which the agency or facility must  

find acceptable prior to placement  

or licensure.

the program is currently considering 

substantial revisions to the curriculum 

and is, therefore, not accepting students 

at this time.
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courses
Departmental coUrses

M.F.A. STuDio ArT CorE CourSES/  

ArT-GE

m.f.a. graduate projects in studio art

art-Ge.2910  10 hours per unit: 1–3 

units.

m.f.a. graduate interdisciplinary 

projects

art-Ge.2980  60 hours: 3 units.

m.f.a. graduate studio critique

art-Ge.2990  30 hours: 3 units.

internship in college teaching of 

artart-Ge.2991  30 hours: 3 units.

m.f.a. individual critique and review

art-Ge.2993  60 hours: 3 units.

Corequisite: ART-GE.2990.

m.f.a. exhibition

art-Ge.2996  10 hours per unit: 3 units.

m.f.a. thesis

art-Ge.2997  30 hours: 3 units.

M.A. STuDio ArT CorE CourSES

m.a. graduate projects in studio art

art-Ge.2810  10–20 hours per unit:  

1–3 units.

m.a. graduate studio critique

art-Ge.2880  30 hours: 3 units.

m.a. individual critique and review

art-Ge.2883  0 units.

Corequisite: ART-GE.2880.

m.a. thesis and exhibition

art-Ge.2886  45 hours per unit: 3 units.

iNTErNShiP AND iNDEPENDENT 

STuDY 

internship in the arts

art-Ge.2010  45 hours per unit: 1–6 

units. Hours to be arranged.

art-Ge.2302  45 hours per unit: 1–6 

units. Hours to be arranged.

independent study

art-Ge.2300  45 hours per unit: 1–6 

units. Hours to be arranged.

stUDio art

DrAWiNG

topics in Drawing

art-Ge.2120  60 hours: 3 units.

projects in Drawing

art-Ge.2180  60 hours: 3 units.

advanced projects in Drawing

art-Ge.2190  60 hours: 3 units.

PAiNTiNG

topics in painting

art-Ge.2140  60 hours: 3 units.

projects in painting 

art-Ge.2181  60 hours: 3 units.

advanced projects in painting

art-Ge.2191  60 hours: 3 units.

PriNTMAkiNG

topics in printmaking: silkscreen

art-Ge.2161  60 hours: 3 units.

topics in printmaking: etching

art-Ge.2162  60 hours: 3 units.

topics in printmaking: relief

art-Ge.2163  60 hours: 3 units.

projects in printmaking

art-Ge.2182  60 hours: 3 units.

advanced projects in printmaking

art-Ge.2192  60 hours: 3 units.

SCuLPTurE

topics in sculpture

art-Ge.2230  60 hours: 3 units.

projects in sculpture

art-Ge.2280  60 hours: 3 units.

advanced projects in sculpture

art-Ge.2290  60 hours: 3 units.

SCuLPTurE: CrAFT MEDiA

craft arts i: glass

art-Ge.2514  60 hours: 3 units.

craft arts ii: metalsmithing

art-Ge.2515  60 hours: 3 units.

ceramics i

art-Ge.2517  60 hours: 3 units.

ceramics ii

art-Ge.2518  60 hours: 3 units. 

topics in craft arts

art-Ge.2520  60 hours: 3 units.

topics in ceramics

art-Ge.2540  60 hours: 3 units.

projects in metalsmithing

art-Ge.2581  60 hours: 3 units.

projects in glass

art-Ge.2582  60 hours: 3 units.

projects in ceramics

art-Ge.2584  60 hours: 3 units.

advanced projects in craft 

arts

art-Ge.2590  60 hours: 3 units.

advanced projects in ceramics

art-Ge.2594  60 hours: 3 units.

art in meDia

PhoToGrAPhY

topics in photography

art-Ge.2320  60 hours: 3 units.

projects in photography

art-Ge.2380  60 hours: 3 units.

advanced projects in photography

art-Ge.2390  60 hours: 3 units.

the following courses in photography at 

the icp are open to graduate students in 

the m.a. and m.f.a. studio art programs 

at nYu steinhardt.

19th-century photography

artcr-Ge.2111  30 hours: 3 units.

20th-century photography

artcr-Ge.2112  30 hours: 3 units.

DiGiTAL

topics in Digital art

art-Ge.2340  60 hours: 3 units.

projects in Digital art

art-Ge.2652, 2653  60 hours: 3 units.

the courses listed 

herein are to be 

offered in 2013–2015

NOTES TO COuRSES

* registration closed  

to special students.

†pass/fail basis.

Please be advised that 

licensing agencies and 

fieldwork placement 

facilities in your field of 

study may require that 

you undergo a criminal 

background check, 

the results of which 

the agency or facility 

must find acceptable 

prior to placement or 

licensure.
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advanced projects in Digital art

art-Ge.2391  60 hours: 3 units.

ViDEo

topics in ViDeo art

art-Ge.2360  60 hours: 3 units.

projects in Video art

art-Ge.2382  60 hours: 3 units.

advanced projects in Video art

art-Ge.2392  60 hours: 3 units.

advanced projects in art and media

art-Ge.2393  60 hours: 3 units.

ENViroNMENTAL ArT ACTiViSM

graduate projects:environmental  

art activism

art-Ge.2983  10–20 hours per unit: 1–3 

units.

art theory anD critical 
stUDies/artcr-ge

modern art seminar

artcr-Ge.2050  30 hours: 3 units.

introduction to critical theory

artcr-Ge.2060  30 hours: 3 units.

history of 19th-century photography

artcr-Ge.2111  30 hours: 3 units.

history of 20th-century photography

artcr-Ge.2112  30 hours: 3 units.

the history of taste: 1850 to the 

present

artcr-Ge.2141  30 hours: 3 units.

history of contemporary art and  

new media

artcr-Ge.2235  30 hours: 3 units.

Dynamics of 20th-century art theories

artcr-Ge.2252  30 hours: 3 units.

art and ideas

artcr-Ge.2450  45 hours: 3 units.

art theory and criticism i

artcr-Ge.2801  30 hours: 3 units.

art theory and criticism ii

artcr-Ge.2802  30 hours: 3 units.

methods and practices of art criticism

artcr-Ge.2803  30 hours: 3 units.

advanced critical theory

artcr-Ge.2869  30 hours: 3 units.

art eDUcation/arteD-ge

creative art activities in the 

elementary classroom

arted-Ge.2002 (e25.1057)  30 hours: 

2 units.

aesthetic inquiry for children

arted-Ge.2010  30 hours: 3 units.

contemporary art and critical 

pedagogy: identity, representation, 

and multiculturalism

arted-Ge.2015  45 hours: 3 units.

philosophy of art and art education

arted-Ge.2031  30 hours: 3 units.

current issues in art education

arted-Ge.2070  30 hours: 3 units.

school art: issues in pedagogy and 

curriculum i

arted-Ge.2271  60 hours (45 hours 

fieldwork): 3 units.

school art: issues in pedagogy and 

curriculum ii

arted-Ge.2272  60 hours (45 hours 

fieldwork): 3 units.

art education in alternative settings: 

museums, community-Based 

organizations, and experimental 

spaces

arted-Ge.2276  45 hours (30 hours 

fieldwork): 3 units.

media literacy and art in the 

classroom

arted-Ge.2277  45 hours: 3 units.

internship in the college teaching of 

art

arted-Ge.2291  45 hours per unit:  

3–6 units.

research in art education

arted-Ge.2299  30 hours: 2 units.

independent study

arted-Ge.2300  45 hours per unit:  

1-6 units. Hours to be arranged.

final project

arted-Ge.2301  45 hours per unit:  

1 unit.

supervised student teaching of art in 

the elementary school

arted-Ge.2901  180 hours fieldwork: 3 

units. Fall, spring.

supervised student teaching of art in 

the secondary school

arted-Ge.2902  180 hours fieldwork: 

3 units.

VisUal arts 
aDministration/arVa-ge

(note: additional coursework for arts 

administration majors is taken at the 

leonard n. stern school of business and 

the robert f. Wagner Graduate school 

of public service.)

introduction to galleries and museums 

of new york

art-Ge.2002  45 hours: 3 units.

the function and structure of museums

arva-Ge.2015  30 hours: 3 units.

art collecting

arva-Ge.2016  30 hours: 3 units.

exhibition Design

arva-Ge.2019  30 hours: 3 units.

art education in museums

arva-Ge.2021  30 hours: 3 units.

exhibition and Display of art and 

material culture

arva-Ge.2027  30 hours: 3 units.

the law and the Visual arts

arva-Ge.2028  30 hours: 3 units.

the environment of Visual arts 

administration

arva-Ge.2030  30 hours: 3 units.

Development for the Visual arts

arva-Ge.2032  30 hours: 3 units.

the artist’s career

arva-Ge.2060  30 hours: 3 units.

Visual arts markets

arva-Ge.2076  30 hours: 3 units. 

information systems and the Visual 

arts

arva-Ge.2109  30 hours: 3 units.

Urban Development and the Visual arts

arva-Ge.2112  30 hours: 3 units.

corporate art programs

arva-Ge.2118  45 hours: 3 units.

Courses, continued
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strategic planning and governance for 

the Visual arts

arva-Ge.2133  30 hours: 3 units.

contemporary art and  

community museems

arva-Ge.2120  3 units.

cultural Branding in arts organizations

arva-Ge.2134  30 hours: 3 units.

Prerequisite: B01.2310 or P11.2119. 

appraisal and Valuation of art

arva-Ge.2171  30 hours: 3 units.

collections and exhibition management

arva-Ge.2198  30 hours: 3 units.

cultural marketing in the arts: 

corporate sponsorship

arva-Ge.2212  15 hours: 2 units.

research in Visual arts administration

arva-Ge.2299  20 hours: 2 units. Fall.

final project in Visual arts 

administration

arva-Ge.2301  10 hours per unit:  

1–3 units. Spring.

market analysis and investment

arva-Ge.2915  1.5 units.

costUme stUDies/arcs-ge

literature and methodology of 

costume studies

arcs-Ge.2012  30 hours: 3 units.

research in costume studies

arcs-Ge.2022  20 hours: 2 units.

history of costume: 1500–1804

arcs-Ge.2061  30 hours: 3 units.

history of costume: the 19th century

arcs-Ge.2062  30 hours: 3 units.

history of costume: the 20th century

arcs-Ge.2063  30 hours: 3 units.

history of costume: contemporary 

Dress

arcs-Ge.2064  30 hours: 3 units.

 costume conservation and Display

arcs-Ge.2069  30 hours: 3 units.

history of textiles: the ancient World 

through 1700

arcs-Ge.2077  30 hours: 3 units.

history of textiles: the modern era

arcs-Ge.2078  30 hours: 3 units.

Design and culture: the 18th century

arcs-Ge.2100  30 hours: 3 units.

Design and culture: the 19th century

arcs-Ge.2101  30 hours: 3 units.

Design and culture: the 20th century

arcs-Ge.2102  30 hours: 3 units.

contemporary Design and society

arcs-Ge.2451  30 hours: 3 units.

history of fashion photography

arcs-Ge.2452  30 hours: 3 units.

final project in costume studies

arcs-Ge.2301  45 hours per unit: 1 unit.

history of fashion photography

arcs-Ge.2911  30 hours: 3 units.

art therapy/artt-ge

theory and practice of art therapy

artt-Ge.2145  45 hours: 3 units.

art for art therapists

artt-Ge.2160  45 hours: 3 units.

Prerequisite: ART-GE.1156.

pictorial and sculptural analysis in  

art therapy

artt-Ge.2040  45 hours: 3 units.

art therapy with children and  

early adolescents

artt-Ge.2033  45 hours: 3 units.

art therapy with adolescents

artt-Ge.2034  45 hours: 3 units.

art therapy with groups

artt-Ge.2032  45 hours: 3 units.

research in art therapy

artt-Ge.2280  20 hours: 2 units.

Diverse populations in art therapy: 

trauma

artt-Ge.2222  10 hours: 1 unit.

art therapy with adults

artt-Ge.2037  45 hours: 3 units.

art therapy with families

artt-Ge.2036  20 hours: 2 units.

cultural Diverse in art therapy: 

artt-Ge.2223 10 hours: 1 unit.

final project in art therapy

artt-Ge.2301  10 hours: 1 unit.

internship supervision seminar

artt-Ge.2302  22.5 hours: 4 units.

introduction to art therapy*

artt-Ge.2010  45 hours: 3 units.

supervision techniques in art therapy*

artt-Ge.2150  10 hours: 1 unit.

*Courses not required for this program

Courses, continued
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n
ew York university was one of the 

first universities to offer advanced 

degree programs in communicative 

sciences and disorders in the new 

York area. the program leading 

to the master of science degree is available 

for college graduates seeking the certificate 

of clinical competence in speech-language 

pathology from the american speech-language-

hearing association (asha) and new York state 

licensure as speech-language pathologists. the 

master’s program prepares students to remediate 

communication and swallowing disorders. in-

depth coursework and practica are designed to 

give students expertise in a range of areas, such 

as adult language disorders, voice disorders, 

craniofacial anomalies, motor speech disorders, 

stuttering, phonology, audiology, geriatric, and 

child language disorders, as well as dysphagia. 

the many nationally renowned hospitals, 

clinics, and schools in the new York city area 

provide students with exceptional opportunities 

for clinical experience under the supervision 

of licensed and certified speech-language 

pathologists. the program meets new York state 

education department’s requirements leading 

to certification in teaching students with speech 

and language disabilities.

the program leading to the doctor of 

philosophy degree in the nYu department of 

communicative sciences and disorders has as its 

goal the development of outstanding scholars, 

trained as strong independent researchers and 

as effective teachers. as such, this program 

is designed for students seeking advanced 

knowledge and research skills in speech 

and language for both typical and atypical 

populations. students have the opportunity to 

develop research experience with members of 

the faculty of the department and university as 

appropriate to the student’s program of study. it 

is expected that students will engage in scholarly, 

publishable research endeavors throughout 

their course of study at new York university. 

each doctoral student goes through a rigorous 

mentoring process involving the primary advisor 

and other faculty members.

communicative 
sciences and  
disorders

Department of 

Department chair: christina reUtersKiölD 

665 broadWaY, 9th floor | neW YorK, nY 10012–2330 

telephone: 212-998-5230 |  faX: 212-995-4356 | Website: steinhardt.nyu.edu/csd

 

DEGREES 

M.S., Ph.D.

CONTENTS

faculty .................................................................48

master of science ............................................48

doctoral program............................................50

speech-language-hearing clinic .............. 51

courses ................................................................ 51

for information about the mission  

and student learning outcomes for  

each of our programs, please see the 

department website.

Notice: the programs, requirements, 

and schedules listed herein are subject 

to change without notice. a directory 

of classes is published each term with a 

current schedule. for the most up-to-date 

schedule changes, please consult albert, 

nYu’s student information website.

http://steinhardt.nyu.edu/csd
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offiong aqua, clinical associate  

professor. m.d. 1986, faculty of medicine 

at friendship university, moscow, russia.

adam Buchwald, assistant professor. 

b.a. 1997, reed college; m.a. 2003, ph.d. 

2005, Johns hopkins.

gina canterucci, clinical instructor. b.s. 

1994, ohio; m.a. 1997, case Western 

reserve; ccc-slp.

erin embry, clinical instructor. b.s. 1995, 

Western Kentucky; m.s. 2001, college of 

saint rose; ccc-slp.

maria grigos, associate professor. b.s. 

1991, new York; m.s. 1993, ph.d. 2002, 

columbia; ccc-slp. 

harriet B. Klein, professor. b.a. 1958, 

m.a. 1960, brooklyn college (cunY); 

ph.d. 1978, columbia; ccc-slp.

susannah levi, assistant professor. b.a. 

1996, Washington (st. louis); m.a. 2000, 

ph.d. 2004, Washington.

tara mcallister Byun, assistant  

professor. a.b./a.m., 2003, harvard, m.s., 

2007, boston u., ph.d. 2009, mit.

christina reuterskiöld, department 

chair and associate professor. b.s. 1986, 

lund u (sweden); m.s. 1988, boston 

u.; dr. med. sc. 1999, lund u. (sweden; 

ccc-slp.

Diana sidtis, professor. b.a. 1962,  

Wisconsin; m.a. 1965, chicago; ph.d. 

1975, brown; nih postdoctoral  

fellowship, 1977-1980, northwestern; 

ccc-slp.

celia f. stewart, associate professor. 

b.s. 1973, colorado state; m.s. 1976,  

phillips; ph.d. 1993, new York; ccc-slp.

Clinical Staff

anne marie skvarla, clinic director. b.s., 

m.a.; ccc-slp.

erasmia ioannou Benakis, externship 

director. b.a., m.a.; ccc-slp.

adjunct faculty 25

faculty

accredited by the american speech-

language-hearing association, this 

program is a component leading to the 

certificate of clinical competence from 

the american speech-language-hear-

ing association (asha) and licensure 

as a speech-language pathologist in 

new York state. the program provides a 

broad-based and comprehensive educa-

tion in both the theoretical and practical 

aspects of communicative sciences and 

disorders. coursework and practica are 

designed to achieve the integration 

of academic and clinical experiences. 

Graduates of the program are capable of 

making informed diagnostic judgments 

as well as planning and executing a 

program of therapeutic management for 

persons with communication impair-

ments.

career opportUnities
Graduates of the program have found 

employment opportunities as speech-

language pathologists in hospital 

clinics, private clinics, public and private 

schools, rehabilitation centers, and 

private practice and as administrators of 

clinical facilities throughout the world. 

the current need for well-prepared 

speech-language pathologists is 

extensive and is expected to increase in 

the future.

acaDemic prereQUisites
students who enter the m.s. program 

must have completed a bachelor’s 

degree either with a major in 

communicative sciences and disorders 

or in another subject area. students 

are required to master some basic 

knowledge and to complete specific 

courses prior to beginning graduate 

level courses. there are two ways to 

meet the prerequisite requirements for 

courses specific to the m.s. degree. all 

prerequisite courses are necessary for 

new York state licensure and asha 

certification. these prerequisite courses 

do not carry graduate credit for the ms 

degree.

1.  the prerequisite courses can be 

taken at another university before the 

student begins the program at nYu.

2.  the prerequisite courses can be taken 

at nYu once the student begins the 

m.s. program.  once students begin 

the program at nYu, they cannot 

take courses at another university 

and transfer them into the program 

at nYu.

nYu’s graduate program will certify 

to asha that the requirements for 

clinical certification have been met. 

thus, the faculty in the department of 

communicative sciences and disorders 

at nYu must be convinced that the 

courses taken elsewhere are equivalent 

in breadth, depth, and rigor to courses 

at nYu. in addition, students must 

demonstrate that they have mastered 

the information in the required 

prerequisite courses by earning a grade 

of b or better in all prerequisite courses 

taken at another university or they will 

be required to take the course again at 

nYu. students must earn a c or better 

in all prerequisite courses taken at nYu 

or they will be required to take the 

course again.

students are required to meet with 

their ms adviser and be prepared with 

documentation such as the syllabus, 

texts, exams, and notes to demonstrate 

working knowledge of the information 

in a prerequisite course to determine 

course equivalence. courses for which 

equivalence cannot be established 

must be taken as part of the graduate 

program.

the schedule below indicates the 

semester in which prerequisite courses 

are usually offered (subject to change). 

students must complete all prerequi-

site courses before they can take any 

graduate-level courses with the excep-

tion of critical evaluation of research in 

communicative sciences and disorders 

CSCD-GE-2109 or a course on normal 

speech process. students may take 

these courses with prerequisite courses 

to fill out a full-time program of study. 

any other deviations necessitated by 

master of science 
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unusual student circumstances must be 

recommended by the student’s adviser 

and approved by the department chair.

fall

CSCD-uE-0009 neuroanatomy and 

physiology of communication  3

CSCD-uE-0061 phonetics and 

phonemics of american english  3

CSCD-uE-1230 introduction to 

audiology  3

CSCD-uE-1601 language development 

in the preschool Years  3

spring

CSCD-uE-0008 anatomy and 

physiology of the speech and hearing 

mechanism  3

CSCD-uE-0402 acoustic phonetics  3

CSCD-uE-1101 introduction to 

articulation disorders  3

CSCD-uE-1205 audiology: intervention 

strategies across the lifespan (may be 

taken at the graduate level)  3

total required prerequisite units: 24

unless otherwise indicated, all of the 

above prerequisite courses are neces-

sary for asha certification and state 

licensure. in addition to the 24 units 

of prerequisites, students must have 

transcript credit for each of the follow-

ing areas: biological sciences, physical 

sciences, behavioral sciences, social 

sciences, and mathematics for a total of 

at least 12 units for asha certification 

and for the m.s. degree. students must 

also complete 3 prerequisite units in a 

language other than english. prerequi-

site courses do not carry graduate credit 

for the m.s. degree.

Degree reQUirements
students must complete 53 graduate 

units beyond a recognized bachelor’s 

degree in speech-language pathology or 

the equivalent preparation (see previous 

section). prerequisite coursework, if 

needed, does not count toward the 

degree. individual needs for asha 

certification or new York state licensure 

may require additional units. students 

require at least five full semesters 

to complete m.s. requirements. all 

prerequisites must be completed before 

registering for graduate-level courses. 

all coursework must be approved by the 

graduate adviser.

nondisorder courses (14 units): prin-

ciples of intervention CSCD-GE.2075, 

critical evaluation of research in 

speech and hearing sciences and 

disorders CSCD-GE.2109, speech sci-

ence: instrumentation CSCD-GE.2125, 

multicultural and professional issues 

CSCD-GE.2110, and one course that 

provides fundamental information ap-

plicable to normal development and use 

of speech, hearing, and language, such 

as perception and production of speech 

CSD-GE.2130, or a course in human 

development or psychology.

Disorders courses (27 units mini-

mum): the disorder areas of language, 

voice, articulation, fluency, dysphagia, 

and hearing must be covered with a 

complete course in each area. samples 

of disorders courses include adult 

language disorders CSCD-GE.2021, 

fluency disorders CSCD-GE.2028, voice 

disorders CSCD-GE.2037, language 

disorders in children CSCD-GE.2039, 

language development and disorders 

in school aged children CSD-GE.2035, 

motor speech disorders CSCD-GE.2016, 

phonological analysis of normal and 

disordered speech CSCD-GE.2108, 

dysphagia in adults and children 

CSCD-GE.2060, augmentative and al-

ternative communication CSCD-GE.2015 

(elective), dysphagia in infants and 

toddlers CSCD-GE.2062 (elective), or 

baby trachs CSCD-GE.2067 (elective). a 

course in aural rehabilitation is required; 

if this requirement has been satisfied at 

the undergraduate level, students may 

substitute three additional elective units 

in its place. students who demonstrate 

completion of equivalent courses within 

a previous five-year period and have 

earned at least a b may make substitu-

tions for advanced-level courses by 

advisement only.

Practicum courses (8 units maximum): 

a maximum of 8 units is permitted in 

practicum courses. the clinical practica 

provide the clinical experiences neces-

sary to integrate theory and practice. in 

addition to acquiring the clinical hours 

needed for asha certification and 

new York state licensure, students are 

exposed to various aspects of the field 

such as in-service and interdisciplinary 

conferences, report writing, therapeutic 

intervention, diagnostic evaluations, and 

contact with experienced clinicians.

Academic standards: all master’s candi-

dates must maintain an average grade 

point average of 3.0 or higher and will 

be required to pass a written compre-

hensive examination during or following 

the final semester of coursework and/

or practicum or complete a research 

project. a grade below c in any aca-

demic course, or below a b in practicum, 

or a mean Gpa of less than 3.0 in any 

given semester constitutes grounds for 

dismissal from the program in commu-

nicative sciences and disorders.

Practicum requirements (6 units): 

students’ clinical experiences include a 

variety of clinical settings, client popula-

tions, backgrounds, and age groups. 

Graduate students complete a minimum 

of 5 semesters of clinical practicum. the 

first 3 semesters of clinical education 

are completed in the on-campus clinic. 

the first two semesters focus on the 

clinical diagnostic processes, and the 

third semester focuses on treatment. 

following the successful completion of 

the on-campus practicum, students are 

placed off campus for two semesters. 

typically, the first off-campus placement 

is in a pediatric setting, and the second 

is in an adult care setting. if students 

have not completed the necessary clock 

hours following the five clinical educa-

tion placements indicated above, a sixth 

placement is required. all students are 

required to complete a minimum of 400 

supervised clinical hours. twenty-five 

hours are spent in clinical observation, 

and at least 350 clinic clock hours are 

completed during the graduate program. 

prior to placement in a practicum, all 

students must be evaluated for speech 

and language performance in accor-

dance with the policies outlined in the 

department of communicative sciences 

and disorders master of science student 

handbook.

all practica require full-time, daytime 

attendance at practicum sites. stu-

dents are required to earn a grade of 

b or better or they fail the course, are 

required to retake it, and the clinical 

hours earned during that semester will 

not count toward the asha certifica-

tion requirement.practicum students 

are assigned by the off-campus clinic 

director to at least two of the program’s 

affiliated clinical facilities, which include 

mount sinai hospital, nYu hospitals 

center, rusk institute of rehabilitation 

medicine (irm), st. luke’s-roosevelt 

hospital center, the international center 

for the disabled (icd), and many others.

Terminal experience: students may 

choose from two options to meet the 

comprehensive examination requirement 

for the master of science degree. the 

first option is to earn a passing score of 

600 or greater on the praXis exami-

nation in speech-language pathology 

(0330) offered by ets and recognized 

by asha. the second way to meet 

the terminal experience is for master’s 

Master of Science, 

continued
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students to conduct a research project 

in place of the comprehensive examina-

tion. if a student selects the research 

option, he or she must also successfully 

complete one semester of the research 

colloquium course and one semester of 

independent study, as a 1-unit elective. 

during the first semester of the col-

loquium, with the guidance of a faculty 

member, the student selects a research 

topic and submits a written proposal. 

the project is to be completed by the 

end of the second semester.

aDmission reQUirements
students in all graduate programs are 

admitted in the summer and the fall. 

Gre scores are required.

special opportUnities
Summer Abroad in Lund, Sweden: the 

department of communicative sciences 

and disorders offers a 6-unit, five-week 

summer study abroad program in 

lund, sweden, for post-baccalaureate 

and master’s level students in speech-

language pathology and post-master’s 

speech-language pathologists. students 

may also earn 60 new York state 

continuing education units. swe-

den is known for its state-of-the-art 

approaches to speech science and 

speech-disorder remediation. housed 

in the department of logopedics and 

phoniatrics of lund university, the pro-

gram combines lectures with directed 

enrichment activities and draws on the 

expertise of lund university speech-

language pathologists, linguists and 

physicians.

Please be advised that licensing  

agencies and fieldwork placement  

facilities in your field of study may 

require that you undergo a criminal 

background check, the results of  

which the agency or facility must  

find acceptable prior to placement  

or licensure.

doctoral program   
the Doctoral program in communica-

tive sciences and disorders provides 

students with training as academic 

researchers and scholars. this five-

year full-time program includes several 

academic research milestones and 

comes with a competitive funding 

package (described below). in addition 

to research requirements, doctoral can-

didates take advanced-level courses in 

the department, school, and university. 

to obtain the ph.d., candidates who hold 

a master’s degree must take doctoral 

coursework (43 units total), complete 

the candidacy research and scholarship 

requirements, and develop and defend 

a dissertation consisting of original re-

search that makes a novel contribution 

to the field. incoming students without 

a master’s degree must minimally 

complete the prerequisite courses for 

an m.s. degree in this area in addition 

to the doctoral requirements (minimum 

73 units).

career opportUnities
alumni from nYu’s doctoral program 

have become prominent professors and 

researchers at many leading universities 

in the metropolitan area and across 

the country. there is a high demand 

of graduates from ph.d. programs in 

communicative sciences and disorders 

to fill positions as professors at 

universities in the country and across 

the world.

Degree reQUirements
the program is structured around 

research milestones. students are 

required to produce two research 

papers utilizing two different 

methodologies (as part of a lab 

rotation) during their first few years 

in the department. these papers may 

supplement or form the basis for the 

dissertation work. these papers are 

followed by the dissertation proposal 

and ultimately the dissertation. the 

research experiences, as well as the 

coursework, are intended to provide 

both breadth and depth to the doctoral 

experience. mentors will help guide 

their students through conference 

presentations, article writing, and grant 

submission in order to prepare them 

academically and professionally for 

post-doctoral work.

the precise coursework for the pro-

gram will be different for each student 

depending on his or her interests and 

background. General requirements, 

which include rigorous training in 

research methodology and statistics 

(15 units), provide students with the 

skills to perform independent research. 

in addition, students are required to 

take a course in seminal readings in 

communicative sciences and disorders 

(3 units) and are expected to attend 

the department doctoral seminar and 

research colloquium each semester. 

these one-credit classes will be taken 

for credit half the time (a total of 10 

units). the remaining 15 units consist 

of in-depth coursework to support the 

students’ knowledge foundation in their 

areas of interest; students are strongly 

encouraged to take courses outside of 

the department as appropriate.

aDmission reQUirements
preferred areas of previous academic 

concentration include speech-language 

pathology and speech and hearing 

sciences. if the applicant does not hold 

an approved master’s degree, he or she 

must earn a supplementary master’s 

within the department. also required 

are three letters of recommendation, 

a personal interview, a supplemental 

departmental application, and extensive 

personal essays. the department 

looks for applicants with strong 

communication skills, a personal 

commitment to the profession of 

speech-language pathology, and a focus 

on research.

See general admission section,  

page 167.

steinharDt Doctoral 
felloWs program anD  
research assistantships
the steinhardt school offers all full-time 

ph.d. students a complete funding and 

mentoring program. the steinhardt 

fellows program is designed to help 

ph.d. students undertake full-time 

study and research, to participate 

in superior academic and scholarly 

experiences, and to complete their 

studies in a timely manner. depending 

on the student’s program of study and 

degree requirements, financial support 

includes two or three years of full tuition 

and fees and a generous living stipend 

of $23,000 through the completion 

of the student’s required coursework, 

and one to three years with a $15,000 

scholarship to support the development 

Master of Science, 

continued
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and completion of their dissertation. 

in addition, each of the school’s 

academic departments has developed 

a set of benchmarks and milestones, 

such as conference presentations, 

exhibitions, authored manuscripts, grant 

submissions, and sample syllabi, that 

faculty mentors help their students 

achieve in order to prepare them 

academically and professionally for 

postdoctoral work.

selected doctoral students may 

alternatively be appointed to a research 

assistantship. research assistants are 

funded by external grants and work 

with a principal investigator on a funded 

research project. unlike steinhardt fel-

lows, ras agree to work 20 hours per 

week on an ongoing research project, 

typically with a team of faculty and 

other students. steinhardt fellows may 

become research assistants when 

steinhardt faculty win funding for proj-

ects that require research assistance.

all admitted full-time ph.d. students 

are awarded a full funding package  

and are assigned to a faculty mentor. 

there is no special application for this 

funding program.

Doctoral Program, 

continued

the speech-language-hearing clinic 

is a part of the department of com-

municative sciences and disorders and 

provides services to nYu and the com-

munity at large.

the clinic specializes in the diagno-

sis and treatment of the disorders of 

speech, language, and hearing in infants, 

toddlers, children, adolescents, adults, 

and geriatrics. types of communica-

tion disorders that can be treated at 

the clinic include delayed language 

development, stuttering, voice disorders, 

articulation delays and disorders, and 

impaired speech and/or language 

caused by strokes, traumatic brain injury, 

or other neurological disorders.

services provided by graduate 

student clinicians include diagnosis 

and treatment of speech and language 

disorders, individual and group sessions, 

and hearing screenings.

the clinic director, faculty, and pro-

fessional supervisors provide continuous, 

ongoing, and direct supervision of the 

assessment and intervention activi-

ties in the clinic. the physical facilities 

of the clinic and the audiometric suite 

are located within and adjacent to the 

department offices.

speech-language-hearing clinic
DiRECTOR 

anne marie skvarla

665 broadway, 

suite 900 

212-998-5230

courses
the courses listed 

herein are to be 

offered in 2013–2015.

NOTES TO COuRSES

* registration closed  

to special students.

anatomy and physiology of the speech 

and hearing mechanism

cscd-uG.0008  45 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

neuroanatomy and physiology of  

communication

cscd-uG.0009  45 hours: 3 units. Fall.

phonetics and phonemics of american 

english

cscd-uG.0061  45 hours: 3 units. Fall.

acoustic phonetics

cscd-uG.0402  45 hours: 3 units. 

Spring. Prerequisite: CSD-GE.1061.

introduction to articulation Disorders

cscd-uG.1101*  45 hours: 3 units. Spring.

audiology: intervention strategies 

across the lifespan

csd-ue1205  45 hours: 3 units. Fall.

introduction to audiology

cscd-uG.1230*  45 hours: 3 units. Fall.

language Development in the  

preschool years

cscd-uG.1601*  45 hours: 3 units. Fall.

masters student seminar

csd-Ge.2000  30 hours: 0 units. Fall, 

spring.

augmentative and alternative  

communication

cscd-Ge.2015  10 hours: 1 unit. Fall.

motor speech Disorders

cscd-Ge.2016*  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

therapeutic approaches to speech 

pathology: Voice Disorders

cscd-Ge.2019  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

therapeutic approaches to speech 

pathology: aphasia

cscd-Ge.2020  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

adult language Disorders

cscd-Ge.2021*  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

craniofacial anomalies

cscd-Ge.2022*  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

neurogenic speech Disorders in  

children

cscd-Ge.2023*  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

fluency Disorders

cscd-Ge.2028*  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

language and communication in  

children with autism spectrum  

Disorders (asD)

cscd-Ge.2030  20 hours: 2 units. 

Spring.
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language Development and Disorders 

in school-aged children

cscd-Ge.2035  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

Voice Disorders

cscd-Ge.2037*  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

language Disorders in children

cscd-Ge.2039*  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

Dysphagia in adults and children

cscd-Ge.2060*  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

Dysphagia in infants and toddlers

cscd-Ge.2062  15 hours: 1 unit. Fall.

Baby trachs

cscd-Ge.2067  15 hours: 1 unit. Spring.

principles of intervention with  

speech-language Disorders

cscd-Ge.2075*  30 hours: 3 units.  

Fall, spring, summer. Prerequisites: 

CSCD-GE.2039 and CSCD-GE.2111.

counseling skills for communicative 

sciences and Disorders (1)

cscd-Ge.2077  10 hours: 1 unit. Fall.

phonological analysis of normal and 

Disordered speech

cscd-Ge.2108*  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

critical evaluation of research in 

speech and hearing sciences and 

Disorders

cscd-Ge.2109*  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

multi-cultural and professional issues in 

communicative sciences and Disorders

cscd-Ge.2110*  30 hours: 3 unit. Fall, 

spring.

Diagnostic methods in speech  

pathology and audiology i

cscd-Ge.2111*  30 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring.

computerized analysis of language 

transcripts

cscd-Ge.2114  10 hours: 1 unit. Spring.

advanced clinical practicum in speech 

pathology and audiology

CSCD-GE.2115, 2116, 2117, 2118, 2119   

45 hours per unit: 1–2 units. Fall, spring.

Registration by permission of adviser.

hearing loss: rehabilitation

cscd-Ge.2127*  30 hours: 2 units. Fall.

perception and production of speech

cscd-Ge.2130  30 hours: 3 units. Spring.

interdisciplinary case-Based  

management of Dysphagia

cscd-Ge.2165  10 hours: 1 unit.  

Intersession.

interdisciplinary habilitation of  

speaking Voice and Vocal performance: 

synergistic remediation effect

cscd-Ge.2136  20 hours: 2 units.  

Intersession.

independent study

cscd-Ge.2300*  45 hours per unit: 1–6 

units. Fall, spring, summer; hours to be 

arranged.

research in natural language: methods 

and procedures

cscd-Ge.2402  15 hours: 1 unit. Fall.

speech-language pathology research 

colloquium i

cscd-Ge.2420  15 hours: 1 unit. Fall, 

spring.

honors research: speech-language 

pathology

cscd-Ge.2424  Hours to be arranged:  

0 units. Fall, spring.

speech science: instrumentation

cscd-Ge.2515  20 hours plus 10 hours 

arranged for lab sessions: 2 units. Fall.

seminal readings in speech-language 

pathology and audiology

cscd-Ge.3001  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

advanced studies in speech and 

language

cscd-Ge.3021  30 hours: 3 units. Spring.

Doctoral seminar in speech-language 

pathology and audiology

cscd-Ge.3400  10 hours: 1 unit. Fall, 

spring.

Courses, continued
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humanities and 
social sciences in 
the professions

Department of 

Department chair: Jonathan Zimmerman  

Kimball hall, 246 Greene street, 3rd floor | neW YorK, nY 10003–6677 

telephone: 212-992-9475 | faX: 212-995-4832 

Website: steinhardt.nyu.edu/humsocsci

  

DEGREES 

M.A., Ph.D., Advanced Certificate

CONTENTS

faculty  ...............................................................54

education and Jewish studies  .................. 55

education and social policy........................ 56

history of education ...................................... 57

interdepartmental research studies ....... 58

international education ................................ 58

sociology of education ................................ 59

master of science in applied statistics for   

   social science research ...........................60

courses ................................................................ 61

for information about the mission  

and student learning outcomes for  

each of our programs, please see the 

department website.

Notice: the programs, requirements, 

and schedules listed herein are subject 

to change without notice. a directory 

of classes is published each term with a 

current schedule. for the most up-to-date 

schedule changes, please consult albert, 

nYu’s student information website.

t
he department of humanities and 

social sciences in the professions 

includes disciplines and modes 

of inquiry that provide strong 

intellectual and cultural foundations 

for the study of the professions in modern life. its 

dual academic purpose is to provide disciplinary 

and research coursework for students in 

other parts of the school while also preparing 

students within the department for positions 

leading to research and teaching in colleges and 

universities, in government, and in other service 

organizations, both nationally and internationally.

the following identifies the department’s pro-

grams, grouped according to three broad areas.

1.   social-cultural disciplinary studies of educa-

tion. programs in two disciplinary areas, the 

sociology of education and the history of edu-

cation, offer cognate and foundational course 

work for students across the school as well as 

prepare educational researchers within each 

program.

2.  interdepartmental research studies. this 

program offers a wide array of qualitative and 

quantitative research courses for graduate 

students in all programs across the school.

3.  interdisciplinary studies. the department’s 

specialized interdisciplinary programs—educa-

tion and social policy, international education, 

and education and Jewish studies—prepare 

majors to assume professional positions both 

nationally and internationally as well as pro-

vide courses for non-majors with specialized 

interests.
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faculty
rené V. arcilla, associate professor.  

b.a. 1977, ph.d. 1990, chicago.

richard arum, professor (joint  

appointment with the department of 

sociology, college of arts and sciences). 

b.a. 1985, tufts; m.ed. 1988, harvard; 

ph.d. 1996, california (berkeley).

Jack Buckley, associate professor. b.a. 

1994, harvard; m.a. 2001, ph.d. 2003, 

sunY (stony brook).

Dana Burde, assistant professor. b.a. 

1988, oberlin college; ed.m. 1993,  

harvard; ph.d. 2001, columbia.

robert cohen, professor (joint appoint-

ment with the department of teaching 

and learning). b.a. 1976, ed.m. 1978, 

sunY buffalo. m.a. 1980, ph.d. 1987, 

berkeley.

sean corcoran, associate professor. 

b.b.a. 1996, Wichita state; m.a. 1999, 

ph.d. 2003, maryland.

James W. fraser, professor (joint 

appointment  with the department 

of teaching and learning). b.a. 1966, 

california (santa barbara); m.div. 1970, 

union theological seminary; ph.d. 1975, 

columbia.

peter f. halpin, assistant professor. b.a. 

(honours), 2002, u. calgary; m.sc. 2005, 

u. calgary; ph.d. 2010, simon fraser.

floyd m. hammack, professor. b.a. 1966, 

m.a. 1969, oregon; ph.d. 1973, florida 

state.

Jennifer hill, associate professor. b.a. 

1991, swarthmore college; m.a. 1995, 

rutgers; m.s. 1997, ph.d. 2000, harvard.

philip m. hosay, professor. b.a. 1962, 

Wayne state; m.a. 1964, ph.d. 1969, 

michigan.

ying lu, assistant professor. b.s. 1994, 

ph.d. in public policy and demography 

2005, princeton, ph.d. in statistics 2009, 

unc-ch.

Joan malczewski, assistant professor 

(joint appointment  with the depart-

ment of teaching and learning). b.a. 

1985, michigan; m.a. 1995, ph.d. 2002, 

columbia.

Benjamin m. Jacobs, assistant professor 

(joint appointment  with the depart-

ment of teaching and learning). b.a. 

1993, columbia; ph.d. 2005, teachers 

college, columbia.

Joel middleton, visiting professor.  

b.s. 1997, lewis and clark college;  

sc.m. 1999, brown; m.s. 2004, George  

Washington; ph.d. 2011, Yale.

pedro a. noguera, peter agnew  

professor of education (joint appoint-

ment with the department of teaching 

and learning). b.a. 1981, m.a. 1982, 

brown; ph.d. 1989, california (berkeley); 

hon.: ph.d. 2001, san francisco.

elizabeth m. norman, professor. b.s. 

1973, rutgers; m.a. 1977, ph.d. 1986,  

new York.

cristian pop-eleches, associate  

professor. b.a. 1998, m.a. 2000, ph.d. 

2003, harvard.

ron robin, professor; associate dean 

for academic affairs. b.a. 1978,  

hebrew; m.a. 1981, ph.d. 1986, california 

(berkeley).

amy ellen schwartz, professor (joint 

appointment  with the robert f. Wagner 

Graduate school of public service).  

b.s. 1983, cornell; m.a. 1985, m.phil. 

1986, ph.d. 1989, columbia.

marc scott, associate professor. b.a. 

1986, cornell; m.a. 1993, hunter college 

(cunY); ph.d. 1998, new York.

leanna stiefel, professor (joint  

appointment  with the robert f. Wagner 

Graduate school of public service).  

b.a. 1967, michigan; ph.d. 1972, 

Wisconsin-madison; adv.prof.cert. 1984, 

new York. 

lisa m. stulberg, associate professor. 

b.a. 1992, harvard; m.soc.sci. 1994, 

birmingham (uK); m.a. 1996, ph.d. 2001, 

california (berkeley). 

harold Wechsler, professor. b.a. 1967, 

m.a. 1969, ph.d. 1973, columbia.

sharon Weinberg, professor. b.a. 1968, 

ph.d. 1971, cornell.

Jonathan Zimmerman,  professor and 

department chair. b.a. 1983, columbia; 

m.a. 1990, ph.d. 1993, Johns hopkins.

Affiliated Faculty

robert chazan, professor, skirball  

department of hebrew and Judaic  

studies, faculty of arts and science.

Jennifer Jennings, assistant professor, 

department of sociology, faculty of 

arts and sciences.

Faculty Emeriti

Donald Johnson, Global education

Berenice fisher, philosophy of 

education

Joy gould Boyum, arts and humanities 

gabriel moran, religious education
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the education and Jewish studies  

program prepares teachers, prac-

titioners, researchers, and aspiring 

administrators for leadership positions 

in a wide range of Jewish educational 

settings, such as schools, informal 

education programs, community  

organizations and other nonprofit  

organizations, curriculum agencies,  

museums, foundations, and colleges  

and universities. students benefit from 

the rich resources and course offerings 

of the steinhardt school of culture,  

education, and human development 

and the skirball department of hebrew 

and Judaic studies in the Graduate 

school of arts and science. While 

providing a core of academic research, 

Jewish education, and hebrew and  

Judaic studies, the program is also 

tailored to its students’ individual 

needs and interests. faculty from 

the steinhardt school and the skir-

ball department provide close and 

personalized mentoring, as do expert 

practitioners in the field of Jewish 

education working in the new York 

city area.

career opportUnities
the master’s and doctoral programs 

prepare students for leadership in 

Jewish educational settings. Job pros-

pects for program graduates include 

administrator or teacher at a Jewish day 

or supplementary school; official at a 

bureau of Jewish education or a national 

or local Jewish educational organiza-

tion; professor of Jewish education at 

a seminary, college of Jewish stud-

ies, or university; researcher in Jewish 

education at a foundation or communal 

service organization; director of a Jew-

ish informal education program; director 

of a Jewish adult education program; 

administrator of a hillel or other or-

ganization that reaches out to college 

students; museum educator; curriculum 

developer, designer of instructional 

materials, and/or author of textbooks for 

Jewish educational settings; staff devel-

oper; and educational consultant.

Degree reQUirements

Master of Arts

the m.a. program requires a minimum 

of 38 units, including a 12-unit core that 

covers the history of Jewish education, 

the social context of Jewish education, 

and sociology of education. students 

choose 12 units of electives from four 

areas of study: teaching and learning, 

leadership and administration, applied 

psychology, or humanities and social 

sciences. students also complete 6 units 

of electives taken in the skirball depart-

ment of hebrew and Judaic studies in 

the Graduate school of arts and science 

and 3 units in steinhardt outside the 

chosen area of study. a yearlong, 5-unit 

culminating seminar in Jewish education 

supports the terminal project—a tradi-

tional m.a. thesis or a capstone project. 

students may enroll in this program for 

full-time or part-time studies.

Dual M.A. (Master of Arts, Education 

and jewish Studies and Master of Arts, 

Hebrew and judaic Studies)

students in the dual m.a. program 

complete two m.a. degrees concurrently 

for a total of 58 units: a master of arts 

degree in education and Jewish studies 

from nYu steinhardt and a master of 

arts in hebrew and Judaic studies from 

the skirball department of hebrew 

and Judaic studies, Graduate school of 

arts and science. six units of hebrew 

and Judaic studies electives count 

toward the requirement for the m.a. in 

education and Jewish studies, and 6 

units of steinhardt school electives will 

count toward the requirements for the 

m.a. in hebrew in Judaic studies, which 

reduces the length of study and tuition.

dual m.a. students must complete 

38 units for the steinhardt m.a., as 

described above, with 6 units count-

ing toward the m.a. in hebrew and 

Judaic studies. students earn the m.a. 

in hebrew and Judaic studies by suc-

cessful completion of the following four 

requirements: 32 units in coursework, 

with 6 units counting toward the m.a. 

in education and Jewish studies; and a 

written examination in Jewish history. 

students must demonstrate compe-

tence at the second-year level of college 

hebrew in one of the following ways: 

pass a departmental written proficiency 

examination, provide documentation 

of successful completion or equiva-

lent of 4th semester college hebrew 

(sometimes called intermediate ii), or 

audit hebrew at nYu—attending and 

participating in class, completing all as-

signments and examinations, and having 

a memo submitted to the skirball de-

partment at completion of intermediate 

ii that indicates the student has earned 

a b or higher. the hebrew proficiency 

requirement must be satisfied before 

the student graduates from the program. 

hebrew proficiency is not a prerequisite 

for admission to the program. students 

are expected to enroll full-time in the 

dual-degree program.

Doctor of Philosophy

the ph.d. program is conceptualized 

in terms of three sets of academic 

experiences: (1) courses at the 

steinhardt school of culture, education, 

and human development (42 units), 

which include a combination of 

foundational courses, research courses, 

specialization courses, and cognate 

courses appropriate to the individual 

student’s particular career interests 

and needs (see career opportunities, 

previous page); (2) courses in the 

skirball department of hebrew and 

Judaic studies (24 units), including 

core courses in Judaic studies and 

specialization electives covering a 

wide range of Jewish history and 

tradition (students are also required 

to demonstrate advanced hebrew 

language competence in an exam 

administered by the department.); and 

(3) the education and Jewish studies 

component of the program (12 units), 

which involves a two-year doctoral 

seminar focused on issues in Jewish 

education. students entering with a 

bachelor’s degree must complete the 

entire 78 units of coursework. Graduate 

study in education, Judaic studies, 

Jewish education, or allied subjects, 

completed at an accredited institution, 

may be presented for consideration 

of exemption from certain coursework. 

this may reduce the total number 

of units required for the degree, as 

follows: students entering with an 

m.a. in education may be exempted 

from up to two courses in education, 

reducing the total degree to 72 units. 

students entering with an m.a. in Jewish 

studies may be exempted from up to 

21 units of Judaic studies coursework, 

reducing the total degree to 57 units. 

students entering with an m.a. in Jewish 

education may be exempted from up 

to two courses in education and four 

courses in Judaic studies, reducing 

the total degree to 60 units. students 

entering with an m.a. in a field other 

than education, Jewish studies, or 

DiRECTOR

harold Wechsler

Kimball hall, 3rd floor

212-992-9423

DEGREES 

m.a., dual m.a., ph.d.

FaCulTy

chazan, horowitz, 

Jacobs, Wechsler

education and Jewish studies
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Jewish education may be exempted 

from up to two courses of equivalent 

and relevant coursework, reducing the 

total degree to 72 units. in addition to 

successful completion of coursework, 

all students must complete a candidacy 

paper. the program culminates in a 

doctoral dissertation on a substantive 

topic in Jewish education. 

aDmission reQUirements
no specific undergraduate major is 

required to gain admission to the m.a. 

or dual m.a. programs, but applicants 

should demonstrate a commitment to a 

career in the field of Jewish education 

and an understanding of the aims and 

content of the program. all applicants 

to the steinhardt school of culture, 

education, and human development 

are evaluated based on the relevance 

and quality of prior professional work, 

prior academic achievement, Graduate 

record examination scores, letters of 

reference, and a personal statement.

the completed education and Jew-

ish studies m.a. admissions application 

package must include the steinhardt 

school admissions application form, 

a curriculum vitae, official Graduate 

record exam score report, official 

transcript(s), a personal statement, and 

three letters of recommendation.

applicants to the m.a. program 

should specify in their admissions essays 

their intended area of specialization 

in education: teaching and learning, 

leadership and administration, applied 

psychology, or humanities and social 

sciences. applicants to the dual m.a. 

program must apply to both the stein-

hardt school and the Graduate school 

of arts and science (Gsas) individually 

and must meet the respective admis-

sions standards for each school. no 

special admissions standards will apply 

to dual-degree applicants. a student 

will quality for the dual-degree program 

only once admitted to the steinhardt 

school and Gsas. applicants to the 

skirball department of hebrew and 

Judaic studies in Gsas are evaluated ac-

cording to prior academic achievement, 

letters of recommendation, Graduate 

record examination scores, and a per-

sonal statement.

ph.d. applicants should exhibit 

outstanding personal qualities and 

excellent academic training. a minimum 

of two years’ employment experience in 

education, Jewish education, or Jewish 

communal service is required. students 

specializing in administration or teach-

ing must have a minimum of two years 

of full-time classroom teaching experi-

ence in addition to or as part of this 

employment experience. an m.a. degree 

in either education or Jewish studies is 

useful, but not required.

the completed education and Jewish 

studies ph.d. admissions application 

package must include the steinhardt 

school admissions application form, 

a curriculum vitae, official Graduate 

record exam score report, official 

transcript(s), a personal statement, a 

research focus essay, and three letters 

of recommendation. applicants to 

the ph.d. program should specify in 

their admissions essays their intended 

area of specialization in education: 

administration, teaching and learning, 

or humanities and social sciences or ap-

plied psychology. all applicant finalists 

are interviewed by the program faculty.

financial aiD
steinhardt provides a variety of ways 

to help master’s students finance 

their graduate education, including 

scholarships, fellowships, work-study, 

and loans.

all applicants for doctoral study are 

considered for the steinhardt fellow-

ship. this fellowship provides up to four 

years of full-time tuition support and a 

living stipend.

all fellowships support the prepara-

tion of the next generation of leaders 

and scholars in education and Jewish 

studies.

steinharDt felloWs 
program anD research 
assistantships
see page 180. 

Education and Jewish 

Studies, continued

the m.a. program in education and 

social policy aims to prepare students 

to use theories and concepts from the 

fields of economics and sociology in 

conjunction with quantitative statisti-

cal skills to analyze and evaluate the 

effectiveness of education programs 

and policies. students obtain specific 

knowledge of education issues, guided 

by advisement, including pre-K/child-

hood education, K–12 education, or 

higher/comparative education.

the degree is distinguished from 

other master’s degrees in education 

policy by its strong emphasis on us-

ing quantitative methods to ascertain 

causal effects of programs and policies. 

building on a first course in statis-

tics, students progress through more 

rigorous analytical courses, including 

regression and econometrics, to a final 

directed team research project in which 

they produce a professional study of an 

educational intervention or policy. stu-

dents gain experience in working with 

large, longitudinal education databases; 

with using economic and sociological 

principles to analyze K-16 education; 

and with principles of policymaking 

in the public and nonprofit sectors, 

which draw on the expertise of faculty 

in nYu’s robert f. Wagner Graduate 

school of public service. the program 

places strong emphasis on understand-

ing the context, purpose, unintended 

effects, and, finally, the actual impact 

of alternative education policies and 

programs. students, through close 

advisement, use elective choices to gain 

knowledge of policy issues.

career opportUnities
the national concern with the quality 

of public education has led to a large 

demand by local, state, and federal 

education agencies, think tanks, and 

nonprofit organizations for profession-

als who can use up-to-date methods, 

data, and research results to formulate, 

implement, and evaluate new educa-

tion policies; but these organizations 

struggle to find individuals to fill their 

positions with professionals of the qual-

ity they seek.

Graduates will be prepared to work 

in a wide variety of organizations 

that have a role in policymaking and 

implementation in the education area, 

including local, state, and federal educa-

tion departments, foundations, think 

tanks, and consulting, grant-giving, and 

education and social policy
DiRECTOR 

leanna stiefel

institute for education 

and social policy

665 broadway, 

8th floor

DEGREE 

m.a.

FaCulTy

arum, buckley, 

corcoran, hammack, 

schwartz, Weinstein
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public relations departments in selected 

private organizations.the culminat-

ing experience is an applied research 

project.

Degree reQUirements
the 40-unit curriculum includes founda-

tion courses, research methods courses, 

specialized issues courses by advise-

ment, and a capstone course. core 

courses include an introduction to 

sociology of education SOED-GE.2002, 

microeconomics for public manage-

ment planning and policy analysis 

CORE-GP.1018, planned change in orga-

nizational settings SOED-GE.2090, and 

economics of education EDPLy.2025. 

research methods courses include 

statistics for behavioral and social sci-

ences i APSTA-GE.2001, regression and 

introduction to econometrics PADM-

GP.2902, interview and observation 

RESCH-GE.2142 or survey research 

methods RESCH-GE.2139, and applied 

statistics: using large databases in 

education APSTA-GE.2110. special-

ized issues consist of elementary and 

secondary education issues; higher 

education issues; early childhood and 

preschool issues; special education 

issues; race, class, and education is-

sues; and international education issues. 

issues courses, of which students must 

complete 9 units, include such courses 

as history of higher education HSED-

GE.2067, social inequity and education 

SOED-GE.2371, and transforming urban 

high schools EDLED-GE.2240.

all students must complete cap-

stone: applied research in education 

policy EDPLy-GE.2050.

DiRECTOR

Jonathan Zimmerman

246 Greene street,  

suite 300

212-998-5049

fax: 212-995-4832

DEGREE 

ph.d.

FaCulTy 

cohen, fraser, Jacobs, 

malczewski, norman, 

stulberg, Wechsler, 

Zimmerman

aFFiliaTED FaCulTy

turk, bennison

history of education

Education and Social 

Policy, continued

study in the history of education pre-

pares scholars for research and teaching 

careers, mainly at schools of education. 

Graduate students work closely with 

their advisers to plan a program that 

suits their interests and aspirations. they 

may focus their studies on the history of 

schools and colleges or other institu-

tions and media of education, including 

the family, the press, and political or 

social movements. often studies link the 

history of education and current issues 

of public policy. course work usually 

includes studies in philosophy as well as 

in the history of education; much of it is 

done in the form of supervised indepen-

dent study. students are encouraged to 

enroll in courses throughout the univer-

sity and to take advantage of new York 

city’s abundant cultural resources.

career opportUnities
most graduates from the ph.d. program 

secure teaching positions at colleges 

and universities, most commonly at 

education schools. they publish books 

and articles on a wide range of historical 

subjects, ranging from family life and 

mass media to formal educational 

institutions.

Degree reQUirements

Doctor of Philosophy

the ph.d. program requires 76 units be-

yond the baccalaureate for completion. 

students may complete the program in 

three years of full-time study. in addi-

tion to 18 units in history of education 

courses, students take 16 units in history 

courses from the Graduate school of 

arts and science, 12 units in philosophy 

of education, 6 units in cognate studies, 

6 units in foundations courses, and 6 

units in research courses, as well as 12 

units in content and dissertation pro-

posal seminars.

aDmission reQUirements
in addition to the general requirements, 

specific requirements for admission to 

these programs include a bachelor’s 

degree in history or the equivalent.

See general admission section, 

 page 167.

steinharDt felloWs 
program anD research 
assistantships
see page 180. 
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CODiRECTORS

marc scott

(Quantitative 

methodology)

Kimball hall, 3rd floor

212-992-9407

lisa stulberg

(Qualitative 

methodology)

Kimball hall, 3rd floor

212-992-9373

FaCulTy

anderson, arum, 

buckley, corcoran, 

halpin, hill, larson,  

lu, middleton,  

norman, scott, 

stulberg, Weinberg, 

Zimmerman

interdepartmental research studies

international education
DiRECTOR

philip hosay

Kimball hall, 

suite 303W

212-992-9374

DEGREES 

m.a., ph.d., advanced 

certificate

FaCulTy

arcilla, arum, buckley, 

burde, corcoran,  

hosay, norman,  

pop-eleches,  

Zimmerman

aDjuNCT FaCulTy

austell, magno 

spielman, Wheatley

aFFiliaTED FaCulTy

berenson, castañeda, 

denoon, hull, Kazemi, 

ludden, rajagopal, 

schain, smoke, tang

taught by faculty from across the 

school, interdepartmental research 

studies (idrs) offers a wide array of 

courses that provide training in research 

methodology. 

because the combinations of 

research courses required by various 

programs differ, students are urged to 

register for these research courses only 

after consultation with their advisers 

and, if needed, in consultation with one 

of the co-directors of the idrs.

for doctoral students interested in 

doing qualitative dissertations involving 

interviews or fieldwork, ethnography, 

or observations, idrs suggests that 

students begin by taking principles of 

empirical research RESCH-GE.2132, 

then approaches to Qualitative inquiry 

RESCH-GE.2140. students should then 

pursue one or more of the more special-

ized qualitative research courses that are 

described below.

doctoral students interested in doing 

quantitative dissertations should take 

principles of empirical research RESCH-

GE.2132, or its equivalent, and statistics 

APSTA-GE.2001 and APSTA-GE.2002 

in their first year. for survey research 

studies, RESCH-GE.2139 may then be 

taken. more advanced course work 

requires APSTA-GE.2003, 2004 (inter-

mediate and advanced models).

additional courses in specialized 

topics are given below. additional topics 

in specialized courses include analysis 

of complex surveys, classification and 

clustering, casual inference, categorical 

data, factor analysis and latent variables, 

missing data, sampling, spatial data 

analysis, and survival analysis.

specialized courses in multilevel 

modeling, including practicums in such 

models, as well as an applied course in 

the use of large databases in educa-

tion research are also available. specific 

courses include applied statistics: using 

large databases in education RESCH-

GE.2110, topics in advanced Quantitative 

methods: classification and clustering 

APSTA-GE.2011, topics in advanced 

Quantitative methods: causal infer-

ence APSTA-GE.2012, topics in advance 

Quantitative methods: missing data 

APSTA-GE.2013, topics in advanced 

Quantitative methods: statistical analysis 

of networks APSTA-GE.2014, multilevel 

modeling: Growth curve APSTA-GE.2040, 

practicum in multilevel modeling: Growth 

curves APSTA-GE.2041, multilevel 

modeling: nested data APSTA-GE.2042 

,biostatistics i APSTA-GE.2995, biosta-

tistics ii APSTA-GE.2996, biostatistics 

iii APSTA-GE.2997. For updates to the 

applied statistics offerings, visit the web-

site of the Center for the Promotion of 

Research Involving Innovative Statistical 

Methodology (PRIISM) at steinhardt.nyu.

edu/priism.

the international education program 

prepares educators for careers in 

multinational and international settings. 

Guided by career interest, profes-

sional experience, and educational 

background, students select from one 

of three areas of specialization: global 

education, international development 

education, or cross-cultural exchange 

and training. the program has a multi-

disciplinary faculty of anthropologists, 

economists, historians, philosophers, 

political scientists, and sociologists, 

who apply the theoretical, conceptual, 

and methodological advances in the 

humanities and the social sciences to 

the analysis of international educational 

policies and institutions.

career opportUnities
the program develops educational 

experts who can design, implement, 

manage, and evaluate international 

education programs in schools, colleges, 

foundations, multinational corporations, 

and public and private educational and 

cultural agencies. as part of the m.a. 

and ph.d. programs, students par-

ticipate in a job-related internship that 

provides professional work experience 

and reinforces academic skills. intern-

ships may be arranged in the united 

states or abroad through such organiza-

tions as the united nations, the 

institute for international education, 

metro international, the u.s. department 

of state, the hudson institute, and the 

asia society.

Degree reQUirements

Master of Arts

the m.a. program requires a minimum 

of 40 units: foundations in international 

education (12 units), area studies and 

specialization in international educa-

tion (16 units), policy analysis (8 units), 

internship (4 units).

Advanced Certificate

the international education program of-

fers a one-year advanced certificate for 

teachers and practitioners in the field 

of international education who already 

have the m.a. degree. the advanced 

certificate is designed for experienced 

teachers in schools and educational 

agencies committed to global education, 

as well as for mid-career consultants 

and international education specialists in 

corporate, public, and nonprofit sectors, 

including field coordinators, planners, 

evaluators, administrators, and program 

managers. the advanced certificate 

requires a minimum of 30 units and can 

be completed in one year, consisting of 

two terms of full-time academic course 

work and, for some students, the sum-

mer as well. this is a flexible program 

in which students, in addition to taking 

the basic courses in the foundations 

in international education (12 units), 

may engage in a course sequence that 

links educational research to policy and 

practice and is of immediate practical 

use to them.

Doctor of Philosophy

the ph.d. degree requires the comple-

tion of a minimum of 54 units and 

a dissertation: departmental doc-

toral seminars (6 units), foundations 

in international education (12 units), 

specialization in international education 

(8–12 units), area studies (8–12 units), 

research courses (6–12 units), interna-

tional education dissertation seminars 

(12 units).

aDmission reQUirements
no specific undergraduate major is 

required to gain admission to the m.a. 

program, but an applicant should have 
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International  

Education, continued

EMERiTuS FaCulTy

d. Johnson

ViSiTiNG FaCulTy

thompson

DiRECTOR

lisa stulberg

Kimball hall, 3rd floor

212-992-9475

DEGREES 

m.a., ph.d.

FaCulTy

arcilla, arum, 

hammack,  

noguera, stulberg

sociology of education

some course work in the social sciences 

and be able to demonstrate aptitude for 

analytical work on a range of issues in 

education.

applicants to the ph.d. program 

should have an m.a. degree in an area of 

the humanities, social sciences, or edu-

cation related to international education, 

and they must take the Graduate record 

examination.

steinharDt felloWs 
program anD research 
assistantships
see page 180. 

special opportUnities
the international education program 

supports a number of research and 

training projects through the multina-

tional institute of american studies, a 

center for public diplomacy that offers 

noncredit programs in american culture, 

politics, and society to foreign scholars, 

diplomats, and journalists. a student-led 

organization, the international edu-

cation forum sponsors lectures and 

meetings on topics of current interest. 

the program also cosponsors several 

summer study abroad programs in 

cooperation with other programs across 

the university.

founded in the 1920s, the program in 

sociology of education at new York 

university is one of the nation’s old-

est professional programs applying 

sociology to the study of education. it 

remains focused on helping educators 

and others to better understand the 

social aspects of educational problems. 

the program provides students with 

a solid foundation in sociology as it 

applies to education and related fields 

and enhances their ability to address the 

challenges that education faces. course 

opportunities draw on the resources of 

the steinhardt school of culture, educa-

tion, and human development as well 

as the department of sociology in the 

Graduate school of arts and science 

and the robert f. Wagner Graduate 

school of public service. students inter-

ested in the development and analysis 

of educational policy and its effects will 

find this program particularly useful.

career opportUnities
no state licenses or credentials are 

necessary to qualify for positions after 

graduation. rather, graduates of this 

program find their research skills and 

analytical abilities applicable to many 

positions, including those in offices 

of educational research and evalua-

tion, boards of education and state 

departments of education, educational 

agencies, advocacy groups, academic 

think thanks, and education non-profit 

positions in colleges and universities.

Degree reQUirements

Master of Arts

students enrolling in the 40-unit m.a. 

program in sociology of education 

may focus their studies in one of two 

areas of concentration: social and 

cultural studies of education, a flexible 

approach toeducation scholarship that 

facilitates the study of schools from a 

range of humanistic and social-science 

perspectives, and education policy, 

which equips students interested in 

policy research with sophisticated skills 

in quantitative methodology.

students have considerable flexibility 

in designing and carrying out their own 

research; all students complete a year-

long, fully supervised research thesis 

that provides an invaluable experience 

of working closely with a faculty mentor 

and of developing research skills es-

sential to both professional practice and 

advanced scholarship.

the m.a. program in sociology of 

education is offered in collaboration 

with the department of sociology of 

new York university’s Graduate school 

of arts and science.

the program consists of core 

courses, research methods courses, spe-

cialized courses according to the strand 

the student selects, and a thesis seminar. 

core courses include introduction to the 

sociology of education SOED-GE.1002, 

principles of empirical research 

RESCH-GE.2132, classical social theory 

SOED-GE.3030, and learning of culture 

SOED-GE.2325. methods courses include 

basic statistics i and ii RESCH-GE.2086 

and approaches to Qualitative inquiry 

RESCH-GE.2140. specialized courses 

include such courses as economic 

analysis for educational policy RESCH-

GE.2155, financing schools: equity and 

adequacy in public education RESCH-

GE.2902, policy issues in primary 

and secondary education PADM-GP 

2418, public policy POL-GA 2371, 

and social inequality and education 

SOED-GE.2163, for the policy strand. 

examples of the specialized courses for 

the social and cultural studies strand 

include sociology of higher education 

SOED-GE.2163, social inequality and 

education SOED-GE.2371, introduction 

to social movements SOC-GA 2153, 

and 20th-century educational thought 

HSED-GE.2235. finally, all students will 

take thesis seminar SOED-GE.2510.

Doctor of Philosophy

the ph.d. program trains students to 

analyze educational problems and 

issues using the theoretical tools, and 

research methods of sociology. students 

are expected to become thoroughly 

familiar with the main sociological per-

spectives and theories and are required 

to develop substantial awareness of the 

problems investigated by sociologists 

and the major empirical findings in these 

problem areas. candidacy, dissertation 

proposal, and dissertation are required.

aDmission reQUirements
admission to the master of arts  

program requires two letters of  

recommendation. a personal interview, 

either in person or by telephone if  

travel is a factor, may also be requested. 

applicants to the doctoral program 

must submit two letters of recommen-

dation, along with evidence of potential,  

including other graduate course work 

and prior written or published papers.  

a personal or telephone interview is also 

recommended.

See general admission section,  

page 167.

steinharDt felloWs 
program anD research 
assistantships
see page 180. 
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FaCulTy

halpin, hill, lu,  

middleton,  

mijanovich, scott, 

simonoff (stern/ 

ioms, affiliate),  

Weinberg, Wu  

(fas/soc., affiliate)

master of science in applied statistics for 
social science research (a3sr)

the master of science in applied 

statistics for social science research 

(a3sr) is a flexible and interdisciplinary 

program that provides students with 

rigorous training in applied statistics 

research techniques and strategies that 

can be applied to contemporary social, 

behavioral, and health science research. 

this m.s. program is a good choice 

for students who want to gain greater 

knowledge of statistics and its applica-

tion to everyday problems and policies 

and to sharpen their data-analysis and 

analytical skills.

the a3sr curriculum provides 

students with a firm foundation in 

statistical modeling tools and theoretical 

perspectives common within the social, 

behavioral, and health sciences, while 

allowing the opportunity to pursue their 

own interests and develop specialized 

skills. in addition to a rigorous set of re-

quired statistical courses, students may 

take electives in such fields as sociology, 

politics, economics, psychology, educa-

tion, media studies, epidemiology, public 

policy, business, computer and data 

science and related areas.

the curriculum prepares students to 

become applied statisticians and data 

scientists in the public or private sector, 

as well as for further academic study in 

fields that rely on quantitative research. 

it is flexible enough for students to 

customize it to their own substantive 

and methodological interests. a3sr fac-

ulty have particular strengths in causal 

inference, demography, high-dimen-

sional data, measurement, missing data, 

model selection, multivariate analysis, 

multilevel modeling, and surveys and 

sampling. students are encouraged to 

work closely with faculty on research 

that ranges from applied statistical 

analysis to the development of custom-

ized statistical models.   

the program is an initiative of the 

center for the promotion of research 

involving innovative statistical method-

ology (priism) and is an integral part 

of the larger university-wide initiative in 

data science, in which several masters 

degrees are offered.  see http://data-

science.nyu.edu/academics/ for some 

discussion of each program’s focus. the 

priism website, http://steinhardt.nyu.

edu/priism/, maintains up to date infor-

mation about the m.s. program.

Degree reQUirements
this is a variable credit program, 34-47 

points, with an accelerated, lower credit 

option for students entering with prior 

statistical training. the program consists 

of theoretical foundations, statistical 

inference, causal inference, applied 

statistical methods and electives, and 

unrestricted electives. a statistical con-

sulting research seminar and internship 

provide practical learning experiences.

theoretical foundations are covered 

in empirical research methods RESCH-

GE 2132. inference and regression are 

covered in intermediate Quantitative 

methods APSTA-GE 2003 or regression 

and multivariate data analysis STAT-GB 

2301.  more advanced techniques and 

causal inference methods are covered 

in advanced modeling i: topics in multi-

variate analysis APSTA-GE 2004, causal 

inference APSTA-GE 2012 and advanced 

data analysis in health and policy re-

search (biostatistics iii) APSTA-GE 2997.  

note that in some years, event history 

analysis SOC-GA 2306 may substitute 

for the latter. students pursuing an 

accelerated program will have already 

taken the equivalent of APSTA-GE 2003 

and APSTA-GE 2004. 

theoretical and practical issues in 

survey methodology are covered in 

survey research i RESCH-GE 2139 and 

applied statistics: using large data-

bases in education research APSTA-GE 

2110. multilevel models are covered in 

three classes: multilevel models: Growth 

curves APSTA-GE 2040, practicum in 

multilevel models APSTA-GE 2041 and 

multilevel models: nested data APSTA-

GE 2042. missing data techniques are 

covered in advanced topics in Quantita-

tive methods: missing data APSTA-GE 

2013. all students must complete the 

statistical consulting research seminar 

and internship, APSTA-GE 2401 and 

APSTA-GE 2300.

two applied statistics and two unre-

stricted electives courses may be taken 

within and outside the department of 

humanities and social sciences in the 

professions. Within the department, 

advanced topics in Quantitative meth-

ods: classification and clustering and 

applied spatial statistics, APSTA-GE 

2011 and APSTA-GE 2015, respectively, 

satisfy the former requirement. other 

classes with significant applied statisti-

cal content (e.g., measurement models, 

computational statistics) meet this 

requirement as well. the unrestricted 

electives may be taken from depart-

ments across the entire university.

aDmissions
n   2 letters of recommendation

n   prior math (see notes)

n   Gre test scores

notes 

Admission to the program requires a 

strong undergraduate academic record 

and demonstration of math proficiency 

through pre-calculus at a minimum 

(functions such as polynomials, expo-

nential, logarithmic, and trigonometric; 

roots of equations). Some advanced 

coursework may require Calculus I, 

which can be taken prior to or during 

the program of study. In one’s personal 

statement, please describe all prior 

coursework (and any practical experi-

ence) in Statistics and data analysis. 

Knowledge of vectors, matrices and 

matrix products is important for more 

advanced coursework; the strongest 

candidates will demonstrate experience 

with these concepts as well. GRE  

scores will be used to assess both 

mathematical reasoning and written 

communication skills.

http://data-science.nyu.edu/academics/
http://data-science.nyu.edu/academics/
http://data-science.nyu.edu/academics/
http://steinhardt.nyu
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Departmental Doctoral 
seminars

Department seminar i

hmss-ge.3011  3 units. Fall.

Department seminar ii

hmss-Ge.3012  3 units. Spring.

Doctoral seminar i

hmss-Ge.3002  3 units. May be 

repeated for a total of 12 units. Arranged 

with program director. Fall, spring.

Required of all students prior to 

candidacy. 

Doctoral seminar ii

hmss-Ge.3003  3 units. May be 

repeated for a total of 12 units. Fall, 

spring.

Required of all students after candidacy, 

before the dissertation proposal is 

approved.

Doctoral seminar iii

hmss-Ge.3004  1 unit. May be repeated 

by advisement in lieu of doctoral 

advisement fee. Does not count toward 

the degree. Fall, spring.

Required every semester of all students 

whose dissertation proposals have been 

approved.

eDUcation anD JeWish 
stUDies/eJst-ge

history of Jewish education:  

the modern period

eJst-Ge.2003  3 units. Spring, fall.

Jewish education in social context

eJst-Ge.2005  3 units. Spring.

theory and practice experiential  

Jewish education

eJst-Ge.2006  3 units. Spring, fall.

master’s seminar in education and  

Jewish studies i

eJst-Ge.2008  2 units. Fall.

master’s seminar in education and  

Jewish studies ii

eJst-Ge.2009  2 units. Spring

seminar in education and Jewish  

studies i

eJst-Ge.2010  3 units. Fall.

seminar in education and Jewish  

studies ii

eJst-Ge.2011  3 units. Spring.

A continuation of EjST-GE.2010, which 

is a prerequisite for registration for this 

seminar.

seminar in education and Jewish  

studies 

iiieJst-Ge.2012  3 units. Fall.

seminar in education and Jewish  

studies

IvEjST-GE.2013  3 units. Spring.

independent study

eJst-Ge.2300  1-6 units. Fall, spring.

 
eDUcation anD social 
policy/ eDply-ge

financing schools

edplY-Ge.2020  3 units.

economics of education

edplY-Ge.2025  30 hours: 3 units.

capstone: applied research in  

education policy

edplY-Ge.2050  40 hours: 4 units.

history of eDUcation/
hseD-ge

all 2000-level courses in history of 

education fulfill the doctoral foundations 

requirements for doctoral students in all 

departments of the steinhardt school 

of culture, education, and human 

development.

 

history of american education 

hsed-Ge.2009  45 hours: 4 units.

history of american higher education

hsed-Ge.2067  Staff. 30 hours: 3 units. 

Fall.

public problems: education and social 

policy

hsed-Ge.2070  30 hours: 3 units.

education and the city: history of the 

helping professions

hsed-Ge.2071  30 hours: 3 units.

the rise and fall of progressive  

education (John Dewey and his  

contemporaries)

hsed-Ge.2079  30 hours: 3 units.

philosophy of scientific inquiry

hsed-Ge.2089  3 units.

history of american education and  

society: education and the culture 

Wars

hsed-Ge.2173  30 hours: 3 units.

history of american education and 

society: race and ethnicity

hsed-Ge.2174  Wechsler. 30 hours:  

3 units.

What are schools for? historical  

perspectives

hsed-Ge.2175   30 hours: 3 units.

What’s Worth Knowing? historical 

perspectives

hsed-Ge.2176  30 hours: 3 units.

What are teachers for? historical 

perspectives

hsed-Ge.2177  30 hours: 3 units.

20th-century educational thought

hsed-Ge.2235  30 hours: 3 units.

readings in the history of Western 

thought

hsed-Ge.2240  30 hours: 3 units.

independent study

hsed-Ge.2300  45 hours per unit: 1–6 

units.

foundations of education: history of 

education

hsed-Ge.2400  30 hours: 3 units.

intellectual roots of american  

education

hsed-Ge.2902  3 units.

Doctoral seminar: history of  

education i

hsed-Ge.3006  3 units.

Doctoral seminar: history of  

education ii

hsed-Ge.3007  3 units.

courses
the courses listed 

herein are to be 

offered in 2013–2015.

NOTES TO COuRSES

* registration closed  

to special students.

†pass/fail basis.
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international eDUcation/
inte-ge

CORE COuRSES

comparative education i 

inte-Ge.2007  40 hours: 4 units. Spring.

comparative education ii

inte-Ge.2008  40 hours: 4 units. Fall.

approaches to study abroad

inte-Ge.2009  1 unit.

cross-cultural studies of socialization

inte-Ge.2023  40 hours: 4 units. Spring.

comparative studies of socialization

inte-Ge.2025  40 hours: 4 units. Spring.

international perspectives on gender 

and education

inte-Ge.2027  3 units.

comparative politics, education, and 

conflict

inte-Ge.2028  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

good Work in the era of globalization

inte-Ge.2030  3 units.

contemporary international relations: 

peace and security education

inte-Ge.2173  30 hours: 3 units. Spring.

contemporary international relations: 

peace and security education ii

inte-Ge.2174  3 units.

seminar in asian studies i

inte-Ge.2297  3 units.

seminar in asian studies ii

inte-Ge.2298  3 units.

interdisciplinary perspectives on the 

new immigration

inte-Ge.2545  4 units.

international education

inte-Ge.2803  40 hours: 4 units. Fall.

Specialization Courses

good Work in the era of globalization

inte-Ge.2030  30 hours: 3 units. Spring.

contemporary international relations: 

peace and security education

inte-Ge.2173  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

interdisciplinary perspectives on the 

new immigration 

inte-Ge.2545  30 hours: 3 units. Spring.

international education

inte-Ge.2803  4 units.

international educational and cultural 

relations

inte-Ge.2804  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

globalization and educationi

nte-Ge.2805  30 hours: 3 units. Spring.

the practice of international education

inte-Ge.2806  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

international studies in human rights 

education

inte-Ge.2809  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

teaching toward international  

Understanding: the global curriculum

inte-Ge.2811  30 hours: 3 units. Spring.

cross-cultural education for the global 

economy

inte-Ge.2812  30 hours: 3 units. Spring.

international approaches to  

restorative Justice and education

inte-Ge.2815  3 units.

international ethics: rights,  

responsibilities, obligations

inte-Ge.2819  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

technical assistance in education 

abroad: theory and practice i

inte-Ge.2861  3 units.

international Development education

inte-Ge.2862  30 hours: 3 units. Spring.

United nations at Work

inte-Ge.2878  30 hours: 3 units.

INDEPENDENT STuDy AND FIELD 

STuDy

independent study

inte-Ge.2300  45 hours per unit: 1–6 

units. fall, spring. hours to be arranged.

field study and seminar in interna-

tional education

inte-Ge.2802†  20 hours per unit: 1–4 

units. fall, spring. hours to be arranged.

Doctoral Seminar

content seminar in international  

education i and ii

inte-Ge.3097, 3098  30 hours: 3 units 

each term.

research in international education i 

and ii

inte-Ge.3801, 3802   30 hours: 3 units 

each term.

philosophy of eDUcation/
pheD-ge

the 2000-level courses in philosophy of 

education fulfill the doctoral foundations 

requirements for doctoral students  

in all departments of the steinhardt  

school of culture, education, and  

human development.

philosophy of education: theories and 

methods

phed-Ge Ge 2003  30 hours: 3 units.

 philosophy of education: 

 social foundations

phed-Ge Ge 2011  30 hours: 3 units.

Values, morals & school

phed-Ge 2013  3 units.

professional ethics

phed-Ge 2015  3 units.

religion and public education in an 

international context

phed-Ge 2016  3 units.

philosophy of progressivism

phed-Ge 2055  3 units.

frontiers of Knowledge

phed-Ge 2083  3 units

philosophy perspectives-20th century

phed-Ge 2155  3 units.

independent study

phed-Ge Ge 2300  45 hours per unit: 

1–6 units. Fall, spring, summer. Hours to 

be arranged.

foundations of education: philosophy 

of education

phed-Ge 2400  3 units.

sociology of eDUcation/
soeD-Ug

an introduction to the sociology of 

education

soed-Ge.2002  45 hours: 3 units. Fall.

cultural psychology

soed-Ge.2055  Spring.

Courses, continued
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planned change in organizational 

settings

soed-Ge.2090  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

sociology of education in Developing 

countries 

soed-Ge.2091  30 hours: 3 units.

education and Development in latin 

america

soed-Ge.2094  4 units.

latinos in Urban schools

soed-Ge.2097  30 hours: 3 units. Fall 

sociology of higher education

soed-Ge.2163  30 hours: 3 units. Spring.

independent study 

soed-Ge.2300  45 hours per unit: 1-6 

units. Fallm spring, summer. Hours to be 

arranged.

the learning of culture

soed-Ge.2325  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

social inequality and education

soed-Ge.2371  30 hours: 3 units.  

Summer.

gender and inequality: the role of 

schools

soed-Ge.2373  3 units.

foundations of education: educational 

sociology

SOED-GE.2400*  30 hours: 3 units.

thesis seminar 

isoed-Ge.2510  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

thesis seminar ii

soed-Ge.2511  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

professional orientation and ethical 

issues in school counseling

soed-Ge.2650  2 units.

classical social theory

soed-Ge.3030  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

sociology of educational law

soed-Ge.3035  30 hours: 3 units.

proseminar i: sociology/anthropology 

of education

soed-Ge.3111  3 units.

proseminar ii: sociology/anthropology 

of education

soed-Ge.3112  3 units.

proseminar iii: sociology/anthropology 

of education

soed-Ge.3113  3 units.

proseminar iV: sociology/ 

anthropology of education

soed-Ge.3114  3 units.

interDepartmental 
research stUDies/resch-ge

RESEARCH DESIGN: METHODS, AND 

PRINCIPLES

principles of empirical research

resch-Ge.2132  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

Writing empirical research: education, 

Behavioral, health, humanities, and 

social science professions

resch-Ge.2138  45 hours: 3 units. Fall.

survey methods research

resch-Ge.2139  45 hours: 3 units. Fall 

or Spring. May be offered alternate 

years. Prerequisites RESCH-GE.2132 (or 

equivalent); one year of statistics.

participatory action research

resch-Ge.2143  45 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring.

Dissertation proposal seminar

resch-Ge.3001  30 hours: 3 units each 

term. Spring.Prerequisite: a course in 

general or specialized research methods. 

Open only to doctoral students.

QuALITATIvE RESEARCH DESIGN AND 

ANALySIS

historical research

resch-Ge.2135  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

philosophical inquiry

resch-Ge.2136  30 hours: 3 units. May 

be offered alternate years.

aesthetic inquiry

resch-Ge.2137  30 hours: 3 units. May 

be offered alternate years.

approaches to Qualitative inquiry 

resch-Ge.2140  45 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring.

case study and ethnographic inquiry 

resch-Ge.2141  45 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

Prerequisite: RESCH-GE.2140. Open to 

fully matriculated doctoral students only.

interview and observation

resch-Ge.2142  Way. 30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

Prerequisite: RESCH-GE.2140. Access by 

permission by instructor only. Also only 

by access codes.

advanced seminar in Qualitative 

methods

resch-Ge.2145  45 hours: 3 units.

Prerequisite: at least one doctoral-level 

course in qualitative research methods.

fieldwork: Data collectio

resch-Ge.2147  Fall. Prerequisite: 

RESCH-GE.2140.

fieldwork: Data analysis

resch-ge.2148  Spring. Access by 

permission from instructor only.

master of science in 
applieD statistics for 
social science research/
apsta-ge

advanced Data analysis in health and 

policy research (Biostatistics iii)

apsta-Ge 2997  30 hours 3 units

advanced topics in Quantitative  

methods: missing Data

apsta-Ge 2013  20 hours 2 units

experimental and Quasi-experimental 

Design and analysis research

apsta-Ge.2134  45 hours: 3 units.  

May be offered alternate years.

statistical consulting research seminar

apsta-Ge 2401  1-3 units

survey research i

apsta-Ge 2139  45 hours 3 units

Basic statistics i

apsta-Ge.2085  45 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring. May not be taken concurrently 

with RESCH-GE.2086.

Basic statistics ii

apsta-Ge.2086  45 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring.

Prerequisites: a course in algebra and 

APSTA-GE.2085. May not be taken  

concurrently with RESCH-GE.2085.

statistics for Behavioral and social  

science i and ii

apsta-Ge.2001, 2002  45 hours: 3 units 

each term. Fall, spring.

APSTA-GE.2001 is prerequisite to 

GE.2002.

Courses, continued
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Courses, continued Biostatistics i and ii

apsta-Ge.2995, 2996  30 hours: 3 units 

each term. Fall, spring.

intermediate Quantitative methods: 

the general linear model

resch-ge.2003  45 hours: 3 units. Fall.

Prerequisites: APSTA-GE.2001, 2002 or 

APSTA-GE.2995, 2996 or equivalent.

advanced modeling i: topics in  

multivariate analysis

apsta-Ge.2004  30 hours: 2 units. 

Spring (note: usually runs for half-term, 

sharing a time slot with a complemen-

tary RESCH-GE “Advanced Topics” 

course).

multilevel models: growth curves

apsta-Ge.2040  20 hours: 2 units. Fall.

practicum in multilevel models:  

growth curves

apsta-Ge.2041  10 hours: 1 unit. Fall.

advanced topics in Quantitative  

methods: nested-data models

apsta-Ge.2042  20 hours: 2 units. 

Spring.

practicum in Quantitative methods: 

nested-data models

apsta-Ge.2043  10 hours: 1 unit. Fall.

advanced topics in Quantitative 

methods

apsta-Ge.2010  1–6 units. Fall or spring.

advanced topics in Quantitative  

methods: classification and clustering

apsta-Ge.2011  30 hours: 2 units. 

Spring. Not offered every year.

Prerequisites: RESCH-GE.2003, 2004 

or the equivalent as approved by the 

instructor.

advanced topics in Quantitative 

methods: causal inference—methods 

for program evaluation and policy 

research

apsta-Ge.2012  30 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring.

Prerequisites: APSTA-GE.2003, 2004 

or the equivalent as approved by the 

instructor.

advanced topics in Quantitative 

methods: missing Data

apsta-Ge.2013  20 hours: 

2 units. Spring.

advanced topics in Quantitative 

methods: statistical analysis of 

networks

apsta-G.2014  30 hours: 3 units.

Not offered every year.

applied statistics: Using large 

Databases in education

apsta-Ge.2110  40 hours: 4 units.

independent study

apsta-Ge.2300  15 hours per unit: 1–6 

units. Fall, spring, summer. Hours to be 

arranged. For description, see page 162.
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t
he nYu department of media, 

culture, and communication (mcc) 

is at the forefront of innovative 

scholarship and teaching in the 

study of global media and culture, 

digital media and new technologies, media 

history, visual culture, sound studies, network 

studies, and political communication.

in the rapidly changing landscape of digital 

media, mobile platforms, and global cultural 

flows, the study of media, culture, and communi-

cation is crucial to understanding and navigating 

an increasingly connected world. mcc’s faculty 

aim to equip students with a set of analytical and 

theoretical tools by which they can engage with 

ideas in their full complexity.

new York city is the university’s lab, but its 

horizons extend globally. mcc coursework is  

designed so that students can immerse 

themselves in the vibrant life of the city with 

opportunities to study abroad, if they so choose. 

internships also help master’s students gain a 

foothold in a diverse range of media industries.

media, culture, and  
communication

Department of 

Department chair: lisa gitelman

east buildinG, 8th floor | 239 Greene street | neW YorK, nY 10003–6674 

telephone: 212-998-5191 | faX: 212-995-4046 | Website: steinhardt.nyu.edu/mcc

DEGREES 

M.A., M.A./M.S.L.I.S., Ph.D.

CONTENTS

faculty .................................................................66 

media, culture, and communication ....... 67

courses ...............................................................69

for information about the mission  

and student learning outcomes for  

each of our programs, please see the 

department website.

Notice: the programs, requirements, 

and schedules listed herein are subject 

to change without notice. a directory 

of classes is published each term with a 

current schedule. for the most up-to-date 

schedule changes, please consult albert, 

nYu’s student information website.

http://steinhardt.nyu.edu/mcc
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arjun appadurai, Goddard professor. 

b.a. 1970, brandeis; ph.d. 1976,  

university of chicago.

rodney Benson, associate professor 

b.a. 1983, iowa state; m.i.a. 1994, 

columbia; m.a. 1994, ph.d. 2000,  

california (berkeley).

Deborah Borisoff, professor. b.a. 1970, 

m.a. 1975, ph.d. 1981, new York university.

finn Brunton, assistant professor. b.a. 

2002, uc berkeley; m.a. 2006, saas-fee 

(switzerland); ph.d. 2009, aberdeen 

(u.K.).

lily chumley, assistant professor.  

b.a. 2002, reed college; ph.d. 2011, 

university of chicago.

allen feldman, associate professor. b.a. 

1974, m.a. 1984; ph.d. 1988, new school 

for social research.

Joellen fisherkeller, associate professor. 

b.a. 1985, california (san diego); m.a. 

1987, ph.d. 1995, california (berkeley).

alexander r. galloway, associate 

professor. b.a. 1996, brown; ph.d. 2001, 

duke.

Brett gary, associate professor. b.a. 

1982, montana state; m.a. 1985, ph.d. 

1992, university of pennsylvania.

lisa gitelman, department chair  

and professor. b.a. 1983 university  

of chicago; m.a., 1985, ph.d. 1991,  

columbia.

radha s. hegde, associate professor. 

b.a. 1973, madras (india); m.a 1975, delhi 

(india); m.a. 1977, ph.d. 1991, ohio state.

Ben Kafka, associate professor. b.a. 

1998, brown; ph.d. 2004, stanford.

ted magder, associate professor. b.a. 

1982, toronto; m.a. 1983, carleton 

(canada); ph.d. 1988, York (canada).

charlton mcilwain, associate  

professor. b.a. 1994, oklahoma baptist; 

m.h.r. 1996, ph.d. 2001, university of 

oklahoma.

mark crispin miller, professor. b.a. 1971, 

northwestern; m.a. 1973, ph.d. 1978, 

Johns hopkins.

mara mills, assistant professor. b.a. 

1996, m.a. 1999, california (santa cruz); 

m.a. 2006, ph.d. 2008, harvard.

nicholas mirzoeff, professor. b.a. 1983, 

oxford; ph.d. 1990, Warwick (uK).

terence p. moran, professor. b.s. 1964, 

m.a. 1965, ph.d. 1971, new York university.

susan murray, associate professor. b.a. 

1989, Wisconsin (madison); m.a. 1994, 

new school for social research; ph.d. 

1999, texas (austin).

helen nissenbaum, professor; senior 

faculty fellow of the information law 

institute. b.a. 1975, Witwatersrand 

(south africa); m.a. 1978, ph.d. 1983, 

stanford.

Juan piñon, assistant professor. b.a. 

1986, m.a. 1996, iberoamericana  

(mexico); ph.d. 2007, texas (austin).

arvind rajagopal, professor. b.e. 1981, 

madras (india); m.a. 1984, Kentucky; 

ph.d. 1992, california (berkeley).

erica robles-anderson, assistant  

professor. b.s. 2001, ph.d. 2009,  

stanford.

martin scherzinger, director of  

Graduate studies, associate professor. 

b.mus. 1992, ph.d. 2001, columbia.

nicole starosielski, assistant professor, 

b.a. 2005, university of southern  

california; m.a. 2008, ph.d. 2010,  

california (santa barbara).

marita sturken, professor. b.a. 1979, 

visual studies Workshop; ph.d. 1992, 

california (santa cruz).

helga tawil-souri, associate professor. 

b.a. 1992, mcGill; m.a. 1994, university 

of southern california; ph.d. 2005,  

colorado (boulder).

aurora Wallace, director of  

undergraduate studies, clinical  

associate professor. b.a. 1992, carleton 

(canada); m.a. 1994, ph.d. 2000, mcGill.

faculty
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media, culture, and communication
 Master of Arts Program in Media, 

Culture, and Communication

the m.a. in media, culture, and com-

munication is an interdisciplinary 

program designed to expose students 

to media studies, cultural studies, and 

communication. the program is a rigor-

ous engagement with contemporary 

theory and key debates in communica-

tion, media studies, and related fields of 

study such as Global and transcultural 

studies, technology and society, visual 

culture and cultural studies, persuasion 

and politics, and interaction and social 

processes. the curriculum is flexible, 

allowing electives by advisement from 

across the university. master’s students 

participate in academic conferences, 

study abroad, and practical fieldwork 

such as internships. the department has 

a robust list of internship partners and is 

dedicated to building relationships with 

professional organizations in new York 

city and beyond.

Dual-Degree Program in Media and 

Library Science

the department has partnered with 

long island university’s palmer school 

to offer a dual-degree program in 

media and library science. in addition 

to an m.a. in media, culture, and 

communication, students can earn 

an ala-accredited master of science 

in library and information science 

(m.s.l.i.s.). the program combines 

the rigorous study of critical theory 

with professional qualification to give 

graduates a competitive edge in the 

evolving fields of information science, 

digital humanities, curatorial studies, 

and data archiving.

this new 55-credit m.a./m.s.l.i.s. 

prepares students for highly sought-

after positions as subject specialists/

scholar-librarians in academic and 

research institutions or as archivists in 

libraries, media companies, museums, 

and other cultural institutions. dual de-

gree students take 17 fewer credits than 

would be required if they pursued each 

master’s separately.

Ph.D. Program in Media, Culture, and 

Communication

the doctoral program faculty is com-

mitted to interdisciplinary, theoretically 

sophisticated, multi-methodological, 

historical, and international comparative 

approaches to the study of media and 

culture. the program offers five overlap

ping and interrelated research areas  

that operate as guiding frameworks for 

intellectual inquiry and collaborative 

work across the department. students 

are encouraged to take advantage of  

course offerings across all five areas: 

Global and transcultural studies,  

technology and society, visual culture 

and sound studies, media institutions 

and politics, and critical theories of 

media and communication.

career opportUnities
trained to think analytically, media, 

culture, and communication m.a. alumni 

are positioned to meet the challenges 

brought by changing technologies  

and systems of communication. they 

work in public policy, research, higher  

education, nonprofits, museums,  

marketing, public relations, social  

media, among other fields. some  

students go on to doctoral study,  

law school, or business school.  

ph.d. graduates have assumed full-

time academic positions at carleton 

(canada), cunY, drexel, fordham, 

hamilton, manhattan marymount, michi-

gan technological university, nYu, the 

new school, northeastern, princeton, 

university of Wisconsin-milwaukee, and 

the university of Washington. recent 

graduates have also taken postdoctoral 

fellowships at harvard’s berkman center 

for internet and society, rutgers’ center 

for cultural analysis, and microsoft 

research new england.

Degree reQUirements
the m.a. degree program requires 

a minimum of 36 units. Program 

Requirements (8 units): seminar in 

media, culture, and communication 

MCC-GE.2001 and one research course. 

Program Electives (16–20 units, with a 

minimum of 12 units in a specialization 

area). Electives (8–12 units): courses 

outside the department and internship 

credit. Culminating Experience (0–4 

units): m.a. thesis, comprehensive exam, 

or professional writing course. students 

must take a minimum of 18 units at the 

2000 level in residence.

students in the dual-degree program 

transfer nine nYu credits to palmer liu 

and eight palmer credits to nYu in order 

to complete the required credits for the 

two degrees.

in addition, there are two tracks for 

dual-degree students: mentorship and 

internship.

the mentorship track includes a  

160-hour mentoring arrangement in 

which subject specialists from nYu 

libraries work with candidates to 

introduce them to the requirements of 

the field, offering the opportunity for 

hands-on experience within a theoreti-

cal framework. the program’s core is 

a series of required modules, which 

include reference/instruction, collec-

tion development, digital scholarship 

and professional development.

the internship track is designed for 

those students who are not focused on 

careers as subject librarians in research 

libraries. their interests may lie in 

activities connected to archives, media 

entities, museums, or similar institutions. 

this track includes a series of internships 

totaling 160 hours in which students 

work with trained library professionals 

in libraries or institutions in the new 

York metropolitan area that reflect their 

future career goals.

two years of full-time coursework 

beyond a master’s degree or the 

equivalent is required. students move 

quickly toward pursuing their disserta-

tion research in the third year of study, 

accompanied by teaching and research 

opportunities that will help prepare 

them for academic positions in the fields 

of media studies, cultural studies, com-

munication, and related disciplines.

the ph.d. program requires 48 units 

of coursework for students with a  

master’s degree; 54 units are required 

for those admitted only with a bach-

elor’s degree. core courses must be 

taken in sequence: doctoral core  

seminar i MCC-GE.3100 (4 units,  

first year); doctoral core seminar ii 

MCC-GE 3200 (4 units, first year);  

introduction to communication re-

search MCC-GE 3101 (4 units, first or 

second year); dissertation proposal 

seminar MCC-GE.3201 (1 unit, third 

year). doctoral research colloquium 

MCC-GE.3400 is offered each term. 

remaining courses are scheduled  

by advisement, including specialized 

elective courses inside the department  

(8–10 units); research and methods 

electives inside or outside the depart-

ment (14–16 units); and theoretical or 

disciplinary foundational study outside 

the department (12 units). a minimum 

of 12 units from these remaining courses 

must be taken inside the department.

DiRECTOR OF GRaDuaTE 

STuDiES

martin scherzinger, 

ph.d

aSSiSTaNT DiRECTOR

mary taylor, m.a.

east building, 

8th floor

212-998-5130

DEGREES

m.a., m.a./m.s.l.i.s., 

ph.d.
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aDmission reQUirements
prospective m.a. students must submit 

two letters of recommendation and 

scores from the Graduate record exami-

nation (Gre) in addition to meeting the 

steinhardt school general admissions 

requirements for master’s-level study.

prospective students interested in 

the dual degree program at nYu and 

liu must apply separately for admis-

sion to each school. students already 

enrolled in the media, culture, and 

communication m.a. program must 

declare their intention to enroll in the 

dual degree program before complet-

ing 12 credits. students already enrolled 

in the m.s.l.i.s program at palmer may 

apply for the mcc dual degree program 

as long as they have completed no more 

than 6 credits by the time they enter the 

program. students already enrolled in 

either the palmer school or nYu should 

consult with their advisor before submit-

ting an application.

requirements for the doctoral 

program include submission of a cur-

riculum vitae; a statement of purpose 

essay; a master’s thesis or other writing 

sample offering evidence of sustained 

intellectual inquiry and research; tran-

scripts, Gre scores; and three letters 

of recommendation. for both m.a. and 

ph.d. applications, international students 

whose native language is not english or 

who did not receive a bachelor’s degree 

at an english-speaking college or univer-

sity must also submit test of english as 

a foreign language (toefl) scores.

See general admission section,  

page 167.

financial aiD 
opportUnities
the department of media, culture, and 

communication offers all admitted 

doctoral students a complete funding 

and mentoring program. the steinhardt 

fellows program is designed to help 

ph.d. students undertake full-time study 

and research, to participate in superior 

academic and scholarly experiences, 

and to complete their studies in a  

timely manner.

the department’s financial package 

for ph.d. students includes funding and 

teaching opportunities sufficient to 

cover tuition and fees, health insurance, 

and an annual stipend for a five-year 

period. for further details, please visit 

steinhardt.nyu.edu/mcc/doctoral/

funding. students are expected to 

maintain satisfactory progress toward 

their degree completion and to  

achieve a set of benchmarks in their 

trajectory through the program in  

order to receive funding.

See general financial aid section, 

page 167.

research fUnDing
Graduate students may apply for 

department funding to participate in 

academic conferences. applications  

are available on the department  

website. below are select opportunities 

for funding: 

The LeBoff Fellowship

the phyllis and Gerald leboff doctoral 

fellowship is designed to attract and 

foster exceptional talent. the faculty 

designate one student to be the leboff 

fellow at the time of admission. all 

applicants to the ph.d. program in 

media, culture, and communication 

(mccd) who submit an application for 

admission are automatically considered 

for this funding. no scholarship 

application is required.

LeBoff Research Fund

the phyllis and Gerald leboff research 

fund provides support to doctoral  

students for dissertation research.  

students who have successfully  

defended their dissertation proposals 

can apply; funding is available for  

travel, supplies or services. 

Mitchell Leaska Scholarship for  

Master’s Students

this award honors the legacy of mitchell 

leaska, a distinguished professor at 

nYu steinhardt for nearly 40 years. 

media, culture, and communication 

master’s students are eligible to apply 

for funds to support the preparation and 

presentation of original scholarly work 

at conferences. additionally, there are a 

variety of councils and working groups 

around the university that hold funding 

competitions.

special opportUnities
students attend special events 

throughout the year and are invited 

to present their original research at 

the department’s annual neil postman 

Graduate conference. internships in a 

wide array of media and communication 

positions are available to master’s 

students through the department’s 

online internship database. students are 

encouraged to take advantage of the 

full academic and professional resources 

of the university and metropolitan area.

the university and department offer 

graduate summer and January interses-

sion study abroad programs to explore 

globalization, global visual culture, and 

media and culture in other countries. 

locations have included amsterdam, 

beijing, berlin, buenos aires, hong Kong, 

london, paris, prague, and shanghai.

these courses typically examine the 

social, economic, political, and cultural 

implications of global media and culture 

in relation to the site of study. courses 

integrate lectures, seminars, and site vis-

its and deploy a comparative approach. 

courses vary year to year. recent topics 

have included transnational communi-

ties and media cultures (london);  

visual culture and the politics of  

memory (buenos aires); censorship, 

social movements and alternative  

media (paris); and Global food cultures 

(hong Kong).

Please be advised that licensing  

agencies and fieldwork placement  

facilities in your field of study may 

require that you undergo a criminal 

background check, the results of  

which the agency or facility must  

find acceptable prior to placement  

or licensure.

Media, Culture, and 

Communication,  

continued
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meDia, cUltUre, anD 
commUnication/mcc-ge

seminar in media, culture, and 

communication

mcc-Ge.2001  40 hours: 4 units. Fall.

the psychic life of media: history  

and theory 

mcc-Ge.2005 40 hours: 4 units.

censorship in american culture

mcc-Ge.2010  40 hours: 4 units.

amateur media

mcc-Ge.2024  40 hours: 4 units.

race and media

mcc-Ge.2025  40 hours: 4 units.

media and the environment

mcc-Ge.2027  40 hours: 4 units

architecture as media

mcc-Ge.2030  40 hours: 4 units.

seminar in media criticism i and ii

mcc-Ge.2100, 2101  40 hours: 4 units 

each term.

the politics of the gaze: sensory 

formations of modernity

mcc-Ge.2112  40 hours: 4 units.

advanced issues in nonverbal 

communication

mcc-Ge.2115  40 hours: 4 units.

media policy and regulation

mcc-Ge.2120  40 hours: 4 units.

evolution of technology

mcc-Ge.2125  40 hours: 4 units.

new media research studio

mcc-Ge.2129  40 hours: 4 units.

topics in Digital media

mcc-Ge.2130  40 hours: 4 units.

game studies

mcc-Ge.2131  40 hours: 4 units.

Visions and revisions of cyberspace

mcc-Ge.2132  40 hours: 4 units.

Digital media and materiality

mcc-Ge.2133  40 hours: 4 units.

media archaeology

mcc-Ge.2134  40 hours: 4 units.

media, memory, and history

mcc-Ge.2135  40 hours: 4 units.

War and media theory

mcc-Ge.2136  40 hours: 4 units.

politics of Digital media

mcc-Ge.2138  40 hours: 4 units.

issues in organizational 

communication

mcc-Ge.2140  40 hours: 4 units.

the cultural analysis of Design

mcc-Ge.2143  40 hours: 4 units.

methods in interpreting popular culture

mcc-Ge.2145  40 hours: 4 units.

the sitcom

mcc-Ge.2146  40 hours: 4 units.

reality and Documentary tV

mcc-Ge.2147  40 hours: 4 units.

the television Business

mcc-Ge.2148  40 hours: 4 units.

cultural history of television

mcc-Ge.2149  40 hours: 4 units.

origins of modern media: 1880–1950

mcc-Ge.2150  40 hours: 4 units.

media activism

mcc-Ge.2153  40 hours: 4 units.

activist art and creative activism

mcc-Ge 2155  40 hours: 4 units.

the communications revolution and 

culture in america

mcc-Ge.2157  40 hours: 4 units.

transnational communities and  

media culture

mcc-Ge.2165  40 hours: 4 units.

the global city and media 

ethnography: practice-led  

media research

mcc-Ge.2166  40 hours: 4 units.

transnational media flows

mcc-Ge.2167  40 hours: 4 units.

globalization, memory, and  

Visual culture

mcc-Ge.2169  40 hours: 4 units.

communication and persuasion:  

film classics of propaganda

mcc-Ge.2170  40 hours: 4 units.

screening history: the construction of 

american history in hollywood films

mcc-Ge.2171  40 hours: 4 unit.

research for communication 

professionals

mcc-Ge.2173  40 hours: 4 units.

professional Writing and  

research applications

mcc-Ge.2174  variable Credit: 1–4 units.

political communication

mcc-Ge.2175  40 hours: 4 units.

communication processes: gender, 

race, and cultural identity

mcc-Ge.2182  Borisoff. 40 hours: 4 units.

comparative media systems

mcc-Ge.2184  40 hours: 4 units.

critical issues in conflict resolution

mcc-Ge.2185  40 hours: 4 units.

the languages of communication: 

from cave painting to print

mcc-Ge.2190  40 hours: 4 units.

print, media, and modernity

mcc-Ge.2191  40 hours: 4 units.

media events and spectacle

mcc-Ge.2200  40 hours: 4 units.

courses
the courses listed 

herein are to be 

offered in 2013–2015.

NOTES TO COuRSES

†pass/fail basis.
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mediating the Bio-political Body

mcc-Ge.2201  40 hours: 4 units.

public sphere formation

mcc-Ge.2202  40 hours: 4 units.

global media and international law

mcc-Ge.2204  40 hours: 4 units.

Dis/ability studies: art, media, 

philosophy

mcc-Ge.2206  40 hours: 4 units.

globalization and gender

mcc-Ge.2210  40 hours: 4 units.

Decolonization and its aftermath

mcc-Ge.2211  40 hours: 4 units.

history of consumer culture

mcc-Ge.2215  40 hours: 4 units.

communication and the culture 

industries

mcc-Ge.2220  40 hours: 4 units.

World communication: principles, 

politics, and law

mcc-Ge.2225  40 hours: 4 units.

contempory theory and research  

in globalization

mcc-Ge.2229  40 hours: 4 units.

language and culture

mcc-Ge.2232  40 hours: 4 units.

internship: communication studies

mcc-Ge.2235  40 hours: 1–4 units.

communication environments: 

macroanalysis

mcc-Ge.2251  40 hours: 4 units.

communication and persuasion: 

sociological propaganda

mcc-Ge.2265  40 hours: 4 units.

communication and political 

propaganda

mcc-Ge.2270  40 hours: 4 units.

middle east media and cultural politics

mcc-Ge.2275  40 hours: 4 units.

internet2: explorations in performance 

and communication

mcc-Ge.2280  40 hours: 4 units.

information, law, and policy

mcc-Ge.2282  40 hours: 4 units.

religion and media

mcc-Ge.2284  40 hours: 4 units.

integrating media education in school 

and community Work

mcc-Ge.2285  40 hours: 4 units.

young people and media cultures

mcc-Ge.2286  40 hours: 4 units.

global youth media

mcc-Ge.2287  40 hours: 4 units

interpersonal communication

mcc-Ge.2290  40 hours: 4 units.

Values embodied in information and 

communication

mcc-Ge.2295  40 hours: 4 units.

independent study

mcc-Ge.2300  variable credit: 1–4 units.

global media and international law

mcc-Ge.2304  40 hours: 4 units.

internet governance

mcc-Ge.2305  40 hours: 4 units.

sound studies

mcc-Ge.2310  40 hours: 4 units.Social 

life of paper

mcc-Ge.2344  40 hours: 4 units.Global 

food cultures

mcc-Ge.2351  40 hours: 4 units.

topics in globalization

mcc-Ge.2380  40 hours: 4 units.

global consumer culture

mcc-Ge.2381  40 hours: 4 units.

international Development

mcc-Ge.2382  40 hours: 4 units.

censorship, social movements and 

alternative media

mcc-Ge.2383  40 hours: 4 units.

media and cultural globalization  

in france

mcc-Ge.2384  40 hours: 1 unit.

topics in Visual culture and  

cultural studies

mcc-Ge.2400  40 hours: 4 units.

Visuality and modernity

mcc-Ge.2401  40 hours: 4 units.

political history of Visual Display and 

representation

mcc-Ge.2402  40 hours: 4 units.

Visuality and globalization

mcc-Ge.2403  40 hours: 4 units.

modernity and climate change

mcc-Ge.2404  40 hours: 4 units.

communism and the cold War

mcc-Ge.2405  40 hours: 4 units.

semiotics

MCC-GE.2406  40 hours: 4 units

Visual culture methods

mcc-Ge.2420  40 hours: 4 units.

research in Visual culture

mcc-Ge.2422  40 hours: 4 units.

Video game theory

mcc-Ge.2450  40 hours: 4 units.

Biz lab: Business & economics of  

the Video game industry

mcc-Ge.2451  40 hours: 4 unit.

thesis in media, culture, and 

communication

mcc-Ge.2900  variable credit: 0–4 

units.

Courses, continued
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Doctoral Courses

special topics in critical theory

mcc-Ge.3010  40 hours: 4 units.

suspicion and interpretation

mcc-Ge.3011  40 hours: 4 units.

fetishism

mcc-Ge.3012  40 hours: 4 units.

marx

mcc-Ge.3013  40 hours: 4 units.

special topics in media history

mcc-Ge.3030  40 hours: 4 units.

Documents, Documentary, Data, 

Database

mcc-Ge.3031  40 hours: 4 units.

Doctoral seminar in culture and 

communication i, ii

mcc-Ge.3100, 3200  40 hours: 4 units 

each term.

introduction to communication 

research

mcc-Ge.3101  40 hours: 4 units each 

term.

special topics in cultural and  

Visual studies

mcc-Ge.3110  40 hours: 4 units.

theories of Visual consumption  

and consumerism

mcc-Ge.3111  40 hours: 4 units.

Deleuze’s aesthetics

mcc-Ge.3113  40 hours: 4 units.

special topics in global and 

transcultural communication

mcc-Ge.3130  40 hours: 4 units.

transcultural media

mcc-Ge.3131  40 hours: 4 units.

mapping the transnational

mcc-Ge.3132  40 hours: 4 units.

special topics in technology studies

mcc-Ge.3150  40 hours: 4 units.

heidegger and Deleuze

mcc-Ge.3151  40 hours: 4 units.

audioVision: sound and listening in 

film and other media

mcc-Ge.3152  40 hours: 4 units.

the politics of code

mcc-Ge.3153  40 hours: 4 units.

science and technology studies

mcc-Ge.3154  40 hours: 4 units.

Dissertation proposal seminar 

mcc-Ge.3201  40 hours: 1 unit.

Doctoral research colloquium

mcc-Ge.3400  10 hours: 1 unit.

Courses, continued
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t
the department of music and 

performing arts professions offers 

the finest professional training within 

a preeminent and internationally 

acclaimed university. the graduate 

programs are united by a spirit of openness and 

innovation that encourages students to pursue 

their specializations in the performing arts in 

the context of the larger world of ideas. With 

an outstanding faculty of performers, theorists, 

and educators supported by superb research 

and studio facilities, the department offers an 

unparalleled environment for artistic challenge 

and growth.

this unique vision takes many forms. at nYu, 

music performers, composers, and technol-

ogy majors collaborate on special projects and 

performances through the new music ensemble 

and the interactive arts performance series. 

music educators take courses in music technol-

ogy and improvisation. music therapists work 

collaboratively with other creative arts therapists 

in drama and visual art to promote a deeper 

understanding of the interdisciplinary use of the 

arts in therapy. performing arts administrators 

and music business professionals explore the 

commonalities of the nonprofit and commercial 

sectors. educational theatre students mount 

productions for city schoolchildren and develop 

community-engaged theatre in numerous sites. 

instrumentalists combine traditional study of solo 

and chamber literature along with the investi-

gation of extended techniques, improvisation, 

new works by nYu composition majors, and 

interactions with electronics. composers have 

the opportunity to work with choreographers, 

librettists, and filmmakers.

the department approaches graduate 

study out of the recognition that in addition to 

substantial training in individual specializations, 

today’s performer, composer, educator, therapist, 

technical specialist, or executive needs multiple 

skills and broad experiences to pursue a success-

ful and fulfilling career.

the school’s location in new York city is 

a strong advantage. students immerse them-

selves in the excitement and opportunities of the 

world’s musical and artistic capital. the univer-

sity’s location enables it to draw on the greatest 

artists in the world and allows its students to 

build networks and take advantage of abundant 

professional opportunities. the department of 

music and performing arts presents over 300 

performances, frequently reviewed by the new 

York media, each year—from solo recitals to en-

semble concerts and full opera and music theatre 

productions. throughout the academic year, 

the department presents master classes several 

times each week.

Graduate offerings include programs lead-

ing to the master of arts and master of music 

degrees, the advanced certificate, and the 

ph.d. and ed.d. degrees. the master’s program 

in music therapy is accredited by the american 

music therapy association (amta). teacher 

certification programs in music education, dance 

education, and educational theatre are accredit-

ed by the teacher accreditation council (teac).

music and  
performing arts 
professions

Department of 

Department chair: roBert roWe

35 West fourth street, suite 1077 | neW YorK, nY 10012–1172  

telephone: 212-998-5424 | faX: 212-995-4043 | Website: steinhardt.nyu.edu/music

DEGREES 

M.A., M.M., Ed.D., Ph.D.,  

Advanced Certificate

CONTENTS

faculty ................................................................. 73

special features .............................................. 74

dance education ............................................. 75

educational theatre ....................................... 77

music business .................................................. 81

music education .............................................. 82

music performance  

     and music composition ..........................84

music technology ...........................................86

performing arts administration ................ 88

performing arts therapies

     drama therapy ..........................................89

     music therapy ............................................90

courses ................................................................ 91

for information about the mission  

and student learning outcomes for  

each of our programs, please see the 

department website.

Notice: the programs, requirements, 

and schedules listed herein are subject 

to change without notice. a directory 

of classes is published each term with a 

current schedule. for the most up-to-date 

schedule changes, please consult albert, 

nYu’s student information website.

http://steinhardt.nyu.edu/music
http://steinhardt.nyu.edu/music/
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gabriel alegria, music assistant  

professor. b.a. 1993, Kenyon college; 

m.a. 1995, cunY; d.m.a. 2006, southern 

california.

stephanie Baer, music assistant  

professor. b.m. 1998, m.m. 2000, mannes 

college of music.

Juan Bello, associate professor. b.s. 

1998, simón bolívar; ph.d. 2003, london. 

Joseph Bongiorno, music associate 

professor. b.m. 1976, Juilliard.

meg Bussert, music associate professor. 

b.a. 1998, sunY (purchase); m.a.t. 1999, 

manhattanville.

amy cordileone, master teacher. b.a. 

2001, uc irvine; m.a. 2006, new York; 

ph.d. 2010, new York.

Deborah Damast, master teacher,  

b.f.a. 1988 sunY (purchase), m.a.  

2002, new York.

David J. elliott, professor. b.m. 1971, 

b.ed. 1972, m.m. 1973, toronto; ph.d. 

1983, case Western reserve.

morwaread farbood, assistant  

professor. b.a. 1997, harvard; m.s. 2001, 

ph.d. 2006, massachusetts institute of 

technology.

 

Lawrence ferrara, professor. b.a. 1971, 

montclair state; m.m. 1973, manhattan 

school of music; ph.d. 1978, new York.

paul geluso, master teacher. b.s. 1988, 

new Jersey institute of technology;  

m.m. 2000, new York.

John V. gilbert, associate professor. 

b.a., mus.b. 1960, texas technological 

college; m.a. 1962, ed.d. 1969, columbia.

Brian p. gill, music assistant professor. 

b.a. 1993, north carolina (charlotte); 

m.m. 1996, colorado (boulder); cert. 

in vocology 2000, iowa.; d.m.a. 2007, 

Kentucky (lexington).

Jonathan haas, music associate  

professor. b.a. 1976, Washington  

(st. louis); m.m. 1979, Juilliard school.

eduardus halim, sascha Gorodnitzki 

chair in piano studies, music professor. 

b.m. 1984 Juilliard school; m.m. 1986 

Juilliard school.

Dianna heldman, music assistant 

professor. b.m. 1982, sunY (potsdam); 

m.m.ed. 1990, north texas; artist dipl. 

1991, cincinnati.

Barbara hesser, associate professor. 

b.m. 1970, depauw; b.s. 1973, m.s. 1974, 

combs college of music; cmt lcat, 

fami.

maria hodermarska, master teacher, 

b.f.a . 1983, new York; m.a. new York.

samuel howard-spink, clinical assistant 

professor. b.a. 1993, bristol (u.K.), m.a. 

2002, hunter college (cunY), ph.d. 

2012, new York.

susan r. Koff, clinical associate  

professor. b.f.a. 1977, arizona; m.a. 1982, 

teachers college, columbia; ed.d. 1995, 

temple.

esther Lamneck, music professor. b.m. 

1973, m.m. 1974, d.m.a. 1980, Juilliard 

school.

robert J. Landy, professor. b.a. 1966, 

lafayette college; m.s. 1970, hofstra; 

ph.d. 1975, california (santa barbara).

panayotis mavromatis, associate  

professor. b.a. 1987, dipl. advanced 

study in mathematics 1988, m.a. 1991, 

cambridge; m.a. 1995, boston; ph.d. 

2005, eastman school of music.

David montgomery, clinical assistant 

professor. b.a. 1999, marymount man-

hattan college; m.a. 2001, ph.d. 2007, 

new York.

catherine moore, clinical associate  

professor. b.a. 1976, bishop’s (canada); 

b.m. 1978, montreal conservatoire 

(canada); ph.d. 1991, liverpool (u.K.).

marilyn nonken, assistant professor. 

b.m. 1992, eastman school of music; m.a. 

1995, m.phil. 1995, ph.d. 1999, columbia.

tae hong park, associate professor. b. 

eng. 1995, Korea university; m.a. 2000, 

dartmouth; m.f.a. 2002, princeton; ph.d. 

2004, princeton.

Kenneth J. peacock, professor. b.a. 

1965, california (los angeles); m.a. 

1970, california (riverside); ph.d. 1976, 

michigan.

David pietro, music assistant professor. 

b.m. 1987, north texas state university; 

m.m. 2001, new York.

catherine radbill, clinical assistant 

professor. b.m. 1975, east carolina; m.a. 

1980, cincinnati.

agnieska roginska, assistant professor. 

b.m. 1996, mcGill; m.m. 1998, new York; 

ph.d. 2004, northwestern.John rojak, 

adjunct instructor. b.m. 1980, Juilliard.

robert rowe, department chair and 

professor. b.m. 1976, Wisconsin; m.a. 

1978, iowa; ph.d. 1991, massachusetts 

institute of technology.

ronald sadoff, associate professor. b.m. 

1976, north carolina school of the arts; 

m.m. 1978, Juilliard school; ph.d. 1986, 

new York.

Joe salvatore, clinical assistant  

professor. b.a. 1995, delaware; m.f.a. 

1995, massachusetts (amherst)

David schroeder, music associate 

professor. b.ed. 1983, northern iowa; 

m.m. 1986, new england conservatory of 

music; d.a. 1993, new York.

nancy smithner, clinical associate  

professor. b.a. 1976, antioch college; 

ph.d. 2002, new York.

matthew sullivan, music assistant  

professor. b.m. 1975, miami.

philip taylor, associate professor. b.ed. 

1980, rusden state college (australia); 

m.a. 1988, ph.d. 1992, new York.

grant Wenaus, music assistant  

professor. b.m. 1985, regina; m.m. 1992, 

indiana; d.m.a. 1997, michigan.

William Wesbrooks, music assistant 

professor. b.a. 1972, eastern new 

mexico.

Julia Wolfe, assistant professor. b.a. 

1980, michigan; m.m. 1986, Yale; ph.d. 

2012, princeton.

faculty
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Brann J. Wry, associate professor. b.a. 

1963, holy cross; J.d. 1967, Georgetown; 

m.b.a. 1973, california (los angeles).

Distinguished performers and  

composers-in-residence

milton babbitt (1987–1989)

leo Kraft (1989–1991)

anatol vieru (1992–1993)

George perle (1993–1994)

leonard rosenman (1994–1995)

roger reynolds (1995–1996)

robert craft (1996–1997)

morton subotnick (1996–1997)

leo Kraft (1997–1998)

George crumb (1997–1998)

steven schick (1997–1998)

maya beyser (1997–1998)

sukhi Kang (1998–1999)

violeta di nescu (1998–1999)

morton subotnick (1998–1999)

brentano Quartet (1995–2003)

lumina string Quartet (2003–2005)

“prizm” brass Quintet (2003–2005)

tania león (2004)

Quintet of the americas (2004–)

new hudson saxophone Quartet 

(2004–)

JacK Quartet (2011-present)

Justin dello Joio (present)

Distinguished educational theatre 

scholars and artists-in-residence

enda Walsh, 2005

dorothy heathcote, 2006, 2007

rosa luisa márquez, 2006–2010

cecily o’neill, 2008

Johnny saldana, 2009

michael rohd, 2010

Kumagai Yasuhiro, 2010

Julian boal, 2010–11

ross prior, 2011

Jana sanskrit india theatre troupe, 2011

tony Graham, 2012

number of adjunct faculty  

(by specialization)

Music

bass clarinet  1

bass: Jazz  2

bassoon  3

cello  4

choir  6

clarinet  4

double bass  3

ensembles  8

flute  7

french horn  3

harp  1

Jazz composition  7

Jazz Guitar  5

Jazz percussion  6

Jazz piano  7

Jazz trombone  3

Jazz voice  13

music composition  16

music history  4

music theatre  10

music theory  6

oboe  4

percussion  5

performing arts administration  6

piano  10

saxophone: classical  2

saxophone: Jazz  8

trombone  3

trumpet: classical  3

trumpet: Jazz  3

tuba  1

viola  3

violin  13

Performing Arts Professions

dance education  17

drama therapy  6

educational theatre  25

music business  6

music education  27

music technology   18

music therapy  18

aDmission reQuirements 
for music programs
an interview and, in programs where 

applicable, an audition and/or composi-

tion portfolio review. see also individual 

programs.

See general admission section,  

page 167.

speciaL Degree 
reQuirements for  
music programs
all incoming master’s degree students, 

excluding those in the music busi-

ness program, must take theory, ear 

training, and music history placement 

examinations prior to their first semester 

(consult the department for specific 

dates and locations). all master’s pro-

grams in music require a final project 

(colloquy). see also under individual 

programs.

special departmental features
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dance education
the mission of the Dance education 

program is to provide high-quality pro-

fessional development in the theory and 

practice of dance education for teachers, 

administrators, performing artists, and 

research scholars in the fields of dance 

and education.  our “thinking-centered” 

approach emphasizes the integration 

of the developing mind and body in the 

context of cultural practices through 

research, pedagogic, and discipline-

based inquiries.  our goal is to facilitate 

the growth of your creative and critical 

thinking abilities, thereby increasing 

your knowledge and expertise in dance 

and dance education.

created in 1932 by the legendary 

martha hill, the program in dance edu-

cation is guided by a belief in movement 

as central to human development and 

education. from this perspective, dance 

and education are viewed as comple-

mentary domains of knowledge. dance 

represents an intelligent expression of 

human experience and is an important 

source of understanding that con-

tributes to cognitive, emotional, and 

physical growth in multicultural settings.

traditionally, dance is not taught 

as a domain of understanding; rather, 

it is taught as received knowledge. 

our approach is to move away from a 

knowledge-centered curriculum–the 

passive mind, active body ideal–wherein 

submissive learners “acquire” dance 

content through a dominant pedagogy. 

instead, we provide a curriculum that 

requires critical and creative thinking 

about, and deliberate practice with, key 

concepts in dance, human development 

and socio-cultural educational settings.

dance education’s three master’s 

(m.a.) programs are in teaching dance 

in the professions, teaching dance in 

the professions with a concentration 

in abt ballet pedagogy, and teaching 

dance, all Grades. discipline-based 

studies and scholarly research increases 

students’ knowledge and expertise and 

transforms the way educators under-

stand and teach dance. for this reason, 

the programs’ distinguished faculty 

members focus on creative, pedagogical, 

and research-based inquiries. a cre-

ative-based inquiry allows the dancer to 

master his or her craft with coursework 

that includes choreography, technique, 

and improvisation. pedagogical-based 

inquiry enables deep understanding of 

learning and teaching processes with 

courses in teaching methods, curricu-

lum development, and multicultural 

practices. the research-based inquiry 

provides theory and methods courses 

for creating new knowledge in the field 

of dance education.

the program in dance education 

offers many opportunities to engage in 

community outreach, performance, and 

research in dance. close partnerships 

with national, state, and new York city 

performing arts institutions provide 

access to a wealth of information about 

innovative dance education programs 

for exploration and research. its student 

ensemble group, Kaleidoscope danc-

ers, focuses on community outreach, 

performs with and for new York city 

schoolchildren, and conducts work-

shops on learning in, through, and about 

dance. it also provides opportunities to 

learn new repertory from distinguished 

faculty. its concerts provide an op-

portunity for students to develop their 

choreographic voice. 

career opportunities
Graduates of the program in dance edu-

cation hold positions teaching dance 

in public and private elementary and 

secondary schools, in outreach dance 

education programs, and as professors 

and researchers in college and university 

dance and dance education programs 

and related settings.

Degree reQuirements
Master of Arts: Teaching Dance,  

All Grades

the need for qualified and certified 

dance educators in elementary and sec-

ondary schools has never been greater 

than it is today. the master of arts 

program in teaching dance, all Grades 

can lead to initial teacher certification 

(40 units) for preservice teachers and 

professional teacher certification (30 

units) for certified teachers who already 

have a bachelor’s degree.

Initial Teacher Certification. the pre-

service curriculum is designed to train 

dance educators who will be prepared 

to teach all grades. a total of 40 units 

and 100 hours of field experience are 

required for this master’s program, dis-

tributed as follows:

Foundations in Dance Education (9 

units: 6 units required plus 3 elective 

units by advisement): includes, but is 

not limited to, introduction to laban 

movement analysis MPADE-GE.2044, 

advanced technique and pedagogy 

MPADE-GE.2075, research in dance 

education MPADE-GE.2403.

General Pedagogical Core (21 units): 

inquiries into teaching and learning 

iii TCHL-GE.2010; language, literacy 

acquisition, and development TCHL-

GE.2275; human development and 

education in the arts MPAIA-GE.2010; 

technology resources for perform-

ing arts educators MPAIA-GE.2029; 

the social responsibilities of teachers 

TCHL-GE.2999; methods and materials 

in teaching dance MPADE-GE.2265; 

artistic resources in dance education 

MPADE-GE.2266; dance for the special 

child MPADE-GE.2453.

Specialized Pedagogical Core (10 units): 

common hour MPADE-GE.2001, dance 

technique and pedagogy MPADE-

GE.2040, advanced technique and 

pedagogy (secondary schools) MPADE-

GE.2075, teaching creative movement 

(elementary schools) MPADE-GE.2452, 

supervised student teaching (elemen-

tary and secondary) MPADE-GE.2607, 

2608.

Professional Teacher Certification 

the in-service curriculum is designed 

to provide professional development 

for educators with initial certification 

to gain professional-level certification 

and be prepared to teach dance to all 

grades. a total of 30 units and 50 hours 

of field experience are required for this 

master’s program, distributed across, 

but not limited to, the foundations in 

dance education and specialized peda-

gogical core described above.

Master of Arts: Teaching Dance in  

the Professions

a total of 36 units is required for the 

master of arts degree program in 

teaching dance in the professions. a 

culminating project is required. the 

traditional track (dahp) is intended 

for those who wish to teach in institu-

tions of higher education or work as 

educational consultants and directors of 

education. students intending to teach 

in private studios, in conservatories, 

as teaching-artists, and in community 

settings may select a concentration in 

ballet pedagogy, offered in partner-

ship with the american ballet theatre 

(dahp:abt). both tracks prepare stu-
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dents to gain the academic experience 

necessary to pursue doctoral study.

DAHP: Required Core (15 units): 

introduction to laban movement 

analysis MPADE-GE.2044, research 

in dance education MPADE-GE.2403, 

methods and materials for teaching 

dance MPADE-GE.2265, Jazz dance: a 

cultural-historical approach to teach-

ing dance MPADE-GE.2029, teaching 

performance of dance MPADE-GE.2454, 

teaching dance in higher education 

MPADE-GE.2452.

DAHP: Specialization (12 units): in-

termediate technique and pedagogy 

MPADE-GE.2040, advanced technique 

and pedagogy MPADE-GE.2075, college 

student learning and development 

HPSE-32.2069, fieldwork in dance: 

higher education MPADE-GE.2277.

DAHP: Guided Electives (7 units): may 

include such courses as alexander 

technique MPASS-GE.2371, anatomy 

and Kinesiology MPADE-GE.2810, dance 

for the special child MPADE-GE.2453, 

principles of dance movement therapy 

MPADE-GE.2502, artistic resources 

for dance education MPADE-GE.2266, 

african dance MPADE-GE.2022.

DAHP: ABT Required Core (14 units): 

introduction to laban movement 

analysis MPADE-GE.2044, research 

in dance education MPADE-GE.2403, 

methods and materials for teaching 

dance MPADE-GE.2265, Jazz dance: a 

cultural-historical approach to teach-

ing dance MPADE-GE.2029, teaching 

performance of dance MPADE-GE.2454, 

teaching creative movement in the stu-

dio school MPADE-GE.2452.

DAHP: ABT Area of Concentration  

(18 units): theory and methodology 

in ballet pedagogy MPADE-GE.2267, 

teaching apprenticeship in ballet 

pedagogy MPADE-GE.2268, advanced 

analysis and teaching apprenticeship 

in ballet pedagogy MPADE-GE.2269, 

environment of performing arts admin-

istration E67.2130.

DAHP: ABT Guided Electives (3 to 6 

units): may include such courses as 

anatomy and Kinesiology MPADE-

GE.2810, dance for the special child 

MPADE-GE.2453, principles of dance 

movement therapy MPADE-GE.2502, 

artistic resources for dance education 

MPADE-GE.2266, african dance MPADE-

GE.2022, tap dance MPADE-GE.2023.

aDmission reQuirements
admission to the dance education 

master’s degree program is offered to 

applicants who hold a bachelor’s degree 

or equivalent international credentials 

and who show promise as dance educa-

tors. applicants are judged on the basis 

of criteria that include academic record 

and performance experience, quality of 

personal written statement, individual 

audition, and interview. (note: a vid-

eotape may be submitted in lieu of an 

audition.) 

See general admission section,  

page 167.

accreDitation
the steinhardt school of culture, educa-

tion, and human development’s teacher 

education program has been accredited 

by the teacher education accreditation 

council (teac) for a period of five years. 

the accreditation certifies that the 

steinhardt teacher education program 

has provided evidence that it adheres 

to teac’s quality principles. the ac-

creditation affirms the claim that nYu 

steinhardt uses evidence to develop 

and improve its programs that prepare 

teachers. for more information, contact 

teac, one dupont circle, suite 320, 

Washington, dc 20036; 202-466-7236; 

www.teac.org.

Degree reQuirements
The Advanced Certificate in  

Teaching Dance, All Grades is designed 

for prospective students who have 

earned an m.a. or m.f.a in dance, and 

who wish to be certified in teaching 

dance, all Grades (pre-K–12). rather 

than earn an additional master’s de-

gree, students in this program would 

take courses (20 unit minimum) that 

provide the supplementary educational 

theory, pedagogical development, and 

instructional practice necessary to fulfill 

requirements currently in place for new 

York state certification in teaching 

dance, all Grades. (courses that are part 

of the m.a. teaching dance, all Grades 

program at nYu’s steinhardt school 

of culture, education, and human 

development.) all students must take 

the following minimum required courses 

(20 units): dance for the special child 

MPADE-GE.2453 (3 units); language 

and literacy TCHL-GE.2275 (3 units); 

inquiries into teaching and learning 

iii TCHL-GE.2010 (4 units); fieldwork 

in schools and other educational set-

tings TCHL-GE.0005 (0 units); human 

development and education in the arts 

MPAIA-GE.2010 (3 units); drug, alcohol 

ed /child abuse id /school violence 

prevention TCHL-GE.2999 (0 units); 

student teaching in dance: elementary 

MPADE-GE.2607 (2 units); student 

teaching in dance: secondary MPADE-

GE.2608 (2 units); advanced technique 

and pedagogy MPADE-GE.2075 (1 unit);  

teaching creative movement MPADE-

GE.2452 (2 units).

upon admission, additional courses/

credits may be required based upon 

individual ma/mfa transcript review—in 

which case students may be required to 

complete additional course/credits such 

as the following: (variable 21–37 units) 

methods and materials in teaching 

dance MPADE-GE.2265 (3 units), Laban 

Movement Analysis MPADE-GE.2044  

(2 units), teaching performance of 

dance MPADE-GE.2454 (2 units),  

intermediate dance technique and  

pedagogy MPADE-GE.2040, arts 

resources in dance education MPADE-

GE.2266 (1 unit), research in dance 

education MPADE-GE.2402 (3 units), 

technology resources for performing 

arts education MPAIA-GE.2029 (3 units).

completion of this program leads 

to eligibility for initial and professional 

new York state certification in teach-

ing dance, all Grades, (pre-K–12) with 

reciprocity in numerous states.

aDmission reQuirements
Advanced Certificate (dance)

specific requirements for the advanced 

certificate program in dance include: 

1.  earned master of arts or master of 

fine arts in dance or dance education

2.  strong record of academic achievement

3.  completed essay expressing interest 

in K–12 education in dance and detail-

ing career goals

4.  audition

See general admission section, page 167.

Please be advised that licensing  

agencies and fieldwork placement  

facilities in your field of study may 

require that you undergo a criminal 

background check, the results of  

which the agency or facility must  

find acceptable prior to placement  

or licensure.

Dance Education,  

continued
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new York university offers the only 

academic program in the united states 

in educational theatre that leads to 

the m.a., ed.d., and ph.d. degrees. the 

program emphasizes explorations in 

theatre as an art form, drama education, 

and applied theatre, with coursework in 

school-based drama, teaching artistry, 

theatre for young audiences, play pro-

duction, innovative research, new play 

development, performance, design, and 

community arts. it also provides concen-

trations in art-based research, dramatic 

literature, and aesthetic education. the 

program has a strong social justice 

agenda and produces plays year-round 

for audiences in an experimental studio 

space (the black box theatre) and in 

the venerable provincetown playhouse.

new York city offers opportunities 

for internships and extensive experi-

ence in a variety of professional settings 

that include private and public schools, 

nationally prominent theatres, including 

theatres for young and family audiences, 

hospitals, media networks, recreational 

and community centers, and social 

service agencies. Qualified students may 

apply for internships with educational 

theatre companies across new York city.

career opportunities
Graduates are employed in a variety 

of educational settings for all ages, in 

communications, community theatres, 

new York-based and regional theatres, 

children’s and youth theatre compa-

nies, and as consultants and specialists. 

institutions from the preschool to the 

university level seek trained special-

ists to inaugurate and conduct drama 

programs; specialists are also needed 

for programs in social service agencies, 

recreation centers, and guidance or 

wellness facilities.

notable alumni of the program in-

clude playwrights and filmmakers (John 

patrick shanley, winner of the 1988 

academy award for his script for the 

film Moonstruck and the 2005 pulitzer 

prize for his broadway play Doubt; ra-

mon esquival, featured playwright at the 

new plays for Young audiences series; 

lowell swortzell, playwright, children’s 

theatre authority, co-founder of the nYu 

educational theatre program); educa-

tion, outreach, and financial directors 

(Kevin bott, imagining america: artists 

and scholars in public life; myrna casas, 

director of her own prize-winning com-

pany in puerto rico; alexander sarian, 

director of finance and new business, 

lincoln center education; courtney 

boddie and Jonathan shmidt, new 

victory theatre); teachers and school 

administrators (sandy faison, assistant 

principal of drama at laGuardia high 

school of music & art and performing 

arts; Krista fogle, arts administrator at 

the creative arts team; david Kilpatrick, 

manager for Kennedy center’s theatre 

for Young audiences); college profes-

sors (sobha paredes, city college of 

new York; dani snyder-Young, illinois 

Wesleyan university; daphnie sicre bor-

ough of manhattan community college, 

Jay W. pecosa, chair/associate professor, 

department of theatre and dance at 

sunY potsdam); authors and evaluators 

(russell Granet, founder arts education 

resource; the late dr. nellie mccaslin, 

prolific author of widely employed texts 

on drama for children;); and numerous 

applied theatre professionals and drama 

educators (including, Javier cardona, 

rehabilitation through the arts; James 

devivo, playwrights theatre new Jersey; 

dana edell, founder of vibe theatrical 

experience; edmund chow, singapore 

prison authority). the program now 

offers master’s degrees in four areas of 

specialization: teaching in colleges and 

communities, new York state teacher 

certification in theatre K–12, new York 

state teacher certification in both eng-

lish 7–12 and theatre K–12, and new York 

state teacher certification in both social 

studies 7–12 and theatre K–12.

Master of Arts: Educational Theatre for 

Teachers in Colleges and Communities 

(EDTC)

the m.a. program in educational theatre 

for teachers in colleges and communi-

ties (edtc) is a 36-42 unit curriculum 

that prepares students to explore 

theatre with diverse communities in 

unique settings and at the higher educa-

tion/college level. Graduates of this 

program hold teaching and administra-

tive positions in contexts where teacher 

certification is not required, such as 

private colleges, arts organizations, 

galleries and museums, educational 

outreach centers, health education 

facilities, housing programs, youth and 

adult detainment centers, and more. 

this particular track is designed to 

empower graduates to design, imple-

ment, and evaluate theatrical work in a 

wide range of community contexts, and 

prepare students who elect to pursue 

college teaching for innovative research 

and scholarship in the field.

students take courses in the founda-

tion areas of applied theatre; drama 

education production, performance, di-

rection and design, literary foundations; 

and theatre for young audiences, as well 

as in the applications of these content 

areas to a variety of community settings. 

the new York state learning standards 

for theatre inform these curriculum 

pathways. substitutions, such as study 

abroad options, can be made through 

one-to-one advisement. additional 

courses not listed below are offered 

each semester. students should discuss 

their course selection with their adviser.

aDmission reQuirements
students are expected to have com-

pleted the equivalent of two semesters 

of acting or directing and two semesters 

of theatre history or dramatic criticism 

prior to admission. students who have 

not taken these prerequisite courses or 

their equivalent at the undergraduate 

level must register for them before com-

pleting the degree. this may increase 

the number of credits required to com-

plete the degree.

Degree reQuirements
Foundations and Research (12 units): 

Key principles in the teaching and 

learning of educational theatre. drama 

in education i MPAET-GE.2193, drama 

in education ii MPAET-GE.2194, theatre 

practices: leaders in educational the-

atre MPAET-GE.2151.

Research (3 units): an introduction to 

research design. methods and materi-

als of research in educational theatre 

MPAET-GE.2077.

Discipline Content Study (12 units): 

discipline courses in production, 

performance, criticism, and aesthet-

ics all of which are informed by the 

new York state learning standards 

for the arts. students who have not 

taken the asterisked courses (*) or their 

equivalent at the undergraduate level 

must take them before fulfilling the 

content core requirement, which may 

result in a program of study greater 

than 36 credits. World drama i and ii 

MPAET-GE.2102,2104; advanced direct-

ing MPAET-GE.2097; styles of acting 

and directing* MPAET-GE.2099, 1100; 

costume design MPAET-GE.2175; cre-

ative play in the arts MPAET-GE.2059; 

development of theatre and drama 
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i, ii* MPAET-GE.2021, 2022; images of 

Women in the theatre MPAET-GE.2023; 

dramatic criticism MPAET-GE.2091, 

2092; shakespeare’s theatre MPAET-

GE.2171, 2172; theatre of brecht and 

beckett MPAET-GE.2177.

Pathways (9 units): students develop 

an area of specialization in line with 

their career goals. by advisement, they 

select a pathway or create their own. 

choices include applied theatre, drama 

education, and theatre for Young 

audiences. applied theatre i and ii 

MPAET-GE.2101,2102; theatre-in-educa-

tion practices MPAET-GE.2090; augusto 

boal’s theatre of the oppressed MPAET-

GE.2965; creating meaning through 

community drama MPAET-GE.2979; 

drama and the curriculum: dramatic 

activities in the elementary classroom 

MPAET-GE.2030; dramatic activities 

in the high school MPAET-GE.2031; 

teaching through drama: classroom 

strategies MPAET-GE.2951; drama 

across the curriculum and beyond 

MPAET-GE.2955; theatre for Young 

audiences: introduction to theatre 

for Young audiences MPAET-GE.2005, 

2006; Youth theatre in education 

mpaet-GE.2075, 2076; advanced 

playwriting MPAET-GE.2106; creating 

theatre with Young people MPAET-

GE.2980, 2981.

Culminating Experience (3 units): after 

completing pathways, students collabo-

rate with advisors to identify a course, or 

create an individualized research project, 

representative of the culmination of 

their studies while in the program and 

indicative of their future work. seminar 

in applied theatre research MPAET-

GE.2400, human development and 

education in the arts MPAIA-GE.2010, or 

the practicum MPAET-GE.2031.

Master of Arts: Educational Theatre,  

All Grades (EDTA)

the goal of this 47-unit m.a. teacher 

certification program in educational 

theatre, all grades (edta), is to educate 

teachers to provide opportunities for 

students to explore theatre forms and 

drama strategies on stage and in the 

classroom. the curriculum provides 

integrated course offerings in drama, 

dramatic literature, and theatre, which 

are tied to the new York state learning 

standards for the arts. this course of 

study enables graduates to be educated 

as teaching artists and professionally 

certified in new York state as teachers 

of theatre, all grades.

aDmission reQuirements
students must have earned 36 units in 

drama, theatre, dramatic literature, or 

their equivalent. students with fewer 

than 36 units in these areas on admis-

sion will be required to take additional 

coursework in educational theatre.

Degree reQuirements
Content Core Foundation (27 units): 

development of theatre and drama 

MPAET-GE.2021,2022; drama in educa-

tion i and ii MPAET-GE.2193, 2194; drama 

with special education populations i, 

ii, and iii MPAET-GE.2960, 2961, 2962; 

methods and materials of research in 

educational theatre MPAET-GE.2077; 

educational theatre electives.

Pedagogical Core (9 units, includes 100 

hours of field experience): inquiries into 

teaching and learning iii TCHL-GE.2010, 

technology resources for performing 

arts educators MPAIA-GE.2029; human 

development and education in the arts 

MPAIA-GE.2010; the social responsi-

bilities of teachers: drug and alcohol 

education, child abuse identification, 

and school violence prevention TCHL-

GE.2999.

Specialized Pedagogical Core (11 

units): drama activities in the elemen-

tary school MPAET-GE.2030, drama 

activities in the high school MPAET-

GE.2031, supervised student teaching 

in the elementary drama classroom 

MPAET-GE.2134, student teaching in the 

secondary english/drama classroom 

MPAET-GE.2174.

aDDitionaL reQuirements
1.  students being recommended for 

new York state teaching certification 

via the theatre teacher certification 

sequence must have taken at least 

one semester of a foreign language 

at the college level (sign language is 

allowed).

2.  students must successfully complete 

the new York state teacher certifica-

tion examinations. scores must be 

submitted to the state education 

department before it will consider 

issuing certificates to teach in the 

public schools of new York state.

3.  all students are required to complete 

a culminating experience, which 

consists of a curriculum development 

project informed by the student’s 

experience in the student teaching 

practicum and the coursework (by 

advisement).

Master of Arts: Educational Theatre,  

All Grades, with English, 7–12 (ETED)

this 53-unit m.a. teacher certification 

program in educational theatre with 

english, 7–12 (eted), responds to the 

many opportunities available in the new 

York city area for english teachers at 

the middle and high school levels. the 

need for modes of artistic expression 

that lead toward literate engagements 

with texts has never been greater than it 

is today. the concern that technologies 

such as film, television, and the internet 

are replacing basic reading and writing 

skills can be addressed by providing 

opportunities for students to explore 

ideas and concepts in the novels and 

plays they read in the english classroom 

through drama and theatre strate-

gies. to respond to these concerns, the 

department offers educational theatre 

K–12 with english, 7–12. the curriculum 

reflects a collaborative integration of 

coursework offered by current faculty in 

the program in educational theatre and 

the program in english education in the 

department of teaching and learning.

aDmission reQuirements
students must have earned 30 units in 

english or dramatic literature or their 

equivalent and 30 units of theatre or 

educational theatre. students with fewer 

than 30 prerequisite units in these areas 

on admission may be required to take 

additional coursework as part of their 

master’s program.

Degree reQuirements
Content Core:

Foundations in Educational Theatre (12 

units): development of theatre and dra-

ma MPAET-GE.2021 or MPAET-GE.2022 

OR methods of research in educational 

theatre MPAET-GE.2077; drama in 

education i and ii MPAET-GE.2193, 2194; 

and dramatic literature or educational 

theatre elective by advisement.

Theory and Methods of English Edu-

cation (12 units): reading literature 

ENGED-GE.2139 or literature and the 

adolescent experience ENGED-GE.2521, 

foundations of educational linguistics 

ENGED-GE.2505, teaching expository 

Writing ENGED-GE.2511, and one english 

education elective by advisement. 

General Pedagogical Core (12 units): 

drama with special education popula-

tions MPAET-GE.2960; inquiries into 

teaching and learning iii TCHL-GE.2010; 

adolescent development APSY-GE.2272; 

negotiating the curriculum ENGED-

GE.2120; and social responsibilities of 

teachers: drug and alcohol education, 

child abuse identification, and school 

Educational Theatre,  

continued
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violence prevention TCHL-GE.2999. 

Specialized Pedagogical Core (6 units): 

dramatic activities in the elementary 

classroom MPAET-GE.2030, dramatic 

activities in the high school MPAET-

GE.2031, storytelling MPAET-GE.295.

Supervised Student Teaching (11 

credits): student teaching in the 

elementary drama classroom MPAET-

GE.2134, teaching/learning english 

language arts in middle school ENGED-

GE.2041 or teaching/learning english 

language arts in high school ENGED-

GE.2042, student teaching the english 

language arts in the high school 

ENGED-GE.2922.

aDDitionaL reQuirements
1.  students being recommended for 

new York state teaching certification 

via the english teacher certification 

sequence must have taken at least 

one semester of a foreign language 

at the college level (sign language is 

allowed).

2.  students must successfully complete 

the new York state teacher certifica-

tion examinations. scores must be 

submitted to the state education 

department before it will consider 

issuing certificates to teach in the 

public schools of new York state.

3.  all students are required to complete 

a culminating experience, which 

consists of a research project or essay 

reflecting on the duality of the degree, 

informed by the student’s experience 

in the student teaching placement (by 

advisement).

Master of Arts: Educational Theatre,  

All Grades, with Social Studies, 7–12

social studies and theatre have a power-

ful alliance when learners are provided 

with the chance to explore a period 

of history, historical concepts, and 

historical debates through the use of 

drama-based frameworks. this innova-

tive dual certification program is built 

on the school’s teacher certification 

programs in educational theatre, all 

Grades, and teaching social stud-

ies, 7–12. students are provided with 

opportunities to explore key ideas in 

primary source documents or histori-

cal texts through the use of interactive 

dramatic strategies. the dual certifica-

tion program adheres to state learning 

standards for both theatre and social 

studies, and the curriculum reflects an 

integration of coursework offered by the 

current faculty in the program in educa-

tional theatre, in collaboration with the 

faculty in the program in social studies 

education. each of the competencies 

now necessary for teacher certification 

programs are met by the coursework, 

fieldwork, and student teaching require-

ments in both programs, as well as all 

the faculty and institutional requirements.

aDmission reQuirements

students must have earned 24 units in 

theatre and 24 units in social studies. 

for social studies, students must have 

completed at least 15 semester units in 

the history and geography of the u.s. 

and the world; at least 3 units in eco-

nomics; at least 3 units in government 

or political science; and at least 3 units 

in one of the social sciences with the 

exception of psychology and philosophy. 

for theatre, students must have earned 

24 units in drama, theatre, dramatic 

literature, or their equivalent. students 

with fewer than 24 units in these areas 

on admission will be required to take 

additional coursework in educational 

theatre and/or social studies. to be rec-

ommended for certification in social 

studies and theatre, students will have 

completed a total of 30 content credits 

in each area. six units are included in 

the following program of study.

See general admission section,  

page 167.

Degree reQuirements
a total of 47 units are required for this 

master’s program, distributed as follows: 

Content Core in Educational Theatre 

and Social Studies (12 units): World 

drama i or ii MPAET-GE.2103 or MPAET-

GE.2104, drama in education i or ii 

MPAET-GE.2193 or MPAET-GE.2194, the 

social studies curriculum: u.s. history 

SOCED-GE.2047, the social studies cur-

riculum: World history SOCED-GE.2048.

General Pedagogical Core in Edu-

cational Theatre and Social Studies 

(13 units): drama with special educa-

tion populations MPAET-GE.2960 or 

educating students with disabilities in 

middle school and adolescent settings 

SPCED-GE.2162; human development 

and education in the arts MPAIA-

GE.2010; the social responsibilities of 

teachers: drug and alcohol education, 

child abuse identification, and school 

violence prevention TCHL-GE.2999; 

literacy and social studies SOCED-

GE.2147; exploring social issues through 

drama MPAET-GE.2976; understanding 

diversity: teaching pluralism MPAET-

GE.2977; inquiries into teaching and 

learning iii TCHL-GE.2010.

Specialized Pedagogical Core in 

Theatre and Social Studies (16 units): 

teaching social studies in the middle 

and secondary school SOCED-GE.2042, 

methods and materials of research in 

educational theatre MPAET-GE.2077, 

drama across the curriculum and 

beyond MPAET-GE.2955, dramatic 

activities in the elementary classroom 

MPAET-GE.2030, dramatic activities 

in the high school MPAET-GE.2031, 

m.a. seminar in social studies SOCED-

GE.2146.

Student Teaching in Theatre and Social 

Studies (6 units): supervised student 

teaching: social studies in the second-

ary school SOCED-GE.2051, supervised 

student teaching theatre in the elemen-

tary classroom MPAET-GE.2134.terminal 

experience (0 units): social studies 

and history Workshop or culminating 

research project in educational theatre.

students must successfully complete 

the new York state teacher certification 

examinations. scores must be submit-

ted to the state education department 

before it will consider issuing certificates 

to teach in the public schools of new 

York state.

Doctoral Programs (EDTC, EDTH)

a strong research focus exists in 

the program in educational theatre. 

applications for doctoral study are 

accepted from candidates with clearly 

demonstrated interest in research and 

scholarship. acceptance into doctoral 

study is competitive. students are en-

couraged to complete their program in 

five years. a satisfactorily completed 

master’s degree with a research com-

ponent is expected prior to application. 

a total of 48 to 60 units beyond the 

master’s degree (depending on the stu-

dent’s previous academic background) 

is required for the ph.d. or the ed.d. 

degree. this includes 36 units in general 

degree requirements and a minimum 

of 18 units in educational theatre to be 

selected in consultation with a doctoral 

adviser, according to the student’s area 

of interest and professional goals. 

doctoral students must complete a 

minimum of 36 units in residence be-

yond the master’s degree. a candidacy 

examination is given approximately 

halfway through the academic work 

to determine if students have reached 

competency.

upon completion of coursework, stu-

dents must register in a 1-unit collegium 

in performing arts education research 

each semester in order to maintain 

matriculation (performing arts research 

collegium MPAIA-GE.3400).

Educational Theatre,  

continued
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both a proposal and a dissertation 

are required of all doctoral students. 

ph.d. students must defend their disser-

tation during an oral examination. three 

full-time faculty members are required 

to serve on doctoral students’ disserta-

tion committees.

student should consult the hand-

book for doctoral study published by 

the steinhardt school for the specific 

requirements of this degree. course 

substitutions for any of the general 

degree requirements must be approved 

by the academic adviser, the depart-

ment director, and the associate dean 

for academic affairs.

Degree reQuirements
Foundations of Education (6 units): 

educational sociology SOED-GE.2400, 

educational psychology E35.2400, 

philosophy of education PHED-GE.2400, 

history of education HSED-GE.2400.

Cognate Study (6 units): electives 

closely related to and supportive of the 

student’s area of specialization. this 

coursework must be taken outside of 

the student’s program, i.e., not mpaet-

Ge courses. 

Departmental Study (3 units): drama in 

education MPAET-GE.2193. 

Research Electives (15 units): course-

work includes seminar in applied 

theatre research MPAET-GE.2400 and 

methods and materials of research in 

educational theatre MPAET-GE.2077. 

advanced specialized research courses 

should be taken after candidacy has 

been received and, preferably, as the 

dissertation proposal has been shaped 

to ensure that selections are relevant 

to the dissertation. for instance, a 

student doing qualitative inquiry, which 

demands extensive interviewing of 

participants, would register for research 

practicum in field settings CHDED-

GE.2372.

Specialized Research Methodology 

(3 units): Qualitative field research 

RESCH-GE.2141, survey and correlation 

research RESCH-GE.2139, historical 

research RESCH-GE.2135. dissertation 

proposal seminar (3 units) MPAET-

GE.3005.

Educational theatre requirements 

(a minimum of 18 educational the-

atre units under advisement must be 

selected from the following courses): 

drama in education ii MPAET-GE.2194; 

development of theatre and drama 

MPAET-GE.2021,2022; dramatic criti-

cism MPAET-GE.2091,2092; seminar in 

applied theatre research MPAET-

GE.2400; advanced directing 

MPAET-GE.2097, 2098; advanced play-

writing MPAET-GE.2106; creative play 

in the arts MPAET-GE.2059; theatre in 

education practices MPAET-GE.2090; 

theatre practices: leaders in educa-

tional theatre MPAET-GE.2151; images of 

Women in the theatre MPAET-GE.2023; 

farce and comedy in the theatre 

MPAET-GE.2067, 2068; american 

theatre MPAET-GE.2087, 2088; theatre 

of brecht and beckett MPAET-GE.2177; 

World drama MPAET-GE.2103, 2104.

aDmission reQuirements
specific requirements for the doctoral 

programs in educational theatre include 

(1) an acceptable m.a. thesis and other 

submitted work, (2) the statement of 

professional goals, and (3) the interest 

of at least one faculty member in the 

applicant’s stated area of research and 

dissertation concept.

See general admission section,  

page 167.

steinharDt feLLoWs 
program anD research 
assistantships
see page 180.  

speciaL opportunities
the program in educational theatre 

offers a unique opportunity for concen-

trated study and daily field participation 

in the uses of drama and theatre in 

education. the summer study abroad 

program in brazil, england, ireland, and 

puerto rico, which celebrated its 38th 

anniversary in 2011, is designed for 

teachers, university students, recre-

ational leaders, librarians, language and 

speech arts specialists, theatre directors, 

actors, and integrated arts educators. 

the program provides training with lead-

ers in educational theatre, including, in 

the past, such notable authorities as Ju-

dith ackroyd, Julian boal, cecily o’neill, 

rosa luisa marquez, barbara santos, 

dorothy heathcote, and Gavin bolton, as 

well as representatives from the center 

for the theatre of the oppressed in 

rio, samuel beckett theatre at trinity 

college dublin, royal shakespeare com-

pany, and the royal national theatre. 

lectures, demonstrations, and in-service 

school and local community experiences 

are offered in both formal and informal 

dramatic activities involving elementary, 

junior high, and high school children as 

well as adults. students may earn 6 or 

12 units toward the master’s or doctoral 

degree in educational theatre.

the program has offered intensive 

graduate study during January interses-

sion in puerto rico, mexico, and, during 

august in brazil and uganda. these 

courses focus on applied theatre and 

community arts. students have a unique 

chance of studying with artists and ac-

tivists in edgy sites and where there is a 

commitment to social justice and equity.

Educational Theatre,  

continued
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students may also enroll in in-

dependent study and practicum 

in educational theatre in order to 

undertake internships and fieldwork 

throughout the city or to work with 

faculty members on special research or 

creative projects. With leading collec-

tions for research in the performing arts, 

new York city affords doctoral students 

excellent sources for projects and dis-

sertation subjects.

accreDitation
the steinhardt school of culture, educa-

tion, and human development’s teacher 

education program has been accredited 

by the teacher education accreditation 

council for a period of five years.  

the accreditation certifies that the  

steinhardt school teacher education  

program has provided evidence that 

it adheres to teac’s quality principles. 

the accreditation affirms the claim 

that nYu steinhardt uses evidence to 

develop and improve its programs that 

prepare teachers.

for more information, contact teac, 

one dupont circle, suite 320, Wash-

ington, dc 20036; 202-466-7236; www.

teac.org.

 

Please be advised that licensing  

agencies and fieldwork placement  

facilities in your field of study may 

require that you undergo a criminal 

background check, the results of  

which the agency or facility must  

find acceptable prior to placement  

or licensure.

new York university is one of the few 

universities in the country to offer a 

graduate degree in the music busi-

ness field. founded in 1993, the music 

business Graduate program addresses 

the music industry as a unique business 

operating within corporate and entre-

preneurial structures. the skills students 

develop in the program will serve them 

well in a fast-paced industry that needs 

thoroughly trained personnel who can 

apply business and administration 

theory to problems that have a strong 

aesthetic and artistic dimension.

the music business Graduate pro-

gram harnesses the strengths of nYu 

steinhardt’s department of music and 

performing arts professions and the 

nYu stern school of business by requir-

ing classes in both schools. in addition 

to providing structured courses, the 

curriculum promotes student autonomy 

through an interactive classroom 

atmosphere, internships, international 

opportunities, and research require-

ments. students are encouraged to 

participate in extracurricular activities 

such as the mubG student ambassador 

board, the nYu concert program board, 

and radio station WnYu.

career opportunities
the program prepares highly skilled, 

disciplined, and thoroughly trained 

management professionals for the 

commercial (for profit) music business 

sector. Graduates serve as managers, 

new product developers, promoters, 

record administrators, music publishers, 

marketers, distributors, entrepreneurs, 

producers, and in many other capacities.

Degree reQuirements
the program requires 51 units of course-

work and can be completed in two years 

of full-time study. a part-time course of 

study is also available. courses in music 

business and music technology are of-

fered through the steinhardt school of 

culture, education, and human develop-

ment; courses in business administration 

are offered through the leonard n. 

stern school of business. a supervised 

final project, in which students are 

encouraged to do innovative research 

and analysis, is completed through the 

required colloquy course.

Music Business Core Courses (24 units): 

principles and practice in the music 

industry MPAMB-GE.2101, law and 

the music industry MPAMB-GE.2102, 

environment of the music industry 

MPAMB-GE.2103, concert manage-

ment MPAMB-GE.2105, colloquy in 

music business MPAMB-GE.2401, art-

ist management and management 

science in the music industry MPAMB-

GE.2104. emerging models and markets 

for music MPAMB-GE.2203, mubG 

professional development sequence 

MPAMB-GE.2001: provides career devel-

opment tools.

Internships (3 units): students have the 

opportunity to work with top profes-

sionals in the music industry in new 

York city. these internships often lead to 

permanent employment.

Business Courses (12 units): financial 

accounting and reporting COR1-

GB.1306, leadership in organizations 

COR1-GB.1302. entertainment media and 

technology electivess. 

Music Business Elective Courses (by 

advisement, 9 units): Graduate a&r 

seminar MPAMB-GE.2201, promo-

tions and publicity MPAMB-GE.2202, 

strategic marketing in the music 

industry MPAMB-GE.2206, Global music 

management MPAMB-GE.2207, ethics 

in the entertainment industry MPAMB-

GE.2204, Internship Abroad (London) 

MPAMB-GE.2301.099.

Other Electives (6 units) by advisement: 

these may be music business electives.

The Music Technology Concentration 

within the m.a. in music business is in-

tended for students with a background 

(academic and/or professional) in music 

technology who wish to exploit that 

experience in the commercial arena. the 

focus is on understanding interrelations 

between music businesses and consum-

er technologies, audio for games and 

other interactive applications, sound 

design in the digital music space, and 

emerging platforms for the generation 

and exploitation of music.

students in the music technology 

concentration take three music technol-

ogy core courses (9 units) ad two music 

technology electives (6 units) in place 

of music business electives and other 

electives. core courses are digital audio 

processing i and ii and audio for the 

Web. electives include audio for Games, 

scoring for film and multimedia, and 

concert recording.

DiRECTOR

catherine moore

35 West fourth street,

10th floor

212-998-5427

DEGREE 

m.a.

FaCulTy

see pages 73-74 for  

a complete listing.

music business

http://www.teac.org
http://www.teac.org
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DiRECTOR

John Gilbert

35 West fourth street,

suite 777

212-998-5424

steinhardt.nyu.edu/

music/education

DEGREES

m.a., ed.d., ph.d., 

advanced certificate 

dual degree

FaCulTy

see pages 73-74 for  

a complete listing.

music education
aDmission reQuirements
students currently in the program 

in music business hold a variety of 

graduate degrees; business, music, 

and humanities are the most common. 

applicants must submit at least two 

letters of recommendation attesting to 

their strengths, weaknesses, potential 

to succeed in a rigorous academic 

program, and potential for management. 

applicants for the music technol-

ogy concentration submit details of 

their prior academic and/or profes-

sional technology experience. some 

work experience is preferred (relevant 

internships can qualify). students are 

admitted only in the fall semester of 

each year. the music business m.a. 

program also participates in the early 

decision option. see admission instruc-

tions for details.

prerequisites to study include a 

course in statistics or quantitative meth-

ods prior to coming in to the program.  

alternatively, the statistics requirements 

may be fulfilled while in the program, 

and the student will graduate with 54 

units instead of 51.

counciL on arts 
management programs
the council on arts management 

programs is a faculty group in nYu 

steinhardt that represents the fields of 

music business, performing arts admin-

istration, and visual arts administration. 

the council’s mission is to ensure a 

vital future for the arts by educating 

highly qualified professionals to shape, 

influence, and lead arts organizations, 

institutions, and businesses and to 

serve the present and future needs of 

artists. the goals of the council are to 

lead public events highlighting impor-

tant developments in the fields of art 

and business and incorporate results 

into learning outcomes; to generate 

innovations in curricula through active 

interchange among programs and 

dissemination of new knowledge and 

research; and to examine and integrate 

national and international developments 

affecting the arts in their cultural, social, 

economic, and political contexts. for 

further information, visit steinhardt.nyu.

edu/commissions/arts_management.

the program in music education in 

new York university’s steinhardt school 

of culture, education, and human 

development seeks to develop students’ 

awareness of the value of the arts and 

music and the importance of sharing 

these values with others. located in one 

of the most diverse urban centers in 

the world, the program offers students 

a unique opportunity to experience a 

broad spectrum of musical practices 

and pedagogy.

the program in music education 

offers opportunities for teacher certifi-

cation, enrichment, and an exploration 

of vital issues confronting the field. a 

wide range of courses in applied music, 

theory, and pedagogy is enhanced by 

a curriculum that includes specialized 

approaches to teaching music such as 

dalcroze, orff, and suzuki, with a full 

certification program in Kodály available 

in summers. faculty members work 

closely with teachers, schools, and the 

community to spearhead new initiatives.

as an integral part of the department 

of music and performing arts profes-

sions, students have opportunities for 

extensive collaboration with other arts 

professionals. course offerings within 

the department enable students to 

develop expanded contexts for music 

and music education. students can 

explore music synthesis, computer-

assisted music, multimedia instruction, 

video reproduction, performance and 

composition, music therapy, music 

business, drama therapy, jazz stud-

ies, educational theatre, music theatre, 

and dance education, among others. 

performing ensembles, chamber groups, 

and solo recitals further enhance a solid 

academic program.

housed within the department are 

state-of-the-art recording, computer 

music, and cai studios. the music edu-

cation resource room supports new 

technologies and provides access to an 

outstanding array of music materials 

for all ages. the arts and media studio, 

maintained by interactive telecom-

munication services, offers advanced 

hardware platforms for computer music 

and multimedia. the avery fisher center 

for music and media, located in bobst 

library, features advanced technology 

for audio and video reproduction and 

one of the finest music collections avail-

able anywhere.

With such unique faculty, facilities, 

technologies, and interdisciplinary areas 

of study, nYu prepares music educators 

for the challenges facing us now and in 

the future.

career opportunities
the program’s alumni rank among 

leaders throughout the world in public 

school teaching, college and university 

teaching, performance, and research. 

the program meets academic require-

ments for new York state teacher 

certification and certification in many 

other states in the country. interna-

tional students find career opportunities 

enhanced in their countries through the 

professional recognition of graduate 

degrees from new York university. the 

need for teachers is at an all-time high, 

and salary scales have been substan-

tially increased. doctoral graduates 

compete successfully for positions in 

teaching, research, and administration 

at major universities. career opportuni-

ties also exist for education officers and 

administrators at cultural institutions—

museums, community arts centers,  

conservatories, and musical societies.

program of stuDY
the department of music and per-

forming arts professions offers 

graduate-level study in music educa-

tion for college and school settings. 

each concentration of study exists as 

a template of specific components in 

which requirements are established 

through the process of working with a 

program adviser. in addition to holding 

the equivalent of a bachelor’s degree 

in music, applicants are required to 

audition for entry into all music educa-

tion programs. the following general 

categories comprise concentrations that 

graduate students in music education 

select to further their study:

For College and University Faculty. this 

concentration emphasizes the prepara-

tion of teachers for community colleges 

and senior colleges and universities. it is 

also available to international students 

who are currently teaching, who have 

opportunities to teach at the college 

level, or who may wish to focus on 

specific aspects and issues of music 

education and pedagogy in the united 

states.

Teaching Music, All Grades. the master 

of arts in teaching music, all Grades, is 

designed for applicants with a music 
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Music Education,  

continued

background who wish to teach music at 

all levels from preschool through high 

school and are seeking initial teacher 

certification in new York state. appli-

cants must have completed a bachelor’s 

degree or the equivalent in music, 

which includes a minimum of 36 units 

of college-level coursework in music. 

international students may now also 

complete this program, including stu-

dent teaching, and be eligible for initial 

teacher certification in new York state.

the all-Grades master of arts pro-

gram in music education is designed for 

applicants already holding provisional or 

initial certification who wish to complete 

the academic requirements for perma-

nent or professional new York state 

certification.

Degree reQuirements
auditions are required. proficiency in 

music theory and music history is as-

sessed during a placement examination 

in the first semester of study. in addition, 

english proficiency is assessed through 

coursework in the first semester.

Master of Arts in Music Education

please be advised that licensing agen-

cies and placement facilities in your field 

of study may require that you undergo 

a criminal background check, the results 

of which the agency or facility must 

find acceptable prior to placement or 

licensure.

Dual Degree: dual degree students 

take courses in music education in their 

junior and senior years, which enables 

them to complete the m.a. in music edu-

cation in one additional year of study. 

upon successful completion of the 

5-year degree program continued from 

their undergraduate program, students 

will hold both an undergraduate degree 

in composition or performance and a 

master’s degree in music education. 

students graduating with the m.a will 

have met all academic requirements 

for initial certification and professional 

certification. there are additional state 

examinations for initial certification and 

teaching under a mentor to earn profes-

sional certification.

the dual degree program requires 

concentration in music education 

courses(16 units) during student’s junior 

and senior year and graduate courses 

(30 units) in their fifth year. 

Teaching Music, All Grades (MUSA) 

(41 units): the curriculum consists of a 

pedagogical core (9 units), a music edu-

cation core (6 units), a music and music 

education core (6 units), a content/peda-

gogical core (18 units), and a culminating 

experience (2 units). to qualify, applicants 

must have completed a bachelor’s degree 

or the equivalent in music that includes 

a minimum of 30 units of college-level 

coursework in music.

Special Opportunity

the Kodály summer institute offers an 

intensive program of study for music 

educators each summer. students ma-

triculated in the department’s in-service 

master’s degree program in music 

education may take a three-course 

sequence as part of their program of 

study: music for children: Kodály level 

1 MPAME-GE.2146, music for children: 

Kodály level 2 MPAME-GE.2147, and 

music for children: Kodály level 3 

MPAME-GE.2148.

Music Education for College and Univer-

sity Faculty (MUSE:MCU) (36 units): the 

curriculum consists of studies in educa-

tion (6 units), the music education core 

(6 units), music education technology 

(3–6 units), music in higher education 

(6–9 units), music specialization (9 

units), and colloquy, which includes a 

thesis requirement (2-4 units).

to qualify, students must have a 

bachelor’s degree or the equivalent 

in music. open also to international 

students.

Colloquy in Music Education (Thesis  

Requirement): the culminating 

experience for all students in all con-

centrations of the master of arts music 

education program is the colloquy 

in music education MPAME-GE.2939, 

which requires a written thesis on a 

topic related to the program concen-

tration and the student’s background 

and professional goals. the thesis can 

include creative components such as 

the creation of a curriculum or compo-

sitions and arrangements for specific 

educational settings, or it can address 

educational policy, practices, standards, 

teaching methods, and strategies, is-

sues, and problems. the document 

is developed in a research context in 

consultation with a thesis sponsor and is 

discussed at a public presentation.

Doctoral Programs

the doctor of education and the doctor 

of philosophy programs require a mini-

mum of 45 units beyond the master’s 

degree; full-time students can complete 

the program in three to four years. 

study consists of the following: 

Foundations (6 units): courses include 

literature and the arts: experience and 

response ENGED-GE.2135, aesthetic 

foundations of the arts E88.2051, and 

foundations of education: educational 

sociology SOED-GE.2400. 

Specialized Research Methodology 

(3 units): courses include historical 

research RESCH-GE.2135; survey and 

correlation research RESCH-GE.2139; 

and Qualitative field research: design 

and analysis i and ii RESCH-GE.2140, 

2141.

Cognates (6 units): any graduate course 

that combines music education with  

another discipline, or any graduate 

course outside of music education.

Advised Research (15 units): cours-

es include music reference and 

research materials MPAME-GE.2021, 

research in music and music educa-

tion MPAME-GE.2130, aesthetics of 

music MPAME-GE.2045, psychology 

of music MPATC-GE.2042, and tests 

and measurements in music education 

MPAME-GE.2060.

Guided Electives (9 units)

Departmental Content Seminar (3 units 

by advisement) 

Dissertation Proposal Seminar (3 units): 

ed.d. students must complete and 

defend orally an applied field research 

dissertation related to music educa-

tion; ph.d. students must complete and 

defend a theoretically grounded disser-

tation also related to music education.

aDmission reQuirements
all applicants for the music education 

m.a. programs are required to audition 

in person or submit a video or inter-

net link (consisting of two contrasting 

styles; acceptable only if students live 

a considerable distance from new York 

city) prior to acceptance to their degree 

program. call the department office 

at 212-998-5424 for in-person audition 

dates.

specific requirements for the doctor-

al programs in music education include: 

(1) a master’s degree (or equivalent) 

from an accredited institution in music 

or a related field (2) an audition that 

demonstrates musical performance  

(3) samples of writing and research.

1.  Performance Audition: prepare 

three selections representing three 

different historical styles (i.e., renais-

sance, baroque, classical, romantic, 

and 20th-century. the 20th-century 

or contemporary category may be 

divided into the so-called mainstream 

20th-century music of composers 

such as bartók, stravinsky, schoen-

berg; the avant-garde; or the rock/

pop/jazz genre.). in addition, prepare 
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a list of repertoire and a list of teach-

ers you have studied with. if you have 

done arrangements and/or composi-

tions, submit a portfolio of three to 

five works that best represents this 

activity.

2.  Music Skills: sight reading, sight 

singing, and keyboard skills will be 

evaluated at the audition.

3.  Examples of Writing: submit at least 

three examples of written work that 

would best represent your ability to 

conduct scholarly research and writing.

See general admission section, page 167.

steinharDt feLLoWs 
program anD research 
assistantships
see page 180.  

accreDitation
the steinhardt school of culture, educa-

tion, and human development’s teacher 

education program has been accredited 

by the teacher education accreditation 

council (teac) for a period of five years. 

the accreditation certifies that the 

steinhardt teacher education program 

has provided evidence that it adheres 

to teac’s quality principles. the ac-

creditation affirms the claim that nYu 

steinhardt uses evidence to develop 

and improve its programs that prepare 

teachers. for more information, contact 

teac, one dupont circle, suite 320, 

Washington, dc 20036; 202-466-7236; 

www.teac.org.

Please be advised that licensing  

agencies and fieldwork placement  

facilities in your field of study may 

require that you undergo a criminal 

background check, the results of  

which the agency or facility must  

find acceptable prior to placement  

or licensure.

new York university is one of the few 

institutions in the united states that 

offers a ph.d. degree in music perfor-

mance. a program of study leading 

to the master of arts is also available 

as is an advanced certificate in vocal 

pedagogy.

faculty members are leaders in re-

search and are internationally acclaimed 

artists and composers; many are mem-

bers of renowned music organizations, 

such as the new York philharmonic and 

the metropolitan opera company, while 

others are drawn from the broadway 

community and prominent jazz en-

sembles, including the village vanguard 

orchestra.

career opportunities
most students enter the graduate pro-

grams of study in music performance 

and composition with the intention of 

pursuing a career in performance and/

or composition coupled with teaching at 

the college or university level. Gradu-

ates of the master’s program have found 

that being in new York city during 

their graduate study was an important 

aspect of their musical education and a 

significant factor in building a network 

of contacts that launched their profes-

sional careers as composers, arrangers, 

conductors, or instrumentalists and 

vocalists working as freelance art-

ists, studio musicians, or performers in 

broadway productions.

alumni from the program have gone 

on to significant careers in opera and 

broadway, with debuts at new York city 

opera, metropolitan opera, and numer-

ous broadway shows. instrumental, 

classical, and jazz performers have solo 

careers and play with major ensembles. 

composers write for film and music 

theatre as well as traditional venues. 

Graduates of the doctoral programs are 

professors of music in leading institu-

tions in the united states and abroad.

areas of stuDY
Music Performance. Within music 

performance, students may specialize in 

one of three areas:

1.  applied instrumental studies, (strings, 

Woodwinds, brass, percussion, and 

piano), offers study in piano and all 

orchestral instruments. students may 

focus on either solo performance 

or chamber music. private lessons, 

coached ensembles, studio classes, 

and coursework develop performance 

skills and repertoire from traditional 

to new music styles. in addition to 

numerous string, brass, and wind en-

sembles as well as chamber symphony 

and symphony orchestras, students 

can participate in the nYu new music 

ensemble, which has numerous new 

York city appearances during the sea-

son. in addition, students who focus 

on new music performance are partici-

pants in the nYu contemporary music 

emsemble, the interactive computer 

music series and the nYu new music 

ensemble series. 

 students are invited to perform for 

the composers’ forum and to work 

with student composers as well as 

to record solo and ensemble cds by 

music technology majors. students 

have excellent opportunities to gain 

experience in as many diversified areas 

of performance as possible. depend-

ing on the level of study, each student 

must present one or two formal public 

recitals. 

 Within piano studies, students may 

choose to concentrate on either solo 

or collaborative performance. both 

concentrations offer a comprehensive 

sequence involving private lessons, 

chamber music, and literature courses 

covering four centuries of music and 

performance practice. performance 

opportunities include solo and cham-

ber recitals, master classes, showcase 

concerts, festivals such as “tutte le 

corde: piano music after 1950,” and 

series focusing on nYu steinhardt pia-

nists, as well as performances with the 

baroque collegium, nYu symphony 

orchestra, new music ensemble, and 

contemporary music ensemble. stu-

dents then choose music electives to 

enhance their areas of specialization, 

reflecting research and performance 

interests and professional aspirations.

2.  Jazz Studies, emphasizes perfor-

mance studies covering the full 

range of today’s jazz music scene. 

private instruction for performers and 

coursework in composition and theory 

provide a solid foundation. the most 

current music technology applications 

are available, including computer mu-

sic synthesis, multimedia, and scoring 

for film and video, as well as analog 

and digital recording. 

 nYu’s Greenwich village location 

brings students to the center of jazz 

35 West fourth street, 

10th floor

212-998-5424
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activities. landmark jazz venues such 

as the village vanguard and the blue 

note are within walking distance. at 

these clubs, students experience jazz 

luminaries in performance on a regular 

basis. students also sit in at the nu-

merous open jam sessions around the 

community. the nYu concert Jazz 

ensemble appears at the famous blue 

note Jazz club, located one block 

from campus, and birdland in midtown. 

many of our other award-winning nYu 

jazz ensembles appear in various jazz 

clubs and concert halls throughout 

new York city. 

 all students in jazz/contempo-

rary music are required to study 

composition as part of their recital 

requirements. each student must 

present a recorded recital open to the 

public and adjudicated by a master 

teacher. 

 performance experience in en-

semble and improvisation is designed 

to prepare students for the highly 

competitive demands of a professional 

career in jazz. the department houses 

over 30 various ensembles providing 

direction in performance as well as the 

opportunity for composers to rehearse 

and evaluate their works. 

 an ongoing series of Jazz master 

classes on campus Wednesday 

evenings and at the blue note on 

saturday afternoons provides accom-

plished students with the opportunity 

to interact directly with the most 

influential contemporary jazz artists. 

each semester, preeminent jazz musi-

cians are brought into the classroom 

to share their knowledge and expertise 

and provide critiques of student per-

formance.

3.  Vocal Performance, offers concentra-

tions in two areas: 

 Classical Voice Studies includes a 

comprehensive sequence of courses 

in vocal technique and repertoire for 

recitals, chamber music, opera, and 

music theatre. courses in opera stud-

ies are supported by opera Workshop 

and two productions each year. stu-

dents have the opportunity to study 

with prominent artists/teachers from 

the professional music community, 

including new York city opera and 

the metropolitan opera.  

 Music Theatre Studies offers a 

comprehensive sequence of courses 

that provides training in voice, acting, 

dance, repertoire, and analysis. five 

fully staged musicals are produced 

each year in addition to operas, work-

shops, and new work development 

projects. music theatre workshop 

classes focus on both preparation 

of material and its presentation in 

audition and performance settings. 

students are taught and directed by 

working professionals from the broad-

way community, who provide practical 

insight and guidance for the student 

who is about to enter the professional 

arena. 

 Vocal Pedagogy. the advanced 

certificate in vocal pedagogy is de-

signed to meet the needs of students 

who have completed either a master 

of music or master of arts and who 

wish to teach private voice. this 18-

unit program provides students with 

advanced training based in the most 

current research findings in the areas 

of voice science and pedagogical 

practice. students receive specialized 

training in vocal pedagogy, particu-

larly as it relates to the integration of 

classical and contemporary vocalisms. 

 the curriculum requires 13 units 

from steinhardt’s graduate program in 

vocal performance, including courses 

such as vocal pedagogy research 

MPAVP-GE.2365, vocal pedagogy: 

practice MPAVP-GE.2366, voice (pri-

vate lessons) MPAVP-GE.2363, vocal 

repertoire for teaching: classical 

MPAVP-GE.2367, and vocal repertoire 

for teaching: music theatre MPAVP-

GE.2368.  

 electives (5 units) to be chosen 

from the following courses offered 

by steinhardt’s graduate program in 

vocal performance and the graduate 

program in communicative sciences 

and disorders: voice disorders CSCD-

GE 34.2037, therapeutic approaches 

in speech pathology: voice disorders 

CSCD-GE.2019, private vocal instruc-

tion MPAVP-GE.2363, musical theatre 

Workshop MPAVP-GE.2068, and 

opera Workshop MPAVP-GE.2260.

Music Composition. students may take 

a comprehensive sequence of courses in 

the following areas:

1.  concert music composition involves 

lessons, courses, and seminars aimed 

toward providing composers a well-

rounded education in historical as 

well as contemporary works and op-

portunity to hear their compositions 

performed. composers choose music 

electives and composition courses to 

enhance areas of particular stylistic in-

terests. opportunities for performance 

include works for percussion, strings, 

choir, woodwinds, and brass as well 

as special residencies/readings with 

the nYu contemporary ensemble and 

nYu orchestra. 

      composers have the oppotunity 

  to study electroacoustic and com-

puter music composition through the 

department’s multiple on-site music 

production labs (including the James 

dolan recording studio with 10.2 sur-

round sound and ssl duality), as well 

as through university-wide computing 

facilities, offering students multimedia 

workstations.

2.  Jazz/Contemporary Music Composi-

tion blends courses from the general, 

electro-acoustic, and computer music 

sequences with specially designed 

courses, seminars, and workshops. all 

composition students studying jazz/

contemporary music are required to 

be highly proficient performers as well 

as composers. all nYu jazz ensembles 

are laboratory/workshops for compo-

sition students to hear, rehearse, and 

evaluate their works.

3.  scoring for film and multimedia, and 

songwriting offer intensive profes-

sional training in composing for film, 

television and media, as well as the 

art and craft of songwriting. students 

examine music for moving images and 

popular song through their rich histo-

ries and aesthetics. students engage 

in collaborative projects that result in 

screenings at major film festivals and 

performances in national and interna-

tional venues.

Degree reQuirements

Master of Arts/Performance

this 36-unit program can be completed 

in three semesters of full-time study. 

coursework consists of the following: 

Applied Instrument or Voice (6–9 units); 

Research (3 units); Ensemble (6 units); 

Literature/Theory (3 units); Perfor-

mance Practice (3 units); Recitals (3–6 

units), required; Guided Electives (9–12 

units). during the semester of the final 

recital, performers write a compre-

hensive paper that pulls together and 

demonstrates their command of musical 

repertoire and styles.

Music Performance 

and Music 

Composition,  

continued
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Master of Arts/Composition

this 36-unit curriculum can be complet-

ed in three semesters of full-time study. 

coursework consists of the following: 

Composition Seminar (3 units); Com-

position Private Instruction (6-9 units); 

Ensemble (3 units); Literature/Theory 

(6 units); Orchestration (3 units); Music 

Technology (3 units); Recital (3 units); 

Guided Electives (6-9 units).

Doctoral Programs

students in the ph.d. program must 

complete 49–55 units of coursework 

beyond the master’s degree and 

must orally defend a theoretically 

grounded dissertation related to music 

performance or music composition 

as appropriate. coursework consists 

of the following: Foundations of the 

Arts (6 units); Specialized Research 

Methodology (3 units); Cognates (6 

units); Departmental Content Seminars 

(6 units); Applied Study (6–12 units); 

Advised Research (15 units); Disserta-

tion Proposal Seminar (3 units); Recitals 

(3–4 units).

 
aDmission reQuirements
music performance majors must pres-

ent an audition. specific repertoire 

requirements for music performance are 

available by contacting the respective 

program director. students interested 

in music composition must submit a 

composition portfolio consisting of a 

current curriculum vitae, several com-

positions in written form (general score) 

with date of completion, a complete list 

of works and dates, cd of performances 

of the works submitted in written form, 

and a letter describing the composition 

area of interest. those interested in jazz 

composition should submit a minimum 

of three written scores.

See general admission section,  

page 167. 

the music technology m.m. program 

provides students with a foundation in 

all facets of the music and audio tech-

nology field as well as skills in a focused 

area of study. our mission is to prepare 

students both for doctoral study and 

for successful careers in audio engineer-

ing, production and post-production, 

audio/video mastering, multimedia and 

software development, audio signal 

processing, acoustics, music perception 

and cognition research, music informat-

ics, and video game audio production. 

students develop expertise within an 

academic setting where learning by  

creative experimentation is encouraged.

in the m.m. music technology pro-

gram, students:

n   integrate musical and technical skills.

n  experiment with new relationships 

between experimental and traditional 

approaches to music by collaborating 

with nYu performance and composi-

tion programs.

n  demonstrate expertise by learning 

through creative experimentation.

n  demonstrate both a solid foundation 

in all areas of music technology and 

specialized expertise in a focus area of 

music technology.

n  demonstrate competence in public 

oral presentation of their artistic and 

scholarly work.

located in new York city, the capital 

of the music industry, nYu’s Washington 

square campus borders the city’s Green-

wich village and soho districts, which 

have long been considered the center of 

new York’s artistic community.

facuLtY
students benefit from the breadth and 

depth of academic and professional 

expertise. music technology faculty 

members include experts in computer 

music, sound recording and production, 

3d audio, musicology, music cognition, 

music information retrieval, and concep-

tual art and sound. our adjunct faculty 

features leading practitioners such as 

legendary composer morton subotnick,  

a pioneer of electronic music; saul 

Walker, a specialist in console design 

and founding member of automated 

systems, inc.; award-winning mastering 

engineer alan silverman; Joel chadabe, 

founder and president of the electronic 

music foundation; and leszek Wojcik, 

recording studio manager at carnegie 

hall.

Degree reQuirements
Master of Music

the m.m. program requires 45 units for 

completion. students may attend full or 

part-time. music technology courses ad-

dress the technical aspects of computer 

music synthesis, digital recording, and 

editing. supportive courses add to the 

student’s critical and aesthetic under-

standing of the structure of artwork, the 

quality and components of sound, and 

the combination of computer music 

with other media. electives include an 

internship, participation in the com-

posers’ forum, guided coursework in 

computers and computer programming, 

music business, composition, perfor-

mance, video technology, video art, and 

additional research in the student’s area 

of interest.

Core Courses (18 units): offerings 

include musical technology: digital 

audio processing i and ii; fundamen-

tals of digital signal theory and lab; 

advanced musical acoustics; advanced 

computer music composition; colloquy 

in music technology (master’s thesis 

preparation).

Elective Courses (27 units): offerings 

include guided coursework in music 

technology, internship, composition, 

computer science, and performance on 

the related arts. cognate elective in arts, 

humanities, or computer programming. 

the master’s program culminates 

with the submission and defense of 

an individual thesis document, to be 

completed under the supervision of one 

of the full-time music technology faculty 

members. the thesis should reflect 

an original contribution to the field of 

music technology, bringing the student’s 

class work experiences and interests to-

gether with their potential career paths. 

possible research areas include, but are 

not limited to, technology-based per-

formance and composition techniques, 

interactive music systems, spatial 

audio, tools for computer music, music 

information retrieval, music percep-

tion and cognition, digital audio effects, 

new recording, mixing, mastering or 

production techniques, and software 

development for music applications.

course seQuences
in addition to the general music technol-

ogy course of study, other suggested 

sequences include tonmeister, Game 

audio, acoustics and signal process-

ing, scoring for film and multimedia, 

music cognition, and the summer-only 

sequence.

General Sequence

the general music technology sequence 

is intended for students who seek solid 

general knowledge in the field of music 

technology, without a specialization in 

any one particular area.

Tonmeister Honors Sequence

selected second-year graduate students 

may apply for the stephen f. temmer 

tonmeister recording studies sequence. 

tonmeister studies emphasize a coor-
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dination of musical and technical skills 

and enables participants to direct live 

concert recordings with a sensitivity to 

the demands of both disciplines. the 

skills of tonmeister students are honed 

during intensive workshop sessions, 

where participants record concerts by 

professional concert artists under the 

supervision of international recording 

technology specialists. 

Game Audio Sequence

the Game audio sequence is intended 

for students with a focus in understand-

ing the process and techniques used in 

the design of Games, including sound 

design, data mining, programming the 

game engine, business of gaming, and 

sound delivery to the player.

Acoustics and Signal Processing

the acoustics and signal processing se-

quence is intended for students who are 

interested in the areas of music informa-

tion retrieval, digital signal processing, 

interactive music systems, and 3d audio.

Music Perception and Cognition

this sequence is intended for students 

who wish to focus on the scientific 

study of music perception and cognition 

and focuses on the methodological 

techniques involved in the empirical 

exploration of music.

Scoring for Film and Multimedia

the scoring for film and multimedia 

sequence allows students to gain 

knowledge and experience in all matters 

pertaining to music composition and 

technology for film, television and  

other media.

Summer-Only Sequence

the summer-only sequence allows stu-

dents to take classes during the summer 

terms only.  this sequence is particularly 

well suited for teachers and educa-

tors who want to pursue an advanced 

degree in music technology.

Doctor of phiLosophY
the ph.d. program focuses on research 

in the fields of computer science, music 

theory, music cognition, machine 

learning, mathematics, and artificial 

intelligence as related to problems in 

the recording, performance, analysis, 

perception, and composition of music. 

doctoral students are required to 

complete a minimum total of 48 units 

beyond the master’s level, including 36 

units in general degree requirements 

established for all doctoral students in 

nYu steinhardt (educational founda-

tions, research, cognate studies, content 

and dissertation proposal seminar, 

electives) and 12 specialization electives 

units (courses in the program in music 

technology). all degree candidates are 

required to take at least three courses 

(12 units) in mathematics and com-

puter science, to be selected from the 

list of available courses at the courant 

institute. these courses may be either 

research or specialization electives, by 

advisement.

doctoral candidates are expected 

to complete at least one semester as a 

teaching assistant working with a full- 

time faculty member in preparing and 

teaching a class, as well as providing 

assistance to the students in that class. 

the student will further be expected to 

fulfill at least one semester of indepen-

dent teaching after completing their 

experience as a teaching assistant. this 

experience is intended both to prepare 

students for teaching careers in higher 

education, as well as to further foster 

the mentoring relationship between the 

candidate and the faculty with whom 

they will be working on curricular devel-

opment and teaching.

doctoral degree candidacy in music 

technology is based on an oral examina-

tion and a written examination. the 

student will be required to take the 

doctoral candidacy exam after complet-

ing no more than 30 units toward the 

degree.

faciLities
the program in music technology 

maintains 12 recording and computer 

music studios. the James dolan music 

recording studio is a 7,500 square foot 

multifunctional teaching, recording, and 

research space designed by Gensler 

and the Walters-storyk design Group. 

it is one of the most technologically 

advanced audio teaching facilities in 

the united states. the control room is 

distinguished by a 25-seat control/class-

room which features a fully automated 

48 channel ssl console and the first 

dangerous music 10.2 surround instal-

lation in new York city. in addition to 

a live room large enough to accommo-

date a small orchestra, the floor includes 

several research laboratories, offices, a 

conference/seminar room and a large 

iso/drum booth. 

a unique research lab dedicated to 

3d audio experimentation is equipped 

with an innovative, reconfigurable grid 

outfitted with sixteen Genelec speakers, 

two Genelec subs and multi-channel 

sound capture, tracking and playback 

options. the lab also boasts extremely 

low (.2 second) reverb time.

music technology maintains ten 

additional recording and computer 

music studios.  two multiple-format 

recording suites allow students to gain 

experience with the latest industry-

standard equipment, including dozens 

of professional-level microphones and a 

fully automated 32-channel ssl mixing 

console.

music technology students have 

access to the arts technology facili-

ties maintained by nYu’s information 

technology services, where they can 

gain exposure to advanced hardware 

platforms for computer music, graphics, 

animation, and multimedia. collabora-

tive projects can be realized by students 

from the program in music technology 

and other nYu programs that combine 

the arts and technology, such as the 

tisch school’s Kanbar institute of film 

and television and interactive telecom-

munications program.

internship program
students are encouraged to participate 

in internships at leading recording stu-

dios, new-media web-related companies, 

music-scoring houses, and other music 

industry enterprises.  these valuable 

opportunities often lead to permanent 

employment.  music technology stu-

dents may also study with some of the 

best professionals in the field through 

classes, independent study, and guest 

lectures. 

students may also participate in in-

ternships with faculty members to work 

on cutting edge research while gaining 

practical skills applicable to careers in 

both industry and academia.

open house
the annual spring music technology 

open house showcases our students’ 

work in a public forum.  events include 

demonstrations and posters of techno-

logical projects and a computer music 

concert featuring student performances 

and compositions. We encourage 

students to participate with class and 

thesis work during both years of their 

degree.

research group
the music technology program is a 

creative and lively community of music 

technologists conducting research in a 

variety of exciting fields such as music 

information retrieval, digital signal 

processing, music cognition, interactive 

music systems, and 3d audio. students 

and faculty work together to source 

ideas and develop new technologies, 

Music Technology,  

continued
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often culminating in academic publica-

tions and presentations at professional 

conferences. Weekly activities include 

seminars, workshops, and discussion 

groups featuring the work of guest 

speakers, faculty, and students.

our music and audio research lab 

(marl) brings together scholars from 

the fields of music theory, technol-

ogy and composition, computer and 

information science, interactive media, 

and media studies to explore the inter-

section between music, computation, 

and science. our goal is to combine 

techniques and methodologies from the 

arts, the humanities, and the sciences to 

understand and model human cogni-

tive abilities in music, and innovate the 

analysis, organization, and creation of 

music.

aDmission reQuirements
Master of Music

applicants must hold a baccalaure-

ate degree, preferably in music or a 

related program. in addition, all students 

entering this program must have the 

experience or coursework equivalent to 

graduates of the music technology track 

in the undergraduate program in music 

technology at nYu.

Doctor of Philosophy

applicants must complete the stan-

dard nYu steinhardt application and 

submit Graduate record examination 

(Gre) scores to the office of Graduate 

admissions. applicants must also submit 

directly to the program three letters of 

recommendation that address the ap-

plicant’s ability to pursue and complete 

doctoral studies successfully and are 

written by former professors, faculty 

advisers, academic administrators, or 

employers knowledgeable about the ap-

plicant’s academic work or professional 

accomplishments. candidates must also 

submit a statement of objectives (2–3 

pages, doubled-spaced) discussing their 

ideas for doctoral research, their context 

and potential impact, and an argument 

as to how the candidate’s expertise and 

interests qualify him or her as the best 

person to pursue this research. addi-

tional required supplemental application 

materials include samples of previous 

scholarly work on music technology 

or related fields; submission of at least 

three papers that best represent the 

candidate’s ability to conduct research 

and write effectively about their area of 

specialization (applicants are encour-

aged to submit published work as 

evidence); and, if relevant to the ap-

plication, a portfolio of the candidate’s 

work in one or more of the following 

formats: audiovisual materials (e.g., cd, 

cd-r, dvd), printed materials (maxi-

mum of 8 pages, letter or a4-sized),  

and a url.

Music Technology,  

continued

the master’s degree program in 

performing arts administration was 

founded in 1971 and is one of the oldest 

arts management programs in the coun-

try. the program educates prospective 

and practicing administrators for 

positions with outstanding arts orga-

nizations in this country and abroad. it 

does this with a combination of courses, 

specifically designed for arts adminis-

trators, in the areas of the environment 

of arts administration, development for 

the arts, marketing the performing arts, 

law and the arts, statistics, and business 

courses in economics, accounting, be-

havioral science, and marketing, which 

are offered through nYu’s leonard n. 

stern school of business.

in addition, the program emphasizes 

the acquisition of executive skills in 

the areas of organizational assessment, 

career planning, and executive presenta-

tion through periodic workshops offered 

only to students enrolled in the master’s 

degree program.

internships with leading arts manag-

ers are a required part of the program 

of study and enhance coursework. in re-

cent years, interns, who usually receive a 

small weekly stipend, have trained with 

managers of organizations as varied as 

carnegie hall, american ballet theatre, 

brooklyn academy of music, manhattan 

theatre club, and national endowment 

for the arts. in addition, guest lecturers 

and adjunct faculty from the field regu-

larly speak at special forums.

career opportunities
Graduates hold positions as executive 

directors and presidents; directors of 

development, operations, and planning; 

and marketing, production, and general 

managers of such arts organizations as 

lincoln center for the performing arts, 

metropolitan opera association, new 

York city ballet, paper mill playhouse, 

the philadelphia orchestra, newark 

symphony hall, and the brevard  

music school.

Degree reQuirements
the master’s program requires 54 units 

and can be completed in three to four 

semesters of full-time study; a part-time 

sequence of courses is also available. 

courses in arts administration are of-

fered through the steinhardt school of 

culture, education, and human develop-

ment; those in business administration 

are offered through the leonard n. 

stern school of business.

Performing Arts Administration Core 

(27 units): environment of performing 

arts administration MPAPA-GE.2130, 

principles and practices of perform-

ing arts administration MPAPA-GE.2131, 

marketing the performing arts MPAPA-

GE.2105, law and the performing arts 

MPAPA-GE.2008, development for 

the performing arts MPAPA-GE.2132, 

seminar in cultural policy: issues in 

performing arts administration MPAPA-

GE.2222, Governance and trusteeship in 

performing arts organizations MPAPA-

GE.2133, planning and finance in the 

performing arts MPAPA-GE.2120, basic 

statistics RESCH-GE.1085.

Management Core (15 units): market-

ing concepts and strategies B09.2313; 

financial accounting: a user perspec-

tive B09.2301; managing organizational 

behavior B09.2307; current economic 

and financial problems: analyses, 

philosophies, and forecasts B30.2342; 

consumer behavior B70.2347.

Internships (6 units each): internship in 

the administration of performing arts 

centers i and ii MPAPA-GE.2001,2002.

Electives (6 units): chosen from con-

sumer behavior B70.2347, foundations 

of finance B09.2316, microeconomics 

for Global business decision making 

B09.2303, and others by advisement.

aDmission reQuirements
applicants must possess an in-depth 

background in one or more areas of 

the performing arts as well as prior 

experience with a cultural organization, 

which may include paid or voluntary 

DiRECTOR

brann J. Wry

35 West fourth street, 

10th floor

212-998-5505

DEGREE 

m.a.

FaCulTy

see pages 73-74 for  

a complete listing.

performing arts administration
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Performing Arts 

Administration,  

continued

performing arts therapies
Drama therapy

DiRECTOR

robert landy

35 West fourth street, 

10th floor

212-998-5258

DEGREE

m.a.

FaCulTy

see pages 73-74 for  

a complete listing.

Drama therapy combines the aims and 

techniques of drama and theatre with 

those of psychotherapy to treat indi-

viduals in crisis and help people through 

the life span to expand their quality of 

life. new York university was the first 

in the country to develop an academic 

program leading to a master of arts 

degree in drama therapy.

the program attracts students and 

professionals in the fields of theatre, 

psychology, medicine, nursing, spe-

cial education, and related disciplines. 

students come from diverse cultural and 

academic backgrounds to study and 

apprentice with the leading profession-

als in the creative arts therapies. classes 

are small and instruction is individual-

ized. the program in drama therapy is 

approved by the north american drama 

therapy association. (see also music 

therapy in this department and art 

therapy in the department of art and 

art professions.) in addition, the pro-

gram is approved by the new York state 

department of education and qualifies 

students for licensure in creative arts 

therapy (lcat) after graduation and 

1,500 hours of postgraduate supervised 

practice.

the new York metropolitan area 

offers rich opportunities for clinical 

internships in hospitals and shelters, 

drug rehabilitation centers, prisons, and 

special facilities for the elderly, those 

with developmental disabilities, and the 

terminally ill, among others.

career opportunities
Graduates are employed in a variety 

of therapeutic settings throughout the 

world, including public and private 

hospitals and mental health clinics, 

centers for adults with developmental 

disabilities, nursing homes, and drug 

rehabilitation centers. drama therapists 

work in medical facilities as well as 

artistic ones, in social services as well as 

private practice. although drama ther-

apy is a relatively new profession, it is 

practiced widely with a number of spe-

cial populations: war veterans and those 

afflicted with post-traumatic stress 

disorder, substance abusers, mentally ill 

individuals, the elderly, and children who 

have experienced physical and/or sexual 

abuse. drama therapists also treat dys-

functional families and, more generally, 

healthy individuals in need of exploring 

significant life problems.

Master of Arts

the master of arts degree program re-

quires 49 units for completion, including 

coursework in drama therapy, educa-

tional theatre, psychology, counseling, 

and related creative arts therapies. all 

students are required to complete field-

work and an 800-hour internship with 

two different populations in selected 

clinical facilities. a master’s thesis is 

required. the drama therapy courses 

include experiential as well as theoreti-

cal work.

Degree reQuirements
Drama Therapy (28 units): introduc-

tion to drama therapy MPADT-GE.2114, 

drama therapy for clinical populations 

MPADT-GE.2109, psychodrama and 

sociometry MPADT-GE..2115, advanced 

practices in drama therapy MPADT-

GE.2121, projective techniques in drama 

therapy MPADT-GE.2117, advanced 

theory and research in drama therapy 

(including thesis preparation) MPADT-

GE.2119, internship in drama therapy 

lab MPADT-GE.2302, internship in dra-

ma therapy lecture MPADT-GE..2303.

Counseling and Psychology (15 units): 

abnormal psychology APSY-GE.2038 

or foundations of psychopathology 

PSYCH-GA.2034, theories of personality 

APSY-GE.2039, survey of develop-

mental psychology APSY-GE.2271/

PSYCH-GA.2020, Group dynamics 

APSY-GE.2620, individual counseling: 

practice APSY-GE.2658.

Educational Theatre (3–5 units): may be 

chosen from the following: development 

of theatre and drama MPAET-GE.2021 

or MPAET-GE.2022, creative play in the 

arts MPAET-GE.2059, drama in educa-

tion MPAET-GE.2193 or MPAET-GE.2194, 

or theatre-in-education practices 

MPAET-GE.2090.

Elective Courses (by advisement): cho-

sen from such courses as cross-cultural 

counseling APSY-GE.2302, masks and 

puppetry MPAET-GE.2079, psycho-

dynamic processes in art therapy 

ART-GE.2038, and introduction to music 

therapy MPADT-GE.2046.

forms of activity. applicants must be 

recommended in writing directly to 

the program director by at least two 

people acquainted with the applicant’s 

knowledge of art and potential for 

management. interviews are by invita-

tion only.

See general admission section,  

page 167.

speciaL opportunitY
summer study abroad in arts ad-

ministration takes degree and visiting 

students to the netherlands, Germany, 

and france to study alternative ways of 

managing arts organizations through 

intensive examination of current prac-

tices in europe. the 6-unit graduate 

course examines the effects of econom-

ics, politics, and management on arts 

policy and practice. traveling to utrecht, 

amsterdam, berlin, and paris, students 

meet with curators, performing arts 

managers, and national policymakers 

and tour a variety of theatres, museums, 

and cultural institutions. the course is 

designed for both graduate students 

and alumni of both visual and perform-

ing arts administration programs as well 

as arts administrators with professional 

experience in the field.

counciL on arts 
management programs
the council on arts management 

programs is a faculty group in nYu 

steinhardt that represents the fields of 

music business, performing arts admin-

istration, and visual arts administration. 

the council’s mission is to ensure a 

vital future for the arts by educating 

highly qualified professionals to shape, 

influence, and lead arts organizations, 

institutions, and businesses and to 

serve the present and future needs of 

artists. the goals of the council are to 

lead public events highlighting impor-

tant developments in the fields of art 

and business and incorporate results 

into learning outcomes; to generate 

innovations in curricula through active 

interchange among programs and 

dissemination of new knowledge and 

research; and to examine and integrate 

national and international developments 

affecting the arts in their cultural, social, 

economic, and political contexts. for 

further information, visit steinhardt.nyu.

edu/ commissions/arts_management.
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Performing Arts 

Therapies, Drama 

Therapy 

continued

aDmission reQuirements
all students should have a solid, practi-

cal background in the art form of drama 

and theatre, including experience in 

improvisational drama and theatre 

performance. candidates should 

also demonstrate a strong academic 

background in psychology or a related 

social science, including coursework 

in developmental and/or abnormal 

psychology. in certain exceptional cases, 

alternative experience relevant to drama 

therapy will be considered. all students 

are required to submit three letters 

of recommendation attesting to their 

strengths, weaknesses, and potential 

as future drama therapists. applicants 

are also required to submit an auto-

biographical statement of four to six 

pages which should address all of the 

following:

1.  a significant turning point in your life 

and how that event contributes to 

your curiosity and excitement about a 

career in drama therapy.

2.  a brief statement of purpose about 

what you intend to do with your 

degree in drama therapy. this should 

include areas of research interest.

3.  at least 3 references to drama 

therapy literature. discuss how those 

readings influence your thoughts 

about the significant turning point 

and/or the field of drama therapy and/

or your areas of research interest.

See general admission section, page 167.

financiaL aiD
the program in drama therapy offers 

two work-study positions each year for 

students to assist the program director.

See general financial aid section, 

page 178.

Please be advised that licensing  

agencies and fieldwork placement  

facilities in your field of study may 

require that you undergo a criminal 

background check, the results of  

which the agency or facility must  

find acceptable prior to placement  

or licensure.

music therapy is a rewarding career for 

musicians who wish to use their skills 

and artistry to benefit people with a va-

riety of mental, physical, and emotional 

disabilities. students are trained to 

work with people of all ages, including 

children with special needs, adults with 

psychiatric illness, children and adults 

with physical illness including the termi-

nally ill, and elderly clients. the program 

is accredited by the american music 

therapy association (amta) and pro-

vides a unique combination of advanced 

clinical training and academic course-

work to enable students to develop their 

own individualized approach to music 

therapy. Graduating students qualify to 

apply for certification from the certifica-

tion board of music therapists (cbmt). 

in addition, the program is approved 

by the new York state department of 

education and qualifies students for li-

censure in creative arts therapy (lcat) 

after graduation and 1,500 hours of 

postgraduate supervised practice.

career opportunities
music therapists work with a wide range 

of age groups and disability conditions 

and are employed in a variety of set-

tings, including mental health facilities, 

special education settings, medical  

hospitals, nursing homes, hospices, 

public schools, community clinics, and 

private practice.

Degree reQuirements
Master of Arts

the m.a. program in music therapy 

offers curricula for students who 

seek certification and new York state 

licensure. the curriculum consists of 

coursework in music therapy theory  

and methods for children and adults, 

clinical improvisation, group sessions 

in music therapy, music therapy theory 

development, and clinical fieldwork  

and internships.

the master of arts program (48-60 

credits) leading to certification includes 

the following:

Music Therapy Courses: music therapy: 

advanced theory and methods i and 

ii MPAMT-GE.2931,2932 (6 units), 

improvisation i: clinical improvisation 

in music therapy MPAMT-GE.2934 (2 

units), improvisation ii: clinical vocal 

improvisation MPAVP-GE.2062 (2 units), 

improvisation iii: advanced practices of 

improvisation in music therapy MPAMT-

GE.2940 (3 units), improvisation iv: 

theory and application of improvisa-

tion in music therapy MPAMT-GE.2941 

(3 units), music therapy for adults 

MPAMT.2938 (3 units), Key concepts 

in music therapy MPAMT-GE.2942 (3 

units), theory development in music 

therapy MPAMT-GE2943 (3 units), 

music therapy practicum: children 

and adolescents MPAME-GE.2043 

(3 units), music therapy practicum: 

adults and elderly MPAMT-GE.2053 

(3 units), internship in music therapy 

MPAMT –Ge2935,2936(2 semesters, 10 

units ), colloquium in music therapy 

MPAMT-GE-2947 (4 semesters, 8 units), 

colloquy in music therapy: final project 

MPAMT-GE.2949 (2–4 units).  

Other Requirements: Group dynamics 

APSY-GE.2620 (3 units), identifica-

tion and reporting of suspected child 

abuse/maltreatment APSY-GE.2273 

(0-credit workshop).

Electives (6 units): may include courses 

in music therapy specialization, related 

arts therapy (drama, art), graduate 

psychology electives in specialization 

area, independent studies, and advanced 

clinical supervision.

aDmissions reQuirements
a bachelor’s degree is required for 

admission into the master’s program, 

but it need not be in music therapy. past 

graduates have come into the program 

with backgrounds in areas including 

medicine, music, psychology, and busi-

ness. students are only admitted in the 

fall semester of each year. incoming 

students should take two prerequisite 

courses: (1) abnormal psychology and 

(2) developmental psychology. it is our 

recommendation that these courses 

be taken prior to starting the program 

at nYu. the Gre is not required for 

application to the ma in music therapy 

program. international students: suc-

cessful candidates typically score 600 

on the toefl paper-based exam; 250 

on the computer-based exam; or 100 

on the internet-based exam. students 

in the program are strongly encouraged 

to work at incorporating their primary 

instrument into their clinical work. in 

addition, piano and guitar competencies 

are required for national certification as 

a music therapist and are the primary 

harmonic instruments used to support 

clinical work.

speciaL opportunities
off-campus clinical placements: the 

program in music therapy offers many 

music therapy

DiRECTOR

barbara hesser 

35 West fourth street, 

10th floor

212-998-5452

music.therapy@ 

nyu.edu

DEGREE

m.a.

FaCulTy

see pages 73-74 for  

a complete listing.

performing arts therapies
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clinical opportunities for students at all 

levels of training. students have worked 

with talented professionals in presti-

gious clinical facilities throughout the 

new York city area, including bellevue 

hospital, beth israel hospital, beth 

abraham hospital, the nYu medical 

center and rusk institute of rehabilita-

tion medicine, memorial sloan-Kettering 

cancer center, baltic street outpatient 

clinic, and the new York city board  

of education.

Nordoff-Robbins Center for Music 

Therapy: the nordoff-robbins center 

for music therapy, located on campus, 

offers clinical opportunities for student 

fieldwork and internship experiences 

with children with disabilities. the center 

also offers an advanced training course 

in clinical techniques and procedures 

leading to certification in the nordoff-

robbins music therapy approach.

Guided Imagery and Music: students 

may pursue a special sequence of cours-

es in guided imagery and music, offered 

by the program in music therapy in 

cooperation with the creative therapies 

institute. Guided imagery and music is 

a therapeutic process that combines 

the inherent structure, movement, and 

spirit of music with an individual’s own 

creative process of imagery.

Please be advised that licensing  

agencies and fieldwork placement  

facilities in your field of study may 

require that you undergo a criminal 

background check, the results of  

which the agency or facility must  

find acceptable prior to placement  

or licensure.

Performing Arts 

Therapies, Drama 

Therapy 

continued

music anD performing 
arts/mpaia-ge

human Development and education in 

the arts

mpaia-Ge.2010  30 hours: 3 units.

Prerequisite: 15 hours of field experience.

technology resources for performing 

arts educators

mpaia-Ge.2029  30 hours plus hours 

arranged: 3 units.

collaborative project in the  

performing arts

mpaia-Ge.2031  30 hours plus hours 

arranged: 3 units.

Dissertation proposal seminar

mpaia-Ge.3097  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

performing arts research collegium

mpaia-Ge.3400  10 hours plus hours 

arranged: 1 unit. May be repeated up to 

3 units.

Dance eDucation/mpaDe-ge

common hour Dance

mpade-Ge.2001*†  20 hours: 1 unit. Fall, 

spring.

african Dance

mpade-Ge.2022  45 hours: 3 units. Fall.

tap Dance

mpade-Ge.2023  45 hours: 2 units. Fall, 

spring.

Jazz Dance techniques

mpade-Ge.2029  30 hours: 2 units. Fall, 

spring.

introduction to Laban movement 

analysis

mpade-Ge.2044  30 hours: 2 units.

advanced technique and pedagogy: 

modern Dance

mpade-Ge.2075  45 hours: 1 unit. Fall, 

spring.

advanced Dance practicum

mpade-Ge.2077  45 hours per unit: 1–6 

units. Fall, spring.

methods and materials in teaching 

Dance

mpade-Ge.2265  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

artistic resources in Dance education

mpade-Ge.2266  45 hours, 1 unit. Fall.

theory and methodology in Ballet 

pedagogy

mpade-Ge.2267  60 hours: 3 units.

teaching apprenticeship in Ballet 

pedagogy

mpade-Ge.2268  60 hours: 3 units.

advanced analysis and teaching  

apprenticeship in Ballet pedagogy

mpade-Ge.2269  60 hours: 3 units.

fieldwork and analysis seminar in 

Ballet pedagogy

mpade-Ge.2270  30 hours: 3 units.

fieldwork in Dance: elementary/

secondary

mpade-Ge.2276  45 hours per unit: 1–3 

Units. Fall, spring.

fieldwork in Dance: higher education 

and the professions

mpade-Ge.2277  45 hours per unit: 1–3 

units. Fall, spring.

Dance in higher education 

mpade-Ge.2278  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

Dance intensive

mpade-Ge.2288  30-45 hours: 2–3 units. 

Summer.

choreography for the musical theatre

mpade-Ge.2290  45 hours: 3 units.  

This is offered through Vocal 

Performance. Spring.

independent study

mpade-Ge.2300  45 hours per unit: 1-6 

units. Fall, spring, summer; hours to be 

arranged. Signature of program director 

required.

methods of accompaniment for Dance

mpade-Ge.2309  45 hours: 1 unit, Fall.

music anD performing 
arts/mpaia-ge

human Development and education in 

the arts

mpaia-Ge.2010  30 hours: 3 units.

Prerequisite: 15 hours of field experience.

technology resources for performing 

arts educators

mpaia-Ge.2029  30 hours plus hours 

arranged: 3 units.

Dissertation proposal seminar

mpaia-Ge.3097  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

courses
the courses listed 

herein are to be 

offered in 2013–2015.

NOTES TO COuRSES

* registration closed  

to special students.

†pass/fail basis.

‡ see supervised  

student teaching, 

page 197. students 

must also register 

with the student 

teacing office the 

term before assigned 

student teaching 

begins.
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performing arts research collegium

mpaia-Ge.3400  10 hours plus hours 

arranged: 1 unit. May be repeated up to 

3 units.

Dance eDucation/mpaDe-ge

common hour Dance

mpade-Ge.2001*†  20 hours: 1 unit. Fall, 

spring.

african Dance

mpade-Ge.2022  45 hours: 3 units. Fall.

tap Dance

mpade-Ge.2023  45 hours: 2 units. Fall, 

spring.

Jazz Dance techniques

mpade-Ge.2029  30 hours: 2 units. Fall, 

spring.

introduction to Laban movement 

analysis

mpade-Ge.2044  30 hours: 2 units.

advanced technique and pedagogy: 

modern Dance

mpade-Ge.2075  45 hours: 1 unit. Fall, 

spring.

advanced Dance practicum

mpade-Ge.2077  45 hours per unit: 1–6 

units. Fall, spring.

methods and materials in teaching 

Dance

mpade-Ge.2265  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

artistic resources in Dance education

mpade-Ge.2266  45 hours, 1 unit. Fall.

theory and methodology in Ballet 

pedagogy

mpade-Ge.2267  60 hours: 3 units.

teaching apprenticeship in Ballet 

pedagogy

mpade-Ge.2268  60 hours: 3 units.

advanced analysis and teaching  

apprenticeship in Ballet pedagogy

mpade-Ge.2269  60 hours: 3 units.

fieldwork and analysis seminar in 

Ballet pedagogy

mpade-Ge.2270  30 hours: 3 units.

fieldwork in Dance: elementary/

secondary

mpade-Ge.2276  45 hours per unit: 1–3 

Units, Fall, spring.

fieldwork in Dance: higher education 

and the professions

mpade-Ge.2277  45 hours per unit: 1–3 

units, Fall, spring.

Dance in higher education

mpade-Ge.2278  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

Dance intensive

mpade-Ge.2288  30-45 hours: 2–3 units. 

Summer.

choreography for the musical theatre

mpade-Ge.2290  45 hours: 3 units.  

This is offered through Vocal 

Performance Spring.

independent study

mpade-Ge.2300  45 hours per unit: 1-6 

units. Fall, spring, summer; hours to be 

arranged. Signature of program director 

required.

methods of accompaniment for Dance

mpade-Ge.2309  45 hours: 1 unit, Fall.

research in Dance education

mpade-Ge.2403  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

teaching creative movement

mpade-Ge.2452  30 hours: 2 units. 

Spring.

Dance for the special child

mpade-Ge.2453  45 hours: 3 units. Fall.

teaching performance of Dance and 

related educational activities

mpade-Ge.2454  30 hours: 2 units. Fall.

principles of Dance movement therapy

mpade-Ge.2502  30 hours: 3 units.  

Spring.

seminar in Dance education

mpade-Ge.2509  30 hours: 2 units. Fall.

student teaching in Dance:  

elementary school  

mpade-Ge.2607  30 hours plus 20 days: 

3 units. Fall, spring.

student teaching in Dance: secondary 

school

mpade-Ge.2608  30 hours plus 20 days: 

3 units. Fall, spring.

anatomy and Kinesiology

mpade-Ge.2810  30 hours: 3 units.

eDucationaL theatre/
mpaet-ge

introduction to theatre for Young 

audiences i

mpaet-Ge.2005  Staff. 30 hours: 2 units. 

Fall.

introduction to theatre for Young 

audiences ii

mpaet-Ge.2006  Staff. 15 hours per unit: 

2–4 units. Spring.

Design for the stage

mpaet-Ge.2017  Hall. 15–45 hours: 1–3 

units. Fall.

Development of theatre and Drama

mpaet-Ge.2021, 2022  Nadler. 30 hours: 

3 units each term. Fall, spring.

images of Women in the theatre

mpaet-Ge.2023  Smithner. 30 hours:  

3 units. Spring.

Dramatic activities in the elementary 

classroom

mpaet-Ge.2030  30 hours, 15 hours of 

field experience: 2 units. Fall, spring.

storytelling

mpaet-Ge.2042  Ress. 10 hours: 1 unit. 

Fall, spring, summer.

Dramatic activities in the secondary 

classroom

mpaet-Ge.2031  Montgomery. 30 hours: 

3 units. Spring.

creative play in the arts

mpaet-Ge.2059  Smithner. 30 hours: 3 

units. Fall.

musical theatre: Background and 

analysis

mpaet-Ge.2062  30 hours, 15 hours of 

field experience: 3 units. Fall, spring.

theory of creative Drama

mpaet-Ge.2065  30 hours: 2 units. Fall.

methods of conducting creative Drama

mpaet-Ge.2067  Staff. 45 hours: 3 units. 

May be repeated for a total of 6 units. 

Spring.

methods and materials of research in 

educational theatre

mpaet-Ge.2077  Taylor. 30 hours:  

3 units. Fall, spring, summer.

masks and puppetry

mpaet-Ge.2079  Lee. 45 hours: 3 units. 

Fall.

Courses, continued
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Courses, continued theatre-in-education practices

mpaet-Ge.2090  Staff. 30 hours:  

3 units. Spring.

Dramatic criticism i and ii

mpaet-Ge.2091, 2091  Nadler. 30 hours: 

3 units. Fall, spring.

advanced Directing

mpaet-Ge 2098 Smithner, 90 hours:  

3 units each term. Spring

Prerequisites: proficient work in 

Directing MPAET-UE081, 1082 or 

equivalent and permission of instructor.

styles of acting and Directing i and ii

mpaet-Ge.2099, 2100  Smithner/

Salvatore. 45 hours: 3 units each term. 

Fall, spring.

applied theatre

mpaet-Ge.2101  Taylor 30 hours: 3 units. 

Fall, spring.

World Drama

mpaet-Ge.2103, 2104  30 hours: 3 units 

each term. Fall, spring.

Beginning playwriting

mpaet-Ge.2105  dimenna. 30 hours:  

2 units. Fall.

advanced playwriting

mpaet-Ge.2106  dimenna. 30 hours:  

3 units. Spring.

Registration by permission of instructor.

physical theatre improvisation

mpaet-Ge.2113  Smithner. 45 hours:  

3 units. Fall, spring.

supervised student teaching in the 

elementary Drama classroom

mpaet-Ge.2134  45 hours per unit:  

4 units. Fall, spring.

stage Lighting

mpaet-Ge.2143  45 hours: 3–4 units. 

Spring.

play production for artists and 

educators

mpaet-Ge.2152  Staff. 30 hours: 3 units. 

Summer.

shakespeare’s theatre i and ii

mpaet-Ge.2171, 2172  Salvatore.  

30 hours: 3 units. Fall, spring.

supervised student teaching in the 

secondary english/Drama classroom

mpaet-Ge.2174  4 units: 45 hours per 

unit. Fall, spring.

costume Design

mpaet-Ge.2175  Staff. 45–60 hours:  

3–4 units. Spring.

theatre of Brecht and Beckett

mpaet-Ge.2177  Taylor. 30 hours:  

3 units. Fall.

Drama in education i and ii

mpaet-Ge.2193, 2194  Montgomery.  

30 hours: 3 units each term. Fall, spring.

acting: scene study

mpaet-Ge.2251  15 hours per unit:  

2–3 units. Fall, spring.

acting: character study

mpaet-Ge.2252  2–3 units: 15 hours per 

unit. Fall, spring.

independent study

mpaet-Ge.2300 30 hours per unit:  

1–4 units. Fall, spring, summer.

practicum in educational theatre

mpaet-Ge.2301  45 hours per unit: 1–6 

units. Fall, spring; hours to be arranged.

seminar in applied theatre research

mpaet-Ge.2400  Taylor. 30 hours: 3 

units. Fall, spring.

Prerequisite: Methods and Materials  

of Research in Educational Theatre  

MPAET-GE.2077.

the teaching artist

mpaet-Ge.2953  30 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring.

Drama with special education 

populations

mpaet-Ge.2960  Granet. 45 hours:  

3 units. Fall, spring, summer.

introduction to Boal’s theatre of the 

oppressed

mpaet-Ge.2965  30 hours: 3 units.  

Spring.

advanced techniques of theatre of the 

oppressed

mpaet-Ge.2966  30 hours: 3 units.  

Spring. Teaching Literacy through Drama

MPAET-GE.2971  10 hours: 1 unit. Spring.

understanding Diversity/teaching 

pluralism

mpaet-Ge.2977  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

coping with conflict: Drama as a 

catalyst for social awareness

mpaet-Ge.2978  Santiago-Jirau.  

30 hours, 3 units. Fall.

creating theatre with Young people i 

and ii

mpaet-Ge.2980, 2981  45 hours:  

3 credits. Fall, spring.

assessment of student Work in Drama

mpaet-Ge.2988  Taylor 10 hours:  

1 unit. Spring.

Doctoral proposal seminar: educational 

theatre

mpaet-Ge.3005  taylor. 30 hours:  

3 units. Spring.

MUSIC AND MUSIC 
PROFESSIONS

theorY anD composition/
maptc-ge

analysis of 19th- and 20th-century 

music

mpatc-Ge.2016  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

music for advanced orchestration

mpatc.2020  30 hours: 3 units. Spring.

Prerequisites: Orchestration: Strings 

MPATC-UE.1020, Orchestration: Strings 

Puercussion  MPATC-UE.1025.

music reference and research 

materials

mpatc-Ge.2021  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

seminar in theory

mpatc-Ge.2024  Fisher. 30 hours: 3 

units. Fall, spring.

colloquy in music

mpatc-Ge.2026*  Baer. 15 hours per 

unit: 2–4 units. Fall, spring, summer.

$75 recital fee required.

the teaching of music in the Junior and 

senior high school

mpatc.2027  45 hours: 2 units. Spring.

seminar in composition

mpatc.2028  30 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

summer.

contemporary music

mpatc-Ge.2039  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

psychology of music

mpatc-Ge.2042  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring, summer.

music criticism

mpatc-Ge.2046  Oestreich. 30 hours: 3 

units. Fall.
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Courses, continued scoring for film and multimedia

mpatc-Ge.2048  45 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring, summer. Department approval 

required.

music Literature: the Baroque period

mpatc-Ge.2067  Oestreich. 30 hours: 3 

units. Spring.

music Literature: the classical period

mpatc-Ge.2073  Gilbert. 30 hours: 3 

units. Spring, summer.

participation in nYu orchestra

mpatc-Ge.2087  15–60 hours: 0–2 units. 

Fall, spring.

Open to the University community. 

Registration by audition only.

performance practices

mpatc-Ge.2091  30 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

summer.

principles and appreciative aspects of 

performance practice

mpatc-Ge.2099  30 hours: 3 units. 

Summer.

analysis of contemporary practices

mpatc-Ge.2123  30 hours: 3 units. 

Summer, fall.

compositional process in the 

symphony

mpatc-Ge.2127  Dello Joio. 30 hours:  

3 units. Fall.

sonata in the 19th century

mpatc-Ge.2151  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring, summer.

influential pianists and performance 

practice

mpatc-Ge.2181  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

independent study

mpatc-Ge.2300  45 hours per unit: 1–6 

units. Fall, spring, hours to be arranged.

Graduate-level projects to be arranged.

composition (private Lessons)

mpatc-Ge.2321  15 hours: 3 units. May 

be repeated until a total of 12 units 

has been earned. Fall, spring. Open to 

department graduate students majoring 

in music.

film music: historical aesthetics and 

perspectives

mpatc-Ge.2550  15 hours per unit: 3–4 

units. Fall, spring.

music editing for film and multimedia

mpatc-Ge.2555  30–40 hours: 3–4 units.

Registration by special permission of the 

instructor.

seminar in music and music education

mpatc-Ge.3026*  15 hours per unit: 2–4 

units. Fall, spring, summer.

$75 recital fee required.

Voice/mpaVp-ge

script analysis and Dramaturgical 

process

mpavp-Ge.2151  45 hours: 3 units. Fall.

music theatre Workshop: technique 

and materials

mpavp-Ge.2321  15–45 hours and hours 

arranged: 1–3 units. May be repeated up 

to 12 units. Fall, spring. Registration by 

permission of the program director.

opera Workshop

mpavp-Ge.2221  15 hours per unit: 1–3 

units. Fall, spring.

song repertoire: english

mpavp-Ge.2261  37.5 hours: 2 units. Fall.

song repertoire: german

mpavp-Ge.2262  37.5 hours: 2 units. 

Spring.

song repertoire: italian/spanish

mpavp-Ge.2263  37.5 hours: 2 units. 

Spring.

Voice (private Lessons)

mpavp-Ge.2111  15 hours: 3 units. May 

be repeated until a total of 12 units has 

been earned. Fall, spring.

Open to department graduate students 

majoring in music.

song repertoire: french

mpavp-Ge.2264  37.5 hours: 2 units. 

Spring.

Vocal coaching: advanced

mpavp-Ge.2112  30 hours: 2–3 units. Fall, 

spring.

JaZZ/mpaJZ-ge

new York university Jazz ensembles

mpaJZ-Ge.2088  60 hours: 0–1 unit. Fall, 

spring.

Registration by audition only.

Jazz improvisation techniques i

mpaJZ-Ge.2075  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

Prerequisite: Jazz Theory and Ear 

Training I MPAJZ-UE. 1039.

Jazz improvisation techniques ii

mpaJZ-Ge.2076  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

Prerequisite: Jazz Improvisation 

Techniques I MPAJZ-GE.2075.

An extension of MPAJZ-GE.2075 with 

emphasis on style characteristics of 

selected jazz artists.

the Jazz orchestra

mpaJZ-Ge.2089  Matthews. 30 hours 

and 15 hours arranged: 3 units. Spring.

Prerequisite: Jazz Arranging & 

Composition II, MPAJZ-UE.1120 or 

permission of instructor.

reference and research in Jazz

mpaJZ-Ge.2271  30 hours and 15 hours 

arranged: 3 units. Fall.

Open to non-music majors.

Jazz arranging techniques i

mpaJZ-Ge.2273  30 hours and 15 hours 

arranged: 3 units. Fall.

Jazz arranging techniques ii

mpaJZ-Ge.2274  30 hours and 15 hours 

arranged: 3 units. Spring.

An extension of MPAJZ-GE.2273 with 

special emphasis on arrangements for 

large jazz ensembles.

WooDWinDs/mpaWW-ge

chamber music: traditional ensembles 

for Winds, piano, strings, and Brass 

instruments

mpaWW-Ge.2034.002  Lamneck. 15 to 

45 hours: 1–3 units. Fall, spring.

Woodwind practicum for music 

education

mpaWW-Ge.2105  15 hours: 1 units. Fall.

There is a fee for renting instruments.

Wind or percussion instruments 

(private Lessons)

mpaWW-Ge.2334  15 hours: 3 units. May 

be repeated until a total of 12 units has 

been earned. Fall, spring.

piano/mpape-ge

piano Literature i

mpape-Ge.2185  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.
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Courses, continued piano Literature ii

mpape-Ge.2186  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

piano Literature iii

mpape-Ge.2187  30 hours: 3 units. Fall. 

piano (private Lessons)

mpape-Ge.2356  15 hours: 3 units. May 

be repeated until a total of 12 units 

has been earned. Fall, spring. Open to 

department graduate students majoring 

in music.

influential pianists and performance 

practice

mpape-Ge 2181 30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

colloquy in music 

mpape-Ge 2026  2-3 units. Fall, spring.

 

instrumental techniques and materials 

mpape-2034  0-3 units. Fall, spring.

strings-mpass-ge

stringed instruments (private Lessons)

mpass-Ge.2111  15 hours: 3 units. May 

be repeated until a total of 12 units has 

been earned. Fall, spring. 

alexander technique (private Lessons)

mpass-Ge 2112  2 units. Fall, spring.

colloquy in music

mpass-Ge 2121  2-4 units. Fall, spring.

instrumental techniques and materials: 

chamber music

mpass-Ge 2131  0-3 units. Fall, spring.

Baroque ensemble

mpass-Ge 2132  0-3 units. Fall, spring.

masterclass 

mpass-Ge 2133  0-3 units. Fall, spring.

improvisation class

mpass-Ge 2135  0-3 units. Fall, spring.

Violin class 

mpass-Ge 2141  0-3 units. Fall, spring.

Viola class

mpass-Ge 2142  0-3 units. Fall, spring.

cello class

mpass-Ge 2143  0-3 units. Fall, spring.

Bass class

mpass-Ge 2144  0-3 units. Fall, spring.

harp class

mpass-Ge 2145  0-3 units. Fall, spring.

Violin orchestral repertoire

mpass-Ge 2151  0-3 units. Fall, spring.

Viola orchestral repertoire

mpass-Ge 2152  0-3 units. Fall, spring.

cello orchestral repertoire

mpass-Ge 2153  0-3 units. Fall, spring.

Bass orchestral repertoire

mpass-Ge 2154  0-3 units. Fall, spring.

harp orchestral repertoire

mpass-Ge 2155  0-3 units. Fall, spring.

Violin pedagogy

mpass-Ge 2161  0-3 units. Fall, spring.

cello pedagogy

mpass-Ge 2163  0- 3 units. Fall, spring.

Bass pedagogy

mpass-Ge 2164  0-3 units. Fall, spring.

harp pedagogy

mpass-Ge 2165  0-3 units. Fall, spring.

Violin technique class

mpass-Ge 2171  0-3 units. Fall, spring.

Viola technique class

mpass-Ge 2172  0-3 units. Fall, spring.

cello technique class

mpass-Ge 2173  0-3 units. Fall, spring.

Bass technique class

mpass-Ge 2174  0-3 units. Fall, spring.

harp technique class

mpass-Ge 2175  0-3 units. Fall, spring.

independent study

mpass-Ge 2300  1-6 units. Fall, spring.

percussion-mpaps-ge

percussion (private Lessons)

mpaps-Ge.2334  15 hours: 3 units. 

May be repeated until a total of 12 

units has been earned. Fall, spring.

nYu percussion ensemble

mpaps-Ge 2190.005  45 hours: 0–3 

units. Fall, spring.

nYu marimba ensemble

mpaps-Ge 2190.002  45 hours: 0–3 

units. Fall, spring.

nYu steel Drum ensemble

mpaps-Ge 2190.003  45 hours: 0–3 

units. Fall, spring.

nYu african percussion ensemble

mpaps-Ge 2190.004  30 hours: 0–3 

units. Fall, spring.

nYu contemporary ensemble

mpaps-Ge 2190.006  45 hours: 0–3 

units. Fall, spring

percussion repertoire

mpaps-Ge 2190.006  30 hours: 0–3 

units. Fall, spring.

music Business/mpamB-ge

music Business graduate professional 

Development sequence

mpamb-Ge.2001  0 units. Fall, spring 

(students take every semester of their 

matriculation). Hours arranged.

principles and practice in the music 

industry

mpamb-Ge.2101  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

the Law and the music industry

mpamb-Ge.2102  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

environment of the music industry

mpamb-Ge.2103  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

Prerequisite: Principles and Practice in 

the Music Industry MPAMB-UE.2101.

artist management and management 

science in the music industry

mpamb-Ge.2104  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

Prerequisite: Principles and Practice in 

the Music Industry MPAMB-GE.2101.

concert management

mpamb-Ge.2105  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

Prerequisite: Principles and Practice in 

the Music Industry MPAMB-GE.2101.

graduate a&r seminar

mpamb-Ge.2201  30 hours per unit:  

3 units. Fall.

promotions and publicity in the music 

industry

mpamb-Ge.2202  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

Prerequisite: Principles and Practice in 

the Music Industry MPAMB-GE.2101.
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Courses, continued emerging models & markets for music

mpamb-Ge.2203 30 hours: 3 units. fall 

(offered in summer in alternate years in 

rio de Janeiro, brazil).

prerequisites: principles and practice 

in the music industry mpamb-Ge.2101, 

environment of the music industry 

mpamb-Ge.2103.

ethics of the entertainment industry

mpamb-Ge.2204  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

Prerequisite: Principles and Practice in 

the Music Industry MPAMB-GE.2101.

strategic marketing in the music 

industry

mpamb-Ge.2206  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

Prerequisite: Principles and Practice in 

the Music Industry MPAMB-UE.2101.

global music management

mpamb-Ge.2207  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring (taught in January intersession at 

NYU in London).

Prerequisite: Principles and Practice in 

the Music Industry MPAMB-UE.2101.

music Business graduate internship

mpamb-Ge.2301  1 unit per semester  

(a total of 3 required for the degree). 

Fall, spring, summer. 200 hrs.

colloquy in music Business

mpamb-Ge.2401  30 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring, summer.

Registration by advisement only.

music eDucation/mpame-ge

creative performance opportunities in 

music education

mpame-Ge.2031  15 hours per unit: 1–3 

units. Fall.

music education technology in the 

classroom

mpame-Ge.2055  20 hours plus hours 

arranged: 2 units. Spring.

problems in music education: 

computer-assisted instruction

mpame-Ge.2056  30 hours plus hours 

arranged: 3 units.

Dalcroze eurythmics

mpame-Ge.2077  30 hours: 3 units.

choral materials and techniques

mpame-Ge.2082  30 hours: 2 units.

choral conducting practicum for music 

education

mpame-Ge.2093  15 hours: 1 unit. Fall.

advanced instrumental conducting

mpame-Ge.2096  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

fundamentals of conducting

mpame-Ge.2102  15 hours: 1 unit.

guitar practicum for music education

mpame-Ge.2103  15 hours: 1 unit. Fall, 

spring.

Brass practicum for music education

mpame-Ge.2104  15 hours: 1 unit. Fall, 

spring.

Woodwind practicum for music 

education

mpame-Ge.2105  15 hours: 1 unit. Fall, 

spring.

Vocal practicum for music education

mpame-Ge.2108  15 hours: 1 unit. Fall, 

spring.

strings practicum for music education

mpame-Ge.2106  15 hours: 1 unit. Fall, 

spring.

percussion practicum for music 

education

mpame-Ge.2107  15 hours: 1 unit. Fall, 

spring.

instrumental conducting practicum for 

music education

mpame-Ge.2111  15 hours: 1 unit. Fall, 

spring.

music for children

mpame-Ge.2113  30 hours: 2 units. 

Spring.

music for exceptional children

mpame-Ge.2114  45 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring.

instrumental materials, techniques, and 

technology in music

mpame-Ge.2115  15 hours plus hours 

arranged of fieldwork: 2 units. Spring.

teaching of music in the elementary 

grades

mpame-Ge.2119  45 hours: 2 units. Fall, 

spring.

research in music and music education

mpame-Ge.2130  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

Basic concepts in music education

mpame-Ge.2139  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

supervised student teaching of music 

in the elementary school

mpame-Ge.2141*‡  Minimum 180 hours: 3 

units. Fall, spring.

supervised student teaching of music 

in the secondary school

mpame-Ge.2145*‡  Minimum 180 hours: 

3 units. Fall, spring.

orff method

mpame-Ge.2149  30 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring.

colloquy in music education

mpame-Ge-2939  15 hours per unit: 1–4 

units. Fall, spring.

For master’s candidates in music 

education.

music technoLogY/ 
mpate-ge

audio mastering

mpate-Ge.2013  30 hours: 3 units. 

Fall, spring.

advanced musical acoustics

mpate-Ge.2036  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring, summer.

software synthesis

mpate-Ge.2037  30 hours: 3 units. 

Fall, spring.

creating with interactive media: 

KYma

mpate-Ge.2038  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

advanced computer music  

composition

mpate-Ge.2047  30 hours: 3 units.  

Fall, summer.

independent study in  

music technology

mpate-Ge 2300  1-4 units. Fall, spring, 

summer.

fundamentals of Digital signal  

theory LaB

mpate-Ge.2598  30 hours: 3 units.  

Fall, spring, summer.

Corequisite: Fundamentals of Digital 

Signal Theory MPATE-GE.2599.

fundamentals of Digital signal theory

mpate-Ge.2599  30 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring, summer.

Corequisite: Fundamentals of Digital 

Signal Theory Lab MPATE-GE.2598.
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Courses, continued music technology: Digital audio  

processing i

impate-Ge.2600  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

music technology: Digital audio  

processing ii

mpate-Ge.2601  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

audio for games and immersive  

environments

mpate-Ge.2604  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

graduate internships in music  

technology

mpate-Ge.2605  50–300 hours: 1–6 

units. 50 hours per unit. Fall, spring, 

summer.

advanced Digital signal theory

mpate-Ge.2607  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

Java music systems 

mpate-Ge.2608  30 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring.

electronic music performance

mpate-Ge.2609  30 hours: 2 units. 

Spring, summer.

advanced programming— 

max/msp/Jitter

mpate-Ge.2610  30 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring.

Prerequisite: working understanding of 

Max/MPS or MPATE-UE.1014 MIDI Tech II.

concert recording i

mpate-Ge.2611  30 hours: 3 units (Fall), 

2 units (Summer).

concert recording ii

mpate-Ge.2612  30 hours: 2 units 

(Spring), 3 units (Summer).

3-D audio

mpate-Ge.2613  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

max programming i

mpate-Ge.2614  30 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring.

electronics by computer simulation

mpate-Ge.2615  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

colloquy in music technology: master’s 

thesis preparation

mpate-Ge.2616  30 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring, summer.

c programming for music technology

mpate-Ge 2618 30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

audio for Video i

mpate-Ge.2620  30 hours: 2–3 units. 

Fall, summer.

audio for Video ii

mpate-Ge.2621  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring, summer.

Prerequisite: Audio for Video I 

MPATE-GE.2620.

music information retrieval

mpate-Ge.2623  30 hours: 3 units. 

Fall.

aesthetics of recording

mpate-Ge.2627  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

audio for the Web

mpate-Ge.2628  30 hours: 3 units.

advanced audio production

mpate-Ge.2629  45 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring.

the art of sound reinforcement

mpate-Ge.2631  45 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring.

advanced audio for games

mpate-Ge.2635   45 hours: 3 units.

performing arts 
aDministration/mpapa-ge

internship in the administration of 

performing arts centers

mpapa-Ge.2001†  A minimum of 450 

hours: 3 units. Fall, spring; hours to be 

arranged.

internship in the administration of 

performing arts centers

mpapa-Ge.2002†  A minimum of 450 

hours: 3 units. Fall, spring; hours to be 

arranged.

Law and the performing arts

mpapa-Ge.2008  McClimon. 30 hours:  

3 units. Spring.

marketing the performing arts

mpapa-Ge.2105  Guttman. 30 hours:  

3 units. Fall.

planning and finance in the performing 

arts

mpapa-Ge.2120  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

environment of performing arts 

administration

mpapa-Ge.2130 (formerly e88.2131)  

Wry. 30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

Corequisite: Principles and Practices 

of Performing Arts Administration 

MPAPA-GE.2131.

principles and practices of performing 

arts administration

mpapa-Ge.2131 (formerly e88.2130)  

Wry. 30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

Corequisite: Environment of Performing 

Arts Administration MPAPA-GE.2130. 

Development for the performing arts

mpapa-Ge.2132  Dorfman. 30 hours: 3 

units. Spring.

governance and trusteeship in 

performing arts organizations

mpapa-Ge.2133  Wry. 30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

seminar in cultural policy: issues in 

performing arts administration

mpapa-Ge.2222  Wry. 30 hours: 3 units. 

Fall, spring.

Prerequisites: MPAPA-GE.2001, 2002, 

and substantial completion of the 

Program in Performing Arts.

Drama therapY/mpaDt

introduction to Drama therapy

mpadt-Ge.2114 (formerly 

mpaetGe.2114)  Landy. 30 hours plus 

hours arranged: 3 units. Fall.

Prerequisite: matriculation in the 

Program in Drama Therapy or 

registration by permission of adviser.

Drama therapy for clinical populations

mpadt-Ge.2109 (formerly mpaet-

Ge.2109)  McMullian. 30 hours plus 

hours arranged: 3 units. Spring.

Prerequisite: Introduction to Drama 

Therapy MPADT-GE.2114.

psychodrama and sociometry

mpadt-Ge.2115 (formerly mpaet-

Ge.2115)  Garcia. 30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

Prerequisite: Introduction to Drama 

Therapy MPADT-GE.2114 or permission of 

instructor.

advanced practices in Drama therapy: 

playback, therapeutic theatre and 

Developmental transformations 

mpadt-Ge.2116 (formerly mpaet-

Ge.2116)  Staff. 30 hours: 3 units. Spring.

Prerequisite: matriculation in the 

Program in Drama Therapy.
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Courses, continued projective techniques in Drama 

therapy

mpadt-Ge.2117 (formerly mpaet-

Ge.2117)  McLellan, Haen. 30 hours: 3 

units. Fall.

Prerequisite: Introduction to Drama 

Therapy MPADT-GE.2114, Drama Therapy 

for Clinical Populations MPADT-GE.2109, 

or permission of instructor.

advanced theory and research in 

Drama therapy

mpadt-Ge.2119 (formerly mpaet-

Ge.2119)  Landy, Hodermarska. 30 hours: 

3 units. Spring.

Prerequisites: PSY-GE.2038,  

APSY-GE.2039, MPADT-GE.2109,  

MPADT-GE.2114, APSY-GE.2271.

independent study

mpadt-Ge.2300 (formerly mpaet-

Ge.2300)  45 hours per unit: 1–6 units. 

Fall, spring, summer; hours to be 

arranged.

internship in Drama therapy: Lab 

mpadt-Ge.2302 (formerly mpaet-

Ge.2302)  Hodermarska. 6 units. Fall, 

spring, summer. 50–400 hours.

internship in Drama therapy: Lecture

mpadt-Ge.2303  Hodermarska. 4 units. 

Fall, spring, summer. 50–400 hours.

music therapY/mpamt

music therapy practicum: children and 

adolescents

mpamt-Ge.2043  135 hours: 3 units. Fall.

music therapy practicum: adults and 

elderly

mpamt-Ge.2053  135 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

improvisation ii: clinical Vocal 

improvisation

mpavp-Ge.2062  30 hours: 2 units. 

Spring.

independent study

mpatc-Ge.2300  45 hours per unit: 1–6 

units. Fall, spring, summer; hours to be 

arranged.

introduction to music therapy

mpamt-Ge.2930  45 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

music therapy: advanced theory and 

methods i

mpamt-Ge.2931  45 hours: 3 units. Fall.

music therapy: advanced theory and 

methods ii

mpamt-Ge.2932  45 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

improvisation i: clinical improvisation 

in music therapy

mpamt-Ge.2934  30 hours: 2 units. Fall.

internship in music therapy

mpamt-Ge.2935, 2936  100 hours per 

unit: 5 units each term. Fall, spring; 

hours to be arranged.

music therapy for adults

mpamt-Ge.2938  45 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

improvisation iii: advanced practices 

of improvisation in music therapy

mpamt-Ge.2940  45 hours: 3 units. Fall.

improvisation iV: theory and 

application of improvisation in music 

therapy

mpamt-Ge.2941  45 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

Key concepts in music therapy

mpamt-Ge.2942  45 hours: 3 units. Fall.

theory Development in music therapy

mpamt-Ge.2943  45 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

colloquium in music therapy

mpamt-Ge.2947*  10 hours per unit: 2–6 

units each term. Fall, spring; hours to be 

arranged.

colloquy in music therapy: final 

project

mpamt-Ge.2949  10 hours per unit:  

2–4 units. 
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t
hrough research, teaching, and com-

munity service, the department of 

nutrition, food studies, and public 

health’s mission is to generate and 

disseminate knowledge and to effect 

sustainable change in the health and well-being 

of local, urban, and global communities. the 

department teaches undergraduate and gradu-

ate students to be broad, critical thinkers while 

acquiring expertise in their chosen domain of 

knowledge. students partner with alumni, profes-

sionals, and the larger community to provide 

education, research, and services that focus on 

the role of food, nutrition, and public health in all 

aspects of life.

the master’s programs in nutrition and di-

etetics, food studies, and public health educate 

students through carefully developed curricula 

containing core, specialization, and elective 

courses. these programs share an interdepen-

dence that provides the next generation of 

students with a strong foundation for collabora-

tive research and innovative opportunities. for 

further information, please visit steinhardt.nyu.

edu/nutrition.

the master’s programs lead to m.s., m.a., or 

m.p.h. degrees.

the m.s. program in nutrition and dietetics of-

fers specialized training in either clinical nutrition 

or foods and nutrition, along with graduate-

level dietetic internships fully accredited by the 

american dietetic association (ada). the clinical 

nutrition specialization provides the undergradu-

ate courses and post-baccalaureate experience 

needed to meet the ada’s requirements for 

credentialing as a registered dietitian (rd).

the department’s innovative m.a. program 

in food studies prepares students for leadership 

positions in numerous food professions. courses 

examine the sociocultural, economic, and histori-

cal factors that have influenced food production 

and consumption in local settings under global 

pressures.

the department participates in the nYu 

Global institute of public health’s master’s pro-

gram in public health (m.p.h.), accredited by the 

council on education for public health, which of-

fers three areas of concentration: community and 

international health, public health nutrition, and 

global health leadership. the program prepares 

students for careers in communities, organiza-

tions, and government agencies that work to 

improve the health of underserved population 

groups in the united states and throughout the 

world.

the department’s ph.d. programs train 

students to become researchers, educators, and 

advanced practitioners in nutrition, food studies, 

and public health.

together, these programs focus on the role 

of food, nutrition, and health as separate but 

integrated aspects of society. they emphasize 

the scientific, behavioral, socioeconomic, cultural, 

and environmental factors that affect health and 

the ways in which trained professionals can ap-

ply this information to help individuals and the 

public make dietary and other behavioral choices 

that will promote health and prevent disease. 

in support of this goal, the programs address 

the current reality of diet and health patterns. 

people are increasingly eating meals prepared 

outside the home in restaurants, workplaces, and 

supermarkets. overweight and obesity constitute 

major health problems, not only in the united 

states but throughout the world, and coexist 

with classic conditions of undernutrition and 

emerging infectious diseases, not least of which 

is hiv/aids. changes in society and disease 

risk have increased the need and demand for 

trained professionals who can employ nutritional, 

behavioral, sociocultural, and population-based 

strategies to improve personal, public, and envi-

nutrition, food 
studies, and  
public health
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amy Bentley, associate professor. b.a. 

1984, brigham Young; m.a. 1985, ph.d. 

1992, pennsylvania.

Jennifer schiff Berg, clinical associate 

professor. b.s. 1984, cornell; m.a. 1996, 

ph.d. 2006, new York.

Virginia chang, associate professor, 

b.s. 1991, m.d. 1994, u of michigan; m.a. 

2000, ph.d 2003, u of chicago.

carolyn Dimitri, associate professor, 

b.a., 1983, sunY (buffalo); ph.d., 1998, 

university of maryland (college park).

lori Beth Dixon, associate professor. 

b.a. 1987, duke; ph.d. 1994, penn state; 

m.p.h. 1999, california (berkeley).

Judith a. gilbride, professor. b.s. 1966, 

framingham state; m.a. 1970, ph.d. 1981, 

new York; rd.

sally guttmacher, professor. b.s. 1963, 

Wisconsin; m.phil. 1973, ph.d. 1976, 

columbia.

farzana Kapadia, assistant professor. 

b.s. 1995, sunY (binghamton); m.p.h. 

1997, new York; ph.d. 2005, columbia.

Kristie J. lancaster, associate  

professor. b.a. 1985, princeton; m.s.  

1995, ph.d. 2000, penn state; rd.

James a. macinko, associate  

professor. b.s., b.a. 1991, arizona; 

m.a. 1993, George Washington; ph.d. 

2002, Johns hopkins.

marion nestle, Goddard professor. b.a. 

1959, ph.d. 1968, m.p.h. 1986, california 

(berkeley).

Danielle ompad, research associate 

professor, b.s. 1996, bowie state; m.h.s. 

1998, ph.d. 2002, Johns hopkins.

niyati parekh, assistant professor. b.s. 

1995, st. Xavier’s college; m.s. 1997, 

nirmala niketan college; ph.d. 2005, 

Wisconsin.

Domingo J. piñero, clinical assistant 

professor. b.s. 1986, central de  

venezuela; m.s. 1991, simón bolívar 

(venezuela); ph.d. 1998, penn state.

mary platek, assistant professor,  

b.s. 1981, m.s. 1995, ph.d.2008, sunY  

(buffalo), rd

Krishnendu ray, associate professor 

and department chair. b.a. 1984, m.a. 

1986, delhi; m.a. 1996, ph.d. 2001,  

sunY (binghamton).

yumary ruiz, clinical assistant  

professor. b.s. 1996, california (los 

angeles); m.p.h. 2000, san Jose state; 

ph.d. 2006, purdue.

lisa sasson, clinical associate professor. 

b.s. 1981, brooklyn college (cunY); m.s. 

1986, new York; rd.

Diana silver, assistant professor. b.a. 

1982, bates; m.p.h. 1990, hunter college 

(cunY); ph.d. 2006, new York.

yesim tozan, research assistant  

professor. b.sc. 1996, m.sc. 1999,  

istanbul; m.a. 2001, ph.d. 2004,  

princeton university.

faculty

master’s programs 

the master of science program in nutri-

tion and dietetics prepares students 

for a wide range of careers as dietitians 

and nutritionists. it provides training for 

registered dietitians and other students 

who seek to become registered dieti-

tians or to obtain advanced academic 

training in one of two areas of con-

centration: (1) clinical nutrition, which 

provides all academic and internship 

requirements of the academy of nutri-

tion and dietetics (and) for registration 

eligibility, and (2) foods and nutrition, 

which provides advanced academic 

training for credentialed health care 

professionals. internships and field 

placements in specific areas of interest 

offer exceptional opportunities to apply 

nutrition knowledge in a great variety of 

professional settings.

these concentrations require the 

same core sequence of nutritional sci-

ence and research courses; they differ in 

prerequisite, specialization, and profes-

sional experience requirements.

career opportUnities
although the two concentrations differ 

most significantly in the level of clinical 

training, both programs are designed 

to train students to help individuals and 

the public choose foods that promote 

health and prevent disease; manage 

human, financial, and physical resources 

to improve the nutritional status of indi-

viduals and population groups; monitor 

trends and issues in the field of nutrition 

and translate this information into edu-

cation and training programs; and apply 

research principles and processes to the 

examination of nutrition problems.

clinical nUtrition
this concentration is a 40-unit cur-

riculum for students who would like 

to obtain the registered dietitian (rd) 

credential. there is also a 34-unit cur-

riculum for students who already have 

an rd or have completed an and-ac-

credited dietetic internship at the time 

of matriculation, but who would like to 

obtain a master’s degree that provides 

advanced training in clinical dietetics.

in order to become a registered 

dietitian, the and requires students to 

fulfill the following three separate sets 

of training requirements prior to taking 

the dietetic registration examination: (1) 

bachelor’s degree from an accredited 

college; (2) completion and verification 

of a specific sequence of undergradu-

ate prerequisite courses that meet 

defined educational competencies and 

DiRECTOR 

lisa sasson

411 lafayette

5th floor 

212-998-5585
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are known collectively as the didac-

tic program in dietetics (dpd); and 

(3) completion of an and-accredited 

dietetic internship. the department 

provides two internship options, which 

are discussed below.

students who do not hold bachelor’s 

degrees from and-accredited nutrition 

programs should take the following 

steps: (1) enroll in the 40-unit clinical 

nutrition graduate program; (2) while 

enrolled, take undergraduate (dpd) 

prerequisite courses; (3) take the two 

graduate courses (research methods 

& nutrition education) required for 

the dpd; (4) apply for admission to a 

dietetic internship (which may involve 

master’s-level coursework); and (5) 

complete the dietetic internship and 

courses for the master’s degree. all dpd 

courses must be completed prior to en-

tering a dietetic internship program. for 

further information about dpd prereq-

uisites, visit the department’s website 

for the m.s. program in nutrition and 

dietetics with a concentration in clinical 

nutrition (steinhardt.nyu.edu/nutrition/

dietetics/ms/40).

acaDemic prereQUisites
the following courses comprise the 

and-accredited didactic program in di-

etetics (dpd). they may be taken while 

matriculated as a graduate student in 

clinical nutrition and must be completed 

prior to enrolling in graduate-level 

courses. as prerequisites, however, they 

do not earn graduate credit.

Basic Science: introduction to  

modern chemistry CHEM-uA.0002, 

and principles of organic chemis-

try CHEM-uA.0240, should be taken 

with laboratory. food microbiology 

and sanitation NuTR-uE.1023, nutri-

tional biochemistry NuTR-uE.1064, 

introduction to human physiology 

NuTR-uE.1068.

nutrition Science: nutrition and health 

NuTR-uE.0119, clinical nutrition assess-

ment and intervention NuTR-uE.1185, 

community nutrition NuTR-uE.1209, 

diet assessment and planning NuTR-

uE.1260, nutrition and the life cycle 

NuTR-uE.1269.

Food Science: introduction to foods 

and food science NuTR-uE.0085, food 

management theory NuTR-uE.0091, 

food production and management 

NuTR-uE.1052, food science and  

technology NuTR-uE.1184.

Research Methods and nutrition  

education (earns graduate credit).

Degree reQUirements: 
clinical nUtrition  
(ge honDms:cnU)
new Graduate student seminar  

NuTR-GE.2000.002 (0 units)

Research Methods (3 unit): research 

methods NuTR-GE.2190

Advanced Seminar in nutrition (6 units) 

NuTR-GE.2207

nutrition Science (6 units): advanced 

nutrition: proteins, fats, and carbo-

hydrates NuTR-GE.2139, advanced 

nutrition: vitamins and minerals NuTR-

GE.2144.

Advanced Clinical nutrition (6 units): 

pediatric nutrition NuTR-GE.2041, 

critical care nutrition NuTR-GE.2043, 

sports nutrition NuTR-GE.2045, Weight 

management NuTR-GE.2194, nutrition 

and aging NuTR-GE.2220, nutritional 

aspects of eating disorders NuTR-

GE.2222.

Terminal Experience (3 units): research 

applications NuTR-GE.2061 or research 

apprenticeship NuTR.2063.

Electives Courses: selected from de-

partmental and other related graduate 

courses by advisement. 

Didactic Program in Dietetics (DPD) 

Verification

the nYu Graduate didactic program 

in dietetics (dpd) is accredited by the 

accreditation council for education 

in nutrition and dietetics (acend) of 

the academy of nutrition and dietetics. 

evaluation and verification of the and’s 

dpd requirements for dietetic regis-

tration eligibility may be obtained by 

students who have completed at least 

29 units in residence at nYu. students 

must request and file a formal application.

Dietetic internships
the nYu dietetic internship meets and 

requirements for supervised clinical 

practice for registration eligibility. it is 

currently accredited by the acend until 

2021. it also fulfills 18 of the 40 units 

needed for a master of science degree 

in clinical nutrition. it is a one-year, 

full-time program that requires registra-

tion in three nYu semesters or two 

semesters and a summer session. the 

program includes one full semester of 

coursework, followed by twenty-seven 

weeks of supervised practice that also 

involves registration in two consecutive 

3-unit courses.

First semester: interns must com-

plete five graduate courses (12 units) 

before entering supervised clinical 

practice: medical nutrition therapy 

NuTR-GE.2037, Medical Nutrition 

Therapy Recitation, research methods 

NuTR-GE.2190, nutrition-focused physi-

cal assessment NuTR-GE.2196, nutrition 

counseling theory and practice NuTR-

GE.2198.

Second and third semesters (or sec-

ond semester and a summer session): 

interns complete supervised clinical 

practice rotations in clinical nutrition 

therapy (13 weeks and one week of 

pediatric dental clinical), community 

nutrition (three weeks), food service 

management (six weeks), special-

ties (one week), and staff relief (three 

weeks)—a total of at least 1200 practice 

hours, along with 23 hours of classroom 

instruction. the supervised practice 

takes place in one of the many affiliated 

hospitals, institutions, and agencies 

located throughout the new York met-

ropolitan area. because some of these 

sites train more than one dietetic intern, 

starting dates for the supervised clinical 

practice may vary.

concurrently with the supervised 

practice, interns register in two consecu-

tive semesters for clinical practice in 

dietetics i and ii NuTR-GE.2146, 2147. 

class sessions cover the code of ethics 

of the and/commission on dietetic 

registration (cdr) and the standards of 

practice for dietetic professionals; politi-

cal, legislative, and economic factors 

affecting dietetic practice; and develop-

ment of effective communication and 

counseling skills.

Admission requirements: applicants 

must (1) hold a baccalaureate from an 

accredited college or university; (2) 

present an official and verification 

statement of completion of a dpd, or 

a statement of declaration of intent to 

complete a dpd, with original signa-

tures; (3) apply and gain acceptance 

into the clinical nutrition m.s. program; 

and (4) apply and be accepted into the 

nYu dietetic internship. preference will 

be given to applicants with an overall 

academic average of b or better.

Application procedures: because 

students in the nYu dietetic internship 

take courses in the clinical nutrition 

m.s. program, and because the nYu di-

etetic internship participates in national 

computer matching and the electronic 

centralized application process (dicas), 

the admission process requires three 

separate applications to (1) the nYu 

steinhardt school of culture, education, 

and human development m.s. program 

in clinical nutrition (hond-cnu), (2) the 

nYu dietetic internship, and (3) the na-

nutrition and  

Dietetics, continued
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tional computer matching system. each 

requires a separate fee, and all should 

be filed at the same time.

Deadlines: applications are accepted 

twice annually, in september for the 

following spring, and in february for 

the following fall. visit steinhardt.nyu.

edu/nutrition/internships/dietetics for 

specific dates.

the James J. peters veterans affairs 

medical center dietetic internship/

nYu master’s degree program is 

conducted jointly by nYu’s department 

of nutrition, food studies, and public 

health and the James J. peters 

veterans affairs medical center (va). 

the coordinated program affords the 

opportunity to complete the dietetic 

internship and m.s. in only 16 months. 

the program meets all requirements 

for dietetic registration eligibility, as 

well as for the m.s. degree in nutrition 

and dietetics: clinical nutrition 

(Gehondms:cnu-34). accreditation by 

the academy of nutrition and  dietetic  

accreditation council for education in 

nutrition and dietetics has been granted  

through 2016.

the program accepts seven students 

annually and is open only to u.s. citizens. 

the va pays each dietetic intern a 

stipend during the 12-month (1,550-

hour) clinical training period. during the 

first 12 months, interns spend four days 

a week in internship rotations and one 

day per week attending classes at nYu. 

the final four months of the program 

are spent as full-time master’s degree 

students at nYu. for information, 

contact the dietetic internship director 

at the James J. peters veterans affairs 

medical center, 130 West Kingsbridge 

road, bronx, nY 10468; telephone: 

718-584-9000, ext. 6845; e-mail: jean.

curran-leitch@va.gov; website: www.

dieteticinternship.va.gov/bronx.asp.

fooDs anD nUtrition 
(honD:fnU)
this 34-unit program provides a flex-

ible curriculum designed for students 

who have bachelor’s degrees and hold 

credentials in the health professions 

(such as an rd, rn, dds, rph, or md) 

and who are interested in further train-

ing in this field but who do not intend 

to practice nutrition and do not want to 

become registered dietitians.

this program differs from the 

clinical nutrition concentration in 

three important respects: it requires 

fewer prerequisite courses, calls for a 

different set of specialization course 

requirements, and does not fulfill and 

requirements for registration eligibility. 

for more information about this pro-

gram, visit steinhardt.nyu.edu/nutrition/

dietetics/ms/food.

acaDemic prereQUisites
students must take or present evidence 

of having taken all graduate course 

prerequisites: introduction to modern 

chemistry uA-CHEM.0002, principles 

of organic chemistry uA-CHEM.0240, 

introduction to foods and food science 

NuTR-uG.0085, nutrition and health 

NuTR-uG.0119, food microbiology 

and sanitation NuTR-uG.1023, nutri-

tional biochemistry NuTR-uG.1064, 

introduction to human physiology 

NuTR-uG.1068, diet assessment and 

planning NuTR-uG.1260, nutrition and 

the life cycle NuTR-uG.1269, and any 

others that may be required for specific 

elective courses.

Degree reQUirements
new Graduate student seminar  

NuTR-GE.2000.002 (0 units).

Research Methods (3 units): research 

methods NuTR-GE.2190.

nutrition Science (6 units): advanced 

nutrition: proteins, fats, and carbo-

hydrates NuTR-GE.2139, advanced 

nutrition: vitamins and minerals NuTR-

GE.2144.

Advanced Applied nutrition (3 units): 

food policy FOOD-GE.2015 or mater-

nal and child nutrition NuTR-GE.2042 

or nutrition assessment methods in 

research NuTR-GE.2178 or nutritional 

epidemiology NuTR-GE.2192.

Food and nutrition Specialization (6 

units): food science and technology 

NuTR-GE.2184 and food and culture 

FOOD-GE.2191.

Terminal Experience (3 units): research 

applications NuTR-GE.2061 or research 

apprenticeship NuTR-GE.2063.

Elective Courses (8–13 units): selected 

from departmental and other related 

graduate courses.

aDmission reQUirements
See general admission section, page 

167. For specific admission requirements 

please visit steinhardt.nyu.edu/nutrition.

Please be advised that licensing  

agencies and fieldwork placement  

facilities in your field of study may 

require that you undergo a criminal 

background check, the results of  

which the agency or facility must  

find acceptable prior to placement  

or licensure.

nutrition and  

Dietetics, continued

food studiesDiRECTOR 

Jennifer schiff berg

411 lafayette, 

5th floor

212-998-5580

DEGREE

m.a.

food studies at new york University 

is the first master’s degree program 

in the united states devoted to food 

scholarship. since its initiation as a 

state-accredited academic entity 

in 1996, the department has helped 

foster and develop food studies as an 

emerging field.food studies offers an 

interdisciplinary approach to the study 

of food as a bio-cultural system focused 

on the urban environment. employing 

approaches from the humanities and the 

social sciences, the ma in food studies 

prepares students to analyze the cur-

rent american food system, its global 

connections, and local alternatives. the 

program’s location in a department that 

includes nutrition and public health 

affords it a privileged optic into food in 

the modern biomedical system, allow-

ing students and faculty to interrogate 

the intersection between expertise and 

everyday experience, illness, wellness 

and the politics of professions. students 

learn the ways in which food cultures 

and food systems are implicated in larg-

er issues of public health and nutrition.

food studies emphasizes the ways 

individuals, communities, and societies 

relate to and represent food within a 

spatial, cultural and historical con-

text. food studies examines the political, 

economic, and geographic framework of 

food production, while attending equally 

to the study of consumption, including 

gastronomy, and media portrayals of 

chefs and cuisines, along with attention 

to problems  that follow consumption, 

the re-making of bodies, accumulation 

of waste, and burdens of externalizing 

costs. students investigate cities in 

relation to flows of people, commodities, 

produce, and media products.

in 2007, we broadened food studies 

by emphasizing urban food systems 

within the food studies program, which 

specifically focuses on issues related  

to food production and distribution.  

mailto:curran-leitch@va.gov
http://www.dieteticinternship.va.gov/bronx.asp
http://www.dieteticinternship.va.gov/bronx.asp
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our uniquely urban approach, engages 

with the new York city food systems for 

applied and theoretical research. this 

new focus aligns an academic discus-

sion of economic, political, agricultural, 

and global concerns with larger contem-

porary arguments beyond the academy. 

the food studies m.a. program includes 

three areas of interest:

n  policy and advocacy

n  business and social entrepreneurship

n  media, social and cultural analysis

the overall program includes  

40 credits.

the program:

1.   challenges students with core, special-

ization, and elective courses offered 

by the department and by new 

York university’s steinhardt school 

of culture, education, and human 

development; stern school of busi-

ness; Wagner school of public service, 

Graduate school of arts and sciences, 

or tisch school of the arts.

2.  broadens work experience. the 

program helps students locate in-

ternships in a vast array of potential 

employment sites and places them 

in positions where they can develop 

new skills and gain access to potential 

employers.

3.  gives access to food production com-

panies, non-profit food organizations, 

policy organizations and advocacy 

groups, publishers, public relations 

and marketing firms, magazines, food 

distributors, food producers and edu-

cational institutions, as well as to the 

food professionals who work in them 

and enrich the program by serving as 

adjunct faculty and guest lecturers.

4.  emphasizes development of critical 

thinking and research skills that help-

students analyze and solve problems 

that may be encountered in profes-

sional work.

5.  offers experiential learning courses in 

global, domestic and urban venues.

career opportUnities
food studies careers focus on the 

conceptual and creative aspects related 

to the role of food in culture and society. 

they involve product development; ad-

vertising, marketing and public relations; 

communications and media; writing 

and editing; styling, photographing, 

and testing; teaching; policy advocacy; 

consulting; economic development; and 

research. food studies careers can also 

occur in any place where food products 

are developed, produced, purchased, 

prepared, distributed, transported or 

served, including corporations and com-

panies, hotels, resorts, spas, convention 

centers, airlines, educational institutions, 

health care facilities, community sites, 

government agencies, production com-

panies, non-profit organizations, and 

consulting firms.

Degree reQUirements
the requirements for the program in 

food studies include the following:

Food Studies: FOOD-GE.2000 

current research in food studies, 

FOOD-GE.2017 contemporary issues: 

sustainability and cultural sover-

eignty, FOOD-GE.2033 food systems i, 

food-Ge.2061 research applications, 

FOOD-GE.2191 food and culture, FOOD-

GE. 2215 nutrition in food studies 

Policy & Advocacy: FOOD-GE.2015  

agricultural policy, FOOD-GE. 2034 

food systems ii: topics, FOOD-GE XXX, 

the politics of food, FOOD-GE XXX 

food legislation, regulations & enforce-

ment, FOOD-GE XXX food advocacy, 

FOOD-GE XXX economics of food i: 

consumer behavior, FOOD-GE XXX 

economics of food ii: strategic firm 

behavior, FOOD-GE.2036 Water, Waste, 

and the urban environment, FOOD-

GE 2261 sustainability on the east end, 

FOOD-GE.2110 international food regu-

lations, FOOD-GE. 2250 Global food 

culture: puebla, mexico; new orleans, 

PuHE-GE 2319 Writing Grants and fund 

proposals resch-Ge basic statistics 

Business & Social Entrepreneurship: 

FOOD-GE. 2006, food entrepre-

neurship, FOOD-GE 2063 research 

apprenticeship-supply chain manage-

ment, MGM-GB 3336 foundations of 

social entrepreneurship, CORI-GB 1306 

financial accounting and reporting, 

MGMT-GB. 3333 business start-up 

practicum, MGMT-GR. 2370 new  

product development, CORI-GB.  

2310 marketing 

Media, Social & Cultural Analysis:  

FOOD-GE.2205 theoretical perspec-

tives, FOOD-GE.2019 comparative 

cuisine FOOD-GE 2021 food Writing, 

FOOD-GE 2012 food history, FOOD-GE 

2250 Global food cultures, FOOD-GE 

2230 field trips in food, FOOD-GE 2171 

food photography, FOOD-GE 2204 

food in the arts, FOOD-GE 2271 food 

and culture: new orleans, ANTH-GA 

anthropology of food.

students may choose electives 

from alternative areas of study or other 

courses of interest within nYu: other 

departments in steinhardt (such as mcc, 

environmental conservation education, 

etc), stern school of business, Wagner 

school of public service, tisch school 

of the arts, and the Graduate school of 

arts and sciences.    

special opportUnities
the department offers experiential 

courses, such as 4-unit graduate 

summer study abroad programs on 

food and nutrition in tuscany, hong 

Kong, puebla, paris, florence, and new 

orleans. these programs immerse 

participants in full experiences of global 

food, diet, culture, and history through 

classroom instruction, field trips, guest 

speakers, and hands-on workshops.

aDmission reQUirements
See general admission section, page 167.

Please be advised that licensing  

agencies and fieldwork placement  

facilities in your field of study may 

require that you undergo a criminal 

background check, the results of  

which the agency or facility must  

find acceptable prior to placement  

or licensure.

Food Studies,  

continued
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doctoral programs
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James macinko
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411 lafayette, 
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212-998-5580

DEGREE 

ph.d.

the department offers doctoral educa-

tion in (1) nutrition and dietetics, (2) 

food studies, and (3) participates in 

the doctoral program in public health 

through the nYu Global institute of 

public health. because the nutrition and 

dietetics and food studies are small and 

highly selective, the department admin-

isters them jointly. Within the overall 

program structure, students are encour-

aged to select specific courses, course 

sequences, and dissertation proposal 

and research topics that meet their indi-

vidual interests and goals. each program 

is developed individually by students 

in consultation with advisers who are 

specialists in the course of study.

application procedures, general 

admission requirements, examination 

and research requirements, and overall 

course requirements are the same for all 

doctoral programs. program admission 

requirements and prerequisites differ for 

each doctoral area and are described 

under that area. 

general entrance 
reQUirements
master’s degree from an accredited 

institution and Gre scores for the verbal 

and quantitative sections; toefl scores 

(if applicable); demonstrated leadership 

potential as shown by honors, awards, 

publications, active participation in 

professional organizations or agencies, 

or independent research; a statement of 

goals (500 words) explaining why the 

applicant is seeking a doctoral degree 

and how doctoral training will help 

achieve career goals and contribute to 

the profession; and three letters of rec-

ommendation from employers, former 

professors, or professional colleagues 

who have observed the applicant’s work. 

applicants whose credentials pass an 

initial screening are interviewed in  

person or by telephone.

Degree reQUirements
for doctoral requirements of the stein-

hardt school of culture, education, and 

human development, see pages 178-81. 

in addition to school requirements, the 

department requires 18 units of special-

ization courses.

Nutrition and Dietetics

the interdisciplinary ph.d. program of 

advanced study in nutrition and dietet-

ics provides broad training in education, 

specialization, and research theory and 

applications. the program is designed 

specifically to meet the needs of em-

ployed professionals who desire further 

education to advance in their careers 

or to develop a career in academics. 

the program prepares graduates for 

teaching, research, administrative, and 

leadership positions in academic, public 

health, government, industry, and other 

institutions.

aDmission reQUirements
in addition to the general requirements 

listed above, the applicant must have 

previous academic training in nutri-

tion or dietetics at the undergraduate 

or master’s level. preference is given 

to applicants with at least three years 

of full-time (or six years of part-time) 

work experience, with major emphasis in 

nutrition or dietetics.

See general admission section, 

 page 167.

Food Studies

the food studies doctoral program at 

nYu is an interdisciplinary program 

of advanced study focusing on food 

as it intersects with society, culture, 

environment, health, history, and com-

merce. this highly selective program 

prepares students for positions in higher 

education, including teaching, research, 

and administrative positions; posi-

tions outside the academy, including 

public policy, government, for-profit 

and not-for-profit private industry; and 

other positions in education, including 

secondary institutions seeking teachers 

with advanced degrees and adult learn-

ing communities.

aDmission reQUirements
in addition to the general requirements 

listed above, applicants should submit 

a current résumé or curriculum vitae. 

as determined in consultation with an 

adviser, some preparatory academic 

work may be required in addition to 

minimum specialization requirements for 

the degree.

See general admission section,  

page 167.

Public health

for information on the doctoral program 

in public health, please visit giph.nyu.

edu/phd.

steinharDt felloWs 
program anD research 
assistantships
see page 180. 

Please be advised that licensing  

agencies and fieldwork placement  

facilities in your field of study may 

require that you undergo a criminal 

background check, the results of  

which the agency or facility must  

find acceptable prior to placement  

or licensure.

 

steinhardt participates in the global 

institute of public health’s master of 

public health program, which seeks to 

prepare students to become effective 

public health researchers, practitio-

ners, and leaders by advancing public 

health knowledge and practice through 

research, education, outreach, and com-

munity engagement. by doing so, we 

aim to improve the health of diverse

 population groups at the local, na-

tional, and global levels. the nYu mph 

program’s unique university-wide con-

figuration allows it to draw upon faculty 

and other professionals from across the 

university and from partner organiza-

tions worldwide to design and deliver 

multidisciplinary educational, research, 

and practice-based training to enhance 

student experiences and promote con-

tinued professional development. 

the nYu mph program offers 

concentrations in community and 

international health, Global health lead-

ership, and public health nutrition. 

for complete information on the 

nYu mph program, including degree 

requirements, admissions, and program 

services, please refer to the nYu mph 

website and bulletin at giph.nyu.edu/

mph..

nYu master of public health
DiRECTOR 

James macinko

240 Greene street, 

2nd floor

212-992-6741

DEGREE 

m.p.h.
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nUtrition/nUtr-ge

medical nutrition therapy

nutr-Ge.2037  45 hours: 4 units.

Beverages  

nutr-Ge.2025  45 hours: 3 units.

pediatric nutrition

nutr-Ge.2041  30 hours: 3 units.

maternal and child nutrition

nutr-Ge.2042  30 hours: 3 units.

critical care nutrition

nutr-Ge.2043  30 hours: 3 units.

sports nutrition

nutr-Ge.2045  30 hours: 3 units.

research applications 

nutr-Ge.2061  30 hours: 3 units.

field experience

nutr-Ge.2077  45 hours per unit:  

3–4 units.

advanced nutrition: proteins, fats,  

and carbohydrates

nutr-Ge.2139  30 hours: 3 units.

advanced nutrition: Vitamins and 

minerals

nutr-Ge.2144  30 hours: 3 units. 

clinical practice in Dietetics i

nutr-Ge.2146  150 hours per unit: 3 

units. Restricted to Nyu dietetic interns.

clinical practice in Dietetics ii

nutr-Ge.2147  150 hours per unit:  

3 units. 

nutrition assessment methods in 

research

nutr-Ge.2178  30 hours: 3 units.

Prerequisite: NuTR-uG.0085, 

uACHEM-0002.

food science and technology

nutr-Ge.2184  45 hours: 3 units. 

international nutrition

nutr-Ge.2187  10 hours per unit:  

1–3 units.

research methods 

nutr-Ge.2190 30 hours: 3 units.

nutritional epidemiology

nutr-Ge.2192  30 hours: 3 units.

Weight management

nutr-Ge.2194  30 hours: 3 units.

nutrition-focused physical assessment

nutr-Ge.2196  30 hours: 2 units.

nutrition counseling theory and 

practice

nutr-Ge.2198  30 hours: 3 units.

nutrition education 

nutr-Ge.2199  30 hours: 3 units.

seminar in advanced nutrition

nutr-Ge.2207  10 hours per unit: 1–6 

units. Departmental permission required.

complementary and alternative  

nutrition therapies

nutr-Ge.2210  30 hours: 3 units.

nutrition in food studies 

nutr-Ge.2215  30 hours: 3 units.

nutrition and aging

nutr-Ge.2220 30 hours: 3 units.

nutritional aspects of eating Disorders

nutr-Ge.2222  30 hours: 3 units. 

seminar  in advanced nutrition

nutr-Ge.2280 10 hours: 1-6 units.

seminar in advanced nutrition:  

landmark studies

nutr-Ge.2281 30 hours: 3 units.

seminar in advanced nutrition:  

genetics and pediatrics

nutr-Ge.2281 10 hours: 1 unit.

seminar in advanced nutrition: ethical 

issues in nutrition and health care

nutr-Ge.2283 10 hours: 1 unit.

seminar in advanced nutrition:  

Bariatric surgery Weight loss  

management

nutr-Ge.2284 10 hours: 1 unit.

seminar in advanced nutrition:  

obesity in clinical practice

nutr-Ge.2285 30 hours: 3 units.

seminar in advanced nutrition:  

Diseased gut

nutr-Ge.2286 30 hours: 3 units.

seminar in advanced nutrition:  

nutrigenetics and nutrigenomics

nutr-Ge.2287 30 hours: 3 units.

independent study 

nutr-Ge.2300 30 hours: 3 units.

See Departmental Courses section for 

additional listings.

fooD stUDies

current research in food studies

food-Ge 2000 10 hours: 1 unit

the politics of food  

food-Ge XXX  30 hours: 3 units

food legislation, regulations &  

enforcement 

food-Ge XXX  30 hours: 3 units

food advocacy 

food-Ge XXX 30 hours: 3 units

economics of food i:  

consumer Behavior

food-Ge XXX 30 hours: 3 units

economics of food ii:  

strategic firm Behavior

food-Ge XXX 30 hours: 3 units

foods entrepreneurship

food-Ge.2006  

food history

food-Ge.2012  45 hours: 3 units.

agricultural policy

food-Ge.2015  30 hours: 3 units. 

food markets: concepts and cases

food-Ge.2016  30 hours: 3 units.

 

contemporary issues: sustainability  

and sovereignty

food-Ge.2017  30 hours: 3 units.

comparative cuisines

food-Ge.2019  30 hours: 3 units.

food Writing 

food-Ge.2021  30 hours: 3 units.

Beverages

nutr-Ge.2025  45 hours: 3 units.

courses
the courses listed 

herein are to be 

offered in 2013–2015.
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Urban agriculture planning and  

implementation

nutr-Ge.2030  20 hours: 2 units.

food systems i

food-Ge.2033  30 hours: 3 units.

food systems ii: topics

food-Ge.2034  30 hours: 3 units.

Prerequisite: Food Systems I.

Waste, Water, and the Urban  

environment 

food-Ge.2036  30 hours: 3 units.

research apprenticeship in food  

and nutrition 

food-Ge.2063  30 hours: 3 units.

international food regulation 

food-Ge.2110  30 hours: 3 units.

theoretical perspectives

food-Ge.2205  30 hours: 3 units.

food photography

food-Ge.2271  15 hours: 1 unit. 

techniques of regional cuisine

food-Ge.2183  30 hours: 2 units.

food and culture

food-Ge.2191  30 hours: 3 units. 

food in the arts

food-Ge.2204  30 hours: 2 units.

nutrition in food studies

nutr-Ge.2215  30 hours: 3 units. 

advanced foods

food-Ge.2216  15 hours per unit: 1–3 

units. Prerequisite: NuTR-GE.0085 or 

equivalent.

fieldtrips in foods

food-Ge.2230 10 hours: 1 unit.

fieldtrips in foods: community  

support agriculture

food-Ge.2231  10 hours: 1 unit.  

fieldtrips in foods: Urban agriculture

food-Ge.2232  10 hours: 1 unit.

fieldtrips in foods: ethnic  

new york city

food-Ge.2233  10 hours: 1 unit.

fieldtrips in foods:  

food manufacturing

food-Ge.2234  10 hours: 1 unit.

advanced topics in food studies

food-Ge.2240  30 hours: 3 units.

advanced topics in food studies:  

the agro-industrial complex

food-Ge.2241  30 hours: 3 units.

advanced topics in food studies: 

Women and food

food-Ge.2242  30 hours: 3 units.

advanced topics in food studies:  

food and popular culture

food-Ge.2243  20 hours: 2 units.

advanced topics in food studies:  

food sociology

food-Ge.2244  30 hours: 3 units

advanced topics in food studies:  

food and fine arts

food-Ge.2245  30 hours: 3 units.

advanced topics in food studies:  

food in Western art 

food-Ge.2246  30 hours: 3 units.

global food cultures

food-Ge.2250  40 hours: 4 units.

global food cultures: hong Kong

food-Ge.2251  40 hours: 4 units.

global food cultures: puebla, mexico

food-Ge.2252  40 hours: 4 units.

sustainability of food systems

food-Ge.2260  20 hours: 2 units.

sustainability on the east end of  

long island

food-Ge.2261  20 hours: 2 units.

food and culture

food-Ge.2270 30 hours: 3 units.

food and culture: new orleans

food-Ge.2271  30 hours: 3 units.

food and culture: Vermont

food-Ge.2272  30 hours: 3 units.

See Departmental Courses section for 

additional listings.

pUBlic health/pUhe 

epidemiology

puhe-Ge.2306  40 hours: 3 units.

infectious Disease and nutrition

puhe-Ge.2307 30 hours: 3 units. 

nutrition in public health

puhe-Ge.2213  30 hours: 3 units.

international health and economic 

Development

puhe-Ge.2314  30 hours: 3 units.

public health through film and fiction

puhe-Ge.2315  30 hours: 3 units.

international community health  

seminars

puhe-Ge.2316  30–180 hours: 6 units.

global issues in public health  

(puebla, mexico)

puhe-6e.2317  30 hours; 3 units

assessing community health needs

puhe-Ge.2318  45 hours: 3 units.

Writing grants and funding proposals 

for health-related programs

puhe-Ge.2319  30 hours: 3 units. 

history and principles of public health

puhe-Ge.2322  30 hours: 3 units.

advocating for community health

puhe-Ge.2335  30 hours: 3 units. 

program planning and evaluation 

puhe-Ge.2349  30 hours: 3 units. 

social and Behavioral Determinants  

of health

puhe-Ge.2355  30 hours: 3 units.

environmental health problems

puhe-Ge.2356  30 hours: 3 units. 

internship and seminar in public health

puhe-Ge.2360  Minimum of 180 hours: 

3 units. Fall, spring, summer. 

research methods in public health

puhe-Ge.2361  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

Open only to public health students.

professional Writing in public health

puhe-Ge.2365  30 hours: 3 units. 

Courses, continued
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perspectives on reproductive health

puhe-Ge.2374  30 hours: 3 units. 

international population and  

family health

puhe-Ge.2383  30 hours: 3 units. 

health communications:  

theory and practice

puhe-Ge.2405  30 hours: 3 units.

community-Based health interventions

puhe-Ge.2410  30 hours: 3 units.

Departmental coUrses/

nutrition, food studies, and public 

health: new graduate student seminar

food-Ge.2000.001 and 

nutr-Ge.2000.002  3 hours: 0 units.

sensory evaluation of foods

food-Ge.2010  30 hours: 3 units.

Prerequisite: NuTR-uG.1185.

research applications

nutr-Ge.2061  30 hours: 3 units.

research apprenticeship in food  

and nutrition

nutr-Ge.2063  45 hours per unit: 

 1–6 units.

food science and technology

nutr-Ge.2184  45 hours: 3 units.  

Prerequisites: NuTR-uG.0085, 

v25.0002.

research methods

nutr-Ge.2190  30 hours: 3 units.

independent study

nutr-Ge.2300  45 hours per unit: 1–6 

units; hours to be arranged through 

advisement.

Doctoral seminar 

nutr-Ge.3098  10 hours: 1 unit.

Courses, continued
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f
or over 65 years, new York univer-

sity’s department of occupational 

therapy has continued to be preemi-

nent in the extent of its contribution 

to occupational therapy education, as 

well as the number and quality of its outstanding 

graduates. the goal of occupational therapy is to 

help individuals achieve independence, meaning, 

and satisfaction in all aspects of their lives. oc-

cupational therapists develop, improve, sustain, 

or restore independence to any person who 

has an injury, illness, disability, or psychological 

dysfunction. the occupational therapist consults 

with the individual and family or caregivers and, 

through evaluation and treatment, promotes 

the client’s capacity to participate in satisfying 

daily activities. intervention may address the 

person’s capacity to perform, the activity being 

performed, or the environment in which it is per-

formed. the occupational therapist’s goal is to 

provide the client with skills for the job of living—

those necessary to function in the community or 

in the client’s chosen environment.

the department of occupational therapy  

is a leading academic center committed to the  

development of ethical therapists and scholars 

who are prepared to respond to the challenges of 

society’s ever-changing needs. the department 

offers professional-level graduate education  

for entry into occupational therapy practice  

and post-professional master’s and doctoral  

degrees for graduates of approved occupational 

therapy programs.

the professional education of occupational 

therapists involves the study of the biological 

and social sciences that are fundamental to  

practice and the role of activities and human  

occupation in improving, restoring, and sus-

taining function. post-professional education 

emphasizes scientific inquiry and advanced 

clinical skills to prepare master clinicians, 

administrators, educators, scientists, and profes-

sional leaders. the department of occupational 

therapy’s educational efforts are enhanced by  

its location among top health and educational 

facilities in the country. the program also has 

a highly qualified faculty. the relationships 

between community and program help provide 

unparalleled learning experiences for students 

and virtually matchless source of diverse  

practicum sites.

occupational 
therapy  

   

Department of 
   

Department chair: Jane Bear-lehman  

education buildinG, 11th floor | 35 West fourth street | neW YorK, nY 10012–1172

telephone: 212-998-5825 | faX: 212-995-4044 | e-mail: occupational.therapy@nyu.edu

Website: steinhardt.nyu.edu/ot         

DEGREES 

M.S., M.A., D.P.S., Ph.D. 

CONTENTS

faculty ............................................................... 109

professional program .................................. 109

post-professional programs ....................... 110

courses ...............................................................112

for information about the mission  

and student learning outcomes for  

each of our programs, please see the 

department website.

Notice: the programs, requirements, 

and schedules listed herein are subject 

to change without notice. a directory 

of classes is published each term with a 

current schedule. for the most up-to-date 

schedule changes, please consult albert, 

nYu’s student information website.

mailto:occupational.therapy@nyu.edu
http://steinhardt.nyu.edu/ot
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faculty
offiong aqua, clinical associate  

professor. m.d. 1986, moscow.

Jane Bear-lehman, department chair 

and associate professor. b.s.,  

Wisconsin (madison); m.s., illinois  

(chicago); ph.d., new York; otr/l,  

fellow of the american occupational 

therapy association (faota).

Karen a. Buckley, clinical assistant  

professor. b.s. 1973, sunY (buffalo); 

m.a. 1977, new York; ot/l, neuro  

development treatment (ndt) certified.

yael goverover, associate professor. 

b.s., 1992, m.a. 1995 tel aviv; ph.d., 

2002, new York: otr/l. 2004–2005, 

post-doctoral fellow.

Jim hinojosa, professor. b.s. 1973,  

colorado state; m.a. 1977, columbia; 

ph.d. 1989, new York; ot/l, fellow of 

the american occupational therapy  

association (faota).

tsu-hsin howe, assistant professor. 

b.sc. 1982, national taiwan; m.a. 1987, 

ph.d. 2004, new York; otr.

Kristie Koenig patten, assistant  

professor. b.s. 1987, elizabethtown (pa); 

m.s. 1994, ph.d. 2003, temple; otr/l, 

fellow of the american occupational 

therapy association (faota).

 

anita perr, clinical associate professor. 

b.s. 1983, virginia commonwealth; m.a. 

1995, new York; ot, certified assistive 

technology practitioner, fellow of  

the american occupational therapy  

association (faota).

sally e. poole, clinical assistant  

professor. b.a. 1968, m.a. 1975,  

new York; ot, certified hand therapist 

(cht).

gerald Voelbel, assistant professor, b.a. 

1997, m.s. 2001, ph.d. 2004, rutgers.

number of adjunct faculty: 22

Please be advised that licensing 

agencies and placement facilities in  

your field of study may require that  

you undergo a criminal background 

check, the results of which the agency 

or facility must find acceptable prior  

to placement or licensure.

master of science
the master of science program in 

occupational therapy provides the 

professional education necessary for 

initial certification as an occupational 

therapist. affiliated with 450 sites, the 

program provides student intervention 

experiences in challenging settings, 

which are integrated into the curriculum 

through connection with courses or as 

full-time fieldwork.

career opportUnities
occupational therapy is a fast-growing 

profession, and graduates are sought by 

employers nationwide.

Degree reQUirements
academic prerequisites: undergraduate 

coursework in abnormal psychology; 

developmental psychology; behavioral 

sciences; one additional course in either 

psychology, anthropology, or sociology; 

human anatomy and physiology i and ii; 

and basic statistics.

the program’s full-time course 

of study is 27 months. students are 

required to participate in two full-time, 

three-month fieldwork experiences, 

which usually take place during the 

summer and fall. the program requires 

successful completion of 69 units in 

anatomy; kinesiology; human growth 

and development; activity group 

process; psychiatric, medical, surgi-

cal, orthopedic, and neuromuscular 

conditions; theoretical foundations of 

occupational therapy; and research, 

analysis, and synthesis of activities 

as they relate to human occupation 

through emphasizing evaluation and 

intervention in the occupational  

therapy process.

Fall, First year (15 units): new student 

seminar OT-GE.2000 (0 units), human 

anatomy (lecture) OT-GE.2002 (3 

units), foundations of occupational 

therapy OT-GE.2701 (3 units), activity 

Group process OT-GE.2707 (3 units), 

performance and development across 

the lifespan OT-GE.2709 (3 units),  

neuroscience OT-GE.2010 (3 units). 

Spring, First year (13.5 units): human 

anatomy (lab) OT-GE.2003 (1 unit), 

Kinesiology OT-GE.2710 (2 units), 

research methods for occupational 

therapy OT-GE.2025 (2 units), medical 

and psychiatric conditions OT-GE.2039 

(3 units), theoretical bases for the 

scope of practice OT-GE.2030 (3 units), 

analysis of human activity and oc-

cupational performance i OT-GE.2035 (2 

units), professional issues i 0.5  

OT-GE.2040 (0.5 unit).

Summer, First year (5 units): research 

design in occupational therapy  

OT-GE.2724 (2 units), analysis of human 

activity and occupational performance 

ii OT-GE.2736 (2 units), fieldwork i  

OT-GE.2720 (1 unit).

Fall, Second year (13 units): fieldwork 

i OT-GE.2721 (1 unit), research inter-

pretation of occupational therapy 

OT-GE.2725 (3 units), orthopedic  

evaluation and intervention OT-GE.2741  

(3 units), neurological evaluation and 

intervention OT-GE.2743 (3 units),  

mental health evaluation and interven-

tion OT-GE.2745 (3 units).

Spring, Second year (16.5 units): field-

work i OT-GE.2722 (1 unit), rehabilitation 

evaluation and intervention OT-GE.2742 

(3 units), cognitive evaluation and  

intervention OT-GE.2744 (3 units),  

 Geriatric evaluation and intervention  

OT-GE.2749 (3 units), pediatric evalu-

ation and intervention OT-GE.2748 (3 

units), health advocacy and administra-

tion OT-GE.2750 (3 units), professional 

issues ii 0.5 OT-GE.2041 (0.5 unit).

professional program
DEGREE

m.s.

FaCulTy

aqua, bear-lehman, 

buckley, Goverover,  

hinojosa, howe, 

Koenig, perr, poole, 

voelbel
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Summer, Second year (3 units):  

fieldwork ii in occupational therapy  

OT-GE.2703 (12 weeks).

Fall, Third year (3 units): fieldwork ii in 

occupational therapy OT-GE.2703 (12 

weeks).

spring, third year, elective (2–3 units): 

fieldwork ii in occupational therapy 

(specialty) OT-GE.2704 (10–12 weeks).

time limit
students must complete 6 units of  

required fieldwork (ot-Ge.2703) 

within a 20-month period following the 

completion of academic coursework.

certification/licensUre
the program in occupational therapy is 

accredited by the accreditation council 

for occupational therapy education 

(acote)® of the american occupa-

tional therapy association (aota), 

4720 montgomery lane, p.o. box 31220, 

bethesda, md 20824-1220; telephone: 

301-652-aota. for acote, the tele-

phone number is 301-652-2682, ext. 

2914. Graduates of the program will be 

able to sit for the national certification 

examination for occupational therapists 

administered by the national board for 

certification in occupational therapy 

(nbcot). after successful completion of 

this exam, the graduate will be a certi-

fied occupational therapist. most states 

require licensure in order to practice; 

however, state licensure is usually based 

on the results of the nbcot certifica-

tion examination.

aDmission reQUirements
applicants must submit two letters of 

recommendation and a statement of 

purpose/personal statement address-

ing how work, volunteer, and/or life 

experiences have led to the choice of 

occupational therapy. in addition, a  

personal interview and writing sample 

may be requested.

See general admission section,  

page 167.

financial aiD 
opportUnities
students may apply for tuition assistance 

from local, state, and federal government 

agencies. sometimes clinical facilities 

offer financial assistance in exchange for 

a work commitment after graduation.

See general financial aid section, 

page 178.

Professional Program, 

continued

post-professional programs  
the Department of occupational 

therapy offers three post-professional 

programs in occupational therapy  

leading to the m.a., d.p.s., or ph.d. 

degree for occupational therapists. 

these programs integrate the theoreti-

cal foundation of occupational therapy 

and the knowledge, skills, and attitudes 

necessary for engaging in scholarly 

activity. students develop the analytical 

skills necessary for assuming leadership 

roles while cultivating a network of  

professional contacts through their 

studies, clinical experiences, and col-

laborative research. one of the most 

outstanding features is the strong peer 

support network provided by an active 

cadre of post-professional students.

applicants are encouraged to visit 

nYu’s office of financial aid website, 

www.nyu.edu/financial.aid, and the 

steinhardt school’s office of Graduate 

admissions website, www.steinhardt 

.nyu.edu/graduate.admissions, for  

more information.

Master of Arts: Post-professional 

Advanced occupational Therapy 

(oTTh)

inDiViDUally DesigneD 
seQUence of coUrses
the post-professional master’s degree 

program is designed for occupational 

therapists who want master’s-level study 

regarding current theories, research, 

frames of reference, and issues related 

to practice. each student takes a core of 

graduate-level courses in occupational 

therapy theory, research, and profes-

sional skills. domestic students may 

begin their studies in the fall, spring, or 

summer term. international students 

may begin their studies in the fall. this 

30-unit program may be completed as 

full-time or part-time study.

students select an area of specializa-

tion such as pediatrics, mental health, 

assistive technology, physical disabili-

ties, upper quadrant, or school-based 

practice. selection of courses is made 

by advisement. electives may be taken 

in other new York university schools, 

divisions, and programs, including psy-

chology, education, special education, 

ergonomics and biomechanics, public 

administration, and others.

Department Core Courses (12 units): 

research methods for Occupational 

Therapy OT-GE.2025, theoretical foun-

dations for intervention OT-GE.2762, 

developing a Guideline for intervention 

OT-GE.2763, ethics and analytical rea-

soning OT-GE.2764.

Department Research Project (6 units): 

directed project design in occupational 

therapy OT-GE.2805, directed project  

in occupational therapy OT-GE.2806.

Elective/Specialization (12 units):  

by advisement.

aDmission reQUirements
in addition to the admission criteria of 

the school, the following specific re-

quirements apply: (1) certification as an 

occupational therapist or eligibility for 

certification; (2) baccalaureate degree 

in occupational therapy; (3) a strong 

grade-unit average; (4) a personal state-

ment; and (5) interview(s) as requested 

by the department.

Doctor of Professional Studies (oThS)—

We are no longer admitting students to 

this program

through the doctor of professional 

studies (d.p.s.) program, students 

have the opportunity to advance their 

knowledge and critical thinking via 

coursework that builds a foundation 

of critical analysis, evidence-based 

practice, ethics, and theory. the d.p.s. 

prepares advanced, skilled occupational 

therapists to deliver, present, and collab-

orate with interdisciplinary professionals 

to provide high-quality care. full-time 

or part-time study is available. students 

are offered two areas of advanced  

clinical specialization: pediatrics and 

upper quadrant.

Degree reQUirements
occupational therapists who hold a 

master’s degree complete (1) 36 units of 

approved coursework with a minimum 

cumulative grade unit average of 3.0, (2) 

presentation and successful defense of 

DEGREES 

m.a., d.p.s., ph.d.

FaCulTy

aqua, bear-lehman, 

Goverover, hinojosa, 

howe, Koenig, perr, 

poole, voelbel

http://www.nyu.edu/financial.aid
http://www.steinhardt
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Post-professional 

Programs, continued

evidence-based professional portfolio, 

and (3) completion of all requirements 

for the d.p.s. within seven years. full-

time or part-time study is available.

Department Core Courses (6 units): 

theoretical foundations for interven-

tion OT-GE.2762, ethics and analytical 

reasoning OT-GE.2764.

Program Requirements (6 units): 

evidence-based practice OT-GE.3301, 

advanced assessments for the  

practicing therapist OT-GE.3306.

Clinical Specialization (12 units).

Electives (9 units): students are re-

quired to complete 9 units of electives 

from university-wide offerings.

Terminal Project (3 units): profes-

sional portfolio: advanced practice 

OT-GE.3310.

aDmission reQUirements
in addition to the admission criteria 

of the school, the following specific 

requirements apply: (1) Gre score;  

(2) graduation from an approved  

professional occupational therapy  

program; (3) master’s degree or 

 equivalent*; (4) a personal statement; 

(5) three letters of recommendation; 

and (6) interviews as requested by  

the department. the application  

deadlines are november 15 and  

march 15 for the d.p.s.

*there is a special single decision  

option that allows occupational 

therapists with a bachelor’s degree in 

occupational therapy to apply directly 

to the clinical doctoral degree program 

and to earn a master’s degree during 

the educational process. applicants  

for the single-option select the m.a. 

degree, program code otth, and  

document a desire to progress to 

the d.p.s. program in the personal 

statement. the application deadline 

is february 1 for the single-option 

m.a./d.p.s.

Doctor of Philosophy (oThX)

the ph.d. program research in occupa-

tional therapy was established in 1973 

and was the first such doctoral program 

in the world. the program provides 

students with the knowledge and skills 

to work in the profession as researchers, 

scholars, and educators. doctoral stu-

dents take post-professional coursework 

in occupational therapy and courses in 

other disciplines both in the school and 

throughout the university.

all full-time ph.d. students receive a 

multi-year fellowship, which provides full 

tuition and an annual stipend.

Degree reQUirements
occupational therapists who hold a 

master’s degree (1) complete a total of 

52 units, including coursework with a 

strong grade unit average, and (2) com-

plete a dissertation. students who hold 

a master’s degree in post-professional 

occupational therapy from nYu enter 

with advanced standing and must take 

a minimum of 42 units and complete a 

dissertation. full-time or part-time study 

is available.

occupational Therapy Specialization 

(15 units): theoretical foundations for 

intervention OT-GE.2762, developing a 

Guideline for intervention OT-GE.2763, 

ethics and analytical reasoning  

OT-GE.2764.

Cognate Courses (6 units)

Foundations (6 units): philosophy of 

scientific inquiry PHED-GE50.2089,  

science and the professions:  

philosophies of applied science  

PHED-GE.2090, or others by a 

dvisement.

occupational Therapy (3 units):  

departmental seminar: OT-GE.3406.

Research Course (6 units): research 

design of the dissertation.

Dissertation-Related Courses (15 units): 

occupational therapy doctoral  

colloquium (1 unit): OT-GE.3408.

aDmission reQUirements
in addition to the admission criteria 

of the school, the following specific 

requirements apply: (1) Gre score;  

(2) graduation from an approved  

professional occupational therapy  

program; (3) a strong grade unit  

average; (4) master’s degree or  

equivalent; (5) a personal statement; 

(6) three letters of recommendation; 

and (7) interviews as requested by the 

department.
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courses
occUpational therapy/ 
ot-ge

new student seminar in occupational 

therapy

ot-Ge.2000  Staff. 20 hours: 0 units. 

Fall.

principles of human anatomy

ot-Ge.2001  Aqua. 30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

human anatomy lecture

ot-Ge.2002  Aqua. 53 hours: 3 units. 

Fall.

Prerequisites: Human Anatomy and 

Physiology I and II.

human anatomy laboratory

ot-Ge.2003  Aqua. 49 lab hours: 1 unit. 

Spring.

Prerequisite: OT-GE.2002.

neuroscience

ot-Ge.2010  voelbel. 45 hours: 3 units. 

Fall.

Prerequisites: Human Anatomy &  

Physiology I and II.

research methods for occupational 

therapy

ot-Ge.2025  bear-lehman. 20 hours:  

2 units. Spring.

Prerequisite: Statistics.

research methods for occupational 

therapy

ot-Ge.2025  Howe. 30 hours: 3 units. 

Fall.

Prerequisite: Statistics.

theoretical Bases for the scope of 

practice

ot-Ge.2030  Buckley. 40 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

Prerequisites: OT-GE.2701 and  

OT-GE.2709.

analysis of human activity and  

occupational therapy performance i

ot-Ge.2035  Buckley, Poole. 20 hours:  

2 units. Spring.

Prerequisite: successful completion of 

all first-semester occupational therapy 

courses.

medical and psychiatric conditions

ot-Ge.2039  voelbel, Poole. 40 hours:  

3 units. Spring.

Prerequisites: General Psychology; 

 Abnormal Psychology; OT-GE.2002;  

OT-GE.2010; OT-GE.2709.

professional issues i

ot-Ge.2040  Rangel-Padilla. 10 hours: 

0.5 unit. Spring.

Prerequisite: OT-GE successful  

completion of all Fall first-year courses.

professional issues ii

ot-Ge.2041  Singh. 10 hours: 0.5 unit. 

Spring.

Prerequisites: satisfactory completion 

of all level I fieldwork in the first year. 

Students must be in good standing in 

academic courses for the second year.

Disability in a global context

ot-Ge.2170  Staff. 30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

independent study

ot-Ge.2300  45 hours per unit: 1–6 

units. Fall, spring, summer; hours to be 

arranged.

treating children with sensory  

regulatory Dysfunction

ot-Ge.2332  Koenig. 30 hours: 3 units. 

Summer.

successful intervention in schools

ot-Ge.2335  Koenig. 30 hours: 3 units. 

Fall.

 

reframing the meaning of Disability to 

families

ot-Ge.2338  Grossman. 30 hours:  

3 units. Spring.

foundations of occupational therapy

ot-Ge.2701  Poole. 20 hours: 3 units. 

Fall.

fieldwork ii in occupational therapy

ot-Ge.2703  Bear-Lehman. Minimum 

of 480 hours per unit: 3 units (6 units 

required). Fall, spring, summer; hours  

to be arranged.

Registration by permission of instructor.

fieldwork ii in occupational therapy 

(specialty)

ot-Ge.2704  Bear-Lehman. Minimum of 

480 hours (10–12 weeks): 2–3 units. Fall, 

spring, summer; hours to be arranged. 

Registration by permission of instructor.

activity group process

ot-Ge.2707  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

performance and Development across 

the life span

ot-Ge.2709  Howe. 30 hours: 3 units. 

Fall.

Kinesiology

ot-Ge.2710  Poole. 35 hours: 2 units. 

Spring.

Prerequisite: OT-GE.2002.

fieldwork i in occupational therapy

ot-Ge.2720  55.5 hours: 1 unit. Summer.

Prerequisites: OT-GE.2707 and  

OT-GE.2709.

fieldwork i in occupational therapy

ot-Ge.2721  Perr. 195 hours: 1 unit. Fall.

Prerequisites: successful completion of 

all first-year courses.

fieldwork i in occupational therapy

ot-Ge.2722  Perr. 120 hours: 1 unit. 

Spring.

Prerequisite: OT-GE.2721.

research Design in occupational 

therapy

ot-Ge.2724  Bear-Lehman. 20 hours:  

2 units. Summer.

Prerequisite: OT-GE.2025.

research interpretation for  

occupational therapy

ot-Ge.2725  Bear-Lehman. 45 hours:  

3 units. Fall.

Prerequisite: OT-GE.2724.

analysis of human activity and  

occupational performance ii

ot-Ge.2736  Perr. 20 hours: 2 units. 

Summer.

Lecture and laboratory. Prerequisite: 

OT-GE.2035.

orthopedic evaluation and intervention

ot-Ge.2741  Poole. 45 hours: 3 units. Fall.

Prerequisite: successful completion of all 

first-year courses.

rehabilitation evaluation and  

intervention

ot-Ge.2742  Perr. 45 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

Prerequisite: successful completion of all 

first-year courses.

the courses listed 

herein are to be 

offered in 2013–2015.

NOTES TO COuRSES

* registration closed  

to special students.

†pass/fail basis.
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neurological evaluation and  

intervention

ot-Ge.2743  Buckley. 45 hours: 3 units. 

Fall.

Prerequisite: successful completion of all 

first-year courses.

cognitive evaluation and intervention

ot-Ge.2744  Goverover. 30 hours: 3 

units. Spring.

Prerequisite: successful completion of all 

first-year courses.

mental health evaluation and  

intervention

ot-Ge.2745  voelbel. 44 hours: 3 units. 

Fall.

pediatric evaluation and intervention

ot-Ge.2748  Koenig. 45 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

Prerequisite: successful completion of all 

first-year courses.

geriatric evaluation and intervention

ot-Ge 2749  tepfer. 30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

Prerequisite: successful completion of all 

first- year courses

health advocacy and administration

ot-Ge.2750  Gentile. 45 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

Prerequisite: OT-GE.2701.

theoretical foundations for  

intervention

ot-Ge.2762  Hinojosa. 30 hours: 3 units. 

Fall.

Developing a guideline for intervention

ot-Ge.2763  Hinojosa. 30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

Prerequisite: OT-GE.2762.

It is a required course for OTHS (DPS) 

curriculum.

ethics and analytical reasoning

ot-Ge.2764  Hinojosa. 30 hours: 3 units. 

Summer.

clinical anatomy of the Upper Quad-

rant, face, neck, and selected cavities

ot-Ge.2801  Aqua. 30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

Directed project Design in  

occupational therapy

ot-Ge.2805  Goverover. 30 hours:  

3 units. Fall.

Corequisite: Research Methods. 

OT-GE2025

Directed project in occupational 

therapy

ot-Ge.2806  Howe. 30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

Prerequisite: OT-GE.2805.

Developing assistive technology

ot-Ge.2900  Perr. 30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

evidence-Based practice

ot-Ge.3301  Howe. 30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

advanced assessment for the  

practicing therapist

ot-Ge.3306  Koenig. 30 hours: 3 units. 

Fall.

professional portfolio: advanced 

practice

ot-Ge.3310  Hinojosa. 30 hours: 0–3 

units. Fall, spring.

Professional Portfolio has a 1-credit 

option for those OTHS students to use 

for continuing in the e-portfolio seminar 

after conclusion of coursework, and a 

0-credit option for those continuing in 

the e-portfolio seminar while enrolled  

in other courses.

Departmental seminar: occupational 

therapy

ot-Ge.3406†  Goverover. 30 hours: 0–3 

units. Spring.

Departmental Seminar has a 0-credit 

option for those Ph.D. students who 

have been advised to continue in the 

seminar after passing candidacy.

occupational therapy Doctoral  

 colloquium

ot-Ge.3408  Bear-Lehman. 15 hours: 0–1 

unit. Fall, spring.

Zero-credit option to be used for those 

Ph.D. candidates who are enrolled in 

other courses.

Courses, continued
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t
he department of physical therapy 

at new York university has been  

a leader in physical therapy 

education since 1942. the 

professional entry-level doctoral 

program began in 1998. 

new York university offered the first m.a. 

program and the first ph.d. program in physical 

therapy in the united states. the university 

continues to lead in physical therapy graduate 

education. Graduate programs in physical 

therapy leading to the m.a. or ph.d. degree are 

open to physical therapists who are graduates 

of accredited physical therapy programs. 

students have the opportunity to work with our 

experienced faculty in state-of-the-art research 

laboratories. in addition, federal- and state-

level grants provide significant financial aid for 

qualified full-time students.

physical 
therapy  

   

Department of 
   

Department chair: mitchell BataVia  

380 second avenue, 4th floor | neW YorK, nY 10010–5615  

telephone: 212-998-9400 | faX: 212-995-4190 | Website: steinhardt.nyu.edu/pt         

DEGREES 

M.A., D.P.T., Ph.D., Advanced Certificate
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for information about the mission  

and student learning outcomes for  

each of our programs, please see the 

department website.

Notice: the programs, requirements, 
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nYu’s student information website.
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faculty
offiong aqua, clinical associate 

professor. m.d. 1986, friendship (russia).

mitchell Batavia, depatment chair and 

associate professor. b.s. 1981, delaware; 

m.a. 1986, columbia; ph.d. 1997, new 

York; pt.

elaine Becker, clinical associate 

professor. b.s. 1968, m.a. 1983, new 

York; d.p.t. 2008, temple; pt.

elliot D. fishbein, clinical instructor. b.s. 

1998, maryland, b.s. 2000, stony brook 

(sunY); pt.

gregory m. gutierrez, assistant profes-

sor. b.s. 2002, m.s. 2005, florida; ph.d. 

2008, delaware.

louis n. iannuzzi, clinical assistant 

professor. b.s. 1978, Wisconsin 

(milwaukee); b.s. 1980, new York; d.p.t. 

2011, boston; pt.

Wen K. ling, associate professor. b.s. 

1978, national taiwan; m.a. 1980, ph.d. 

1984, new York; pt.

tsega a. mehreteab, clinical professor. 

b.s. 1973, hunter college (cunY); m.s. 

1977, rutgers; d.p.t. 2005, temple; pt.

marilyn moffat, professor. b.s. 1962, 

Queens college (cunY); m.a. 1964, 

ph.d. 1973, new York; d.p.t. 2006,  

mGh; pt.

smita rao, assistant professor. b.s. 

1998, m.s. 2000, mumbai; ph.d. 2006, 

iowa; pt.

Kevin Weaver, clinical assistant  

professor. b.s. 1990, m.a. 1995,  

new York; d.p.t. 2005, temple; pt.

number of adjunct faculty:  65

the advanced certificate program in 

orthopedic physical therapy is designed 

for licensed physical therapists to obtain 

advanced knowledge and clinical skills 

in orthopedic physical therapy.

Degree reQUirements
this certificate program requires the 

completion of 16 credits. the pro-

gram includes a didactic component 

consisting of six courses and a clinical 

component consisting of three intern-

ship experiences requiring 1,632 hours 

(34 clinical hours per week for 48 

weeks). courses are offered throughout 

the year in summer, fall, and spring  

on weekends as well as on weekdays. 

students complete this program in  

12 months.

aDmission reQUirements
only licensed physical therapists with at 

least a baccalaureate degree in physical 

therapy will be considered as candidates 

for matriculation in the advanced  

certificate program in orthopedic  

physical therapy. applicants must  

have a strong grade point average in  

a physical therapy professional program, 

competence in conveying ideas in an 

organized manner through written 

communications, and two letters of 

recommendation.

 

Please be advised that licensing  

agencies and fieldwork placement  

facilities in your field of study may 

require that you undergo a criminal 

background check, the results of  

which the agency or facility must  

find acceptable prior to placement  

or licensure.

advanced certificate program in  
orthopedic physical therapy
DiRECTOR

Kevin Weaver

380 second avenue,

4th floor

212-998-9411

DEGREE

advanced certificate

FaCulTy

batavia, rao, Weaver

aDjuNCT FaCulTy

deyle, dickerson-

schnatz, Gornell, 

hegedus, hicks, , 

manal, puniello, rowe
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the master of arts degree 

concentration in the kinesiology of 

persons with disabilities prepares 

physical therapists for advanced 

practice, clinical research, and teaching. 

students develop competent clinical 

research skills to examine motor control 

problems in individuals with physical 

disabilities. this 34-unit concentration 

gives students expertise in the analysis 

and synthesis of human motion, 

measurement and evaluation of human 

motion, and research design and 

implementation. students study both 

normal and abnormal human motion. 

electro-goniometry, electromyography, 

dynamometry, and cinematography 

are used to illustrate the most 

advanced theories and techniques for 

measurement and evaluation of human 

motion. coursework and independent 

study enhance capacities for scientific 

thought and develop skills in research 

methodology and data analysis.

career opportUnities
Graduates from this program work  

as clinical researchers, teachers,  

administrators, and clinicians in a  

variety of settings.

Degree reQUirements
this concentration requires a minimum 

of 34 units including a master’s thesis 

pertaining to the scientific study 

of pathological human motion or 

intervention procedures designed to 

improve motor control. a total of 6 

units may be taken outside of new York 

university and may be transferred for 

credit to the degree as long as prior 

permission and approval have been 

obtained from the adviser and the 

Graduate studies office.

Requirements (32 units): research in 

physical therapy i PT-GE.2016, research 

in physical therapy ii PT-GE.2018, 

analysis and synthesis of human motion 

i PT-GE.2116, analysis and synthesis 

of human motion ii PT-GE.2118, 

measurement and evaluation of human 

motion i PT-GE.2187, measurement 

and evaluation of human motion 

ii PT-GE.2188, independent study 

PT-GE.2300, basic statistics i RESCH-

GE.2085 (or an advanced statistics 

course), basic statistics ii RESCH-

GE.2086 (or an advanced statistics 

course), master’s thesis.

Elective Courses (6 units): Gross human 

anatomy PT-GE.2120.

aDmission reQUirements
only graduate physical therapists with 

a minimum of a baccalaureate degree 

in physical therapy will be considered 

as candidates for matriculation 

in the pathokinesiology master’s 

concentration. it is anticipated that the 

candidate will have one year of clinical 

experience prior to undertaking this 

m.a. concentration. foreign-trained 

physical therapists should first request 

review of their credentials from the 

World education services, www.wes.org.

See general admission section,  

page 167.

special opportUnities
opportunities exist for graduate 

students to perform instruction in 

portions of the basic professional 

courses under the supervision of full-

time faculty. these teaching experiences 

may be formulated on an individual 

basis by the student’s adviser. this type 

of experience is considered essential, 

as many candidates for this degree 

are contemplating a teaching career in 

physical therapy.

pathokinesiology 
DiRECTOR

marilyn moffat

380 second avenue, 

4th floor 

212-998-9406

DEGREE

m.a.

FaCulTy 

batavia, Gutierrez, 

ling, moffat, rao

 

aDjuNCT FaCulTy 

magill, mchugh, 

raghavan

the Doctor of physical therapy degree 

program is the professional physical 

therapist educational program at new 

York university that prepares students 

for entry into the practice of physical 

therapy. since physical therapy is a 

dynamic profession with an established 

theoretical base and widespread 

clinical applications, particularly 

in the preservation, development, 

and restoration of maximal physical 

functions, this program is designed to 

develop competent practitioners for 

contemporary practice.

the program enables students to 

become physical therapists who seek to 

prevent injury, impairments, functional 

limitations, and disabilities; to maintain 

and promote fitness, health, and quality 

of life; and to ensure availability, acces-

sibility, and excellence in the delivery of 

physical therapy services to the patient. 

since physical therapists are essential 

participants in the health care delivery 

system, graduates are prepared to  

assume leadership roles in prevention  

and health maintenance programs and 

rehabilitation services and to assist in 

the development of health policy stan-

dards tied to physical therapy practice.

in order to meet the changing 

needs of the health care delivery 

system, the doctor of physical 

therapy program seeks to graduate 

an autonomous practitioner with 

the expertise and skills to examine, 

evaluate, and diagnose physical 

impairments as a result of injury, 

disease, or disability. after assessment, 

the physical therapist practitioner 

will apply appropriate interventions 

and treatments and reassess patient 

doctor of physical therapy  
entry-level program
DiRECTOR

marilyn moffat

380 second avenue, 

4th floor 

212-998-9406

DEGREE 

d.p.t.

FaCulTy 

aqua, batavia, becker, 

fishbein, Gutierrez, 

iannuzzi, ling, 

mehreteab, moffat, 

rao, Weaver

aDjuNCT FaCulTy

ciotoli, cooper, 

edelstein, friedman, 

Garritan, haas, Keller, 

Keohane, Kharlamb, 

levy-santoro, lim, 

malyango, markowicz, 

mcGuinness, o’brien, 

pensavalle, roy, Wishe, 

Zane

http://www.wes.org
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Doctor of Physical 

Therapy Entry-Level 

Program, continued

progress. this autonomous practitioner 

will also evaluate patients as to their 

prognosis and work with other health 

care professionals to develop a 

comprehensive treatment plan.

career opportUnities
Graduates from this program will 

practice as physical therapist clinicians 

in a variety of settings.

Degree reQUirements
this program requires the completion of 

133 credits including three major papers: 

a review of the literature, a case report, 

and the development of a research plan. 

See courses by semester starting on 

page 119.

aDmission reQUirements
applicants must have a bachelor’s 

degree. applicants must complete the 

Graduate record examination; have an 

academic record that demonstrates a 

balance of coursework in the humanities, 

social sciences, and natural sciences, 

including at least two laboratory courses 

in biology, chemistry, and physics; 

provide evidence of clinical observations 

in three distinct physical therapy 

practice settings (total of 24 hours); 

have a strong Gpa in the prerequisite 

natural science courses; demonstrate 

competence in conveying ideas in an 

organized manner through written 

communication that demonstrates 

critical and logical thinking; have strong 

interpersonal communications skills; 

provide evidence of community service 

and leadership; and submit two letters 

of reference from licensed physical 

therapists.

see general admission section,  

page 167.

Doctor of physical 
therapy tUition
under the d.p.t. secured tuition plan, 

students pay a flat rate of tuition each 

term based on a total tuition amount 

that is secured for the duration of 

their studies. students must maintain 

consecutive registrations (excluding 

maintenance of matriculation and/or 

leave of absence) in order to be eligible 

for the flat tuition rate guaranteed at the 

time of their matriculation.

new tuition rates for the d.p.t. 

secured tuition plan are posted on our 

website: www.steinhardt.nyu.edu/pt.

the Doctor of physical therapy (d.p.t.) 

for practicing physical therapists 

program is designed to educate 

professional physical therapists who are 

knowledgeable, self-assured, adaptable, 

reflective, humanistic, and service-

oriented and who, by virtue of critical 

thinking, lifelong learning, and ethical 

values, render independent judgments 

concerning patient/client needs.

the d.p.t. for practicing physical 

therapists program enables currently 

practicing, licensed physical therapists 

to upgrade their clinical knowledge and 

skills to today’s entry-level professional 

doctoral degree. practicing physical 

therapists who were educated at the 

certificate, baccalaureate, or master’s 

level have the opportunity to increase 

their knowledge and skills in the 

areas of anatomy, exercise science, 

physical therapist examinations and 

interventions, business practices, 

and critical inquiry. upgrading the 

knowledge and skill of practicing 

physical therapists to the doctoral level 

(d.p.t.) enables them to better serve 

their patients and clients.

Degree reQUirements
this part-time program requires a total 

of 36 credits beyond the baccalaureate 

degree.

aDmission reQUirements
only physical therapists with a 

minimum of a baccalaureate degree 

will be considered as candidates for 

matriculation in the doctor of physical 

therapy for practicing physical 

therapists program. applicants must 

have a strong grade unit average; 

competence in conveying ideas in an 

organized manner through written 

communication; two letters of reference; 

and scores from the Graduate record 

examination. applicants whose first 

language is not english are required to 

take the test of english as a foreign 

language (toefl). all records from 

foreign colleges must be submitted for 

credentials evaluation in accordance 

with university policy.

See general admission section,  

page 167

Please be advised that licensing  

agencies and fieldwork placement  

facilities in your field of study may 

require that you undergo a criminal 

background check, the results of  

which the agency or facility must  

find acceptable prior to placement  

or licensure.

doctor of physical therapy for practicing  
physical therapists program  
DiRECTOR

tsega mehreteab 

380 second avenue, 

4th floor 

212-998-9410

DEGREE 

d.p.t.

FaCulTy 

aqua, batavia, becker, 

fishbein, Gutierrez, 

iannuzzi, ling, 

mehreteab, moffat, 

rao, Weaver

aDjuNCT FaCulTy 

ciotoli, cooper,  

edelstein, friedman, 

Garritan, haas, Keller, 

Keohane, Kharlamb, 

levy-santoro, lim, 

malyango, markowicz, 

mcGuinness, o’brien, 

pensavalle, roy, Wishe, 

Zane

http://www.steinhardt.nyu.edu/pt
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the formulation of theory-based  

studies of human motion in healthy and 

physically challenged persons that make 

a contribution to the body of pathokine-

siological literature are fundamental to 

the physical therapy doctoral program. 

the ph.d. program emphasizes the 

study of kinesiology, the measurement 

of human motion, and issues in motor 

control. studies are encouraged that 

contribute to the alleviation of physical 

disabilities. the program emphasizes 

preparation in research design and 

methodology along with pathokinesi-

ology practicum in research settings 

under the supervision of experienced 

researchers in metropolitan new York 

and new Jersey human performance 

laboratories.

career opportUnities
of the 61 graduates of this doctoral 

program, all are actively engaged 

in teaching and research in physical 

therapy in institutions of higher 

learning in the united states as well as 

nigeria, Kuwait, egypt, thailand, and 

taiwan. for example, dr. isaac owoye 

is conducting research and teaching 

at the university of ibadan, nigeria; dr. 

chuchuka enwemeka is the dean of the 

college of health sciences, university 

of Wisconsin–milwaukee, and has 

developed an international reputation 

in research on the healing of connective 

tissues; dr. prapos pothongsunun is the 

chair of the physical therapy program 

at chiang mai university, thailand; 

and dr. sue ann sisto, director of 

research in the department of physical 

therapy, stony brook university, has 

received federal and private funding to 

conduct research addressing movement 

disorders of individuals with disabilities.

Degree reQUirements
Foundation Courses (6 units): from,  

for example, foundations of education: 

educational sociology SOED-GE.2400, 

educational psychology apsY-Ge.1014, 

introduction to philosophy of education 

PHED-GE.2003.

Seminar (3 units): departmental 

seminar PT-GE.3006.

Content Preparation in Study of  

Human Motion (18 units): practicum in 

pathokinesiology research i and ii  

PT-GE.3001, 3002, analysis and syn-

thesis of human motion i PT-GE.2116, 

analysis and synthesis of human motion 

ii PT-GE.2118, measurement and evalu-

ation of human motion i PT-GE.2187, 

measurement and evaluation of human 

motion ii PT-GE.2188.

Cognate Courses (6 units) investigative 

skills (3 units): experimental and  

Quasi-experimental design and analysis 

research RESCH.2134.

Research Electives (15 units): Gross 

human anatomy PT-GE.2120, divi-

sion of health seminar E45.3005, 

principles of empirical research RESCH-

GE.2131, educational statistics i and ii 

RESCH-GE-GE.2001, 2002, advanced 

Quantitative methods i and ii RESCH-

GE.2081, 2082.

Dissertation Proposal Seminar (3 units): 

dissertation proposal seminar i  

RESCH-GE.3001, dissertation proposal 

seminar: physical therapy PT-GE.3003.

special opportUnities
several clinical research laboratories are 

available to doctoral candidates to work 

under the supervision of an experienced 

researcher in physical therapy: arthur 

J. nelson Jr. human performance 

laboratory, nYu department of physical 

therapy; motor recovery laboratory of 

the nYu rusk institute of rehabilitation 

medicine; and rehabilitation engineering 

research center, va medical center, 

new York city.

aDmission reQUirements
candidates for admission must be grad-

uates of an accredited physical therapy 

program, possess a master’s degree, and 

submit positive recommendations from 

two graduate faculty members.

See general admission section,  

page 167.

research facilities
the arthur J. nelson Jr. human 

performance laboratory houses state-

of-the-art equipment for research in 

the neuromuscular, musculoskeletal, 

and cardiopulmonary areas, including 

a computerized 3-d motion analysis 

system with three force plates and an 

eight-channel, tethered electromyo-

graphic unit; an isokinetic dynamometer; 

a four-channel, hard-wired kinesiological 

electromyographic unit; a computerized 

pressure mat for gait analysis; a plantar 

pressure shoe insert system; and an  

oxygen analyzer with electrocardiogram  

and ergonometer.

DiRECTOR

Wen ling

380 second avenue, 

4th floor 

212-998-9415

DEGREE 

ph.d.

FaCulTy 

batavia, Gutierrez, 

ling, moffat, rao

aDjuNCT FaCulTy 

haas, magill, mchugh, 

raghavan

research in physical therapy
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courses
physical therapy/pt

aDVanceD certificate 
in orthopeDic physical 
therapy

advanced physical therapy 

examination and intervention skills of 

the musculoskeletal system i

pt-Ge.2601  45 hours: 3 units. Fall.

advanced physical therapy 

examination and intervention skills of 

the musculoskeletal system ii

pt-Ge.2602  45 hours: 3 units. Spring.

advanced physical therapy 

examination and intervention skills of 

the musculoskeletal system iii

pt-Ge.2603  45 hours: 3 units. Summer.

seminar: orthopedic physical therapy

pt-Ge.2604  30 hours: 2 units. Summer.

advanced evidence-Based orthopedic 

physical therapy

pt-Ge.2605  30 hours: 2 units. Spring.

advanced anatomy, physiology, and 

pathophysiology of the musculoskeletal 

system

pt-Ge2610  45 hours: 3 units. Fall.

mentored orthopedic physical therapy 

clinical practice i

pt-Ge.2611  532–537 hours: 0 units. Fall.

mentored orthopedic physical therapy 

clinical practice ii

pt-Ge.2612  532–537 hours: 0 units. 

Spring.

mentored orthopedic physical therapy 

clinical practice iii

pt-Ge.2613  532–537 hours: 0 units. 

Summer.

m.a./ph.D.  
physical therapy

research in physical therapy i

pt-Ge.2016  30 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring.

research in physical therapy ii

pt-Ge.2018  30 hours: 3 units. Spring, 

summer.

analysis and synthesis of human 

motion i

pt-Ge.2116  45 hours: 3 units. Fall.

Prerequisites: courses in human 

anatomy, kinesiology, and physiology.

analysis and synthesis of human 

motion ii

pt-Ge.2118  45 hours: 3 units. Spring.

Prerequisites: courses in human 

anatomy, kinesiology, and physiology.

measurement and evaluation of human 

motion i

pt-Ge.2187  45 hours: 3 units. Fall.

measurement and evaluation of human 

motion ii

pt-Ge.2188  45 hours: 3 units. Spring.

Prerequisite: PT-GE.2187.

measurement and evaluation of  

human motion iii

pt-Ge.2189  48 hours: 3 units.  

Summer. Prerequisites: PT-GE.2187 and 

PT-GE.2188.

independent study

pt-Ge.2300  variable credit.

practicum in pathokinesiology 

research i

pt-Ge.3001  90 hours: 3 units. Fall.

practicum in pathokinesiology 

research ii

pt-Ge.3002  90 hours: 3 units. Spring.

Departmental seminar

pt-Ge.3006  30 hours: 3 units. Spring.

Doctoral colloquium: physical therapy

pt-Ge.3010  15 hours: 1 unit. Fall, spring. 

Pass/fail.

Doctor of physical 
therapy

SuMMER

histology/general pathology

pt-Ge.2004  45 hours: 3 units.

cpr/first aid advanced emergency 

techniques

pt-Ge.2030  30 hours: 2 units. Pass/fail.

gross human anatomy

pt-Ge.2120  60 hours: 4 units. 

$65 laboratory fee required.

professional Behavior

pt-Ge.2281  30 hours: 2 units.

FALL, FIRST yEAR

the physical therapist as an educator/

communicator

pt-Ge.2020  30 hours: 2 units. 

applied anatomy/physiology of the 

cardiopulmonary system

pt-Ge.2024  45 hours: 3 units 

life span Development

pt-Ge.2209  45 hours: 3 units.

physical agents and mechanical 

modalities (including aseptic 

techniques/infection and Disease 

control)

pt-Ge.2215  60 hours: 4 units.

exercise physiology

pt-Ge.2225  60 hours: 4 units.

applied anatomy/physiology of the 

musculoskeletal system

pt-Ge.2230  45 hours: 3 units.

SPRING, FIRST yEAR

manual techniques

pt-Ge.2008  45 hours: 3 units.

clinical sciences/pathology/imaging/ 

pharmacology of the cardiopulmonary 

system

pt-Ge.2026  60 hours: 4 units.

Kinesiology/Biomechanics/ergonomics

pt-Ge.2220  60 hours: 5 units.

principles of exercise

pt-Ge.2227  45 hours: 3 units.

fitness theory and practice

pt-Ge.2229  30 hours: 2 units.

critical inquiry and clinical Decision 

making i

pt-Ge.2286  30 hours: 2 units.

SuMMER, FIRST yEAR

clinical affiliation i

pt-Ge.2450  40 hours per week for  

6 weeks: 2 units.

the courses listed 

herein are to be 

offered in 2013–2015.
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FALL, SECOND yEAR

clinical sciences/pathology/ 

pharmacology/imaging of the  

musculoskeletal system

pt-Ge.2231  60 hours: 4 units.

applied anatomy/physiology of the 

neuromuscular system

pt-Ge.2232  45 hours: 3 units.

physical therapy examinations of the 

cardiopulmonary system

pt-Ge.2250  60 hours: 4 units.

physical therapy examinations of the 

musculoskeletal system

pt-Ge.2251  60 hours: 4 units.

critical inquiry and clinical Decision 

making i

ipt-Ge.2287  30 hours: 2 units.

clinical observation i

pt-Ge.2455  1 day per week for  

12 weeks: 1 unit.

SPRING, SECOND yEAR 

physical therapy interventions/  

prevention programs/Wellness  

programs for the  

cardiopulmonary system

pt-Ge.2260  60 hours: 4 units.

physical therapy interventions/ 

prevention programs/Wellness 

programs for the musculoskeletal 

system

pt-Ge.2261  60 hours: 4 units.

electrotherapeutic modalities

pt-Ge.2218  45 hours: 3 units.

prescription, application, and, as 

appropriate, fabrication of assistive, 

adaptive, orthotic, protective, 

supportive, and prosthetic Devices and 

equipment

pt-Ge.2219  45 hours: 3 units.

clinical sciences/pathology/ 

pharmacology/imaging of the 

neuromuscular system

pt-Ge.2242  60 hours: 4 units.

clinical observation ii

pt-Ge.2456  1 day per week for  

12 weeks: 1 unit.

SuMMER, SECOND yEAR

clinical affiliation ii

pt-Ge.2451  40 hours per week for  

8 weeks: 3 units

FALL, THIRD yEAR

applied anatomy/physiology of 

the oB/gyn, integumentary, and 

endocrinology systems

pt-Ge.2233  45 hours: 3 units.

clinical sciences/pathology/ 

pharmacology/imaging of the oB/gyn, 

integumentary, and endocrinology 

systems

pt-Ge.2243  60 hours: 4 units.

physical therapy examinations of the 

neuromuscular system

pt-Ge.2252  60 hours: 5 units.

physical therapy examinations of 

the oB/gyn, integumentary, and 

endocrinology systems

pt-Ge.2253  45 hours: 3 units.

critical inquiry/clinical Decision 

making iii

pt-Ge.2288  30 hours: 2 units.

clinical observation iii

pt-Ge.2457  1 day per week for  

12 weeks: 1 unit.

 

SPRING, THIRD yEAR

the physical therapist as an 

administrator/Delegator/manager

pt-Ge.2019  30 hours: 3 units.

physical therapy interventions/

prevention programs/Wellness 

programs for the neuromuscular 

system

pt-Ge.2262  90 hours: 6 units.

physical therapy interventions/ 

prevention programs/Wellness 

programs for the oB/gyn, 

integumentary, and endocrinology 

systems

pt-Ge.2263  60 hours: 4 units.

Business practices/reimbursement/ 

marketing/technology/management of 

care Delivery system

pt-Ge.2295  60 hours: 4 units.

clinical observation iV

pt-Ge.2458  1 day per week for  

12 weeks: 1 unit.

SuMMER, THIRD yEAR

clinical affiliation iii

pt-Ge.2452  40 hours per week for  

16 weeks: 6 units. 

Courses, continued
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t
he department of applied psy-

chology includes both theoretical 

and applied courses in the fields 

of psychology and counseling, as 

well as courses in research meth-

ods and measurement. at the doctoral level, 

students study to become scientific practitioners, 

researchers, and scholars. at the master’s level, 

students are offered opportunities to pursue pro-

fessional preparation and/or studies foundational 

to further graduate work. as part of an urban 

university, the department is concerned with the 

multiethnic, multicultural issues, and problems 

that characterize new York city and other urban 

environments. as a epartment in the stein-

hardt school of culture, education, and human 

development, faculty and students are actively 

involved in research and community outreach, 

with particular emphasis on promoting positive 

human development.

the department houses doctoral, certificate, 

and master’s programs in several areas of applied 

psychology, including counseling and guidance, 

mental health and wellness, human development 

and social intervention, counseling psychology, 

psychological development, psychology and 

social intervention. innovative joint offerings 

across program areas, collaborative research, and 

curricular offerings reflect the current needs of 

the field.

departmental faculty have ongoing research 

projects in many areas, including cognition, lan-

guage, social and emotional development, health 

and human development, applied measurement 

and research methods, working people’s lives, 

spirituality, multicultural assessment, group and 

organizational dynamics, psychopathology and 

personality, sexual and gender identities, trauma 

and resilience, self-regulation and academic 

achievement, intervention and social change, 

schools and communities, and cultural contexts 

and immigration. the counseling psychology 

doctoral program provides the opportunity for 

graduates to sit for the new York state psy-

chology licensing examination, provided they 

also meet the experiential requirements, some 

of which are postdoctoral. the ph.d. degree in 

counseling psychology is fully accredited by the 

american psychological association. the m.a. 

program in counseling for mental health and 

Wellness provides the credentials required for 

graduates to sit for the new York state examina-

tion as a licensed mental health counselor. the 

m.a. program in school counseling leads to new 

York state certification.

applied  
psychology

  

Department of 
 

Department chair: la rUe allen

Kimball hall, 246 Greene street, neW YorK, nY 10003–6674 

telephone: 212-998-5555 | faX: 212-995-3654 | Website: steinhardt.nyu.edu/appsych         

DEGREES 

M.A., Psy.D., Ph.D., Advanced Certificate

CONTENTS

faculty  ..............................................................122

special departmental features ................123

counseling and Guidance  

and counseling for mental health  

and Wellness (m.a., cert.)...........................124

counseling psychology (ph.d.).................126

educational psychology (m.a.) .................126

     General educational psychology ....... 127

     psychological measurement  

     and evaluation ..........................................128

human development and  

social intervention (m.a.) ...........................128

psychological development (ph.d.) .......129

school psychology  

(cert., psy.d., ph.d.) ...................................... 130

psychology and social intervention  

(ph.d.) ................................................................132 

financial aid opportunities .......................133

courses ..............................................................133

for information about the mission  

and student learning outcomes for  

each of our programs, please see the 

department website.

Notice: the programs, requirements, 

and schedules listed herein are subject 

to change without notice. a directory 

of classes is published each term with a 

current schedule. for the most up-to-date 

schedule changes, please consult albert, 

nYu’s student information website.

http://steinhardt.nyu.edu/appsych
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faculty
J. lawrence aber, distinguished  

professor of applied psychology and 

public policy. b.a. 1973, harvard; ph.d. 

1982, Yale.

alisha ali, associate professor of  

applied psychology. b.sc. 1992, m.sc. 

1996, ph.d. 1998, toronto.

larue allen, raymond and rosalee 

Weiss professor of applied psychology. 

department chair. b.a. 1972, radcliffe 

college; m.s. 1977, ph.d. 1980, Yale. 

Judith l. alpert, professor of applied 

psychology. b.a. 1966, tufts; m.a. 1969, 

ph.d. 1973, columbia. 

Joshua aronson, associate professor of 

applied psychology. b.a. 1986, california 

(santa cruz); ph.d. 1992, princeton. 

Jennifer astuto, research assistant 

professor of applied psychology. b.a. 

1994, m.a. 1998, new York; ph.d. 2006, 

city university of new York. 

clancy Blair, professor of cognitive 

psychology. b.a. 1984, mcGill; m.a. 

1993, m.p.h. 1996, ph.d. 1996, alabama 

(birmingham).

mary m. Brabeck, professor of applied 

psychology and Gail and ira drukier 

dean of the nYu steinhardt school  

of culture, education, and human  

development. b.a. 1967, minnesota; m.s. 

1970, st. cloud; ph.d. 1980, minnesota.

elise cappella, assistant professor of 

applied psychology. b.a. 1993, Yale; m.a. 

2000, ph.d. 2004, california (berkeley).

Kesia constantine, clinical associ-

ate professor of applied psychology. 

b.a.  1996, swarthmore college; ed.m. 

1997, harvard; ph.d. 2006, new York 

university.

iris e. fodor, professor of applied  

psychology. b.a. 1956, city college 

(cunY); m.a. 1957, ph.d. 1964, boston. 

carol gilligan, university professor  

of applied psychology and the  

humanities. b.a. 1958, swarthmore  

college; m.a. 1961, radcliffe college; 

ph.d. 1964, harvard.

erin Brooke godfrey, assistant  

professor of applied psychology. 

b.a. 1997, oberlin college; ph.d. 2010, 

new York. 

arnold h. grossman, professor of  

applied psychology. b.s. 1963, city  

college (cunY); m.s.W. 1965, ph.d. 1970, 

new York; lmsW, acsW.

perry n. halkitis, professor of applied 

psychology and associate dean for  

research and doctoral studies. b.a. 

1984, columbia; m.s. 1988, hunter  

college (cunY); m.phil. 1993, ph.d.  

1995, Graduate center (cunY).

Diane hughes, professor of applied 

psychology. b.a. 1979, Williams college; 

m.s. 1983, ph.d. 1988, michigan.

shabnam Javdani, assistant professor 

of applied psychology. b.a. 2004,  

uc berkley. m.a. 2008, university of  

illinois urbana-champaign. ph.d. 2012,  

university of illinois urbana-champaign.

samuel Juni, professor of applied 

psychology. b.s. 1973, brooklyn college 

(cunY); m.a. 1975, ph.d. 1979, sunY 

(buffalo).

robert landy, professor of educational 

theatre and applied psychology. b.a. 

1966, lafayette; m.s. 1970, hofstra; ph.d. 

1975, california (santa barbara).

Jacqueline s. mattis, professor of  

applied psychology. b.a. 1989,

new York; ph.d. 1995, michigan.

sandee mcclowry, professor of applied 

psychology and teaching and learning. 

b.s. 1980, m.s. 1981, northern illinois, 

ph.d. 1988, california (san francisco); 

1999 postdoctoral fellow, Yale. 

mary mcrae, associate professor of  

applied psychology. b.a. 1971, city 

college (cunY); m.s. 1976, brooklyn 

college (cunY); ed.d. 1987, columbia. 

gigliana melzi, associate professor of 

applied psychology. b.a. 1989, clark; 

m.a. 1992, ph.d. 1998, boston.

ronald moglia, associate professor of 

applied psychology. b.s. 1966, ursinus 

college; m.s. 1968, ed.d. 1976, temple.

pamela a. morris, professor of applied 

psychology. b.a. 1990, columbia; m.a. 

1996, ph.d. 1998, cornell.

randolph l. mowry, clinical associate 

professor of applied psychology. b.a. 

1975, college of William and mary; ph.d. 

1985, tennessee (Knoxville).

sumie okazaki, professor of applied 

psychology. b.s. 1988, michigan;  

m.a. 1990, ph.d. 1994, california  

(los angeles).

c. cybele raver, professor of applied 

psychology. b.a. 1986, harvard; ph.d. 

1994, Yale.

mary sue richardson, professor of  

applied psychology. b.a. 1967,  

marquette; ph.d. 1972, columbia.

edward seidman, professor of applied 

psychology. b.s. 1963, pennsylvania 

state m.a. 1965, temple; ph.d. 1969, 

Kentucky.

Julia shiang, clinical associate  

professor of applied psychology. b.s. 

1971, Wheaton college; m.s. 1977, bank 

street college of education; ed.d., 1984, 

harvard university; ph.d. 1992, pacific 

Graduate school of psychology.

selçuk r. sirin, associate professor of 

applied psychology. b.s. 1991, middle 

east technical (ankara, turkey); m.s. 

1998, sunY (albany); ph.d. 2003,  

boston college.

lisa suzuki, associate professor of  

applied psychology. b.a. 1983, Whitman 

college; m.ed. 1985, hawaii (manoa); 

ph.d. 1992, nebraska (lincoln).

catherine tamis-lemonda, professor 

of applied psychology. b.a. 1983, ph.d. 

1987, new York.

niobe Way, professor of applied  

psychology. b.a. 1985, california  

(berkeley); ed.d. 1994, harvard.

¸
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Willavene Wolf, professor of applied 

psychology. b.s. 1954, rio Grande  

college; m.a. 1957, ph.d. 1969, iowa 

(iowa city).

internship Coordinator

corinne miller Weinman, applied 

psychology, masters programs in 

counseling. b.a. ed. 1969, city college 

of new York; m.a. 1977, new York; 1984, 

Graduate fellow, american institute for 

psychotherapy and psychoanalysis  

(new York). licensed mental health 

counselor, licensed psychoanalyst,  

certified rehabilitation counselor.

 number of adjunct faculty: 41

stUDy aBroaD
the department of applied psychology 

offers a range of study abroad 

opportunities during winter sessions, 

intersessions, and summers. further 

information is provided through the 

office of academic initiatives and 

Global programs, www.steinhardt.nyu.

edu/studyabroad.

the center for health, 
iDentity, BehaVior, anD 
preVention stUDies 
(chiBps)
the center for health, identity, behavior, 

and prevention studies (chibps) in the 

steinhardt school of culture, education, 

and human development at new York 

university is a leading hiv, substance 

abuse, and mental health, behavioral 

research center that is focused on the 

well-being of all people, including sexu-

al, racial, ethnic, and cultural minorities 

and other marginalized populations. 

chibps advances research and 

knowledge to improve the lives of 

those affected with or by hiv, sub-

stance abuse, and mental health burden 

through the rigorous application of 

social science and public health research 

paradigms. the team at chibps envi-

sions, develops, and enacts research 

with and for the communities they 

study. the center is directed by dr. 

perry halkitis. for more information, 

visit www.steinhardt.nyu.edu/appsych/

chibps.

the center for research 
on cUltUre, DeVelopment, 
anD eDUcation
by 2040, people identified as “ethnic 

minority” will comprise half the u.s. 

population. new waves of immigrants 

continue to arrive, ensuring fundamental 

but unknown changes in the intercul-

tural dynamics of homes and schools.

in urban cities, the vast majority of 

children entering preschool/elemen-

tary school and high school are latino, 

asian or african american, and how well 

these children and their families adjust 

to these high-stake transitions will have 

long-term implications for children’s 

developmental trajectories as well as the 

future of the united states. 

in the context of growing diversity 

among the nation’s children, system-

atic inquiry into the developmental 

processes and experiences of children 

from different cultural communities 

during periods of major transitions is ur-

gently needed. in response, faculty and 

students at nYu’s center for research 

on culture, development, and educa-

tion (crcde), seek to advance scientific 

theory and findings on children’s social, 

emotional, and cognitive development 

in longitudinal studies of ethnically 

diverse families with young children 

(infancy through 1st grade) and adoles-

cents (age 13–17) as children transition 

to preschool/elementary school, and 

high school, respectively. this work is 

being extended to cross-cultural studies, 

including ongoing collaborations with 

colleagues in china and Korea.

the scientific innovation of the 

crcde research includes the generation 

of new, culturally grounded knowledge 

on the development and experiences 

of ethnically diverse children across 

multiple domains (language, cognitive, 

social, emotional) and in different social 

settings (home, school, community). 

through community partnerships, the 

crcde also works on building capacity 

of programs in its efforts to support 

parenting and child development. its dy-

namic and culturally sensitive approach 

highlights individual trajectories, mecha-

nisms of change, and cultural variability, 

thereby moving beyond static and eth-

nocentric assessments of development. 

center faculty includes drs. catherine 

s. tamis-lemonda, niobe Way, diane 

hughes, diane ruble, ronit Kahana Kal-

man, and hirokazu Yoshikawa.

for more information, visit the 

center for research on culture, devel-

opment, and education website, www.

steinhardt.nyu.edu/crcde.

the chilD anD family 
policy center
the chief mission of the child and 

family policy center is to bring state-

of-the-field knowledge about how 

to promote healthy childhood devel-

opment and school success to the 

forefront of policymaking and program 

implementation. the center conducts 

applied research that can inform efforts 

to develop effective programs and 

policies for young children and families. 

through conferences, technical as-

sistance activities, partnership projects, 

and publications, the center also com-

municates important knowledge about 

children and families to policymakers, 

leaders in the nonprofit sector, practitio-

ners, the media, and other stakeholders.

the child and family policy center 

is uniquely positioned to stimulate and 

support new initiatives that will benefit 

children in new York city and new York 

state. the center’s director, dr. larue 

allen, is a leading child development 

scholar who currently directs a number 

of projects involving university-commu-

nity partnerships. the center also draws 

on expertise from other sectors of the 

university and the steinhardt school. 

new York university’s steinhardt school 

of culture, education, and human 

development brings together the disci-

plines of applied psychology, education 

studies (e.g., early childhood, special 

education), and health programs.

special departmental features 

Faculty, continued
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institUte for hUman 
DeVelopment anD  
social change
Global forces are dramatically changing 

the environments of children, youth, 

and adults both in the united states 

and throughout the world. first- and 

second-generation immigrant children 

are on their way to becoming a majority 

in the u.s., bringing linguistic and 

cultural diversity to the institutions 

with which they come into contact. 

technological developments will 

proceed at a pace that may outstrip 

the capacity of school systems to 

adequately prepare children. families 

will increasingly be concentrated in 

mega-cities of unprecedented size and 

potentially unprecedented poverty.

how does human development 

unfold in the context of these 

rapidly changing social forces? the 

institute for human development and 

social change (ihdsc) at new York 

university addresses these urgent 

societal questions. the institute aims 

to break new intellectual ground 

through its support for interdisciplinary 

research and training across a range 

of disciplines. ihdsc has fostered 

a network of more than 40 faculty 

affiliates from the social, behavioral, 

health, and policy sciences in 

performing cutting edge research 

to study how complex social forces 

such as globalization, technology, and 

immigration affect human development.

the ihdsc is a joint initiative of 

the steinhardt school of culture, 

education, and human development; 

the Wagner school of public service; 

the faculty of arts and sciences; and 

the office of the provost. With a total 

portfolio of over $40 million in active 

federally and privately funded research 

and training grants, ihdsc is the largest 

interdisciplinary research center on 

the nYu Washington square campus. 

the institute’s governing committee 

includes professor lawrence aber; 

professor christopher flinn, department 

of economics, fas; professor cathie 

tamis-lemonda, department of applied 

psychology; paul horn, senior vice 

provost; c. cybele raver, vice provost 

for academic, faculty, and research 

affairs; dean perry halkitis, professor of 

psychology, public health and medicine 

and associate dean for research and 

doctoral studies; and professor larry 

Wu, department of sociology, fas, who 

also serves as the deputy director of the 

institute. the institute’s director is dr. 

richard arum, professor of sociology 

and education.

the counseling programs in the 

department of applied psychology are 

committed to generating, advancing, 

and disseminating knowledge related 

to research and practice in counseling 

and guidance. the principles informing 

their work include understanding people 

across the life span in cultural contexts, 

promoting equity and social justice, and 

helping all people craft lives of wellness, 

health, and meaning.

students wishing to pursue master’s-

level graduate study in counseling may 

choose one of two programs:

n  counseling for mental health and 

Wellness, which prepares graduates 

as mental health counselors working 

with both individuals and groups in a 

broad spectrum of settings, including 

community agencies, university 

counseling programs, mental health 

centers, hospitals, hiv and aids 

outreach programs, and substance 

abuse treatment centers. Graduates 

of the program are eligible for new 

York state licensure as a mental 

health counselor and additionally are 

eligible to take the national counselors 

exam to become a national certified 

counselor.

n  counseling and Guidance: school 

counseling or bilingual school 

counseling, which trains students 

interested in working as school 

counselors in grades K–12. Graduates 

are eligible for new York state 

certification as school counselors 

and additionally eligible to take the 

national certified school counselor 

exam to become national certified 

school counselors.

the certificate of advanced study is 

available to individuals who possess 

a master’s degree in counseling and 

provides post-m.a. study in individually 

selected areas of counseling.

career opportUnities
a degree in counseling can open 

the door to a range of professional 

opportunities. Graduates of the 

school counseling or bilingual school 

counseling program move on to 

positions in elementary, middle, and 

high schools, working with students on 

counseling and guidance-related issues. 

Graduates of the program in counseling 

for mental health and Wellness will 

be well-placed to seek careers in both 

public and private agencies, including 

community mental health programs, 

university counseling centers, hospitals, 

hiv and aids outreach programs, and 

substance abuse treatment centers. 

completion of new York state licensure 

requirements allows one to engage in 

private psychotherapy practice. some 

graduates go on to pursue advanced 

degrees, including doctoral study.

Degree reQUirements
Master of Arts in Counseling and 

Guidance: School Counseling or 

Bilingual School Counseling

students in this program complete 48 

units of coursework. all students are 

required to take 36 units in the follow-

ing courses: professional orientation 

and ethical issues in school counsel-

counseling and Guidance: school counseling 
or bilingual school counseling

counseling and Guidance for mental health 
and Wellness  
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ing APSy-GE.2650, foundations of 

school counseling APSy-GE.2662, 

counseling: theory and process APSy-

GE.2657, research and evaluation in 

behavioral sciences APSy-GE.2070, indi-

vidual counseling practice labs i and 

ii APSy-GE.2658, 2659, cross-cultural 

counseling APSy-GE.2682, developmen-

tal psychology APSy-GE.2271 or human 

Growth and development APSy-GE.2138 

or adolescent development: theory and 

research APSy-GE.2272, Group dynam-

ics APSy-GE.2620, career counseling 

APSy-GE.2635, program development 

and evaluation APSy-GE.2663, and 

interpretation and use of tests in 

counseling children and adolescents 

APSy-GE.2673.

in addition to the basic curricu-

lum, students in the school counseling 

program complete a year-long, 6-unit 

(400 hours) internship in a school that 

is selected by the student in consulta-

tion with the director of internships. 

coursework for this sequence includes 

internship in school counseling i  

APSy-GE.2667 (3 units) and internship  

in school counseling ii APSy-GE.2668  

(3 units).

students must also take one course 

in applied content area (see below), as 

well as one course (3 units) that focuses 

on special populations, including women 

and mental health; gay, lesbian, bisexual, 

and transgender people; and substance 

abusers, among others.

Graduates of the school counseling, 

K–12 concentration, are eligible for 

certification in new York state as school 

counselors in grades K–12. students who 

wish to become certified as bilingual 

school counselors may pursue this goal 

within the framework of the school 

counseling program, with an additional 

bilingual concentration.

Please be advised that licensing  

agencies and fieldwork placement  

facilities in your field of study may 

require that you undergo a criminal 

background check, the results of  

which the agency or facility must  

find acceptable prior to placement  

or licensure.

Master of Arts in Counseling for  

Mental health and Wellness 

students in counseling for mental 

health and Wellness must complete 60 

units of coursework. all students are 

required to take 39 units in the following 

courses: professional orientation and 

ethical issues in counseling for mental 

health and Wellness APSy-GE.2651, 

foundations of counseling for mental 

health and Wellness APSy-GE.2661, 

counseling: theory and process APSy-

GE.2657, individual counseling practice: 

labs i and ii APSy-GE.2658, 2659, cross-

cultural counseling APSy-GE.2682, 

research and evaluation in behavioral 

sciences APSy-GE.2070, human Growth 

and development APSy-GE.2138, 

abnormal psychology APSy-GE.2038, 

Group dynamics: theory and practice 

APSy-GE.2620, dynamics of vocational 

development APSy-GE.2634, program 

development and evaluation APSy-

GE.2663, and interpretation and use 

of tests in counseling adults APSy-

GE.2672. in addition to the curriculum 

specified above, students also complete 

a 6-unit year-long (600 hours) 

supervised internship. the internship 

experience is chosen by the student 

in consultation with the director of 

internships.

coursework for this sequence 

includes internship in counseling for 

mental health and Wellness i APSy-

GE.2655 (3 units) and internship in 

counseling for mental health and 

Wellness ii APSy-GE.2656 (3 units).

in addition, students choose one 

course (3 units) that focuses on special 

populations, including women and 

mental health; gay, lesbian, bisexual, 

and transgender people; and substance 

abusers, among others.

students must also take 12 units in 

applied content areas.

Please be advised that licensing  

agencies and fieldwork placement  

facilities in your field of study may 

require that you undergo a criminal 

background check, the results of  

which the agency or facility must  

find acceptable prior to placement  

or licensure.

applied content area

to fulfill their requirements for applied 

content area credits, students may 

choose courses from offerings in the 

program, department, and school that 

enable them to pursue specialized 

interests. students may also elect 

to take applied coursework in other 

schools within the university. applied 

content areas may include grief and 

bereavement counseling; career 

counseling; women and mental health; 

gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender 

studies; drama therapy, art therapy, or 

music therapy; and marriage and family. 

students in the program in counseling 

for mental health and Wellness should 

consult with an adviser to develop this 

applied content area sequence.

comprehensive exams

all students in the m.a. programs in 

counseling must pass the counselor 

preparation comprehensive 

examination (cpce) for satisfaction of 

the terminal experience requirement. 

this exam is produced by the center 

for credentialing and education, inc. 

(cce), an affiliate of the national board 

for certified counselors, inc. (nbcc). 

the exam is held in the spring and 

fall semesters, and students can take 

the exam up to two times. if they are 

unsuccessful in their initial attempt, 

they must also complete a designated 

project.

aDmission reQUirements 
applications are reviewed for fall  

entrance only.

this is a full-time master’s program 

with strict course sequencing and a 

research requirement that is best com-

pleted on a full-time basis. part-time 

matriculation will only be considered  

on an exceptional, case-by-case basis.

certificate of  
aDVanceD stUDy
a certificate of advanced study is 

available to individuals already possess-

ing a master’s degree in counseling. 

this program is designed to meet the 

specialized and diverse needs for pro-

fessional education beyond a counseling 

m.a. students who have completed their 

master’s in counseling and are a school 

or mental health counselor can take four 

or five courses (12-15 units) from the 

master’s in counseling programs offer-

ings, as well as courses from programs 

in drama therapy, art therapy, and 

music therapy. course selections may 

also include some doctoral-level courses 

by advisement. in consultation with a 

faculty advisor, students will design 

their course of study to develop areas of 

interest or need, or to build on existing 

knowledge. students design their own 

program of study in consultation with 

faculty advisers.

Counseling and 

Guidance and 

Counseling for Mental 

Health and Wellness, 

continued
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counseling psychology  
the ph.D. program in counseling 

psychology is fully accredited by the 

american psychological association 

(apa). counseling psychologists 

are defined as those who enter 

into professional relationships with 

individuals and groups and bring to 

those relationships knowledge of 

psychology as a science, knowledge 

of counseling theory and research, 

a personally integrated theory of 

counseling, and an ethical responsibility

the major principles underlying the 

program in counseling psychology are a 

focus on a developmental understand-

ing of clients; commitment to a health 

model of intervention; and appreciation 

of the gendered, cultural, and insti-

tutional contexts of people’s lives, as 

these contexts affect both clients and 

counselors. the program follows s— 

the scientist-practitioner model of  

training—and is organized in three areas: 

general psychology, including statistics 

and research methodology; counseling 

and vocational psychology; and patterns 

of learning experiences designed to 

meet the professional goals of program 

matriculants.

career opportUnities
Graduates of the program are eligible to 

sit for the new York state psychology 

licensing examination and are prepared 

to practice in diverse settings such as 

colleges, clinics, hospitals, and commu-

nity agencies, as well as pursue careers 

in research and teaching.

Degree reQUirements
for completion of the doctorate, 96 

points beyond the bachelor’s degree 

are required. additionally as part of 

undergraduate or other graduate 

work, 18 credits in psychology are 

prerequisites to the ph.d. program. in 

the counseling psychology required 

curriculum (33 credits), students 

complete work in counseling theory 

and process, cross-cultural counseling, 

group counseling, abnormal psychology, 

program seminar, seminars in vocational 

development and counseling theory, and 

practica in individual counseling and 

counselor training. students also must 

take counseling psychology specialty 

electives (9 credits); clinical assessment 

and testing (9 credits); and statistics 

and research design (18 credits).

students also must complete 

departmental and state licensure 

course requirements covering history 

and systems, principles of learning, 

personality, developmental psychology, 

social psychology, and the biological 

basis of behavior. 

in addition to course requirements, 

students must pass a comprehensive 

examination to be admitted to 

candidacy, complete a full-year 

internship, have an approved 

dissertation proposal and dissertation, 

and pass a final oral examination of the 

dissertation.

some courses may be waived, 

exempted or passed by examination. 

a minimum of 54 credits must be 

completed at new York university for 

students admitted with a bachelors  

degree (36 credits for students admit-

ted with a masters degree).

Please be advised that licensing  

agencies and fieldwork placement  

facilities in your field of study may 

require that you undergo a criminal 

background check, the results of  

which the agency or facility must  

find acceptable prior to placement  

or licensure.

aDmission reQUirements
applicants to the program in counseling 

psychology must follow both the 

steinhardt school’s and the program’s 

admission procedures and deadlines. all 

admissions materials must be received 

by december 1. the Gre must be taken 

in time to allow the required five weeks 

for scores to arrive by december 1. 

psychology Gre scores are not required. 

applicants must also submit an 

autobiographical statement, following 

a program outline, and three letters of 

recommendation. contact the program 

directly for full details on program 

admission criteria.

steinharDt felloWs 
program anD research 
assistantships
see page 180. 
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educational psychology  
The program is currently in accredited, 

inactive status and is no longer accepting 

new applicants.

the m.a. program in educational psy-

chology offers students a solid graduate 

foundation in psychology, including 

developmental psychology, personal-

ity theories, social psychology, and 

measurement and research methods 

in the context of an individualized and 

goal-directed plan of study.

during the course of study, students 

acquire a solid base in psychological 

theory and consider the ways that basic 

psychological research might be applied 

to address the challenges faced by 

individuals in our society—particularly 

those living in the multicultural 

environment of urban new York city.

in addition to taking foundation 

courses in applied psychology, students 

select a series of courses from one of 

two concentrations that match their 

specific interests and professional 

goals. toward the end of the m.a. 

degree program, students apply their 

theoretical knowledge base to a relevant 

fieldwork or research experience under 

the supervision of a faculty member 

who shares a scholarly interest in 

the student’s chosen topic. these 

independently pursued projects should 

be related to and emerge out of the 

student’s studies in his or her selected 

areas of emphasis. in most instances, the 

fieldwork/research experience will focus 

on a timely, applied issue in psychology, 

situated in contexts such as family, 

hospital, school, or community.

students may choose from two 

concentrations: general educational 

psychology and psychological 

measurement and evaluation.

career opportUnities
in addition to being a basic entry into 

doctoral study in psychology, the m.a. 

degree program in applied psychology 

offers the basic training for employment 

in such areas as research and data col-
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General educational psychology concentration

Degree reQUirements
academic prerequisites: a minimum 

of 18 undergraduate semester hours in 

behavioral sciences, including courses 

in personality, social psychology, and 

developmental psychology. these 

requirements may be met by taking 

additional courses as part of the 

program.

this concentration requires 36 units 

for completion. the curriculum includes 

the following: 

Requirements (9 units): survey of 

developmental psychology/advanced 

APSy-GE.2271, plus two courses from 

the following: social psychology 

APSy-GE.2003; abnormal psychology 

APSy-GE.2038; theories of personality 

APSy-GE.2039; psychological 

disturbances in children APSy-GE.2181; 

cognitive development APSy-GE.2198; 

learning theories APSy-GE.2214; and 

culture, context, and psychology APSy-

GE.2105.

Concentration Requirements (24 

units): measurement: classical test 

theory APSy-GE.2140; two courses in 

research methods (e.g., educational 

statistics RESCH-GE.2001, evaluation 

methodology in the behavioral sciences 

i and ii APSy-GE.2173, 2174); and a total 

of four courses completed from Group 

a and Group b, as listed below. note: 

students must complete at least one 

course from each group; students must 

select courses not already completed 

under core requirements.

Electives: under faculty advisement, 

students are encouraged to pursue 

courses (6 units) that complement 

their programs of study, such as 

multiculturalism and diversity, 

counseling, or women’s studies.

Group A: Psychological Foundations 

and Development: neuropsychology 

of behavior APSy-GE.2001, social 

psychology APSy-GE.2003, theories 

of personality APSy-GE.2039, social 

development of children and adoles-

cents APSy-GE.2097, psychological 

research in infancy APSy-GE.2115, APSy-

GE, human Growth and development 

APSy-GE.2138, perceptual development 

APSy-GE.2197, cognitive development 

APSy-GE.2198, adolescent develop-

ment/advanced APSy-GE.2272.

Group B: Educational Psychology and 

Learning: child development and 

the program of childhood education 

E25.2021, curriculum in early childhood 

education CHDED-GE.2037, education 

of infants and toddlers CHDED-GE, 

survey of individual cognitive tests 

APSy-GE.2019, educational psychol-

ogy APSy-GE.2114, infant and toddler 

assessment APSy-GE.2116, learning 

theories APSy-GE.2214, psychological 

foundations of learning disabilities 

SPCED-GE.2131.

Terminal Experience (3 units): applied 

psychology integrative seminar APSy-

GE.2335 serves as the capstone to all 

students in the m.a. program.

lection for hospitals and community 

agencies, advertising agencies, and 

private industry as well as for school 

systems and other learning environ-

ments. it also offers educators an 

appropriate program to satisfy m.a. 

degree requirements in their school 

systems.

Degree reQUirements
students in the m.a. program complete 

36 units of coursework. the curriculum 

includes the following areas:

Requirements (9 units): survey of 

developmental psychology/advanced 

APSy-GE.2271, plus two courses from 

the following: social psychology 

APSy-GE.2003, abnormal psychology 

APSy-GE.2038, theories of person-

ality APSy-GE.2039, psychological 

disturbances in children APSy-GE.2181, 

cognitive development APSy-GE.2198, 

and learning theories APSy-GE.2214.

Concentration Requirements (24 units): 

students pursue a series of courses 

prescribed by one of the two concentra-

tions (general educational psychology 

and psychological measurement and 

evaluation). specific course require-

ments are described in the following 

sections, which detail the concentration 

requirements.

Terminal Experience (3 units): applied 

psychology integrative seminar APSy-

GE.2335 serves as the capstone to all 

students in the m.a. program. students 

pursue independent projects under 

faculty supervision and meet to discuss 

their fieldwork and research projects. 

as part of this culminating experience, 

students complete a comprehensive 

paper regarding their own fieldwork/

research project.

Please be advised that licensing  

agencies and fieldwork placement  

facilities in your field of study may 

require that you undergo a criminal 

background check, the results of 

which the agency or facility must  

find acceptable prior to placement  

or licensure.

Educational 

Psychology,  

continued
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Educational 

Psychology,  

continued the demand for those with training 

in psychological measurement and 

evaluation has increased. this 36-unit 

concentration prepares individuals 

in the application of measurement, 

research, and evaluation principles in 

various settings in educational, social, 

community, health, and business sectors

the concentration provides 

theoretical and applied training 

and experience through a carefully 

sequenced selection of courses in 

measurement, test construction, and 

research methods. in addition, students 

choose courses from various areas in 

psychology, such as developmental, 

learning, and personality. as a final 

project, each student conducts a field-

based research study and prepares a 

journal-quality paper.

Degree reQUirements
academic prerequisites: a minimum 

of 12 semester hours in the behavioral 

sciences. these requirements may be 

met by taking additional courses as part 

of the concentration.

the psychological measurement 

and evaluation concentration requires 

36 units for completion. the curriculum 

includes the following:

Core Requirements (9 units): survey of 

developmental psychology/advanced 

APSy-GE.2271, plus two courses from 

the following: social psychology 

APSy-GE.2003; abnormal psychology 

APSy-GE.2038; theories of personality 

APSy-GE.2039; psychological 

disturbances in children APSy-GE.2181; 

cognitive development APSy-GE.2198; 

learning theories APSy-GE.2214; and 

culture, context, and psychology APSy-

GE.2105.

Concentration Requirements (24 

units): educational statistics i and ii 

RESCH-GE.2001, 2002, measurement: 

classical test theory APSy-

GE.2140, measurement: modern test 

development APSy-GE.2141, evaluation 

methodology in the behavioral sciences 

i and ii APSy-GE.2173, 2174.

Electives: under faculty advisement, 

students are encouraged to pursue 

courses (6 units) that complement their 

program of study, such as advanced 

methods, health, special education, or 

personnel selection.

Terminal Experience (3 units): applied 

psychology integrative seminar APSy-

GE.2335 serves as the capstone to all 

students in the m.a. program.

the m.a. in human Development and 

social intervention offers a distinct 

curriculum that emphasizes the practical 

skills of research design and methods, 

grant writing and management, and 

program development and evaluation 

from a community psychology 

perspective. the curriculum is firmly 

rooted in the traditions and lexicon 

of community, social, personality, and 

developmental psychology. students will 

learn how issues such as poverty, race, 

gender, and culture influence the daily 

lives of individuals. hands-on research 

and grant writing will aid students in 

efforts to apply social interventions to 

these issues.

the program is designed for recent 

college graduates with backgrounds 

in the social sciences, including 

psychology; social work; sociology; 

anthropology; and race, gender or 

ethnic studies, as well as those who 

have work or volunteer experiences in 

nonprofit organizations, schools, health 

facilities, and community centers and 

seek to further or change the direction 

of their careers. all students in this 

program will receive training in

1. theories of human development;

2.  theories and techniques of preventive 

and promotive interventions;

3.  theories and concepts of the 

influence of culture and context in 

various settings;

4.  conceptualization and analysis of 

individual and social change;

5.  research methodology including 

program management and evaluation; 

and

6.  Grant preparation and grant 

management.

in addition to a core of research 

methodology and psychology courses, 

students will also pursue one of the 

following three areas of study:

n  developmental psychology: 

students will examine classical as 

well as contemporary literature on 

developmental changes in emotional, 

social, and cognitive areas, with 

specific attention to the roles of 

culture and context (e.g., family, 

school, community) in these processes.

n  health: students will examine the 

individual level, socioecological, 

and sociopolitical factors that 

shape physical and mental health 

outcomes for individuals, families, and 

communities.

n  methodology: students will gain 

expertise in research design and in the 

use of various methods of quantitative 

and qualitative reasoning and analysis 

of data.

career opportUnities
the degree prepares students to pursue 

careers as research project directors, 

research coordinators, grant writ-

ers, research scientists, and program 

evaluators in university-based research 

centers, community agencies, hospitals, 

school systems, and private industry, 

including evaluation research firms. in 

addition, the program prepares students 

to pursue doctoral study in the social 

sciences, such as human development, 

public policy, or social and community 

psychology.

Degree reQUirements
academic prerequisites: prior to ma-

triculation in the graduate program, 

students must have completed a basic 

statistics course (with content similar 

to basic statistics i RESCH-GE.2085) 

within the past three years. students 

also must have completed five courses 

in psychology prior to matriculation in 

the graduate program.

the hdsi program requires 42 units 

for completion. the curriculum includes 

the following:

required core courses (15 units): Grant 

Writing and Grant management for the 

social sciences APSy-GE.2077; culture, 

context, and psychology APSy-GE.2105; 

survey of developmental psychology: 

advanced APSy-GE.2271; risk and resil-

ience APSy-GE.2279; development and 
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prevention science APSy-GE 2094.

required courses in statistics and 

research methods (15 units): basic sta-

tistics ii RESCH-GE.2086, measurement: 

classical test theory APSy-GE.2140, 

evaluation methodology in behavioral 

science i APSy-GE.2173, evaluation 

methodology in behavioral science ii 

APSy-GE.2174, research project seminar 

i APSy-GE.2837 (0 units), research proj-

ect seminar ii APSy-GE.2838.

area of specialization electives  

(12 units): under advisement, students 

choose four courses for specialization  

in one of three areas of study:  

developmental psychology, health,  

or methodology.

research requirement: for the intern-

ship requirement, students participate 

on a research team for 10–12 hours a 

week each semester. during the summer 

between the first and second year or 

during the final semester, students com-

plete an externship at a research site 

off campus in order to strengthen and 

broaden their skills. students have an 

opportunity each spring to participate  

in the department’s annual research 

conference for ma students. second 

year hdsi students are required to sub-

mit an application for this conference.

terminal experience: students com-

plete a thesis under the supervision of 

a faculty member, meeting monthly 

throughout the second year to discuss 

their field and research experiences and 

to provide feedback to one another 

about the process of psychological 

research and application. this is the final 

requirement for completion of evalua-

tion methodology in behavioral sciences 

i APSy-GE.2174.

Please be advised that licensing  

agencies and fieldwork placement  

facilities in your field of study may 

require that you undergo a criminal 

background check, the results of 

 which the agency or facility must  

find acceptable prior to placement  

or licensure.

DiRECTOR

clancy blair

Kimball hall

212-998-5555

DEGREES 

ph.d.

FaCulTy 

aronson, blair, Gilligan, 

melzi, raver, sirin, 

tamis-lemonda, Way

aFFiliaTED FaCulTy 

aber, allen

psychological development

Human Development 

and Social 

Intervention,  

continued

the mission of the ph.D. program 

in psychological Development is 

to provide students with a strong 

foundation in developmental 

theories and research from a lifespan 

perspective. students examine 

individual and environmental influences 

on the development of infants, children, 

adolescents, and adults, especially 

those situated in urban environments. 

the ph.d. program offers the advanced 

student a program of study that 

focuses on current issues in the 

dynamic and complex field of human 

development, while also emphasizing 

a basic foundation in psychological 

theory and research. research takes 

place in laboratories at nYu as well 

as in the homes, hospitals, schools, 

neighborhoods, and community settings 

of the multiethnic and richly diverse city 

of new York.

the program in psychological 

development educates its students to 

think creatively about how psychological 

theory and research can address the 

social challenges that individuals face. 

through their coursework and research 

experiences, students in the ph.d. 

program in 

psychological development gain 

expertise in the following:

n  the core areas of developmental psy-

chology with a focus on how current 

research methodologies are applied to 

issues in human development

n  a wide range of quantitative and 

qualitative research methodologies, 

including longitudinal, experimental, 

observational, ethnographic, narrative, 

and case study methods

n  the skills to identify the roles of 

family members, peers, schools, 

neighborhoods, and communities in 

the life of the individual, as well as how 

the individual shapes his or her own 

experiences

n  an understanding of how ethnicity, 

race, social class, gender, and culture 

influence human development within 

and across national boundaries

n  the application of assessment tools 

to address the needs of diverse 

populations

n  a proficiency in implementing 

and evaluating primary preventive 

interventions with parents and children 

from at-risk populations

areas of research focus for doctoral 

students may include the following:

n  cognitive, emotional, and social 

development in infants and young 

children

n  social and emotional development 

among urban ethnic-minority children 

and adolescents in the united states 

and worldwide

n  family, school, and cultural influences 

on human development

n  etiology of risk behaviors, resiliency, 

and coping in at-risk populations

n  school-, family-, and community-based 

interventions

n  children’s learning, academic achieve-

ment, and emotional self-regulation in 

school settings

n  Quantitative modeling of high-risk 

health behaviors and decisions

n  test and scale development, validity 

and reliability studies, and the study of 

individual differences

career opportUnities
Graduates are prepared for careers 

as professors in academic settings; 

researchers in academic and gov-

ernmental agencies; human service 

professionals in hospitals, schools, and 

community settings; directors and 

evaluators of mental health and health-

promotion programs; as well as primary 

prevention programs.
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DiRECTOR

larue allen

Kimball hall

212-998-5555

DEGREES 

ph.d., psy.d.

certificate as a school 

psychologist

FaCulTy 

alpert, cappella, 

fodor, mcclowry, 

suárez-orozco

Note: The Psy.D., 

the Ph.D., and the 

certificate programs 

are currently not 

admitting students.

school psychology

Psychological 

Development,  

continued

The program is currently in accredited, 

inactive status and is no longer accepting 

new applicants.

as a psychological specialist and 

educational consultant, the school 

psychologist is concerned with the 

psychological well-being of children as it 

affects their educability, the educational 

program as it affects the psychological 

development of children, and the total 

physical, social, and emotional setting in 

which children and adolescents spend 

their formative years.

school psychology represents not 

the place one works, but rather the 

way one works—in other words, a 

professional mindset accompanied by 

relevant skills. the school psychologist, 

whether a researcher, teacher, or 

practitioner in diverse settings, is 

sensitive to the ecosystem of the child. 

this includes recognition that fulfillment 

of the child’s developmental needs 

requires successful negotiation of 

both the family system and the school 

system, while listening to and respecting 

the inner world of the child.

several fundamental premises un-

derlie the training of a psychologist with 

nYu steinhardt’s program in school 

psychology. the school psychologist is 

both a scientist and a practicing profes-

sional involved in the extension and 

application of psychological knowledge. 

on the practitioner side, this includes 

training in assessment; designing and 

evaluating interventions; consultation; 

working with culturally diverse popula-

tions; working with parents, teachers, 

and school personnel; training in ethics; 

and knowledge of clinical research. on 

the researcher side, beyond ground-

ing in basic quantitative and research 

methodology, school psychologists are 

trained in utilizing research skills in ap-

plied settings. both sets of skills—clinical 

and research skills—are grounded in the 

context of familiarity with the school 

setting, with educational principles and 

problems, with the teaching-learning 

process and preventive mental health 

principles, as well as with the wider 

social context of family, community, 

and society. accordingly, the program 

in school psychology offers courses of 

study to students seeking the scientist-

practitioner model (the ph.d. program) 

or the applied practitioner model (the 

psy.d. program). for students who  

prefer not to pursue a doctoral degree,  

a program leading to a certificate  

of qualification in school psychology  

is available.

career opportUnities
Graduates from the certificate and 

doctoral programs will be certified as 

school psychologists in new York state 

and legally qualified to work as school 

psychologists in most states. they may 

choose to work in public or private 

schools or in community mental  

health and hospital settings. certificate  

graduates also find employment in  

clinical and educational children’s set-

tings such as learning disability centers, 

child guidance clinics, pediatric services, 

hospitals, and social service agencies.

doctoral graduates also work in clini-

cal settings such as hospitals or mental 

health clinics, for social service agencies 

as staff psychologists, as mental health 

consultants to other types of organiza-

tions, as researchers and teachers at 

colleges and universities, or in private 

practice conducting psychological test-

ing and/or psychotherapy with children, 

adults, and families. some doctoral 

graduates teach in college or university 

settings.

acaDemic prereQUisites
certificate applicants are expected 

to have completed 12 undergraduate 

credits in psychology (four courses) 

including experimental (laboratory 

course), personality, and two other 

psychology courses, as well as 6 

undergraduate credits in education 

(two courses) from the following areas: 

curriculum or educational methods, 

remedial reading or learning disabilities, 

special education or exceptional 

children, or educational administration 

or supervision.

doctoral applicants (ph.d.) are 

expected to have completed 15 

undergraduate credits in psychology 

(five courses), including experimental 

(laboratory course), personality, 

developmental, and two other 

psychology courses, as well as 6 

undergraduate credits in education 

(two courses) from the following areas: 

curriculum or educational methods, 

remedial reading or learning disabilities, 

special education or exceptional 

children, or educational administration 

or supervision.

Measurement and Evaluation (9 

units): educational statistics RESCH-

GE.2001, 2002; research design and 

methodology in the behavioral sciences 

i APSy-GE.2073.

Degree reQUirements
students take between 45 and 72 

units, depending on prior graduate 

coursework. academic offerings and 

requirements include the following:

n  courses in the foundational areas 

of psychology (e.g., developmental, 

social, personality, cognitive, 

learning, experimental, historical, 

neuropsychology)

n  courses in developmental psychol-

ogy (e.g., cognitive, emotional, social, 

language, perceptual)

n  advanced content seminars in human 

development

n  sequences in research designs, meth-

ods, and statistics

n  active research involvement and 

attendance at weekly research 

colloquia

n  completion of a data-based dissertation

aDmission reQUirements
admission to this program requires 

a bachelor’s or a master’s degree in 

psychology or a related field, Gre 

scores (verbal and quantitative), three 

letters of recommendation, prior 

research experience, and a personal 

interview with the program faculty.

See general admission section,  

page 167.

steinharDt felloWs 
program anD research 
assistantships
see page 180. 
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School Psychology,  

continued

Integrative Seminars (12 units): prosemi-

nar in school psychology APSy-GE.2274; 

internship and seminar in school  

psychology APSy-GE.3011, 3012; seminar 

in current issues in developmental  

psychology APSy-GE.3021.

other Requirements: during the first 

three years of the program, students  

are required to spend at least one  

day per week in an unpaid externship.  

students are also required to complete  

a workshop, the social responsibilities 

of teachers TCHL-GE.2999.

Please be advised that licensing 

agencies and fieldwork placement 

facilities in your field of study may 

require that you undergo a criminal 

background check, the results of  

which the agency or facility must  

find acceptable prior to placement 

or licensure.

Certificate as a School Psychologist

this certificate program requires 69 

units beyond the bachelor’s degree in 

addition to related field experiences 

and internship. students with previous 

graduate work will receive advanced 

standing. those lacking sufficient 

undergraduate work will need additional 

credits. students who lack a master’s 

degree in psychology upon admission 

earn a supplementary master’s degree in 

school psychological services en route.

the basic curriculum for certificate 

students includes courses in the 

following areas: 

Psychological Foundations: 18 

units including neuropsychology of 

behavior APSy-GE.2001, psychological 

disturbances in children APSy-GE.2181, 

survey of developmental psychology 

APSy-GE.2271, social psychology APSy-

GE.2003, measurement and evaluation: 

construction of psychological tests 

APSy-GE.2142, and learning theories 

APSy-GE.2214.

Educational Foundations: 6 units from 

those prerequisite areas not covered 

by undergraduate courses, including 

such courses as the study of reflective 

teaching ECED-GE.2357, teaching 

for multicultural understandings 

ECED-GE.2011, literature for Younger 

children ECED-GE.2521, psychological 

foundations of learning disabilities 

SPCED-GE.2131, education of 

exceptional children SPCED-GE.2124, 

teaching students with disabilities in 

General education SPCED-GE.2165, 

education law EDLED-GE.2207, 

and leadership in the adoption of 

innovation EDLED-GE.2305.

School Psychology Practica (30 units): 

laboratory in intellectual and cognitive 

assessment APSy-GE.2027, 2028; 

laboratory in behavior change APSy-

GE.2160, 2161; laboratory in projective 

techniques and personality assessment 

APSy-GE.2065, 2066; laboratory in 

school consultation APSy-GE.2275, 

2276 advanced practicum in school 

psychology APSy-GE.2017, 2018.

Doctor of Philosophy

the ph.d. program in school psychology 

is based on the scientist-practitioner 

model. the program emphasizes 

research, behavioral assessment and 

intervention, psychoeducational and 

psychodiagnostic assessment, school 

consultation, and psychotherapy. the 

ph.d. program is fully accredited by the 

american psychological association 

(apa) and by the national association 

of school psychologists (nasp).

Graduates are eligible for new 

York state certification as a school 

psychologist and, on completion of an 

additional year of supervised practice 

after completion of the doctorate, 

qualify for the new York state licensing 

examination for the professional 

practice of psychology.

this program calls for 99 units 

beyond the bachelor’s degree in 

addition to related field experiences, 

internship requirements, and scholarly 

requirements. students with previous 

graduate work will receive advanced 

standing. those lacking sufficient 

undergraduate work will need additional 

credits. students who lack a master’s 

degree in psychology upon admission 

earn a supplementary master’s degree in 

school psychological services en route.

Degree reQUirements
the basic curriculum for ph.d. students 

includes courses in the following areas: 

Psychological Foundations (18 

units): including neuropsychology of 

behavior APSy-GE.2001, psychological 

disturbances in children APSy-GE.2181, 

historical perspectives of psychological 

theory (history and systems) 

APSy-GE.3103, social psychology APSy-

GE.2003, measurement and evaluation: 

construction of psychological tests 

APSy-GE.2142, learning theories APSy-

GE.2214.

School Psychology Practica (30 units): 

see certificate of Qualification descrip-

tion above for specific details.

Educational Foundations: 6 units from 

those prerequisite areas not covered 

by undergraduate courses, including 

such courses as the study of reflective 

teaching CHDED-GE.2357, multicul-

tural perspectives in social studies 

CHDED-GE.2011, literature for Younger 

children CHDED-GE.2521, psychologi-

cal foundations of learning disabilities 

SPCED-GE.2131, education of exception-

al children SPCED-GE.2124, teaching 

students with disabilities in General 

education SPCED-GE.2165, education 

law EDLED-GE.2207, and leadership 

in the adoption of innovation EDLED-

GE.2305.

The Steinhardt School Foundations 

(6 units): examples of courses include 

feminist philosophies of education 

PHED-GE.2000, What are schools 

for? historical perspectives HSED-

GE.2175, and sociology of complex 

organizations SOED-GE.2089.

Specialty Sequence (9 units): a 

specialty sequence must be planned 

by each student in consultation with an 

adviser. the following is a sample of a 

typical sequence: psychoanalytic theory 

of childhood APSy-GE.2089, practicum 

in psychotherapy with children and 

adolescents APSy-GE.2061, 2062.

Measurement and Research Courses/

Dissertation Requirements (21 units). 

examples of courses include educa-

tional statistics RESCH-GE.2001, 2002; 

research design and methodology in 

the behavioral sciences i and ii APSy-

GE.2073, 2074; dissertation proposal 

seminar in applied psychology APSy-

GE.3001, plus one additional year of 

research elective.

Integrative Seminars (9 units): see 

above section for details.

other reQUirements
during the first three years of the 

program, students are required to spend 

at least one day per week in unpaid 

externships and two of these years in 

research apprenticeships to complete 

scholarly requirements, a dissertation 

proposal, and other dissertation 

requirements. subsequently, students 

are also required to complete a full-year 

internship. students typically require 

more than four years of full-time 
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DiRECTOR

pamela a. morris 

Kimball hall

212-998-5555

DEGREE

ph.d.

FaCulTy

aber,  allen, cappella, 

Godfrey, hughes, 

morris, seidman

psychology and social intervention 

School Psychology,  

continued

study to complete all requirements. 

the scholarly requirements include a 

publishable scholarly paper sponsored 

by a faculty member and a dissertation 

based on research sponsored by a 

committee of faculty. a final doctoral 

oral will constitute a defense of the 

dissertation. all students are also 

required to pass a departmental 

comprehensive examination and the 

english essay examination.

Doctor of Psychology

the psy.d. program in professional 

child/school psychology is based on 

the practitioner-scholar model. the pro-

gram emphasizes behavioral assessment 

and intervention, psychoeducational 

and psychodiagnostic assessment, 

school consultation, psychotherapy, and 

scholarly writing. the psy.d. program is 

fully accredited by the apa and nasp. 

Graduates receive state certification as a 

school psychologist and, on completion 

of an additional year of supervised prac-

tice after completion of the doctorate, 

qualify for the new York state licensing 

examination for the professional prac-

tice of psychology.

some requirements for completion of 

the psy.d. are similar to those indicated 

for the ph.d. in school psychology. 

the program also calls for 99 units 

beyond the bachelor’s degree in 

addition to related field experiences, 

internship requirements, and scholarly 

requirements. some students with 

previous graduate work will earn 

advanced standing, and others lacking 

appropriate undergraduate work will 

require additional credits. the basic 

curriculum in foundations coursework 

and practica is similar to the ph.d., with 

fewer units required in the measurement 

and research component and more 

units allocated to an elective specialty 

sequence. a series of three psy.d. 

scholarly papers replaces the formal 

dissertation, and an oral examination 

emphasizes professional competency in 

professional practice.

students who lack a master’s degree 

in psychology upon admission earn 

a supplementary master’s degree in 

school psychological services en route.

Degree reQUirements
the basic curriculum for psy.d. students 

includes courses in the following areas: 

Psychological Foundations (18 units), 

School Psychology Practica (30 units), 

Educational Foundations (6 units), 

and Steinhardt School Foundations 

(6 units). (see descriptions above for 

specific details.) an 18-unit specialty 

sequence must be planned by each 

student in consultation with an 

adviser. the following is a sample of 

a typical sequence divided into two 

subspecialties, one in psychotherapy, 

one in infancy: psychoanalytic theory 

of childhood APSy-GE.2089; practicum 

in psychotherapy with children and 

adolescents APSy-GE.2061, 2062; 

psychological research in infancy APSy-

GE.2115; infant and toddler assessment 

APSy-GE.2116; the education of infants 

and toddlers ECED-GE.2701.

Measurement and Research Courses: 

12 units are required for psy.d. students. 

courses include educational statistics 

RESCH-GE.2001, 2002 and evaluation 

methodology in the behavioral sciences 

i and ii APSy-GE.2173, 2174.

Integrative Seminars (9 units): see 

above section for details.

other reQUirements
students spend one-and-a-half days per 

week on field placement during year 

one, two-and-a-half days per week on 

externship in years two and three, and 

one summer in a variety of assigned 

settings pertinent to their particular 

stage of training. students are also 

required to complete a full-year intern-

ship. additionally, students are required 

to complete three publishable, scholarly 

papers working with various full-time 

or adjunct faculty sponsors before go-

ing on an internship and to compile a 

professional portfolio that also includes 

an intensive professional work sample. a 

final doctoral oral will be an examination 

of competency for professional practice. 

all students are also required to pass a 

departmental comprehensive examina-

tion.

aDmission reQUirements
Note: The Psy.D. and Ph.D. programs are 

not currently admitting students. 

the goal of the ph.D. program in 

psychology and social intervention is to 

train action scientists to work in a vari-

ety of settings in order to understand, 

transform, and improve the contexts 

and systems (ranging from families, 

small groups, schools, communities, and 

neighborhoods to public policies) in 

which humans develop across the lifes-

pan. the program has a strong emphasis 

on (a) understanding and assessing 

social settings, systems, and policies; 

(b) creating, improving, implementing 

and evaluating prevention and interven-

tion programs; and (c) understanding 

various forms of diversity and structural 

inequality among individuals, institu-

tions, communities, and societie.

students learn how varied ecologies 

influence individual functioning and 

well-being and receive theoretical and 

methodological training in the con-

ceptualization and assessment of such 

ecologies. students also learn about 

successful and unsuccessful efforts in 

these domains across multiple levels of 

analysis. students are expected to have 

an interest in studying and understand-

ing various forms of diversity and 

structural inequality among groups of 

individuals, institutions, communities, 

and societies.

the program maintains a heavy 

focus on research in applied settings 

for the purposes of understanding 

and changing social settings. program 

faculty members study a wide range of 

ecologies (e.g., schools, neighborhoods, 

policy, programs) and preventive and 

policy interventions (psychological, 

social, education, and health programs) 

locally, nationally, and internationally. 

program faculty members also conduct 

research on how cultural factors and 

identities influence and interact with 

experiences of these ecologies and 

interventions. the university’s new 

York city location provides an ideal 

urban setting for studying many 

kinds of communities, combined with 

gateways to the world at large. the 

main objectives of the program are to 

provide students with basic grounding 

in fundamentals of psychology and 

behavioral science and intensive training 

in theories of ecological psychology; 
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courses
applieD psychology/ 
apsy-ge

neuropsychology of Behavior

apsY-Ge.2001  30 hours: 3 units.

Prerequisite: a course in psychology  

or educational psychology.

social psychology

apsY-Ge.2003  30 hours: 3 units.

Prerequisite: a course in general or 

educational psychology.

experimental psychology

apsY-Ge.2005  45 hours: 3 units. 

Prerequisite: one year of statistics  

or measurement, or permission of 

instructor.

sexual Decision making and  

risk taking in adolescence

apsY-Ge.2008  30 hours: 3 units.

psychology of Women

apsY-Ge.2014  30 hours: 3 units.

Prerequisites: a course in general 

psychology or equivalent.

health psychology and human  

Development

apsY-Ge.2022  30 hours: 3 units.

cognitive Behavior therapy:  

theory and applications

apsY-Ge.2025  30 hours, 3 units.

abnormal psychology

apsY-Ge.2038  30 hours: 3 units. 

Prerequisite: APSy-GE.2039 or 

equivalent.

the courses listed 

herein are to be 

offered in 2013–2015.

NOTES TO COuRSES

* registration closed  

to special students.

†pass/fail basis.

Psychology and Social 

Intervention,  

continued

theories and techniques of preventive 

and promotive interventions; program 

and policy formation, implementation, 

and evaluation; conceptualization and 

analysis of individual and social change; 

and research methodology for multilevel 

and cross-level analysis.

areas of research focus may include 

the following:

n  the analysis and change of human 

service and community-based 

organizations

n   consequences of poverty, social 

exclusion, and discrimination

n   the analysis and restructuring of 

ecological transitions (e.g., between 

neighborhoods, between school and 

work)

n   the design and evaluation of 

prevention and promotion programs

n   analysis and evaluation of public 

policies relevant to health, education, 

and well-being

n   experiences of racial, ethnic, 

sexual, and other minorities, as 

well as immigrant populations, in 

organizational, community, and 

transnational contexts

n  setting level influences on intergroup 

disparities or relationships

career opportUnities
the program prepares students for 

diverse roles in academia and social 

research. in the academic arena, 

students are well-positioned for jobs 

in schools of human development, 

education, public health, and public 

policy. in the area of social research, 

students are prepared for positions in 

research, advocacy, and social service 

organizations. indeed, there is increasing 

demand for evidenced-based strategies 

in health, education, and social service 

organizations, and students will be 

positioned to contribute to the design 

and implementation of such strategies.

Degree reQUirements
students take 72 units, depending 

on prior graduate coursework. 

requirements for program completion 

include:

n   courses in psychology and social 

intervention (e.g., theories of change 

in applied psychology, psychological 

approaches to conceptualizing and 

measuring human environments, 

and developmental and prevention 

science)

n   design, methodology, and statistics 

sequence (e.g., research design 

and methodology in the behavioral 

sciences, intermediate Quantitative 

statistics, and multivariate statistics).

n   intervention-research or policy-

research practica (two semesters)

n   psychology and social intervention 

elective courses (at least three)

n  participation in area seminar

n   completion of a second-year empirical 

paper

n   completion of a comprehensive 

examination requirement

n   completion of an independent, 

empirically based dissertation

aDmission reQUirements
requirements for admission include 

strong academic background as 

evidenced by standard indicators, such 

as Gpa and Gre scores; evidence of 

prior research experience; evidence of 

interest in human ecologies, systems-

level interventions, and/or policy 

interventions and analysis; and three 

letters of recommendation.

See the general admission section, 

page 167.

financial aiD 
opportUnities
tuition remission and stipends are 

provided to all doctoral students in 

the first three years. during the fourth 

year, doctoral students are provided 

with a stipend to cover living expenses. 

doctoral students are also funded via 

research grants from the faculty in the 

department of applied psychology. in 

addition, the department of applied 

psychology offers monroe stein 

and raymond and rosalee Weiss 

awards. information on scholarships is 

available on the steinhardt Graduate 

admissions website under financial 

aid. all applicants who are interested 

in being considered for school-based 

scholarships must complete the free 

application for federal student aid 

(fafsa) by going to www.fafsa.ed.gov 

and submitting it electronically to nYu. 

check the Graduate admissions web 

pages for detailed instructions. the 

deadline for submitting the fafsa form 

to nYu is february 1 for the fall term. 

please note that the earliest time one 

can access the form is January 1. 

for more details, contact the 

department of applied psychology.

See general financial aid section, 

page 178.

http://www.fafsa.ed.gov
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theories of personality

apsY-Ge.2039  30 hours: 3 units. 

Prerequisite: a graduate course  

in general, developmental, or  

educational psychology.

Women and mental health

apsY-Ge.2041  30 hours: 3 units.

Prerequisite: a course in general 

psychology or equivalent.

action approaches to mental health 

counseling

apsY-Ge.2045  30 hours: 3 units.

the Development of child language

apsY-Ge.2055*  45 hours: 3 units.

Prerequisite: a course in developmental 

psychology or linguistics.

issues in counseling people with 

Disabilities

apsY-Ge.2068  30 hours: 3 units.

research and evaluation in the 

Behavioral sciences

apsY-Ge.2070  45 hours: 3 units.

research Design and methodology in 

the Behavioral sciences i

apsY-Ge.2073*  45 hours: 3 units.

Required of doctoral students in the 

Department of Applied Psychology. 

Open by permission of instructor.

research Design and methodology in 

the Behavioral sciences ii

apsY-Ge.2074*  45 hours: 3 units.

Prerequisite: APSy-GE.2073 or 

permission of instructor.

grant Writing and grant management 

for the social sciences

apsY-Ge.2077  30 hours: 3 units.

Prerequisites: APSy-GE.2271 and  

APSy-GE.2105.

gestalt therapy: an overview of 

theory and practice

apsY-Ge.2093  30 hours: 3 units.

Developmental and prevention science

apsY-Ge.2094  30 hours: 3 units.

social Development of children and 

adolescents

apsY-Ge.2097  30 hours: 3 units.

culture, context, and psychology

apsY-Ge.2105  30 hours: 3 units.

psychological research in infancy

apsY-Ge.2115  30 hours: 3 units.

Prerequisite: a course in developmental 

or educational psychology.

human growth and Development

apsY-Ge.2138  30 hours: 3 units.

measurement: classical test theory

apsY-Ge.2140 (formerly apsY-Ge.2035)  

45 hours: 3 units.

measurement: modern test theory

apsY-Ge.2141 (formerly apsY-Ge.2037)  

45 hours: 3 units.Prerequisite: APSy-

GE.2140 or equivalent, or permission of 

instructor.

evaluation methodology in the  

Behavioral sciences i

apsY-Ge.2173  45 hours: 3 units. 

Prerequisites: RESCH-GE .2001,  

APSy-GE.2041.

evaluation methodology in the 

Behavioral sciences ii

apsY-Ge.2174  45 hours: 3 units. 

Prerequisite: APSy-GE.2173.

psychological Disturbances in children

apsY-Ge.2181  30 hours: 3 units.

temperament-Based intervention

apsY-Ge.2184  30 hours: 3 units.

cognitive Development

apsY-Ge.2198  30 hours: 3 units.

cross-cultural research methods

apsY-Ge.2222  30 hours: 3 units.

emotional Development in childhood: 

organization and neurobiology 

apsY-Ge.2261  30 hours: 3 units.

Prerequisite: Introductory graduate-level 

course in statistics and developmental 

psychology.

early childhood: the Development of 

self-regulation

apsY-Ge.2265  30 hours: 3 units.

Prerequisite: Introductory graduate-level 

course in statistics and developmental 

psychology.

intervention/prevention in early 

childhood contexts

apsY-Ge.2270  30 hours: 3 units.

Prerequisite: Introductory graduate-level 

course in developmental psychology or 

permission of instructor.

survey of Developmental psychology: 

advanced

apsY-Ge.2271  30 hours: 3 units.

Prerequisite: an introductory course in 

psychology or educational psychology.

adolescent Development:  

theory and research

apsY-Ge.2272  30 hours: 3 units. 

Prerequisites: a course in  

developmental psychology and a course 

in sociology, social psychology, or the 

study of cultures.

risk and resilience

apsY-Ge.2279  30 hours: 3 units.

Prerequisite: a graduate-level course 

in developmental psychology or work 

experience in the area of developmental 

psychology.

independent study

apsY-Ge.2300  45 hours per unit: 1–6 

units. Hours to be arranged.

applied psychology:  

integrative seminar

apsY-Ge.2335  30 hours: 3 units. 

Open only to master’s candidates in  

applied psychology.

academic achievement gaps:  

socio-psychological Dynamics

apsY-Ge.2345  45 hours: 3 units.

Prerequisite: course in educational 

or developmental psychology, or 

permission of instructor.

hiV prevention and counseling: 

psychoeducational perspectives

apsY-Ge.2450  30 hours: 3 units.

trauma: theoretical and clinical 

perspectives

apsY-Ge.2500  30 hours: 3 units.

Prerequisite: a course in general 

psychology or equivalent.

case seminar in trauma studies: 

transdisciplinary perspectives of 

clinical Work

apsY-Ge.2505  30 hours: 3 units.

Prerequisite: APSy-GE.2500 or 

permission of instructor.

social psychology, intervention, and 

social change

apsY-Ge 2605 30 hours: 3 units

group Dynamics: theory and practice

apsY-Ge.2620*  45 hours: 3 units.

advanced group Dynamics: 

consultation and facilitation

apsY-Ge.2625*†  45 hours: 3 units.

Prerequisite: APSy-GE.2620

Dynamics of Vocational Development

apsY-Ge.2634  30 hours: 3 units.

Courses, continued

Please be advised that 

licensing agencies and 

placement facilities 

in your field of study 

may require that you 

undergo a criminal 

background check, 

the results of which 

the agency or facility 

must find acceptable 

prior to placement or 

licensure.
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career counseling

apsY-Ge.2635  30 hours: 3 units.

Prerequisites: APSy-GE.2634 and  

APSy-GE.2657.

professional orientation and ethical 

issues in school counseling

APSy-GE 2650* 20 hours: 2 units.

professional orientation and ethical 

issues in counseling for mental health 

and Wellness

apsY-Ge.2651*  20 hours: 2 units.

internship in counseling for mental 

health and Wellness i and ii

apsY-Ge.2655*, 2656*  45 hours: 4 units 

per term. Hours arranged. APSy-GE.2655 

is prerequisite for APSy-GE.2656.

individual counseling:  

theory and process

apsY-Ge.2657  45 hours: 3 units.

individual counseling: practice i

apsY-Ge.2658*†  50 hours: 3 units; 

hours to be arranged.

individual counseling: practice ii

apsY-Ge.2659*†  50 hours: 3 units. 

Prerequisite: APSy-GE.2658.

foundations of counseling for mental 

health and Wellness

apsY-Ge.2661*  20 hours: 2 units.

foundations of school counseling

apsY-Ge.2662*  20 hours: 2 units.

program Development and evaluation 

in counseling

apsY-Ge.2663*  30 hours: 3 units.

Prerequisite: APSy-GE.2070 or 

equivalent, or permission of instructor.

internship in school counseling i

apsY-Ge.2667*  45 hours: 4 units.  

Hours arranged.

internship in school counseling ii

apsY-Ge.2668*  45 hours: 4 units.  

Hours arranged.

Prerequisite: APSy-GE.2667.

religiosity and spirituality: theory, 

research, and counseling

apsY-Ge.2669  30 hours: 3 units.

interpretation and Use of tests in 

counseling adults

apsY-Ge.2672*  45 hours: 3 units.

Prerequisite: APSy-GE.2657 or 

equivalent.

interpretation and Use of tests in 

counseling children and adolescents

apsY-Ge.2673*  45  hours: 3 units.

Prerequisite: APSy-GE.2657 or 

equivalent.

cross-cultural counseling

apsY-Ge.2682  30 hours: 3 units.

Prerequisite: APSy-GE.2657 or 

equivalent.

grief and Bereavement counseling

apsY-Ge.2683  30 hours: 3 units.

Prerequisite: APSy-GE.2681 or related 

work experience.

marriage, couple, and family 

counseling

apsY-Ge.2684  30 hours: 3 units.

Prerequisite: APSy-GE.2657 or 

equivalent.

special topics in applied psychology: 

Workshop on research Development

apsY-Ge.2686  15 hours per unit:  

0–6 units.

Prerequisite or co-requisite: Basic 

graduate-level research design or 

statistics. Only open to graduate 

students in applied psychology.

Drug Use, abuse, and addiction:  

Bio-psychosocial perspectives

apsY-Ge.2691  30 hours: 3 units.

substance Use, abuse, and addiction: 

treatment perspectives

apsY-Ge 2692 30 hours: 3 units.

special topics in crisis intervention and 

management: Disaster mental health

apsY-Ge 2701 30 hours: 3 units.

Understanding and measuring the 

social contexts for Development

apsY-Ge.2825 (formerly organizational 

and community processes, G89.2290)  

30 hours: 3 units.

intervention and social change

apsY-Ge.2826 (formerly G89.2269)   

30 hours: 3 units.

practicum in intervention research or 

policy research i and ii

apsY-Ge.2827 (formerly practicum  

in community research, G89.3287)  

45 hours: 3 units. APSy-GE.2828  

(formerly Practicum in Community  

Research, G89.3288)  45 hours: 3 units.

advanced seminar in psychology and 

social intervention 

apsY-Ge.2830* (formerly advanced 

seminar in community psychology, 

G89.3290)  30 hours: 3 units.

Only open to doctoral students in  

psychology and social intervention,  

or permission of instructor.

families and schools

apsY-Ge 2831  30 hours: 3 units.

child Development and social policy

apsY-Ge.2832 (formerly child 

development and social policy, 

G89.2292)  30 hours: 3 units.

Prerequisite: graduate course in  

developmental psychology or  

equivalent.

research: Using mixed methods

APSy-GE.2835  30 hours: 3 units.

Prerequisites: RESCH-GE.2140 and 

APSy-GE.2073.

project research seminar i

apsY-Ge.2837  30 hours: 0 units.

Only open to master’s students 

in human development and social 

intervention.

project research seminar ii

apsY-Ge.2838  30 hours: 3 units.

Prerequisite: APSy-GE.2837.

Only open to master’s students 

in human development and social 

intervention.

project research seminar: psi

apsY-Ge 2839  30 hours: 3 units.

play and Drama therapy with children 

and adolescents

apsY-Ge.2840 (formerly e86.2120)   

30 hours: 3 units.

positive psychological Development: 

innovations in theory, research,  

and practice

apsY-Ge.2870  30 hours: 3 units.

psychology of gender roles and  

sex Differences

apsY-Ge.2880  30 hours: 3 units.

gay, lesbian, Bisexual, and 

transgender people: individual study

apsY-Ge.2892  20 hours per unit:  

2–3 units.

Requires permission of the instructor.

counseling gay, lesbian, Bisexual,  

and transgender youth

apsY-Ge.2895  30 hours: 3 units.

Courses, continued
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counseling gay, lesbian, Bisexual, and 

transgender adults and older adults

apsY-Ge.2896  30 hours: 3 units.

Dissertation proposal seminar in  

applied psychology

apsY-Ge.3001*  30 hours: 3 units. 

Open only to doctoral students in  

applied psychology, or by permission  

of instructor.

Departmental seminar: theories of 

change in applied psychology

apsY-Ge.3009*  30 hours: 3 units.

Open to doctoral candidates in applied 

psychology.

internship in counseling psychology 

apsY-Ge.3016  0 units.

Full-time one-year internship required 

of all doctoral students in counseling 

psychology.Prerequisites: Doctoral 

candidacy and approved doctoral 

dissertation proposal.

seminar: current issues in 

Developmental psychology

apsY-Ge.3021*  30 hours: 3 units. 

Prerequisite: open only to doctoral 

students in developmental psychology; 

other doctoral students by permission  

of instructor.

listening guide method of  

psychological inquiry

apsY-Ge.3040  30 hours: 3 units.

advanced listening guide

apsY-Ge.3045  30 hours: 3 units.

historical perspectives of  

psychological theory

apsY-Ge.3103  30 hours: 3 units.

supervised advanced counseling 

practicum: individual and group i, ii

apsY-Ge.3607, 3608*†  225 hours: 2 

units each term. Hours arranged.

Registration by permission of program 

adviser and practicum director. Open to 

candidates in counseling psychology.

counseling psychology program 

seminar

apsY-Ge.3611, 3612*  60 hours: 3 units 

each term.Prerequisite: doctoral  

matriculation. Required of all doctoral 

students in counseling psychology  

during the first or second year in  

the program.

forum in counseling psychology

apsY-Ge 3620 30 hours : 3 units.

Prerequisite: doctoral matriculation. 

Required of all doctoral students in 

counseling psychology during the first 

or second year in the program.

practicum in counselor training

apsY-Ge.3629*†  45 hours: 3 units.

Prerequisite: permission of instructor. 

Enrollment limited to advanced  

sixth-year and doctoral students in 

counseling psychology.

seminar in counseling theory and 

research

apsY-Ge.3633*  30 hours: 3 units.  

Open to advanced sixth-year and  

doctoral students in counseling  

psychology.

seminar in Vocational Development 

theory and research

apsY-Ge.3657  30 hours: 3 units. 

Prerequisite: Open to advanced  

sixth-year and doctoral students in 

counseling psychology.

clinical assessment in counseling 

psychology i and ii

apsY-Ge.3665, 3666*  45 hours: 3 units 

each term.

Prerequisites: graduate courses in test 

interpretation, abnormal psychology, 

and personality theory.

ies-predoctoral interdisciplinary  

training seminar on causal  

interference i and ii

apsY-Ge 3901, 3902  30 hours: 3 units 

each term.

Courses, continued
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r
esearch and scholarship in the 

department of teaching and 

learning is concerned with teaching 

and learning at a variety of levels, in 

a variety of settings, particularly in 

urban settings. the department focuses primarily 

on academic subject areas and includes the 

learning and teaching of students, community 

members, teachers, teacher educators, and 

researchers. in addition, faculty members 

study the impact of sociocultural and historical 

factors on learning and teaching. investigations 

range from micro to macro studies and applied 

research within a broad range of theoretical 

perspectives. 

    faculty in teaching and learning teach nYu 

undergraduates, prospective teachers at both 

the undergraduate and master’s level, practicing 

teachers and other educational professionals, 

and doctoral students. nY state certification-

granting teacher education programs include 

specializations in tesol, bilingual education, 

foreign language education, childhood 

education, early childhood education, special 

education, english education, literacy education, 

mathematics education, science education, 

and social studies education, as well as several 

programs that do not lead to certification 

including environmental education. the 

department offers a mix of traditional university-

based programs as well as intensive “residency” 

model teacher education programs tied to urban 

public schools. the doctoral program in teaching 

and learning also offers a special focus in urban 

education. faculty members serve as resources 

to schools, businesses, communities, and 

professional organizations involved with teaching 

and learning.

teaching and 
learning

  

Department of 
  

Department chair: sUsan neWman 

east buildinG, suite 635J  |  239 Greene street, neW YorK, nY 10003–6674  

telephone: 212-998-5470  |   faX: 212-995-4198  | Website: steinhardt.nyu.edu/teachlearn
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for information about the mission  

and student learning outcomes for  

each of our programs, please see the 

department website.

Notice: the programs, requirements, 

and schedules listed herein are subject 

to change without notice. a directory 

of classes is published each term with a 

current schedule. for the most up-to-date 

schedule changes, please consult albert, 

nYu’s student information website.

http://steinhardt.nyu.edu/teachlearn
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the teacher education programs 

prepare their students to meet the 

challenges of teaching and leadership 

in today’s demanding educational 

environment. program graduates will 

not only be able to succeed in their 

first years of teaching but will have 

a sufficiently thorough foundation in 

theory and practice to keep improving 

their educational work throughout 

their careers. nYu teachers are highly 

regarded in the metropolitan area 

and beyond. many teacher education 

program graduates are in leadership 

positions in schools, universities, and 

other educational institutions.

the department of teaching and 

learning offers many initial certification 

teaching curricula. these certification 

programs fully comply with the latest 

regulations of the new York state 

education department that became 

effective in 2004.

in designing and implementing these 

curricula, the department has drawn 

on its faculty’s extensive experience 

as pre-K–12 teachers as well as teacher 

educators, current teachers and princi-

pals in the new York city schools, and 

graduates’ work and feedback. each 

program integrates practical experi-

ence and hands-on knowledge with a 

rich theoretical understanding of how 

children learn and how they can best be 

taught

the introductory course for all of the 

programs, inquiries into teaching and 

learning, sets a conceptual founda-

tion for the department’s approach to 

teacher education. this course creates 

a dialogue between the learner’s own 

prior educational experience, the ex-

periences of students in the new York 

city public schools—where all inquiries 

students are offered substantial op-

portunities for observation—and the 

foundational research-based literature 

of the study of education. inquiries into 

teaching and learning is designed to 

allow students to raise questions and 

consider alternatives as they participate 

in the dialogue and refine their core 

philosophy while engaging deeply with 

the philosophies and experiences of a 

wide range of other scholars, teachers, 

and students. 

most of the courses that students 

take prior to the student teaching 

experience have a participant/

observation requirement that sends 

them into schools, which allows students 

to test their emerging conceptions of 

teaching in actual practice and makes 

the transition to their own student 

teaching classroom easier and more 

productive. the on-campus courses 

also focus on issues of curriculum 

development, classroom management, 

assessment, and the use of technology 

so that all program graduates are 

prepared to step into the high-pressure 

world of standards and high-stakes 

tests.

in addition to the pedagogical core 

requirements for all programs, which in-

clude multicultural education, language 

and literacy, and special education, each 

curriculum also enables future teachers 

to deepen and enrich their background 

in the fields they will be teaching. 

discipline-based courses integrate 

content and pedagogical approaches 

so that students may simultaneously 

consider an aspect of the subject—his-

tory, mathematics, science, literature, 

and so on—and how it could be most 

effectively taught.

the early childhood and childhood 

curricula offer both a normal and an ac-

celerated schedule of completion of the 

m.a. degree and certification require-

ments. part-time students may need 

more time to complete the program. 

the particulars of the requirements of 

each specific curriculum are detailed 

below. students should contact the 

advisers listed for more details and 

responses to more specific questions 

about these programs. 

for teachers who already have initial 

certification, the department of teach-

ing and learning also offers a full range 

of courses leading to m.a. degrees and 

professional certification in areas such 

as english, foreign languages, mathe-

matics, science education, social studies, 

and special education. the department 

has developed other programs that lead 

to the state’s new category of initial/

professional certification. for those 

seeking to become literacy specialists in 

either elementary or secondary schools, 

these m.a. degrees allow teachers either 

to deepen and enrich their professional 

knowledge in the field they are already 

certified in or to add a second certifica-

tion in such areas as literacy, special 

education, teaching english to speakers 

of other languages, or bilingual educa-

tion. for details on these professional 

certification m.a. degree programs, 

see the appropriate pages later in this 

bulletin.

 Note: students seeking certification in 

early childhood education and in the 

dual program early childhood educa-

tion/early childhood special education 

are to enroll in placement in early 

childhood CHDED-GE.2255 and will be 

supervised by nYu faculty during this 

portion of their fieldwork. students are 

expected to attend the assigned school 

site no fewer than three mornings a 

week for the duration of the semester.  

a faculty supervisor will visit the site 

each week, and student schedules must 

take into consideration the days the 

supervisor will be at the site.

teacher education programs
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field experiences
new york state mandates that all 

students seeking certification in teacher 

education satisfy a number of field re-

quirements. all students seeking teacher 

certification must complete no fewer 

than 100 hours of fieldwork prior to 

student teaching and no fewer than two 

semesters of student teaching. students 

seeking certification in more than one 

area, i.e. enrolled in a dual program, will 

be required to complete no fewer than 

150 hours of fieldwork prior to student 

teaching. the office of clinical studies 

coordinates the field assignments for all 

students in the department of teaching 

and learning. the office has a network 

of approved schools that will host stu-

dents completing all their fieldwork. the 

current list of cooperating schools may 

be viewed by visiting the website of the 

office of clinical studies at steinhardt.

nyu.edu/teacher.education. the office 

is located on the 2nd floor of the east 

building at 239 Greene street.

pre-stUDent teaching 
fielDWorK
the initial semester of a course of 

study in the department of teaching 

and learning typically aims to provide 

students with a foundation of under-

standing of teaching and learning 

approaches and strategies. to provide 

some practical application of classroom 

teaching, many courses either have 

a specific field component or assign 

projects requiring observation and 

participation in school classrooms. to 

accommodate these requirements, all 

m.a. students (except students in early 

childhood education and early child-

hood education/early childhood special 

education*) are required to register for 

fieldwork in schools and other edu-

cational settings TCHL-GE.2005. the 

office of clinical studies will assign stu-

dents to one of our cooperating schools. 

full-time students are expected to 

attend the assigned school site no fewer 

than three mornings a week for the 

duration of the semester. the students 

arrange a mutually agreeable weekly 

schedule with the classroom teacher 

and/or school liaison and maintain that 

schedule throughout the semester. the 

goal is to ensure continuity in students’ 

presence in the school, allowing them to 

experience the development of teaching 

and learning over time, while providing 

support to the school and community. 

part-time students will coordinate with 

their faculty advisors and the office of 

clinical studies the number of hours of 

fieldwork to be completed. students 

not seeking teacher certification com-

plete the number of hours, at least 15, 

required by any course that includes a 

field experience.

the course meets monthly and 

includes an introduction to new York 

city educational settings, an informa-

tion session on student teaching, and an 

explanation of the requirements for new 

York state teacher certification.

attendance will be logged on the 

appropriate fieldwork time sheets 

available on the 2nd floor of the east 

building at 239 Greene street. complet-

ed time sheets (at least 100 hours) will 

be submitted at the end of the semester 

to instructors or directly to the office of 

clinical studies on the 2nd floor of the 

east building at 239 Greene street.

beyond the field-based assignments 

of campus-based courses, and the op-

portunities provided by the field setting, 

students will engage in activities that 

may include, but are not limited to, the 

following:

n   observations of one or more  

classrooms

n  assisting teachers

n   looking at curriculum and discussing 

curriculum with teachers

n   sitting in on planning sessions or staff 

development meetings

n   looking at students’ work samples and 

discussing them with students and/or 

teachers

n   visiting classrooms outside of your 

subject area

n   discovering what resources and  

services the schools offer (special  

education, auxiliary programs, etc.)

n   shadowing a student in all or most 

of his or her classes throughout the 

school day

n   attending teacher professional  

development programs

n  visiting local community agencies

stUDent teaching
all students must complete two semes-

ters of supervised student teaching, 

each in a different school and in a differ-

ent grade. entry into the initial student 

teaching experience and continuation 

into further experiences requires a mini-

mum Gpa of 2.5 in courses in the area 

of specialization and a positive faculty 

review of performance in the field.

at least one of the placements must 

be in a school serving a population of 

students of whom at least 50 percent 

are eligible for free or reduced lunch. 

each semester, the office of clinical 

studies arranges student teaching 

orientation meetings—known as student 

teaching convocations—during which 

students have the opportunity to 

inquire about general requirements and 

speak to faculty about schools sites. 

students will be assigned to partner 

schools with which nYu has established 

relationships over time. the current list 

of cooperating schools may be viewed 

by visiting the website of the office of 

clinical studies at steinhardt.nyu.edu/

teacher.education.

While the amount of time spent in 

a school may vary from one semester 

to the other, students will spend no 

fewer than 20 hours per week for each 

week of the semester distributed over 

multiple days in their assigned school. 

students must check with their faculty 

adviser as to the exact time requirement 

of student teaching. students in 

secondary education must be at the 

school each day their assigned class 

meets (typically five days per week). all 

programs expect students to assume 

increasing teaching responsibilities over 

time until taking over full control of one 

classroom period per day. all student 

teaching placements are supervised by 

nYu faculty.

any variation from the above  

guidelines and requirements must  

be approved by the office of clinical  

studies and the faculty adviser of  

the student.

accreDitation
the steinhardt school of culture, educa-

tion, and human development’s teacher 

education program has been accredited 

by the teacher education accredita-

tion council (teac) for a period of 

seven years from 2012 until 2019. the 

accreditation certifies that the stein-

hardt school teacher education program 

has provided evidence that it adheres 

to teac’s quality principles. the ac-

creditation affirms the claim that nYu 

steinhardt uses evidence to develop 

and improve its programs that prepare 

teachers. for more information, contact 

teac, one dupont circle, suite 320, 

Washington, dc 20036; 202-466-7236; 

www.teac.org.

*  note: students 

seeking certification 

in early childhood 

education and in the 

dual program early 

childhood education/

early childhood 

special education will 

enroll in placement 

in early childhood 

CHDED-GE.2255 and 

will be supervised by 

nYu faculty during 

this portion of their 

fieldwork. students are 

expected to attend the 

assigned school site 

no fewer than three 

mornings a week for 

the duration of the 

semester. a faculty 

supervisor will visit 

the site each week, 

and student schedules 

must take into 

consideration the days 

the supervisor will be 

at the site.

http://www.teac.org
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Please be advised that licensing  

agencies and fieldwork placement  

facilities in your field of study may 

require that you undergo a criminal 

background check, which includes, 

fingerprinting, and a health clearance 

process, the results of which the  

agency or facility must find acceptable 

prior to placement or licensure.

faculty
mark alter, professor. b.s. 1969, unity 

college; m.s. 1973, ph.d. 1980, Yeshiva.

sarah W. Beck, associate professor. b.a. 

1991, harvard; m.f.a. 1993, Washington 

(st. louis); ed.d. 2002, harvard.

Jason B. Blonstein, master teacher. b.s. 

1965, hobart college; m.a. 1969, new 

York; m.a. 1996, fordham.

anne Burgunder, master teacher. b.s. 

1987, duquesne university, pittsburgh; 

m.s. 1994, bank street college, new 

York.

suzanne carothers, professor. b.a. 1971, 

bennett college; m.s. 1973, bank street 

college of education; ph.d. 1987, new 

York.

robert cohen, professor b.a. 1976, 

ed.m. 1978, sunY buffalo; m.a. 1980, 

ph.d. 1987, california, berkeley.

fabienne Doucet, assistant professor. 

b.a. 1995, messiah college; m.s.  

1998, ph.d. 2000, north carolina 

(Greensboro).

miriam eisenstein-ebsworth, associate 

professor. b.a. 1968, brooklyn college 

(cunY); m.a. 1971, columbia; ph.d. 1979, 

Graduate center (cunY).

lisa fleisher, associate professor.  

b.a. 1972, brooklyn college (cunY);  

m.s. 1977, ph.d. 1979, illinois (urbana- 

champaign).

James W. fraser, professor. b.a. 1966, 

california (santa barbara); m.div. 1970, 

union theological seminary; ph.d. 1975, 

columbia.

pamela fraser-abder, professor. b.sc. 

1972, West indies; m.ed. 1976, ph.d. 1982, 

pennsylvania state.

helen friedlander, master teacher. b.a. 

1966, hofstra  m.a., 1970, new York 

university.

Jay gottlieb, professor, b.s. 1964, city 

college (cunY); m.s. 1966, ph.d. 1972, 

Yeshiva.

maura gouck, master teacher. b.a. 1967, 

fordham; m.a. 1970, new York.

Judith green, master teacher. b.a. 1990, 

spellman college; m.a., 2003, new York.

James J. Kemple, research professor. 

ed.m., 1986, ed.d. 1989, harvard.

michael Kieffer, associate professor. 

ba 2000, stanford; ed.m. 2006,  

harvard; ed.d 2009, harvard.

susan a. Kirch, associate professor. 

b.a. 1989, mount holyoke college; ph.d. 

1996, harvard.

David e. Kirkland, associate professor. 

ph.d. 2006, michigan state.

maris h. Krasnow, clinical assistant  

professor. b.a. 1971, emerson college; 

m.a. 1972, ed.d. 1982, columbia.

mary J. leou, clinical associate  

professor. b.a. 1985, m.ed. 1989, ed.d. 

1997, columbia.

ohkee lee, professor. ba 1981,  

Kyungpook national university;  

ma 1983 Kyungpook national university; 

ph.d. 1989, michigan state university.

lorena llosa, associate professor. b.a. 

1994, santa clara; m.a. 1996, ph.d. 2005, 

california (los angeles).

Jasmine ma, assistant professor. bs 

2000, Yale university; ed.m. 2005,  

harvard; ph.d. 2012, vanderbilt.

richard a. magill, professor and  

‘departmentchair. b.s. 1966, phila-

delphia college of bible; ed.m. 1969, 

temple; ph.d. 1974, florida state.

Joan malczewski, assistant professor. 

b.a. 1985, michigan; m.a. 1995, ph.d. 

2002, columbia.

cynthia mccallister, associate  

professor. b.s. 1984, ball state; m.ed. 

1990, ed.d. 1995, maine (orono).

sandee mcclowry, professor. b.s. 1980, 

m.s. 1981, northern illinois, ph.d. 1988, 

california (san francisco); 1999  

postdoctoral fellow, Yale.

elizabeth mcDonald, master teacher. 

b.a. 1974, rutgers; ed.m. 1977, lesley; 

c.a.s. 1991, harvard.

Joseph mcDonald, professor and master 

teacher. b.a 1969, scranton; mat, 1972, 

ed.d., 1986, harvard.

catherine milne, associate professor. 

b.ed. 1978, b.sc. 1979, James cook 

(Queensland); m.sc. 1993, ph.d. 1998, 

curtin university of technology.

carole guss mulligan, master teacher. 

b.a. 1963, Xavier; m.a. 1978, st. John’s 

college.

shondel nero, associate professor. 

b.a. 1984, concordia (canada); m.a. 

1990, ed.m. 1994, ed.d. 1997, columbia.

susan neuman, professor. ba 1968, 

american university; ma 1974, california 

state university, hayward; ed.d 1977, 

university of the pacific, stockton.

pedro a. noguera, peter agnew  

professor of education. b.a. 1981, m.a. 

1982, brown; ph.d. 1989, california 

(berkeley); hon.: ph.d. 2001, san  

francisco.

Field Experiences, 

continued
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erin o’connor, associate professor.  

b.a. 1996, Georgetown; ed.m. 2000, 

columbia; ed.d. 2005, harvard.

harriet y. pitts, clinical assistant  

professor. b.a. 1972, hunter college 

(cunY); m.s. 1976, ed.d. 1984, rutgers.

Joseph rafter, clinical assistant  

professor. b.a. 1967, fairfield; m.s.t.  

1971, fordham; m.a. 1973, new school; 

ph.d. 1993, new York university.

patricia a. romandetto, master teacher. 

b.s. 1965, m.s. 1966, st. John’s; m.s. 1975, 

lehman college (cunY).

Joan rosenberg, clinical associate  

professor. b.s. 1965, m.a. 1968, new 

York; ed.d. 1984, columbia.

Barbara schwartz, clinical associate 

professor. b.a. 1969, case Western  

reserve; m.s. 1971, bank street college 

of education; m.a. 1977, ph.d. 1987,  

new York.

martin a. simon, professor. b.a. 1972, 

new York; m.a. 1976, st. mary’s; ed.d. 

1986, massachusetts.

Katherine stahl, clinical associate  

professor. b.s. 1976, West chester;  

m.ed. 1984, Georgia southern; ed.d. 

2003, Georgia.

frank tang, clinical professor. b.a. 1968, 

m.a. 1981, shanghai teachers; ph.d. 1989, 

new York.

ayanna taylor, master teacher. 

ba 1994, university of pennsylvania;  

ma 2002, rutgers university.

Diana B. turk, associate professor. b.a. 

1990, hamilton college; m.a. 1993, ph.d. 

1999, maryland (college park).

rose K. Vukovic, assistant professor. 

b.a. (hon.) 2001, mount allison; m.a. 

2003, ph.d. 2006, british columbia.

orit Zaslavsky, professor. b.sc. 1972, 

hebrew university in Jerusalem; m.sc. 

1980, ph.d. 1987, technion (haifa, israel)

number of adjunct faculty: 84

Doctoral programs in the Depart-

ment of teaching and learning aim to 

prepare students to assume a variety 

of leading roles in education, research, 

and policy across the united states 

and throughout the world. built on the 

traditions and achievements of the old-

est graduate school of pedagogy in the 

united states—founded in 1890—the 

department’s programs are designed to 

draw on four sources of learning:

n   the first is the experience of profes-

sional practice that students bring to 

their studies. students are encouraged 

to reflect on this practice and to use 

it to ground their study of theory and 

research. 

n   the second is a rich set of courses, 

seminars, and independent learn-

ing experiences available to doctoral 

students within the department of 

teaching and learning; other de-

partments in the steinhardt school 

of culture, education, and human 

development; and other schools at 

new York university. the school is one 

of the most distinguished and diverse 

schools of education in the nation. the 

university is internationally renowned 

and the nation’s largest independent 

university, located in one of its most 

intellectually vibrant communities, 

Greenwich village. 

n   the third is the mentorship available 

to doctoral students in teaching, re-

search, and program development. the 

department is home to distinguished 

teacher preparation programs, to nu-

merous projects serving the continuing 

professional education of teachers, 

and to an array of research projects. 

  n   the fourth is an intellectually focused 

and interpersonally supportive com-

munity of professors, researchers, and 

peers. it is a community small, diverse, 

and focused enough to provide an 

incomparable degree of guidance and 

support to doctoral students. under 

the direction of a faculty adviser, each 

student fashions a unique program of 

studies.

programs of stUDy
the department offers a number of dif-

ferent degree programs leading to the 

ph.d. and ed.d. degrees. each degree 

program has specific requirements, yet 

they have more in common than not, as 

outlined below. the degree programs 

are as follows:

ph.d. program in teaching and learning. 

see page 141.

ed.d. program in teaching and learning. 

see page 157.

ph.d. program in english education, 

including a concentration in applied 

linguistics. see page 146.

ph.d. program in bilingual education. 

see page 151.

ph.d. program in tesol/colleges.  

see page 152. 

ph.d. program in positions of leader-

ship: early childhood and elementary 

education. see pages 142–144. 

themes of stUDy
doctoral study in the department of 

teaching and learning focuses on 

several areas of scholarship and prac-

tice. these reflect the strengths and 

interests of the department’s faculty 

and the opportunities available among 

the department’s programs for doctoral 

students to have mentored learning 

experiences. the themes are as follows:

n   teaching and teacher education across 

all levels from early childhood to uni-

versity, including preparatory teacher 

education and continuing teacher edu-

cation, and across a variety of teaching 

fields. the department particularly in-

vites interests in teaching within urban 

settings, teaching diverse students, the 

role of content knowledge in teaching, 

PROGRaM CO-DiRECTORS 

sarah beck

sarah.beck@nyu.edu

lorena llosa

lorena.llosa@nyu.edu

pless building,  

2nd floor

212-998-5460

steinhardt.nyu.edu/

teachlearn/doctoral

DEGREES 

ph.d., ed.d.

FaCulTy 

alter, beck, cohen, 

doucet, eisenstein-

ebsworth, fraser, 

Kirkland, llosa,  

mccallister, nero, 

noguera, o’connor, 

tang, tobias, turk, 

vukovic

doctoral programs 

Faculty, continued
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and changing conceptions of teaching 

and teacher education.

n   educational reform, including school 

reform, curriculum reform, and reform 

of policies that bear on teaching and 

learning. the department particularly 

invites interests in the problems of 

urban education, in designing learning 

environments that work well for di-

verse learners, in rethinking curriculum 

and school designs, and in the role of 

teacher learning within educational 

reform. in making admission decisions, 

the department’s faculty strives for 

balance across these areas, each year 

admitting a small number of highly 

qualified students with interest in each 

(regardless of the students’ degree 

preferences).

n   literacies across all levels of education 

and content areas. the department 

particularly invites interests in early 

literacy, adolescent and adult literacy, 

issues in acquiring academic literacy, 

and the role of culture in literacy.

n   language and culture. the depart-

ment particularly invites interests in 

language acquisition and in issues 

related to education in multilingual and 

multicultural settings.

Degree reQUirements
satisfactory completion of many 

department of teaching and learn-

ing degrees includes field experiences. 

please see page 139.

degree requirements vary accord-

ing to degree pattern, and prospective 

applicants should consult program 

descriptions (see degree program 

page references above). prospective 

applicants should also plan to contact 

particular program directors prior to 

completing an application.despite the 

variations, however, all doctoral study in 

the department of teaching and learn-

ing shares the following characteristics:

n   unit requirements of 45 to 60 units 

beyond the master’s degree, depend-

ing on previous coursework. units 

are earned through a combination 

of courses, seminars (see list below), 

independent study, and mentored 

learning experiences.

n   training in one or more research meth-

odologies, completed in department 

and in cross-department courses, as well 

as in mentored research experiences.

n   candidacy examination or candidacy 

portfolio presentation (generally in the 

third semester of coursework).

n   dissertation proposal seminar 

(generally in the final semester of 

coursework), focused on the prepara-

tion and launching of a dissertation 

research project. or project design 

mentorship (for students in the ed.d. 

degree pattern).

n   preparation and defense of a disserta-

tion involving original research. or the 

launch of a significant project within a 

context of practice (for students in the 

ed.d. degree pattern).

see pages 178–180 for a list of school-

wide requirements for doctoral study at 

nYu steinhardt.

steinharDt felloWs 
program anD research 
assistantships
see page 180. 

early childhood and childhood education
programs in early childhood and 

childhood education prepare teachers 

and other professionals to work with 

children from birth through later child-

hoods. Graduate preservice programs 

lead to the master of arts degree and 

fulfill academic requirements for initial/

professional or permanent teacher cer-

tification in new York state depending 

on the student’s background. to meet 

certification requirements, preservice 

students may need liberal arts units 

in addition to those taken for their 

undergraduate degree (see admis-

sion requirements.) for those seeking 

graduate studies beyond the master’s 

level, a doctoral program is also offered

the students in the programs in early 

childhood and childhood education are 

not a homogeneous group. they vary 

widely in age and background. many 

were liberal arts or business majors as 

undergraduates. some are making a 

career change. all have chosen teaching 

because they are interested in children 

and are seeking a career that is person-

ally rewarding.

the childhood teacher certifica-

tion program aims to help prospective 

teachers develop as decision makers 

and reflective practitioners who are 

committed to working in urban schools 

and to using the city as a core resource 

for their learning. prospective teachers 

are immersed in thoughtful discussions 

and interactions around the critical 

contemporary issues in education, 

especially those of developmental, 

linguistic, cultural, and racial diversity 

and educational equity. each course in 

the program is tied to either fieldwork 

or student teaching, generating rich and 

authentic reflections upon theory and 

practice. the program

n   involves deep study of how children 

learn at different developmental stages 

and in different contexts, as well as 

strategies for supporting the learning;

n   fosters an understanding of the rela-

tionships between and among schools, 

families, and community-based orga-

nizations as they interact to impact 

student learning;

n   develops both content knowledge 

and pedagogical knowledge with an 

understanding that both are needed at 

high levels by teachers; and

n   supports the growth of teachers as 

social advocates for educational equity 

in a pluralistic culture.

the foremost concern of the program is 

to create quality care and education for 

all children. the belief in social justice is 

inherent in the multiple strands of the 

graduate early childhood teacher certifi-

cation program at new York university

the programs:

n   involve deep study of how children 

develop in multiple contexts;

n   offer recursive teaching experiences in 

a variety of settings;

n   provide a strong principle-based set of 

practices regarding learning environ-

ments and educational experiences;

n   support children and adults in learning 

to accept and respect each other’s 

differences;

n   foster a critical view of people’s 

histories;

EaRly ChilDhOOD 

PROGRaM DiRECTOR

barbara schwartz

east building, 

room 200

212-998-5527
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okhee lee, acting
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room 635

212-998-5882
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rafter, romandetto,  

neuman, schwartz

Doctoral Programs, 

continued
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n   consider the needs, lifestyles,  

languages, and cultural patterns of the 

communities we serve;

n   show respect for and encourage equal 

status for all people;

n   encourage taking immediate action  

to interrupt our own and other’s  

discriminatory behavior; and 

n   advocate institutional changes that 

value early childhood education as 

a vital part of a child’s educational 

experiences. 

children are viewed as competent 

persons actively engaged in meaning 

making in the multiple contexts in which 

they find themselves. the program 

recognizes the singular importance of 

parents and families in nurturing young 

children and the need for educators to 

develop reciprocal relationships with 

each family. the family’s rich knowledge 

of their children should help inform 

caregiving and educational practices, 

and our advocacy efforts should take 

that knowledge into consideration.

the central component of teachers’ 

development as teacher-researchers is 

continual reflection on their own and 

others’ educational practices. careful 

reflection and examination will help 

preservice teachers to develop powerful 

tools as caring, talented, and committed 

professionals.

certification cUrricUla
two master’s initial certification pro-

grams are available for students who do 

not hold teaching certification but wish 

to become teachers: the early childhood 

program for those desiring to work with 

children from birth through grade two 

and the childhood program for those 

who seek to teach children from grades 

one through six.

early childhood education

the early childhood education pro-

gram reflects three central themes: (1) 

creating quality care for all children 

through the development of strong 

relationships with families and their 

communities; (2) developing teaching 

practice as reflective practitioners and 

teacher researchers; and (3) a commit-

ment to social justice for young children 

and their families. the program can be 

completed in an accelerated full-time 

format in a little more than 12 months, 

commencing early in the summer, fol-

lowed by fall and spring semesters, and 

concluding the following summer. it can 

also be completed in a more traditional 

three- or four-semester program begin-

ning in the fall.

Degree reQUirements
satisfactory completion of many 

department of teaching and learn-

ing degrees includes field experiences. 

please see page 139.

Master of Arts 

Initial Certification M.A. Program in 

Early Childhood Education, 

Birth-Grade 2 (41 units)

Foundations (6 units): course offerings 

include inquiries in teaching and  

learning III TCHL-GE.2010 (or other 

course approved by faculty) and lan-

guage and literacy in the early Years  

LITC-GE .2001.

Pedagogical Content (26 units): 

course offerings include curriculum 

in early childhood education: theory 

and methods in integrated curriculum 

ECED-GE.2037, science and social 

studies for the Young child ECED.

GE-2314 or multicultural perspectives 

in social studies in early childhood 

ECED-GE.2012, integrating seminar 

in early childhood education i and ii 

ECED-GE.2002, 2003, education of 

infants and toddlers ECED-GE.2701, 

Working With parents CHDED-GE.2297, 

integrated arts in the early childhood 

curriculum i and ii MPAIA-GE.2050, 

2051, teaching elementary mathematics: 

foundations and concept development 

MTHED-GE.2115, developing strategies 

that support children’s social behavior 

SPCED-GE.2025, the Young special 

needs child: child, family and commu-

nity i SPCED-GE.2126.

Content in Special Education (3 units): 

education children with special needs 

in early childhood settings SPCED-GE 

2160.

observation, Fieldwork, and Student 

Teaching (7 units): field placement in 

early childhood ECED-GE.2255, field 

experiences in schools and other 

settings- infancy experience TCHL-

GE.2005, student teaching in early 

childhood i and ii ECED-GE.2903, 2904.

Culminating Experience (2 units): 

integrating seminar ECED-

GE.2004. also required for new 

York state certification is the social 

responsibilities of teachers: drug 

and alcohol education/child abuse 

identification/school violence 

prevention TCHL-GE.2999 (0 units).

Childhood Education

the childhood education program 

views the following themes as central 

to its curriculum: (1) understanding 

learning, the learner, communities of 

learners, and the contexts in which 

learning occurs; (2) understanding 

the nature, structure, and tools of 

inquiry of the disciplines taught; and 

(3) using knowledge of pedagogy to 

create and adapt supportive learning 

environments based on formal and 

informal assessments. the program 

aims to help prospective teachers who 

are committed to work in urban schools 

for educational equity. it has multiple 

entry units. it may be completed in 

four academic semesters or on an 

accelerated full-time basis in a little 

more than a calendar year, commencing 

early in the summer, followed by fall and 

spring semesters, and concluding the 

following summer. dual certification in 

childhood/childhood special education 

is also available. (see special education 

section.)

Degree reQUirements
satisfactory completion of many  

department of teaching and learning 

degrees includes field experiences. 

please see page 139.

Master of Arts

Initial Certification M.A. Program in 

Childhood Education, Grades 1–6  

(42 units)

Foundations (9 units): course offerings 

include inquiries into teaching and 

learning iii TCHL-GE.2010, foundations 

of curriculum in childhood education 

CHDED-GE.2070.

Pedagogical Content (21 units): 

language and literacy in the early 

Grades i LITC-GE.2001, language and 

literacy ii LITC-GE.2002, multicultural 

perspectives in social studying CHDED-

GE.2011, teaching elementary school 

mathematics: foundations and concepts 

MTHED-GE.2115, teaching elementary 

school mathematics: problem solving 

(2) MTHED-GE.2116, science experiences 

in the elementary school i (2) SCIED-

GE.2009, science experiences in the 

elementary school ii (2) SCIED-GE.2010, 

developing strategies that support 

children’s social behavior SPCED-

GE.2025, education of children with 

special needs in childhood settings 

(3) SPCED-GE.2161, integrating arts in 

childhood settings CHDED-GE.2055. 

Fieldwork and Integrating Seminars (6 

units): fieldwork in schools and other 

educational settings TCHL-GE2005, 

student teaching in childhood i CHDED-

GE.2251, student teaching in childhood 

ii CHDED-GE.2252, integrative seminar i: 

study of teaching CHDED-GE.2359. 

Culminating Experience (3 units): 

integrative seminar ii: study of teaching 

CHDED-GE.2010. also required for new 

York state certification is the social 

Early Childhood and 

Childhood Education, 

continued
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responsibilities of teachers: drug and 

alcohol education/child abuse iden-

tification/school violence prevention 

TCHL-GE.2999 (0 units).

Doctoral Program

the doctoral program, which leads 

to a ph.d., requires a minimum of 60 

units beyond the master’s degree. the 

program is designed for people seeking 

leadership roles such as serving on a 

college or university faculty, as an edu-

cational researcher, or as a curriculum 

specialist. extensive individual mentor-

ing is available by our skilled faculty 

representing many dimensions of early 

childhood and childhood education (see 

doctoral program section).

units are distributed among courses 

in the foundations, cognate areas, 

research, specialization, and dissertation 

research and preparation. the program 

is flexible and highly individualized, pro-

viding specialties in such related areas 

as teacher education, curriculum devel-

opment, child development, innovations 

in schooling, and specific content areas 

such as literacy, numeracy, and social 

studies. extensive faculty mentoring 

is a distinctive feature of the doctoral 

program. see page 141 for information 

on all the doctoral programs in the 

department of teaching and learning 

and pages 178–180 for general degree 

requirements.

career opportUnities
Graduates of the early childhood and 

childhood education programs have a 

number of career opportunities: teach-

ing children in public or private childcare 

centers, early childhood centers, and 

elementary schools; educating teachers 

and conducting research in schools and 

universities; and directing curriculum 

development and educational programs 

in schools, colleges, and universities. in 

non-school settings, graduates write, 

edit, and publish educational materi-

als for children and work in children’s 

television.

special opportUnities: 
sUmmer stUDy aBroaD
the programs in early childhood and 

childhood education, english education, 

literacy education, and social studies 

education offer a study abroad option: 

a three-week, 6-unit graduate summer 

study abroad program in england.

the program in oxford and london 

is aimed at educators in english educa-

tion, primary education (early childhood 

and childhood), literacy education, 

and social studies education. it gives 

participants the opportunity to deepen 

their knowledge of language develop-

ment and literacy learning as well as 

develop a thorough understanding of 

the history and contemporary context 

of immigration and the impact it has on 

teaching and learning in schools. mul-

tidimensional instructional experiences 

include writing; response to literature, 

drama, and poetry; analysis of historical 

materials, and art. students visit schools 

in london as a basis for comparing 

british and american school systems 

and curricula, especially in relation to 

the education of new immigrant children 

and young people. the program also 

includes visits to museums, theatres, 

and historical sites in both london and 

oxford. critical issues for both teachers 

and students, such as approaches to 

collaboration, assessment, and evalua-

tion, are an integral part of this program 

of study.

additional summer study abroad 

programs, intersession (winter break), 

and spring break programs are being 

updated. please check the steinhardt 

website for the most current study 

abroad options.

aDmission reQUirements
applicants for the initial certification 

m.a. program in early childhood educa-

tion and the preservice m.a. program in 

childhood education must meet specific 

liberal arts requirements for new York 

state certification. applicants must have 

completed a major in liberal arts or 30 

units in a liberal arts concentration as 

well as college-level work in english, 

social science, mathematics, natural 

or physical science, and a language 

other than english, or american sign 

language, by the time of m.a. degree 

completion and recommendation for 

new York state certification.

See general admission section,  

page 167.

financial aiD 
opportUnities
teaching fellowships may be available 

for qualified applicants to doctoral 

study.

See general financial aid section, 

page 178.

Early Childhood and 

Childhood Education, 

continued
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the programs in english education, 

widely recognized as among the finest 

in the country, are founded on the un-

common belief that content, theory, and 

method are inseparable. to support this 

through practice, coursework focuses 

on transactional processes between 

speaker and listener, writer and audi-

ence, reader/viewer and work, teacher 

and student, school and community, and 

theory and practice.

the distinguishing characteristics 

of these programs are the faculty’s 

commitment to a transactional social 

constructionist view of learning that is 

embodied in the following principles: 

(1) learning is most significant when 

one attends to one’s own and others’ 

needs, concerns, and enjoyments; (2) 

individuals learn not by memorizing but 

by constructing their own version of 

that knowledge in relation to what they 

already know, believe, and have expe-

rienced; (3) language learning and use 

proceed most naturally from whole to 

part, from known to unknown, and from 

experience to reflection; (4) language 

learning has no ceiling; and (5) learning 

is acquired through using language in its 

various modes.

english education has been designed 

around five areas of study: curriculum 

and instruction, educational linguistics, 

teaching of reading and literature, writ-

ing, and research and reflection. the 

courses offered examine these areas 

from various foundational, individual, 

social and cultural, and epistemologi-

cal and ethical perspectives. students 

may choose to focus on a particular 

area of study or explore the breadth of 

offerings available. students are invited 

to share—both within and outside these 

courses—in the ongoing development of 

the curriculum.

career opportUnities
many graduates teach english in inter-

mediate and secondary schools and 

in two- and four-year colleges; others 

educate teachers and conduct research 

in schools and universities, teach writing 

and administer writing programs, and 

direct curriculum development and edu-

cational programs in schools, colleges, 

and universities. in nonschool settings, 

alumni work as editors and consultants 

in publishing and education and direct 

curriculum and training programs in 

industry.

Degree reQUirements
satisfactory completion of many  

department of teaching and learn-

ing degrees includes field experiences. 

Please see page 139.

Master’s Programs

the m.a. degree program in teaching 

english, Grades 7–12 (enGl), serves 

professionals seeking preparation for 

initial new York state certification. it 

may be completed in four academic 

semesters or on an accelerated, full-time 

basis in a little more than a calendar 

year, commencing early in the summer, 

followed by fall and spring semesters, 

and concluding the following summer. 

for initial certification, a minimum of 39 

units are needed.

Pedagogical Content Courses in English 

Education (12 units). 

English Teacher Certification Sequence 

(24 units), which includes teaching 

and learning english language arts 

in the middle school ENGEL-GE.2041, 

adolescent development APSy-GE2272, 

and educating students with disabilities 

in middle childhood and adolescent 

settings SPCED-GE.2162. inquiries into 

teaching and learning iii TCHL-GE.2010, 

student teaching in english education 

ENGED-GE.2911, 2912, and the social 

responsibilities of teachers: drug and 

alcohol education/child abuse iden-

tification/ school violence prevention 

TCHL-GE.2999 (0 units).

the professional certification m.a. 

degree program in english education 

(enGp) serves professionals holding 

initial certification in english in new York 

state and seeking preparation for pro-

fessional certification. the curriculum is 

tailored to the professional and personal 

needs of individual students, with an 

emphasis on courses in curriculum and 

instruction, educational linguistics, read-

ing and literature, writing, and related 

areas. this degree requires a minimum 

of 36 units. 

Required Courses (6 units): master’s 

seminar in english education ENGED-

GE.2501 and a concluding seminar, 

curriculum and research in ela 

ENGED-GE.2120.

Courses Related to the Student’s  

Professional Goals (6 units). 

Specialization (18 units): to be chosen 

by the student in consultation with the 

adviser.

the m.a. degree program in teach-

ing english language and literature in 

college (enGc) serves professionals 

seeking preparation for two-year college 

teaching and nonteaching positions in 

such fields as publishing and educa-

tional policy making, as well as certified 

teaching professionals seeking addi-

tional coursework in educational theory 

and research methods in preparation for 

doctoral-level study. the curriculum is 

tailored to the professional and personal 

needs of individual students, with  

possible concentrations in curriculum 

and instruction, educational linguistics,  

reading and literature, writing, and 

related areas.

the master of arts: educational 

theatre, all Grades, with english, 7–12 

(eted) responds to the many opportu-

nities available in the new York city area 

for english teachers at the middle and 

high school levels. the need for modes 

of artistic expression that lead toward 

literate engagements with texts has 

never been greater than it is today. the 

concern that technologies such as film, 

television, and the internet are replacing 

basic reading and writing skills can be 

addressed by providing opportunities 

for students to explore ideas and con-

cepts in the novels and plays they read 

in the english classroom through drama 

and theatre strategies. to respond to 

these concerns, the university offers 

educational theatre K–12 with english, 

7–12 to serve professionals seeking 

preparation for initial new York state 

certification. the curriculum reflects an 

integration of coursework offered by the 

current faculty in the program in edu-

cational theatre in collaboration with 

the faculty in the program in english 

education.

students must have earned 30 units 

in english or dramatic literature or their 

equivalent and 30 units of theatre or 

educational theatre. students with fewer 

than 30 prerequisite units in these areas 

upon admission may be required to take 

additional coursework as part of their 

master’s program.

a total of 53 units are required for 

this master’s program, distributed as 

follows:

Foundations in Educational Theatre  

(12 units): development of theatre 

and drama MPAET-GE.2021 or MPAET-

GE.2022, methods of research in 

educational theatre MPAET-GE.2077, 

drama with special education popu-
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lations MPAET-GE.2960, drama in 

education i MPAET-GE.2193.

Theory and Methods of Educational 

Theatre (12 units): dramatic activities 

in the elementary classroom MPAET-

GE.2030, dramatic activities in the 

secondary classroom MPAET-GE.2031, 

drama in education ii MPAET-GE.2194, 

storytelling MPAET-GE.2951, dramatic 

literature (by advisement).

Theory and Methods of English 

Education (14 units): teaching/learning 

english language arts in middle school 

ENGED-GE.2041, teaching/learning 

english language arts in high school 

ENGED-GE.2042, negotiating the 

curriculum ENGED-GE.2120.

Language Development and Reading 

Literature (3 units) ENGED-GE.2139 

or literature and the adolescent 

experience (3 units) ENGED-GE.2521; 

foundations of educational linguistics 

(3 units) ENGED-GE.2505 or teaching 

expository Writing (3 units) ENGED-

GE.2511.

Professional Education (16 units): 

social responsibilities of teachers: 

drug and alcohol education/child 

abuse identification/school violence 

prevention TCHL-GE.2999, inquiries into 

teaching and learning iii TCHL-GE.2010, 

supervised student teaching: drama 

in the elementary drama classroom 

MPAET-GE.2134, student teaching 

the english language arts in the high 

school ENGED-GE.2643, adolescent 

development APSy-GE.2272.

Certificate of Advanced Study

the sixth-year certificate of advanced 

study in teaching english language 

and literature is intended primarily for 

those secondary school english teachers 

seeking further study in preparation 

for leadership roles at the secondary 

or school district (K–12) levels. the 

primary areas of study are curriculum 

and instruction, educational linguistics, 

reading and literature, and writing. this 

certificate is granted only to students 

who have completed 30 units (with 

grades better than b) of graduate study 

beyond the m.a.

Ph.D. Degree Program in  

English Education

the doctoral program is directed 

primarily toward students seeking or 

already holding positions in higher edu-

cation. areas of concentration include 

literature, reading, media education, 

composition education, curriculum 

development, and applied linguistics. 

the doctorate requires a minimum of 

54 units beyond the m.a. and success-

ful completion of a candidacy essay 

and dissertation. specific requirements 

for the ph.d. degree are determined in 

consultation with the adviser.

aDmission reQUirements
in addition to the general requirements, 

applicants for the m.a. program must 

present at least 30 units in college-level 

english. applicants for the preservice 

m.a. degree program in teaching 

english 7–12 must also have completed 

a college-level language course other 

than english or american sign lan-

guage. applicants for the in-service 

m.a. degree program in english 7–12 

must hold provisional new York state 

certification in english 7–12. applicants 

for the certificate of advanced study 

must hold an acceptable m.a. degree in 

english or english education and must 

have completed three years of success-

ful teaching. doctoral applicants must 

present a master’s degree in english 

education, english, or a related field 

such as reading, linguistics, or tesol.

See general admission section,  

page 167.

financial aiD 
opportUnities
the department of teaching and 

learning offers numerous teaching fel-

lowships and graduate assistantships. 

the nYu expository Writing program 

offers teaching fellowships (precep-

tor positions) for graduate students 

interested in teaching writing. applica-

tion must be made by february 1 for the 

fall semester. an on-campus interview is 

mandatory. for further information and 

application materials, contact the direc-

tor of the expository Writing program at 

212-998-8860.

See general financial aid section, 

page 178.

special opportUnities
conferences, institutes, and seminars 

at nYu’s Washington square campus 

feature distinguished visiting faculty and 

topics of professional concern.

the programs in english education 

and early childhood and childhood 

education offer summer graduate 

study abroad programs in oxford and 

london, england. the curriculum offers 

educators an opportunity to explore 

british approaches to the teaching 

and learning of language and literacy 

across all school levels, from early child-

hood through college. the program is 

designed for teachers, mentor-teachers, 

and curriculum specialists in elemen-

tary education, literacy and language, 

and english. participants engage in the 

process of developing literacy curricula 

that reflect depth of content and include 

pedagogy and instructional practices 

that have potential to reach a wide 

range of students. critical issues for 

both teachers and students, such as ap-

proaches to collaboration, assessment, 

and evaluation, are an integral part of 

this program of study. 

English Education, 

continued
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for more than 30 years, the 37-unit  

m.a. program in environmental  

conservation education has prepared 

graduates for environmental careers 

 in the field of education.

the program’s interdisciplinary 

approach draws on both theory and 

practice and integrates the natural 

and social sciences with education 

and fieldwork to help students gain an 

understanding of the profound effects 

of human activity on the planet and the 

role of education in solving environmen-

tal problems.

the program draws on faculty from 

a wide variety of disciplines within the 

university, including education, history, 

philosophy, law, journalism, science, 

health, and the arts. core courses in 

environmental thought, environmental 

debates, and environmental politics 

introduce students to the theories, poli-

cies, and ethics that have shaped public 

discourse and understanding of the 

environment.

electives allow students to tailor 

their program of study to fit their par-

ticular conservation education interests 

in areas such as environmental justice, 

curriculum design, teacher education, 

policy studies, sustainable development, 

ecology, youth education, wildlife edu-

cation, and sustainability. m.a. students 

can take electives within steinhardt, the 

robert f. Wagner Graduate school of 

public service, and the Graduate school 

of arts and science. the program also 

has a strong affiliation with the program 

in science education in this department, 

and the Wallerstein collaborative for ur-

ban environmental education provides 

students with numerous opportunities 

to study and work closely with science 

education faculty on research, curricu-

lum projects, and other environmental 

initiatives.

the integration of coursework with 

required fieldwork provides students 

with a unique urban experience in 

environmental education. the program 

makes ample use of the vast resources 

available in new York city, through 

which students study contemporary 

environmental issues and programs; 

evaluate, develop, or implement educa-

tional initiatives for children, youth, and 

adults; or undertake applied research in 

environmental education.

students complete internships in a 

wide variety of organizations, includ-

ing new York city audubon, council 

on the environment of new York city, 

Jane Goodall institute, new York city 

soil and Water conservation district, 

the united nations, new York league of 

conservation voters, the mayor’s office 

of environmental coordination, Wildlife 

conservation society, high school of 

environmental studies, harbor school, 

the american museum of natural his-

tory, the new York state department of 

environmental conservation, and Wave 

hill. the university’s own sustainability 

initiative provides additional opportuni-

ties for involvement and learning.

career opportUnities
the program prepares individuals to 

assume leadership roles in schools, non-

profit organizations, cultural institutions, 

and government agencies. Graduates 

work as educators, program managers, 

consultants, advocates, administrators, 

and community leaders. in addition 

to careers in education, students may 

pursue careers in policy, advocacy, the 

media, and numerous other professions 

in the public and private sectors.

some graduates go on to law school 

or doctoral programs in environmental 

education, environmental studies, en-

vironmental science, and related areas. 

the university offers many opportuni-

ties to explore employment possibilities 

through the program’s internships and 

the extensive network of organizations 

with which the program is associated, 

including nYu’s Wallerstein collabora-

tive for urban environmental education. 

for profiles of graduates, please visit 

steinhardt.nyu.edu/humsocsci/environ-

mental. 

Degree reQUirements
students in the master of arts program 

complete 37 units of coursework.

Core courses (12 units minimum):  

foundations of environmental thought 

ENyC-GE.2019, contemporary envi-

ronmental debates ENyC-GE.2020, 

environmental politics ENyC-GE.2021, 

internship in environmental conser-

vation education ENyC-GE.2024, 

environmental education: theory and 

practice ENyC-GE.2022, and the final 

seminar in environmental conservation 

education ENyC-GE.2023.

Electives (13 units minimum): elec-

tives in related areas are selected by 

advisement. students take courses in 

the department and throughout the uni-

versity in such areas as environmental 

policy, ecoleadership, science education, 

economics, history, ecology, media, and 

the arts. 

other requirements (6 units): two 

courses in ecology or a related area.

aDmission reQUirements
applicants to the program in environ-

mental conservation education must 

follow both the steinhardt school and 

the program admission procedures and 

deadlines. all school and program ad-

missions materials must be received by 

december 15. specific admission to the 

program in environmental conservation 

education includes the submission of a 

statement of purpose and two letters of 

recommendation.

See general admission section,  

page 167. 
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two master’s degree programs are 

offered by the department of teaching 

and learning’s program in literacy edu-

cation. these programs prepare certified 

classroom teachers as literacy special-

ists. in addition, these curricula are also 

designed to prepare classroom teachers 

at the early childhood and elementary 

levels or content-area teachers at mid-

dle school and high school levels who 

wish to reach all students in their classes 

and integrate the strategic teaching of 

reading and writing. in either curriculum, 

full-time students can finish in an ac-

celerated 12-month format (fall, spring, 

and summer semesters), and part-time 

students can finish in two years.

one master’s degree program is 

for candidates interested in students 

from birth through grade 6 (litb), the 

other, from grade 5 through grade 12 

(litc). to apply for these programs, 

a candidate must hold either initial or 

professional certification in teaching at 

the appropriate level (see section on 

admission requirements for details). on 

completion of a program, the candidate 

is eligible for new York state certifi-

cation as a literacy specialist for the 

appropriate grade levels (see above) 

and will meet all requirements for the 

new literacy specialist certification.

the literacy master’s programs rep-

resent literacy as the means by which 

people think, learn, and communicate, 

including reading, writing, listening, and 

speaking. the curricula are designed to 

help teachers understand the principles 

of language and literacy learning and 

the development of diverse learn-

ers, especially those who experience 

difficulty with literacy learning, across 

developmental levels, academic disci-

plines, and social and cultural contexts. 

these programs support the develop-

ment of teaching expertise in the role 

of literacy specialist and in a particular 

area of specialization within the cur-

riculum selected by students—such as 

the integration of strategic teaching of 

reading and writing within different con-

tent areas (e.g., social studies, science, 

or math) or clinical work in literacy. the 

course of study builds on the partici-

pants’ professional experiences, involves 

the application of theory to practice and 

vice versa, and stresses the use of data 

for decision making. similarly the cur-

riculum for children in schools builds on 

the language and literacy learning that 

students bring to school and ongoing 

observation of their learning in order 

to closely match instruction to student 

level. professional seminars explore  

critical issues that inform the role of  

literacy specialists and classroom teach-

ers in schools. finally, two practica at 

two different age levels within each 

program—a seminar on practical in-

quiry and the responsibilities of literacy 

specialists, and a culminating project—

allow the candidates to apply program 

learning and address the leadership 

and teaching responsibilities of literacy 

specialists and the professional interests 

and concerns of each student.

aDmission reQUirements
candidates must hold an appropriate 

teaching certificate as a prerequisite 

for admission to these m.a. programs. 

for admission to the literacy program, 

birth-grade 6 (litb) candidates must 

hold at least an initial certificate in early 

childhood/childhood education or an 

initial certificate in either early child-

hood education or childhood education. 

for admission to the literacy program, 

grades 5–12 (litc), candidates must 

hold at least an initial certificate in 

middle or secondary education or an i 

nitial certificate in either middle 

childhood or adolescence education. 

candidates holding an out-of-state base 

certificate must apply for a comparable 

new York state certificate with the new 

York state education department (see 

www.highered.nysed.gov/tcert) prior 

to program completion in order to be 

recommended for the literacy certifica-

tion in new York state.

career opportUnities
the graduates of this program will 

qualify for literacy specialist positions. 

those graduating from the litb pro-

gram work in day care, preschools, and 

public schools through grade six either 

as teachers with special expertise teach-

ing in reading and writing or as literacy 

specialists. those graduating from 

the litc program work at the middle 

school or high school levels as teachers 

in particular content area with special 

expertise in integrating the teaching of 

language and literacy into their curricula 

or as literacy specialists.

Graduates will also be qualified to 

work in after-school programs, clinical 

settings in hospitals and community 

centers, new educational companies 

that focus on literacy learning, and pri-

vate tutoring practice. in addition, this 

degree provides excellent background 

for positions in the educational publish-

ing industry that concentrate on the 

development of literacy materials and 

literacy assessment.

Degree reQUirements
satisfactory completion of many 

department of teaching and learn-

ing degrees includes field experiences. 

Please see page 139.

Master of Arts

both programs can be taken as full-time 

or part-time programs. the steinhardt 

school of culture, education, and hu-

man development provides a wealth of 

choices for the two electives—courses 

from areas such as bilingual education, 

special education, drama educa-

tion, educational communication and 

technology, media ecology, english 

education, educational administration, 

or educational psychology.

Literacy Education, Birth–Grade 6 

(LITB) (34 units) courses are offered in 

two phases. phase i includes literacy 

education i and ii: early childhood/

childhood LITC-GE.2012,2013; lan-

guage and literacy development 

LITC-GE.2010; reading and Writing: 

foundations LITC-GE.2016; and texts, 

tools, and culture ECED-GE.2017. phase 

ii includes literacy assessment LITC-

GE.2011, literacy of the special learner 

SPCED-GE.2055, supervised practi-

cum in early childhood and childhood 

LITC-GE.2030 (two placements, at two 

different instructional levels, for 2 units 

each), and organization and supervision 

of literacy programs LITC-GE.2065. the 

program requires two electives that can 

be taken at any point in the program.

Literacy Education, Grades 5–12 (LITC) 

(34 units) the courses are offered in 

two phases. phase i includes literacy 

education i and ii: middle childhood 

and adolescence LITC-GE.2014, 2015; 

language and literacy development 

LITC-GE.2010; reading and Writing LI-

TC-GE.2016; and text, tools, and culture 

LITC-GE.2017. phase ii includes literacy 

assessment LITC-GE.2011, literacy of 

the special learner SPCED-GE.2055, su-

pervised practicum in middle childhood 

and adolescence LITC-GE.2031 (two 

placements, one at each level, for 2 units 

each), and organization and supervision 

of literacy programs LITC-GE.2065. the 
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program requires two electives that can 

be taken at any point in the program.

financial opportUnities
loans and scholarships may be  

available for qualified applicants to 

master’s study. 

See general financial aid section, 

page 178.

special opportUnities
conferences, institutes, and seminars 

at nYu’s Washington square campus 

feature distinguished visiting faculty and 

topics of professional concern.

the programs in english education 

and early childhood and childhood 

education offer summer graduate 

study abroad programs in oxford and 

london, england. the curriculum offers 

educators an opportunity to explore 

british approaches to the teaching 

and learning of language and literacy 

across all school levels, from early child-

hood through college. the program is 

designed for teachers, mentor-teachers, 

and curriculum specialists in elemen-

tary education, literacy and language, 

and english. participants engage in the 

process of developing literacy curricula 

that reflect depth of content and include 

pedagogy and instructional practices 

that have potential to reach a wide 

range of students. critical issues for 

both teachers and students, such as ap-

proaches to collaboration, assessment, 

and evaluation, are an integral part of 

this program of study. 

the Department of teaching and  

learning offers master’s and doctoral–

level degrees in mathematics education. 

at the master’s level, the department 

offers a program leading to initial 

secondary certification for aspiring 

teachers and a program for second-

ary mathematics teachers leading to 

professional secondary certification. at 

the doctoral level, students can pursue a 

mathematics education doctorate with 

a focus on any level of schooling (el-

ementary, secondary, post-secondary). 

students in these programs may take 

their mathematics courses at nYu’s 

world-renowned courant institute of 

mathematical sciences. faculty from 

the courant institute also serve, when 

appropriate, on the dissertation commit-

tees of doctoral students in the program 

in mathematics education.

members of the mathematics educa-

tion faculty have been, and continue 

to be, active in cutting-edge research. 

they encourage and support students 

in the programs to become involved in 

research, funded projects, and profes-

sional activities. current research of 

the mathematics education faculty 

include studies of the mechanisms of 

mathematics concept development; the 

teaching of rational numbers; the use of 

examples in mathematics teaching and 

teacher education; and the interplay be-

tween examples, definitions, and proof 

in developing mathematical thinking and 

conceptual understanding.

career opportUnities
Graduates have many career oppor-

tunities open to them both within and 

outside the academic community here 

and abroad. these include research in 

mathematics education, mathemat-

ics teacher education, mathematics 

curriculum development, mathematics 

education leadership, and the teaching 

of mathematics and related subjects 

(including statistics) at all levels from 

elementary school through college.

Degree reQUirements
satisfactory completion of many 

department of teaching and learn-

ing degrees includes field experiences. 

Please see page 139.

Master of Arts in  

Mathematics Education

the preservice m.a. program in teaching 

mathematics, grades 7–12, is a 42-unit 

program that prepares students to 

teach mathematics in grades 7–12 and 

culminates in students being eligible for 

initial new York state certification. this 

curriculum may be completed in four 

academic semesters or on an acceler-

ated, full-time basis in a little more than 

a calendar year, commencing early in 

the summer, followed by fall and spring 

semesters, and concluding the following 

summer. there is an option of extending 

the certificate to include grades 5–6.

Required Courses: General Pedagogi-

cal Core Courses (15 units), including 

inquiries into teaching and learning iii 

TCHL-GE.2010, education of students 

with disabilities SPCED-GE.2162, lan-

guage and literacy TCHL-GE.2275, and 

adolescent learners in urban context 

TCHL-GE.2515.

Pedagogical Content Knowledge 

Courses (15 units), including teaching of 

secondary school mathematics MTHED-

GE.2033, curriculum and assessment in 

school mathematics MTHED-GE.2007, 

and three courses by advisement from 

the following: the teaching of rational 

numbers MTHED-GE.2031, the teach-

ing of Geometry MTHED-GE.2036, the 

teaching of algebra MTHED-GE.2035, 

the teaching of data collection and 

analysis MTHED-GE.2032, educa-

tional technology in secondary school 

mathematics MTHED-GE.2034, and the 

teaching of pre-calculus and trigonom-

etry in high school MTHED-GE.2037

Mathematics Content Courses (6 units) 

taken, by advisement, either in the 

Graduate school of arts and science or 

selected math content courses offered 

through the program in mathemat-

ics education itself, with mathematical 

proof and proving MTHED-GE.2050  

required.

Field Work and Student Teaching (6 

units), including student teaching in 

mathematics education: middle and 

high schools i & ii MTHED-GE.2911, 2922. 

also required for new York state certi-

fication is The Social Responsibilities of 

Teachers: Drug and Alcohol Educa-

tion/Child Abuse Identification/School 

Violence Prevention (0 units) TCHL-

GE.2999.

the in-service m.a. program in teach-

ing mathematics, grades 7–12, serves 

professionals holding initial new York 

state certification in mathematics and 

seeking preparation for professional 

certification. it is a 30-unit program 

that combines advanced mathematics 

content courses with pedagogy courses 

to enhance the student’s understanding 

of both content and teaching. course 

requirements include Mathematics 

Content Courses (9 units, by advise-

ment), Pedagogical Content Knowledge 

Courses (12 units, by advisement), 

Courses on Current Issues in Education 

(9 units), and a Culminating Project.

PROGRaM CODiRECTORS 

orit Zaslavsky

orit.zaslavsky@

nyu.edu

martin simon

(doctoral program)

m.simon@nyu.edu

east building,  

239 Greene street  

212-998-5870

DEGREES 

m.a., ph.d.

FaCulTy 

burgunder, Green, ma, 

simon, Zaslavsky

mathematics education 
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Ph.D. Program Teaching and Learning 

with an emphasis in Mathematics 

Education

students interested in a doctoral pro-

gram in mathematics education apply 

for admission to the ph.d. program in 

teaching and learning with an emphasis 

in mathematics education.

the program includes coursework 

in mathematics education, mathemat-

ics and related fields (e.g., statistics), 

and in educational research. the 

coursework, along with involvement in 

faculty research projects, is designed 

to produce graduates who are capable 

of high-quality research in mathemat-

ics education. in addition, the program 

prepares students to be strong math-

ematics teachers and teacher educators, 

who have a strong understanding of 

mathematics.

the phd program in teaching and 

learning with an emphasis in mathemat-

ics education requires a minimum of 36 

units of graduate coursework beyond 

the master’s degree. most students take 

at least 48 units. although there are 

required courses and competencies, 

there is also significant flexibility in stu-

dent programs for pursuit of particular 

interests.

With appropriate background in a 

combination of mathematics and educa-

tion, a full-time student can complete 

the program in approximately four 

years. students in this program must 

also take and pass a comprehensive 

examination following their coursework 

and complete a doctoral dissertation.

required courses include profession-

al seminar in mathematics education i 

MTHED-GE.3021 on research on math-

ematics teaching and teacher education; 

Qualitative research in mathematics in 

education MTHED-GE.3010; Qualitative 

research in mathematics in education ii 

MTHED-GE.3011; and learning theories 

in mathematics education research 

MTHED-GE.3014. based on the student’s 

coursework and prior experience, 

courses in mathematics, statistics, and 

research design are generally required.

aDmission reQUirements
See general admission section, initial 

certification page 198.

applicants to the preservice m.a. 

degree program in teaching mathemat-

ics, grades 7–12, must hold a bachelor’s 

degree with a strong mathematics 

Gpa. they must also have completed 

a minimum of 30 units of acceptable 

mathematics content at a calculus 

1 level and above. two semesters of 

calculus should have been taken as part 

of the 30 units. applicants who did not 

take a course in linear algebra and a 

course in Geometry may be required to 

complete one or both courses, in addi-

tion to the program requirements, prior 

to their graduation from nYu. appli-

cants must also have taken and passed 

three semester hours at the college level 

of a foreign language or sign language. 

under special circumstances, applicants 

with fewer than the required number 

of units but whose grades indicate the 

ability to do well in mathematics may be 

allowed to take the missing coursework 

as a part of the program, in addition to 

the regular requirements.

applicants to the professional 

certification m.a. degree program in 

mathematics, grades 7–12, must also 

have completed a bachelor’s degree and 

hold initial new York state certification 

in secondary mathematics.

phd program: see department  

doctoral admissions requirements.

multilingual multicultural studies is a 

unit in the department of teaching and 

learning that includes three distinct 

but related programs: bilingual educa-

tion, foreign language education, and 

the teaching of english to speakers 

of other languages (tesol). unit 

faculty are committed to an additive 

approach to multilingualism, cultivating 

an appreciation for cultural diversity 

in various educational settings. the 

programs are open to qualified pre- and 

in-service teachers at the elementary, 

secondary, college, and adult levels and 

welcome teacher-educators, research-

ers, supervisors, program coordinators, 

and curriculum and materials specialists 

for schools and other related settings. 

Graduates of our teacher certification 

programs may receive certification in 

new York state with reciprocity in most 

other states throughout the country.

students can avail themselves of an 

innovative course of study designed 

around a core of subjects shared by the 

three programs. depending on individu-

al interests, programs allow for courses 

in any of the following related areas: 

english education, applied linguistics, 

early childhood and elementary educa-

tion, literacy, anthropology, foreign 

languages, and linguistics. the programs 

also include seminars and workshops 

in materials and curriculum develop-

ment and language through content and 

assessment. field experiences consist 

of classroom observation, supervised 

student teaching or internship, study 

abroad, and research opportunities.

career opportUnities
Graduates of the multilingual multi-

cultural studies programs are in great 

demand as language teachers, program 

coordinators, curriculum specialists, and 

evaluators in elementary and second-

ary schools, community colleges, and 

universities throughout the new York 

metropolitan area, across the country, 

and worldwide. doctoral graduates are 

sought by research institutions, col-

leges, and universities. as globalization 

increases, more people are seeking to 

broaden their skills through language 

learning and cultural awareness. op-

portunities are rapidly growing in many 

multilingual multicultural studies
Bilingual Education,  

Foreign Language 

Education, Teaching 

English to Speakers 

of other Languages 

(TESoL)

PROGRaM DiRECTOR

shondel nero 

east building,  

suite 410

212-998-5757

shondel.nero@nyu.edu

www.steinhardt.nyu.

edu/teachlearn/mms

DEGREES

m.a., ph.d.

CERTiFiCaTES

post-baccalaureate 

advanced certificate, 

post-master’s 

certificate of 

advanced study

FaCulTy

eisenstein-ebsworth, 

harvey, llosa, nero, 

tang

aDjuNCT FaCulTy

blaber, camhi, 

carpenter, chan, 

clark-Gareca, comer, 

decapua,, defazio, 

Geller-marlowe,  

Graham, Grulich,  

Gure, Kardos-Kaplan, 

lan, lee, longshaw,  

marsh, mcsweeny, 

montgomery, niu, 

pally, vigourt, Wu
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non-school settings as well, such as 

community organizations, immigrant re-

settlement agencies, publishing houses, 

training programs for multinational cor-

porations, and international educational 

agencies both here and abroad.

Degree reQUirements
satisfactory completion of many 

department of teaching and learning 

degrees includes field experiences.

M.A. Program in Bilingual Education. 

the master of arts program (34 units) 

prepares teachers to use bilingual ap-

proaches with their students in such 

areas as early childhood education, 

childhood education, middle childhood 

education, adolescence education, a 

special subject (mathematics, science, 

social studies), literacy education, career 

education, and technical education.

Doctoral Program. 

the doctoral program in bilingual 

education (ph.d.) prepares teacher 

educators, supervisors, and research-

ers for bilingual and bicultural settings. 

the program emphasizes research in 

language acquisition, bilingualism,  

and pedagogy in linguistically diverse 

environments in addition to the founda-

tions of education, research methods, 

departmental content seminars,  

and dissertation proposal seminar. 

students are required to take 54 units 

of coursework and 1 unit per semester 

for advisement while preparing their 

doctoral dissertations.

Bilingual Extension (Advanced 

Certificate: Bilingual Education for 

Teachers).

the 15-unit bilingual extension program 

includes courses in linguistics, culture, 

bilingual and second language peda-

gogy, and language through content.

Post-M.A. Advanced Certificate in 

Bilingual Education. 

the post-m.a. advanced certificate 

in bilingual education is for bilingual 

teachers, supervisors, teacher trainers, 

administrators, and materials developers 

who wish to continue their education 

beyond the master’s level. the 30–unit 

program is appropriate for those who 

wish to continue their study of bilingual 

education or add to their teaching and 

learning experience. the post-m.a. 

advanced certificate can also serve as 

a bridge between master’s and doctoral 

study. the bilingual extension can also 

be earned through this program.

M.A. Program in Teaching a Foreign 

Language 7–12 (Chinese, French, Italian, 

Japanese, and Spanish). 

students seeking certification must 

complete 44 units of coursework. 

courses include foundations in linguis-

tics, target language, methods, culture, 

second language research, and student 

teaching placement at the secondary 

level. students may also take teach-

ing foreign languages to elementary 

school children E29.2018 to extend their 

certification to K–6. this curriculum may 

be completed in four academic semes-

ters or on an accelerated, full-time basis 

in a little more than a calendar year, 

commencing early in the summer, fol-

lowed by fall and spring semesters, and 

concluding the following summer.

M.A. Program in Teachers of Foreign 

Languages. 

students wishing to teach at the  

college or adult level may earn an m.a. 

without achieving state certification.  

the program requires the completion  

of 34 units.

m.a. program in teaching french as a 

foreign language 7-12 and tesol 7-12 

(steinhardt and nyU paris)

this unique transatlantic program, of-

fered jointly with steinhardt and nYu 

paris, department of french, Graduate 

school of arts and science, combines 

two semesters in paris and two semes-

ters in new York city leading to dual 

certification in new York state in teach-

ing of french and teaching english as a 

second language (esl). the two full-

time semesters (fall and spring) spent in 

paris in the first year allow students to 

immerse themselves in french language 

and culture under the mentorship of fac-

ulty from nYu in paris and from french 

universities. field experiences in paris 

allow degree candidates to work as 

english language teaching assistants 

of english in secondary schools in paris 

as well as interact closely with teach-

ers and students in france. students 

complete their remaining course work 

at nYu’s Washington square campus 

in new York city on a full- or part-time 

basis. curriculum includes core courses 

covering general pedagogical issues as 

well as knowledge critical to foreign lan-

guage and esl teaching and learning. 

students complete their required two 

semesters of student teaching at new 

York city public schools, with one se-

mester in a secondary school for french 

and a second semester in a elementary 

school for esl. students seeking initial 

certification must complete 50 units of 

course work to teach french, grades 

7–12, and esl grades K-12 in new York 

state.  students also have the option 

of taking an additional summer course 

to extend their certification to include 

teaching foreign languages at K-6 level.

M.A. Program in Teaching a Foreign 

Language (7–12) and Teaching English 

to Speakers of other Languages (All 

Grades). 

this dual teacher certification program 

enables students to learn to teach 

english as a second language and to 

teach a foreign language. the program 

of study integrates second/foreign 

language pedagogy, linguistics, cross-

cultural studies, and second language 

acquisition research. students have to 

fulfill student teaching requirements at 

the elementary level for esl and the 

secondary level for the target language. 

students who complete this 51-unit 

program will be certified in teaching 

esl (all grades) and a foreign language 

(7–12). students may also take the 

course teaching foreign languages to 

elementary school children FLGED-

GE.2018 to extend their certification to 

grades K–6.

Post-Master’s Certificate of Advanced 

Study in Foreign Language Education. 

the certificate program in foreign 

language education consists of 30 units    

beyond the master’s degree and three 

years of relevant education experience. 

students are required to take courses 

in teaching methodology, curriculum 

development, and research methods.

Teachers of English to Speakers of 

other Languages (TESoL). 

the tesol program prepares teachers 

of english to speakers of other  

languages at elementary, secondary,  

and college levels.

Post-baccalaureate Advanced 

Certificate in TESoL. 

this 15-unit program is designed for 

those who are interested in teach-

ing english abroad and who decide to 

choose a second career in teaching 

english as a second/foreign language 

and those who either do not seek a 

master’s degree or are undecided about 

matriculating for a master’s degree. 

coursework includes foundation in 

methods, structure of american english, 

and internship.

Multilingual 

Multicultural 
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M.A. Program in TESoL (All Grades—

Leading to new york State Teacher 

Certification). 

students seeking state certification 

must complete 44 units of coursework, 

which includes foundations in linguistics, 

structure of american english, methods, 

culture, second language research, and 

two student teaching placements at 

elementary and secondary levels. this 

curriculum may be completed in four  

or more academic semesters, studying 

full or part time, or on an accelerated, 

full-time basis in a little more than  

a calendar year, commencing early  

in the summer, followed by fall and  

spring semesters, and concluding the  

following summer.

M.A. Program in TESoL (not Leading to 

new york State Teacher Certification). 

students wishing to teach at the col-

lege level or abroad may earn an m.a. 

degree without achieving new York 

state teacher certification. the program 

requires the completion of 34 units of 

coursework, which includes foundations 

in linguistics, structure of american eng-

lish, methods, culture, second language 

research, and field experiences.

Post-Master’s Certificate of  

Advanced Study. 

the certificate program in foreign 

language education consists of 30 units 

beyond the master’s degree and three 

years of relevant education experience. 

students are required to take courses 

in teaching methodology, curriculum 

development, and research methods.

Ph.D. Program in TESoL. 

the doctoral program in tesol (ph.d.) 

prepares teacher educators, supervisors, 

and researchers for tesol and bicul-

tural settings. the program emphasizes 

research in second language acquisition 

and pedagogy in linguistically diverse 

environments. courses include founda-

tions of tesol, research methods, 

departmental content seminars, and a 

dissertation proposal seminar. stu-

dents are required to take 54 units of 

coursework and 1 unit per semester for 

advisement while preparing their doc-

toral dissertations.

aDmission reQUirements
note: all mms programs require toefl 

scores for international students who 

have not received bachelor’s degrees 

from institutions in english-speaking 

countries. upon arrival, all international 

students have their english assessed by 

nYu’s american language institute.  

the ali may recommend additional 

english development.

Bilingual Extension Post-baccalaureate 

Advanced Certificate. 

applicants must have an undergraduate 

degree in liberal arts or sciences. there 

are additional requirements for those 

desiring the bilingual extension.*

Bilingual Education M.A. Program.

applicants should have completed a 

bachelor’s degree with a major in one 

of the liberal arts or sciences and must 

demonstrate advanced proficiency in 

english and an additional language. 

to obtain the bilingual extension, the 

candidate must be eligible for certifica-

tion in his or her primary area. students 

not seeking the bilingual extension for 

new York state certification should 

have completed a bachelor’s degree 

with a major in one of the liberal arts 

or sciences and demonstrate advanced 

proficiency in english and an additional 

language.

Bilingual Education Post-Master’s 

Advanced Certificate Program.

applicants for the post-master’s ad-

vanced certificate must have completed 

a master’s degree in a related area.

Ph.D. Program in Bilingual Education.

applicants must present a master’s 

degree, current Gre scores, two letters 

of recommendation, and a sample of 

written work in english.

M.A. in Foreign Language Education 

(Chinese, French, Italian, Japanese,  

and Spanish).

students seeking new York state 

certification should have completed a 

bachelor’s degree in the target foreign 

language, a bachelor’s degree in one 

of the liberal arts and science areas 

with a concentration in the target 

foreign language, or an equivalent of 

30 units in the target foreign language. 

these students should apply for the 

m.a. program in teachers of foreign 

languages 7–12.m.a. program for 

teachers of foreign languages. 

students not seeking new York state 

certification should have completed a 

bachelor’s degree with a major in one of 

the liberal arts or sciences, have a strong 

Gpa in their undergraduate studies, 

and demonstrate advanced proficiency 

in the target language. these students 

may enroll in the m.a. program for 

teachers of foreign language (fled) 

only.

M.A. Program in Teaching French as a 

Foreign Language 7–12. 

applicants must hold a baccalaureate 

degree with a minor or major in french 

language or literature or an equivalent 

degree. to be recommended for teacher 

certification upon completion of this 

m.a. program, applicants must have 

completed at least 25 college units in 

french prior to admission. applicants 

who are deficient in units or who do not 

meet this unit requirement should take 

the clep exam to earn an equivalency 

of 12 college units or take nYu scps’s 

language proficiency test to earn an 

equivalency of up to 16 college units. 

interested candidates apply through 

nYu steinhardt. applicants must 

submit Gre scores, three letters of 

recommendation, and an academic 

writing sample in french that may not 

exceed 25 pages. the in-office deadline 

for all materials is april 15.

M.A. Program in Teaching Spanish as a 

Foreign Language 7-12 and TESoL 7-12 

(Steinhardt and nyu Paris)

this unique transatlantic program, of-

fered jointly with steinhardt and nYu 

madrid, department of spanish and 

portuguese, Graduate school of arts 

and science, combines two semesters in 

madrid and two semesters in new York 

city leading to dual certification in new 

York state in teaching of spanish and 

teaching english as a second language 

(esl). the two full-time semesters (fall 

and spring) spent in madrid in the first 

year allow students to immerse them-

selves in spanish language and culture 

under the mentorship of faculty from 

nYu in madrid and from spanish univer-

sities. field experiences in madrid allow 

degree candidates to work as english 

language teaching assistants of english 

in charter schools in madrid as well 

as interact closely with teachers and 

students in spain. students complete 

their remaining course work at nYu’s 

Washington square campus in new York 

city on a full- or part-time basis. cur-

riculum includes core courses covering 

general pedagogical issues as well as 

knowledge critical to foreign language 

and esl teaching and learning. students 

complete their required two semesters 

of student teaching at new York city 

public schools, with one semester in a 

secondary school for spanish and a sec-

ond semester in a elementary school for 

esl. students seeking initial certification 

must complete 50 units of course work 

to teach spanish, grades 7–12, and esl 

grades K-12 in new York state.  students 

also have the option of taking an ad-

*bilingual extension: applicant 

must be eligible for new York 

state certification win their 

primary areas such as early 

childhood education; childhood 

education; middle childhood 

education; adolescence 

education; a specialized subject 

area, such as math, science, 

or social studies; literacy 

education; speech pathology; 

psychology; and career or 

technical education.

Multilingual 
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ditional summer course to extend their 

certification to include teaching foreign 

languages at K-6 level.

M.A. Program in Teaching a Foreign 

Language (7–12) and Teaching English 

to Speakers of other Languages (All 

Grades) (FLTS). 

applicants must have completed a 

bachelor’s degree with a major in the 

target language or have 30 units or 

equivalent. in addition, students must 

have taken as part of their general 

education courses at least 3 units each 

in mathematics, science, and social 

studies.

Post-Master’s Certificate of Advanced 

Study in Foreign Language Education. 

applicants must hold a master’s degree 

in a related area with a strong Gpa and 

must demonstrate advanced proficiency 

in the target language.Post-baccalau-

reate Advanced Certificate in TESoL. 

applicants must have completed a 

bachelor’s degree in an accredited col-

lege or university.

M.A. in TESoL (All Grades) Leading to 

new york State Teacher Certification. 

applicants should have completed a 

bachelor’s degree with a major in one of 

the liberal arts or sciences. in addition, 

students must have taken as part of 

their general education coursework or 

an equivalent for 3 units in mathematics, 

science, and social studies and 12 units 

of a language other than english or an 

equivalent of language proficiency.

M.A. in TESoL not Leading to new york 

State Teacher Certification. 

applicants should have completed 

a bachelor’s degree with a major in 

english or one of the liberal arts or 

sciences.

Post-Master’s Advanced Certificate. 

students must have completed a mas-

ter’s degree in a related area.

Ph.D. Program in TESoL. 

applicants must present a master’s 

degree in a related area, current Gre 

scores, two letters of recommendation, 

and a sample of written work in english.

gloBal stUDy
the programs in multilingual multicul-

tural studies (mms) and in international 

education jointly offer a three-week, 

6-unit graduate summer study abroad 

program in shanghai, china. the cur-

riculum offers educators an opportunity 

to examine intercultural perspectives 

in multilingual multicultural education 

in china and to explore the teach-

ing of language, particularly english 

and chinese, across all school levels. 

the program is designed for graduate 

students, teachers, and curriculum spe-

cialists in tesol, bilingual education, 

foreign language education, english 

education, and international educa-

tion. teaching and learning activities 

include classes and seminars taught 

by nYu faculty members and lectures 

by faculty members from local higher 

education institutions, such as shanghai 

normal university. internship oppor-

tunities are also available in shanghai. 

in addition to the shanghai program, 

foreign language and tesol majors, 

as well as all graduate students across 

steinhardt, may also take advantage of 

the multilingual and multicultural studies 

January intersession study abroad pro-

gram in the dominican republic. this is 

a three-week program includes a 3-unit 

graduate course, where students explore 

intercultural perspectives in multilingual 

and multicultural education by an inten-

sive “real time” linguistic and cultural 

experience in santiago, dominican 

republic. in addition to the gradu-

ate course, students take a one-credit 

undergraduate course in spanish, of-

fered by the host university in santiago 

to experience language immersion. all 

students stay with dominican host fami-

lies, which enriches their linguistic and 

cultural experience. the program also 

takes students on educational tours to 

santo domingo, the capital city, and to 

other parts of the dominican republic. 

students can take advantage of other 

study abroad opportunities offered 

by the department of teaching and 

learning, such as its summer program in 

brazil and winter session in mexico.

the program in science education of-

fers graduate study designed to meet 

the needs of several types of students. 

the university offers a preservice 

teacher education program for teach-

ers of science at the 7–12 level and 

an in-service program that meets the 

academic requirements for professional 

certification. the master’s programs in 

science education provide an excellent 

opportunity for those who are pres-

ently teaching in schools or colleges to 

develop additional expertise in specific 

areas such as curriculum development, 

supervision, research, computers in 

science education, or science, technol-

ogy, and society. many courses focus on 

strategies for teaching science to urban 

at-risk students.

the focus of the program in science 

education is the preparation of science 

educators who will provide academic 

and professional leadership in the area 

of science and technology education in 

an urban environment.

clinically rich integrated  
science program (crisp), m.a.
this selective one-year full-time teacher 

residency master’s degree program im-

merses career changes and top college 

graduates in the science classroom.  

students are mentored by master 

teachers and coached by skilled senior 

educators, take academic coursework 

on-site and at nYu’s Washington square 

campus and participate as a full mem-

ber in your host school’s community.  

Graduates are eligible for initial/profes-

sional certification in teaching science 

(biology, chemistry, or physics), grades 

7-12.  please see the department website 

for more information. 

crisp strives to prepare teachers 

who:

n   know science deeply and are con-

nected to a community of scientists 

and science educators;

n   know intimately and are prepared to 

meet the challenges of teaching stu-

dents affected by poverty, disabilities, 

and deficits in academic literacy; 

n   have the skills, tools, dispositions, and 

connections to learning communities 

in order to thrive as early-career teach-

ers and to ensure their students thrive 

as well; and

n   will stay in teaching, serving students 

in greatest need of their teaching.

Degree reQUirements
students complete 12 units in the 

practice of science teaching, 11 in sci-

ence content, and 12 in core learning 

in special education, the learning sci-

science education
PROGRaM DiRECTOR 
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ences, literacy, and assessment.  some 

elements of the curriculum span more 

than one semester. students complete 

35 units through continuous study, 

commencing in the first summer and 

concluding in July of the following year.  

While the residency component of the 

program starts in July with a three-week 

session, the majority of the residency 

program takes place from september 

through June, following the calendar of 

the public school year.  students are re-

quired to study full time in this program

resiDency
crisp fellows spend three weeks in 

July followed by a full school year in a 

mentored teacher residency placement. 

in July, fellows begin their residency—

and their first experiences in an urban 

school—in a structured and mentored 

setting in a host school in brooklyn. 

they work closely with teachers to 

plan lessons, first observing, then team 

teaching middle school students in 

science. starting in september and 

continuing through the following June, 

fellows follow and participate in the 

life of the school, teachers, classroom, 

curriculum, and students through a full 

public school year.

during the introductory, three-week 

teacher residency in July, you will work 

closely with classroom teachers to plan 

lessons, observe classroom teachers 

in action as they deliver those lessons, 

then teach them together with your 

classroom teacher.  You will also partner 

with nYu science education faculty as 

well as engineering faculty from nYu 

poly and faculty from the nYu school of 

medicine to engage students in science 

learning and discovery.  this special 

teacher residency introduces you to 

urban public schools in a summer set-

ting and prepares you for your teacher 

residency immersion in september.  

Your school’s science faculty, assistant 

principal, and principal will also mentor 

you informally throughout your teacher 

residency. 

career opportUnities
this program provides foundation for 

entering science education during a 

predicted shortage of science teachers 

at all levels.

Graduates teach at both private and 

public schools. however, science com-

munication skills are also the basis for 

a variety of careers outside the formal 

school system as well. newspapers 

and magazines, radio and television, 

museums and science centers, science- 

and technology-based organizations, 

and corporations all need people who 

have a sound science background and 

can communicate scientific ideas to the 

general public.

the in-service m.a. Degree 
program.
the in-service m.a. degree program in 

science education serves professionals 

holding initial certification in a science in 

new York state and seeking preparation 

for professional certification biology 

7–12, chemistry 7–12, or physics 7–12. 

students may choose from the following 

courses: and continue with break-

throughs in science SCIED-GE.2018,

science teaching and learning: meth-

ods i: teaching science in the middle 

school SCIED-GE.2039 and methods 

ii: teaching science in the high school 

SCIED-GE.2040, science curriculum: 

intermediate and secondary schools 

SCIED-GE.2092, using new York city 

nonformal science resources SCIED-

GE.2050, research internship in science 

and mathematics SCMTH.GE.2002, 

inquiries into teaching and learning 

TCHL-GE.2010, culminating experience 

SCIED-GE.2100, independent study 

SCIED-GE.2300, residency i: initial  

SCIED-GE 2400, residency i: other 

contexts SCIED-GE 2401, data and 

assessment for educators SCIED-GE 

2405, science curriculum and teach-

ing methods SCIED-GE 2420, concepts 

in modern science SCIED-GE 2410, 

residency ii: advanced SCIED-GE 2402, 

and residency ii: specialized SCIED-GE 

2403.  

aDmission reQUirements
applicants to the preservice m.a. 

program in teaching a science, grades 

7–12, must have completed a bachelor’s 

degree. they must also have completed 

a major in science in their undergradu-

ate programs or the equivalent in nYu’s 

undergraduate science majors. the 

applicant must also have successfully 

completed study at the college level of 

a foreign language or american sign 

language.

applicants to in-service m.a. degree 

programs in a science must also have 

completed a bachelor’s degree and hold 

initial new York state certification in a 

science.

See general admission section,  

page 167.

financial aiD 
opportUnities
special sources of financial assistance 

include state and federal government 

scholarships and fellowships. chal-

lenger scholarships designated for new 

York state residents entering science 

teaching, and scholarships for under-

represented populations in science 

education. noyce graduate scholarships 

are available to undergraduates who 

have a major in science. minority group 

scholarships are available to students 

entering science teaching through the 

teacher opportunity corps. scholar-

ships may also be available.

See general financial aid section, 

page 178.

special opportUnities
at present there are a limited num-

ber of opportunities to participate in 

research internships with scientists in a 

laboratory setting during the summer 

semester. as the level of involvement 

with scientists grows, such opportunities 

will become more numerous. in addition, 

departmental seminars are held on a 

regular basis in which visiting speakers 

describe current areas of research in 

science education. all graduate students 

are welcome at such events.

Science Education, 

continued
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social studies education

the master’s program in social stud-

ies education leads to new York state 

certification for grades 7–12, with an 

extension in middle school education 

available for grades 5–6. staffed by pro-

fessional historians, education scholars, 

and veteran social studies teachers, 

the program emphasizes both content 

mastery and proficiency in pedagogies 

to provoke critical thought and inquiry-

based learning. of particular concern 

is the importance of inspiring civic 

engagement in today’s students. With 

courses rich in historical, educational, 

and philosophical content, social stud-

ies m.a. students learn ways that they 

as educators can promote democratic 

citizenship and civic responsibility in a 

multicultural society.

the program in social studies 

education is dedicated to vitalizing 

the teaching of history, the social 

sciences, and the humanities in the 

middle and upper grades and inspiring 

civic engagement and social respon-

sibility among students and teachers. 

toward this end, the program begins 

with coursework taught by historians 

designed to ensure that social stud-

ies teachers from nYu have a strong 

mastery of history and an understanding 

that history is more than a compila-

tion of names and dates. using primary 

source documents, material culture, 

oral histories, and other nontraditional 

sources as their evidence, students learn 

to teach history as a critical discipline 

involving analysis of divergent inter-

pretations of the complex and often 

contradictory historical record, with the 

goal that their own classes will become 

exciting, inquiry-based workshops that 

will bring history to life and inspire 

students to become lifelong learners of 

history. the program promotes an inter-

disciplinary approach to social studies, 

which means that its students strive to 

transcend textbook-centered schooling 

by learning how to integrate historical 

narrative with novels, film, music, pho-

tography ,and other visual art forms as 

well as with the tools of social scientists. 

the program encourages teaching for 

social justice and democratic engage-

ment.

to succeed in classroom instruction, 

social studies teachers must understand 

their students and the reality of life and 

work in schools. since most gradu-

ates will be teaching teenagers, the 

program focuses on helping students 

understand the ways the young learn 

and sometimes resist learning. social 

studies methods courses are taught 

by experienced secondary and middle 

school teachers, who explore pedagogi-

cal theory as well as practical strategies 

for dealing with the social and behav-

ioral issues relevant to middle- and 

secondary-level students. additional 

coursework in adolescent behavior, 

language and literacy, and special edu-

cation will help provide students with 

tools for understanding and addressing 

broader teaching and learning issues 

related to this age group.

Master of Arts

the program in social studies education 

offers two tracks leading to the master 

of arts degree: for students seeking 

initial certification to teach middle- 

and secondary-level social studies 

and for students seeking professional 

certification who already are certified 

in middle- and secondary-level social 

studies.

Degree reQUirements
satisfactory completion of many 

department of teaching and learning 

degrees includes field experiences. 

Preservice Master’s Degree Program in 

Teaching Social Studies 7–12 (35 units).

curriculum courses (6 units): social 

studies curriculum: u.s. history SOCED-

GE.2047, social studies curriculum: 

World history SOCED-GE.2048. 

Pedagogical Content (9 units): m.a. 

seminar in social studies SOCED-

GE.2146, teaching social studies in 

the middle and secondary school 

SOCED-GE.2042, language and literacy 

acquisition and development TCHL-

GE.2275.

Pedagogical Core (9 units): inquiries 

into teaching and learning TCHL-

GE.2010, integration of media and 

technology in secondary curriculum 

and learning EDCT-GE.2018, educat-

ing students with disabilities in middle 

childhood and adolescent settings 

SPCED-GE.2162, adolescent learners in 

urban contexts TCHL-GE.2515.

Student Teaching (5 units): teach-

ing practicum: social studies in the 

middle and secondary schools SOCED-

GE.2053, supervised student teaching 

i SOCED-GE.2911, supervised student 

teaching ii SOCED-GE.2922.

Elective (3 units): in consultation with 

adviser, students select one course as an 

elective from offerings in the stein-

hardt school of culture, education, and 

human development or the Graduate 

school of arts and science.

Culminating Experience (3 units): cul-

minating experience: social studies and 

history Workshop SOCED-GE.2140. 

other: the social responsibility of 

teachers: drug and alcohol educa-

tion/child abuse identification/school 

violence prevention TCHL-GE.2999 (0 

units).

in-service/professional certification 

program in social studies educa-

tion (30 units): applicants must have 

met all the requirements for new York 

state initial certification in adolescent 

social studies. in addition, applicants 

must have a bachelor’s degree from an 

accredited college or university with a 

minimum Gpa of 3.0 in social studies 

content coursework.

at least 18 units of the program must 

be at the 2000 level of study.

i.  Courses linking social studies con-

tent to social studies pedagogy (12 

units): the social studies curriculum: 

u.s. history SOCED-GE.2047; the 

social studies curriculum: World 

history SOCED-GE.2048; humani-

ties, literacy, and the social studies 

SOCED-GE.2145; m.a. seminar in 

social studies SOCED-GE.2146.

 in addition, students take a total of  

  15 units from course listings ii and 

iii. the specific courses selected are 

agreed upon by both the student and 

his or her academic adviser and are 

based on the student’s previous social 

studies coursework and professional 

needs and interests. possible courses 

include those below. others are avail-

able by advisement.

ii.  Content specialization (courses in 

social studies content taken within 

the program in social studies educa-

tion, in the department of history or 

humanities and social sciences in the 

professions, or in another department 

related to social studies within the 

Graduate school of arts and science) 

possible courses include the city 

as resource in historical research 

SOCED-GE.2304, What are schools 

PROGRaM DiRECTOR 
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for? history of american educa-

tion and society: race and ethnicity 

HSED-GE.2174, and historical perspec-

tives HSED-GE.2175.
 

iii.  Courses addressing theories and 

strategies for adapting curriculum 

and instruction (courses that offer 

theories and strategies for adapt-

ing curriculum to meet the special 

needs of students). possible courses 

include language and literacy for 

upper Grades LITC-GE.2002, foun-

dations of curriculum for diverse 

learners SPCED-GE.2051, educat-

ing students with special needs in 

middle childhood and adolescent 

settings SPCED-GE.2162, adolescent 

development: theory and research 

APSy-GE.2272.

iv.   Culminating seminar (3 units): cul-

minating experience: social studies 

and history Workshop SOCED-

GE.2140.

Note: students who complete our 

professional certification program 

require three years of teaching to be 

eligible for new York state professional 

certification.

career opportUnities
the program in social studies education 

prepares teachers, teacher educators, 

and curriculum specialists in social 

studies for positions in middle and 

secondary schools. it also provides an 

introduction for those who seek to work 

in the school reform movement. many 

alumni of the program work as social 

studies teachers and department chairs 

in middle and high schools in new York 

city and across the united states. some 

of our graduates work in educational 

agencies and community colleges and 

in the statewide and national school 

reform movements.

students who earn the m.a. in 

social studies complete the appropri-

ate coursework and field experience 

necessary for new York state certifica-

tion in social studies. once you have 

completed your m.a. work at nYu, you 

will be qualified to teach social studies 

in many other states that have certi-

fication requirements similar to new 

York’s. coursework includes courses 

in history and the social sciences, 

professional education in social studies, 

student teaching, and related activities. 

certification in secondary social studies 

entitles the candidate to teach social 

studies, history, and the humanities at 

both the middle and high school levels 

(grades 7 through 12).

aDmission reQUirements
preservice master’s degree program 

in teaching social studies 7–12. all 

applicants should have completed a 

bachelor’s degree with a major in one of 

the following areas: history, geography, 

economics, or political science/govern-

ment. in addition, students must have 

completed at least a total of 15 semester 

hours of study in the history and ge-

ography of the u.s. and the world. an 

additional 6 unit hours in history will be 

taken as part of the program. students 

must have also completed coursework 

in economics (3 units), political science/

government (3 units), and an additional 

3 units in history, geography, economics, 

political science/government, sociology, 

or anthropology.

in certain instances, the program will 

accept students who have not satisfied 

all of the above requirements. in these 

cases, such students will be required 

to complete at nYu all outstanding 

coursework, in addition to their program 

requirements, prior to their graduation 

from nYu. the applicant must also have 

successfully completed study at the 

college level of a language other than 

english or american sign language.

in-service m.a. degree program in 

social studies education applicants 

must hold provisional new York state 

certification in social studies 7–12.

See general admission section,  

page 167.

Master of Arts: Educational Theatre,  

All Grades, with Social Studies, 7–12

social studies and theatre have a 

powerful alliance when learners are 

provided with the chance to explore a 

period of history, historical concepts, 

and historical debates through the 

use of drama-based frameworks. this 

innovative dual certification program 

is built on the school’s teacher certifica-

tion programs in educational theatre, 

all Grades, and teaching social stud-

ies, 7–12. students are provided with 

opportunities to explore key ideas in 

primary source documents or histori-

cal texts through the use of interactive 

dramatic strategies. the dual certifica-

tion program adheres to state learning 

standards for both theatre and social 

studies, and the curriculum reflects an 

integration of coursework offered by the 

current faculty in the program in educa-

tional theatre, in collaboration with the 

faculty in the program in social studies 

education. each of the competencies 

now necessary for teacher certification 

programs are met by the coursework, 

fieldwork, and student teaching require-

ments in both programs, as well as all 

the faculty and institutional requirements.

aDmission reQUirements
students must have earned 24 units in 

theatre and 24 units in social studies. 

for social studies, students must have 

completed at least 15 units in the his-

tory and geography of the u.s. and the 

world; at least 3 units in economics; at 

least 3 units in government or political 

science; and at least 3 units in one of 

the social sciences with the exception of 

psychology and philosophy. for theatre, 

students must have earned 24 units in 

drama, theatre, dramatic literature, or 

their equivalent. students with fewer 

than 24 units in these areas on admis-

sion will be required to take additional 

coursework in educational theatre and/

or social studies. to be recommended 

for certification in social studies and 

theatre, students will have completed 

a total of 30 content units in each area. 

six units are included in the following 

program of study.

Degree reQUirements
a total of 48 units are required for this 

master’s program, distributed as follows:

Content Core in Educational Theatre 

and Social Studies (12 units): World 

drama i or ii MPAET-GE.2103 or MPAET-

GE.2104, drama in education i or ii 

MPAET-GE.2193 or MPAET-GE.2194, the 

social studies curriculum: u.s. history 

SOCED-GE.2047, the social studies 

curriculum: World history SOCED-

GE.2048.General pedagogical core in 

educational theatre and social studies 

(14 units): drama with special education 

populations MPAET-GE.2960 or educat-

ing students with disabilities in middle 

school and adolescent settings SPCED-

GE.2162, human development and 

education in the arts MPAIA-GE.2010, 

the social responsibilities of teach-

ers: drug and alcohol education/child 

abuse identification/school violence 

prevention TCHL-GE.2999, literacy 

and social studies SOCED-GE.2147, 

exploring social issues through drama 

MPAET-GE.2976, understanding diver-

sity: teaching pluralism MPAET-GE.2977, 

inquiries into teaching and learning iii 

TCHL-GE.2010.

Specialized Pedagogical Core in 

Theatre and Social Studies (14 units): 

teaching social studies in the middle 

Social Studies 

Education, continued
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and secondary school SOCED-GE.2042, 

methods and materials of research in 

educational theatre MPAET-GE.2077, 

drama across the curriculum and 

beyond MPAET-GE.2955, dramatic 

activities in the elementary school 

MPAET-GE.2030, dramatic activities in 

the secondary school MPAET-GE.2031, 

m.a. seminar in social studies SOCED-

GE.2146.

Student Teaching in Theatre and Social 

Studies (8 units): supervised student 

teaching: social studies in the second-

ary school SOCED-GE.2051, supervised 

student teaching theatre in the elemen-

tary classroom MPAET-GE.2134. 

Terminal Experience (0 units): social 

studies and history Workshop SOCED-

GE.2140 or culminating research project 

in educational theatre.

students must successfully complete 

the new York state teacher certification 

examinations. scores must be submit-

ted to the state education department 

before it will consider issuing certificates 

to teach in the public schools of new 

York state.

the programs in special education 

prepare teachers for positions work-

ing with students with and without 

disabilities from birth through grade 6. 

as described below, at nYu we offer 

m.a. programs designed to meet new 

York state requirements for the various 

teacher certificates:

Early Childhood Education  

(Birth–Grade 2)

n   early childhood education and special 

education: early childhood (dual certi-

fication) (esee)

n   special education: early childhood 

(seec)

Childhood Education (Grades 1–6)

n   childhood education and special 

education: childhood (dual certifica-

tion) (csec)

n   special education: childhood (sech)

special education refers to specialized 

services or environmental modifica-

tions, differentiated instruction, adapted 

curricula, or other supports provided to 

students with disabilities. nYu students 

are encouraged to view all children 

and their families as individuals with 

varying degrees of skills and untapped 

potential for quality lives in school, 

work, and recreation in their communi-

ties. classroom, home, and community 

interventions are designed to meet the 

characteristics, needs, and visions for a 

valued future of each child, not limited 

by traditional categories of disability. 

respecting the critical role that families 

play in the lives of children, and the 

multidimensional nature of providing 

quality services for complex students, 

the program’s graduates are prepared 

to work collaboratively with families, 

other professionals, and the community 

organizations that represent the wide 

cultural variations characteristic of 

urban settings.

theory and practice are integrated 

throughout each program, thus allowing 

graduate students to reflect, ques-

tion, and refine their knowledge and 

skills. observation and fieldwork, plus 

student teaching placements, enable 

participants to practice application of 

their skills with children representing the 

full range of abilities and disabilities, in 

a range of settings, and within the full 

age range of the teaching certificate.

the participants in the m.a. programs 

in special education vary widely in age 

and background. some were educa-

tion majors, but many were liberal arts, 

business, or fine arts majors as under-

graduates. some are making a career 

change. the diversity of the student 

population contributes to the richness 

of the programs. consequently, program 

requirements and curricula offerings 

are designed to be responsive to the 

diverse backgrounds of our participants. 

although graduate students have the 

option of beginning the program part-

time, they must be available during the 

school day throughout the program 

to participate in observations and 

fieldwork. once the participants begin 

student teaching, however, full-time 

commitment is required.

M.A. Programs in Special Education  

at the Early Childhood Level  

(Birth–Grade 2)

the m.a. programs in early childhood 

special education focus on the value of 

early childhood educational experiences 

in all aspects of the young child’s life. 

play is the basis of learning in all spheres 

of development, and relationships with 

peers and adults are key to children’s 

learning from their experiences. ac-

cordingly, nYu graduates are prepared 

to work collaboratively with families, 

other professionals, and the community 

organizations that represent the wide 

cultural variations characteristic of 

urban settings.

The Dual-Certification Master’s  

Program in Early Childhood Education 

and Special Education: Early Childhood 

(ESEE) (47 units)

this program is open to participants 

who have a bachelor’s degree but who 

are not yet certified to teach. upon 

successful completion of the program, 

participants will be eligible for new York 

state certification in both general and 

special education at the early childhood 

level (birth–grade 2). students may 

complete this program on an acceler-

ated, full-time basis in a little more than 

a calendar year, commencing early in 

the summer, followed by fall and spring 

semesters, and concluding the following 

summer.

Degree reQUirements
satisfactory completion of many 

department of teaching and learn-

ing degrees includes field experiences.

General pedagogical core (76 units): 

inquiries in teaching and learning 

iii TCHL-GE.2010 (or other course 

approved by faculty), language and 

literacy in the early Years LITC-GE.2001. 

Specialized Pedagogical Courses—Early 

Childhood (143 units): issues in early 
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childhood education ECED-GE.2024, 

curriculum in early childhood educa-

tion: theory and methods in integrated 

curriculum ECED-GE.2037, curriculum 

in early childhood education: materials 

and practice in integrated curriculum 

ECED-GE.2038, the education of infants 

and toddlers ECED-GE 2701, teaching 

elementary school math MTHE-GE.2115, 

integrating seminar in early childhood 

education i ECED-GE.2002, integrating 

seminar in early childhood education 

ii ECED-GE.2003, science and social 

studies for the Young child ECED-

GE.2314 or ECED-GE.2012, multicultural 

perspectives in social studies in early 

childhood, integrated arts in the early 

childhood curriculum i & ii mpaia-

Ge.2050,2051.

Specialized Pedagogical Courses—

Special Education (15–18 units): the 

Young special needs child: child, 

family, and community i SPCED-

GE.2126; the Young special needs 

child: child, family, and community ii 

SPCED-GE.2127; educating children with 

special needs in early childhood set-

tings, SPCED-GE.21282160; education 

of students with severe and multiple 

disabilities SPCED-GE.2052, SPCED-

GE.2160; principles and practices of 

early childhood special education 

SPCED-GE.2128; strategies for teaching 

students With emotional behavioral dis-

abilities SPCED-GE.2108 or developing 

strategies to support children’s social 

behavior SPCED-GE.2025.

observation, Fieldwork, and Student 

Teaching (7 units): field observa-

tion- infancy or preK observation 

TCHL-GE.2000, field placements in 

early childhood ECED-GE.2255, ob-

servations in early childhood special 

education settings SPCED-GE.2502, 

student teaching in early childhood 

i ECED-GE.2360, student teaching in 

early childhood special education ii 

SPCED-GE.2520. 

Culminating Experience (3 units): 

integrating seminar in early childhood 

special education ii SPCED-GE.2512.

also required for new York state cer-

tification is the social responsibilities 

of teachers: drug and alcohol educa-

tion/child abuse identification/school 

violence prevention TCHL-GE.2999 (0 

units).

specific aDmission 
reQUirements
to meet certification requirements, 

students seeking their initial certificate 

may need liberal arts units in addition 

to those taken for their undergraduate 

degree. applicants for the m.a. program 

in early childhood special education 

leading to initial teacher certification 

must have completed college-level work 

in english, social science, mathemat-

ics, natural or physical science, and a 

language other than english, as well as 

a 30-unit concentration in one of the 

liberal arts or sciences by the time of 

m.a. degree completion. students may 

complete liberal arts deficiencies any 

time before program graduation. for 

admission to the accelerated program, 

candidates must have met the liberal 

arts requirements before entering the 

program.

See general admission section,  

page 167.

The M.A. Program in Special Education: 

Early Childhood (SEEC) (30 units) 

this program is open to participants 

who have a bachelor’s degree and who 

hold certification or are eligible for 

certification in early childhood educa-

tion. upon successful completion of the 

program, participants will be eligible for 

new York state certification in special 

education at the early childhood level 

(birth–grade 2).

Degree reQUirements
satisfactory completion of many 

department of teaching and learn-

ing degrees includes field experiences. 

Please see page 139.

Specialized Pedagogical Courses (18 

units): the Young special needs child: 

child, family, and community i SPCED-

GE.2126; the Young special needs child: 

child, family, and community ii SPCED-

GE.2127; educating children with special 

needs in early childhood settings, 

SPCED-GE.2160; principles and practices 

of early childhood special education 

SPCED-GE.2128; education of students 

with severe and multiple disabilities 

SPCED-GE.2052; integrating seminar 

in early childhood special education i 

SPCED-GE.2511.

observation, Fieldwork, and Student 

Teaching (minimum 4 units): obser-

vations in early childhood special 

education settings SPCED-GE.2502, 

student teaching in early childhood 

special education ii SPCED-GE.2520.

Electives (9 units): student teaching 

in early childhood special education 

i SPCED-GE.2519, others by advise-

ment.culminating experience (3 units): 

integrating seminar in early childhood 

special education ii SPCED-GE.2512.also 

required for new York state certification 

is the social responsibilities of teach-

ers: drug and alcohol education/child 

abuse identification/school violence 

prevention TCHL-GE.2999 (0 units).

specific aDmission 
reQUirements
candidates must hold or be eligible for 

provisional or initial certification in early 

childhood education.

M.A. Programs in Special Education 

at the Childhood Level (Grades 1–6)

these programs are designed to engage 

prospective teachers in thoughtful dis-

cussion of and interaction around critical 

contemporary issues in education, 

especially in the areas of developmental, 

linguistic, cultural, and racial diversity 

and educational equity. assuming a 

person-centered approach to service 

delivery, nYu students learn to under-

stand, create, and adapt assessments, 

curricula, and environments in order 

to address the spectrum of cognitive, 

behavioral, and emotional needs of the 

students with whom they will work.

The Dual-Certification Master’s Degree 

Program in Childhood Education and 

Special Education: Childhood (CSEC) 

(46 units)

this program is open to participants 

who have a bachelor’s degree but who 

are not yet certified to teach. upon 

successful completion of the program, 

participants will be eligible for new York 

state certification in both general and 

special education at the childhood level 

(grades 1–6). students may complete 

this program on an accelerated, full-time 

basis in a little more than a calendar 

year, commencing early in the summer, 

followed by fall and spring semesters, 

and concluding the following summer.

Degree reQUirements
satisfactory completion of many 

department of teaching and learning 

degrees includes field experiences. 

Please see page 139.

General Pedagogical Core (16 units): 

inquiries in teaching and learning iii 

TCHL-GE.2010, language and literacy in 

the early Years LITC-GE.2001, language 

and literacy for the upper Grades LITC-

GE.2002, foundations of curriculum 

for diverse learners SPCED-GE.2051, 

individuals with disabilities in schools 

and communities SPCED-GE.2124. 

Specialized Pedagogical Courses—

Childhood (12 units): multicultural 

perspectives in social studying CHDED-
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GE.2011, integrative seminar i: study 

teaching CHDED-GE.2359. 

Specialized Pedagogical Courses— 

Special Education (14 units): teach-

ing math in the elementary school, 

MTHED-GE 2115, science experiment in 

an elementary school, SCIED-GE 2009, 

integrating art in childhood education, 

EHDED-GE 2055, education of children 

with special needs in childhood set-

tings SPCED-GE.2161, strategies for 

Working with children with emotional/

behavioral disabilities SPCED-GE.2108, 

assessment and instructional design for 

students with mild/moderate disabilities 

SPCED-GE.2133, education of students 

with severe/multiple disabilities SPCED-

GE.2052. 

observation, Fieldwork, and Student 

Teaching (8 units): observations in 

special education SPCED-GE.2501, 

student teaching in childhood 

education CHDED-GE.2901, student 

teaching in childhood special education 

ii SPCED-GE.2902.

Culminating Experience (3 units): 

integrating seminar in childhood special 

education ii SPCED-GE.2508.also 

required for new York state certification 

is the social responsibilities of 

teachers: drug and alcohol education/

child abuse identification/school 

violence prevention TCHL-GE.2999 (0 

units).

specific aDmission 
reQUirements
to meet certification requirements, 

students seeking their initial certificate 

may need liberal arts units in addition 

to those taken for their undergraduate 

degree. applicants for the m.a. program 

in early childhood special education 

leading to initial teacher certification 

must have completed college-level work 

in english, social science, mathemat-

ics, natural or physical science, and a 

language other than english, as well as 

a 30-unit concentration in one of the 

liberal arts or sciences by the time of 

m.a. degree completion. students may 

complete liberal arts deficiencies any 

time before program graduation. for 

admission to the accelerated program, 

candidates must have met the liberal 

arts requirements before entering the 

program.

See general admission section,  

page 167.

the m.a. program in childhood  

special education (sech) (30 units) 

this program is open to participants 

who have a bachelor’s degree and who 

hold certification or are eligible for cer-

tification in childhood education. upon 

successful completion of the program, 

participants will be eligible for new York 

state certification in special education 

at the childhood level (grades 1–6).

Degree reQUirements
satisfactory completion of many 

department of teaching and learning 

degrees includes field experiences. 

Please see page 139.

General Pedagogical Core (6 units): 

foundations of curriculum for 

diverse learners SPCED-GE.2051, 

individuals with disabilities in schools 

and communities SPCED-GE.2124. 

Specialized Pedagogical Courses 

(12 units): education of children with 

special needs in childhood settings 

SPCED-GE.2161, strategies for Working 

with children with emotional/behavioral 

disabilities SPCED-GE.2108, assessment 

and instructional design for students 

with mild/moderate disabilities SPCED-

GE.2133, education of students with 

severe/multiple disabilities SPCED-

GE.2052. 

observation, Fieldwork, and Student 

Teaching (minimum 4 units): 

observations in special education 

SPCED-GE.2501, student teaching in 

childhood special education ii SPCED-

GE.2522. 

Electives (8 units): student teaching in 

childhood special education i SPCED-

GE.2521, psychological foundations of 

learning disabilities SPCED-GE.2131, 

literacy of the special learner 

SPCED-GE.2055, psychological and 

educational assessment in special 

education, SPCED-GE.2136, or others by 

advisement. 

Culminating Experience (3 units): 

integrating seminar in childhood 

special education ii SPCED-GE.2508. 

also required for new York 

state certification is the social 

responsibilities of teachers: drug 

and alcohol education/ child abuse 

identification/school violence 

prevention TCHL-GE.2999 (0 units).

specific aDmission 
reQUirements 
candidates must hold or be eligible 

for provisional or initial certification in 

childhood education. 

Special Education, 

continued
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PROGRaM CODiRECTORS

sarah beck

sarah.beck@nyu.edu

lorena llosa

lorena.llosa@nyu.edu

pless building,  

2nd floor

212-998-5460

steinhardt.nyu.edu/

teachlearn/doctoral

DEGREES 

ed.d., ph.d.

FaCulTy 

alter, beck, cohen,  

doucet, eisenstein-

ebsworth, fraser, 

Kirkland, llosa,  

mccallister, noguera, 

o’connor, tang,  

tobias, turk, vukovic

teaching and learning
the Doctoral program in teaching and 

learning in the steinhardt school of 

culture, education, and human develop-

ment at new York university aims to 

prepare first-rate scholars and practitio-

ners in teaching and teacher education, 

curriculum design and evaluation, 

educational reform, and public policy 

as it affects teaching and learning.the 

program offers either the ph.d. or the 

ed.d. degree, with applicants expressing 

a preference at the time of application 

and confirming the choice on admission 

to candidacy (generally during the third 

semester of full-time study). there are 

differences between the two degrees 

with respect to course and other re-

quirements. in addition, ph.d. students 

complete a dissertation, while ed.d. 

students complete a major project. 

both degree paths are designed to 

draw on four sources of learning: 

(1) the experience of professional prac-

tice that students bring to their studies, 

which provides context and depth of 

field (for this reason, the program ad-

mits only distinguished practitioners and 

prefers applicants who have at least five 

years of teaching experience and a mas-

ter’s degree.); (2) a rich set of courses, 

seminars, and independent learning ex-

periences available to program students 

within the department of teaching and 

learning, other departments in the 

steinhardt school, and other schools 

at nYu; (3) mentorship in research, 

teaching, and program development, 

including participation in research and 

development projects that focus on 

the problems and potential of urban 

schools, urban teachers, and urban 

youth; (4) an intellectually focused and 

interpersonally supportive community of 

professors, researchers, and peers.

Degree reQUirements
satisfactory completion of many 

department of teaching and learn-

ing degrees includes field experiences. 

Please see page 139.

following matriculation, students are 

required to complete between 48 and 

60 units of study (depending on prior 

experience and coursework). these 

units address three broad requirements: 

knowledge of content in teaching and 

learning, skill in applying research meth-

ods, and intellectual breadth. units can 

be earned in courses, seminars, indepen-

dent learning experiences, mentored 

experiences, or study abroad.

in addition to earning units, students 

must also achieve candidacy (generally 

in their third semester of full-time study) 

as the result of presenting and discuss-

ing a portfolio of their work. they must 

also prepare a dissertation or project 

proposal (ph.d. or ed.d., respectively), 

generally in their fourth or fifth semes-

ter of full-time study and they must 

complete and defend the dissertation 

or project within 10 years of their initial 

date of matriculation.

because the development and com-

pletion of a dissertation or major project 

depend on individual interest and work, 

the program emphasizes the individual 

tailoring of students’ programs from the 

very beginning. it aims to suit students’ 

unique interests and experiences—both 

those they bring to the program initially 

and those that develop as they study.

accreDitation
the steinhardt school of culture, 

education, and human development’s 

teacher education program has been 

accredited by the teacher education ac-

creditation council (teac) for a period 

of five years. the accreditation certifies 

that the steinhardt teacher education 

program has provided evidence that it 

adheres to teac’s quality principles. 

the accreditation affirms the claim 

that nYu steinhardt uses evidence to 

develop and improve its programs that 

prepare teachers. for more information, 

contact teac, one dupont circle, suite 

320, Washington, dc 20036; 202-466-

7236; www.teac.org.

mailto:sarah.beck@nyu.edu
mailto:lorena.llosa@nyu.edu
http://www.teac.org
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courses
Departmental coUrses/
tchl-ge

field consultation

tchl-Ge.2000  Minimum of 30 hours 

per unit: 1–3 units per term. May be 

repeated for total of 6 units. Fall, spring. 

Hours to be arranged.

inquiries in teaching and learning iii

tchl-Ge.2010  60 hours plus hours 

arranged: 4 units. Fall, spring.

applied research Design

tchl-Ge.2013  30 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring.

Prerequisites: RESCH.uG.1085,1086, or 

RESCH.GE.2001, 2002, or equivalent.

evaluating educational programs

tchl-Ge.2132  30 hours: 3 units. Spring.

reading recovery: related theory and 

research i

rdrec-Ge.2206  45 hours: 3 units. Fall.

Prerequisite: LITC-GE.2001 or permission 

of the instructor.

reading recovery: related theory and 

research ii

rdrec-Ge.2207  45 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

Prerequisite: RDREC-GE.2206 or 

permission of the instructor.

research on Urban and minority 

education

tchl-Ge.2512  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

the social responsibilities of teachers: 

Drug and alcohol education/child 

abuse identification/school Violence 

prevention

tchl-Ge.2999  15 hours: 0 units. Fall, 

spring.

Dissertation proposal seminar i

tchl-Ge.3001*  30 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring.

Prerequisites: limited to doctoral 

students in the Steinhardt School 

of Culture, Education, and Human 

Development who have achieved 

candidacy and have completed at least 

one course in research methodology.

Dissertation proposal seminar ii

tchl-Ge.3002*  30 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring.

Prerequisites: satisfactory completion 

of TCHL-GE.3001 and a completed 

application form.

Doctoral seminar in curriculum and 

instruction

tchl-Ge.3013  40 hours: 4 units. Spring.

proseminar for Doctoral students in 

teaching and learning i and ii

tchl-Ge.3037, 3038  20 hours: 1–3 

units. Fall.

topics in teaching and learning: 

schooling and race

tchl-Ge.3101  30 hours: 3 units.

student teaching in childhood 

education ii

chded-Ge.2902  10 weeks, full days: 2 

units. Fall, spring.

integrating seminar in childhood i: 

study of teaching

chded-Ge.2359  20 hours: 2 units. Fall, 

spring.

independent study

chded-Ge.2300  45 hours per unit: 1–6 

units. Fall, spring, summer; hours to be 

arranged.

early chilDhooD 
eDUcation/eceD-ge

multicultural perspectives in social 

studying in early childhood

eced-Ge.2012  30 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring.

issues in early childhood education

eced-Ge.2024  30 hours, 15 hours 

minimum of field experience: 3 units. 

Summer, fall.

curriculum in early childhood 

education: theory and methods in 

integrated curriculum

eced-Ge.2037  30 hours: 2 units. Fall, 

spring.

curriculum in early childhood 

education: materials and practice

eced-Ge.2038  30 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring.

integrated arts in childhood 

education ii

chded-Ge.2055  30 hours: 2 units. Fall, 

spring.

study of teaching

chded-Ge.2250  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

Working with parents

chded-Ge.2297  30 hours: 3 units. 

Summer.

integrating seminar ii: study of 

teaching

chded-Ge.2010  30 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring.

multicultural perspectives in social 

studying

chded-Ge.2011  30 hours: 2 units. Fall, 

spring.

child Development and the program in 

childhood education

chded-Ge.2021  30 hours, 20 hours 

minimum of field experience: 3 units, 

plus 20 hours. Fall, spring.

foundations of curriculum in 

childhood education

chded-Ge.2070  45 hours: 3 units.

student teaching in childhood 

education i

chded-Ge.2901  10 weeks, half days: 2 

units. Fall, spring.

student teaching in early childhood i

eced-Ge.2903  20 full days minimum: 2 

units. Fall.

student teaching in early childhood ii

eced-Ge.2904  20 full days minimum: 3 

units. Spring.

early chilDhooD anD 
chilDhooD eDUcation/
chDeD-ge

integrating seminar in early childhood 

education ieced-Ge.2002  10 hours per 

unit: 1–3 units. Summer, fall.

Accompanies field or student teaching 

placement.

integrating seminar in early childhood 

education ii

eced-Ge.2003  30 hours: 2 units. Fall, 

spring.

Accompanies field or student teaching 

placement.

the courses listed 

herein are to be 

offered in 2013–2015.

NOTES TO COuRSES

* registration closed  

to special students.
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field placement in early childhood

eced-Ge.2255  15 hours: 1–2 units. Fall.

Prerequisite: 55 hours minimum of field 

placement.

science and social studies in the early 

years

eced-Ge.2314  30 hours, 2 units, Fall, 

spring.

the education of infants and 

toddlerseced-Ge.2701  30 hours, 3 

units, Fall, spring.

early childhood and elementary 

education: theory and research

eced-Ge.3037, 3038  30 hours: 3 units 

each. Fall, spring.

Additional Courses

independent study

eced-Ge.2300  45 hours per unit: 1–6 

units. Fall, spring, summer; hours to be 

arranged.

For description, see page 173.

english eDUcation/ 
engeD-ge

CurriCuLuM AND iNSTruCTioN

langUage anD learning across 

the cUrricUlUm

enGed-Ge.2023  30 hours: 3 units. 

Summer.

 

the teaching of language and 

literature

enGed-Ge.2044  30 hours: 3 units. 

Summer.

social contexts and cultural studies: 

teaching english in the inner city

enGed-Ge.2049  Kirkland. 30 hours: 3 

units.

negotiating the curriculum

enGed-Ge.2120  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

english curriculum implications from 

contemporary research

enGed-Ge.2149  30 hours: 3 units. 

Summer.

current problems in educational 

linguistics

enGed-Ge.2233  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring. 

 

Developing curricula in the english 

language arts

enGed-Ge.2575  30 hours: 3 units.

pluralistic approaches to cultural 

literacy

enGed-Ge.2577  Kirkland. 30 hours: 3 

units. Fall.

 

LANGuAGE AND LiNGuiSTiCS 

language Development and reading 

literature

enGed-Ge.2397  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring (alternating years).

foundations of educational linguistics

enGed-Ge.2505  Kirkland. 30 hours: 3 

units. Fall, spring.

Dramatic activities in the english 

classroom

enGed-Ge.2507  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

teaching reading in the english 

classroom

enGed-Ge.2509  Beck. 30 hours: 3 

units. Fall.

linguistics, society, and the teacher

enGed-Ge.2515  Kirkland. 30 hours: 3 

units. Fall.

literature and the adolescent 

experience

enGed-Ge.2521  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

Doctoral seminar in reading and 

teaching literature

enGed-Ge.3014  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring (even years).

Doctoral seminar in educational 

linguistics

tchl-Ge.3017  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

WriTiNG AND rhEToriC

intermediate expository Writing

enGed-uG.2005  45 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring.

Enrollment limited to 12 students.

practicum: individualizing Writing 

instruction

enGed-Ge.2101  30 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring.

practicum: teaching expository Writing

enGed-Ge.2511  Beck. 30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

Doctoral seminar in Written Discourse

enGed-Ge.3919  Beck. 30 hours: 3 units. 

Fall (even years).

CorE EXPEriENCES iN TEAChiNG AND 

rESEArCh

master’s seminar in english education

enGed-Ge.2501  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

TEAChiNG, rESEArCh, AND 

rEFLECTioN

teaching and learning english 

language arts in the middle school

enGed-Ge.2041  30 hours: 3 units.

teaching and learning english 

language arts in the high school

enGed-Ge.2042  30 hours: 3 units.

mentorship in english education

enGed-Ge.2402  45 hours per unit: 1–6 

units. Fall, spring.

Registration by permission of the 

sponsoring professor.

student teaching in english education: 

middle school

enGed-Ge.2911  Minimum of 20 days: 

4 units.

student teaching in english education: 

high school

enGed-Ge.2922  Minimum of 20 days: 

4 units.

the english teacher as reflective 

practitioner

enGed-Ge.2540  30 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring.

independent study

enGed-Ge.2300  45 hours per unit: 1–6 

units. Fall, spring, summer; hours to be 

arranged.

enVironmental 
conserVation eDUcation/
enyc-ge

foundations of environmental thought

enYc-Ge.2019  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

contemporary Debates in 

environmental ethics

enYc-Ge.2020  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

environmental politics

enYc-Ge.2021  30 hours: 3 units. Spring.

Courses, continued
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final seminar in environmental 

conservation education

enYc-Ge.2025 30 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring.

internship in environmental 

conservation education

enYc-Ge.2030  45 hours per unit: 1–12 

units. Fall, spring; hours to be arranged.

environmental education: theory and 

practice

enYc-Ge.2070  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

literacy eDUcation/litc-ge

language and literacy in the early 

yearslitc-Ge.2001  30 hours, 15 hours 

minimum of field experience: 3 units. 

Fall, spring.

language and literacy for Upper 

grades (3–6)  

litc-Ge.2002  30 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring, summer.

international literature for children

litc-Ge.2003  30 hours: 3 units. Spring.

critical reading and response to 

literature

litc-Ge.2005  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

language as a Basis for teaching 

reading and Writing

litc-Ge.2008  30 hours: 3 units. Spring.

Prerequisites: a course in child 

development and in the teaching of 

reading or permission of instructor.

language and literacy Development

litc-Ge.2010  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

literacy assessment

litc-Ge.2011  30 hours: 3 units. Spring.

Prerequisites: LITC-GE.2013 or LITC-

GE.2015, LITC-GE.2010, LITC-GE.2016, 

and LITC-GE.2017.

literacy education i: reading practices 

in early childhood and childhood

litc-Ge.2012  30 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring.

literacy education ii: Writing practices 

in early childhood and childhood

litc-Ge.2013  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

literacy education i: reading practices 

in middle childhood and adolescence

litc-Ge.2014  30 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring.

literacy education ii: Writing practices 

in middle childhood and adolescence

litc-Ge.2015  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

reading and Writing: foundations

litc-Ge.2016  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

text, tools, and culture

litc-Ge.2017  30 hours: 3 units. Spring.

practicum in literacy education 

(grades B–6)

litc-Ge.2991  48 hours: 2 units 

(repeatable for 4 units). Spring, summer.

Prerequisite: LITC-GE.2011.

practicum in literacy education 

(grades 5–12)

litc-Ge.2992  48 hours: 2 units 

(repeatable for 4 units). Spring, summer.

Prerequisite: LITC-GE.2011.

literacy for the special learner

SPCED-GE.2055  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

Prerequisites: LITC-GE.2010, LITC-

GE.2013 or LITC-GE.2015, LITC-GE.2016, 

and LITC-GE.2017 or permission of 

instructor.

organization and supervision of 

literacy programs

litc-Ge.2065  30 hours: 3 units. Spring, 

summer.

Prerequisite: LITC-GE.2011 or permission 

of instructor.

mathematics eDUcation/
mtheD-ge

curriculum and assessment in 

secondary mathematics

mthed-Ge.2007  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

research investigations in mathematics 

education

mthed-Ge.2008  30 hours: 3 units.

explorations in mathematics–geometry

mthed-Ge.2026  15 hours: 1 unit.

explorations in mathematics–Data and 

chance

mthed-Ge.2027  15 hours: 1 unit.

explorations in mathematics–fractions, 

Decimal, and percents

mthed-Ge.2028  15 hours: 1 unit.

the teaching of rational numbers, 

grades 5–12

mthed-Ge.2031  45 hours: 3 units. Fall.

the teaching of Data collection and 

analysis, grades 7–12

mthed-Ge.2032  45 hours: 3 units.

the teaching of secondary school 

mathematics

mthed-Ge.2033  45 hours: 3 units. 

Summer, fall.

educational technology in secondary 

school mathematics

mthed-Ge.2034  45 hours: 3 units.

the teaching of algebra, grades 7–12

mthed-Ge.2035  45 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

the teaching of geometry, grades 7–12

mthed-Ge.2036  45 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

the teaching of pre-calculus and 

trigonometry in high school

mthed-Ge.2037  45 hours: 3 units.

mathematical content courses:

3 unit courses: A study of basic concepts 

of mathematics related to secondary 

school from an advanced viewpoint.

selected topics in modern mathematics 

i: number theory  

mthed-Ge.2043  30 hours.

selected topics in modern mathematics 

ii: Discrete mathematics  

mthed-Ge.2044  30 hours.

mathematical proof and proving 

mthed-Ge.2050  45 hours. Fall.

professionalized subject matter in 

mathematics i: geometry 

mthed-Ge.2101  30 hours.

professionalized subject matter in 

mathematics ii: linear algebra 

mthed-Ge.2102  30 hours.

mathematical modeling 

mthed-Ge.2103  30 hours.

mathematical investigations and  

problem posing 

mthed-Ge.2104  45 hours.

history of mathematics

mthed-Ge.2061  30 hours: 3 units.

supervision of mathematics in the 

schools

mthed-Ge.2135  30 hours: 3 units.

Courses, continued
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student teaching in mathematics  

education: middle and high schools i

mthed-Ge.2911  A minimum of 20 days: 

3 units. Fall, spring.

student teaching in mathematics  

education: middle and high schools ii

mthed-Ge.2922  A minimum of 20 

days: 3 units. Fall, spring.

teaching elementary school 

mathematics: foundations and concept 

Development

mthed-Ge.2115  30 hours: 3 units.

teaching elementary school 

mathematics: problem solving and 

procedures

mthed-Ge.2116  20 hours: 2 units. 

independent study

mthed-Ge.2300  45 hours per unit:  1–6 

units. Fall, spring, summer. Hours to be 

arranged.

contemporary issues in science and 

mathematics education: gender and 

ethnicity 

scmth-Ge.2000  30 hours: 3 units.

Doctoral Courses

 

Qualitative research in mathematics 

education i: research Design

mthed-Ge.3010  30 hours: 3 units.

Qualitative research in mathematics 

education ii: guided Data analysis

mthed-Ge.3011  30 hours: 3 units. 

learning theories in mathematics 

education research

mthed-Ge.3014  30 hours: 3 units.

mathematics curriculum research and 

evaluation

mthed-Ge.3015  30 hours: 3 units.

professional seminar in mathematics 

education imthed-Ge.3021  30 

hours: 3 units.

professional seminar in mathematics 

education iimthed-Ge.3022  30 hours: 

3 units.

mUltilingUal 
mUlticUltUral stUDies/
BileD-ge, flgeD-ge,  
laneD-ge, tesol-ge

MuLTiLiNGuAL MuLTiCuLTurAL 

STuDiES

BiLiNGuAL EDuCATioN ProGrAMS

ForEiGN LANGuAGE EDuCATioN

TEAChErS oF ENGLiSh To SPEAkErS 

oF oThEr LANGuAGES (TESoL)

Bilingual multicultural education: 

theory and practice

biled-Ge.2001  30 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring, summer.

teaching second languages: theory 

and practicetesol-Ge.2002  30 hours: 

3 units. Fall, spring, summer.

linguistic analysislaned-Ge.2003  30 

hours: 3 units. Fall, spring, summer.

intercultural perspectives in 

multilingual multicultural education

laned-Ge.2005  30 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring, summer.

teaching foreign languages to 

elementary school children 

flGed-Ge.2018  30 hours: 3 units. 

Summer only.

applied linguistics in french

flGed-Ge.2027  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

advanced individual project 

in multilingual multicultural 

studiesflGed-Ge.2039  45 hours per 

unit: 3–6 units. Fall, spring, summer; 

hours to be arranged.

teaching second languages in a 

technological society

laned-Ge.2040  30 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring, summer.

language evaluation and assessment

laned-Ge.2060  30 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring.

student teaching in foreign languages 

education (grades 7–9)

flGed-Ge.2911  100 hours: 2–3 units. 

Fall, spring.

Closed to nonmatriculated students. 

Other restrictions listed in bulletin under 

“Supervised Student Teaching.”

student teaching in foreign languages 

education (grades 10–2)

flGed-Ge.2922  20 days minimum for 

2-3 units: Fall, spring.

the teaching of foreign languages: 

theory and practice

flGed-Ge.2069  60 hours: 4 units. Fall.

culminating seminar in multilingual 

multicultural studieslaned-Ge.2099  

30 hours: 3 units. Fall, spring.

Bilingual exceptional child

biled-Ge.2103  30 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring, summer.

methods of teaching language arts 

and literacy with a Bilingual approach

biled-Ge.2110  30 hours: 3 units. 

Summer only.

advanced chinese for teachers of 

chinese i

flGed-Ge.2124  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

advanced chinese for teachers of 

chinese ii

flGed-Ge.2125  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

advanced spanish for teachers of 

spanish

flGed-Ge.2128  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

spanish syntax for teachers of spanish

flGed-Ge.2427 30 hours:  3 units. 

spring

advanced french for teachers of 

french

flGed-Ge.2129  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

student teaching in Bilingual education 

(grades K–6)

biled-Ge.2991  20 days minimum: 3 

units. Fall, spring.

student teaching in Bilingual education 

(grades 7–12)

biled-Ge.2992  20 days minimum: 3 

units. Fall, spring.

the second language classroom: 

elementary and secondary schools

laned-Ge.2201  40 hours: 4 units. Fall, 

spring.

the second language classroom: 

colleges and adults

laned-Ge.2202  40 hours: 4 units. Fall, 

spring.

Courses, continued
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linguistics, literacy, and 

Bilingualismlaned-Ge.2203  30 hours: 

3 units. Summer.

teaching second languages across 

content areas

laned-Ge.2204  30 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring.

structure of american english

laned-Ge.2205  30 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring, summer.

second language acquisition: theory 

and research

laned-Ge.2206  30 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring.

student teaching in tesol (grades 

K–6)tesol-Ge.2901  20 days minimum: 

3 units. Fall, spring.

student teaching in tesol (grades 

7–12)tesol-Ge.2902  20 days 

minimum: 3 units. Fall, spring.

classroom observation seminar in 

teaching second languages

tesol-Ge.2250  30 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring.

teaching efl in international settings

tesol-Ge.2223  30 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring

independent study

laned-Ge.2300  45 hours per unit. Fall, 

spring, summer; hours to be arranged.

independent study

tesol-Ge.2300  45 hours per unit. Fall, 

spring, summer; hours to be arranged.

independent study

flGed-Ge.2300  45 hours per unit. Fall, 

spring, summer; hours to be arranged.

independent study

biled-Ge.2300  45 hours per unit. Fall, 

spring, summer; hours to be arranged

applied linguistics in chinese

flGed-Ge.2417  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

applied linguistics in spanish

flGed-Ge.2419  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

applied linguistics in Japanese

flGed-Ge.2421  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

advanced research seminar: tesol/

foreign language and Bilingual 

education

laned-Ge2800  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

research and practice in academic 

english Writing for ells

tesol-Ge.2810  30 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring

Workshop in foreign language 

education

flGed-Ge.2914  10 hours per unit: 1–6 

units. Fall, spring, summer.

field experience and seminar in 

foreign language teaching 

flGed-Ge.2918  30 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring.

Doctoral seminar: Bilingual education 

and tesol

laned-Ge.3005, 3006, 3007, 3008  

30 hours for each session: 3 units. Fall, 

spring.

science eDUcation/ 
scieD-ge

science experiences in the elementary 

school i

scied-Ge.2009  30 hours: 2 units. Fall.

science experiences in the elementary 

school ii

scied-Ge.2010  30 hours: 2 units. 

Spring.

Prerequisite: SCIED-GE.2009.

Breakthroughs in sciencescied-

Ge.2018  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

methods i: teaching of science in 

middle schools

scied-Ge.2039  45 hours: 3 units. Fall.

methods ii: teaching of science in  

high school

scied-Ge.2040  45 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

Using new york city’s nonformal 

science resources to teach science

scied-Ge.2050  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring, summer.

science curriculum: intermediate and 

secondary schools

scied-Ge.2092  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

culminating seminar: teacher as 

researcher, reflective practitioner, and 

curriculum Developer

scied-Ge.2100  10 hours: 1 unit.

student teaching in science education: 

middle school

scied-Ge.2911  A minimum of 20 days: 2 

units. Fall, repeated spring; hours to be 

arranged.

student teaching in science education: 

high school

scied-Ge.2922  A minimum of 20 days: 

2 units. Fall, repeated spring; hours to be 

arranged.

research internship in science/

mathematics for educators

scmth-Ge.2002  60 hours: 1-6 units. 

Summer.

independent study

scied-Ge.2300*  45 hours per unit: 1–6 

units. Fall, spring, summer; hours to be 

arranged.

residency i: initial 

scied-Ge 2400  30 hours: 1-3 units. 

Summer, Fall.

residency i: other contexts  

scied-Ge 2401  20 hours: 2 units. Fall.

Data and assessment for educators  

scied-Ge 2405  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

science curriculum and  

teaching methods  

scied-Ge 2420  30 hours: 0-3 units, 

Fall, Spring.

concepts in modern science  

scied-Ge 2410  30 hours: 0-3 units. Fall, 

Spring.

residency ii: advanced  

scied-Ge 2402  30 hours: 0-3 units. 

Spring, Summer.

residency ii: specialized  

scied-Ge 2403  30 hours: 2 units. 

Spring. 

social stUDies eDUcation/
soceD-ge

teaching social studies in the middle 

and secondary schoolsoced-Ge.2042  

30 hours: 3 units. Fall, spring, summer.

Courses, continued
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the social studies curriculum: U.s. 

history

soced-Ge.2047  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

the social studies curriculum: World 

history

soced-Ge.2048  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

student teaching in social studies 

education: middle school

soced-Ge.2911  140 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring.

student teaching in social studies 

education: high school

soced-Ge.2922  140 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring.

culminating experience: social studies 

and history Workshop

soced-Ge.2140  30 hours: 3 units. 

Summer.

humanities and social studies

soced-Ge.2145  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

m.a. seminar in social studies

soced-Ge.2146  30 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

summer.

social stUDies eDUcation/
soceD-ge

Developing strategies that support 

children’s social Behavior

spced-Ge.2025  30 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring.

foundations of curriculum for Diverse 

learners

spced-Ge.2051  30 hours: 3 units. 

Summer, fall.

Corequisite: SPCED-GE.2124.

education of students with severe and 

multiple Disabilities

spced-Ge.2052  30 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring.

literacy for the special learner

spced-Ge.2055  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

Prerequisite: ECED-GE.2012 or at least 

6 units in literacy and permission of 

instructor.

strategies for teaching students with 

emotional and Behavioral Disabilities

spced-Ge.2108  30 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring.

Prerequisite: SPCED-GE.2124.

individuals with Disabilities in schools 

and communities

spced-Ge.2124  30 hours: 3 units. 

Summer, fall.

the young special needs child: child, 

family, and community i

spced-Ge.2126  30 hours: 3 units. 

Summer, fall.

the young special needs child: child, 

family, and community ii

spced-Ge.2127  30 hours: 3 units. 

Spring.

Prerequisite: SPCED-GE.2126.

principles and practices in early 

childhood special education

spced-Ge.2128  30 hours: 3 units. 

Summer, spring.

Prerequisite: SPCED-GE.2160.

psychological foundations of learning 

Disabilities

spced-Ge.2131  30 hours: 3 units.

assessment and instructional Design 

for students with mild to moderate 

Disabilities

spced-Ge.2133  30 hours: 3 units.

Prerequisite: SPCED-GE.2161.

psychological and educational 

assessment in special education

spced-Ge.2136  30 hours: 3 units. Fall.

educating students with special needs 

in early childhood settings

spced-Ge.2160  30 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring.

educating students with special needs 

in childhood settings

spced-Ge.2161  30 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring.

Prerequisite: SPCED-GE.2051.

educating students with special needs 

in middle childhood and adolescent 

settings

spced-Ge.2162  30 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring.

transdisciplinary special educational 

program Development and 

implementation

spced-Ge.2249  30 hours: 3 units.

observation in special education

spced-Ge.2501  20 hours of field 

experience: 1 unit. Fall.

observation in early childhood special 

education

spced-Ge.2502  20 hours of field 

experience: 1 unit. Fall, spring.

integration seminar in special 

education i

spced-Ge.2507  20 hours: 2 units. Fall, 

spring.

integration seminar in special 

education ii

spced-Ge.2508  30 hours: 3 units. Fall, 

spring.

Prerequisite: all program coursework 

preceding student teaching.

integrating seminar in early childhood 

special education i

spced-Ge.2511  30 hours: 1–3 units. Fall, 

spring.

integrating seminar in early childhood 

special education ii

spced-Ge.2512  30 hours: 2–3 units. 

Spring, summer.

student teaching in special education 

i: early childhood (grades B–2)

spced-Ge.2903  Minimum 20 days: 3 

units. Fall, spring.

student teaching in special education 

ii: early childhood (grades B–2)

spced-Ge.2904  Minimum 20 days: 3 

units. Fall,spring, summer.

student teaching in special education 

i: early childhood (grades 1–6)

spced-Ge.2901  Minimum 20 days: 2 

units. Fall, spring.

student teaching in special education 

ii: early childhood (grades 1–6)

spced-Ge.2902  Minimum 20 days: 

variable 2–3 units. Fall, spring.

Courses, continued
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admission to nYU steinhardt is offered 

to applicants who hold the bachelor’s 

degree or equivalent international 

credentials and who show promise of 

scholarly achievement. an applicant 

is judged on the basis of a variety 

of criteria that include academic 

record, letters of recommendation, 

and academic or professional honors. 

Where relevant, an applicant may also 

be judged by test scores and practical 

experience.

Graduate students are classified as 

follows: 

1.  matriculated (degree) students—

those who have been accepted for 

study toward a degree or certificate. 

matriculation begins with the 

student’s first registration. a student 

is not permitted to be matriculated 

for two degrees or programs at the 

same time.  

     students who hold acceptable 

degrees from regionally accredited 

institutions may be considered for 

matriculation in the steinhardt school 

of culture, education, and human 

development for the degrees of 

master of arts, master of fine arts, 

master of music, master of science, 

doctor of philosophy, doctor of 

education, doctor of psychology1, 

doctor of arts1, doctor of physical 

therapy, doctor of professional 

studies, or for the advanced 

certificates. see also admission 

information under individual 

programs. 

     students are advised that 

enrollment in other than state-

registered or otherwise approved 

programs may jeopardize their 

eligibility for certain student aid 

awards. all of the steinhardt school’s 

programs are registered by the new 

York state education department. 

a copy of the state inventory of 

registered programs is available for 

student review in the office of the 

associate dean for academic affairs, 

82 Washington square east, 5th floor. 

2.  special (nondegree) students—those 

who have filed a special student 

application and credentials showing 

that they are qualified to take courses 

but are not degree candidates in 

the steinhardt school of culture, 

education, and human development. 

special students must meet the same 

minimum requirements for admission 

as matriculants. students not 

intending to matriculate for a degree 

and who are classified as special 

students must meet the required 

average for admission.  

     special students are permitted to 

enroll for up to 18 units during their 

entire status as a special student.

aPPLiCaTion inFoRmaTion 
and dEadLinEs
information regarding the application 

process, financial aid, and housing for 

graduate students may be obtained 

from the office of Graduate admissions, 

steinhardt school of culture, education, 

and human development, new York 

university, 82 Washington square east, 

3rd floor, new York, nY 10003-6680; 

212-998-5030; steinhardt.nyu.edu/

graduate _admissions.

Components of a Degree Application

an application is considered complete 

and ready for review by the admissions 

committee when all appropriate 

materials have been received. the 

following items are necessary before the 

committee will review an application:

■  completed and signed application for 

Graduate admission

■  statement of purpose/personal 

statement

■  résumé/curriculum vitae

■  official transcripts in a sealed envelope 

from each postsecondary school 

attended

■  a $75.00 nonrefundable  

application fee

■  art/music portfolio: most art and 

music programs require a portfolio or 

a performance audiotape, videotape, 

cd, or dvd for evaluation. visit the 

respective program website for 

specific requirements.

■  supplemental materials if required 

by the desired program. prospective 

applicants must check the the online 

Graduate admissions application 

Guide for information on supplemental 

materials. the guide is located at www.

steinhardt.nyu.edu/guide.

■  Gre scores: required for all doctoral 

applicants and applicants to the 

following master’s programs:

          ■  m.a. in media, culture, and 

communication (mdcc) 

          ■  m.s. program in communicative 

sciences and disorders (csdm), 

          ■  m.a. in human development and 

social intervention (hdsi)

          ■  m.a. in education and Jewish 

studies (edJs)

          ■  m.a. in education and Jewish 

studies and hebrew and Judaic 

studies (dual degree: steinhardt/

Gsas) (eJhJ)

          ■  m.a. in teaching french as a 

foreign language (Joint degree: 

steinhardt/Gsas) (fltf)

         ■  m.a. in teaching spanish as a 

foreign language (Joint degree: 

steinhardt/Gsas) (fltf)

all other master’s and advanced 

certificate programs do not require Gre 

scores. an unofficial copy of your test 

scores should accompany your graduate 

application materials, and official 

scores must be on file by the deadline 

before a decision will be rendered. 

nYu steinhardt’s ets institution code 

is 2556; a departmental code is not 

required. visit www.gre.org for more 

information about the exam.

■  toefl scores: the toefl exam is 

required for all applicants whose native 

language is not english and who did 

not receive the equivalent of a four-

year u.s. undergraduate education 

from an institution where english is 

the official language of instruction. 

applicants holding or completing only 

a graduate degree from an english-

speaking institution are still required 

to submit a toefl score unless the 

graduate program was four or more 

years in duration. to clarify: if your 

admission  

1  Students are currently 

not being admitted 

to this doctoral 

program.

http://www.steinhardt.nyu.edu/guide
http://www.steinhardt.nyu.edu/guide
http://www.gre.org
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graduate education was less than 

four years in duration at an institution 

where english was the official 

language of instruction, the toefl 

would still be required. all doctoral 

applicants whose native language 

is not english must submit scores 

from the test of english as a foreign 

language (toefl). an official score 

report must be sent to nYu steinhardt 

before the appropriate deadline, using 

institution code 2556. no department 

code is necessary. visit www.toefl.org 

for more information about the exam. 

■  recommendation letters: all doctoral 

applicants must submit three letters of 

recommendation. most master’s and 

advanced certificate applicants require 

two letters. applicants should check 

the online application Guide at www.

steinhardt.nyu.edu/guide for more 

detailed information relevant to their 

program of interest.

all programs reserve the right to 

request additional information and 

materials if deemed necessary for 

admission or financial aid consideration.

students who have been denied 

admission as matriculants in a particular 

program may not take courses as a 

special student in that program, except 

where specifically permitted to do so by 

the director of enrollment management, 

office of Graduate admissions.

special students contemplating 

eventual matriculation for a master’s 

degree should take note that 18 units of 

coursework toward any master’s degree 

must be completed after matriculation is 

established for that degree.

applicants with foreign credentials 

and/or nonimmigrant visas should see 

below.

Application Deadlines

it is always advisable to apply early, 

since many programs have very firm 

deadlines. it is the responsibility of the 

applicant to ensure that all materials are 

in the office of Graduate admissions by 

the appropriate deadline. all deadlines 

are “in-office” deadlines, not postmark 

deadlines. applications filed after the 

deadline will be processed as time 

and space in the program permit. the 

office of Graduate admissions reserves 

the right to return any application that 

arrives after the deadline. should any 

deadline fall on an official holiday or 

weekend, the in-office deadline will be 

the next business day.

Doctoral Programs

ph.d. and ed.d. programs (fall only)—

december 1

d.p.t. entry-level program ptps 

(summer only)—december 1

d.p.s. program oths (fall or spring)—

 march 15 for fall or november 1 for 

spring

Master’s and Advanced Certificate 

Programs

deadlines vary by program. specific 

dates are posted in the online 

application Guide located at www.

steinhardt.nyu.edu/guide. candidates 

may also contact Graduate admissions 

at 212-998-5030 or steinhardt.

gradadmissions@nyu.edu.

Spring Semester Programs

several master’s and advanced 

certificate programs and the d.p.s.-

oths review applications midyear in 

the spring semester. to determine if 

a program reviews applications in the 

spring, please visit the online Graduate 

application Guide at www.steinhardt.

nyu.edu/guide.  

Summer Study Abroad 

for up-to-date information on 

applying for study abroad, prospective 

candidates should visit steinhardt.nyu.

edu/study_abroad/how_to_apply.

inTERnaTionaL sTUdEnTs 
and aPPLiCanTs wiTh 
inTERnaTionaL CREdEnTiaLs
nYu steinhardt encourages applications 

from international students. We offer 

a diversity of programs that attract 

master’s and doctoral candidates from 

all over the world. a few important 

points for international students:

1.  apply on time! because additional 

mailing time and processing are 

required for international credentials, 

applicants should have all application 

materials in the office of Graduate 

admissions well before the 

appropriate deadline.

2.  transcripts and degree information. 

You must have the equivalent of a u.s. 

bachelor’s degree to be considered 

for admission. candidates holding an 

artist diploma may be considered for 

the music performance, music theory, 

or composition programs. for each 

post-secondary school attended, one 

transcript in the original language 

and one english translation are 

required to be submitted with your 

application. in determining what items 

to submit, please understand that 

the admissions committee must be 

able to review four elements related 

to your prior studies: (1) the courses 

taken as part of your studies; (2) the 

grades received for those courses; (3) 

the actual degree/title conferred; and 

(4) the date the degree was confered/

awarded. 

     due to accrediting and internship 

requirements, applicants to the m.s. 

in clinical nutrition (hond) who have 

non-u.s. credentials must present 

a course-by-course evaluation of 

their international credentials along 

with their completed application. a 

number of agencies can provide this 

service. nYu steinhardt recommends 

World education services (www.wes.

org). to locate other independent 

foreign degree evaluation agencies 

visitwww.eatright.org/students/

getstarted/international/agencies.

aspx.

3.  the test of english as a foreign 

language (toefl) is mandatory for 

all applicants whose native language 

is not english or who did not receive 

a bachelor’s degree at an english-

speaking college or university. 

applicants holding or completing only 

a graduate degree from an english 

speaking institution are still required 

to submit a toefl score unless 

the graduate program was four our 

more years in duration. other english 

language proficiency exams such 

as the ielts can not be submitted 

for the toefl. With the exception 

of the above-mentioned conditions, 

the toefl cannot be waived, and 

conditional admission is not given to 

applicants who have not taken the 

toefl. include a copy of your toefl 

score report from educational testing 

service (ets) if possible with your 

application. the official scores must 

be reported to the office of Graduate 

admissions office by ets by the 

appropriate application deadline. 

although we do not have a required 

toefl score, successful applicants 

typically score 100 or above on 

the internet-based test or 600 or 

above on the paper-based test. our 

toefl test code the ets is 2556. 

a department code is not required. 

visit www.toefl.org for registration 

information. 

4.  american language institute (ali). 

regardless of the toefl score, all 

accepted applicants whose native 

http://www.toefl.org
http://www.steinhardt.nyu.edu/guide
http://www.steinhardt.nyu.edu/guide
http://www.steinhardt.nyu.edu/guide
http://www.steinhardt.nyu.edu/guide
mailto:gradadmissions@nyu.edu
http://www.steinhardt
http://www.wes.org
http://www.wes.org
http://www.toefl.org
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language is not english may be 

instructed by nYu steinhardt’s 

office of student affairs to take an 

english proficiency examination, 

for an additional fee, at new York 

university’s american language 

institute (ali) on arrival. depending 

on your performance on this 

examination, you may be required 

to take noncredit remedial english 

coursework before or while you are 

taking regular academic coursework. 

such remedial course work may 

lengthen the time and expense of 

graduate study and should therefore 

be taken into account by students 

and their funding sources.

5.  financial aid. nYu steinhardt 

encourages international applicants 

to investigate scholarship support 

offered by their home country. 

master’s and advanced certificate 

applicants who are not u.s. citizens or 

permanent residents are not eligible 

for federal financial aid and typically 

do not receive consideration for 

school-based financial aid. full-time 

doctoral applicants, regardless of 

country of citizenship, will receive 

consideration for fellowships and 

assistantships.

6.  visa information. all international 

applicants wishing to obtain the  

f1 student visa will list “new York 

university” as the “expected visa 

sponsor” on the graduate admissions 

application.  When completing your 

admissions application, please be 

sure to use your full legal name as it 

appears on your passport. the use of 

any other names, such as nicknames, 

will cause serious delays in applying 

for your u.s. visa. all international 

applicants must have an international 

address as their permanent address. 

the u.s. government mandates 

that international candidates have a 

permanent, international address to 

receive their visa. please be prepared 

to pay additional fees for processing 

your i-20 from nYu and your student 

visa from the u.s. government. 

heightened security measures may 

result in delays in processing your 

i-20 and your student visa requests. 

please apply for these credentials as 

soon as possible, using overnight and 

express mail whenever possible.

 once admitted, international can 

  didates should follow the instructions 

at www.steinhardt.nyu.edu/welcome/

next_steps/ to learn more about the 

visa process and to submit the ap-

plication for certificate of eligibility 

(afcoe). You may also contact the 

nYu office of Global services, 561 

laGuardia place, new York, nY 10012; 

212-998-4720; www.nyu.edu/oiss

The American Language Institute

the american language institute of the 

school of continuing and professional 

studies of new York university offers 

intensive courses in english for students 

with little or no proficiency in the 

language. all international students 

must take the american language 

institute’s english diagnostic test. 

appointments for the test can be 

made by calling 212-998-7040. results 

are sent to the student and to nYu 

steinhardt’s office of student affairs.

before being advised by an academic 

adviser, students must be interviewed 

by an adviser in the office of student 

affairs for appropriate english courses 

and course load in their programs. these 

recommendations are forwarded to the 

student’s faculty adviser.

individuals who wish to obtain 

additional information about the 

american language institute are invited 

to contact them: american language 

institute, school of continuing and 

professional studies, new York 

university, 7 east 12th street, room 821 

new York, nY 10003; telephone: 212-

998-7040; fax: 212-995-4135; www.scps.

nyu.edu/ali; email: ali@nyu.edu.

New International Student Seminar

participation in the new international 

student seminar (sahs-Ge 2003) 

is required of all new international 

graduate students during their first 

semester in residence. the seminar 

explores professional issues and 

provides additional orientation and 

guidance to the school, the university, 

and the city. consult the office of the 

associate dean for student affairs, pless 

hall, 2nd floor; 212-998-5065; steinhardt.

nyu.edu/orientation/international for 

further information.

CamPUs VisiTs
all prospective students are invited to 

visit the new York university campus. 

many programs host information 

sessions throughout the academic 

year. please call the office of Graduate 

admissions at 212-998-5030 or visit 

steinhardt.nyu.edu/graduate_admissions 

to learn of the dates.

for more information, go to nYu’s 

visitor information page at www.nyu.

edu/about/visitor-information.html.

http://www.steinhardt.nyu.edu/welcome/
http://www.nyu.edu/oiss
http://www.scps
mailto:ali@nyu.edu
http://www.nyu
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all degree students are assigned 

advisers and are urged to take full 

advantage of all opportunities for 

securing advice before selecting 

courses.

dEgREE sTUdEnTs
degree students are required to obtain 

adviser approval prior to registration. 

the adviser assigned to each student 

is familiar with the requirements and 

opportunities within his or her program 

of study. the adviser will consult with 

the individual student concerning (1) the 

selection of courses or where alternate 

choices are possible, (2) the sequence 

in which courses may best be taken, and 

(3) the methods by which exemptions 

may be secured. for the most up-

to-date and detailed information on 

requirements and procedures, students 

should check with their department. 

by approval and signature, the adviser 

attests to the courses selected as 

meeting degree requirements. the 

responsibility for meeting the degree 

requirements, however, rests with the 

student. 

sPECiaL (nonmaTRiCULaTEd) 
sTUdEnTs
Graduates of accredited four-year 

colleges holding acceptable degrees 

may register as special students in 

courses for which they meet the 

prerequisites and that are open to 

special students. such a student should 

submit (with fee) an undergraduate 

transcript indicating degree conferral 

and an application for admission as 

a special student. special students 

are required to meet with the special 

student adviser prior to registration. 

approval to register as a nondegree 

student does not imply or guarantee 

admission into a degree program. 

all special students must meet the 

academic standards of the school. the 

approval as a special graduate student 

is for one semester unless otherwise 

noted. extensions may be granted upon 

reapplication. the application form may 

be obtained by contacting the office of 

Graduate admissions, steinhardt school 

of culture, education, and human 

development, new York university, 

pless hall, 82 Washington square east, 

3rd floor, new York, nY 10003-6680; 

212-998-5030. the application may also 

be downloaded at steinhardt.nyu.edu/ 

graduate_admissions.

VETERans
various department of veterans affairs 

programs provide educational benefits 

for spouses, sons, and daughters of 

deceased or permanently disabled 

veterans as well as for veterans and 

in-service personnel, subject to certain 

restrictions. under most programs, the 

student pays tuition and fees at the time 

of registration but will receive a monthly 

allowance from veterans affairs. 

veterans with service-connected dis-

abilities may be qualified for educational 

benefits under chapter 31. an applicant 

for this program is required to submit to 

the department of veterans affairs a let-

ter of acceptance from the college the 

applicant wishes to attend. on meeting 

the requirements of veterans affairs, the 

applicant will be given an authorization 

for education (va form 22-1905), which 

must be presented to the office of the 

university registrar, 25 West 4th street, 

before registering for course work. 

allowance checks are usually sent 

directly to veterans by the department 

of veterans affairs. veterans and eligible 

dependents should contact the office 

of the university registrar each term 

for which they desire veterans affairs 

certification of enrollment.

all veterans are expected to reach 

the objective (master’s degree, doc-

torate, or certificate) authorized by 

veterans affairs with the minimum num-

ber of units required. the department 

of veterans affairs may not authorize al-

lowance payments for credits that are in 

excess of scholastic requirements, that 

are taken for audit purposes only, or for 

which nonpunitive grades are received.

veterans may obtain applications or 

assistance in the office of the university 

registrar, 25 West 4th street, 1st floor.

since interpretation of regulations 

governing veterans’ benefits is subject 

to change, veterans should keep in 

touch with the department of veterans 

affairs or nYu’s office of the university 

registrar. 

aUdiTing1 

Graduate matriculated students may 

audit a maximum of two steinhardt 

school of culture, education, and 

human development (-Ge) courses per 

term with the approval of the course 

instructor. the total number of credit 

and audit courses for full-time students 

may not exceed 18 units in a given term; 

the total number of credit and audit 

courses for part-time students may not 

exceed 11 units in a given term, nor do 

audit courses count toward full-time 

status. no credit will be given or letter 

grades recorded, no withdrawals will 

be honored or refunds granted on 

courses so audited. students receiving 

any form of financial aid must show 

evidence of full-time credit registration 

before requesting auditing privileges. 

tuition remission may not be applied. 

auditing forms may be obtained from 

the steinhardt office of advisement and 

registration services, pless hall, 2nd 

floor, and must be filed in the office of 

registration and 
advisement
registration

1Not available to special 

students.
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the university registrar, 25 West 4th 

street, prior to the beginning of the 

third week of the term in question.

dRoP/add and wiThdRawaL 
PoLiCiEs
courses added without adviser approval 

may be considered as not meeting 

degree requirements. students and 

faculty are urged to monitor this 

procedure carefully. only an official 

adviser is authorized to sign a student’s 

drop/add form.

students are permitted to add to 

their program during the first two weeks 

of regular classes. a student may not 

add a course beyond the end of the sec-

ond week of the term with the exception 

of courses that begin midsemester. 

students may register for midsemester 

courses prior to the first meeting of the 

class through the albert registration 

system, or a change of program form 

and must have the approval of the aca-

demic adviser.

no change in schedule is valid unless 

it is reported to the office of the uni-

versity registrar on the forms provided 

or by using the albert registration 

system. change of program forms may 

be obtained from the program adviser. 

courses officially dropped during the 

first three weeks of the term will not 

appear on the transcript. those dropped 

from the beginning of the fourth week 

through the ninth week of the term will 

be recorded with a grade of “W.” after 

the ninth week, no one may withdraw 

from a course.

FULL-TimE EQUiVaLEnCY
the university defines full-time 

coursework to be a minimum of 12 

units each term. it is considered to be 

equivalent to 40 hours of study per 

week. full-time equivalency students 

are expected to spend no less than 40 

hours per week on a combination of 

coursework and the items that appear 

below.

full-time equivalency status may af-

fect financial aid. financial aid is based 

on billable credit hours (the actual 

number of credits for which a student 

is enrolled) and not any additional 

approved equivalency credits that a 

student is eligible to receive.

Eligibility Categories for Full-Time 

Equivalency

1.  Required Internship: students may 

receive full-time equivalency for 40 

hours per week of required internship. 

this category may be prorated: 

e.g., students may receive 3 units of 

equivalency for 10 hours per week of 

required internship. 

Please note: student teaching does 

not fall under the guidelines of an 

internship and is, therefore, not 

eligible for equivalency.

2.  Master’s Final Experience/Thesis: 

a.  a student working 40 hours per 

week on a master’s thesis may 

receive full-time equivalency for 

one semester. (this category may 

be prorated for a maximum of two 

semesters depending on program 

requirements.)

 b.  a student working on a master’s 

final project and not registered for 

units of credit for this requirement 

may receive 3 units of equivalency 

for one semester only. 

c .  a student working 40 hours per 

week on a culminating gallery 

showing or performance with 

verification from the department 

may receive full-time equivalency 

for one semester. (this category 

may be prorated for a maximum 

of three semesters depending on 

program requirements.)

3.  Candidacy Examination: a 

matriculated student preparing for 

the doctoral candidacy examination 

may receive 3 units of equivalency for 

one term only.

4.  Supervised Research on Topic for 

Proposal:

  a.  a doctoral candidate working on 

the topic for the dissertation may 

receive 3 units of equivalency 

for one term only if the adviser 

certifies that the candidate is doing 

at least 10 hours of research per 

week.

  b.  a doctoral candidate enrolled in 

the dissertation proposal seminar 

is eligible for 3 additional units of 

equivalency. 

5.  Supervised Research on Proposal: 

a doctoral candidate may receive 

full-time equivalency for working 

on the proposal for a maximum of 

two consecutive years (including the 

respective summer sessions). the 

candidate must have an approved 

chairperson. in all cases, full-time 

equivalency may be granted only 

if the dissertation committee 

chairperson attests that the candidate 

is doing 40 hours per week of work 

toward the proposal. if a candidate 

is doing 20 hours of work per week 

toward the proposal, that candidate 

would be eligible for half-time 

equivalency. 

6.  Supervised Research on Dissertation: 

a doctoral candidate who has 

completed all required coursework, 

has an approved dissertation 

committee, and whose proposal has 

been approved may request full-

time equivalency if the candidate is 

working 40 hours per week on the 

dissertation and if clear evidence 

indicates that the student is making 

satisfactory progress toward 

submission of the dissertation. 

a student may receive half-time 

equivalency if his or her committee 

chairperson attests that he or she 

is working 20 hours a week on the 

dissertation.

Please note: there can be no full-time 

equivalency for students when they 

have full-time employment unless 

they are interns fulfilling a degree 

requirement. students are not eligible 

for equivalency if they are not registered 

for any unit-bearing coursework; 

therefore, students registered for 

leave of absence, maintenance of 

matriculation, or zero-unit courses will 

not be considered for equivalency. 

certification of full-time study must be 

determined at the time of registration. 

the only way in which full-time 

equivalency can be officially established 

is by a fully completed equivalency form 

being filed with the steinhardt office of 

advisememt and registration services. 

information relating to both full-time 

and half-time equivalency status may be 

obtained from the steinhardt office of 

advisement and registration services, 

pless hall, 2nd floor.

LEaVE oF aBsEnCE 
students who are planning a leave of 

absence are referred by their adviser to 

the office of counseling and student 

services, pless hall, 2nd floor, to 

complete an interview as part of the 

official “leave” process. 

a leave of absence may not exceed 

two semesters or one academic year. 

there is no fee for the leave of absence 
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as there is no access to university facili-

ties during the period of the leave. 

Please note: doctoral students, with the 

exception of dpt and dps students, are 

not eligible for leaves of absence (see 

page 179).

mainTEnanCE oF 
maTRiCULaTion 
to maintain matriculation in a master’s 

degree or advanced certificate program, 

a candidate is required to complete at 

least one 3-unit course each academic 

year at new York university, under 

the auspices of the steinhardt school 

of culture, education, and human 

development. in lieu of such completion, 

student’s must pay a maintenance 

fee of $300 per academic year plus a 

nonreturnable registration and services 

fee. all course requirements must be 

completed within six years from the 

date of matriculation. continuous 

maintenance of matriculation is 

required. (see tuition, fees, and 

expenses, page 165.) 

Please note: doctoral students, with 

the exception of dpt and dps students, 

are not eligible for maintenance of 

matriculation (see page 179).

PERmiTTEd CoURsE Loads
a full-time graduate student may 

register for a minimum of 12 units per 

term. the maximum number permitted 

any student is 18 units (16 units in 

summer). Graduate students registering 

for fewer than 12 units who wish to 

establish full-time status should consult 

their advisers for specific regulations 

governing such procedures. (see full-

time equivalency, above.)

gRadUaTion aPPLiCaTion
students may officially graduate 

in september, January, or may. the 

commencement ceremony for all 

schools is held in may. students must 

apply for graduation via albert. a 

student must be enrolled for either 

coursework or maintenance of 

matriculation during the academic 

year of graduation. in order to 

graduate in a specific semester, you 

must apply for graduation within the 

application deadline period indicated 

on the calendar. (students view the 

graduation deadlines calendar and 

general information about graduation 

on the office of the registrar’s 

webpage at www.nyu.edu/registrar.) 

it is recommended that the student 

apply for graduation no later than the 

beginning of the semester in which he 

or she plans to complete all program 

requirements. if the student does not 

successfully complete all academic 

requirements by the end of the 

semester, he or she must reapply for 

graduation for the following cycle.

oFFiCiaL TRansCRiPTs
official copies of a student’s university 

transcript can be requested when 

a stamped and sealed copy of the 

student’s university records is required. 

requests for official transcripts require 

the signature of the student requesting 

the transcript. currently, we are not 

accepting requests for a transcript by 

email.

a transcript may be requested 

by either (1) completing the online 

request form at www.nyu.edu/registrar/ 

transcript-form.html and mailing or fax-

ing the signature page (recommended 

method) or (2) writing a request letter 

(see below) and mailing or faxing the 

completed and signed letter. our fax 

number is 212-995-4154; our mailing 

address is new York university, office 

of the university registrar, transcripts 

department, p.o. box 910, new York, nY 

10276-0910.

there is no charge for academic 

transcripts.

Writing a Request Letter: a request 

letter must include all of the following 

information:

■  university id number

■  current name and any other name 

under which you attend/attended nYu

■  current address

■  date of birth

■  school of the university you attend/

attended and for which you are 

requesting the transcript

■  dates of attendance

■  date of graduation

■  full name and address of the person 

or institution to which the transcript is 

to be sent

there is no limit for the number of 

official transcripts that can be issued to 

a student. the student should indicate in 

his or her request if he or she would like 

the university to forward the transcripts 

to the student’s home address, but nYu 

still requires the name and address of 

each institution.

unofficial transcripts are available on 

albert.

if the student initiates his or her 

transcript request through the online 

request form, the student will receive 

email confirmation when the office of 

the university registrar has received the 

student’s signed request form. contact 

the office at 212-998-4280.

once a final examination period has 

begun, no transcript will be forwarded 

for any student who is currently enrolled 

in courses until all the student’s final 

grades have been received and re-

corded. students must notify the office 

of the university registrar immediately 

of any change of address.

students are able to access their 

grades at the end of each semester via 

albert, nYu’s Web-based registration 

and information system. albert can 

be accessed via nYuhome at home.nyu.

edu.

inFoRmaTion on how To 
REQUEsT EnRoLLmEnT 
VERiFiCaTion
students can view and print their own 

enrollment certification directly from 

albert using integrated national 

student clearinghouse student portal. 

this feature can be accessed from the 

“enrollment certification” link on the 

albert homepage. eligible students 

are also able to view and print a Good 

student discount certificate, which 

can be mailed to an auto insurer or any 

other company that requests proof 

of status as a good student (based 

on cumulative Gpa). this feature is 

available for students in all schools 

except the school of law.

verification of enrollment or 

graduation may also be requested by 

submitting a signed letter with the 

following information: university id 

number, current name and any name 

under which the student has attended 

nYu, current address, date of birth, 

school of the university attended, dates 

attended, date of graduation, and the 

full name and address of the person or 

institution to which the verification is to 

be sent. requests should be submitted 

to the office of the university registrar, 

transfer and certification department, 

new York university, p.o. box 910, new 

York, nY 10276-0910. or students can 

fax their signed request to 212-995-4154. 

students must allow seven business 

days from the time the office of the 

university registrar is in receipt of a 

request. to confirm receipt of a request, 

students must contact our office at 

212-998-4280. currently we are not 

accepting requests for certification by 

email.

http://www.nyu.edu/registrar
http://www.nyu.edu/registrar/
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aRREaRs PoLiCY
the university reserves the right to deny 

registration and withhold all information 

regarding the record of any student who 

is in arrears in the payment of tuition, 

fees, loans, or other charge (including 

charges for housing, dining, or other 

activities or services) for as long as any 

arrears remain. 

diPLoma aRREaRs PoLiCY
diplomas of students in arrears will be 

held until their financial obligations to 

the university are fulfilled and they have 

been cleared by the office of the bursar. 

Graduates with a diploma hold may 

contact the office of the bursar at 212-

998-2806 to clear arrears or to discuss 

their financial status at the university.

aTTEndanCE
regulations governing required or 

voluntary class attendance in the 

school are determined by individual 

departments and instructors.

ChangE oF PRogRam and/
oR dEgREE oBJECTiVE
students who are changing their 

program and/or degree objective 

must complete the appropriate forms 

available from the office of Graduate 

admissions, pless hall, 3rd floor. 

students who are changing from one 

program or concentration to another 

within the same department or from 

one department to another department 

within the steinhardt school of culture, 

education, and human development 

must submit an internal transfer form 

and submit all appropriate documents 

for the desired program. students 

desiring a change of degree must 

submit a new application for Graduate 

admission and the appropriate 

documents for the desired degree. 

students who are transferring from 

nYu steinhardt to another school at 

new York university (Gsas, stern, etc.) 

must file an application and appropriate 

documents with the admissions office of 

the appropriate graduate division.

gRadEs
the scale of grades is based on a 4-unit 

scale as follows: 

if a student repeats a course in which 

he or she had received a failing grade, 

only the second grade is counted in the 

average; the lower grade, although it 

does not count towards the degree, is 

not removed from the transcript.

Note: f grades and all other permanent 

grades may not be changed unless the 

original grade resulted from a clerical 

error.

Note: there are no a+, d-, or f+ grades. 

W =  official withdrawal. courses 

officially dropped during the first 

three weeks of the term will not 

appear on the transcript. those 

dropped from the beginning of 

the fourth week through the ninth 

week of the term will be recorded 

with a grade of “W.” after the 

ninth week, no one may withdraw 

from a course.

R =  registered paid auditor, not 

graded. 

P =  pass, not counted in average. 

N = not counted (see ip). 

IP =  incomplete but passing—term 

paper or other work or final 

examination lacking (grade 

given only with the permission 

of the instructor); may be made 

up within time limits (see note 

below). if not made up, grade 

lapses to n.

IF =  incomplete but not passing; may 

be made up within time limits. 

if not made up, grade lapses to 

f and will be computed in the 

student’s grade unit average.

Note: “-Ge” courses: a grade of “i” must 

be removed within the time limit set 

by the instructor; which limit may not 

exceed six months after the close of the 

course. students with 9 credits or more 

of ip, if, or n on their transcripts at any 

given semester will be considered as 

not making satisfactory progress in their 

programs of study and will be subject 

to probation. students who have two 

consecutive probationary terms will 

be subject to dismissal. (any n grade 

course that has been repeated with a 

passing grade will not be counted in 

these totals, nor will courses in which 

“i” grades are normally given, e.g., 

dissertation proposal seminar.)

The lowest passing graduate grade 

is D. 

A general average of 2.5 is required 

for the master’s degree, and a general 

average of 3.0 is required for the sixth-

year Certificate of Advanced Study and 

doctoral degrees.

Note: students taking “-GG,” “-Gh,” 

and “-Gc” courses in other graduate 

divisions of nYu are urged to check 

with the appropriate school for details 

of their grading policies because they 

may differ from those of the steinhardt 

school of culture, education, and 

human development.

indEPEndEnT sTUdY1

it should be noted that independent 

study requires a minimum of 45 hours 

of work per unit. independent study 

cannot be applied to the established 

professional education sequence in 

teaching curricula.

each departmental program has 

established its own maximum credit 

allowance for independent study. this 

information may be obtained from a 

student’s departmental adviser. 

prior to registering for independent 

advisement

A  = 4.0 units

A-  = 3.7 units

B+  = 3.3 units

B  = 3.0 units

B-  = 2.7 units

C+  = 2.3 units

C  = 2.0 units

C-  = 1.7 units

D+  = 1.3 units

D  = 1.0 units

F  = 0 units
1Not available to special 

students.
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study, each student should obtain an 

independent study approval form from 

the adviser; this form will provide a title 

to the independent study (it is not a 

registration form). When completed, this 

form must be submitted to the office 

of the university registrar, 25 West 4th 

street.

Pass/FaiL oPTion1

matriculated students have the option 

to take courses on a pass/fail basis. the 

maximum of such courses is determined 

by the program but may not exceed 25 

percent of the student’s total program. 

the student is responsible for adherence 

to these regulations. 

courses that are departmentally des-

ignated as pass/fail shall not be included 

in the 25 percent pass/fail option open 

to students. this pass/fail option can be 

applied only to“-Ga”, “-Ge” and “-GG” 

courses. once this option is utilized, 

such a decision cannot be changed nor 

will the letter grade be recorded. the 

lowest passing graduate grade is d. an 

f grade is counted in the average. pass/

fail grades are not considered “weighted 

grades.” pass/fail option forms may be 

obtained from the office of advise-

ment and registration services, pless 

hall, 2nd floor, and must be filed in the 

office of the university registrar prior 

to the end of the fifth week of the term 

for fall and spring term courses. the fifth 

meeting of the class is the final date for 

filing pass/fail option forms for courses 

taken during the summer sessions.

sTUdY aBRoad
students may fulfill a limited number 

of their course requirements through 

various study abroad programs. 

such programs are offered through 

the office of academic initiatives and 

Global programs (for further information, 

visit www.steinhardt.nyu.edu/studyabroad 

or call the office at 212-992-9380).

TRansFER oF CREdiT
permission to study in an institution 

outside of new York university must be 

obtained for graduate students from 

their academic advisor. transfer credit 

may be accepted only from accredited 

colleges and universities. coursework 

must have been completed within the 

last 10 years with a grade of b or better 

and may not have been counted toward 

another degree. forms for approval 

of transfer credit are available in the 

office of advisement and registration 

services. all transfer credit must be 

approved by the academic adviser.

for additional information, see 

graduate study/general requirements 

beginning on page 175.

university policies

PoLiCiEs ConCERning 
PLagiaRism
the bylaws of the university define the 

educational conduct of students to be 

under faculty jurisdiction. Given this 

charge, the steinhardt school of culture, 

education, and human development 

has established the following guidelines 

to avoid plagiarism, a form of academic 

misconduct. 

students in the process of learning 

acquire ideas from others and exchange 

ideas and opinions with classmates, 

professors, and others. this exchange 

occurs in reading, writing, and discus-

sion.

students are expected—and often 

required—to build their own work upon 

that of other people, just as professional 

researchers and writers do. Giving credit 

to someone whose work has helped 

one’s own is courteous and honest. 

plagiarism, on the other hand, is a form 

of fraud. proper acknowledgment marks 

the difference.1

a hallmark of the educated student 

is the ability to recognize and acknowl-

edge when information is derived from 

others. the steinhardt school of culture, 

education, and human development 

expects that a student will be scru-

pulous in crediting those sources that 

have contributed to the development 

of his or her ideas. in particular, it is the 

responsibility of the student to learn the 

proper forms of citation: directly copied 

material must always be in quotes; 

paraphrased material must be acknowl-

edged; even ideas and organization 

derived from another’s work must be 

acknowledged. the following defini-

tion of plagiarism has been adopted by 

the faculty members of the steinhardt 

school of culture, education, and hu-

man development: 

—plagiarism is presenting someone 

else’s work as though it were your 

own. more specifically, plagiarism is 

to present as your own: a sequence of 

words quoted without quotation marks 

from another writer; a paraphrased 

passage from another writer’s work; 

facts or ideas gathered, organized, and 

reported by someone else, orally and/or 

in writing. 

—since plagiarism is a matter of 

fact, not of the student’s intention, 

it is crucial that acknowledgment of 

sources be accurate and complete. even 

where there is no conscious intention to 

deceive, the failure to make appropriate 

acknowledgment constitutes plagiarism.1

nYu steinhardt imposes heavy 

penalties for plagiarism in order to 

safeguard the degrees that the uni-

versity grants. cases of plagiarism are 

considered among the most serious 

of offenses. (see nYu steinhardt’s 

statement on academic integrity in the 

steinhardt school of culture, educa-

tion, and human development student 

handbook.)

disCiPLinE
students are expected to familiarize 

themselves and to comply with the rules 

of conduct, academic regulations, and 

established practices of the university 

and the steinhardt school of culture, 

education, and human development. if, 

pursuant to such rules, regulations, or 

practices, the withdrawal of a student is 

required before the end of the term for 

which tuition has been paid, a refund 

will be made according to the standard 

schedule for refunds.

gRadUaTE Commission
the voting membership of the 

commission is composed of the dean 

and an elected faculty member from 

each of the schools offering a graduate 

program as well as academic officers 

from the central administration. each 

school is also represented by a member 

of its student body.

1Not available to special 

students.

1Adapted from Expository 

Writing Program,  

“Statement on Plagiarism,”  

New York University,  

undated, mimeographed.

http://www.steinhardt.nyu.edu/studyabroad
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UniVERsiTY PoLiCY on 
PaTEnTs
students offered research opportunities 

are reminded that inventions arising 

from participation in such research are 

governed by the university’s statement 

of policy on patents, a copy of which 

may be found in the faculty handbook 

or obtained from the dean’s office.

nEw YoRK UniVERsiTY 
wEaPons PoLiCY
new York university strictly prohibits 

the possession of all weapons, as 

described in local, state, and federal 

statutes, that includes, but is not limited 

to, firearms, knives, explosives, etc., in 

and/or around any and all university 

facilities—academic, residential, or 

other. this prohibition extends to all 

buildings—whether owned, leased, or 

controlled by the university, regardless 

of whether the bearer or possessor 

is licensed to carry that weapon. the 

possession of any weapon has the 

potential of creating a dangerous 

situation for the bearer and others.

the only exceptions to this policy 

are duly authorized law enforcement 

personnel who are performing official 

federal, state, or local business and 

instances in which the bearer of the 

weapon is licensed by an appropriate 

licensing authority and has received 

written permission from the executive 

vice president of the university.

nEw YoRK UniVERsiTY 
simULaTEd FiREaRm PoLiCY
new York university strictly prohibits 

simulated firearms in and/or around any 

and all university facilities—academic, 

residential, or other. this prohibition 

extends to all buildings, whether owned, 

leased, or controlled by the university. 

the possession of a simulated firearm 

has the potential of creating a 

dangerous situation for the bearer and 

others.

the only exceptions to this policy 

are instances in which (1) the bearer 

is in possession of written permission 

from a dean, associate dean, assistant 

dean, or department head and (2) such 

possession or use of simulated firearms 

is directly connected to a university- or 

school-related event (e.g., play, film 

production). Whenever an approved 

simulated firearm is transported from 

one location to another, it must be 

placed in a secure container in such 

a manner that it cannot be observed. 

storage of approved simulated 

firearms shall be the responsibility 

of the department of public safety 

in a location designated by the vice 

president for public safety. under no 

circumstances, other than at a public 

safety storage area, may approved 

simulated firearms be stored in any 

university-owned, -leased, or -controlled 

facilities.

CamPUs saFETY
the department of public safety 

is located at 14 Washington place; 

telephone: 212-998-2222;  

212-998-2220 (ttY).

new York university’s annual campus 

security report includes statistics for 

the previous three years concerning 

reported crimes that occurred on 

campus, in certain off-campus buildings 

or property owned or controlled by 

nYu, and on public property within or 

immediately adjacent to the campus. 

the report also includes institutional 

policies concerning campus security, 

such as policies concerning sexual 

assault, drugs, and alcohol. You can 

obtain a copy of the current report by 

contacting thomas Grace, director of 

Judicial affairs and compliance, office 

of the vice president for student affairs 

(601 Kimmel center: 212-998-4403), 

or Jay Zwicker, crime prevention 

manager, department of public safety (7 

Washington place: 212-998-1451), or by 

visiting the following website: www.nyu.

edu/public.safety/policies.

http://www.nyu
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Following is the schedule of fees estab-

lished by the board of trustees of new 

York university for the years 2013–2015. 

the board of trustees reserves the right 

to alter this schedule without notice.

note that the registration and 

services fee covers memberships, dues, 

etc., to the student’s class organization 

and entitles the student to membership 

in such university activities as are 

supported by this allocation and to 

receive regularly those university and 

college publications that are supported 

in whole or in part by the student 

activities fund. it also includes the 

university’s health services, emergency 

and accident coverage, and technology 

fees.

the act of registering generates 

related tuition and fee charges for 

which you are financially responsible. 

the office of the bursar is located at 

25 West 4th street. checks and drafts 

are to be drawn to the order of new 

York university for the exact amount 

of the tuition and fees required. in the 

case of overpayment, the balance is 

refunded upon request by filing a refund 

application in the office of the bursar.

a fee will be charged if payment is 

not made by the due date indicated on 

the student’s statement.

the unpaid balance of a student’s 

account is subject to an interest charge 

of 12 percent per annum from the first 

day of class until payment is received.

holders of new York state tuition 

assistance program awards will be 

allowed credit toward their tuition fees 

in the amount of their entitlement, 

provided they are new York state 

residents enrolled on a full-time basis 

and they present with their schedule/ 

bill the award certificate for the 

applicable term.

students who receive awards after 

registration will receive a check from 

the university after the new York state 

payment has been received by the 

office of the bursar and the office of 

the university registrar has confirmed 

eligibility.

diPLoma aRREaRs PoLiCY
diplomas of students in arrears will be 

held until their financial obligations to 

the university are fulfilled and they have 

been cleared by the bursar. Graduates 

with a diploma hold may contact the 

office of the bursar at 212-998-2806 to 

clear arrears or to discuss their financial 

status at the university.

gRadUaTion
no candidate may be recommended 

for a degree until all required fees have 

been paid. the university cannot be 

responsible for the inclusion in the 

current official graduation list of any 

candidate who makes payment after 

the first day of may, september, or 

January for degrees in may, september, 

or January, respectively. following the 

payment of all required fees, and on 

approval of the faculty, the candidate 

will be recommended for the degree as 

of the date of the next regular meeting 

of the university board of trustees at 

which the awarding of degrees is a part 

of the order of business.

TUiTion
tuition per unit, per term .................$1,260

Fall term 2013

Nonreturnable registration ...................412

and services fee, first unit

Nonreturnable registration  ...................60

and services fee, per unit, for 

registration after first unit  

Spring term 2014

Nonreturnable registration ............... $425

and services fee, first unit

Nonreturnable registration ....................60 

and services fee, per unit, 

for registration after first unit

Doctor of Physical Therapy (D.P.T.) 

tuition, see page 117.

gEnERaL FEEs and ExPEnsEs
Basic health insurance Benefit Plan

(full-time domestic students automati-

cally enrolled; any student can select1, 2):

Annual ......................................................$1,360

Fall term ....................................................... 525

Spring term (coverage 

for the spring and 

summer terms) .................................... 835

Summer term (only 

for students who did 

not register in the 

preceding term) ..................................368

Comprehensive health insurance 

Benefit Plan (international students 

automatically enrolled;1, 2 all others can 

select):

Annual .......................................................$2,132

Fall term ....................................................... 823

Spring term (coverage 

for the spring and 

summer terms) ................................. 1,309

Summer term (only 

for students who did 

not register in the

preceding term) .................................. 576

stu-dent Plan (dental service through 

nYu’s college of dentistry):

Initial Enrollment ....................................$225

Spouse/Partner ......................................... 225

Dependent ..................................................... 80

Renewal ......................................................... 185

Late tuition payment fee 

(other than late registration).............25

Penalty fee...................................................... 10

1Waiver option available.
2students automatically enrolled in the 

basic plan or the comprehensive plan 

can change between plans or waive the 

plan entirely (and show proof of other 

acceptable health insurance).

When estimating the 

cost of a university 

education, students 

should consider 

two factors: (1) the 

total cost of tuition, 

fees, and materials 

related to a particular 

program plus costs 

directly related to the 

choice of living style 

(dormitory, apartment, 

commuting costs); 

and (2) financial aid 

that may be available 

from a variety of 

sources. 

This section 

provides information 

on both of these 

distinct but related 

topics.

tuition, fees, and 
expenses
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application fee for admission:

Graduate degree (nonreturnable, 

see page 176) ....................................... $75

Graduate special student status 

(nonreturnable), payable one 

time only (see page 176) .....................75

Deposit upon graduate acceptance,

depending on the program, 

(nonreturnable) ................. $200 to 750  

Late registration

additional fee payable by any student 

permitted to register 

commencing with the 

second week of classes ................... $25

commencing with the

fifth week of classes ............................ 50

maintenance of matriculation 

(per academic year) ...................... $300

Plus

Registration and services fee

fall 2013............................................... $344

spring 2014 ........................................... 357

 (master’s and sixth-year students 

only; doctoral students should con-

sult page 190.)

duplicate rating sheet ..............................$2

makeup examination ...............................$20

doCToRaL adVisEmEnT FEE
doctoral students should consult page 

190.

dEFERREd PaYmEnT PLan
the deferred payment plan allows you 

to pay 50 percent of your net balance 

due for the current term on the payment 

due date and defer the remaining 50 

percent until later in the semester. this 

plan is available to students who meet 

the following eligibility requirements:

■  matriculated and registered for 6 or 

more units 

■  Without a previously unsatisfactory 

university credit record 

■  not in arrears (past due) for any 

university charge or loan 

the plan includes a nonrefundable 

application fee of $50, which is to be 

included with the initial payment on the 

payment due date. 

interest at a rate of 1 percent per 

month on the unpaid balance will be  

assessed if payment is not made in full 

by the final installment due date. 

a late payment fee will be assessed 

on any late payments. 

a separate deferred payment plan 

application and agreement is required 

for each semester this plan is used. the 

deferred payment plan application will 

be available at www.nyu.edu/bursar/

forms in July for the fall semester and in 

december for the spring semester.

for additional information, please 

visit the office of the bursar website 

at www.nyu.edu/bursar/payment.info/

plans.html or call 212-998-2806. 

TUiTionPaY PLan
tuitionpay (formerly called ams) 

is a payment plan administered by 

salliemae. the plan is open to all nYu 

students with the exception of the scps 

noncredit division. this interest-free plan 

allows for all or a portion of a student’s 

educational expenses (including tuition, 

fees, room, and board) to be paid in 

monthly installments.

the traditional university billing cycle 

consists of one large lump sum payment 

due at the beginning of each semester 

(august for the fall semester and Janu-

ary for the spring semester). tuitionpay 

is a budget plan that enables a family to 

spread payments over the course of the 

academic year. by enrolling in this plan, 

you spread your fall semester tuition 

payments over a four-month period 

(June through september) and your 

spring semester tuition payment over 

another four-month period (november 

through february). 

With this plan, you budget the cost 

of your tuition and/or housing, after 

deducting any financial aid you will be 

receiving and/or any payments you have 

made directly to nYu.

a nonrefundable enrollment fee of 

$50 is required when applying for the 

fall and spring tuitionpay plan. You must 

enroll in both the fall and spring plans. 

monthly statements will be mailed by 

tuitionpay, and all payments should 

be made directly to them. for addi-

tional information, contact tuitionpay at 

800-635-0120 or visit the nYu bursar 

website at www.nyu.edu/bursar/pay-

ment.info/plans.html.

CoURsE-RELaTEd FEEs
Music and Performing Arts Professions Private instruction fee: 

to be paid when registering for

sUBJECT aREa CosT   sECTions TYPE   

Gearsamfa $350   art studio 

Gearsmma $350   photo lab

Gearstda $350   art studio

Gearstma $350   art studio

mpabr-Ge $105  all private lesson

mpaJZ-Ge $235  all tickets

mpaJZ-Ge $105  all private lesson

mpame-Ge $100  all recital

mpape-Ge $100  all recital

mpape-Ge $105  all private lesson

mpaps-Ge $105  all private lesson

mpass-Ge $105  all private lesson

mpass-Ge $105  all private lesson

mpass-Ge $100  all recital

mpatc-Ge $100  all recital

mpatc-Ge $250  all master class

mpatc-Ge $105  all private lesson

mpatc-Ge $100  all recital

mpavp-Ge $105  all private lesson

mpavp-Ge $105  all private lesson

mpavp-Ge $100  all recital

mpaWW-Ge $105  all private lesson

ot-Ge $50  all lab

pt-Ge $65  all lab fee

Geptpsdpt variable   dpt flat rate

http://www.nyu.edu/bursar/
http://www.nyu.edu/bursar/payment.info/
http://www.nyu.edu/bursar/pay-ment.info/plans.html
http://www.nyu.edu/bursar/pay-ment.info/plans.html
http://www.nyu.edu/bursar/pay-ment.info/plans.html
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wiThdRawaL and REFUnd 
oF TUiTion
a student who for any reason finds it 

impossible to complete a course for 

which he or she has registered should 

consult with an academic adviser and 

file a completed change of program 

form with the office of the bursar. 

(note: an official withdrawal must be 

filed if a course has been canceled, 

and, in this case, the student is entitled 

to a refund of tuition and fees paid.) 

Withdrawal does not necessarily entitle 

the student to a refund of tuition 

paid or a cancellation of tuition still 

due. a refund of tuition will be made 

provided such withdrawal is filed within 

the scheduled refund period for the 

term (see schedule below as well as 

the separate schedule for intensive 

Weekend Graduate study).

merely ceasing to attend a class does 

not constitute official withdrawal, nor 

does notification to the instructor. a 

stop payment of a check presented for 

tuition does not constitute withdrawal, 

nor does it reduce the indebtedness to 

the university. the nonreturnable reg-

istration and services fee and a penalty 

of $20 for a stopped payment must be 

charged in addition to any tuition not 

canceled.

the date on which the change of 

program form is filed, not the last date 

of attendance in class, is considered the 

official date of withdrawal. it is this date 

that serves as the basis for computing 

any refund granted the student.

the refund period (see schedule be-

low) is defined as the first four calendar 

weeks of the term for which application 

for withdrawal is filed. the processing of 

refunds takes approximately two weeks. 

Refund Period Schedule (Fall and 

Spring Terms Only) 

this schedule is based on the total 

applicable charge for tuition excluding 

nonreturnable fees and deposits.

Withdrawal on or before the official 

opening date of the term and for the 

first two weeks of the semester ...... 100% 

(100% of tuition and fees)

Withdrawal of all courses on the second 

day after the official opening date of 

the term through the end of the first 

calendar week1 ........................................ 100%

(100% of tuition only)

The first calendar week consists of the 

first seven (7) calendar days beginning 

with the official opening date of the 

term (Note: not the first day of the class 

meeting).

Withdrawal within the second calendar 

week from the opening date of the term  

.................................................70% tuition only

Withdrawal within the third calendar 

week from the opening date of the term  

................................................. 55% tuition only

Withdrawal within the fourth calendar 

week from the opening date of the term  

................................................. 25% tuition only

Withdrawal after completion of the 

fourth calendar week of the term

.....................................................................none

Please note: a student may not 

withdraw from a class the last three 

weeks of the fall or spring term or the 

last three days of each summer session.

exceptions to the published refund 

schedules may be appealed in writing 

to the refund committee of the school 

and should be supported by appropriate 

documentation regarding the circum-

stances that warrant consideration of an 

exception. exceptions are rarely granted. 

students who withdraw should review 

the “refunds” page on the office of the 

bursar’s website: www.nyu.edu/bursar.

federal regulations require adjust-

ments reducing financial aid if a student 

withdraws even after the nYu refund 

period. financial aid amounts will be 

adjusted for students who withdraw 

through the ninth week of the semester 

and have received any federal grants or 

loans. this adjustment may result in the 

student’s bill not being fully paid. nYu 

will bill the student for this difference. 

the student will be responsible for pay-

ment of this bill before returning to nYu 

and will remain responsible for payment 

even if he or she does not return to 

nYu.

for any semester a student receives 

any aid, that semester will be counted 

in the satisfactory academic progress 

standard. this may require the student 

to make up credits before receiving any 

further aid. 

1it should be noted that the registration 

and services fee is not returnable 

beginning with the second day after the 

official opening date of the term.

new York University believes that 

students should be able to choose the 

college that offers them the best range 

of educational opportunities. in order 

to make that choice possible, new York 

university attempts to aid students who 

are in need of financial assistance.

financial aid is awarded in an effort 

to help students meet the difference 

between their own resources and the 

cost of education. all awards are subject 

to availability of funds and the student’s 

demonstrated need. renewal of as-

sistance depends on annual reevaluation 

of a student’s need, the availability of 

funds, the successful completion of the 

previous year, and satisfactory progress 

toward completion of degree require-

ments. in addition, students must meet 

the published filing deadlines. detailed 

information on financial aid is available  

with the admission application and is 

also available on the office of financial 

aid website, www.nyu.edu/financial.aid.

many awards are granted purely on 

the basis of scholastic merit. others are 

based on financial need. however, it is 

frequently possible to receive a combi-

nation of awards based on both. thus, 

university scholarships or fellowships 

may be granted by themselves or in 

conjunction with student loans or fed-

eral Work-study employment. to ensure 

that maximum sources of available sup-

port will be investigated, students must 

apply for financial aid by the appropri-

ate deadline.

a student who has received a finan-

cial aid award must inform the nYu 

office of financial aid or the office of 

Graduate admissions if he or she sub-

sequently decides to decline all or part 

of that award. to neglect to do so may 

prevent use of the award by another 

student. if a student has not claimed his 

or her award (has not enrolled) by the 

close of regular (not late) registration 

and has not obtained written permission 

financial aid

http://www.nyu.edu/bursar
http://www.nyu.edu/financial.aid
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from the office of financial aid and the 

office of Graduate admissions for an 

extension, the award will be canceled, 

and the student may become ineligible 

to receive scholarship or fellowship aid 

in future years.

determination of financial need is 

also based on the number of credits 

for which the student indicates he or 

she intends to register. a change in 

registration therefore may necessitate 

an adjustment in financial aid.

how To aPPLY
students must submit the free 

application for federal student aid 

(fafsa), and later, new York state 

residents must also complete the new 

York state tuition assistance program 

(tap) application. (the tap application 

is available on the internet when using 

fafsa on the Web. see www.nyu.edu/

financial.aid/tap.html.)

the fafsa (available online at www.

fafsa.ed.gov) is the basic form for all 

student aid programs; be sure to com-

plete all sections. students should give 

permission on the fafsa for application 

data to be sent directly to new York 

university (nYu’s federal code number 

is 002785).

students requiring summer 

financial aid must submit a summer aid 

application in addition to the fafsa 

and tap application. the application 

becomes available in february and can 

be obtained from the nYu financial aid 

website at www.nyu.edu/financial.aid. 

ELigiBiLiTY
to be considered for financial aid, 

students must be officially admitted 

to nYu or matriculated in a degree 

program and making satisfactory 

academic progress toward degree 

requirements. students in certain 

certificate or diploma programs may 

also be eligible for consideration. 

Generally, university-administered aid is 

awarded to full-time students. half-time 

students (fewer than 12 but at least 

6 units per semester) may be eligible 

for a federal stafford student loan or 

a federal plus loan, but they must 

also maintain satisfactory academic 

progress.

Citizenship 

in order to be eligible for aid both 

from nYu and from federal and state 

government sources, students must 

be classified either as u.s. citizens or 

as eligible noncitizens. students are 

considered to be eligible for financial aid 

if they meet the criteria listed on nYu’s 

financial aid website at www.nyu.edu/

financial.aid.

Renewal Eligibility

financial aid awards are not auto-

matically renewed each year. continuing 

students must submit a fafsa each 

year by the nYu deadline, continue  

to demonstrate financial need,  

make satisfactory progress toward 

degree requirements, and be in good 

academic standing.

Withdrawal 

students should follow the official 

academic withdrawal policy described 

in this bulletin. those receiving federal 

aid who withdraw completely may be 

billed for remaining balances resulting 

from the mandatory return of funds to 

the u.s. government. the amount of 

federal aid “earned” up to that unit is 

determined by the withdrawal date and 

a calculation based on the federally 

prescribed formula. Generally, federal 

assistance is earned on a pro rata basis. 

UniVERsiTY-sPonsoREd and  
adminisTEREd PRogRams
through the generosity of its alumni 

and other concerned citizens, as well 

as from funds supplied by the federal 

government, the university is able 

to provide an extensive financial aid 

program for its students. awards are 

competitive and based on academic 

achievement, test scores, and, in most 

cases, financial need.

Scholarships and Grants

scholarships and grants awarded by the 

school generally range from $500 to full 

tuition. 

Part-Time Employment

Wasserman Center for Career 

Development. most financial aid award 

packages include work-study. this 

means that students are eligible to 

participate in the federal Work-study 

program and may earn up to the 

amount recommended in their award 

package. Work-study wages are paid 

directly to the student on a biweekly 

basis and are normally used for books, 

transportation, and personal expenses.

it is not necessary to be awarded 

work-study earnings in order to use the 

services of the Wasserman center. all 

students may use the center as soon 

as they have paid their tuition deposit 

and may also wish to use the center as 

a resource for summer employment. 

extensive listings of both on-campus 

and off-campus jobs are available. the 

Wasserman center for career develop-

ment is located at 133 east 13th street, 

2nd floor; 212-998-4730.

New York City. as one of the largest 

urban areas in the world, new York city 

offers a wide variety of opportunities 

for part-time work. many students work 

in order to gain experience in a field 

that they wish to enter after graduation 

and to help meet educational expenses. 

many employers list positions with 

nYu’s Wasserman center for career 

development.

nYU sTEinhaRdT sChooL-
sPonsoREd PRogRams
application deadlines, criteria, award 

amounts, and other detailed information 

for school-based scholarships and 

fellowships may be found on the 

Graduate admissions website at 

steinhardt.nyu.edu/financial_aid. 

sChoLaRshiPs
there are a number of scholarships 

available to both master’s and doctoral 

students and for full-time and part-time 

study. scholarships typically provide 

partial tuition support, and decisions are 

based on merit and need. school-based 

scholarships include the following:

Full-Time Study

21st century scholarships

steinhardt Graduate study scholarships

nYu opportunity scholarships

deans opportunity scholarships

next step scholarships

peace corps returnee scholarships

historically black colleges and

universities (hbcu) scholarships

health professions opportunity

scholarships

Part-Time Study

centennial scholarships

Jonathan levin urban education

scholarships

mayor’s Graduate scholarship program

Internship in Student Personnel 

Administration. the program in higher 

and postsecondary education offers 

paid internships in a variety of student 

personnel positions at nYu and at area 

colleges. interns enroll in three courses 

per term and work 20 hours per week 

for compensation, which includes 

various contributions of stipend, 

tuition, and room and board. internship 

candidates must be applicants to or 

http://www.nyu.edu/
http://www.fafsa.ed.gov
http://www.fafsa.ed.gov
http://www.nyu.edu/financial.aid
http://www.nyu.edu/
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current students in the m.a. program in 

higher and postsecondary education. 

for information, contact the program in 

higher and postsecondary education, 

steinhardt school of culture, education, 

and human development, new York 

university, pless hall 82 Washington 

square east, 6th floor, nY 10003-6674; 

212-998-5656.

The Juventud Española de Brooklyn 

Scholarship. this scholarship was 

established to provide financial 

assistance to matriculated students 

who intend to earn a degree that will 

enable them to teach hispanic culture 

and/or language. individuals interested 

in applying for this scholarship should 

forward a letter of interest, an official 

transcript of previous college work, and 

two letters of recommendation to the 

office of the associate dean for student 

affairs, steinhardt school of culture, 

education, and human development, 

new York university, pless hall, 2nd 

floor, 82 Washington square east, new 

York, nY 10003-6680. the letter of 

interest should show evidence of the 

seriousness of purpose the applicant has 

to teach hispanic culture and language.

UniVERsiTY FELLowshiPs 
and assisTanTshiPs

Resident Assistantships. resident 

assistants are student paraprofessional 

staff members living on individual floors 

and assigned areas in each resident 

hall. resident assistants are the first 

resource for residents concerning 

roommate relations, programming 

information, referrals to other offices 

or staff, or general information 

about the university, the city, or the 

neighborhood. resident assistants are 

carefully selected and trained to provide 

support and assistance. the application 

and selection process for this highly 

selective leadership position begins late 

in the fall term. students interested in 

becoming resident assistants should 

contact the office of residential 

life and housing services, new York 

university, 726 broadway, 7th floor, new 

York, nY 10003 212-998-4600; www.

nyu.edu/residential.education/staff/rali.

NYU’s America Reads/Counts. nYu’s 

program is the largest in the nation. this 

is an excellent opportunity for graduate 

students to earn money while working in 

a rewarding job. under the supervision 

of classroom teachers, nYu students 

work to help school children acquire 

literacy and/or math skills. tutors need 

not be enrolled in a teacher preparation 

program or have prior tutoring 

experience, but they must be able to 

make a minimum weekly commitment 

of six hours in blocks of no less than 

two hours during the school day (8:30 

a.m.–3:00 p.m.). tutors must have a 

federal Work-study program allotment 

determined on the basis of the fafsa. 

for more information, please visit 

steinhardt.nyu.edu/americareads.

sTEinhaRdT doCToRaL 
FELLows PRogRam and  
REsEaRCh assisTanTshiPs
the steinhardt school offers all full-time 

ph.d. students a complete funding and 

mentoring program. the steinhardt 

fellows program is designed to help 

ph.d. students undertake full-time 

study and research, to participate 

in superior academic and scholarly 

experiences, and to complete their 

studies in a timely manner. depending 

on the student’s program of study and 

degree requirements, financial support 

includes two or three years of full tuition 

and fees and a generous living stipend 

of $24,000 through the completion 

of the student’s required coursework, 

and one to three years with a $15,000 

scholarship to support the development 

and completion of their dissertation. 

in addition, each of the school’s 

academic departments has developed 

a set of benchmarks and milestones, 

such as conference presentations, 

exhibitions, authored manuscripts, grant 

submissions, and sample syllabi, that 

faculty mentors help their students 

achieve in order to prepare them 

academically and professionally for 

postdoctoral work.

selected doctoral students may 

alternatively be appointed to a research 

assistantship. research assistants are 

funded by external grants and work 

with a principal investigator on a funded 

research project. unlike steinhardt fel-

lows, ras agree to work 20 hours per 

week on an ongoing research project, 

typically with a team of faculty and 

other students. steinhardt fellows may 

become research assistants when 

steinhardt faculty win funding for proj-

ects that require research assistance.

all admitted full-time ph.d. students 

are awarded a full funding package and 

are assigned to a faculty mentor. there 

is no special application for this funding 

program.

oThER soURCEs oF aid
State Grants and Fellowships

new York state and other states offer 

a variety of grants (see the higher 

education services corporation website: 

www.hesc.com). although application 

is made directly to the state and grants 

are awarded by the state, the amount 

each student is expected to receive is 

estimated and taken into account by 

the university when drawing up the 

student’s financial aid package. all 

applications for state scholarship aid 

should be filed at least two months 

before bills are due or by the deadline 

the state specifies, whichever is earlier.

New York State Tuition Assistance 

Program. legal residents of the state of 

new York who are enrolled in a full-time 

degree program of at least 12 units a 

term, or the equivalent, may be eligible 

for awards under this program. the 

award varies depending on income and 

tuition cost. 

students applying for tap must do 

so via a fafsa application. for more 

information about tap, visit www.nyu.

edu/bursar/loans.awards/tap.html.

States Other Than New York. some 

students from outside new York state 

may qualify for funds from their own 

state scholarship programs that can be 

used at new York university. contact 

your state financial aid agency (call 

800-433-3243 to get its telephone 

number and address) to ask about 

program requirements and application 

procedures. When you receive an 

eligibility notice from your state 

program, you should submit it to the 

new York university office of financial 

aid in advance of registration.

Scholarships and Grants from Other 

Organizations

in addition to the sources of gift aid 

described above, students may also 

be eligible for a private scholarships 

or grants from an outside agencies or 

organizations. some sources to explore 

are employers, unions, professional 

organizations, and community and 

special interest groups.

Veterans Benefits

various programs provide educational 

benefits for spouses, sons, and 

daughters of deceased or permanently 

disabled veterans as well as for veterans 

and in-service personnel who served on 

active duty in the united states armed 

forces after January 1, 1955. in these 

programs the amount of benefits varies.

http://www.nyu.edu/residential.education/staff/rali
http://www.nyu.edu/residential.education/staff/rali
http://www.hesc.com
http://www.nyu
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applications and further information 

may be obtained from the student’s 

regional office of the department of 

veterans affairs or by visiting www.

va.gov. additional guidance may be  

obtained from the office of the univer-

sity registrar, 25 West fourth street,  

1st floor.

Loans 

if you have applied for financial aid, and 

are eligible, you will be able to access 

your award package via the financial 

aid section on your albert student 

center—here you will have the option to 

accept or decline the award. 

a financial aid package at nYu may 

suggest several types of loans for which 

a student is eligible, based on certain 

criteria (such as anticipated units/cred-

its, housing status, financial need, etc.) 

and, for campus-administered loans, the 

availability of funds. some federal loan 

programs, such as the perkins loan, 

health professions student loan, and 

nursing loan, allocate limited funds to 

new York university for campus-based 

disbursement and administration. nYu 

will require you to complete a promis-

sory note to ensure appropriate loan 

disbursement and corresponding credit 

on your bursar bill. promissory notes 

are posted to the albert student center 

for eligible students in July/august, 

and must be printed, completed, and 

returned to the office of financial aid. 

applicants for the spring semester will 

receive notice on the albert student 

center in January/ february. if, once 

the semester begins and you were 

awarded one of these loans, and you did 

not receive credit on your tuition bill, 

you should contact or visit the office 

of financial aid to review your file to 

determine if all the necessary docu-

ments are on file.  in addition, please 

be sure to keep your mailing address 

current on your albert student center, 

via nYuhome.)

other federal loans are secured and 

disbursed to the student in cooperation 

with the u.s. department of educa-

tion. Your award package may include 

information about federal direct loans. 

this means that you may be eligible for 

the type and amount of loan(s) speci-

fied, based upon the information we 

have about you at the time the award is 

offered.  it does not mean you will auto-

matically receive the loan(s), but rather 

informs you of your current eligibility 

and how to apply. the suggested loan 

amounts on your albert student center 

are the maximum you are eligible for 

and are the amount that nYu will certify 

for you. if you wish to utilize these loans, 

you must accept them on the albert 

student center and follow the instruc-

tions given. if you wish to borrow an 

amount lower than suggested, you may 

indicate the specific amount when you 

are accepting the loan on your albert 

student center. 

a variety of additional, private 

(non-federal) alternative loans are 

also available from individual lending 

institutions.  please think carefully about 

your obligations as a borrower before 

pursuing any educational loan. consider 

your educational investment at nYu as 

well as your long-term financial commit-

ments when borrowing.  

Federal Direct Subsidized/ Unsubsi-

dized Loan program. 

undergraduate students may qualify 

for both subsidized and unsubsidized 

stafford loans (please note Graduate 

student will be eligible only for unsubsi-

dized loans). the interest on the federal 

direct subsidized loan is paid by the 

u.s. Government while the student is 

in school and remains enrolled at least 

half-time. the federal direct unsubsi-

dized loan terms and conditions are 

the same as the subsidized loan, with 

the exception, that the federal govern-

ment does not pay the interest while 

the student is in school; instead, the 

interest is accrued and added to the 

principal of the loan upon payment. for 

details about federal direct subsidized/

unsubsidized loans see www.nyu.edu/

admissions/financial-aid-and-schol-

arships/types-of-financial-aid.html or 

www.nyu.edu/admissions/financial-aid-

and-scholarships/federal-direct-loans.

html.

Federal Direct PLUS Loan program. 

the federal direct plus loan is 

available to parents of dependent un-

dergraduate students and to qualifying 

graduate and professional students. di-

rect plus loans help pay for education 

expenses up to the cost of attendance 

minus all other financial aid received. 

the u.s. department of education will 

evaluate the borrower’s credit his-

tory to determine if they are eligible to 

utilize this loan. interest is accruing and 

charged annually for this loan. if the 

borrower’s has adverse credit history, 

they may be denied this loan. borrowers 

may contact the department of educa-

tion at 1-800-848-0979 for additional 

information.

Private (non-federal) alternative loan 

programs. 

a private (nonfederal) loan may be a fi-

nancing option for students and families 

who are not eligible for federal aid or 

who need additional funding beyond the 

maximum amounts offered by federal 

loans. for more information on private 

alternative loan visit our website: www.

nyu.edu/financial.aid/private-loans.php

Federal Work Study

most financial aid award packages 

include federal Work-study. this means 

that students may earn up to the 

amount recommended in their financial 

aid award package. Work-study is not 

deducted from your bursar bill.  Work-

study wages are paid directly to the 

student on a biweekly basis and are 

normally used for books, transporta-

tion, and personal expenses. students 

may look for employment through the 

Wasserman center for career develop-

ment. the Wasserman center for career 

development is located at 133 east 13th 

street, 2nd floor, and the phone number 

is 212-998-4730.

it is not necessary to be awarded 

work-study earnings in order to use the 

services of the Wasserman center. all 

students may use the center as soon as 

they have paid their tuition deposit and 

may also wish to use the center as a 

resource for summer employment.  

extensive listings of both on-campus 

and off-campus jobs are available. 

Employee Education Plans

many companies pay all or part of 

the tuition of their employees under 

tuition refund plans. employed students 

attending the university should ask 

their personnel officers or training 

directors about the existence of a 

company tuition plan. students who 

receive tuition reimbursement and nYu 

employees who receive tuition remission 

from nYu must notify the office of 

financial aid if they receive this benefit.

http://www.va.gov
http://www.va.gov
http://www.nyu.edu/
http://www.nyu.edu/admissions/financial-aid-and-scholarships/federal-direct-loans
http://www.nyu.edu/admissions/financial-aid-and-scholarships/federal-direct-loans
http://www.nyu.edu/admissions/financial-aid-and-scholarships/federal-direct-loans
http://www.nyu.edu/financial.aid/private-loans.php
http://www.nyu.edu/financial.aid/private-loans.php
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The office of the associate dean for 

student affairs (pless hall, 2nd floor, 

212-998-5025, steinhardt.nyu.edu/

blogs/studentaffairs) is integral to the 

school’s educational mission of human 

development, collaborating with faculty, 

other school and university offices, and 

students to provide programs, services, 

and opportunities that are responsive to 

the dynamic nature of the educational 

process. our goal is to enrich the 

educational experience and embody 

the school’s concern for all phases of 

student development and the diversity 

of student needs.

the office of student affairs includes 

the office of counseling and student 

services, the office of advisement and 

registration services, the office of 

Graduate studies, teacher certification, 

and special student advisement. the 

staff works closely with the academic 

units of the school in facilitating the 

advisement process and other policies 

and procedures that derive from faculty 

and school actions such as student 

academic progress, student discipline, 

student awards and honors, and the 

new student seminars.

student activities/ 
school and 
university services

school services
oFFiCE oF CoUnsELing and 
sTUdEnT sERViCEs
Jeanne bannon, director

pless hall, 2nd floor, 212-998-5065

e-mail: jeanne.bannon@nyu.edu

Counseling Services

to help promote healthy personal, 

educational, and career development 

within a diverse undergraduate 

and graduate student body while 

complementing the excellence of the 

academic program, a professional 

staff offers a range of individual and 

group counseling, as well as skills 

development workshops and seminars. 

this staff includes on-site counselors 

from the student health center and 

the Wasserman center for career 

development.

Student Services

student services include recruitment 

activities for prospective students, 

orientation programs for new students, 

preadvisement, cocurricular workshops, 

school receptions, and student colloquia. 

the office of counseling and student 

services works collaboratively with 

student services and activities offered 

throughout the university. the profes-

sional staff serves in an advisory capacity 

to the Graduate student organization. 

inTERnaTionaL sTUdEnT 
sERViCEs
the office of counseling and student 

services provides liaison services and 

assists in the guidance and advisement 

of international students (pless hall, 

2nd floor; 212-998-5065). the office 

of counseling and student services 

is responsible for overseeing the 

new Graduate student seminar for 

international students (sahs-Ge.2003), 

a required noncredit course that meets 

for eight weeks during the student’s 

first semester at the school. the seminar 

assists in orienting new students to the 

services and requirements of the school, 

the university, and the new York city 

community.

for all matters pertaining specifically 

to student visas, international students 

are directed to the office of Global 

services, 561 la Guardia place, ground 

floor.

gRadUaTE sTUdEnT 
oRganiZaTion
the Graduate student organization 

(Gso) develops programs, activities, 

and services to help meet the cultural, 

social, and professional needs of its 

constituency. the Gso is governed 

by an executive board of officers 

and representatives from each 

department at nYu steinhardt. the 

Gso, in conjunction with the usG 

(undergraduate student Government), 

funds student-initiated projects and 

plays an active role in the governance 

of the school and university and is 

responsible for appointing students to 

serve on designated school/university 

committees. 

additional information may be 

obtained by contacting the Gso  

office in pless hall, 3rd floor; 212-998-

5351; steinhardt.gso@nyu.edu.

mailto:jeanne.bannon@nyu.edu
mailto:steinhardt.gso@nyu.edu
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sPECiaL awaRds FoR 
ExCELLEnCE and sERViCE To 
ThE sChooL
the office of student affairs administers 

special awards for scholarship and 

service to the school. nominations 

for these awards are solicited from 

all members of the nYu steinhardt 

community. the John W. Withers 

memorial award and the e. George 

payne memorial award are awarded 

to graduating seniors and graduate 

students who have shown evidence 

of exemplary scholarship and service 

to the school. the ida bodman award 

and the samuel eshborn service award 

are given on the basis of the quality 

of service that a student has given to 

the school. the arch award is given to 

undergraduate and graduate students 

based on the unique and beneficial 

quality of their cumulative record of 

service to their fellow students, faculty, 

and administration of the school. 

information regarding applications 

and a complete listing of awards and 

deadlines for awards can be found at 

steinhardt.nyu.edu/graduation/awards.

ThE dEan’s gRanTs FoR 
sTUdEnT REsEaRCh
outstanding undergraduate and 

graduate students in the steinhardt 

school of culture, education, and 

human development are invited to 

apply for the dean’s Grants for student 

research competition. Graduate 

students may be awarded up to 

$1,000 to explore a faculty-sponsored 

independent research project or 

a specific component of thesis or 

dissertation work, e.g., instrument 

development and/or validation or a 

pilot study. proposed research must be 

conducted within the time specified and 

must adhere to guidelines established 

by the university committee on 

activities involving human subjects. 

Grant recipients are expected to 

submit a written report once research 

is completed, including the question 

under investigation, research methods, 

results, conclusions, and how the 

monies from the dean’s Grant were 

used. Grant recipients are also expected 

to present their findings at the dean’s 

Grants to support student research 

colloquium. for details and to download 

an application, visit steinhardt.nyu.edu/

research/student. 

PREdoCToRaL sUmmER 
REsEaRCh gRanT 
ComPETiTion 
doctoral students with approved 

doctoral proposals are invited to apply 

for a predoctoral summer research 

Grant to support travel, data collection, 

and/or writing associated with their 

dissertation research. Grants are up to 

$1,000 and are faculty sponsored. for 

details and to download an application, 

visit steinhardt.nyu.edu/research/student. 

doCToRaL sTUdEnT TRaVEL 
gRanTs 
the doctoral student travel fund assists 

students with expenses associated 

with presenting papers at scholarly and 

professional conferences. the fund will 

offer reimbursement for a maximum 

of $500. reimbursement is limited to 

expenses for travel, food, lodging, and 

conference fees. doctoral students are 

encouraged to apply by completing 

the doctoral student travel fund 

form, which is available in the office of 

research, 82 Washington square east, 

5th floor. requests will be considered, 

as funds are available. for details 

and to download an application, visit 

steinhardt.nyu.edu/research/student. 

university services and student activities
sTUdEnT aCTiViTiEs
student resource center

Kimmel center for university life

60 Washington square south, suite 210

telephone: 212-998-4411

email: student.resource.center@  

nyu.edu

Website: www.nyu.edu/src

center for student activities, 

leadership, and service

Kimmel center for university life

60 Washington square south, suite 704

telephone: 212-998-4700

email: osa@nyu.edu

Website: www.osa.nyu.edu

program board

Kimmel center for university life

60 Washington square south, suite 707

telephone: 212-998-4984

email: program.board@nyu.edu

fraternity and sorority life

Kimmel center for university life

60 Washington square south, suite 704

telephone: 212-998-4710

email: osa.fsl@nyu.edu

ticket central box office

telephone: 212-998-4949

Website: www.nyu.edu/ticketcentral

skirtball center

566 la Guardia place

aLUmni aCTiViTiEs 
office for university development and 

alumni relations

25 West fourth street, 4th floor

telephone: 212-998-6912

email: alumni.info@nyu.edu

Website: alumni.nyu.edu

aThLETiCs
department of athletics, intramurals, 

and recreation

Jerome s. coles sports and  

recreation center

181 mercer street

telephone: 212-998-2020

email: coles.sportscenter@nyu.edu

Website: www.nyu.edu/athletics

palladium athletic facility

140 east 14th street

telephone: 212-992-8500

Website: www.nyu.edu/

palladiumathleticfacility

BooKsToREs
main bookstore

726 broadway

telephone: 212-998-4667

Website: www.bookstores.nyu.edu

computer store

242 Greene street

telephone: 212-998-4672

email: computer.store@nyu.edu 

Website: www.bookstores.nyu.edu

professional bookstore

530 la Guardia place

telephone: 212-998-4680

email: prof.books@nyu.edu

Website: www.bookstores.nyu.edu

(serves the leonard n. stern school of 

business [Graduate division], the school 

of law, and the robert f. Wagner 

Graduate school of public service)

http://www.nyu.edu/src
mailto:osa@nyu.edu
http://www.osa.nyu.edu
mailto:program.board@nyu.edu
mailto:osa.fsl@nyu.edu
http://www.nyu.edu/ticketcentral
mailto:alumni.info@nyu.edu
mailto:coles.sportscenter@nyu.edu
http://www.nyu.edu/athletics
http://www.nyu.edu/
http://www.bookstores.nyu.edu
mailto:computer.store@nyu.edu
http://www.bookstores.nyu.edu
mailto:prof.books@nyu.edu
http://www.bookstores.nyu.edu
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CaREER sERViCEs
Wasserman center for career 

development

133 east 13th street, 2nd floor 

telephone: 212-998-4730

fax: 212-995-3827

Website: www.nyu.edu/

careerdevelopment

ComPUTER sERViCEs and 
inTERnET REsoURCEs
information technology services (its)

10 astor place, 4th floor (client  

services center)

telephone help line: 212-998-3333 

Website: www.nyu.edu/its

CoUnsELing sERViCEs
counseling and behavioral health 

services (cbh) 

726 broadway, suite 471

telephone: 212-998-4780

email: university.counseling@nyu.edu 

Website: www.nyu.edu/counseling

dining
nYu campus dining services

telephone: 212-995-3030

Website: www.nyudining.com

disaBiLiTiEs, sERViCEs FoR 
sTUdEnTs wiTh
henry and lucy moses center for 

students with disabilities

726 broadway, 2nd floor 

telephone: 212-998-4980  

(voice and ttY)

Website: www.nyu.edu/csd

hEaLTh
Wellness exchange

726 broadway, suite 402

telephone: 212-443-9999

Website: www.nyu.edu/999

student health center (shc)

726 broadway, 3rd and 4th floors

telephone: 212-443-1000

Website: www.nyu.edu/health

counseling (see counseling and 

behavioral health services, above)

emergencies and after-hours crisis 

response

for a life- or limb-threatening 

emergency, call 911.

for a non-life-threatening 

emergency, call urgent care services 

at shc, 212-443-1111. When the shc is 

closed, call the nYu department of 

public safety, 212-998-2222.

for mental health emergencies, call 

the Wellness exchange hotline at 212-

443-9999 or the nYu department of 

public safety at 212-998-2222 to be con-

nected to a crisis response coordinator.

immunizations

telephone: 212-443-1199

insurance 

telephone: 212-443-1020 

email: health.insurance@nyu.edu 

Website: www.nyu.edu/shc/about/

insurance.html

pharmacy services

telephone: 212-443-1050

Website: www.nyu.edu/shc/

medservices/pharmacy.html 

hoUsing
office of residential life and  

housing services

726 broadway, 7th floor

telephone: 212-998-4600

fax: 212-995-4099

email: housing@nyu.edu

Website: www.nyu.edu/Life/living-at-nyu

office of off-campus housing 

4 Washington square village 

(corrner of mercer and bleecker)

telephone: 212-998-4620 

Website: www.nyu.edu/Life/living-at-

nyu/off-campus-living

summer housing

telephone: 212-998-4621

Website: www.nyu.edu/summer

inTERnaTionaL sTUdEnTs 
and sChoLaRs
office for international students and 

scholars (oiss)

561 la Guardia place

telephone: 212-998-4720

email: intl.students.scholars@nyu.edu

Website: www.nyu.edu/oiss

LEsBian, gaY, BisExUaL, and 
TRansgEndER sTUdEnTs
office of lesbian, Gay, bisexual, and 

transgender student services

Kimmel center for university life

60 Washington square south, suite 602

telephone: 212-998-4424

email: lgbt.office@nyu.edu

Website: www.nyu.edu/lgbt

mULTiCULTURaL EdUCaTion 
and PRogRams
center for multicultural education and 

programs (cmep) 

Kimmel center for university life

60 Washington square south, suite 806

telephone: 212-998-4343

Website: www.cmep.nyu.edu

RELigioUs and sPiRiTUaL 
REsoURCEs
catholic center

371 sixth avenue/avenue of the 

americas

telephone: 212-9981065

Website: washingtonsquarecatholic.org 

edgar m. bronfman center for Jewish 

student life–hillel at nYu

7 east 10th street

telephone: 212-998-4114

Website: www.nyu.edu/bronfman

protestant campus ministries 

Kimmel center for university life

60 Washington square south,  

room 207

telephone: 212-998-4711

Website: www.protestantministrynyu.

com

hindu students council 

Website: www.nyu.edu/clubs/hsc

the islamic center

Kimmel center for university life

60 Washington square south,  

room 207

telephone: 212-998-4712

Website: www.icnyu.org

spiritual diversity network

telephone: 212-998-4956

email: spiritual.life@nyu.edu

for a complete list of student religious 

and spiritual clubs and organizations at 

nYu, visit www.osa.nyu.edu/clubdocs/

website.php.

saFETY on CamPUs
department of public safety

14 Washington place

telephone: 212-998-2222; 212-998-2220 

(ttY)

email: public.safety@nyu.edu

Website: www.nyu.edu/public.safety

http://www.nyu.edu/
http://www.nyu.edu/its
mailto:university.counseling@nyu.edu
http://www.nyu.edu/counseling
http://www.nyudining.com
http://www.nyu.edu/csd
http://www.nyu.edu/999
http://www.nyu.edu/health
mailto:health.insurance@nyu.edu
http://www.nyu.edu/shc/about/
http://www.nyu.edu/shc/
mailto:housing@nyu.edu
http://www.nyu.edu/Life/living-at-nyu
http://www.nyu.edu/Life/living-at-nyu/off-campus-living
http://www.nyu.edu/Life/living-at-nyu/off-campus-living
http://www.nyu.edu/Life/living-at-nyu/off-campus-living
http://www.nyu.edu/summer
mailto:intl.students.scholars@nyu.edu
http://www.nyu.edu/oiss
mailto:lgbt.office@nyu.edu
http://www.nyu.edu/lgbt
http://www.cmep.nyu.edu
http://www.nyu.edu/bronfman
http://www.protestantministrynyu
http://www.nyu.edu/clubs/hsc
http://www.icnyu.org
mailto:spiritual.life@nyu.edu
http://www.osa.nyu.edu/clubdocs/
mailto:public.safety@nyu.edu
http://www.nyu.edu/public.safety
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The central mission of the nYu 

steinhardt school of culture, education, 

and human development is to prepare 

professionals for careers of service 

in the fields of education, health, 

communications, and the arts. in its 

preprofessional and advanced degree 

programs, the school places hundreds 

of students each semester in community 

settings where they teach, perform 

psychology internships, and provide 

therapeutic services and nutritional 

counseling.

nYu steinhardt recognizes the 

importance of non-career-related 

community service and offers a rich 

array of programs that allows nYu 

graduate and undergraduate students, 

staff, and faculty to participate in 

volunteer community service activity.

undergraduates and graduate 

students who want to deepen their 

theoretical and practical understanding 

of community service may also enroll in 

a 2-unit learning course, students in the 

community: service, leadership, and 

training, APSY-UE 1040.

among the many community service 

activities conducted, sponsored, or 

administered by nYu steinhardt are the 

following:

America Reads and America Counts: 

the school’s office of field projects 

places more than 1,000 tutors each 

year in 90 new York city public schools 

as part of nYu’s america reads and 

america counts program. this reward-

ing work is available to any nYu student 

who qualifies for federal Work-study. 

interested students should email 

areads@nyu.edu or visit steinhardt.nyu.

edu/americareads. this work qualifies as 

a field placement for students in teacher 

preparation courses, but is available  

to all students, whatever their program 

or major.

 

community 
service

College Connection: in this program, the 

university welcomes more than 2,000 

sixth through ninth grade public school 

students to the campus each year. 

nYu undergraduate student volunteers 

talk with the student visitors on the 

importance of postsecondary education 

and what is involved in preparing for 

college, and then lead a tour of the 

university campus. 

the school maintains an office of 

field projects, which monitors and 

oversees all of these projects and assists 

students from all areas of the university 

in participating in these programs. for 

further information, students are invited 

to contact lee frissell, director of field 

projects, steinhardt school of culture, 

education, and human development, 

new York university, 82 Washington 

square east, new York, nY 10003–6680; 

telephone: 212-998-5021; fax: 212-995-

4277; or email: lf1@nyu.edu.

mailto:areads@nyu.edu
mailto:lf1@nyu.edu
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ConTEnTs
The general requirements for each 

graduate degree or certificate program 

in the Steinhardt School of Culture, 

Education, and Human Development are 

described in this section.

General Requirements ............................. 186

Master’s Degree ......................................... 186

Graduation Requirements: 

Master’s Programs ..................................... 188

Sixth-Year Program (Certificate  

of Advanced Study).................................. 189

Doctoral Programs:  

General Requirements ............................. 189

Doctor of Philosophy/ 

Doctor of Education .................................. 191

nEw inTERnaTionaL 
sTUdEnT sEminaR
participation in the seminar (sahs-

Ge.2003) is required of all new graduate 

international students during their first 

term in residence. the seminar explores 

professional issues and provides 

additional orientation and guidance 

to the school, university, and city. for 

further information, consult the office of 

the associate dean for student affairs, 

pless hall, 2nd floor.

gRadUaTion
students may officially graduate 

in september, January, or may. the 

commencement ceremony for all 

schools is held in may. You must apply 

for graduation through albert, which 

can be accessed via your nYuhome 

account. in order to graduate in a 

specific semester, you must apply 

for graduation within the application 

deadline period indicated on the 

calendar. (students may view the 

graduation deadlines calendar and 

general information about graduation on 

the office of the university registrar’s 

webpage at www.nyu.edu/registrar.) it 

is recommended that students apply for 

graduation no later than the beginning 

of the semester in which they plan to 

complete all program requirements. if 

students do not successfully complete 

all academic requirements by the end 

of the semester, they must reapply for 

graduation for the following cycle.

a student must be enrolled for 

either course work or maintenance of 

matriculation during the academic year 

of graduation.

Graduate study/
General 
requirements

General requirements

master’s degree
The student must complete 

satisfactorily a minimum of 30 units in 

graduate courses (see note 1, below). at 

least 24 of these units must be earned 

under the auspices of the steinhardt 

school of culture, education, and 

human development in courses of 

the second (2) level or above, taken 

under advisement in the steinhardt 

school of culture, education, and 

human development. master’s degree 

students are required to take a minimum 

of 18 units of graduate coursework 

after establishment of matriculation 

(which occurs at the time of their first 

registration), even if this involves taking 

more courses than minimally required. 

coursework in progress during the 

semester in which matriculation is 

established may be counted toward 

this requirement. this policy applies 

to all new students who register as 

nonmatriculated special students 

(nondegree) but who plan on applying 

for a degree.

the student’s program of study is  

determined through consultation with 

the program adviser.

the residence requirement for a 

master’s degree consists of 24 units, 

all of which must be in courses on the 

second (2) level or above. undergradu-

ate (0-level or 1-level) courses may not 

be counted as credit toward a master’s 

degree.

at least one year, fall and spring 

terms, must elapse between the confer-

ment of the bachelor’s and master’s 

degrees. a student is not permitted 

to be matriculated for more than one 

degree at a time.

http://www.nyu.edu/registrar
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gRadE aVERagE
a scholastic average of 2.5 for both 

the total record and for courses in the 

student’s specialization is required 

for graduation. individual academic 

programs may have higher average 

grade requirements.

mainTEnanCE oF 
maTRiCULaTion
to maintain matriculation, a candidate 

must complete at least 3 units at new 

York university, under the auspices 

of the steinhardt school of culture, 

education, and human development 

each academic year (fall and spring) 

or, in lieu of such completion, must pay 

a maintenance fee of $300 per year, 

plus the nonreturnable registration and 

service fees each term. a candidate 

for a master’s degree must complete 

all requirements within six years of the 

date of matriculation. if continuous 

matriculation has not been maintained, a 

reevaluation of credentials is necessary, 

and only those courses completed 

within the last 10-year period will be 

credited.

sUPERVisEd sTUdEnT 
TEaChing
courses in supervised student teaching 

and field experiences are open only 

to matriculated students who have 

satisfactorily completed courses in 

the content area of the subject(s) 

they plan to teach, in the necessary 

pre–student teaching fieldwork, and in 

professional study, which would lead to 

state certification. the program of these 

courses includes work in selected early 

childhood, elementary, and secondary 

private and public schools (teaching 

centers) and in other appropriate 

educational institutions.

students in pre–student teaching 

fieldwork are assigned to a variety of 

educational settings to complete a 

minimum 100 hours of observation and 

participation prior to student teaching. 

the office of clinical studies in conjunc-

tion with the course instructors will 

arrange placements. 

students should consult their 

curriculum advisers well in advance 

regarding prerequisites for clearance 

to student teaching as well as require-

ments for successful completion of the 

student teaching course(s). full-time 

employment concurrent with student 

teaching is prohibited. no more than 16 

units should be taken during the term in 

which the student registers for 6 units of 

student teaching. registration in fewer 

than 6 units of student teaching allows 

consideration of an absolute maximum 

of 18 units. students must receive a 

recommendation from their advisers in 

order to take more than 16 units in any 

student teaching semester.

gEnERaL REQUiREmEnTs 
FoR aLL aPPLiCanTs FoR 
sTUdEnT TEaChing
1.  all applicants must be matriculated 

for a degree at new York university 

during the term in which they are 

registered for student teaching.

2.  all applicants must have an overall 

grade average of 2.5.

3 .  Graduate transfer students from other 

institutions must have completed 

a minimum of 8 units of credit at 

new York university, selected in 

consultation with their curriculum 

advisers, prior to the term in which 

student teaching is undertaken.

4.  all applicants must submit to 

the office of clinical studies a 

completed student teaching health 

assessment form prior to the first 

student teaching placement. this 

form requires proof of up-to-date 

immunization records.

5.  all applicants must be interviewed 

by the appropriate department 

faculty and recommended for student 

teaching.

6.  students need approval of their 

advisers to register for field 

experience courses. for each 

semester, an online request for 

placement form must be completed 

following attendance of a student 

teaching convocation event.

TEaChER CERTiFiCaTion
on satisfactory completion of teaching 

programs (including student teaching) 

and degree conferral, students will have 

completed academic requirements for 

teacher certification in new York state.

Notes

1.  the new York state education 

department requires that all 

prospective teachers receive 

instruction relating to the nature and 

effects of alcoholic drinks, narcotics, 

habit-forming drugs, school violence 

prevention and intervention, and signs 

of child abuse, including instruction in 

the best methods of teaching these 

subjects. this requirement is met 

by successful completion of tchl-

Ge.2999, the social responsibilities 

of teachers: drug and alcohol 

education/child abuse identification/

school violence prevention.

2.  the education department also 

requires employees in new York 

state school districts, boces, or 

charter schools to be fingerprinted. 

the legislation does not require a 

student teacher or a person in a 

field placement to be fingerprinted 

unless such an individual is being 

compensated for their service 

and therefore considered to be an 

employee. for students in early 

childhood education, assignments in 

a pre–school-age setting may require 

fingerprinting under the auspices of 

the new York city health department 

prior to entering the field.

3.  all prospective teachers must pass 

the required new York state teacher 

certification examinations. scores are 

automatically reported to the new 

York state education department. 

please consult your departmental 

certification liaison for details.

4.  all prospective teachers in early 

childhood and childhood education 

must have the following, on either the 

undergraduate or graduate level:

 a.  college-level work in english, 

mathematics, science, social stud-

ies, and a language other than 

english (american sign language 

is acceptable)

b.  a concentration in one of the 

liberal arts or sciences

Notice: new york state and title ii 0f 

the 1999 national higher education act 

specify that the institutional pass rates 

on state teacher exams be published 

for schools offering teacher education 

programs.statistics on the new York 

state teacher certification examinations 

for the steinhardt school of culture, 

education, and human development at 

new York university are as follows for 

2011-2012: 388 students completed the 

assessment of teaching skills Written 

(ats-W). of those, 381 passed, and this 

yielded a pass rate of 98 percent. a total 

of 416 students completed the liberal 

arts and sciences test (last). of those, 

396 passed and this yielded a pass rate 

of 95 percent. 

NOTE 1: a thesis may be substituted for 

4 units of residence courses on the first 

(1) level, if program requirements allow.
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nEw YoRK sTaTE TEaChER 
CERTiFiCaTion
Initial Certificate—the first teaching 

certificate obtained by a candidate 

who has met the requirements of the 

current regulations. requirements 

include the completion of a program 

registered under these regulations and 

passing scores on the required new 

York state teacher certification exams.

the initial certificate will be issued only 

to students completing programs that 

are registered as leading to the initial 

certificate.

candidates receiving an initial 

certificate will need to qualify for a 

professional certificate.

Professional Certificate—the 

professional certificate is the final 

teaching certificate awarded that 

qualifies a candidate who has met the 

requirements of the current regulations 

to teach in the public schools of new 

York state. requirements include 

an appropriate master’s degree and 

three years of teaching experience, 

including one year of mentored teaching 

experience. holders of the professional 

certificate are required to complete 

175 hours of professional development 

every five years.

TERminaL ExPERiEnCE
an appropriate terminal academic 

experience is required for all students. 

students should consult their 

departments for details. if a thesis is 

to be used as the terminal experience, 

the student should secure a thesis 

form from the office of research 

doctoral studies, pless hall, 5th floor. 

on completion, the master’s thesis 

approval form signed by the thesis 

sponsor and reader is to be filed in the 

office of research and doctoral studies 

in accordance with the published 

deadlines for filing. (see steinhardt.nyu.

edu/blogs/studentaffairs for deadlines.)

TRansFER CREdiT
students will be allowed to transfer up 

to (but not to exceed) 30 percent of 

the total number of credits required by 

the program. the number of courses 

accepted for transfer will be determined 

by the program adviser. credit may 

be granted for graduate coursework, 

completed at an accredited graduate 

institution, not applied to another 

degree, and not more than 10 years old 

if a grade of b or better was earned for 

any such coursework. in all cases, the 

24-unit residency requirement must  

be met.

Graduation requirements: master’s programs
m.a. ChECKLisT

1.  Apply for graduation. 

apply for graduation four to six 

months prior to your anticipated 

graduation date. exact deadline 

dates are available from the office 

of Graduation services (registrar). 

telephone: 212-998-4260.

2.  Information needed.

a.  master’s degree statement of require-

ments. count the number of units 

required for your degree.

b.  list of the prerequisite and graduate 

courses required for your curriculum. 

each program provides students 

with this information at the time of 

matriculation.

c.  transcript. list the courses and 

credits you have completed.

d.  list any courses you transferred (via 

filing a transfer credit form).

3. Meeting schoolwide requirements.

a.  course requirements: check all 

courses taken at nYu or transferred 

to nYu against the list of prerequisite 

graduate courses required.

b. transfer credit allowances: 

i.  upon admission, students are 

allowed to transfer credits up to 

(but not exceeding) 30 percent of 

the total required by the program. 

the number of courses accepted 

for transfer will be determined by 

the program adviser. credit may 

be granted for graduate course 

work completed at an accredited 

graduate institution not applied 

to another degree and not more 

than 10 years old. in all cases, the 

24-unit residency requirement must 

be met.

ii.  for those already matriculated, 

transfer credit may be accepted 

for a maximum of 30 percent of 

a student’s graduate program 

(including any advanced standing 

previously approved upon initial 

matriculation).

iii.  transfer credit may be accepted 

only if a minimum grade of b has 

been earned for such coursework.

c.  the steinhardt school of culture, 

education, and human development 

graduate credit requirements: a 

minimum of 24 credits must be taken. 

d.  the steinhardt school of culture, 

education, and human development 

residency requirements: a minimum 

of 24 credits must be completed 

in residence. count the number of 

credits of graduate (2000-level 

nonprerequisite) courses taken at 

nYu.

e.  total credit requirements: a minimum 

of 30 credits must be completed. 

(program requirements vary and 

may exceed this number.) count the 

number of credits taken in 2000-level 

nonprerequisite courses at nYu or 

transferred in. do not count courses 

taken as prerequisites.

f.  Grade unit requirements: minimum of 

2.5 scholastic average.
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adVanCEd CERTiFiCaTE in 
EdUCaTion
the school offers a sixth-year program 

of studies leading to the award of 

a certificate of advanced study in 

education with specialization in a 

particular area. availability of the sixth-

year program should be ascertained 

by consulting the department of 

specialization sought.

CERTiFiCaTE REQUiREmEnTs
the sixth-year program requires a 

minimum of 30 units and is open only to 

students holding a master’s degree from 

a recognized institution.

■  of these 30 units, a minimum of 15 

units must be completed under the 

auspices of the steinhardt school 

of culture, education, and human 

development after the term in which 

matriculation is approved.

■  of these 30 units, a minimum of 24 

units must be completed in residence.

■  of these 30 units, a maximum of 6 

units of advanced standing may be 

applied. undergraduate (0-level or 

1-level) courses may not be counted 

as credit toward the certificate of 

advanced study.

■  While professional work experience 

is not required prior to matriculation, 

the certificate will be granted only 

after the student has had three years 

of satisfactory, related professional 

experience, obtained either before or 

during the pursuit of the sixth-year 

program.

gRadE aVERagE
a scholastic average of 3.0 in required 

courses is necessary for graduation.

mainTEnanCE oF 
maTRiCULaTion
to maintain matriculation, a candidate 

must complete at least 3 units at new 

York university, under the auspices 

of the steinhardt school of culture, 

education, and human development, 

each academic year (fall and spring) 

or, in lieu of such completion, must pay 

a maintenance fee of $300 per year, 

plus the nonreturnable registration and 

services fees each term. a candidate 

has a six-year period following the date 

of matriculation for the completion 

of all requirements. if continuous 

matriculation has not been maintained, a 

reevaluation of credentials is necessary, 

and only those courses completed 

within the last 10-year period will be 

credited.

TRansFER CREdiT
on recommendation of the adviser, 

credit for graduate coursework 

completed at an accredited graduate 

institution, not applied to another 

degree, and not more than 10 years old, 

may be granted to a maximum of 6 units 

if a grade of b or better was earned for 

any such coursework.

sixth-Year program

doctoral programs: General requirements
the purposes of the doctoral programs 

in the school are to prepare people who 

will advance knowledge; to prepare 

people who will transmit knowledge; 

and to prepare people for educational, 

administrative, and other professional 

services. doctoral programs require 

a minimum of three academic years 

of full-time graduate-level study (a 

minimum of 12 units per semester) 

after the baccalaureate degree, or their 

equivalent in part-time study. 

students are reminded that, in gener-

al, the degree requirements applying to 

them are defined in the bulletin for the 

academic year in which their matricula-

tion is established.

REQUiREmEnTs FoR 
doCToRaL maTRiCULaTion
all applicants for admission to doctoral 

study in the steinhardt school of 

culture, education, and human 

development must submit a completed 

admission application; official transcripts 

documenting higher education; 

official scores from the Graduate 

record examination (Gre) general 

test, including the verbal, quantitative, 

and analytical sections; and payment 

of the required fees, along with any 

other program-specific requirements 

as outlined in the application for 

Graduate admissions. the test of 

english as a foreign language (toefl) 

is mandatory for all applicants whose 

native language is not english and who 

did not receive a bachelor’s degree at an 

english-speaking college or university.

applicants should arrange to take 

the Gre through the educational test-

ing service, princeton, nJ 08541. scores, 

to be official, must be reported through 

the educational testing service to the 

office of Graduate admissions (institu-

tion code 2556), steinhardt school of 

culture, education, and human develop-

ment, new York university, pless hall, 82 

Washington square east, 3rd floor, new 

York, nY 10003-6680.

applications for doctoral study are 

considered for the fall semester only. all 

admitted doctoral students are expect-

ed to enroll for the semester they are 

accepted or must reapply for admission 

for the next academic year (reapplica-

tion does not guarantee readmission).

Advisement and Registration. 

applicants who are accepted and 

permitted to register and who wish 

to begin their programs as full-time 

students may register during no more 

than one term for a maximum of 18 units 

prior to the establishment of official 

matriculation. similarly, applicants who 

wish to begin as part-time students may 

register during no more than two terms 

for a maximum of 18 units prior to the 

establishment of official matriculation.

in all matters relating to the program 

of specialization, the student works 

closely with the program adviser. this 

includes information on any additional 

prescreening procedures or other condi-

tions unique to the division or program 

(such as residency requirement, 

additional prescreening procedures, 

selection and sequence of courses in 

specialization, etc.).

Establishment of Formal Matriculation 

in Doctoral Programs. each program has 

a doctoral admissions committee that 

evaluates the applicant’s application 

based on the following:
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1.  the applicant’s grade unit average 

from previous degree programs

2.  the applicant’s verbal and 

quantitative scores on the Graduate 

record examination (Gre) (all 

Gre scores must be official as 

determined by the office of Graduate 

admissions.) 

3.  all supplemental materials required 

by the program 

4. personal interview, where appropriate

5.  the applicant’s work and academic 

background

doctoral students are required to 

complete the degree within 8 years of 

the date of matriculation.

a student is not permitted to be 

matriculated for more than one degree 

at a time.

TRansFER CREdiT
there is no provision for advanced 

standing at the doctoral level. Graduate 

study completed at an accredited 

institution; not applied to another 

graduate degree; completed with a 

grade of a, b, or pass; and not more 

than 10 years old may be presented for 

consideration of exemption from certain 

coursework, if appropriate, without 

reference to transfer of units.

admission To CandidaCY
successful completion of the 

departmental candidacy examination, 

a comprehensive examination in 

the program of specialization, 

provides the basis of acceptance into 

doctoral candidacy following formal 

matriculation. below are the two 

schoolwide prerequisites to the taking 

of the candidacy examination as well as 

regulations concerning the examination 

itself.

1.  matriculation. only doctoral students 

who are fully matriculated are eligible 

for the departmental candidacy 

examination. matriculation is 

established during the first semester 

of registration in the doctoral program.

2.  Good academic standing. all 

doctoral students are required to 

have a cumulative, doctoral grade 

unit average of 3.0 to qualify for the 

departmental candidacy examination. 

at an early stage of doctoral study, 

doctoral students should confer with 

their departmental advisers in order 

to plan the remaining courses neces-

sary as preparation for the candidacy 

examination. doctoral students may not 

sit for the candidacy examination more 

than twice. candidacy examination ap-

plications are available at the office of 

research and doctoral studies,  

pless hall, 82 Washington square east, 

5th floor.

if doctoral candidacy is not ac-

cepted, matriculation will be suspended. 

if candidacy is subsequently accepted, 

the original date of matriculation will be 

restored.

FinaL oRaL ExaminaTion
the final oral examination for doctoral 

degrees will be conducted by a 

commission of five faculty members. if 

a two-member dissertation committee 

is appointed, the final oral examination 

commission shall be composed of four 

members. a candidate is eligible for this 

examination only after the approved 

dissertation, abstract, and necessary 

forms (which may be obtained from 

the office of research and doctoral 

studies) have been transmitted for 

examination purposes and all other 

scholastic requirements have been 

met. (consult steinhardt.nyu.edu/

policies_doctoral/forms for dates for 

filing dissertations.) consult steinhardt.

nyu.edu/policies_doctoral/ forms for the 

final oral examination calendar. final oral 

exams may not be scheduled outside of 

the final oral examination period posted 

on the website. the examination need 

not be restricted to a defense of the 

dissertation.

Note: if a candidate fails the oral ex-

amination, he or she may appeal to the 

associate dean for research and doctoral 

studies, who may grant the privilege 

of a second oral examination by the 

same examining commission, provided 

that the examination shall not be given 

before six months have elapsed and pro-

vided further that no more than two oral 

examinations shall be permitted any one 

candidate. such an appeal should be 

filed in the office of Graduate studies.

TERminaTion oF CandidaCY
a member of the major faculty or 

dissertation committee may at any 

time recommend to the associate dean 

for student affairs the termination 

of a student’s candidacy for a 

doctoral degree, provided that such 

recommendation is accompanied by 

substantiating evidence.

doCToRaL adVisEmEnT FEE 
sYsTEm (mainTEnanCE oF 
maTRiCULaTion)
effective since fall 1991, the following 

doctoral advisement fee system is 

in effect for all steinhardt school 

of culture, education, and human 

development doctoral students:

1.  any semester in which a student is 

not registered for at least one 3-unit 

course, the student must register 

for DCADV-GE.3400, doctoral 

advisement, or departmentally 

approved 1-unit substitution. 

registration for this course will entitle 

students to use the libraries and other 

research facilities, consult members 

of the faculty, participate in university 

activities, and use the student health 

service and the coles sports and 

recreation center. (additional fees for 

coles may apply).

2.  doctoral advisement will be a 1-unit 

fee course. these credits will not 

count toward the student’s total unit 

requirement.

3.  students who register for doctoral 

advisement may be given full-time 

equivalency if they are eligible 

according to the steinhardt school 

of culture, education, and human 

development regulations.

4.  students must register for doctoral 

advisement each semester exclusive 

of summers. students who are away 

from the area must consult with 

advisers by telephone or e-mail and 

may register via albert for doctoral 

advisement during the official 

registration periods.

5.  if a student who is still within his or 

her eight-year time period for degree 

completion (or 10-year period for 

those students matriculated prior 

to fall 2008) does not register each 

semester for either one 3-unit course 

or for doctoral advisement, his or 

her matriculation will lapse after 

one year. With the approval of the 

student’s adviser, matriculation may 

be reinstated, at which time the 

student will be required to pay all 

missed tuition and fees. students who 

do not register for any given semester 

must also pay missed tuition and 

fees for doctoral advisement upon 

reregistration.
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aPPoinTmEnT oF 
dissERTaTion CommiTTEE 
When a student has matriculated and 

candidacy has been approved, the 

associate dean will, on the written 

request of the candidate, apunit a 

dissertation committee of two or three 

faculty members, at least one of whom, 

the chairperson, shall be from the 

candidate’s area of specialization (as 

defined by the two-digit number that 

designates the academic program in 

which the candidate is matriculated). 

three-member committees may be 

reduced subsequently to two-member 

committees at the discretion of the 

associate dean and under certain special 

circumstances.

further, in order to ensure a diversity 

of perspectives being available to the 

student during the proposal and disser-

tation development process, at least one 

member of the committee must hold 

professorial appointment in a program/

department different from the candi-

date’s program or area of specialization.

it is the candidate’s responsibility to 

nominate the chairperson of this com-

mittee, whose consent to serve must 

be indicated on the application form, 

obtainable in and returnable to the of-

fice of research and doctoral studies, 

pless hall, 82 Washington square east, 

5th floor. the membership of the com-

mittee will be reviewed and approved by 

the associate dean.

students may elect to request the 

appointment of a dissertation commit-

tee chairperson without requesting the 

appointment of the other one or two 

remaining committee members. should 

the student elect to request the advance 

appointment of a chairperson in this 

manner, the student must request ap-

pointment of the remaining member(s) 

within one year of the date on which the 

committee chairperson was apunited.

dissERTaTion PRoPosaL
following appointment of the 

dissertation committee, the candidate 

will prepare an original research 

proposal for approval by the committee 

and for review by the appropriate 

proposal review panel. all proposals 

must also be submitted to the office 

of research and doctoral studies. the 

proposal must be approved before 

data collection and the dissertation 

writing are begun. in the proposal, 

the candidate is expected to indicate 

doctor of philosophy/doctor of education   
clearly and concisely what is proposed, 

where information is to be obtained, 

and how the research is to be carried 

out. Guidelines for submission of the 

proposal are available in the office of 

research and doctoral studies, pless 

hall, 5th floor.

dissERTaTion
candidates for the ph.d. degree must 

show ability for independent research 

and scholarly technique by means of a 

dissertation, the preparation of which 

will usually represent a substantial 

amount of research activity. candidates 

for the ed.d. must present a successfully 

completed dissertation involving applied 

research in the field of education. 

alternate projects to the dissertation 

for the ed.d. are provided, subject to 

approval of faculty. no dissertation or 

final document will be read regardless 

of any other consideration unless the 

english is technically accurate and 

the style and appearance satisfactory. 

(consult steinhardt.nyu.edu/policies 

_doctoral/deadlines for dates for filing 

the dissertation.)

minimUm REsidEnCE 
REQUiREmEnT
consult department of specialization for 

further information. some departments 

require a one-year residency with full-

time student status.

all candidates for the doctor of 

philosophy or doctor of education 

degree must complete a minimum of 36 

units in residence beyond the master’s 

degree on the second (2) level or above. 

those candidates matriculating for the 

doctorate directly from the baccalaure-

ate are required to complete a minimum 

54 units in residence on the second (2) 

level or above. undergraduate (0-level 

or 1-level) courses may not be counted 

as credit toward a doctoral degree. 

gEnERaL dEgREE 
REQUiREmEnTs (Ph.d.  
and Ed.d.)
1.  all candidates are required to take 

6 units of foundations work. the 

foundations courses must be taken 

during the first 24 units of doctoral 

study. 

     Graduate courses qualify for 

the foundations requirement when 

they are upper-division courses 

(steinhardt 2000-level courses or 

their equivalent in other schools) and 

designed to broaden students’ access 

to knowledge outside of the areas of 

specialization. to this end, courses are 

considered foundational when they 

(1) provide broad basic content, are 

not limited to a single profession, are 

outside the student’s specialization, 

and do not require prerequisites; (2) 

are based on current scholarship in 

the arts, humanities, sciences, and/

or social sciences; and (3) have 

wide applicability to common issues 

of the student’s specialization and 

profession.

2.  all candidates are required to 

complete a 3-unit course in 

specialized methods of research.

3.  six units of cognate study (study 

related to but not in the field of 

specialization)

4.  a 3-unit course in dissertation 

proposal seminar

5.  a departmental or program seminar 

(3 units)

6.  fifteen units of research electives 

specifically addressed to preparing 

the student to design and conduct his 

or her research 

7.  specialization courses as specified 

on the statement of requirements 

in addition to the requirements (1–6) 

above

8.  a scholastic average of 3.0 for 

both the total record and courses 

in specialization is required for 

graduation.

9.  doctoral students are expected to 

be able to explain and defend all 

aspects of the data analysis and 

interpretations appropriate to the 

design of their dissertation research.
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   hEgis1

Programs/Concentrations degrees Conferred number

aRT and aRT PRoFEssions

art therapy m.a.4 1099

studio art m.f.a.  1002

studio art m.a. 1002

visual culture: costume studies m.a. 1099

visual culture: costume studies/

 library & information science

 (dual degree) m.a./mslis 1099/1601

visual culture: theory m.a. 1099

visual culture and education ph.d. 0831

art education ph.d. 0831

art education & 

 community practice m.a. 1002

visual culture ph.d. 0831

aRTs adminisTRaTion

performing arts administration m.a. 1099

visual arts administration m.a. 1099 

BiLingUaL EdUCaTion ph.d. 0899

BUsinEss EdUCaTion

Workplace learning adv. cert. 0838

CommUniCaTiVE sCiEnCEs and disoRdERs

communicative sciences  

 and disorders m.s., adv. cert. phd 1220

CommUniTY PUBLiC hEaLTh

community health m.p.h. 0837

international community health m.p.h. 0837

public health nutrition m.p.h. 0837

CoUnsELoR EdUCaTion

counseling and Guidance

 school counseling K–12 m.a.2 0826.01

 bilingual school 

 counseling K–12 m.a.2 0826.01 

counseling and Guidance adv. cert., ph.d. 0826.01

counseling for mental 

 health and Wellness  m.a.4 0826.01

counseling psychology ph.d.4 2004

danCE and danCE EdUCaTion

teaching dance in the professions m.a. 1008

 abt pedagogy m.a. 1008

digiTaL mEdia dEsign  

FoR LEaRning m.a. 0605

dRama ThERaPY m.a.4 1099

hEgis1

Programs/Concentrations degrees Conferred number

EaRLY ChiLdhood and ELEmEnTaRY EdUCaTion

positions of leadership:  

early childhood and  

elementary education adv. cert., ph.d. 0802

EdUCaTion and JEwish sTUdiEs 

education and Jewish studies m.a.,  0899

  ph.d. 1510 

EdUCaTion and JEwish  

sTUdiEs and hEBREw and  

JUdaiC sTUdiEs m.a. 1111

EdUCaTion and soCiaL PoLiCY m.a. 2199

EdUCaTionaL adminisTRaTion

educational leadership:  

school building leader m.a. 0828

educational leadership:  

school district leader adv. cert. 0827

educational administration ed.d., ph.d.  0827

EdUCaTionaL CommUniCaTions  

and TEChnoLogY ph.d. 0605

EdUCaTionaL LEadERshiP,  

PoLiTiCs, and adVoCaCY m.a. 0899

EdUCaTionaL ThEaTRE

teachers of educational theatre  

 in high schools adv. cert., ed.d., ph.d. 1007

educational theatre in colleges 

 and communities m.a., ed.d., ph.d. 1007

EngLish EdUCaTion

teachers of english language and 

 literature in college m.a., adv. cert. 1501

english education  

 (secondary and college) ph.d. 1501

  literature, reading, 

 media education, 

 composition education, 

 curriculum development  ph.d. 1501

 applied linguistics ph.d. 1501

EngLish as a sECond LangUagE/TEaChing 

EngLish To sPEaKERs oF oThER LangUagEs (TEsoL) 

post-baccalaureate study in tesol adv. cert. 1508

teachers of english to speakers of

other languages/college ph.d. 1508

post-master’s study in tesol  

 in college adv. cert. 1508

teachers of english to speakers  

 of other languages m.a. 1508

NOTES

1 heGis: higher education 

General information 

survey, new York 

state education 

department, office of 

higher education, state 

education building, 89 

Washington avenue, 2nd 

floor, West mezzanine, 

albany, nY 12234; www.

highered.nysed.gov.

2 leads to new York state 

certification.

3 not currently accepting 

applications.

4 professional license 

qualifying.

5 students will no longer 

be admitted into this 

program beginning fall 

2005.

6 dual degree. only m.a. 

leads to certification.

degree and certificate programs as 
registered by the new York state 
education department  
(see pages 194-95 for teacher certification programs.)

http://www.highered.nysed.gov
http://www.highered.nysed.gov
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   hEgis1

Programs/Concentrations degrees Conferred number

EnViRonmEnTaL ConsERVaTion  

EdUCaTion m.a. 0899

Food sTUdiEs

food management studies and  

 food systems m.a. 1306

food studies m.a. 1306

food studies and food  

 management ph.d. 1306

FoREign LangUagE EdUCaTion (nonCERTiFiCaTion)

foreign language education m.a. 1101

teachers of foreign languages  

 in colleges m.a., adv. cert. 1101

post-master’s study for teachers  

 of foreign language in college adv. cert 1101

highER and PosTsECondaRY EdUCaTion

higher and postsecondary  

 education ph.d. 0827

higher education administration ed.d. 0827

higher education and  

 student affairs m.a. 0826

hisToRY oF EdUCaTion m.a., ph.d. 0821

inTERnaTionaL EdUCaTion

international education ph.d. 0899

 cross-cultural exchange 

      and training ph.d. 0899

 Global education ph.d. 0899

 international development  

 education ph.d. 0899

international education m.a., adv. cert. 0801

mEdia, CULTURE, and  

CommUniCaTion ph.d., m.a. 0601

media, culture & communication/

 library & information science

 (dual degree) m.a./mslis 1099/1601

mUsiC and mUsiC PRoFEssions

music business m.a. 1099

music performance and composition

 composition m.a., ph.d. 1004

 performance m.a., ph.d. 1004

music theory and composition  m.m. 1004.10

 scoring for film and media m.m. 1004.10

music education

 college and university faculty m.a., ed.d., ph.d. 0832

 music teacher K–12 adv. cert., ed.d., ph.d. 0832

music therapists m.a. 0832

music technology  m.m., ph.d. 1099

piano performance  

 solo piano m.m. 1004

 collaborative piano m.m. 1004

instrumental performance 

 Jazz performance  m.m. 1004 

vocal performance 

 classical voice m.m. 1004 

 music theatre performance  m.m. 1004

vocal pedagogy adv. cert. 1004

vocal performance/ 

 vocal pedagogy m.m., adv. cert. 1004

   

   hEgis1

Programs/Concentrations degrees Conferred number

nUTRiTion and diETETiCs

clinical nutrition m.s., ph.d. 1306

foods and nutrition  m.s., ph.d. 1306

oCCUPaTionaL ThERaPY

occupational therapy m.s.‡ 1208

occupational therapy d.p.s. 1208

advanced occupational 

therapy: Generic m.a. 1208

research in occupational therapy ph.d. 1208

PhYsiCaL ThERaPY

physical therapists m.a. 1212

 pathokinesiology m.a. 1212

research in 

physical therapy ph.d. 1212

physical therapy d.p.t.‡ 1212

physical therapy for practicing 

 physical therapists d.p.t. 1212

orthopedic physical therapy adv. cert. 1212

PsYChoLogY

educational psychology m.a. 0822

 General educational psychology m.a. 0822

 psychological measurement  

 and evaluation m.a. 0822

psychological development ph.d. 0822

psychology and social intervention m.a., phd 1009

sChooL PsYChoLogY

school psychology ph.d. 2099

school psychologist adv. cert.4, ma 0826.02

professional child/school  

 psychology psy.d.4,5 2099

soCioLogY oF EdUCaTion

sociology of education ph.d. 2208

 education policy m.a. 2208

 social and cultural studies m.a. 2208

sPECiaL EdUCaTion

special education learning  

 consultant adv. cert. 0808

sTaTisTiCs

applied statistics for 

 social science research m.s. 1702

TEaChing and LEaRning ed.d., ph.d. 0829
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PRogRam assoCiaTion
art therapy art therapy association

communicative sciences and disorders american speech-language/hearing association

community public health council on education and public health

counseling psychology, ph.d. american psychological association

dietetics (dietetic internship) american dietetic association

drama therapy national association for drama therapy

occupational therapy american occupational therapy association

physical therapy american physical therapy association

school psychology american psychological association

teacher education teaching education accreditation council

programs accredited by professional  
associations
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calendar

Freshman Orientation Begins August 25 Sunday

Labor Day Holiday  September 2 Monday

Fall Classes Begin  September 3 Tuesday

Fall Break (No Classes) October 14-15 Monday, Tuesday

Midterm Grades Deadline November 8 Friday

Registration for the 

Spring 2014 Semester begins November 18 Monday

Thanksgiving Recess November 28-December 1 Thursday-Sunday

Legislative Day 

(classes meet on a Monday Schedule) December 11 Wednesday, 

Last Day of Classes  December 13 Friday 

Reading Days  December 14-15 Saturday, Sunday

Fall Semester Exams December 16-20 Monday-Friday

Final Grades Deadline Grades are due 72 hours after the  

  scheduled final exam date 

Winter Recess  December 21-January 5 Saturday-Sunday

2013
all dates inclusive
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January Term Classes Begin January 6 Monday

Martin Luther King Day Holiday (No Classes) January 20 Monday

Last Day of January Term Classes January 24 Friday

Spring Classes Begin January 27 Monday

Presidents Day Holiday (No Classes) February 17 Monday

Spring Recess  March 17-March 23 Monday-Sunday

Midterm Grades Deadline April 11 Friday

Last Day of Classes  May 12 Monday

Reading Day  May 13 Tuesday

Spring Semester Exams May 14-20 Wednesday-Tuesday

Commencement  May 21 (tentative) Wednesday

Final Grades Deadline Grades are due 72 hours after the  

  scheduled final exam date

Memorial Day Holiday May 26 Monday

Twelve Week Summer Session May 27-June 14 Tuesday-Saturday

(4 Three Week Sessions) June 16-July 5 Monday-Saturday 

  July 7-July 26 Monday-Saturday 

  July 28-August 16 Monday-Saturday

Final Grades Deadline Grades are due 72 hours after the  

  scheduled final exam date

Independence Day Holiday July 4 Friday

2014
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Freshman Orientation Begins August 24 Sunday

Labor Day Holiday  September 1 Monday

Fall Classes Begin  September 2 Tuesday

Fall Break (No Classes) October 13-14 Monday, Tuesday

Midterm Grades Deadline November 14 Friday

Registration for the 

Spring 2014 Semester begins November 17 Monday

Thanksgiving Recess November 27-30 Thursday-Sunday

Legislative Day 

(classes meet on a Monday Schedule) December 10 Wednesday, 

Last Day of Classes  December 12 Friday 

Reading Days  December 13-14 Saturday, Sunday

Fall Semester Exams December 15-19 Monday-Friday

Final Grades Deadline Grades are due 72 hours after the  

  scheduled final exam date 

Winter Recess  December 20-January 4 Saturday-Sunday

2014
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January Term Classes Begin January 5 Monday

Martin Luther King Day Holiday (No Classes) January 19 Monday

Last Day of January Term Classes January 23 Friday

Spring Classes Begin January 26 Monday

Presidents Day Holiday (No Classes) February 16 Monday

Spring Recess  March 16-March 22 Monday-Sunday

Midterm Grades Deadline April 10 Friday

Last Day of Classes  May 11 Monday

Reading Day  May 12 Tuesday

Spring Semester Exams May 13-19 Wednesday-Tuesday

Commencement  May 20 (tentative) Wednesday

Final Grades Deadline Grades are due 72 hours after the  

  scheduled final exam date

Memorial Day Holiday May 25 Monday

Twelve Week Summer Session May 26-June 13 Tuesday-Saturday

(4 Three Week Sessions) June 15-July 2 Monday-Saturday 

  July 6-July 25 Monday-Saturday 

  July 27-August 15 Monday-Saturday

Final Grades Deadline Grades are due 72 hours after the  

  scheduled final exam date

Independence Day Holiday July 3-4 Friday-Saturday

2015
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travel directions 
to theWashington 
square campus*

Lexington avenue subway (#6): local

to astor place station. Walk west on

astor place to broadway, then south on

broadway to Waverly place, and west on

Waverly place toWashington square.

Broadway subway (n, R): local to

eighth street station. Walk south on

broadway to Waverly place, then west 

on Waverly place toWashington square.

sixth or Eighth avenue subway (a, B,

C, d, E, F, V): to West fourth street—

Washington square station. Walk east 

on West fourth street or Waverly place 

to Washington square.

seventh avenue subway (#1): local to

christopher street—sheridan square

station. Walk east on West fourth street

to Washington square.

Port authority Trans-hudson (PaTh):

to ninth street station. Walk south on

avenue of the americas (sixth 

avenue) to Waverly place, then east 

toWashington square.

Fifth avenue Bus: bus numbered 1 to

broadway and ninth street. Walk south

on broadway to Waverly place, and  

west to Washington square. buses 

numbered 2, 3, and 5 to eighth street 

and university place. Walk south to 

Washington square.

Broadway Bus: bus numbered 6 to

Waverly place. Walk west to Washington

square.

Eighth street Crosstown Bus: bus

numbered 8 to university place. Walk

south to Washington square.

*See Washington Square Campus map and key 

for specific addresses.
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index
A
academic programs 10-15

accreditation 

                39, 42, 72, 76, 80, 83, 102, 110, 139, 180

administration, leadership, and

 technology, department of  20-31 

admission  156-58

application

 deadlines  17, 167

 applicants with international

 credentials  168-69

 see also individual programs

advisement  173-74

alumni activities  183

america reads and

 america counts  185

american language institute  169

applied psychology,

 department of  121-36

arrears policy, diploma  173, 176

art and art professions,

 department of  32-46

art collection/Grey art Gallery

 and study center  5

art education  38-39

art therapy  42-43

arts administration

 performing  88-89

 visual  39-41

arts management programs,

 council on  41, 81, 88

athletics, intramurals, and recreation,

 department of  183

attendance  173

auditing  170-171

B 

bilingual education  124, 150-52

bookstores, nYu  183

business, music  81

C 

calendar  197-200

campus safety  175

campus visits  169

candidacy, doctoral  171, 190

 termination of  190

career development,

 Wasserman center for  179, 181, 185

certificate of advanced study  189

certification,

 teacher  16-17, 187-188 

child and family policy center  123

childhood education  142-144

codes, program and concentration  10-15

coles sports and recreation

 center  183

communicative sciences and

 disorders, department of  47-52

community service  185

computer services

 and internet resources  184

computer science,

 see educational communication and

 technology, music technology,

 studio art

computer store  183

costume studies  41-42

counseling and Guidance and

 counseling for mental health

 and Wellness  124-124

counseling psychology  126

counseling services

 school  184

 university  184 

see also rehabilitation counseling

craft media  36

courses, classification of  18-19

D 

dance education  75-76

dean’s Grants for

 student research  183

degree/certificate requirements

 doctoral  189-90

 master’s  188

 sixth-Year program  189

 see also individual programs

degree and certificate programs 

 registered by the new York state

 education department 192-93

dietetics, nutrition and  100-102

digital art  36-37

directory: frequently

 called numbers  207

dining services  184

disabilities, students with  184

discipline  174

dissertation  191

doctoral advisement fee system

 (maintenance of matriculation)  177

doctor of education  191

doctor of philosophy  191

doctor of physical therapy    116

doctor of psychology  132

drama therapy  89-90

drop/add policy  171

E 

early childhood and childhood

 education  142-144

education and Jewish studies  55-56

education and social policy  56

educational communication

 and technology  24

educational leadership  22

educational psychology  126-127

educational theatre  77-80

employment, student  179

english as a second language, see

 teachers of english to speakers

 of other languages english  

english education  145-146

enrollment verification,

 how to request  172

environmental conservation

 education  147
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examinations

 doctoral candidacy  171, 190

 Gre  167

 oral, final  190

 toefl 167-68

F 

faculty index  

 see individual departments

fees and expenses  176-78

fellowships, see financial aid

financial aid  178-81

firearms, simulated,

 nYu policy on  175

food studies  102-3

foreign credentials  168

foreign language education  133

fraternities  183

full-time equivalency  171

G 

Gay, lesbian, bisexual,

 and transgender courses  135-36

Gay, lesbian, bisexual, and

 transgender student

 services, office of  184

Global programs, Graduate  

 see individual departments

Grade average  187

Grades  173

Graduate commission  174

Graduate record examination  189-90

Graduate student organization  182

Graduate study  186-91

Graduation  172, 186, 188

Grants, see financial aid 172, 176

Guidance, see counseling 183

H 

health, identity, behavior, and

 prevention studies (chibps),

 center for  123

health center, student  182, 184, 207

health insurance  176

higher and postsecondary

 education  26-27

history of education  57

history, see social studies

housing  184

human development and social

 change, institute for  124

humanities and social sciences in

 the professions, department of  65-71

I 

independent study  173-74

interdepartmental research studies  58

international education  58-59

international students

 admission  168-169

 office for, and scholars  184

 services 182

J 

Jewish studies, education and  55-56

K 

Kinesiology, see physical therapy

L 

learning disabled students,

 support program for  184

leave of absence  171-172

lesbian, Gay, bisexual, and

 transgender student

 services, office of  184

literacy education  148

libraries  5

loans, see financial aid

M 

map, Washington square campus  201

master of fine arts  36

master of music  86

master of public health  104

mathematics education  144-50

matriculation, maintenance of

 doctorates  172, 177 

 master’s  187

 sixth-Year program  189

 see also fees and expenses

measurement and

 evaluation, psychological  128

media, culture, and communication,

 department of  65-71

moses center for students with

 disabilities, the henry and lucy  184

multicultural education and programs,

 center for  184

multilingual multicultural

 studies  150-53

museum, see visual arts 

 administration

music and performing arts

 professions, department of  72-98

music business  81

music education  82

music performance and

 music composition  84-85

music technology  86-88

music theatre  85

music therapy  90-90

N 

new York state education

 department degree and

 certificate program registration    192-193

new York university,

 administration  6-7

 introduction to  4

 board of trustees  7-8

 deans and directors  9

 map  199

 travel directions  201

nutrition, food studies, and

 public health, department of  88-95

nutrition and dietetics  89-91

O 

occupational therapy,

 department of  108-13

oral examination, final,

 see examinations
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P 

painting and drawing  36

palladium athletic facility  183

pass/fail option  174

patents, university policy on  175

pathokinesiology  116

payment plans, tuition  176-78

performing arts administration  88-89

performing arts therapies  89-91

permitted course load  172

philosophy of education courses  62

photography  37

physical therapy,

 department of  114-20 

placement, see career development,

 Wasserman center for

plagiarism, policies concerning  174

printmaking  37

probation, see Grades

program, change of  173

program board  183

psychological development  129-30

psychology, applied,

 department of  121-36 

psychology and social intervention  132-33

public health  104

R 

refund of tuition  176-78

registration and advisement  170-75

religious and spiritual resources  182

research on culture, development,

 and education, center for  123

research and evaluation of

 advanced technologies in

 education, consortium for  24

research in physical therapy  106

residence requirement

 doctoral  191 

master’s  188

S 

scholarships, see financial aid

school psychology  130-32

science education  153-54

sculpture  36

sculpture: craft media  36

services, school and university  171-73

sixth-Year certificate program  178

social studies education  155-57

sociology of education  59-60

sororities 183

special education 157-59

see also applied psychology

 and therapy

special students  168, 170

speech-language-hearing clinic  51

sports, see coles sports

 and recreation center

steinhardt school of culture,

 education, and human

 development

 introduction to  9

student activities/school and

 university services  183-84

student resource center  185

student services, office of

 counseling and  184

student teaching,

 supervised  176

studio art  22, 38-37

study abroad, see individual  

 departments

T 

teacher certification,

 new York state

 programs  16-17, 188

teacher certification

 examination pass rate  187

teaching and learning,

 department of  137-66

 doctoral programs in  141-42

teachers of english to speakers of

 other languages (tesol)  138-41

 see also foreign language  

 education

temmer tonmeister studies  86

terminal experience, master’s  188

testing, required, see examinations

theatre, educational  77-82

therapy, art,

 drama, music, occupational,

 physical, communicative

 sciences and disorders

 see individual listings

thesis, master of arts,

 see terminal experience

ticket central box office  183

toefl (test of english as a

 foreign language),

 see foreign credentials

transcripts, official  173

transfer credit  188-89, 190

travel directions to the 

 Washington square campus             203 

tuition                                                 176-78

V 

veterans benefits  170, 180

video  24-25, 37, 86, 

visual arts administration  89-90

W 

Weapons, nYu policy on  175

Withdrawal from

 courses  170, 173-74, 178

Work-study program,

 federal  178, 179, 181
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Admissions (Graduate)

212-998-5030

Pless Hall

82 Washington Square East, 2nd floor

Bobst Library

212-998-2500

70 Washington Square South

NYU Bookstore

212-998-4667

726 Broadway

Bursar

212-998-2806

25 West 4th Street, 1st floor

Counseling and Student Services

212-998-5065

82 Washington Square East, room 32

Counseling Services, University

212-998-4780

726 Broadway

Students with Disabilities Adviser

212-998-4980 (voice and ttY)

719 Broadway, 2nd floor

Financial Aid

212-998-4444

25 West 4th Street, 1st floor

Student Health Center

212-443-1000

726 Broadway

Higher Education Opportunity  

Program

212-998-5690

East Building, 239 Green Street,  

room 800

Housing (University)

212-998-4600

383 Lafayette Street, 1st floor

Housing (Off-Campus)

212-998-4620

4 Washington Square Village

Jeffrey S. Gould Welcome Center

212-998-4636

Shimkin Hall, 50 West 4th Street,  

1st floor

International Students and Scholars 

Office

212-998-4720

561 La Guardia Place

Lost and Found

212-998-4850

14 Washington Place

Registration Services

212-998-5054

pless hall

82 Washington Square East, 2nd floor

Safety, Campus

212-998-2222

14 Washington Place

ThE sTEinhaRdT sChooL 
oF CULTURE, EdUCaTion, 
and hUman dEVELoPmEnT 
dEPaRTmEnTs

Administration, Leadership, and 

Technology

212-998-5520

East Building

239 Green Street, 3rd floor

Applied Psychology

212-998-5555

Kimball Hall

246 Green Street, 8th floor

Art and Art Professions

212-998-5700

Barney Building

34 Stuyvesant Street, 3rd floor

Communicative Sciences and Disorders

212-998-5230

665 Broadway, 9th floor

Humanities and Social Sciences in the 

Professions

212-998-9475

Kimball Hall

246 Greene Street, 3rd floor

Media, Culture, and Communication

212-998-5191

East Building

239 Green Street, 7th floor

Music and Performing Arts Professions

212-998-5424

Education building

35 West 4th Street, 7th floor

Nutrition, Food Studies, and Public 

Health

212-998-5580

Education Building

35 West 4th Street, 10th floor

Occupational Therapy

212-998-5825

Education Building

35 West 4th Street, 11th floor

Physical Therapy

212-998-9400

380 Second avenue, 4th floor

Teaching and Learning

212-998-5470

East Building

239 Green Street, 2nd  floor

frequently called
numbers
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